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Colors show intensity distribution on spher
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FOREWORD 

This report contains a review of unclassified activities in the laser 
program at Lawrence Liveimore Laboratory (LLL) during calendar 
year 1974. A report on niajor classified activities is available under a 
separate cover. The Laser Program at LLL is currently sponsored by 
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and 
represents a continuation and expansion of the program initiated by 
the Atomic Energy Commission. 

A report this size requires considerable dedicated support from 
many administrative personnel not directly involved in the technical 
work and unfortunately it is not possible to acknowledge the contri
butions of personal time from these people. However, it must be re
corded that Ms. Roberta Bell's contribution to trie logistical manage
ment of the manuscript v/as essential in preparation of this document. 

Some of the articles in this report make reference to company or 
product names. Such reference does not imply approval or recommend
ation of the product by the University of California or ERDA to the 
exclusion of others that may be suitable. 

Inquiries about the information presented in this report should be 
addressed to the Director's Office, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 
Livermore, California 94550, attention Scientific Editor, Laser Program 
Progress Report. 

Both printed and microfiche copies of the report are available from 
the Natit-nal Technical Information Service, as described on the inside 
front cover. 
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Introduction and Program Ove /iew 

This report reflects the activities and progress of the 
laser-fusion program at the Lawrence Livermore 'lab
oratory (LLL) during the period January through 
December 1974. The report includes a description of 
the objectives, scope, and achievements of the LLL 
program. References to other material are freely incor
porated to furnish additional detail. 

The LLL's interest in. laser technology began in the 
early 1960s, shortly after the laser was invented. Per
haps the most noteworthy property of the laser, from 
LLL's viewpoint, is its ability to produce an energy 
concentration in space and time even greater than that 
found in the heart of a nuclear explosion. Since 
energy concentration is central to LLL's overall 
mission-nuclear energy research-lasers from their 
inception have been regarded by LLL as an interesting 
form of energy concentration that may be competi
tive with, and supplemental to, nuclear fission and 
fusion. 

As with developments elsewhere in the world, 
LLL's early laser years were spent in developing an 
undemanding of fundamental laser science and tech
nology, and in considering the widening applications 
potential, both military and civilian. During this per
iod LLL learned that the time requiied to t>>ing laser 
applications to fruition is sometimes long and that the 
"ante in" fee-the entry cost and ceam size required 
to progress rapidly-is large. During the late 1960s 
and early 1970s the laser-fusion program management 
expressed an optimistic view to both the LLL and the 
AEC (now the Energy Research and Development 
Administration, ERDA) managements. They con
curred that the program to evaluate the scientific 
feasibility of laser fusion should be expanded; to that 
time, the program had been limited to physics evalua
tion at a relatively modest level of effort. Most of this 
original expansion was related to our nuclear explo
sives and military applications programs. Interest in 
possible civilian applications is now quite strong. 
Although to date there has been only token /unding of 
this area, a number of conceptual studies have been 
undertaken, along with a limited experimental effort. 

The laser program, now sponsored by ERDA, 
consists of three major elements: 

• Laser fusion-to demonstrate the scientific feasi
bility of initiating thermonuclear burn in a fuel pellet 
by irradiating the pellet with a laser pulse of high 
power and short duration. 

• Laser isotope separation—to demonstrate the 
scientific feasibility of using laser-induced processes to 

alter the isotopic ratios of chemical elements of 
significant economic value. 

• Laser research and development-to identify 
fruitful areas for new laser research and provide the 
necessary scientific data base for evaluating new lasers 
in the context of major national applications. 

The photographs on the facing page clearly indicate 
that progress was made in all of the above areas in 
1974. The top photograph shows an imploding pellet 
mounted on a slab and indicates the level of diagnos
tics required in laser fusion. Here the pellet is 60pm in 
diameter and the laser beam is incident from the right 
side. The attached "gray" scale provides a measure of 
temperature variation within the imploding pellet.* 
The middle photograph shows the plate on which the 
enriched uranium was collected in the first significant 
experiments on isotope separation by laser. This work 
is continuing, and major scaled experiments will be 
performed in 1975. The bottom photograph shows the 
fluorescence radiation from KrO. Laser action was 
demonstrated in rare-gas oxides (KrO, XeO, ArO) for 
tlie first time in the world at LLL in 1974. Pre
liminary system studies indicate that the iare-gas 
oxides might provide a useful laser source for future 
laser-fusion irradiation systems. Careful evaluation of 
rare-gas oxide lasers will continue in 1975 along with 
other less understood candidate media. 

Much of our laser program's in science and 
technology is derived from th<. Jear explosives 
research and development of the AEC and from the 
laser experience of the world. The chart in Fig. 1 -1 
shows the influence of nuclear weapons research on 
laser fusion and outlines some of the major potential 
applications of both lasets and laser fusion. 

The funding of the LLL laser applications program 
for fiscal years 1975 and 1976 is shown in Table 1-1. 

The LLL program represents approximately one-
half of ERDA's total laser effort. Though general 
systems studies of potential new applications are being 
performed, iaser-fusion research and development is 
currently aimed primarily at the demonstration of 
feasibility and the application to the nuclear weapon 
program. Civilian applications have not yet received 
any substantial resources. 

*At press time (March 15, 1975), up to 10 6 neu
trons had been obtained from more complex targets 
with only 15 to 20 J of laser energy deliveied in 
100 ps. 
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Fig. 1-1. Some potential applications for lasers and laser fusion. 

Table 1-1. Operating costs of LLL laser applications 
program for FY 1975-1976 i 

Cost($10°) 

Laser fusion 
Isotope separation 

Total 

FY 1975 

19.S 
3.1 

22.6 

FY 1976 

22.3 
5.9 

28.2 

The LLL laser-fusion effort has declined in real 
purchasing power from FY 1974 to FY 1975 by 
approximately 8%. However, if the civilian aspects of 
laser fusion are to be reasonably explored, this effort 
must be expanded over the next several years from its 
current level of 226 directly assigned people to about 
450. The laser photoseparation program has more 

than doubled over the last year, from an average of 34 
directly assigned people in FY 19/4 to the expected 
average of 69 in FY 1975. 

Two major facilities for the laser program at LLL 
have been authorized. The first, authorized in FY 
1973, is a $6.8 million laser laboratory containing 
both light and heavy optics laboratories and space for 
about 200 people. This building was occupied in 
October 1974, just 2 years after Congress appropriated 
the funds. Figure 1-2 shows this building as it is today. 
The second facility, authorized in FY 1974, is a high-
energy laser irradiation facility with a design goal of 
10 kJ of laser energy delivered to a target in a fraction 
of a nanosecond from multiple neodymium-glass laser 
chains. This 10-kJ system, including the building 
required to house it, is a $25 million project. The 
facility is scheduled for completion in 1977. We 
expect to demonstrate significant thermonuclear burn, 
and possibly scientific breakeven, from pellets im
ploded by this facility. 
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Fig. 1-2. The LLL Lasci-Fusion Laboratoiy. 

LASER PROGRAM GOALS, 

We have set for ourselves five milestones by which 
to reckon our progress in achieving laser-induced 
fusion: 

1. Reaching an adequate understanding of the 
physics of the interaction between laser light and 
plasma. 

2. Demonstrating a laser-induced implosion (de
fined as occurring when compressions greater than 
tenfold and fusion energy output greater than 1% of 
the laser light energy are attained). 

3. Achieving significant thermonuclear burn (de
fined as occurring when compressions greater than a 
hundredfold and a fusion energy output greater than 
10% of the laser light energy are attained). 

4. Achieving light energy breakeven, by raising 
the pellet burn efficiency so that the fusion energy 
produced is of the same magnitude as the light energy 
in the laser pulse. 

5. Achieving net energy gain, by raising the system 
efficiency to the point at which the fusion-energy 
output substantially exceeds the energy input to the 
whole laser system. 

Our present estimates of the laser technology 
needed to reach these milestones are given in Table 1-2. 

To achieve the first milestone of the laser-fusion 
program, we need to determine the kind of laser 
output pulse—in terms of energy, pulse duration and 
shape, wavelength, coherence properties, and 
symmetry-that will be required to compress a pellet 
of thermonuclear fuel to burn conditions and then to 
design and build ?. laser that will produce this output 
pulse. 

For the next few years (FY 1975-1977), the 
Laboratory will continue to perform basic laser/matter 
experiments using well-characterized lasers of moderate 
size. Pulse energies will range from tens of joules to 
about 1 kJ, and pulse lengths will range from the low 
nanosecond region to tens of picoseconds. The main 
purpose of these experiments will be to provide a data 
base tor comparison with theoretical calculations, 
in order to develop the capabilit" *o predict with high 
confidence the key laser and targ.i parameters that are 
necessary to obtain thermonuclear burn. Wc hope to 
reach the first and second milestones during tiiis 
period. Concurrently, the laser required to reach the 
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Table 1-2. Estimated laser technology requirements to attain the five laser-fusion milestones. 

Milestone Efusion /Eli: ight 

Laser requirements 

Energy (kJ) Pulse length (ps)a 

1. Light-plasma interactions 
2. Laser-induced implosion 
3. Significant thermonuclear bum 
4. Light energy breakeven 

5. Net energy gain 

0.01 
0.1 

> 1 0 

0.01-0.1 
0.1-1.0 

1-10 
10-100 

100-1000 

10-1000 
50-200 

100-1000 
50-1000 

(with shaping) 
100-1000 

(with shaping)0 

^Time to deliver about the last 50% of the laser energy. The early part of the pulse, of gradually increasing intensity, may 
have a duration of tens of nanoseconds. 

Assuming a 5% laser system efficiency. 

third milestone-significant thermonuclear burn-will 
be constructed. Research leading to the development 
of the laser systems necessary to reach the last two 
milestones—light energy breakeven and net energy 
gain—will also be intensively pursued (assuming ade
quate resources are provided). In FY 1977-1978, 

we expect to demonstrate significant thermonuclear 
burn. As a concurrent and closely related objective, 
the Laboratory will also work on devising laser sources 
for x-rays. Such a source would be useful in 
experiments that simulate the intense x-ray output of 
nuclear weapons. 

GLASS-LASER PROGRAM • 

Neodymium-doped-glass lasers (Nd:glass) are the 
best understood high-energy short-pulse lasers now 
available. With Nd:glass lasers we can investigate 
thoroughly the physics of laser-plasma coupling, a sub
ject tliat is fundamental to the eventual success of laser 
fusion. We are confident that our glass-laser effort of
fers the most reliable means to reach the first three 
milestones, and perhaps even the fourth (light energy 
breakeven). However, the high energy and high aver
age power eventually required for controlled thermo
nuclear power generation preclude the use of solid-
state lasers as we now conceive them. 

For several years LLL has had in operation a laser 
with Nd:glass disks (the Long Path Laser). This system 
was finally closed down in late 1974. Currently under 
test is Cyclops, a much higher performance system -
for off-line laser development purposes - which has 
already produced 270 J in less than 0.2 ns (see 
Fig. 1-3). Copies of the lower energy portion of the 
design have been used in a two-arm (20 J in 0.1 ns for 
each arm) irradiation facility, Janus (see Fig. 1-4). It 
was with this facility, in late 1974, that thermonuclear 
neutrons (probably of a compression origin) were ob
tained from a one-beam irradiation of an "isothermal 

implosion" target design. Another system, Argus, 
which is essentially two parallel Cyclops chains, is 
scheduled to be installed in the new Laser-Fusion 
Laboratory. 

The Cyclops developmental system, which is almost 
entirely constructed from disk hser amplifiers, will 
provide the design base for the development of the 
10-kJ, subnanosecond spherical-irradiation facility, 
Shiva, for use in the "significant thermonuclear bum" 
experiments. A model illustrating the general configu
ration of the laser system is shown in Fig. 1-5. 

Neodymium-glass lasers operate at a wavelength of 
1.06 /nm. However, certain theoretical considerations 
indicate that shorter wavelengths would be more use
ful for plasma heating. The 10-kJ facility will there
fore be modified later to generate second and fourth 
harmonics as well as Stokes-shifted radiation in hydro
gen, allowing coverage of the wavelength region from 
0.265 to 1.9 inn. At all of these wavelengths, total en
ergies in excess of 2 kJ will be available. Thus we shall 
have a flexible facility (see Fig. 1-6) for efforts to 
reach the second and third milestones (laser-induced 
implosions and significant thermonuclear burn). 
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Fig. I -3. Cyclops off-line laser system. 

Fig. 1-4. Janus laser-fusion system. 



Fig. I-S. A general cor figuration model of the Shiva laser-fusion system. 

Fig. 1-6. The LLL 10-kJ Shiva facility. 
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GAS-L,*SER PROGRAM. 

Gas ?i;ers appear to provide greater long-term po
tential ffr high efficiency in the 104-to-10°-J region. 
The CO2 laser operating at 10.6 /um has demonstrated 
the ability to generate 1-ns pulses with an efficiency of 
5%. A short-pulse CO2 irradiation laser is presently in 
operation at LLL, with a 50-J, 1-ns output (see 
Fig. 1-7). This is primarily an irradiation facility, one 
that is amenable to experimentation and numerical 
modeling. 

Energy decoupling and target preheating effects, 
which can prevent successful implosion, have been 
found. These effects may make a wavelength as long 
as 10.6 /urn less desirable. Both problems may be alle
viated to a significant extent by using radiation of 
shorter wavelength. A program is in progress at LLL to 
develop short-wavelength, high-efficiency gas-laser me

dia that have the appropriate physical characteristics 
for operation in the subnanosecond regime at a high re
petition rate. It is estimated that a 1-GW laser-fusion 
power reactor will require a laser system that operates 
in the visible or near-ultraviolet region and produces 
300,000 J per pulse at a repetition rate of 100 Hz and 
10% net efficiency. Recent progress in this field has 
seen the extension of the work here on electron-beam-
pumped rare-gas excimers to a more general class of 
system in which rare-gas excimer? efficiently transfer 
energy to other gas species that yield excited atoms. 
We have observed the photolysis of various oxygen-
bearing compounds, with the production of long-lived 
radiation in the green portion of the spectrum. In 
addition, laser radiation has been produced from this 
"auroral" transition of oxygen by electron-beam 
pumping of mixtures of rare gas and oxygen. 

. a * * * * * " 

S*?"«>.- i - , _ 

Fig. 1-7. The LLL short-pulse C0 2 laser system. 
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OTHER LASER STUDIES 

Pulsed chemical lasers seem attractive for weapon 
applications because — in theory, at least — they can 
store large amounts of energy in a reasonably small vol
ume and weight. However, we have expended little ef
fort in this area at this time. 

For any laser system, diagnostic capability is of par
amount importance. This is especially true for systems 
with light pulses of subnanosecond duration. Our diag
nostic program addresses these needs. We have devel
oped an x-ray streak camera with SO-ps resolution and 
are extending its capability to 1 ps. This should allow 
time-resolved x-ray spectroscopy on the laser-produced 
plasmas. An imaging x-ray microscope has also been 
developed and is in the process of being combined with 
the streak camera. In general, we are working to ex
tend the time resolution of all conventional diagnostics 
for lasers and plasmas to the l-to-1000-ps regime. 

The extensive laser development effort in support 
of the laser-fusion program will clearly have applica
tions in areas other than fusion. The program directed 
at the optical separation of isotopes, and specifically 
uranium isotopes, is well under way. The technology 
required for process scale-up will also be pursued. Dur
ing 1974 two different multiphoton uranium processes 
were demonstrated. One milligiam of uranium has 
been enriched from 0.7% 2 3 5 I J ( n a tural abundance) to 
1.1% enrichment in one step. Further improvements 
in the quality and quantity of enriched uranium sam
ples are expected during 1975, and several new photo-
separation concepts will be demonstrated. 

Table 1-3, which compares the costs of diffusion 
separation and laser separation, illustrates the potential 
savings in both money and uranium ore that photo-
separation would effect over the next 25 years in hand
ling the quantities needed to supply the projected 
needs for power reactors. Other laser applications will 
be explored as the needs appear and the technologies 
become available. 

The calendar year 1974 was a good year for techni
cal progress. Considerable strides were made in the de
velopment and application of Ndrglass lasers, thermo
nuclear neutrons (probably compression generated) 
were achieved, and laser photoenrichment of uranium 
was demonstrated. We were disappointed that our 
FY 1975 laser-fusion resource envelope did not reflect 
a committment to the vigorous pursuit of civilian 
power aspects as well as the feasibility demonstration 
and the weapon program applications. In the uranium-
enrichment effort, we have the program base to ad
vance even more rapidly if this were deemed advisable. 

We close by observing that the LLL laser program is 
broadly based in the total laser technology but also 
strongly emphasizes the specific applications of laser 
fusion and isotope separation. The basic motif of re
search, development, and engineering in the context of 
the overall applications establishes, we believe, an at
mosphere that is conducive to success in attaining our 
objectives. The following sections of this report furn
ish details on the full range of these activities. 

Table 1-3. Cost comparison for uranium enrichment by diffusion and by laser. 

Process 
Capital 

investment ($10') 

Ore 
required 

(10* tons) 

Ore 
cost 

(S109) 

Separation 
cost 

<SI09) 

ToUl 
cost 

(SIO*) 

Diffusion 36 1.8 53 ss 108 
Laser 2 1.0 20 7 27 
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Special Systems Studies 

The Special Studies Group supports the Program by 
conducting systems analyses and application studies 
in the areas of laser fusion, laser isotope separation, 
and military applications. Though preliminary in 
nature, these studies provide insight into the eventual 
value of the research being performed by the various 
groups that make up the Program. Long-range analyses 

At present, the emphasis of the Special Studies 
Group is on concept feasibility and involves primarily 
the physical models and engineering scaling limitations 
that are apparent from first principles. When funda
mentally sound approaches to producing a laser-fusion 
power plant or large-scale laser isotope separation 
plant emerge, more effort will be spent on identifying 
the economic constraints that will ultimately prevail. 
Likewise, when time allows, conceptual designs for 
facilities to simulate the effects of nuclear weapons 
and other military applications will be considered. 
The success of the Group in studies of this type is 
highly dependent on a close working relationship with 
members of other groups in the Division, in the Pro-

POWER PRODUCTION WITH LASER FUSION _ _ 

One main goal of laser-fusion studies is to produce 
inexpensive, abundant electrical power for commercial 
use and military propulsion in a way that is radio-
logically safe and environmentally benign. The virtues 
of pure laser-fusion power for mankind have been 
expressed before'>2 and are familiar to us all. Now 
that we know where we are going, a compelling 
question is: Which of the many paths available should 
we take to reach this worthwhile goal? 

The conceptual studies conducted to date have been 
very helpful in identifying possible paths that can be 
taken. In these studies of laser-fusion power plants 
it is useful to begin with a basic power-flow diagram 
like the one shown in Fig. 1-8. The simple expression 
shown gives the plant recirculating power, which is one 
basic figure of merit for any power plant. (Conven
tional power plants operate with recirculating powers 
of less than 10% and present nuclear plants operate at 

can provide information on the merits of a particular 
line of research and suggest other directions that are 
more applied or point out specific bottlenecks and 
sensitive areas that deserve special attention. Many 
concepts in laser fusion and laser isotope separation 
are altered when their engineering feasibility and 
economic comparability are considered. 

gram, and throughout the Laboratory. This relation
ship has been working (and continuing to grow), as 
shown in the material presented. 

Work over the past year in laser fusion has focused 
on deriving a reference design for a pure laser-fusion 
power plant and developing concepts for fusion-fission 
hybrid reactors that make sense as part of the evolu
tion of a laser-fusion power economy. In laser 
isotope separation, processes that promise to reduce 
power consumption and laser requirements for a plant 
the size of Oak Ridge have been modeled with encour
aging results. Our progress in these two areas is 
discussed in the remainder of this section. 

or slightly above this figure. Although we and 
others 3^ have chosen recirculating powers of ~2S%, 
it might be difficult to compete economically at this 
high figure.) In the equation in Fig. 1-8, the laser 
system efficiency (r/jj is a lumped parameter that 
includes power cor/ersion, laser efficiency, optical-
transport-system losses, and laser-system thermal-waste-
power recovery, if practicable. Blanket energy multi
plication (M) refers to a slight gain (M < 1.3) in energy 
within the neutron-absorbing blanket due to neutron-
multiplying and exothermic-capture reactions [sjch as 

6Li(n,a) 3H]. Higher values of M are possible in 
fusion-fission hybrid systems in which fissionable 
material is placed in a blanket around the fusion micro-
explosion chamber.^ The high-energy neutrons pro
duced in the fusion core boost the fission process, even 
in depleted uranium, producing large multiplications of 
the fusion energy. 
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Fig. 1-8. Lasei -fusion power flow diagram (DT). 

Figure 1-9 gives the fusion-system gain requirements 
for electrical breakeven for systems and power plants 
with various percentages of recirculating power for 
various values of M. A useful parameter here is the 
product of laser efficiency (IJL) and pellet gain (Q) for 
laser fusion (though it should be noted that these 
curves can be applied to any other fusion concept by 
relabeling the ordinate with the corresponding fusion 
energy gain parameter, that is, the product of plasma 
preparation efficiency and thermonuclear gain). As 
higher M values are selected, different fission blanket 
types are required (see Table 1-4). Figure 1-9 
dramatically points out the order-of-magnitude 
decrease in the IJLQ value required as higher M values 
are employed. For example, a fast-fission depleted-
uranium hybrid with 25% recirculating power requires 
an r)r_Q value of ~ 1 , compared with an TJÎ Q value of 
~10 without a blanket (i.e., for pure laser fusion). An 
order-of-magnitude reduction in either the laser system 
efficiency, pellet gain, or microexplosion repetition 
frequency is possible with a hybrid blanket. 

However, such a concept is not without limitations 
and liabilities. Instead of the clean, abundant power 

we seek, we have reintroduced radiological hazards and 
e ..iromnental problems. At a blanket multiplication 
greater than ~50, there is little advantage to a fusion 
core. The M > 50 concept includes the high power 
densities and plutonium inventory problems associated 
with liquid metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) with 
the complex laser/target subsystem?. Hence this option 
does not appear attractive. At lower M values, present 
or near-term fission reactor technology can be evoked 
with an absolute guarantee against a nuclear excursion. 
The other differences between standard fission re
actors and fission-fusion hybrids are not so clear and 
require further study once promising designs are 
selected. 

Another aspect of Fig. 1-9 that stands out, once 
hybrids are acceptable (perhaps as supplements to the 
LMFBR), is the possible evolution of pure laser fusion 
through the route shown. Whereas n\_Q values of 10 or 
more lie somewhere in the unpredictable future, values 
on the order of 0.1 are possible in this decade. A 
Q value of 2 has been estimated for a target 
irradiated with a l-ns, 100-kJ pulse from a C0 2 laser 
using six-beam symmetry. An overall CO2 laser system 
efficiency using seven lines for energy extraction might 
be as high as 5% with thermal recovery, giving an J?|_Q 
of ~0.1 as a starting point for CO2 laser fusion. 

Two major problems currently associated with the 
development of short-pulse CO2 ?asers are construction 
of the master oscillator and gain standoff. Both appear 
soluble within the next 2 to 3 years at lower pulse 
energy, so that a 100-kJ, 50-pps laser-fusion engineer
ing research facility (LAFERF) could be in operation 
by 1982. This would be a useful facility for materials 
testing and laser system engineering.6 

The facility following LAFERF could be a net 
power breakeven demonstration plant, still based on 
CO2 but with an TJLQ of ~0.3, due to higher yield 
ratio targets, higher laser energy or improved laser effi
ciency through double pulsing, or other techniques 
that use the remaining inversion energy stored in the 
medium. The CCb imploded pellet gain is increasing 
rapidly with laser energy. At 300 kj, Q values of 4 
to 5 might be possible. Such a demonstration plan 
would require a blanket multiplication of about 12. 
The next step to higher mQ values could be through 
further improvement with CO2 or through the devel
opment of other, higher r)\JQ, laser systems, such as 
iodine or hydrogen fluoride. (All three of these sys
tems, CO2, 1*, and HF, have major problems to be 
overcome in the laser and associated optical 
system. 1 , 4) 

Accurate thermonuclear gain predictions for pellets 
irradiated at I* and HF laser wavelengths have not been 
made. Using a rough X~' scaling rule-of-thumb (start-
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Fig. 1-9. A possible User-fusion development scenario. 

ing with Q = 70 for X = 0.3 /an and pulse energy 
E = 100 kJ) gives a value of Q = 2 for COi and 
Q = 16 and 8 for I* and HF, respectively. Estimating 
the efficiency of short-pulse I* and HF laser systems 
is equally unsatisfying at this time. The overall 
efficiency of a hydrogen-fluorine laser system is pri
marily determined by its chemical efficiency and the 
energy required to regenerate hydrogen and fluorine 
from hydrogen fluoride. A believable range of values 
is 5 to 13%, based on a chemical efficiency of 20%. A 

Table 1-4. Fission blanket options for various energy multiplications. 

Energy multiplication 

nominal r;L (HF) value of 10% gives an IJLQ value of 
0.8. Iodine has been studied less to date, with present 
efficiencies running about 0.5%. However, it is 
believed that, with enough development, pumping effi
ciency might be improved by a factor of 10 by the 
mid-1980s. A 5% efficiency figure gives an estimated 
TJLO value of 0.8 for iodine. 

Therefore, the next step in laser-fusion development 
has three candidate lasers, each already having achieved 
a certain level of success but requiring further develop-

Blanket type 

M<3 

M<U 

-I2<M<30 

-30<M<50 

M>50 

Fast fission, thorium-fueled, 
liquid metal/gas cooling 
Fast fission, depleted uranium 
(3.3% 235ij), liquid metal/gas cooling 
Subcritical thermal lattice, 
natural uranium (0.7% 23Su) 
Subcritical thermal lattice, 
slightly enriched uranium (1-2% 235U) 
Fast fission, plutonium-cnriched 
(liquid metal fast breeder reactor type) 
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ment. At this point (0.7 < IJLQ S 1.2), two types of 
hybrid reactor are possible: one operating with high 
recirculating power (~50%), producing some net 
electrical power, and breeding plutonium fuel for 
nuclear power plants from depleted uranium (M ~ 10); 
another with low recirculating power (~25%), pro
ducing primarily electrical power and acting as a 
forerunner for future laser-fusion power plants. 

A reveisal in the above trends to higher M values 
will come with the development of efficient short-
wavelength, high-energy, high-average-power lasers. 
The atomic oxygen laser operating on the auroral line 
(0.5577 jum) approaches in theory some of the proper
ties of an "ideal" laser for laser fusion. The vaiue of 
Q is much improved over the Q values for I* and HF 
wavelengths, and the optimally matched fusion targets 
might be less complex and cheaper. Since these lasers 
are only presently being discovered, it is estimated that 
about 15 years of development would be required to 
make them commercially available.? Current predic
tions show that a Q of about 70 is attainable with a 
100-kJ optimally time-shaped laser pulse and good 
irradiation symmetry.8 It is also possible that initially 
these lasers (e.g., oxygen) might have an efficiency'* of 

3 to 4%, giving an JJLQ value of about 2. With this 
value, very efficient hybrid power plants are possible 
(recirculating powers <I0%). The goal of pure laser 
fusion (M -* 1) is then possible in the late 1990s, with 
improved pellet gains and higher laser system effi
ciency. !f laser systems are limited to less than 20% 
efficiency, the task for pellet designers is clearly 
expressed by Fig. 1-9 as M approaches I. 

In summary, Fig. 1-9 describes one potential path 
through which laser fusion may develop and at the 
same time make a useful contribution to our society. 
This description, while based on technically innovative 
work, is still primarily a "surprise-free" projection (a 
term coined by Kahn 9). Other more optimistic 
development projections are possible, and it would not 
be "surprising" indeed if significant breakthroughs are 
made to either accelerate the time scales or cir
cumvent a major dependence on fission blankets. Per
haps the best use of Fig. 1-9 is as a reference for 
comparison and discussions. 

The following paragraphs provide more detail about 
some aspects of this introduction and summarize the 
Special Studies Group's work in laser fusion over this 
last year. 

Coolant port 
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1m 

Fig. 1-10. A conceptual supptessed-ablation laser-fusion reactor. 
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Pure Laser-Fusion Reference Power Plant Design 

A "reference power plant design has been adopted 
that serves as a potential first-generation goal in pure 
laser-fusion power generation, around which laser and 
reactor f jOsystems can be conceptually designed.^ 
The laser-fusion reactor subo/stem burns a low-pR 
(2 <pR < 4 g/cm^) pellet and features a low transient 
first-wall pressure due to the virtual elimination of 
ablation. A 7-MJ yield from the low-pR pellet requires 
a laser pulse of approximately 100 kJ, a wavelength 
between 0.3 and 0.6 /iin, and peak power of 
~5 x lO'^ W (the pulse width is approximately 10 ns, 
with 50% of the energy in the last 100 ps). Obtaining 
this yield requires a pellet irradiation symmetry of 
12 beams, each containing ~8 kJ. A conceptual 
reactor design is shown in Fig. 1-10. The reactor is 
icosahedral. with the 12 laser beams introduced at 
the vertices. Pellets of DT are injected into the cavity 
from the top of the reactor. The "reference" power 
plant consists of ten reactor modules, each operating 
at 10 Hz, for a total thermal power production of 
700 MW. The primary subsystems associated with the 
fusion reactor portion of a power plant are lasers, 
reactor, pellet factory, and intium still/refinery. 
Although nontrivial, analyses of the latter two have 
been postponed until viable concepts of a laser and 
reactor subsystem are identified. 

Reactor Subsystem. There are major problems facing 
us in the design of a first wall and blanket for pure 
laser-fusion power reactors. The first wall has the 
difficult task of separating and protecting various 
reactor components (vacuum pumping, pellet injec
tion, blanket, laser, etc.) from the fusion micro-
explosion environment while allowing them access to 
the blast chamber. Due to the role of the first wall 
and the intimate interrelation between the wall and 
the systems that must also interface with the pellet, the 
blast-chamber first wall will shape and, to some degree, 
control the design of the entire reactor system. 

In several studies'^' '- of conceptual laser-fusion 
reactor systems, three different approaches to the 
combustion-chamber first-wall design have been dis
cussed: dry wail, magnetically shielded wall, and 
ablative wet wall. These three approaches are distin
guished by the way the blast-chamber wall interfaces 
with the hot blast debris impinging on its surface. In 
the dry-wall ap .oach, no attempt is made to protect 
the first wall, which, for the particle fluences and ener
gies associated with the blast debris, suggests a short 
first-wall lifetime. The magnetically shielded and 
ablative-wet-wall concepts achieve longer wall life by 

shielding the wall with a magnetic field in the first case 
and with a liquid-lithium film in the second case. 

We are pursuing a first-wall concept that potentially 
reduces many of the problems associated with the 
three concepts described. Our first-wall concept is sim
ilar to that of the ablative wet wall in that a thin liquid-
lithium film is used to shield the wall from blast debris. 
This concept differs from the ablative-wet-wall design 
in that 'he liquid-lithium coating is not significantly 
ablated or blown off. The virtual elimination of the 
enormous first-wall pressure pulse (1000-10,000 atm) 
resulting from the lithium blowoff makes this "sup
pressed ablation" wet-wall concept substantially dif
ferent from ablative wet walls. 

The first wall is covered by a liner, suggested by 
Hyde, Wood, and Nuckolls,'-' that consists of pyrami
dal surfaces whose triangular bases form the reactor 
first wall. This results in increased exposed area and 
lowers blast energy fluxes to a level where serious 
ablat'on does not occur. This liner is a 400-^m-thick 
niobium sheet covered with a liquid-lithium coating, 
approximately 300 /um thick. Liquid lithium is 
pumped by capillary action from a reservoir contained 
in the tetrahedron defined by the niobium sheet and 
the first wall (Fig. l - l l ) . The first-wall liner is cooled 
by the lithium entering the reactor. 

The surface temperature and pressure of the lithium 
portion of the first-wall liner as a function of time 
are illustrated in pig. 1-12. Maximum temperature 
and pressure occur it 1 /its (the blast energy pulse 
length) and reach the values of 1370°K and 90 mbar, 
respectively. A very jnall temperature rise occurs due 
to x-rays, dnd the thin first-wall liner is virtually trans
parent to the neutrons produced in the microex-
plosion. 

The pyramidal first-wall structures are fixed to 
hexagonal blanket elements. About 380 of these 
blanket elements pack together to form a triangular 
blanket module. Twenty of these modules make up 
the reactor chamber, as shown in Fig. 1-11. Laser 
beam, coolant, vacuum sys*em, and other access 
ports are shown entering through a blanket module 
face. In this version, the reactor is entirely surrounded 
by a vacuum vessel. 

Laser Subsystem. Figure 1-9 shows that the "refer
ence" laser-fusion power plant, operating with a 
recirculating power of ~25%, requires a net laser sys
tem efficiency of ~15%. In addition, the laser system 
associated with a fuiion power plant may be large and 
just as complex as the reactor subsystem, if not 
more so. In many concepts for irradiating the pellet, 
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Fig. 1-11. A conceptual suppressed-ablation laser-fusion reactor blanket element. 
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Fig. 1-12. Surface temperature and pressure of the lithium 
portion of the first-wall liner as a function of time. 

the laser is a separate entity, and high-power beams 
are plumbed to the reactor through an evacuated 
optical transport system'' (see Fig. 1-13). In this 
arrangement, the irradiation symmetry and timing 
required place stringent specifications on the optical 
path length and pointing components; therefore ther
mal and mechanical stabilization will be necessary. A 
considerable problem exists in t'ireading a laser beam 
through the other beams during the final approach to 
the reactor. This is particularly true when an irradia
tion symmetry of more than 12 beams is required. 
However, this arrangement also has several advantages. 
For example, low-energy laser amplifier modules might 
be stacked in such a way as to provide redundant 
operation, in case of failure, and ease of maintenance. 

In another concept4, three rings of four laser 
modules each surround the reactor. The blowers 
could be common to each gas ring or placed in the 
ring, as shown in Fig. 1-14. Although not shown in 
either configuration, gas composition and pressure 
control are required for efficient operation of closed-
cycle lasers. From a reliability point of view, a 
common master oscillator providing the desired pulse 
shape and other characteristics appears attractive. 
In this case, only low-power beams need to be trans
ported over a short distance to the amplifier. The 
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Fig. I -13. A conceptual layout of » separate laser/reactor system. 

final beam-turning mirror placed in the Lithium blan
ket of the reactor must be self-healing (a liquid surface 
that reestablishes itself between pulses) or easily 
accessible for replacement. This mirror sees not only 
the laser pulse but also the particle and x-ray pulse 

Pump <ia% loop 
Primary gas 1' 

/Sr::r 

Fig. 1-14. A conceptual layout of an integrated laser/reactor 
system. 

from the pellet thermonuclear burn. 
The 'S-'D auroral line of atomic oxygen 

(X = 0.SS77 iim) has been analyzed by the Gas Laser 
Research Group as a candidate for laser fusion 1 4. 
For the purpose of sizing a potential system, a modular 
concept is assumed in which amplifier modules can be 
stacked to provide the 100-kJ pulse needed. (Fig
ure 1-15 is sufficiently vague to represent our present 
understanding of such a module, but still includes the 
primary components needed. Working at the satura
tion flux level with a nominal 10-kJ module output, 
the required medium energy density is —30J/liter, with 
an inversion population density (An) of ~ 1 0 ' 7 cm"'. 
The small-signal gain of this cavity would be ~0.7% 
cm"1 [OQ = AnotVrj)]. Under these conditions, a total 
gain of nearly 100 can be realized in 11 passes, each 
I m in length. Therefore, the required output could 
be achieved with a relatively small amplifier cavity 
with an input puls«. of ~100 J. Cavity mirror radii 
would range approximately from 5 to 30 cm in the 
multipass system. Parasitic oscillation and superfluor-
escence may be a problem even with this small-signal 
gain (NOQL » 8); therefore care must be taken during 
final design of an amplifier module. Previous esti
mates7 of ihe iystem efficiency for the O('S) laser 
using an e-beam-driven photolyzing pump are 3 to 4% 
- far short of the desired 14%, but a good beginning. 
As our understanding of these lasers improves, higher 
efficiencies may be possible. 
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Fission-Fusion Hybrid Concepts 

Nuclear power-generating systems that use fusion-
produced 14-MeV neutrons to ultimately generate 
fission are generally classified as fusion-fission hybrids. 
Interest in hybrid systems (dating back to the early 
1950s) has been primarily motivated by their potential 
(1) to operate with plasma densities and confinement 
times that are significantly easier to achieve than those 
required for pure fusion reactors, and (2) to breed 
fissile material. The principal advantages of a coupled 
system result from the fact that fission systems are 
inherently "power rich" (200 MeV per fission reac
tion) and "neutron poor," whereas fusion systems are 
comparatively "power poor" (17.5 MeV per DT fusion 
reaction) and fast-neutron rich. 

An attractive feature of a hybrid to a fuel-limited 
economy is the potential for fuller use of limited 
uranium reserves and for adding the relatively abun
dant element thorium to the list of major energy-
producing nuclear fuels. Deuterium-tritium fusion 
systems produce 14-MeV neutrons, thereby making it 

possible to produce significant amounts of energy 
from fast-fission processes in fissionable materials such 
as 2 3 8 U and " 2 T h . [By definition, fissionable 
materials require fast neutrons (E > 1 MeV) to cause 
fission, whereas fissile materials are fissionable by 
neutrons of any energy.] Because 2 3 ° U a r u i 232-rh c a n 

be converted into the fissile species 2 3 9 P u and 2 3 3 U , 
respectively, they are also called fertile nuclides. 
Herein lies the major advantage of fusion-fission 
hybrid systems over fission breeder reactors. Specif
ically, hybrid systems have the ability to generate 
substantia! amounts of energy and fissile material from 
fissionable-fertile materials. The hybrid's potential to 
produce fissile material would become increasingly 
attractive if commercial breeder reactors are delayed 
beyond 1985, or if they exhibit fissile material 
doubling times that are long compared to demand 
doubling times for nuclear electric power. 

Another potential contribution of hybrid systems in 
the fission power economy would be the bumup of 
actinide waste from fission teactors. (The term 
"actinide" is used here to denote all of the heavy-
element isotopes produced in a fission environment.) 
Actinides, in general, exhibit long radioactive half-lives 
and are extremely toxic. Because they are also fission
able, it has been proposed that it might be advan
tageous to transmute them to fission-product waste by 
continuous recycle in fission reactors. It logically 
follows that fast-neutron-rich hybrid systems could 
more effectively serve the same role. 

Hybrid blankets can be designed to maximize 
breeding (tritium and/or fissile material) or amplifica
tion of fusion-neutron energy. In general, breeding is 
maximized in fast-fission blankets containing homo
geneous mixtures of fissionable material and lithium, 
while energy amplification is maximized in blankets 
containing heterogeneous lattices of fissionable mate
rial and moderator. In dealing with the first category, 
we have investigated blankets containing homogeneous 
mixtures of depleted uranium (f~, = 0.003) and 
lithium. Depleted uranium was chosen as the fission
able material because it offers the attractive option of 
burning the large ( < 1 0 1 2 g) national stockpile of this 
material, amounting to over 1000 years of electrical 
energy at projected national consumption levels for all 
electrical sources in 1980. 

As examples of heterogeneous systems that maxi
mize energy amplification, we have investigated 
hydride-moderated, natural-uranium-fueled fission lat
tices. Figure 1-16 shows sample dimensions and 
compositions of the blanket types investigated to 
date. 
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Fig. 1-16. Configurations and materials investigated to date for hybrid flssion blankets. 
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Breeding and power amplification in a hybrid 
blanket will vary during the operational lifetime, 
being lower initially and gradually increasing as plu-
tonium is accumulated in the blanket. Figures 1-17 
and 1-18 show the energy amplification and thermal 
power output for two representative blanket designs. 

A comparative summary of the operational charac
teristics of the homogeneous and heterogeneous hybrid 
blankets driven by the pure laser-fusion "reference" 
core is presented in Table 1-5. Specifically, time-
averaged energy amplification has been ; creased 100% 
with respect to the homogeneous fast-fission blanket, 
via a 25% reduction in tritium breeding and a 50% 
reduction in plutonium accumulation. This work has 
demonstrated that hybrid blankets can be designed to 
meet a broad spectrum of breeding (both fissile and 
tritium) and energy amplification requirements. Some 
perspective of the available latitude in the design 
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characteristics of hybrid blankets is shown in the 
following: 

• Energy amplification factors from 1 to 60. 

• Tritium breeding ratios 0.0 to 1.6. 

• Plutonium accumulation rates from 1 to 10kg 
per MW-yr of fusion neutron energy. 

In comparison. 10 reactor chambers are required in 
the pure laser-fusion "reference" power plant design to 
produce 700 MW of thermal power. One 70-MW 
reactor module with a hybrid blanket can produce two 
to four times this power and breed plulonium as well. 
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Fig. 1-17. Energy amplification versus time for a depleted 
uranium-lithium hvbrid blanket. 

Fig. 1-18. Energy amplification versus time for a hybrid 
blanket with a hydride-moderated mtural-uranium 
fission lattice. 

Table 1-5. Comparative summary of the operational characteristics of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
hybrid blankets3 ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - _ _ « _ ^ ^ - ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ — _ « ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ 

Parameter 
Homogeneous 
hybrid blanket 

Heterogeneous 
hybrid blanket 

Operational lifetime (yr) 
Limi ̂ ng factor 

Average tritium breeding ratio 
Average plutonium accumulation (kg/yr) 
Average thermal power (MW) 
Average thermal energy amplification factor 

First-wall fluence 

1.55 
811 
1520 
28.5 

Fuel bumup in 
fission lattice 
1.25 
440 
2680 
50.3 

Results are normalized to a first-wall fusion-neutron flux of 1 MW/m . 
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LASER ENGINEERING RESEARCH FACILITY (LAFERF) 

Typical conceptual DT fusion-reactor power plants 
will operate at a first-wall 14-MeV neutron flux of 
about 5 x 1 0 1 7 n /m 2 -s . 3 >' 5 - ' 8 Unfortunately, there 
is little experience with 14-MeV neutron damage 
in candidate first-wall materials. Existing 14-MeV neu
tron generators produce an order-of-magnitude lower 
flux on very small samples,'" with the result that, to 
achieve the same time-integrated flux that a fusion-
reactor power plant first wail may be required to 
withstand, an order-of-magnitude longer experimental 
time will bi\ required from the existing generators. 
Since the desired first-wall life for fusion-reactor power 
plants is longer than 1 year, a 14-MeV neutron gen
erator that can produce a flux of at least 5 x 1 0 ' 7 

n/m2-s is required and greater fluxes are desired. 
Another use of high-flux 14-MeV neutron generators 
is to investigate experimentally schemes for the direct 
conversion of neutron energy, such as the Compton 
generator proposed by Wood and Weaver.2" 

With the increasingly optimistic prospect of the 
viability of laser-induced, inertially confined fusion 
reactor power plants (as shown in Fig. 1-9), a 14-MeV 
neutron generator that produces uncontained charged 
particles is of interest. These charged particles can be 
used to investigate the various first-wall designs pro
posed for laser-fusion reactor systems as well as the 
direct conversion of charged-^article energy by expan
sion of a fusion fireball against a magnetic field 
imposed from outside the neutron-generator first 
wall.' Toward these ends and as an initial starting 
point for laser-fusion power plant design, a brief inves
tigation of the operating tradeoffs for such a facility 
was undertaken. 

The effectiveness of such a facility can be measured 
in four different ways: neutron flux per unit plant 
power required; neutron flux per unit plant cost; 
experimental neutron production rate per unit plant 
power required; and experimental neutron production 
rate per unit plant cost. 

For the purpose of this study, a design time-
averaged first-wall flux of 1.8 x 1 0 ' 8 n/m2-s is 
specified; this is identical with the high-field mirror 
fusion energy research facility (FERF) proposal for 
engineering studies in controlled thermonuclear re
search (CTR). 2 ' With a time-averaged neutron flux at 
the first wall of 1.8 x 1 0 1 8 n/m2-s, the time-
averaged first-wall energy fluxes for neutrons and 
charged particles are 4.1 and 1.1 MW/m2, respectively. 
Higher neutron fluxes may be considered for LAFERF 
in the future, although experimental probes can be 
injected through the first-wall to achieve as high a 
neutron flux as possible, limited only by the charged-

particle energy deposition in the probe. Additional 
information on the costs of various facility subsystems 
and the required electrical power were assumed similar 
to those reported in the FERF study. If a similar 
capability is taken, the major point of departure is in 
laser and pellet factory costs versus injector and mag
net costs for the mirror system. 

Consider a 100-kJ output, nanosecond-pulse-length 
CO2 laser system capable of a pulse-repetition rate of 
50 pulses per second. Let the output be split into six 
beams, each with an output energy of roughly 16.7 kJ, 
such that the beams cover 2JT steradians of a target. 
Nuckolls estimate; a gain Q of 2 for such a system. 
For a laser efficiency r)L of 0.05, the fusion core 
gain Q)JL >s ° '> a n ( ' f° r a pulse-repetition rate 
(N) of 50 pulses per second, the laser input power 
required, Er^N'/tiL, is 100 MW. For a time-averaged 
first-wall neutron flux of 1.8 x 1 0 ' 8 n/m2-s, the 
production rate of experimental neutrons is 
1.69 x 1 0 ' 8 n/s, and the facility power requirement 
is 134 MVA. Facility cost is heavily dependent on the 
cost of the CO2 laser system and is handled by speci
fying the maximum permissible laser cost to be com
petitive with the mirror FERF. Figure 1-19 provides a 
maximum cost operating envelope as a function of 
J?LQ, as bounded by laser input power curves defined 
by the FERF equivalent-effectiveness measures (n/s-M$ 
and overall plant cost). The desired operating space is 
under the two 100-MW input power curves down to 
TJJP « 0.08, which represents the boundary of the 
FERF equivalent effectiveness n/MJ. The CO2 laser 
system and pellet factory can cost close to $100 
million and be competitive with FERF on a perfor
mance basis. A first-order estimate of a 100-MW CO2 
system (power supplies, optics, gas handling, and other 
subsystems) and pellet factory is about $50 million 
($20 million plus a nominal 250% overrun). This 
places the cost of the LAFERF at about $160 million. 
Facility performance is given in T;ble 1-6. 

The initial study of a LAFERF was performed as a 
comparison with the mirror FERF proposed as a 
point of reference for controlled thermonuclear re
search (CTR) engineering studies. The requirements of 
a LAFERF to support the Laser-Fusion Program as 
FERF supports the CTR Program are not yet estab
lished. It is possible that a smaller, less expensive 
facility with a time-averaged source strength inter
mediate between that of current 14-MeV neutron 
generators and that of FERF/LAFERF is an interim 
solution until the technology exists for building a 
full-scale FERF/LAFERF. 
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Fig. 1 -19. Maximum cost envelope for the LAFERF laser system. 

Table 1-6. Summary of performance parameters of LAFERF. 

Parameter Value 

First-wall neutron flux (n/m s) 
First-wall radius (m) 
Experimental area (m ) 
Plant power required (MVA) 
Plant cost (MS) 
Experimental neutrons (n/s) 
Flux per unit plant cost (n/m s-MS) 
Flux per unit plant power (n/m -MJ) 
Experimental neutrons per unit plant cost (n/s-MS) 
Experimental neutrons per unit plant power (n/MJ) 

1.8x10 
0.396 
0.938 
135 
164 
1.69x10 
1.10x10 
1.34x10 
1.03 x 10 
1.26x10' 
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LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION • 

Physical models that describe various laser isotope 
separation (LIS) processes (vapor characteristics, inter
action rates, charge exchange, etc.) are developed pri
marily by LIS Program personnel to aid the experi

mental efforts (see "Experimental Facilities" in Sec
tion 11).22.23 Modeling and analysis work in the 
Special Studies Group emphasizes scaling these com
ponent models to various-size plant operations with 
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their associated costs. Although only recently under 
way, significant information has been obtained about 
various LIS schemes under consideration. The pre
liminary results of this work are summarized here. 

To be competitive, an LIS plant must produce 
enriched uranium at a cost significantly lower than 
that obtainable by future gaseous diffusion or pro
jected centrifuge processes. Therefore it is convenient 
in our modeling to compare plants of an equivalent 
size, on the order of a projected gaseous diffusion 
plant (~2 x I0 6 kg of 3.2% product per year). 

Process Models 
To date, two cw LIS processes based on selective 

excitation and ionization of 235 IJ v a p 0 r | l a V e been 
modeled/4.25 one scheme, termed the two-photon 
process (Morehouse), employs two ultraviolet 
(~0.4-j*m) lasers to excite both the ground and the 
620-cm"' states of 235 IJ a n ( j another laser of slightly 
shorter wavelength for ionization. Separation is 
achieved by an electric field. The other process 
(termed the N-photon process) is similar except that 
successive excitation is achieved with four lasers with a 
wavelength near 0.6 /urn to a point near the con
tinuum. Ionization is then achieved with an infrared 
laser, whose photons are relatively cheap compared 
with the photons of ultraviolet. 

The model employed to analyze these schemes is 
based on a finite-difference technique th; analyzes 
state populations in a differential volume element 
within the irradiation/separation zone. Typical inputs 
consist of the oven temperature, slit geometry, vapor 
density, velocity, cross sections, decay rates, and 
various laser parameters. The model output consists of 
235u 

mass yields, utilization ratios, and required laser 
intensities along with other housekeeping data. 

This model, with other calculations concerning 
power loss from the oven, has provided a basic set of 
tradeoffs for each process. Figure 1-20, for example, 
shows the potential power loss from a promising oven-
slit design for different oven operating temperatures. 
In a metal-vapor process, higher temperatures are pre
ferred because of the very rapid increase in vapor num
ber density even with higher radiative losses. Temper
atures on the order of 2800°K are required to obtain a 
significant advantage over proposed gaseous centrifuge 
energy costs. When these losses are combined with la
ser power costs, optimum laser intensities for ioniza
tion can be found for different cross sections (see 
Fig. 1-21). Combining these calculations allows the 
approximate characteristics of an LIS oven/laser stage 
to be formulated. These characteristics for the two 
processes considered are presented in Tables 1-7 and 
1-8. A stage for the two-photon process is designed as 

Gaseous diffusion-

10 3 

Gas centrifuge~ 

- 620 cm-' 
0 c m - 1 ' 

= 0 +620cm" 1 

Z All 2 3 5 U atoms 

2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200 
Oven temperature, ° K 

Fig. 1-20. Two-photon-process radiative energy loss. 

I 10° 
E 

ft 10s 

Gaseous diffusion 

Gas centrifuge 

W„ • S > 10' 

• Total loss 
- Laser loss (0.1% efficiency) 

10* 

Oven loss 
11111, J _ 

101 10" 
Ionization intensity 

<w/cm') 

10» 

Fig. 1-21. Two-photon-proccss oven and laser energy to s at 
280°K. 
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Table 1-7. LIS stage characteristics , 

Parameter 

Two-photon process 

Pessimistic Optimistic N-photon process 

Temperature (°K) 2800 2800 
Slit dimensions (cm): 

Length 400 400 
H2 (width) 0.2 0.4 
H I 0.1 0.1 

2 3 S U density (atoms/cm3) 2 x I 0 1 2 1 x 10 
Utilization ( N j ^ / N ) 0.3 0.42 

Slits per stage 

2800 

100 
0.4 
0.1 

I x 10 
0.4S 

12 

12 

a single-slit oven. The N-photon process has been up
dated with a conceptual 12-slit oven that is presently 
undergoing further thermal and optical engineering 
analysis (see Fig. 1-22). 

Plant Scaling 
An isotope-separation plant as large as Oak Ridge or 

larger, based on the processes described, requires a 
large number of LIS stages in parallel to achieve the 
- " ( j m ass yield and two or three in series to reach 
comparable tails levels. A limiting factor on the tails 
from each stage is the fraction of uranium atoms 
initially in the ground and 620-cm"' states. At 

2800% this fraction2 6 is ~0.7. In scaling these 
stages to a large plant, LIS modules consisting of two 
or three stages in series are sized (see Table 1-9). 
For example, two ovens like the one shown in 
Fig. 1-22 might be connected in series for the 
N-photon process. The low-power laser beams can 
only be folded across four of these slits due to 
their high absorption by the 235|j vapor. Hence, six 
~I5-W lasers at each of the three wavelengths are 
required for each module. The high-power red 
(0.6 nm) and infrared beams can be folded across all 
24 slits in the module because of their small cross 
sections. Therefore only one of each is needed per 
module. 

Absorption 
cross section Intensity Power 

Siaae Spectral region (cm 2) (W/cm 2) (W) 

Two-photon process: 
Pessimistic: 

Ground A Ultraviolet 2 x l 0 - 1 4 400 8 
B Ultraviolet 2 x I 0 " ' 4 400 8 
1 Ultraviolet 5 x K T 1 7 40,000 80 

Optimistic: 
Ground A Ultra violc! 2 x I 0 " M 250 10 

B Ultraviolet 2 x l ( T M 250 10 
1 Ultraviolet 5 x 1 0 " " 10,000 40 

N Photon process: 
Ground A Red 0.7 x l O " ' 4 274 14 

B Red 0.7 x 1 0 " ' 4 274 13 
1 Red 5 x I 0 " 1 4 261 15 
2 Red 5 x 1 0 " l s 6420 300 
3 Infrared I x l O " 1 7 375,000 20,000 
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Because of the projected cost of electricity, the to
tal plant power consumption is an important measure 
of effectiveness. The processes discussed have net yet 
been optimized, but initial estimates show ~200 MW 
required power. In comparison, gaseous diffusion 
plants of this size will require -2000 MW, centrifuge 
plants will require ~350 MW. It is believed that as var

ious LIS processes are modeled and optimized config
urations are formulated, considerably less than 200 
MW will be required. Plant cost estimates are likewise 
very favorable to date. As the analysis proceeds, other 
schemes will be modeled and rheir characteristics such 
as technical risks, power consumption, and cost will 
be compared with those described. 

Molten uranium feed 

Atomizer 
section -

Low power 
laser heads 

(3) 

Slit nozzle 

Collector 
plates 

Resonator 
mirror ( 

Pressure 
container/ 
heat shields 

Condensed 
product 

High power laser 
input optics 

-0.65 fxm 

~10.6jum 

10 cm , 
Approximate 

dimension 

Condensed tails 

Tails 

^ " ^ Enriched 2 3 5uranium 

Fig. 1-22. Uier isotope separation (LIS) module. 
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Table 1-9. LIS module characteristics 

Two-photon process 

Parameter Pessimistic Optimistic N-Photon process 

Energy consumption (kW): 
Oven 93 124 372 
Lasers 232 120 706 

Total 325 244 1,078 
Amount of 3.2% 2 3 S U : 

«/» 0.0816 0.0928 0.3 
kg/yr 

Tails (% 2 3 5 U ) 
2,570 
0.24 

2,925 
0.24 

9,460 
0.21 

Separative work units per module per year 
Number of modules for 8.75 x 10* 
separative work units per year 
Total output, 3.2% 2 3 S U (kg/yr) 
Total power (MW) 

11,075 

790 
1.6 X 10 6 

257 

13,500 

648 
1.9 x 10* 
158 

44,870 

195 
1.9 x 10* 
210 
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Introduction 

During this report period the P Moratory had three 
Nd:glass laser systems and one CCb laser system in 
operation. In addition, two new Nd:glass laser systems 
were in the design or fabrication phase. The opera
tional systems represent various levels of laser tech
nology and were used for target-plasma interaction 
experiments, on-line component development, and 
beam propagation experiments. These laser systems 
are listed in Table 2-1. 

Valkyrie is a single-beam CO2 laser that was de
signed to produce SO J in I ns with good beam quality 
and is used as a laser irradiation facility. The three 
ncodymium laser systems in operation are Long Path, 
Janus, and Cyclops. 

The Long Path Laser has a half-mile light path from 
oscillator to target. The laser system consists of an 
oscillator, a stretched-out chain of rod amplifiers, a 
multipass di?k amplifier, and a target and diagnostic 
area. In this arrangement, the laser pulse passes 
through the disk amplifier nine times and yields a 
typical output of 50 to 100 J in 1.5 ns. 

The Janus laser is a neodymium laser system that is 
designed for one- and two-beam irradiation of laser-
fusion targets with 100-ps pulses. The system is built 
of components through the B-size (10-cm aperture) 
di>k amplifiers that were developed by the solid-
state laser group and tested in the Cyclops system. The 
purpose of Janus is to provide an interim irradiation 
capability to study the physics of laser-plasma inter
action and to evaluate laser-fusion target designs before 
the larger and more advanced systems (Argus and 
Shiva) become operational. Such experiments will pro

vide data to compare with computer simulations used 
in the design of laser-fusion targets. At the time this 
report was written, the Janus system had been used 
for several months for single-beam target experiments. 
The change to two-beim operation will occur early in 
1975 when the single-beam experiments have been 
completed. 

The Cyclops laser facility is a prototype laser chain 
that has been used for on-line laser component evalua
tion and propagation experiments. The system has 
been operated through the C-sizc disk amplifiers 
(20-cm aperture). In this configuration, the laser has 
achieved an output energy of 270 J in less than 200 ps. 

The Cyclops system represents a major program 
commitmet.t to laser technology development and 
serves as an experimental test bed for the evaluation of 
hardware and techniques. Specifically, all key compo
nents through U-si;'.e (30-cm aperture) disk amplifiers 
have been tested on Cyclops. Beam quality control, 
servo control, and laser beam diagnostics will continue 
to be developed at this fa :ility. 

Argus is a two-beam urget irradiation facility that is 
currently under construction. The system will consist 
of two parallel laser chains, each similar to the current 
Cyclops system in size and performance. The system 
will be installed in the experimental bay of Building 
381 and will be osed as the primary target irradiation 
facility in 1976 and 1977. 

Shiva is the 10-kJ laser portion of the High Energy 
Laser Facility (HELF), which includes Building 391. 
This system represents an increase with respect to Argus 

Table 2 1 . Lastr fac i l i t ies-

Name Type 
Number of 

beams 
Focusable 

power (GW) 

Long Path Nd:glass I 10-too 

Valkyrie co2 1 20-50 

Janus Nd:gUat 2 200-500 

Cyclops Nd:gta« 1 1,000-2.000 

Argus Nd:gb» 2 2.000-4.000 

Shiva 
Visible/ultraviolet 

Ndtglass 
Gas 

20 20,000-30,000 
500-1.500 

Status 

Operational froffi January 1969 to November 1974: 
used for diagnostic testing and plasnv experiments 
Operational since May 1974 as a target irradiation 
facility 
Operational anr - September 1974 as a target 
irradiation facility 
Operational since November 1974 as an on-line 
component test bed and for propagation 
experiments 
Under fabrication; scheduled completion in 
late 1975 
In desiftr.: scheduled completion in late 1977 
Operational prototype in late 1976 to early 1977 
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of approximately one order of magnitude in target ir
radiation energy and number of beams on the target. It 
is currently in the preliminary system design phase and 
represents the long-term irradiation facility for the late 
1970s and early 1980s. 

Since a substantial investment is being made in 
Nd:glass laser systems, it is perhaps useful to provide 
some perspective on the growth of these systems. 
Figure 2-1 is a plot of focusable peak power versus 
time, assuming sustained funding, and it is clear that 
the growth of focusable peak power follows the clas
sical "S" curve. That is, assuming that appropriate 
technology development is pursued, LLL estimates 
that the focusable peak power from Nd:glass systems 
will level off at approximately 100 TW in the early 
1980s. The decision to fully develop the Nd:glass laser 
capability will depend largely on military applications, 
and the absence of any high-average-power capability 
precludes the use of Nd:glass in civilian power 
applications. 

High-average-power lasers require convective trans
port of waste heat, and therefore a flowing-gas laser 
medium will ultimately be required for laser-fusion 
applications. Since the optimum laser wavelength is 
approximately 3000 to 6000 A, existing high-average-
power gas lasers (CO2, CO, HF, etc.) are not directly 
applicable, and LLL is currently beginning a system 
design analysis for the first-generation visible-region 
laser system that can ultimately be operated at high 
average powers using repetitive high-peak-power pulses 
for laser fusion. There is a descriptive entry in 

Solid-State Laser Systems 

LONG PATH LASER > ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ 

The Long Path Laser was originally conceived as a 
system for testing (1) the extraction of energy fiom a 
disk amplifier and (2) the use of a multiple-pass ampli
fier. It was also intended for use in experiments on 
laser-heated plasma. 

Earlier work had demonstrated the energy storage 
capability of disks in a face-pumped geometry. How
ever, the construction of the Long Path Laser allowed 
energy extraction experiments to be conducted on a 
large scale. 

The use of multiple passes through the disk ampli
fier is largely a result of economic considerations. For 
large-aperture laser systems, involving expensive ampli
fiers, it becomes increasingly important to obtain, maxi-

• 

1 ' 1 • ' 

'-- « • 

' A.i]„i / 

•LiDM jr ?T -
\ 

-

• ' 
/ 1 

' ^ j •ism 

/ 
- ^ « - " y 

10 7? a 76 .'a BO e:' 

Fig. 2-1. Focusable-peak-power growth for Nd:glass laser 
systems. 

Table 2-1 for this visible/ultraviolet system, and the 
first prototype should be operational in 1976 or early 
1977. 

mum gain and stored-energy utilization from each 
amplifying unit. Our appi iach to this objective, foi 
the present disk system, is to allow a high-quality laser 
pulse of low intensity to pass repeatedly through the 
amplifier by a series of distinct paths. This is achieved 
by turning prisms, which provide multiple independent 
passes as shown in Fig. 2-7.. The 33-m path length 
from each set of prisms to the disk amplifier is. nec
essary to limit to 10% the reduction in beam area that 
occurs when the laser pulse passes diagonally through 
the disk amplifier. A net gain of 50 or more has been 
achieved with the nine-pass system under conditions 
for which the single-pass gain through the disk head 
itself is about 3. Of course, this extended path ar'range-
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ment requires careful attention to matters affecting 
beam alignment. For example, adequate cooling be
tween shots is especially unportant and, in some cases, 
may require up to an hour. Additional advantages of 

the long path between amplifying passes include a 
more complete utilization of stored energy, since the 
lower level of the lasing transition is well emptied be
tween passes, and the benefits of multiple collimation, 

220 ft 

• 2-in.-diam rod Turning 
amplifier prisms 

Output 
Disk amplifier b e a m • 

Vin.-diam rod 
amplifiers 

in. diam rod 
amplifiers 

l :ig. 2-2. Long Palh Laser (LPLI system. 
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Fig. 2-3. Long Path Laser <LPL) beam diagnostk-s. 

which results in a beam divergency of only SO /Jrad. 

The Long Path Laser was used from January to 
November 1974 as a facility for (1) testing and improv
ing diagnostics equipment for laser-heated plasmas and 

(2) preliminary plasma experiments. 
Figure 2-3 shows the output beam diagnostics. A 

new target area (brought into use early in the year) is 
sketched in Fig. 2-4. Figure 2-5 shows the basic optics 
layout in the target; tea. 

Vacuum housing 
(roughing and 
turbomolecular pumps) 

^-Evacuated 
beam pipe 
from LPL 

u ^ 

•Target 
chamber 

•Vacuum plumbing^ 
to outside 

/ 

Optics tables-

f~ Instrument 
racks 

Fig. 2-4. Long Pjlh Laser (LPL) plasma experimental area, floor plan. 
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The laser operated until April 1974 with an oscil
lator whose pulse characteristics are described in an
other report.' During this period the laser was used 
primarily for diagnostics testing. 

In April 1974, a bandwidth-limited oscillator was 
installed. With this oscillator, a "clean" 1.5-ns pulse of 
0.15-A spectral width (full width half maximum) was 
produced. The maximum energy from the laser was, 
however, reduced to approximately half the value ob
tained with the old oscillator (from ~-100 J to~50 J). 

Starting in May 1974, the following preliminary 
plasma experiments were performed with the laser (see 
Section 9 for derails): 

1. Foil acceleration. 
2. Low-level microtarget damage. 

In November 1974, the Long Path Laser was retired. 
It had operated for nearly 7 years, firing over 20,000 
limes. 

JANUS LASER SYSTEM < 

As already described, Janus was the primary target 
irradiation facility in operation during the report pe
riod. Only one arm of Janus was operational, and 
hence the experiments were performed on targets suit
able for single-beam illumination. Following com
pletion of the single-beam experiments, both beams 
will be used to simultaneously illuminate targets. 

A schematic drawing of the completed Janus system 
is shown in Fig. 2-6. It consists of a dye-mode-locked 
Nd:YAG oscillator, an Nd:YAG preamplifier, beam-
shaping optics, a rod preamplifier containing 25-by-
250-mm Nd:glass rod amplifiers with optical isolators, 
and a series of Nd:glass disk amplifiers with Faraday-

rotator optical isolators. Two sizes of disk amplifiers 
are used: the A size, with a 35-mm clear aperture con
taining six 15-mm-thick Brewster's-angle disks; and the 
B size, with an 85-mm clear aperture containing six 
23.5-mm-thick Brewster's-angle disks. These compo
nents are nearly identical with those tested in the 
Cyclops system and described in this and previous 
reports. 

Optical System 
Figure 2-7 is a schematic drawing of the Janus 

optical system; it shows the beam size and the location 
of the major components. The apodized aperture at 

J0*IC*. W I 

Fig. 2-6. Schemitic byout of Jinus l»er system. 
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Fig. 2-7. Janus laser system - beam size and location of principal components. 

the input to the rod preamplifier chassis shapes the 
beam radial intensity contour to approximately a fifth-
power exponential 

f.(r) = l 0 exp[-(r /r 0 ) 5 | 

This beam shape propagates through the remainder of 
the laser system free of the small-scale intensity fluctu
ation created by full-beam diffraction. 

Pulsed Faraday rotators in the amplifier train and 
multilayer dielectric polarizers at the output of each 
amplifier protect the laser system from damage by laser 
light reflected from the target. Each of these rotators, 
with its associated polarizers, provides at least 25-dB 
rejection of back-reflected 1.06-um light. No damage 
to the laser system has been observed that can be 
attributed to target reflections, even though up to 50% 
of the laser energy has been reflected back through 
the focusing lens in some experiments. 

In a laser system that is used to irradiate micro
scopic targets, the targets must be protected from pre
mature damage by energy that arrives at the target 
before the heating pulse. In a glass-laser system, this 
prcpulse energy comes from three sources: (I)spon
taneous emission that originates at tiie front of the 
amplifier train, is amplified in traversing the laser, and 
impinges on the target; (2) noise pulses that originate 
in the oscillator, are switched out by the optical gate. 

and precede the laser heating pulse through the ampli
fier chain; and (3) remnants of oscillator pulses tha 
leak through the optical gate used to reject the un
wanted oscillator pulses. In Janus it has been found 
that a single bleachable cell containing EK 9740 dye at 
the output of the rod preamplifier chassis suppresses 
these prepulses to levels such that no damage occurs to 
most targets during the entire laser pump pulse. Dye 
with a 10% small-signal transmission appears to be suf
ficient to suppress amplified spontaneous emission, but 
a 2% small-signal transmission is required 'o suppress 
the oscillator noise and leakage pulses to acceptable 
levels. 

The lack of reproducibility of the laser and the com
plexity of target experiments make it necessary to 
characterize the laser pulse for each target shot. The 
oscillator output, the amplifier chain operation, and 
the output beam are routinely characterized. The 
oscillator diagnostics are shown in Fig. 2-8. A vacuum 
photodiode (I) and a 519 oscilloscope (time response 
=*0.5 ns) monitor the oscillator pulse train rejected 
from the optical gate. An integrated photodiode (2) 
monitors the energy in the gated-out pulse, and the 
streak camera (3) measures its duration with a time 
resolution of 10 ps. Streak-camera readout is usually 
done with a silicon photodiode array and an oscillo
scope. An additional vacuum photodiode (4) can be 
inserted into the beam and used to measure the pulse 
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Kj£. 2-8. Janus oscillator diagnostics. 

contrast. This is not done during laser operation but is 
used to critically align the oscillator optical gate 
components. 

Reflections from the Faraday rotators are used to 
provide beams to monitor the laser chain operation 
(Fig. 2-6). A typical diagnostic station is sliown in 
Fig. 2-9. At these locations, the beam energy is meas
ured with a calorimeter that intercepts a known frac
tion of the beam; the beam quality is monitored with a 
photograph of the beam near field. Amplifier flash-
lamp operation is checked by monitoring the current 
in the flashlamp circuits. The reflections from the 
Faraday rotator preceding the last turning mirror are 
used to monitor the output beam. Figure 2-10 is a 
drawing of this diagnostic system. It includes (1) a 
calorimeter to measure the beam energy, (2) a near-
field camera to monitor beam quality, (3) far-field 
cameras to photograph the far-field energy distribu
tion, (4) a far-field calorimeter to measure the energy 
transmitted through a 300-Mrad-diameter aperture, 

and (S) a vacuum photodiode to monitor the laser 
pulse and tlte energy in prepulses preceding the heating 
pulse. The calorimeters are calibrated to measure 
energy at the input to the target chamber. The vacuum 
photodiode and 519 oscilloscope can detect prepulses 
of SO juJ at the input to the target chamber - about 
half the damage threshold of most targets that have 
been irradiated. 

The system was set up initially for single-beam oper
ation with three glass-rod amplifiers, two A disk ampli
fiers and two B disk amplifiers. The maximum useful 
system output in this configuration was found to be 
about 120 GW (output energy divided by full width at 
half maximum pulse duration). The limiting factor 
was beam breakup from self-focusing instabilities that 
caused energy loss at the target and damage to optical 
elements at the laser output. Two experiments demon
strated a loss of laser energy at the target at high laser 
output powers: (1) an experiment with the far-field 
calorimeter at the beam output and (2) an experiment 
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in which the laser focal spot was reimaged with 50x 
magnification outside the target chamber and photo
graphed with a 10-ps-rcsolution streak camera. Figure 
2-11 shows the experimental setup. Figure 2-12 shows 
some typical results. At 160-GW output, an intensity 
decrease is noted at what should be the peak of the 
pulse. This dip in intensity is caused by small-scale 
phase variations that accompany beam breakup, with a 
resulting catastrophic spreading of the focal region. 
Some of this effect, though to a lesser degree, is evi
dent in the photograph taken at 115 GW. The two 
photographs taken at lower power show the expected 
behavior. Figure 2-13 shows the fraction of the energy 
that was focused within 300 urad in the far-field cam
era in the output beam diagnostics. A marked decrease 
with increasing power is evident. An increase in the 
forward- and side scattered optical energy was also 
noted on target shots with a liigh degree of beam 
breakup. Table 2-2 lists the beam energies and calcu
lated values of B (the gain factor for the growth of 
small-scale instabilities) at several locations in the 
amplifier train. To improve the system performance, 
the amplifier train was restaged to reduce the B value 
for a given output energy. This was accomplished by 
reducing the energy in the early stages and adding an
other B disk amplifier at t'.e output. The resulting 
system contained two glass-rod amplifiers, two A disk 
amplifiers, and three B disk amplifiers. With this con
figuration, successful target experiments have been 
routinely completed at the 200-GW output. Streak-

camera photographs of the focal spot show evidence 
of some beam breakup at 250 GW, but it is not severe 
(see Fig. 2-14). This corresponds to a calculated B 
value of 4.4. Table 2-3 lists the improved system 
energies and B values at several locations in the chain. 
Figure 2-13 compares the fraction of the energy that 
was focused within 300 urad in the far-field camera on 
the two systems. 

As a result of the experience gained with single-
beam Janus operation, the modified plan for the 
two-beam Janus system includes two B disk amplifiers 
in each arm beyond the beam splitter. This system is 
expected to give an output power of 200 GW per 
beam, with a B value of 4 at the target chamber. 

Target Chamber 

The Janus target chamber is made of stainless steel 
and has 26 ports, ranging in diameter from 4 to 8 in., 
for laser beams, target support and alignment, diagnos
tics, and vacuum pumpout. Figure 2-15 shows the 
chamber installed. It is fabricated from a 24-in.-
diameter cylinder and has two elliptical heads, one of 
which is removable for installing diagnostics equipment. 
Rubber O-ring gasket sealing is used throughout. 

The high vacuum is produced t,y a 6-in. turbo-
molecuiar pump and a cryogenic pump cooled with 
liquid nitrogen. The base pressure of the empty 
chamber was 2 x 10"' Torr. After installation of the 
lens positioners and diagnostics, the base pressure is 
2 x I0" 5 Torr. 
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Fig. 2-11. l:\perinicntal sclup for photographing the target-chamber focal spot. The chamber relay lens projects a 50 \ magnified 
focal-spot image in the reference wn? plane onto the streak-camera slit. The partially reflecting mirror pair provides three 
known intensity ratios to the streak-camera input. 
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Fig. 2-13. Fraction of beam energy focusable to wilhin 300 
jurad versus laser output power. Data from the far-
field camera in the output beam diagnostics. 

Table 2-2. Measured output energies and calculated 
B values9 for the original single-beam 
staging - _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ 

Location Energy (J) B Value0 

I 100 pS 

(C) 115 GW 

Oscillator 0.0025 
Glass preamplifier 0.25 
A Disk 2.1 
Laser 12.5 
At target 11.0 

0 
1.0 
1.9 
3.8 
4.3 

'Assuming 100-ps pulse. 
"Calculated. 

(d) 160 GW 

Fig. 2-12. Streak-camera photographs of the focal spot for 
laser output power and for output power of 90, 
115, and 160 GW. The 90-, 115-, and 160-GW 
streaks are generated by the minor pair, which 
provides images of different exposure. 

I 100 ps 

Fig. 2-14. Streak-camera photograph of the target-chamber 
focal spot, operating the restaged system (two A 
amplifiers and three B amplifiers) at 2-GW output. 
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Fig. 2-15. Janus target chamber. 

Table 2-3. Measured output energies and calculated 
B values' for the improved single-bum 
***Tr":) 

Location Energy (J) B Value" 

Oscillator 0.0025 0 
Glass preamplifier 0.14 0.7 
A Disk 1.1 1.1 
B-Disk 93. 2.1 
Laser 2S.0 3.4 
At target 21.0 4.4 

Assuming a 100-ps pulse 
bCalculated. 

The two beam-focusing lenses are uncoated f/1.0 
aspherics (see Fig. 2-16), mounted in cells having five 

degrees of freedom and operated by stepping motors. 
The positioning accuracy is 0.4 run per step, with 
digital readout for each motor. 

Targets are magnetically supported on a shaft sus
pended from the top of the chamber, on a micro
meter stage having five degrees of freedom. Muitiple-
shot experiments can be perfonned without destroying 
vacuum by means of a target storage carousel holding 
up to 13 targets. Targets are located in the focal 
volume by means of a pair of telemicroscopes pro
viding a positioning accuracy of S urn. Final location 
of targets is accomplished by using the second beam-
focusing lens, which focuses the focal spot on an 
infrared-sensitive vidicon. Initially, the pulsed focal 
point is imaged on the vidicon; then the target is 
introduced and back-illuminated by a cw 1.06-pm 
light. Its image is superimposed on the previously 
located focal point. By this technique, a 20-jim hole 
was produced in the microsphere using a 1-J pulse. 
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Fig. 2-16. JIMU taijet-chambei beam-focusinf leiues mounted in cells. 

Di»|.ioslics Installation 

Two rings have been provided inside the chamber 
for mounting ion probes, x-ray calorimeters, mirrors, 
x-ray pinhole cameras, and miscellaneous hardware. 
These items are supported and aligned by commercial 
machinists' indicator swivel clamps. 

Other diagnostics mount directly to the flanges of 
the chamber and are aligned by those flanges. These 

include a four-channel x-ray microscope, seven-channel 
K-edge-filtered silicon PIN detectors, four- and seven-
channel K-edge-filtered high-energy tVior/photomui-
tiplier x-ray detectors, a 78-ps wimlowless x-ray 
detector, bent-crystal spectrometers, * holographic 
interferometer, time-of-flight ion detectors, and an 
electron spectrometer. Diagnostics mounred outside 
the chamber are the vacuum-ultraviolet spectrograph/ 
monochromator, optical energy balance, ani near- and 
far-field beam diagnostics. 

CYCLOPS SINGLE-CHAIN PROTOTYPE SYSTEM • 

The LLL Cyclops laser system was evolved with 
several purposes in mind. First, it is intended to be the 
prototype for the multiarmed systems planned for 

later LLL laser-fusion experiments; second, it is to 
serve as a full-scale experimental amplifier facility frw 
the investigation and resolution of bcam-propagatic.t 
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problems; and third, it provides a real system for the 
testing and integration of advanced amplifier and iso
lator components. In addition, the Cyclops laser will 
be used for target irradiation experiments in the sum
mer of 1975. These experiments will provide irradi
ation data at power levels (~l TW) between those 
•ised in the Janus experiments and those planned for 
the Argus system. Ongoing operations will expand our 
data base for addressing such questions as pointing 
stability and mean time to component failure. The 
status of Cyclops and its performance to date are 
discussed in the paragraphs that follow. 

System Integration 

The development program for Cyclops, as antici
pated in previous semiannual reports, has progrssed 
through fabrication, assembly, and preliminary testing 
of all components, up to and including one two-disk D 
(30-cm clear aperture) module. A block diagram of 
the Cyclops system, illustrating the interaction among 
the principal subsystems, is shown in Fig. 2-17: a 
photograph of the system as seen from the C-amplifier 
end is shown in Fig. 2-18 (the D module has not been 
integrated into the Cyclops chain). The interlock 

and thermal controls, charge, crowbar, and fire con
trols, energy storage, and switching are all substan
tially the same as outlined in the preceding semi
annual report.2 The PDP-8 computer has been 
implemented to control charge and fire sequences, 
and to reduce and store all calorimeter data. As of 
the end of 1974, all of these subsystems were in
stalled and working satisfactorily-
Computer Control. Processing of calorimeter datf 
with the PDP-8 computer has resulted in considerable 
time savings and in an order-of-magnitude improve
ment in accuracy over conventional data reduction 
methods (wherein a strip-chart recorder is interpreted 
manually). 

Power Supply and Capacitor Banks. With the addition 
of C amplifiers to the Cyclops chain, the laboratory 
area was doubled, the control room was relocated, and 
capacitor banks and power supplies were consolidated 
adjacent to the new control room. The banks have 
been brought into operation to provide 1.6 MJ of 
stored energy, sufficient to operate Cyclops through 
the C stages. 

Cooling and Interstage Hardware. The amplifier chain 
has been sealed off from the laboratory environment to 
exclude airborne particulate matter and to provide a 
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Fig. 2-17. Block diagram of Cyclops laser chain. 
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Fig. 2-18. Cyclops laser chain - view from C-amplifier end. 

constant positive pressure or flowing nitrogen. The 
nitrogen aids in cooling the lamps and disks. Moreover 
it provides the oxygen purge necessary for the preven
tion of thermal disturbances arising from the absorp
tion of ultraviolet radiation by the oxygen (see "Intru
sion of Hot Gas into the Amplifier" in Section S). 
Seals are made *ilh ;m interstage bellows arrangement. 
The flow rate is typically 25 ft^/hr, but is increased to 
25 ft-fymin when the system is in use. 

The relatively large influx of nitrogen into the 
laboratory equires ihat oxygen concentration mon
itors be installed to ensure that the oxygen content 
does no! become dangerously low for personnel in 
the room. 
Oscillator. The Cyclops oscillator is a dye-mode-locked 
Nd: YAG laser whose nominal output is a single 2.5-mJ, 
150-ps pulse of 1.064-jum light. The following proce
dures have substantially improved its reliability during 
the past year over that reported previously: 

1. Replacement of the original bandwidth limiting 
etalon, which (apparently) was damage prone. This 
replacement, coupled with rigorous observance of an 
operation power-supply voltage maximum, has essen
tially eliminated the occurrence of multiple-pulse 
trains. 

2. Installation of a spark-gap module of advanced 
design, adherence to focusing the pulse train between 
the electrodes, and increasing the nitrogen pressure 
to 190 psi all result in improved performance of the 
pulse switchout function. These improvements, |.'"s 
periodic maintenance of gap electrodes (polished at 
2-week intervals or more often), have reduced switch-
out malfunctions from 15% to less than 5%. 

3. Detailed attention to elimination of both light 
leaks and vapor leaks in the dye circulation system 
has reduced the spread in switched-out pulse temporal 
characteristics and has increased the dye solution 
replacement time to months, rather than days. 
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A changeover from 4- to .l-nim-boic pumping 
lamps has not reduced the pulse I rain failure rale, 
nor has :areful audition to the dye flow system: 
the osci^ator fails to mode-' •clc approximately 4'/r of 
the time. 

In suii). we have an oscillator that produces a 
single pulse of normal energy W/ i of the time 
(rather than the previous 76'?). The shoi-to-shot 
spread in temporal duration of the swilchcd-out 
pulse remains quite large (typically 130 to 220 psl. 
A slight statistical correlation between longer switched-
out pulses originating later in the pulse train has been 
observed. Furthermore, there is some evidence that 
the mean pulse duration increases JS the dye ages 
(even though measured dye transmission does not 
change within 2',(). These observations indicate 
lines of attack to be pursued during the next calendar 
year. 

Beam Preamptification and Profiling. The preamplifier 
component arrangement (Fig. 2-1'J) represents a sub
stantial modification from that previously described. 
Two Nd:glass preamplifier st;-ges with a net gain of .\25 
replace the Nd:YA(j amplifier head used earlier. Thus 

all-glass amplifiers enable us to extend Cyclops opera-
lion to longer pulse lengths without undue pulse satura
tion. The spatial filler has been relocated in the chain 
so that no optical elements appear between the spatial 
filter pinhole and the apodized aperture.* In combina
tion with the turning mirror pair (OM in Fig. 2-1'-)), the 
spatial filter serves to "point" the beam as well as to 
filter i t : thus, when the system is aligned, the beam 
appears to originate from a point source at the pinhole 
center. Furthermore, the beam is centered on the 
apodized aperture by means of two orthogonal transla
tion stages supporting the turning minor. With tins 
arrangement, alignment procedures requiring "walking" 
of gimballed mirror pairs are unnecessary, and the 
turning minors themselves arc rigidly supported (thus 
eliminating long-tern; drifting of gimbal and/or tor
sional support elements). 

•It was earlier found that beam-turning miirors exhibit 
an irreversible long-term degradation, thus producing 
small-scale artifacts on the beam. 

LEGE NO: TMI : 
TM2: 
PP. 
OM1 
LI: 
P: 

First turning mirror; reflectivity ' 90% 
Second turning mirror; reflectivity "• 90".. 
Two glass 3'3" n 5 3-'*t" rod amplifiers 
Orthogonal turning mirror pair; gold 
Spatial filter lens; f = 30 cm 
Oiamond die pinhole. 250 jim diam 

P.D.2[ 

Pulse 
_ ^ 0 . - selection 
t « ^ * ^ ~ j i and switcViout 

j cw Nd:YAG laser (alignment) 
I 
I 
I r 

M He:Ne laser 
(alignment) 

' Mode locked. Q switched Nd:YAG laser oscillator 

streak # ( N U 

camera \ f ' TM2 
OMI 

l ;ig. 2-1M. Cyclops II Iwapi-filter i-umpnrtvni arrangement. 
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Two additional mirrors are used to (1) extend the 
beam path between the oscillator and the spatial 
filter, and (2) provide convenient beam pickoff points 
for the streak-camera diagnostic. These mirrors are 
mounted in conventional kinematic mounts; beam-
pointing stability (up to the spatial filter pinhole) 
could be improved by their elimination, if space were 
available. 

The apodized aperture is described in Section 4 
(see "Beam-Shaping Apertures"); its function is to 
superimpose a prescribed intensity profile on the 
propagating beam. The profile chosen has been a 
working compromise between diffraction ripple build
up and amplifier filling factor, and has been char
acterized as a S-WT sup:r-Gaussian.2 However, there 
are arguments, based en beam aberrations, for an 
entirely different functional form of profile. This new 
profile (quadratic with a smooth roiloff) is aiscussed 
in Section S. Computer simulation studies of the 
propagation and focusing obtained with this beam 
profile have been encouraging. We shall pursue this 
idea experimentally, using Cyclops, during the coming 
year. 

The position of the apodized aperture defines the 
beam-pointing direction and full-angle divergence* 
0 with respect to all components later in the train; 
hence its mounting must be very stable. 
Rod Amplifiers. The rod-amplifier chassis, shown in 
schematic form in Fig. 2-20a, is essentially unchanged 
from that used las! year, except that two Faraday 
rotators are employed for isolation against prelasing 
(rather than one Pockels cell and one rotator, as 
described in previous reports). Since prelasing of the 
rod-amplifier stages poses a significant threat of 
apodized-aperture destruction, these Faraday rotators 
are series-wired and driven by parallel capacitors from 
a common supply. The resulting time window for 
isolation is sufficiently long to allow a rotator current 

*The full-angle divergence 6 is defined as the arctan 
of the ratio of the apodized-aperture diameter, be
tween points where the transmission is 30-dB down 
from its center-line value, to the distance between the 
pinhole and the apodized aperture. 
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Fig. 2-20. Cyclops component arrangement in early part of chain, (a) Preamplifier chassis, present component placement; beam 
divergence - 4.3 mrad. <b) Disk module portion of chain, including calorimeter, beam-profile diagnostic units, and typical 
pulsc<cnergy and beam-diameter data. 
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sensor to prevent the rod-amplifier flashlamps from 
firing in the event of rotator failure. Since installing 
this protective system, we have not destroyed an 
apodized aperture. Indeed, the rod amplifiers have 
proved to be completely troublefree during their 
operating lifetime (well over 1000 shots). 
Disk Amplifiers. The A and B disk amplifiers are 
incorporated into Cyclops as shown schematically in 
Fig. 2-20b. Each A and B module consists of six disks, 
and each module has a design gain maximum of x3.8 
(5.8 dB). In on-line performance, the B modules have 
nearly matched this gain performance, but the A 
modules have proved to have a disappointingly low gain 
(x3.1S, or S.O dB typical). Although the rod amplifiers 
possess enough gain reserve to "overdrive" the A heads, 
thus enabling us to achieve a design goal of SO-J output 
at the B amplifiers (in I SO ps), this mode of operation 
is undesirable because of nonlinear beam-breakup 
effects. 

The most significant and persistent problem en
countered in on-line performance is embodied in 
small, localized surface imperfections on the disks 
themselves. These imperfections appear generically in 
two forms: 

1. As small permanent scattering sites for beam 
energy (Fig. 2-2la). 

2. As larger, completely opaque, spots that do not 
reproduce from shot to shot (Fig. 2-21 b).* 

'Photographs taken with a fast framing camera suggest 
that the opaque spots arise from particulate matter 
that is caused to burn by the absorption of flashlamp 
radiation. 

Either of these imperfections gives rise to diffraction-
ring patterns, whose interference with the main beam 
can mark the onset of severe self-focusing effects with 
further amplification. Several upgraded amplifier head 
designs have ameliorated these problems significantly; 
new designs are in progress (see "Mechanical Design 
Considerations for Clean, High-Gain Disk Amplifiers" 
in Section 4). 

Four three-disk C modules have been employed on 
line in Cyclops. A photograph of a C module is shown 
in Fig. 2-22. The D module (Fig. 2-23) has been 
tested, but not deployed. The performance of the 
C and D modules is discussed in Section 4. Delays 
encountered in the fabrication of polarizers and the 
surface finishing of rotator disks caused the system 
performance ;o be evaluated without these isolation 
components. 

Three of the C modules used were of conventional 
solid-edge-cladding design; the fourth module utilized a 
liquid edge cladding. More detailed information on 
this module is presented in Section 4. 

Component Damage 
Polarizer and Disk Damage. Initial use of the disk 
amplifiers showed evidence of considerable damage to 
the disk surfaces. These damage sites, in the form of 
pits and fused metallic deposits, were on the order of 
several hundred microns in diameter. Improvements in 
head design have greatly reduced, but not completely 
eliminated, the incidence of this damage. Aspects of 
this problem are discussed in Section 4. 

Of great benefit has been the introduction of 
radio-frequency-discharge cleaning of the laser disks. 
The A-size disks, which because of higher fiashlamp 

Fig. 2-21. Polaroid photographs of beam profile at output of A amplifier, (a) Diffraction rings due to disk surface imperfections, (b) 
Large imperfections and attendant diffraction rings. (Photographs taken with a fast-framing camera suggest that the 
opaque spots arise from particulate matter that is caused to bum by the absorption of flashlamp radiation.) 
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l ^T?" 

Fig. 2-22. Cyclops C-module, employed on line. 

Fig. 2-23. Cyclops D-modute, tested off line. 
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light flux density arc subject to the most severe 
damage, are currently being cleaned in an oxygen 
plasma device lo burn off residual organic contam
inants. The radio-frcquency-discliarge cleaning capa
bility will soon be expanded to include ii and C disks. 

All beam components are now completely closed 
off by interstage bellows, with the interior always kept 
under a positive pressure of dry nitrogen. Nevertheless, 
when aligning the system or replacing components, this 
interstaging must be opened to the ambient atmos
phere. Recently, v;e liave taken delivery of a portable 
laminar air flov, device, to be incorporated over I lie 
portion of :he chain to be accessed. We hope to 
further ruutimize the dust problem in this way. 

A second severe problem is beam-induced polarizer 
damage. Small-scale self-focusing of the beam Ins 
damaged the dielectric coatings at many isolated 
spots, ultimately covering large areas of entire beam 
cross section. We have repositioned the B polarizers, 
for example, between amplifier modules to alleviate 
litis problem; (he addition of spatial filters as well will 
greatly reduce incidences of polarizer damage. 

Lamp Failures. All disk-amplifier lamp currents are 
being monitored by multichannel oscilloscopes. Thus 
potential catastrophic lamp failure can often be pre
vented when lamps fail to ionize. As more lamps and 
replacement shell lamp holders are becoming available, 
the lamps are being tested in the sliells prior to being 
installed on amplifier modules. This is in addition to 
lamp "infant mortality" testing. Abo. as a resull of 
prefixing assembled amplifier modules before disk in
stallation, disk damage from new-lamp failure is fur

ther reduced. Several lamps haw broken in (lie pre-
firc stage with no further damage to the head. Two 
instances of lamps bursting in a completely assembled 
head were recorded. One was ihc resull of (he lamp's 
touching ai» oversized shield tube and reflector. The 
oilier occurred because of the faulty siscmbly of a 
connector splice. In both cases, shield lubes broke and 
disks were pitied badly enough to tequire resurfacing. 

System Performance 
The Cyclops system through the four C modules 

(20cm clear apcrature) has been successfully operated 
at full bank input energy (1.6 MJ). The optical con
figuration employed is shown schematically in Fig. 
2-24. Recent experiments performed ai full energy 
liave been designed lo yield information concerning the 
near-field beam structure and puhed-power gain. Typi
cally tliese experiments produced temporally Gaussian 
pulses of 2S0 lo 270 J lasting 180 lo 230 ps FWHM. 
Much of the data that have been taken to date are 
presently undergoing detailed analysis using the diag
nostic reduction codes described in Section 4. Of 
particular interest are hot-spot density (fil.imemaiion). 
whole-beam distortion (ring formation), and energy 
content ai !jrge angles from lite optical axis. 

Near-field photographs were obtained from back-
reflection off the Faraday-rotator glass in ihe A and II 
stages and from a 25-crn-diameier beam splitter in the 
C stages. Fult-apctiurc photographs were obtained on 
both Polaroid and \Z plates. Figure 2-25 shows 
Polaroid pictures of beam profiles taken al various 
amplifier stage outputs for a single laser shot. The 

Pre-
amps 
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Spatial aperture 
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1 ' 2 - 3 

Fig. 2-24 Cyclops system C-modute confifuraikm, operated successfully at full-bank input energy (1.6 Ml). 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 2-25. Polaroid photographs of beam profiles at various amplifier stage outputs, (a) Rod amplifier output; beam diameter 
~ 2.5 cm. beam energy ~ 1.0 J. The fringes on the right-hand side arise from an off-line diagnostic aperture. The small 
bright diffraction rings arise from dirt on the camera filter. The larger faint rings arise from surface dirt early in the 
amplifier chain, (b) Beam profile at \ amplifier output; beam diameter ~ 4 cm, beam energy ~ 5.8 J. The fringes 
appearing at the upper left arise from an off-line diagnostic aperture. The opaque spots at 1 and 10 o'clock are believed to 
arise from "burning surface dirt." (Photographs taken with a fast-framing camera suggest that the opaque spots arise 
from particulate matter that is caused to burn by the absorption of fhuhlamp radiation.) (c) Beam profile at B amplifier 
output: beam diameter ~ 9.0 cm, beam energy ~ 50 J. This photograph shows two overlapping images, the weaker 
being 59f as intense as the stronger. The small multiple images along the left margin provide a film calibration. This photo
graph reveals the existence of self-focused filaments over a substantial portion of the beam. At present, l-Z plates showing 
similar structure are being analyzed to determine the spatial depth of modulation. Preliminiiy results suggest that 
intensity variations as high u 10:1 are present. Current experiments are in progress to determine the angular spectrum 
of the radiation. <d) Final C-aperture output; beam diameter ~ 20.0 cm, beam energy ~ 2701. The structure of the 
beam in this overexposed photograph has been partially revealed by the placement of four neutral density filters in 
front of the camera and near the beam center. The optical densities of these filters are 2.06 uiper left, 1.2 lower left, 
0.4 upper right, and 0.8 lower right. Again the filament structure is clearly in evidence. Intensity variations of 10:1 have 
been identified; much greater variations are expected to be present within the glass medium, however. 
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Fig. 2-26. Cyclops chain schematic. This configuration will be used for target-irradiation experiments. 
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FWHM pulse duration for this shot was approximately 
200 ps, and the full-beam energy was approximately 
270 J. 

The photographs in Fig. 2-25, taken at full input 
energy, reveal that substantial filamentation of the 
beam has occurred. This results in both loss of beam 
brightness and component damage. To ameliorate this 
problem, we have installed a high-energy spatial filter 
between the B and C amplifier stages. The perfor
mance of this filter is discussed in Section 4. 

Pulse energy at the inputs to each of the amplifiers 
was monitored in the arrangement shown in Fig. 2-20. 
The net stage pulse gain computed from the ratios of 
these energies is shown in Table 2-4, along with mea
sured net small-signal gains (column 3) and with com
puted gains when corrected for saturation (using 
E s = 5.8 J/cm^, column 4). It is evident that other 
mechanisms degrade realizable pulse gain in long-chain 
amplifiers. The most probable cause of gain degrada
tion is small-scale beam breakup; this works pheno-
menologically in two ways: 

1. Filaments form within the amplifier and then 
spread (from diffraction) beyond the angular aperture 
of the monitoring calorimeter. 

2. Larger area (~l-mm diameter) filaments propa
gate with a relatively stable diameter through the 
amplifier chain; it is possible that the local intensity 
is high enough to cause significant depolarization of 
these filaments;^ disks and polarizers then attenuate 
filament energy through Fresnel reflection at each 
surface. 

In addition to the effects arising from beam fila
mentation, pulse gain is degraded by thermal bire-

ARGUS S Y S T E M . . — ^ — - — — — — — 

Argus is a new neodymium-laser irradiation facility 
currently under construction. This system, which is 
based on the laser technology proved by Cyclops, will 
be operated first as a two-beam system in 1975 and up
graded to a four-beam system in 1976. 

As a two-beam system, with each aperture being 
20 cm in diameter, Argus should deliver more than 
3 TW of focusable power in a pulse of 100-ps '"WHM. 
It is planned that in 1976, Argus will be upgraded in 
output power to a level of 6 TW at 100 ps. This will 
be accomplished by adding two more identical 20-cm-
diameter beams. 

In the two-beam configuration, Argus will also be 
capable of providing higher energies by increasing the 

Table 2-4. Cyclops stage gains 

Small-signal Net saturated 
Stage Pulse gain net gain pulse gain" 

A 5.5 7.5 6.0 
B 9.1 12.9 9.5 
C 5.4 9.9 6.8 

"Estimated. 

fringence resulting from the flashlamp heating of the 
disks. This effect has been noted and generally gives 
rise to a slow dropoff in gain during the course of 
experimentation. Thermal recovery times are being 
determined. 

Cyclops Irradiation Experiment 
The Cyclops laser chain is currently undergoing 

some staging modifications in preparation for target 
irradiation experiments this summer. The addition of 
a high-energy spatial filter between the B and C ampli
fier stages and the retrofitting of the oscillator to pro
duce 100-ps-FWHM pulses are the most significant 
changes being made. The design goal is to achieve 
nominally 1 TW of focusable output power from the 
final C amplifier. Staging calculations show that all 
four C modules will be required to reach this power 
level given the drive power thrt is available from the 
output of the spatial filter (~128 GW). Figure 2-26 
shows a schematic of the Cyclops staging being used 
for the irradiation experiments. 

output-pulse duration. This energy capability is ex
pected to exceed 2 kJ (2 TW in 1-ns pulse width). 

The Argus laser will be installed in the LLL Building 
381 High Bay. In this section we discuss the design of 
the Argus laser system, 1975 and 1976 target illumina
tion geometries, and the time schedule through 1976. 

Laser System 
The design of Argus is based on our experience with 

the Cyclops developmental chain and the Janus irradia
tion experiments. This experience, coupled with our 
realization that beam breakup is the dominating infiu-
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ence on chain design for high-power laser operation, 
has led us to adopt a staging philosophy directed pri
marily toward minimizing these effects. 
Staging. The ground rules for the design of Argus are 
as follows: The beam line is to consist of two arms, 
each with a final output clear aperture of 20 cm and 
each driven by a single master oscillator. Argus is to 
be constructed using (insofar as possible) components 
that have been thoroughly tested on Cyclops. The 
criterion for optimal design is maximum focusable 
power on small targets; the strategy for achieving this 
involves deploying spatial filters at locations in the am
plifier chain that minimize the small-scale beam break
up. Finally, the two-arm system must be sufficiently 
flexible for relatively easy upgrading to four arms 
during 1976. The design goal is to deliver, per arm, 
more than 1.5 TW on target at 100 ps and about 1 TW 
at 1 ns. 

The baseline beam design shown in Fig. 2-27 has 
evolved in accord with these design goals. This design 
utilizes a "driver-booster" concept in which the final 
stage (the booster) consists of a constant-aperture, 
fully filtered amplifier section (here a single three-disk 
C module). In this section the beam intensity reaches 
its highest level in the chain. The driver is operated at 
conservative levels and possesses sufficient gain reserve 
to allow flexibility in choosing the input flux to the 
booster. The rationale for this design is as follows: 

1. Only the booster stage is "driven" to peak 
radiation flux levels approaching intrinsic surface-
damage thresholds for disks, rotators, and polarizers. 
This minimizes the probability of surface damage for 
the amplifier chain as a whole. 

2. Filamentation of the beam is most severe at peak 
intensity; removal of high-angle radiation components 
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Fig. 2-27. Argus baseline-chain design schematic. Parallel-chain geometry is utilized in this design. 
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(i.e., passage of the beam through a spatial filter) 
results in both temporal and spatial distortion of the 
beam. These distortions are minimized by limiting 
beam breakup to the final amplifier stage. 

3. Such a design is nearly optimized for either 
peak or average power level operation.* 

Figure 2-28 summarizes the staging methodology as 
applied to the booster element (see also Section 4 ) . 4 ' ' 
Here we consider a filtered amplifier section (upper 
insert) that is driven by an input flux I m such that the 
beam power lost through small-scale filamentation is 
approximately balanced by the net power gain G, from 
stimulated emission. The G versus Ij n curves shown in 
Fig. 2-28 are applicable to a beam breakup parameter 
B of about 3.t Two such curves are shown: one for 
an amplifier with a small-signal gain coefficient 
a = 0.077 cm"1 (denoted as liquid-clad), and one for an 
amplifier with o = 0.067 cm"' (denoted as solid-clad).tt 
All points on these curves optimize the focusable 
power for a given combination of G and Iy,. The 
right-hand ordinate gives the power that is transmitted 
by the final spatial filter (defines focusable power). 
The staging of the booster now reduces to that of 
locating operating points G and I m consistent with an 
output flux Glj n that is below the damage threshold 
and a drive flux l-m that is safely obtainable from the 
driver stage. (The broken lines shown in Fig. 2-28 
represent operating points for a three-disk C module; 
both liquid- and solid-clad performance is shown.) 

It is seen f im Fig. 2-28 that the liquid-clad C 
module delivers i.'ore focusable power (for the same B 
value), but it also requires a larger drive intensity I j n . 
In order to realize this performance, one must so 
design the driver amplifier that it will deliver the 
required I m for a smaller B penalty in the driver 
stages, thus ensuring that overall system performance 

•The energy-loss rate arising from small-scale beam 
breakup is most severe at peak intensity. Average 
power, however, can continue to increase as the stage 
drive is increased even though the peak power is 
decreasing. 

^The B integral is used throughout our staging 
calculations as a measure of beam breakup (see 
Section 4). The components in the booster stage are 
designed to maximize the ratio of the output power to 
B; this ratio in turn depends primarily on the specific 
gain a of the disk amplifier. 

i'The performance characteristics of the solid- and 
liquid-clad C modules are discussed in Section 4. 
The use of liquid cladding on the C booster and one 
C driver module is currently planned. 
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. 2-28. Staging design for the C booster. Curves for liquid-
and solid-clad C-modules are shown. 

is governed by the booster stage itself. This concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 2-29. Booster-stage performance is 
now shown, for a representative fixed output intensity 
G I m corresponding to 2 TW, as a function of B (upper 
pair of curves). The lower pair of curves shows driver 
performance for a nine-disk amplifier, in terms of 
driver output intensity (which is also the input inten
sity I m to the booster stage) versus B in the driver 
stage. It is clear that the all-solid-clad driver just 
barely suffices, allowing no margin for performance 
degradation or spatial filter transmission loss. Upgrad
ing of the driver disks increases the slope of this curve, 
thus allowing for a wider performance margin in driv
ing the booster stage to capacity. 
Isolation. Returning to Fig. 2-27, we point out that 
the system is protected against backreflections from 
the target with the combination polarizer-rotator-
polarizer at various intervals along the chain. These 
intervals are choosen at approximately 10 gain points. 
The maximum specular target return flux is at the 
final rotator in the chain, and the system is fully 
protected against 100% target return. Not shown in 
Fig. 2-27 is the isolation protection required against 
prepulse noise, which if present could destroy the 
targets prior to main pulse arrival. In addition, tar
gets must be protected against amplified spontaneous 
emission resulting from noise in the early parts of the 
amplifier chain. Argus will require a fast-acting 
mechanical shutter at the location of the final spatial 
filter. 
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. 2-29. Constant final output power performance curves for the C-driver and C-booster stages with output power fixed at 
2 TW (16 GW/cm*). The ordinate equals C-driver output and C-booster input flux. 

Key Components. System output performance is 
predicated on maximal power-handling capability of 
the final substage, as has been mentioned. For this 
reason, liquid-edge-clad C-disk amplifiers are to be used 
in the C booster substage. Other key components in 
the chain include the dual modulated oscillator, which 
is expected to provide greater per-shot chain reliability, 
with less prepulse output noise than that obtained 
with the dye-mode-locked oscillators used in other 

systems; and the temporal pulse-shaping device, which 
is under development and is described elsewhere in this 
report. 

Four-Beam System Geometry 

Argus is to be used in 1976 in a four-beam 
geometry. Two system layouts are currently being 
considered for this Argus upgrade: the parallel-chain 
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configuration shown in Fig. 2-27 and the "crossed-
beam" geometry shown in Fig. 2-30. Crossed-beam 
staging has the virtue that fewer expensive C ampli
fiers are required to produce essentially the same sys

tem performance, in terms of focusable power per 
arm on target in a 100-ps time frame. The disadvan
tage, however, is that it is iotally dependent on the 
use of multilayer C-size polarizers with a 20-cm clear 
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Fig. 2-30. Argus baseline-chain design schematic, Crossed-beam geometry is utilized in this design. 
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aperture. Although such polarizers are in procure
ment, only data on their projected performance are 
available at this time. 

The Argus system is to be used in bosh two- and 
four-beam target illumination geometries, using both 
modified-clamsheli (see Section S) and simple optical 
focusing systems. Representative examples of these 

beam geometries are shewn in Fig. 2-31. 

Key Task Schedule 
The bar chart shown in Fig. 2-32 indicates tic 

timetable we expect to maintain in developing and 
utilizing the Argus facility. 

S-Polarizer 

P-Polarizer 

Brewster's-angle window • 

N 
-—s* 
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* 
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Fif. 2-31. Argus Sargct-irradiation geometry; (a) four-beam coplanar geometry; (bl four-beam compound clamshell geometry: 
(c) two-beam compound clamshell geometry. 
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Fig. 2-32. Argus facility development time schedule. 

SHIVA LASER S Y S T E M ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ 

The Shiva laser system is the most powerful 
neodymium-laser target irradiation facility currently 
planned for LLL. The Shiva laser is part of the 10-kJ 
High Energy Laser Facility (HELF), which is funded 
as a Congressionally approved line item. Hie HELF 
consists of the Shiva laser system (Fig. 2-33) and 
Building 391. The building, which was started in 
FY 1974, is nearing completion of phase I, under
ground construction. 

The Shiva laser system (formerly cailed the 10-kJ 
laser) is presently in the system definition phase. A 
.-am of physicists and engineers responsible for 

laser physics, electrooptical components, mechanical 
components, target chamber, power conditioning, and 
computer controls/diagnostics has been assembled to 
perform these system design studies. The objective of 
these design optimization studies is a laser system 

capable of meaningful laser-fusion experiments. In 
addition to achieving the specified output of 10 kJ 
in a subnanosecond pulse, the goal is a versatile laser 
operating over a range of pulse widths and energies. 

The technical approach to the system des'gn is to 
establish cost performance data based on experience 
with building and operating the Cyclops laser system. 
Utilizing these data, computer codes were then devel
oped to optimize the laser staging, number of chains, 
and components in the chain. With these computer 
codes, a maximum-performance baseline laser system 
was designed within the HELF cost limitations. De
tails of the system-design tradeoff considerations are 
contained in Section 3. 

The selected baseline laser system consists of 20 
laser beams that have an output aperture of 15 cm 
and are used to uniformly illuminate the target. This 
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Fig. 2-33. Shiva laser system. 

baseline system has more beams of smaller aperture 
than anticipated last year. The configuration is 
approximately 30% more effective (power on target 
per dollar) than a 10-arm Cyclops system. Figure 2-34 
indicates the expected focusable output power from 
ihe Shiva laser as a function of pulse width. Figure 
2-33 depicts the expecteri physical arrangement of 
the Shiva system. 

The initial Shiva baseline concept was then used to 
prepare a detailed cost and schedule estimate for the 
laser system. Figure 2-3S shows the projected schedule 
for both the building and the laser system. During the 
first half of 1975, the laser system design studies will 
continue. The results of technology innovations and 
component development will be incorporated into the 
baseline design. In FY 1976, the detailed design and 
compone""' Tocurement will be started. 
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2-34. Predicted Shiva performance. 
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Gas Laser Systems 

VALKYRIE., 

Valkyrie is a single-beam COi laser with a design 
goal or producing 50 J in t ns with good beam 
quality, for use as a laser irradiation facility. The 
system has been constructed largely with commer
cially available amplifiers. 

Valkyrie's oscillator, located in the background of 
Fig. 2-36, employs a specially designed ultraviolet-
preionized TEA gain medium (Lumonics 142A), a 
germanium Brewster's-angle acoustooptic mode locker, 
and a sodium chloride etalon as an output mirror. 
This oscillator generates a burst of I-ns-duratior. pulses 
with peak pulse energies in excess of SO mJ distributed 
reproducibly among approximately six rotational lines 
centered on the P20 transition of the 10.4-pm band. 
A single pulse is selected by a switchout assembly con

sisting of a laser-triggered spark gap and a cadmium 
teliuride Pockels cell. The pulse is then directed 
through a second Lumonics !4"JA that serves as a pre
amplifier and into a 3x Keplerian beam expander with 
a spatial filter at its focus. Expanded and collimated, 
the pulse propagates through a 9-cm-aperture 
ultraviolet-preionized TEA amplifier (Lumonics 602A), 
followed by the two 11-cni-apcrturc cold-cathode 
e-beam-sustained amplifiers operated at 2-atm pressure. 
Emerging in the target area, the pulse contains ~50 J 
in ~1 ns, with an approximately Gaussian spatial 
intensity distribution. Two sodium chloride beam 
splitters, wedged and antireflection coated with sodium 
fluoride on one face, provide diagnostic beams for 
intensity profile, energy, temporal character, and spec-
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Fig. 2-36. Vilkyrie, a sinfkbcim C 0 2 User. 

tral measurements. The main beam is finally focused 
to an ~80-jum-diameter spot by an f/2 aspheric sodium 
chloride lens mounted inside the spherical vacuum 
vessel (Fig. 2-37). Since this laser-target chamber 
system became available in September, we have con
centrated primarily on assembling and calibrating 
diagnostic;, suppressing parasitic oscillations, and other 
laser-system-related problems. 

The Valkyrie target chamber is a spherical vacuum 
vessel with 26 ports and an internal diameter of 72 cm. 
The design incorporates all stainless-steel construction, 
Varian copper seal flanges for all ports, and a mid-
chamber separation flange for easy access to the 
internal diagnostics. The 26 ports provide 40% 
transparency and are arranged in an octagonal fashion, 
8 each at the midlatitudes and equator with one at 
each pole, so that a large number of straight-through, 
90°, and 45° relationships are obtained between port 
center-line axes. Table 2-5 lists the functions of the 

26 ports. Figure 2-38 shows '.he labeling scheme 
whereby each port is assigned a letter of the alphabet 
and gives its preliminary use. Figure 2-39 is a 
schematic diagram showing the locations of Faraday-
cup ion detectors and x-ray calorimeters within the 
target chamber. 

A 500-Iiter/s turbomolecular pump augmented by 
an in-line cryopump maintains an operational 10~*> 
Torr environment for the targets. As much as possible, 
plastics have been banished from the chamber, and 
all electrical wiring is insulated with ceramic beads. 

Target experiments with CH2 foils 5 to 25 pm 
thick began in December. As much diagnostic data as 
possible is accumulated on each shot. The assumption 
that the laser system or the targets behave in a repro
ducible manner has not been made a priori. Some 
preliminary data have been accumulated by irra
diating ~5-jzm-thick CH2 foils at the 10 1 4-W/cm2 
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Fig. 2-37. Spherical target chamber for the Valkyrie luer. 

Table 2-S. Valkyrie target-chamber po r t assignment — 

Port Function Anticipated function 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
O 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
w 
X 
Y 
Z 

Reco'Jimsiing paraboloid 
Twelve-connector fcedthrough 
Target positioner 
^-Spectrometer 
Input-beam window 
Seven-channel x-ray detector 
Twelve-connector feedthrough 
Four-channel x-ray detector 

Streak-camera mirror 
Forward-scatter window 

Thomson ion spectrometer 
S-20 Streak camera 
x-Ray spectrometer (fi lm) 
EG4G crate background mirror 
x-Ray spectrometer (diodes) 
Vacuum system 
EGAG crate background mirror 
Viewing port 
EG&Gcrtte 
EGAG crate 
Viewing port 

Transfer lens 

x-Ray microscope 

Interferometry 
Interferometry 
Sidescatter determination 
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Fig. 2-38. Valkyrie target-chamber ports. 

level. About 6 ± 1% of the incident energy is 
scattered back into a 0.1-sr cone centered on the 
incident beam. Relatively weak forward-scattered 
signals are detected, their amplitude being independent 
of input energy; this suggests that the target foils do 
not go underdense during the 1-ns irradiation. 

Besides space- and time-resolved measurements of 
the target plasma's visible and x-ray spectra, the 

PLANNED VISIBLE/ULTRAVIOLET LASER SYSTEM, 

Power generation by pure laser fusion requires lasers 
that differ radically in performance from those describ
ed so far in this report. One of the most important 
characteristics of a reactor laser is its operation in the 
visible or near-ultraviolet spectral range, which pre
cludes utilizing both Nd:glass and CO2 laser media. 
Additionally, the ultimate reactor laser must be capa
ble of delivering energies of several hundred kilo-
joules in subnanosecond pulses at pulse-repetition 
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Fig. 2-39. Locations of the Faraday-cup ion detector and x-ray 
calorimeter in the Valkyrie target chamber. 

4-to-6-ps optical pulses from a mode-locked dye laser 
will shortly be used to perform stop-action inter-
ferometry during the target irradiation event. Because 
the 10.6-jum pulse penetrates only to an electron 
density of 1 0 ^ electrons per cubic centimeter, visible-
light interferometry may be used to view the plasma 
inside the 10.6-jum critical density and measure light-
plasma coupling phenomena with a resolution of 2 to 
3 Mm. 

frequencies of up to 100 pps and with electrical 
efficiencies greater than 10% (see Section 10 for a 
detailed description of laser requirements). A 
logical and necessary step toward the ultimate develop
ment of such a laser system is the identification, 
development, and construction of a scaled visible/ 
ultraviolet gas laser capable of producing single 100-kJ, 
nanosecond pulses with an efficiency in excess of 1%. 
Such a laser facility would be utilized to systematically 
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explore the physics of high thermonuclear yield pel
lets under conditions approximating pure-fusion reac
tor conditions, without sustaining the considerable 
technological and resource burdens associated with the 
development and operation of a rep-rated (liigh-
average-power) laser system. Such a laser facility has 
been incorporated into the ERDA S-year plan, as a 
Congressional line item, to be constructed at LLL. 
The plan currently calls for project initiation in 
FY 1978 (see Fig. 2-40), subject to the identification 
and scaling assessment of candidate laser media by 
early FY 1977. A concerted effort toward achieving 
this milestone is warranted, in part, by the need to 
coordinate major milestones of both laser-fusion (in-
ertial confinement) and magnetic-confinement fusion 
(controlled thermonuclear reaction) programs, thus 
providing for maximum options in the U.S. fusion 

energy effort. The methodology of approach to 
identify potentially viable gas-laser media and progress 
in the assessment of several specific systems are dis
cussed in Section 10. We have successfully demon
strated visible laser action (green) in the rare-gas 
oxide excimers (XeO, KrO, and ArO); very preliminary 
parameter studies performed to date suggest that one 
or more of these molecular systems may indeed prove 
to be scalable in the context outlined above. During 
the next year, we shall intensify our parametric and 
scaling studies of the rare-gas oxides, develop 
refined models of the relevant kinetics, and develop 
the related high-curreit-density electron-beam pump
ing techniques in order to firmly assess their scal
ability and performance characteristics. Alternative 
laser media, including photolytically driven atomic, 
molecular, and metal/rare-gas systems, are also being 
studied for this application. 

Lab Description — milestone 

Fiscal year 

74 | 75 | 76 | 77 | 78 | 79 | 80 I 

LLL 

LASL 

LLL 

10 kilojoule, subnanosecond 
Nd:glass — significant TN 
burn — possibly light break
even 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
COj, — net energy gain (?) 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
new gas medium - net 
energy gain — hi gain 
microexplosion-reactor/pellet 
conditions 

LLL 

LASL 

LLL 

10 kilojoule, subnanosecond 
Nd:glass — significant TN 
burn — possibly light break
even 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
COj, — net energy gain (?) 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
new gas medium - net 
energy gain — hi gain 
microexplosion-reactor/pellet 
conditions 

^ HELF LLL 

LASL 

LLL 

10 kilojoule, subnanosecond 
Nd:glass — significant TN 
burn — possibly light break
even 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
COj, — net energy gain (?) 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
new gas medium - net 
energy gain — hi gain 
microexplosion-reactor/pellet 
conditions 

LLL 

LASL 

LLL 

10 kilojoule, subnanosecond 
Nd:glass — significant TN 
burn — possibly light break
even 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
COj, — net energy gain (?) 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
new gas medium - net 
energy gain — hi gain 
microexplosion-reactor/pellet 
conditions 

IW, | HEGLF 

LTS. 
I :\ 

LLL 

LASL 

LLL 

10 kilojoule, subnanosecond 
Nd:glass — significant TN 
burn — possibly light break
even 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
COj, — net energy gain (?) 

100 kilojoule, nanosecond 
new gas medium - net 
energy gain — hi gain 
microexplosion-reactor/pellet 
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Fig. 2-40. Projected plan for laser-fusion facilities. 
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Introduction 

The design and building of targe laser systems for 
fusion experiments, such as the Janus, Cyclops, Argus, 
and Shiva systems, require the coordination of a 
variety of physics and engineering skills. In each case 
this task has been or is being accomplished by a team 
of scientists organized to execute the project. This 
technique is being fully utilized in designing the Shiva 
laser, described briefly in Section 2, which will be the 
largest, most powerful, highest irradiance laser yet built 
and as such will exemplify the state of the art in solid-
state laser systems. This section discusses in general 
the problems involved in designing an effective laser 
irradiation facility and illustrates these considerations 
with the present Shiva design. 

The section begins by describing in detail the proce
dures used to optimize laser systems to achieve the 
highest performance per unit cost. First the figure of 
merit is defined and then the optimization of the laser 
system is undertaken, from the total system down to 
individual laser components. The performance is seen 
to be constrained by nonlinear optical effects and, of 
course, by cost. The constraints imposed by compo
nent damage due to high laser and flashlamp fluxes are 
not discussed here because in general these constraints 
are independent of those imposed by nonlinear optics. 
However, considerable effort is being exerted to mini
mize the possibility of component damage by careful 
optical design, use of successfully flash-tested materi
als, and clean assembly procedures. 

Discussion of the laser ciiuin design is followed by a 
review of the target illumination requirements-that is, 
how to obtain uniform target irradiation with a large 
number of laser beams. The key problems are the illu
minator design, beam alignment, gain control, and 
aberrations. 

The target chamber in which the beams are focused 
onto the fusion fuel pellet will incorporate the optical 
system required for proper illumination, maintain a 

Laser Subsystem 

FIGURE OF MERIT -

In order to design a laser system that will have the 
maximum focusabie power on a target, it is useful to 
define a figure of merit, which measures performance 
per unit cost of the laser system. This parameter is 
derived as follows. 

When the output power P Q of a chain is focused, a 

vacuum environment, provide for target handling and 
alignment, and serve as the supporting structure for 
the diagnostics equipment used to study the laser-
plasma interaction. Not the least of the target-chamber 
design problems is that of withstanding the fusion-
derived radiations. 

The lasers, the target chamber, and large numbers of 
optical and diagnostics components will all be sup
ported by a matrix of square steel tubing, the space 
frame. The design of this structure is integrated with 
the building design to provide the maximum rigidity 
and stability while allowing a considerable flexibility 
for variations in laser staging and target illumination. 

Though the design of the power-conditioning sys
tem for the lasers and electrooptical components has 
already been demonstrated in working hardware, the 
problem remains of engineering this equipment to a 
level of reliability that will allow 2000 flashlamps and 
200 Faraday rotators to be fired simultaneously and 
many times without failure. Of course, this objective 
must be obtained cost effectively; small cost differ
ences are very important when the parts count is very 
high. 

Monitoring the system's functioning and real-time 
data management will be accomplished by a small 
computer with an elaborate interface to the laser 
system. Again the number of interfaces and the vol
ume of data are very large. For this reason, standard 
hardware and software are used wherever possible. 
Local data processing and storage with time-
multiplexed seri il access are used to reduce the data-
transmission rates. 

The computer system, power conditioning, space 
frame, target chamber and target illumination, and 
laser and electrooptical components are the building 
blocks of laser irradiation facilities. These subsystems 
are discussed in this section, with emphasis on their 
application to the Shiva system. 

fraction f(B) is found within a diameter representa
tive of a target. The term B is defined as C / I dS, 
where I is the peak intensity in gigawatts per square 
centimeter. The constant C is medium-dependent 
(equal to 0.024 cm/GW for ED-2 glass), and the inte
gral is taken along the beam path in glass, measured in 
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centimeters. The function ((B) generally has the form 
shown in Fig. 3-1. 

f(B) 

Z(system) = P0(system)/B(arm) x S(system) 

for either fixed $ (system) or fixed P 0 (system). Since 
P 0 (system) equals N x P 0 (arm) and $ (system) equals 
N x S (arm), Z (system) will be maximum when the 
Z (arm) is maximized within S (system)/ N. 

It is important to realize that an optimized arm 
does not consist of individually optimized components 
[i.e., P(component)/B(component) x ^component), 
maximized]; rather one must maximize Z = P0/BS for 
the arm. If a component is characterized by a para
meter x (such as the thickness of a Faraday rotator), 
then the optimum condition is obtained when 

Fig. 3-1. Function 1(11) form. 

As B rises-that is, as the system is run at higher 
intensities-a larger fraction of the power is coupled 
from the diffraction-limited beam into (.nfocusab/e 
small-scale intensity ripples with high divergence. The 
remaining focusable power Pj is f(B)P0. From the 
definition of B, one can write P 0 = BX, where X con
tains only tiii- physical characteristics of the chain. 
Hence 

P T = Bf(B)X = h(B)X. 

The function h(B) has the form shown in Fig. 3-2: 

MB) 

B = Po/X 

Fig. 3-2. Function 1KB) form 

There is a maximum in h, and therefore in Pj , regard
less of how large P 0 is. Hence Pj m a x = h m a x P 0 / B . 
Thus maximizing P 0/B will also result in maximizing 
Pf. Since P 0/B is more directly calculable than Pf, it 
is chosen as the measure of performance. 

In order to make comparisons such as between 
many small components and few large components as 
well as between systems with different numbers of 
arms, cost, represented by $, must be introduced; 
hence, in general, the appropriate figure of merit is 
Z = P0/B$. Since B is characteristic of each chain, an 
optimized system is one that maximizes the quantity 

3z_ 
3x 

0 = °-
3x 

<LSLB_ 

3X 
dfcnS 

" 3X 

For example, when the rotator thickness, x. increases, 
B increases, but the cost of the magnet decreases. In 
other words, the configuration of the component that 
optimizes the arm is that for which a small variation 
causes the resulting percentage changes in arm power, 
cost, and B-integral to sum to zero. 

Multiarm Configuration 
The configuration of a multiarm laser system does 

not depend on the details of each laser arm, but rather, 
as will be shown here, can proceed with a single curve 
that describes the performance of one arm, as a func
tion of the cost of that arm. The tradeoff made, then, 
is among the system performance, estimates of fixed 
costs, and target illumination. 

Figure 3-3 shows the performance-versus-cosl curve 
for single laser chains that have been optimized for the 
maximum ratio of output power to cost times the non
linear integral. That is, each point on the curve repre
sents a chain that, for that many dollars, maximizes 

g 
r-

I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Cost ($ mi/lions) 

Fig. 3-3. Focusable power of a single Z-optimized laser 
chain as a function of cost. 



the quantity PQ/BS. The curve is generated for a con
stant B - 7 for all chains in order to obtain a reasonable 
estimate of the power available. 

We can now obtain a graph of system performance 
as a function of number of arms. We wish to maximize 
system performance for fixed system dollars. System 
dollars are divided into three groups: fixed system 
costs, fixed costs per arm, and variable costs per arm. 
The first category includes rvich items as target cham
ber, support frame, diagnostics, and computer control, 
These items depend little, if at all, on either the size of 
the «ystem or the number of arms. Fixed cost per arm 
covers the items that are associated with each arm but 
are independent of arm size, for example, controls, 
input mirrors, and beam splitters. 

The variable costs per arm are the dollars available 
to build one arm, that is, the S of Fig. 3-3. 

Thus, 

$total ~ $fixed system * N $ flxed arm + N$. 

The system performance P s is N x P, where P is the 
performance per arm, and is related to $ by the per-
formance-versus-cost curve. Hence one can obtain a 
curve of system performance, P s = N x P(S), as a 
function of the number of arms, with fixed cost per 
arm as a variable parameter. 

Figure 3-4 shows the system performance for 
Z-optimized chains, as a function of number of arms. 

It uses the performance-versus-cost curve of Fig, 3-3, a 
figure of $17 million for total system cost, and a fixed 
system cost of $3 million. The system performance 
drops as N increases, because the fixed cost per arm 
takes an increasing amount of the available system 
dollars, leaving less to build the laser with. 

The curves of performance versus number of arms 
for zero fixed cost reflect the nearly linear relation 
between performance and cost for one chain; that is, 
they are flat over a wide range. When fiwd cost per 
arm is included, the performance penalty for a large 
number of beams becomes clear. 

Figure 3-5 shows the performance-versus-cost curves 
for laser chains with maximum focu&ible power. 
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Fig. 3-5. Foe usable power of a single in tensity-limited laser 
chain as a function of cost. 
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limited only by requiring the intensity to always be 
less than i 5 GW/cm-. No consideration of the total 
nonlinear integral is taken for these chains, bu? they 
do include spatial filters to reduce small-scale beam 
breakup. Generally such chains grow in diameter 
faster than B-limited designs. Thus the value of B is 
higher, but so is output power, since the output aper
ture is larger for the same cost. Furthermore, in such 
designs the intensity is high all along the chain, which 
risks damage everywhere, rather than just at the 

Basic Concepts 
Assume that the amount of beam degradation in 

a laser chain is characterized by 

B = Oft) / (n2/n) I dfc 

As long as the transverse beam profile is unchanged, B 
is also linearly proportional to output power P, so that 
X = P/B measures the power capability of the laser 
chain. How do you find the best laser chain to supply 
a given X and gain B? By "best", we mean cheapest, 
with constraints on peak fluxes, isolation, and the like. 

We shall answer this question here under the 
assumption that there are no spatial filters in the 
chain. This means we are considering only chains so 
small or running at such long pulse widths that flux 

output, a characteristic of B-iimited designs. 
Figure 3-6 shows the perforrranee-versus-cost curves 

for intensity-limited designs. Again the graph of per
formance versus N is flat for no fixed cost per arm, but 
as the fixed cost per arm rises, so does the penally for 
more beams. 

The pursuit of more uniform illumination drives the 
design toward high N: slowev lenses and many beams 
heip the illumination uniformity. At present 20 beams 
seems a reasonable compromise. 

limits prevent the attainment of large B values, al
though the resulting designs may form the starting 
point for designs with spatial filters in the chain (see 
"Optima! Chain Design „ith Spatial Filtering"). Alter
natively, we may suppose them to be the limit of 
designs with many spatial filters but with a whole-beam 
B limitation. 

The approach described here is to separate the 
chain into stages of given power-to-breakup ratio X 
and gain G, and then to vary the values of X and G 
until the cost is minimized (Fig. 3-7). While varying 
the values of X and G, we keep the overall X and G 
constant, since these quantities specify the behavior of 
the chain as a whole and are fixed. In order to evaluate 
the total cost so that it can be minimized, we need to 

Number of beams 

40 44 

Fig. 3-6. Plot of Shiva output power vs number of beams. 

OPTIMUM BREAKUP-LIMITED STAGING WITHOUT SPAT' AL FILTERS . 
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Fig. 3-7. The chain to ' < optimized is divided into N ti»ge$, 
each specified by the P/B ratio X and its fain G. 
The coats of the lowest priced amplifiers mcelinj 
these specifications are round, and thus the total 
cost. The values of X and G are varied to find the 
chain of lowest total cost. Overall chain X and G 
are maintained during the process. 

know the minimum cost for which the X and G in one 
given stage can be produced. The calculation of this 
minimum cost S(X,G) is thus at the heart of the 
method; it is discussed in detail here. 

In separating into stages, we must choose the num
ber of stages as a discrete number. The program that 
implements this method (ARRAY) calculates and 
prints results for various stage counts N, so thai .hey 
may be examined individually if desired. However, in 
order to ailow rapid cost minimization, other variables 
are varied continuously. Thus the final results will 
contain nonintcgral values for such items as disk count 
in amplifiers-items that are actually discrete. In addi
tion, the program makes fixed assumptions regarding 
the placement of polarizers and rotators for isolation. 
This means that the output values must be modified 
somewhat to yield a physically realizable system; the 
details follow below. Since the cost will b quadratic 
near minimum, we can expect to make fairly wide 
variations around the continuous optimum without 
paying an excessive cost penalty. 

For convenience in evaluating flux levels, the pro
gram uses the input and output powers P j n and P o u t 

instead of the overall gain G. In conjunction with the 
spatial peak-to-average intensity ratio (fill factor) of the 
beam, this allows the calculation of peak flux values at 
various elements. Since B = P/X, we have specified the 
total B in the chain: thus B, ratiier than X, is the quan
tity that is distributed optimally along the chain. 

Semioptimal Amplifiers for Given X and G 

We have seen that, in order to design an optimum 
unfiltered chain, we need the minimum-cost amplifier 

stage that will supply a given gain ( at the power-to-
breakup ratio X = P/B. We explain here how this was 
done using simplified performance aid cost data based 
on the LLL A, B, C, and D amplifier!:. Since these am
plifiers were designed for tiux-limited operation,'" 4 the 
chain will not be truly optimal. Details on our planned 
approach to actual breakup-limited optimal amplifier 
design are presented under "Optimal Chain Design with 
Spatial Filtering." 

What i« the X fai'tor of a disk laser amplifier? 
Ignoring trw ;'.:;•' that the size of the peak-gain ripples 
varies through the amplifier (see "Figure of Merit"), 
we shall calculate 

k/j dk 

along the amplifier, k being the wave number 2n/A 
and it the fractional refractive-index, change 6i:/n due 
to the intense laser beam. 

We assume an instantaneous nonlinear index of the 
form 

n = nQ + n-,<E*>, 

where n j is the so-called nonlinear index. We have a 
unidirectional traveling wave producing the electric 
field E, and it is convenient to express the index in 
terms of the intensity of this wave. Thus we write 

I I = n 0 + T>1, 

where I is the intensity. Since 

1 = (n<E 2>c)/4tr, 

and since n i is normally quoted in electrostatic units 
(1.5 x lO" 1^ csu is a value typical of laser glass), we 
have 

4 x la 
7 = nc 

I^ = i d ! _ x _ i ° ; ^ r a B 2"] i 

where n j is in electrostatic units and c is the velocity 
of light in centimeters per second. Then, since 

X = X v/n, 

X v being the vacuum wavelength of the laser light, we 
have 

k = 2irnA„ 
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and so the "breakup integral" is 

6 
"v~ "0 V,c f m dfi, 

where n2 is in electrostatic units, I is in watts per 
square centimeter, and £ is in centimeters. At a wave
length of 1.06 Mm this becomes 

B = 248 
Jo n 

In an amplifier with exponential (unsaturated) gain, 
1 = l i n exp(a£), where a is the gain coefficient. Then 
we hav* 

B 
248n 2 T L 

l j n e ^ dB 

248n 2 M no 'in*e ''• 

but since 

e a L = G 

is the (small-signal) gain of the amplifier, this becomes 

248n,I i l l 

B = —£* (G-1), 

or 

248n,l -*3*W-
Since I = P/A, and since the beam area is increased by n 
in a disk at Brewster's angle, we find that 

I = 4P/ird2n, 

where P is the total power in the beam (we have 
assumed a constant intensity across the beam) and d is 
the diameter of the (circular) beam. This gives us 

B = (316n 2P/n 2d 2a) [I-(1/G)J, 

so that the X of the disk amplifier is 

J-AL j ^ _ 
B 316n 2[l-(l/G)] 

Since we have asked for the best amplifier with 
given X and G, this result tells us that, for any given 
laser glass (n and n 2), the quantity 

, 316n,[l-(!/G)]X 
ad 2 = 2 = H 

n 2 

is constant. We are thus motivated to study the be
havior of amplifiers in the d-a plane (Fig. 3-8). 

Limits imposed by pumping and parasitics also 
constrain operation as a function of a and d. In small 
lasers, the maximum attainable gain coefficient is set 
by the maximum energy that can be put into flash-
lamps before their lifetime becomes intolerably short
ened. In large lasers, the maximum o is seĵ  by the 
onset of parasitic oscillations at the limit 6 = aD, where 
D is the disk long axis, 

D a d(l+n 2) , / 4. 

In ARRAY a smooth transition of the form 

\ u 

1/s 

was used, with the pump limitation OQ, parasitic limit 
6, and smoothing power s chosen to fit experimentally 
attained gain coefficients of the present A, B, and C 
amplifiers. This maximum-gain curve sets a lower 
limit of d (upper limit on a) and restricts ihe part of 
the constant ad^ curve we can operate on (Fig. 3-9). 
The d value of the limit is found by solving the equa
tion ad- = H and the pumping-limit equation simul
taneously; ihe result is that the minimum diameter is 

X11 - 1 / G ) 

Fig. 3-8. Curves of constant X = P/B and G in the d-a plane. 
An amplifier of given X and G must operate along 
ad = constant, where d is the beam diameter and 
a is the gain coefficient in the laser glass. 
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ad = constant 

Pump and 
parasitic 

limit 

* d 

lrig. 3-9. The attainable gain coefficient a at any beam 
diameter i! is restricted by flashlamp lifetime and 
parasitic oscillation limits. This means tluvc is a 
minimum diameter that will give the desired X and 
( i . and the maximum attainable gain coefficient 
occurs at this diameter. The minimum cost also 
occurs at the miniinum-diameler and maximum-
gain-coefficient point. 

d = x/H_£2t, + CDZf 1/s 

The gain coefficient at this diameter is then most 
conveniently found from the equation 

o = H/d 2. 

The cost of an amplifier as a function of a and d 
now determines on which part of the od^ = H curve 
we operate to get the cheapest amplifier meeting the 
X and G requirement. For the ABCD cost estimates 
(presented below), we find that 

tion is restricted to a one-dimensional set of combina
tions of gain coefficient a d 2 = constant. For ABCD 
prices, the cost becomes smaller along this iine as the 
diameter decreases. The lower limit to the diameter is 
set by some combination of lamp-lifetime and 
parasitic-oscillation constraints caused by the increase 
in o as d decreases. Thus the lowest cost disk 
amplifier of given X and G has the diameter and gain 
coefficient given by the point of intersection of the 
ad 2 and the pumping-iimit curves. 

Performance of ABCD Amplifiers 
The performance of amplifiers is a crucial element 

in the design of laser systems. This fact motivates both 
the analysis of the performance of existing amplifiers 
and the synthesis of amplifiers with improved per
formance. The definition of improvement depends on 
the application. For our purposes, we are usually 
interested in producing the minimum-cost amplifier 
that will have a given power-to-breakup ratio X and 
gain G (see "Figure of Merit"). 

Let us first turn to the analysis of existing-amplifier 
performance. Figure 3-10 shows the gain as a function 
of bank energy for a B amplifier with ED-2 glass, 
solid edge cladding, and crenulated reflectors. Super
imposed on the data points are computer generated 
performance estimates from the PUMPER model/* We 
take the gain coefficient at maximum capacitor voltage 
as the maximum attainable and plot this in Fig. 3-11 as 
a function of beam size for the A, B, C, and D 
amplifiers. At small diameters (A and B) this curve is 
limited by lamp life and at large diameters (C and D) 
by the onset of parasitic oscillation. The performance 

S a C j d ' - ' V 1 + C 2d2-2a°- 5, 

which along ad" = H becomes 

$ s C 3 d 3 - 8 + C 4 d 1 - 2 

This means that the lowest cost comes at the smallest 
possible diameter. Thus the minimum-cost amplifier 
meeting the given X and G requirements is the one 
with the minimum possible diameter and maximum 
possible gain coefficient given above. The examples 
here contain early cost data. More recent, exact, data 
are presented under "Optimization of Single Elements 
in an Amplifier Chain." 

In summary, once we have specified the power-to- pjg. 3-1 
breakup ratio X and gain G of an amplifier, the opera-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10 1.1 !.? 13 1.4 1.5 

Swfc enetgv - fcj 

10. Measured and computed performance of B-size 
amplifiers. 
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i ig.3-11. Cain coefficient curve as a funi-tkin of beam dia
meter derived Unm A BCD designs. This curve is 
used by (He Ai^'AY program lo estimate maxi
mum amplifier performance. 

curve shown was used in the ARRAY runs that led to 
the initial Shiva baseline system (see "Shiva Baseline 
Design"). This curve is representative of solid-edge 
clad amplifiers designed Tor flux-limited operations; it 
can be improved both by better edge coatings and by 
redesigning the amplifier for breakup-limited 
operation. 

Total cost = 14 MS 
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I :ig3-I2. Laser disk cosl as a function of beam dia-
li***iiat purchase). Data points were fit by appi-,\i-
mai.../i and are utilized in optimization programs. 

Cost Estimation for ABCP Amplifiers 
The most important input to any laser optimization 

that attempts to minimize cost is detailed and accurate 
cost prediction. We present here the costing methods 
that led to the initial Shiva baseline design. 

The cost of a laser amplifier is conveniently broken 
into three parts: (!) costs related to the laser glass, 
(2) costs related to the energy storage, and (3) fixed 
costs tint do not depend on either the amount of 
glass or the stored energy. 

The cost of glass is found by multiplying the cost 
per disk by the number of disks. Since the cost of a 
disk depends only weakly on its thickness, the per-
disk cost will be a function of disk diameter only. 
Initial purchases of A, B, C, and D disks yielded the 
costs shown as data points in Fig. 3-12; the function 

$ D a 20 .3d 2 1 6 + 700 

gives the dollar cost as i function of the beam diameter 
d (in centimeters) to a good approximation, as shown. 

The disk thickness must be known if the number of 
disks is to be found from the total glass thickness 
required to give the gain. The fit displayed in Fig. 3-13 

include!̂  the actual thicknesses of A, B, C, and D disks. 
This givi s the thickness as 

t a 0 . 9 d 0 4 , 

where d is the beat) diameter in centimeters. The 
number of disks in an amplifier is then 

N s KnG/otl l+d/n 2)] 1 4. 

| 10 - 1 i 1 1 1 Try— — i — i — i — 1 1 M L 

- 0.9d°-4 
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Kg. i>-l J. Disk thickness as a fuution of beam diameter for 
A BCD disks. The approximation shown was used in 
initial breakup-limited optimizations, even though 
llie disks were nor optimized lor this application. 
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The stored electrical input energy is assumed to be 
proportional to the gain coefficient a to the j .5 power, 

• e this approximates the behavior found experi-
iu. ally and also that predicted by the PUMPER 
program. The total expression used to fit the data 
was then 

C = Kia'-5(d+K.,) 3 N + K 4, 

where Ki corrects for the disk size's being larger than 
the beam size, K.3 sets the scaling with diameter., and 
K4 allows for less efficient behavior a! small laser 
sizes. The final result of Pitting the A, B, and C 
amplifiers is 

C = l . 88a l 5 (d+ l ) 2 - 6 N + 49 

for the bank energy C (kiiojoules) given the gain 
coefficient a (per centimeter), and (he beam diameter d 
(centimeters). The fit is shown in Table 3-1. 

The total cost of the amplifier is found by adding 
the glass-related, bank-related, and fixed costs. Glass-
related costs include tho»e of the frame hardware, 
ultraviolet shields, and other mechanical items. Bank-
related costs include those of capacitors, power sup
plies, cables, and flashlamps. Fixed costs include 
design and management overhead. Taking glass-related 
costs as twice the bare disk cost, bank-related costs as 
$300/kJ, and fixed costs at $10,000, we get the match 
indicated in Table 3-2. 

The first-cut costing, based on initial A, B, and C 
amplifier prices, thus yielded the following approxima
tion to the cost of a disk amplifier: 

S s 2 (20.3d 2 1 6 + 700) N 

+ 300 J1 .88a 1 S (d+l ) 2 6 N + 49) 

+ 10,000, 

where N s 8n G/0.9d°- 4a[l+(l/n 2)l . 

Table 3 - 1 . Approximation of A, B, and C 
b ink for six disks _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ 

Amplifier 

Parameter A B C 

Glin coefficient a (cm" 1) 0.10 0.08 0.062 
Beam diameter d (cm) 3.8 8.6 19 
Bank energy (kj): 

Approximate 70.06 140.38 469.31 
Actual ~ 7 0 ISO ~4S0 

Table 3-2. Total ABC amplifier cost approximat ion'— 

Amplifierb 

Type of cost A B C 

Glass-related 12.8 36.4 149.3 
Bank-related 21.0 4S.2 134.8 

Total COM 43.8 91.6 294.1 
"Actual" cott ~ 4 2 ~ 8 8 ~308 

'All entriei in thousand! of dollars. 
bSix disks. 

Examples of Optimum Laier Chains 
By using the methods just outlined, a wide variety 

of laser amplifier chains have been designed in order to 
determine the effects of the assumed parameters (such 
as pump limits, isolator losses, parasitic suppression, 
and parts costs). This procedure facilitates choosing 
the areas of technology that need attention in order lo 
increase the performance-to-cost ratio of the laser 
systems being designed. An example of the results of 
these optimization runs is shown in Table 3-3. 

Since the X calculation for the chain did not include 
the contribution of the rotators, polarizers, and other 
optical components, the actual X value for the chain 
is probably rloser to 400 GW/Np. Since we can have 
between 2 and 3 Np of B in a chain with no spatial 
filters (see "Deconvolution of Stn'r'. Filter Curves" in 
Section S), this chain should put out about 1 TW if the 
beam has a uniform radial intensity (flat beam). For a 
more realistic beam, with a peak-to-average ratio of 
2.S, we expect an output of 400 GW. As the output 
stage (where the flux is largest) has an effective area of 
326 cm 2, the peak intensity is about 3 GW/cm2. This 
implies operation at pulse widths of a nanosecond or 
longer, since only for such large pulse widths will the 
chain be limited by damage to coated components 
(mirrors, polarizers) rather than small-scale beam 
breakup (note that reconfiguration may improve per
formance-see "Shiva Baseline Design"). For smaller 
pulse widths, spatial filters have to be added to the 
chain, and the optimization proceeds somewhat differ
ently (see "Optimal Chain Design with Spatial 
Filtering"). 

The characteristics of chains as a function of X are 
shown in Fig. 3-14. In this case, input was assumed 
constant, so G was raised in proportion to X. Since -
extra gain is cheap in high-gain chains, the results are 
very similar to what we would get if the gain were held 
constant. These curvti are used to design optimum 
arrays of laser chains in parallel to accomplish a given 
task. 



Amplifier 
P/B = X 

(GW/Np) Cain 
Diameter 

(on) 

Gain 
coefficient 

(m"1) 

Total 
thickness 

(cm) 
Disk 
count 

Approximate 
cost 

($103) 

, 174 6.3 6.1 9.2 18.3 9.8 90.9 
2 392 6.7 9.8 8.2 21.1 9.4 164.9 
3 846 7.0 16.0 6.7 26.5 9.7 378.7 
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SHIVA BASELINE DESIGN 

The preceding discussion showed how performance/ 
cost information for amplifiers could be used to formu
late a procedure for optimizing idealized single-chain 
and system design. The idealization lies in the descrip
tion of the chains as homogeneous and continuously 
varying. In reality, of course, neither is true: amplifiers 
contain finite integral numbers of disks, change diame
ter and gain coefficient in steps, and are periodically 
separated by polarizers and rotators for isolation. The 
process of going from the idealized optimum design to 
a realizable design involves the application of several 
design rules derived for this purpose, including the 
component optimization already described in this sec
tion. For example, as reported previously, thepolari-
zation extinction ratio for full isolation must exceed 
G^ for full isolation, whereas the rotator rejection 
must exceed G^. In practice, and allowing for birefrin
gence, a Faraday rotator should be placed at gain inter
vals of 10 and be accompanied by 40 dB of polariza
tion rejection. Similarly, it has been possible to show 
that for Z-optimization the diameter should grow as 
the n t n root of the numerical gain, where n is about 3, 
the exact number depending on the specific costing 
and performance data. Habitual readers of the semi
annual report will recall that flux-limited optimized 
design tended to have the aperture grow as the square 
root of the gain. The baseline design described here 

was obtained by "discretizing" the optimum chain 
produced by ARRAY that fits our budget, consistent 
with the principles discussed above. Care was taken, 
where possible, to place coated components after beam 
expansion and before amplification, in order to mini
mize the intensity on these damage-vulnerable ele
ments. Finally, spatial filters were added to reduce 
losses due to small-scale beam breakup. 

The figure of merit for the multiarm system is essen
tially equal to the figure of merit for a single chain, be
cause the quantity B for a multibeam system is about 
the same as for one of its chains. In other words, a 
inultibeam system can be optimized by optimizing sin
gle chains (see "Multiarm Configuration"). There 
exists Cor certain conditions and constraints only one 
optimum amplifier chain; this results in the number of 
beams being determined by the ratio of the total avail
able funding to the cost of one optimum amplifier 
chain. Deviations from such an optimized system do 
not have a strong impact on overall system perform
ance. Other considerations (e.g., uniformity of illumi
nation on the target) have to be traded off to deter
mine the actual number of beams. Presently a 20-beam 
system seems to provide a reasonable compromise. 

Figure 3-15 shows the oscillator-preamplifier section 
and one of the 20 arms of the baseline design. The 
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Fig. 3-15. Il ie driver-pulsed oscillator section and two arms of the twenty-arm Shiva baseline II laser design. 
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power after the apodizer is about 0.14 GW; the focus-
able power per arm at the target is 1.06 TW. The chain 
is staged to minimize the dollar cost of achieving a 
given whole-beam nonlinear integral B, which is 1.4 rad 
(1.2 waves of dynamic aberration) at the 1.06-TW out
put. The spatial filters are placed to prevent the build
up of small-scale structure in the beam profile. Mini-
mum-B staging always leads to a gradually increasing 
intensity as one proceeds through the chain. This ex
plains why the spatial filters are closer together near 
the output and why reflective polarizers (which do not 
involve the passage of the beam through glass) are 
shown near the output end. Another consequence of 
this staging is that the only coatings (polarizer and anti-
reflection) subjected to intensities near the damage 
threshold are at the output end. The fact that the last 
lS-cm amplifier has only three disks is a consequence 
of the "less-is-more" principle (see "Target Illumina
tion: Optical Error Budget"). At this point the ir?"n-
aty is so high-and therefore the buildup of unfi 
able small-scale structure is so rapid-that propagation 
through a fourth disk would result in removing more 
power from the focusable beam than would be added 
by the gain of the disk. 

Figure 3-16 shows the performance of a 20-arm sys
tem based on this design at various pulse lengths. In 
the 100-to-200-ps range, the power is limited by small-
scale self-focusing. As the pulse is lengthened, satura
tion causes a drop in power until damage limitations 
dominate at 400 ps. 

In essence, the focusable power is limited by the 
output aperture. It is realized that it would be possible 

to obtain more focusable power by increasing the aper
ture of the last amplifier. In order to stay within the 
cost constraint, the larger last amplifier would be bal
anced by making one or more oi' the earlier stages 
smaller; this would result in a larger whole-beam B, 
and, consequently, a poorer illumination of the target. 
This tradeoff is being examined at present in order to 
arrive at a final design. 

0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 
Input pulse length, FWHM - ns 

Fig. 3-16. Performance of Shiva baseline II design a, variola 
pulse lengths. 

OPTIMIZATION OF SINGLE ELEMENTS IN AN AMPLIFIER CHAIN • 

For laser-fusion experiments it is most important to 
obtain maximum power on target per unit cost. The 
figure of merit, Z = P/BC, is proportional to the focus
able power per unit costs, but it is independent of the 
specific target requirements and can be considered as a 
measure of the laser performance alone. The quantity 
B is equal to the maximum exponential ripple gain 
causing small-scale self-focusing and is proportional to 
the beam distortions caused by whole-beam self-
focusing. 

In order to design an optimum amplifier chain, it is 
necessary to optimize the individual components. For 
this purpose th; contributions of an individual compo
nent to beam breakup, B c , and cost, C c > are separated 
from those of the rest of the system, B s and C s, such 
that 

B B„ (1) 

and 

c = c, + c c . (2) 

Optimization of a component with respect to a param
eter x results then in 

3Z/3x = 0 = B(3Cc/3x) + C«B /3x). (3) 

(3CC/3BC) = C/B. (4) 

For »he dominating large components, such as disk 
amplifiers, the ratio C/B can be approximated by 
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Cc/B_, which essentially results in 

Z * Z c = PC/BCCC, (5) 

or Zc-oplimizatiou of these components, P c being the 
output power from the component. 

For small components, such as the Faraday rotators, 
polarizers, preamplifiers, and focusing lenses, the ratio 
C/B can be approximated by C s/B s, which can be accu 
rately determined in an iterative process, utilizing Zc-
optimized components as a first-order approximation, 
as described later. 

The beam breakup of a disk amplifier, BA, for par 
allel beams and a uniform intensity distribution is 

B A = (8M)(n 2 /n 2 ) (P A /aD 2 ) ( l - l /G) 

* 20 [cm/TW] ( AP A / aD 2 ) 

for typical laser glasses. The quantity G is the net gain 
of the amplifier, a is the gain coefficient, D is the clear 
aperture, P A is the output power, and 

A P A = P A [1-(1/G)] 

e output and 

A P A / B A = X A * 0.05 [TW/cm]aD2 

noasure of the minimum power c 
[ifiers, and the quantity 

X = P c /B c = X A [ l -a /G)!" 1 

is the difference between the output and input power. 
The quantity 

is a measure of the minimum power capability of disk 
amplifiers, and the quantity 

is > i.easure of the power capability of a component in 
general. The quantity XA is independent of the gain of 
an amplifier and can therefore be used for comparing 
different amplifiers, assuming, however, that building 
blocks of similar unit length are used to assemble am
plifiers of the same diameter but with different gain, 
in order to avoid variations resulting from end effects. 
Using the same "linear replication" also allows the cost 
of an amplifier to be scaled proportional to 8n G, or 

C = C . Sn G, 

where C A is the specific cost of such a unit length 
amplifier. The Z value for disk amplifiers is then 

Z A = V C A { I ' - ( 1 / G ) ] 8n G } " 1 , 

where the first term on the righ*-hand side, XA/CA, is 
a measure of the cost effectiveness of a disk amplifier 
and is dependent on material properties, performance 
characteristics, and specific costs of subcomponents, 
but independent of G; the second term on the right-
hand side depends only on the required gain G of the 
amplifier in the assembly of the chain. Hence an opti
mized amplifier can be completely described by X^ 
and C^ alone, whereas G is a variable that is deter
mined by the position of the amplifier within the 
chain, in order to obtain the highest Z value for the 
chain. Both XA and C^ depend strongly on the clear 
aperture D of the amplifier. The values of XA, CA, 
and XA/CA as a function of D are shown in Figs. 3-17, 
3-18, and 3-19, respectively, for ZA-optimized ampli
fiers. For this optimization, the duk thickness and 
neodymium doping were varied, utilizing differential 
analysis in conjunction with the experimental data ob
tained on the A, B, C, and D disk amplifiers. In order 
to compare the performance of different amplifiers, the 
lifetime of the flashlamps was kept constant, as was the 
parasitic limit. The gain coefficient, disk thickness, 
and neodymium doping foi these ZA-optimized ampli
fiers as a function of the clear aperture are shown in 

<" 
X 

t 

10 100 
Clear aperture — cm 

3-17. Specific power capability of /-^-optimized rod and 
disk amplifiers. The output power of a chain eon-
sis tiny of amplifiers of trie same clear aperture 
would be 1.5 X* for a rm'imuni tolerable B = 3 
and a filling factor I- = 2. 
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l-'ig. 3-22. Neodymium doping for Z^-oplimized disk ampli
fiers using KD-2 laser glass. 
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Figs. 3-20, 3-21, and 3-22, respectively. Figure 3-19 
shows a maximum for clear apertures in the range from 
IS to 20 cm for disk amplifiers; this implies that a 
chain with an output aperture equal to or somewhat 
larger than this optimum clear aperture should provide 
the highest power target per unit costs. 

To assemble a B-limited chain, the diameter ratios 
of successive stages can be approximated by using 
Equation 3 in the form 

3(CC/C) = _ 9(BC/B) 
3D 8D 

Since the output stage is the dominating contributor 
to cost and beam breakup, we can approximate to the 
first order: 

Bc/B « B f/B 0 = (G 0 G, . . .G i . 1 r I (X 0 /X i ) 

* (G 0 G 1 . . .G 1 _ 1 ) - ' (D o /D i ) v 

and 

Cc/C » C y c 0 * (Dj/D 0) u, 

which results in 

D0/Di * [ ( u W G o G j - G j . , ] 1 ^ 

where the slopes u and v can be obtained from 
Figs. 3-J7 and 3-18, respectively. This approximation 
is valid ns long as B/C * B 0 /C 0 . !f the resulting B/C 
ratio of such an assembled chain deviates appreciably 
from B 0 /C 0 , then it is necessary to perform a second 
iteration, utilizing tlu resulting B and C values of the 
first approximation, instead of B 0 and C 0 , in order to 
optimize the chain. 

The results of such optimized chains are shown in 
Fig. 3-23 in which Z is plotted as a function of the 
clear aperture of the output stage. A maximum stage 
gain between isolators of 10 dB was chosen for this op
timization in order to reduce the effect of the isolators 
on system performance. Figure 3-23 shows that an op
timum chain has an output aperture in the range from 
15 to 23 cm. For larger-output-aperture chains, the 
cost increases faster with diameter than does X because 
of parasitic limitations; fo. smaller-output-aperture 
chains. X decreases faster with diameter than does the 
cost because of cost contributions that are almost inde
pendent of the clear aperture and therefore become 
more pronounced for small-aperture devices. 

I ^ Disks ""* 
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Tig. 3-23. Cost effectiv.-ncss ol amplifier chains consisting of 
/-optimized components. 

Figure 3-24 shows a plot of X versus cost of these 
optimized chains. This plot is the only design graph re
quired to determine the performance of a multiarm 
Nd:glass last, system, as explained above under "Mul
tiarm Configuration." The only remaining variables 
are then (1) the fixed cost of the system; (2) the fixed 
cost per chain; (3) the total available funding; (4) the 
allowable B value, which might be determined either 
by small-scale self-iocising or whole-beam distortions; 
and (5) the filling factor F, which U the ratio of spatial 
peak to average beam intensity. For a parabolic beam 
profile with F = 2 and for a maximum allowable B 
value of 2.7, limited by a small-scale self-focusing, 
there results a peak output power from an optimized 
chain of 0.7 TW, of which about 85% is focusable on 
the target. The cost of such an amplifier chain would 
be about 5600,000 corresponding to a Z value of 0.87 

Cost per chain - M$ 

Fig. 3*24. Foaisanfc output power capability per chain as a 
function of cost of various Z-optimized amplifier 
divns with no spatial filters. 
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TW/M$. However, with spatial filters in the chain, the 
maximum allowable B value would no longer be limited 
by small-scale self-focusing, but rather by whole-beam 
distortions. These distortions might be tolerable up to 
about two waves, corresponding to a B value of 4n. 
Such a system could provide an approximately three
fold improvement in system performance and is pre
sently being investigated. 

During this optimization it became apparent that 
the Faraday rotators, polarizers, and focusing lenses 
have a significant impact on system performance be
cause of contributions to beam breakup, cost, and 
transmission losses. In order to minimize the impact 
of these components on system performance, the 
design of these components was optimized with re
spect to thickness, clear aperture, n "terial selection, 
and magnetic field requirements, using differential 
analysis. For this purpose the quantity 

* = [KC C/C S)] U+(BC/B S)1 

was minimized; this is equivalent to optimizing Z 
since, combining Equations 1, 2, and 5, we get 

Z = P/BSCS*. 
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Pig. 3-2S. Optimum thickness of the l-'araday-rotator glass for 
various output beam diameters of a Z-optimlzcd 
ehain. 

The results of this optimization for the Faraday 
rotator placed at the output of a previously optimized 
chain with >. = P/Bs a> 0.4 TW and C s « $600,000 
are shown in -ig. 3-25, plotting the optimum thickness 
for either EY-1 or FR-5 glass as a function of the clear 
aperture D of the rotator. The optimum thickness of 
EY-1 glass is in general about 1.8 times greater than 
that of FR-5 glass primarily because of the difference 
in the Verdet constant of these materials. 

Figure 3-26 shows • for optimized components 
placed at the output of the above chain as a function 
of the clear aperture of these components. The 
optimum clear aperture for the output rotator is in 
the range of 10 to 20 cm, depending on the material, 
whereas the optimum clear aperture for an f/2 focus
ing lens is about 35 cm. The values of $ for turning 
mirrors and reflecting polarizers are small in compari
son with those for the rotator and focusing lens, be
cause these components do not contribute to beam 
breakup. Figure 3-26 shows also a composite <t> for 
one rotator, four reflecting polarizers, two turning 
mirrors, and one f/2 focusing lens. This curve indi
cates that the optimum diameter for a collimated 
output beam is about 15 to 20 cm, considering only 
cost and beam breakup. However, damage limitations 
of the coatings on these components might require an 
output beam of larger diameter. 
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Fig. 3-2<>. Fractional cost and beam breakup contributions of 
the isolator, turning mirrors, and focusing lens 
placed at the output of a Z-oplimized chain for 
various output beam diameters. 
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OPTIMAL. iN DESIGN WITH SPATIAL FILTER!' 3 

This section reviews our present understanding of 
the operation of laser chains containing spatial filters 
and outlines the methods we plan to use to optimize 
chains with filters. 

The motivation for inserting spatial filters lies in 
the rather small intensity-length integral (B) values 
that lead to serious beam degradation due to the 
growth of small-scale beam irregularities (see "Decon-
volution of Spatial Filter Curves" in Section 5). This 
means that the most cost-effective laser-chain designs 
(l5-to-20-cm final aperture) are limited by small-scale 
growth rather than damage to coated elements. Thus 
a method of suppressing small-scale growth is required 
in the chain. The only known methods are long 
propagation paths and spatial filtering. It appears that 
filtering is more effective than propagation, and it 
certainly leads to a more compact system; hence it is 
the only method discussed here. 

The discussion below considers the characterization 
of components between spatial filters, the operation of 
filtered chains, and our planned optimal design of 
filtered chains. 

Characterization of Components between Spatial 
Filters 

Assuming that the "breakup integral" 

B a / n 2 I / n dfi 

is a measure of beam degradation in a laser system, 
there is some decreasing fraction f(B) that describes the 
ratio of power out to powei in for a spatial filter. 
The losses in the spatial filter are due to high-spatial-
frequency ripples and blobs on the beam, which cannot 
get through the filter. The details of the 11(B) curve 
depend on three factors; 

1. The cleanliness of optical components in the 
beam, since the ripples arise from defects in or on 
these components. 

2. The nonlin •• growth of the ripples, which in 
turn depends on beam intensity, materials in the beam, 
component spacing, and ripple size. 

3. The attenuation of the ripples by the spatial 
filter, which depends on the filter pinhole size and on 
the o\-si-all optical quality of the beam. 

We are now intererted in the details of the fl[B) 
curve (some typical curves are shown in Section 5); 
however, we need only know that such a curve applies 
to any given system. We then develop a design 
methodology that uses the shape of the f(B) curve as 
input data, so that we can continually refine our 

designs as our understanding of beam propagation im
proves. 

Consider a group of components followed by a 
spatial filter. By definition, the power output of the 
filter is related to the power input by the equation 

pout = V W . 

which we may write as 

Pout = (Pin/B* f(B>' 

Since B is linearly proportional to the intensity in the 
components and since (in the absence of saturation) 
the intensity is everywhere linearly proportional to the 
power output from the components, we see that the 
ratio P/B characterizes the power-handling ability of 
the components as a group. We define 

X= P/B 

as the power-handling factor of the group. Then we 
have 

Pout = X B f < B >-

r out •• X h ( 3 ) , 

where h(B) is the normalized transfer curve for the 
spatial filter. Then if the group is characterized by X 
and its gain G (Fig. 3-27) and lies between two spatial 
filters, we have 

P 0 = Xh(B). 

However, by definition 

B = P/X - GPj/X, 

where Pj is power into the amplifier; hence 

P 0 = X(GPj/X). 

This is the fundamental equation we use in analyzing 
spatially filtered laser chains. 

How do the X factors of individual components 
combine to make up the overall X of a group? We 
have, for a beam proceeding from component 1 to 
component N, the relation 

X = P/B = P N / (B N + - + B 2 + B,), 
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Pig. 3-27. \ group of components between spatial filters is 
characterized by its power-to-brcakup ratio X and 
gain C. Transmission through the spatial Tillers is 
characterized hy the normalized h(B) curve. 

x =
 P N/!N 

1 + ( B N . , / B N ) + - + ( B 2 / B N ) + ( B , / B N ) ' 

but since X = P/B, we have B = P/X and can write 

X = ( P N / B N ) l l + ( P N _ , X N / P N X N _ 1 ) 

+ • • + ( P 2 X N / P N X 2 ) + ( P , X N / P N X , )]•• ' . 

However, the powers are related by the gains according 
to the formula 

P J + l ~ P J G J + i ' 

so that 

X = X N [1+(X N /G N X N . , ) 

+ ( X N / G N G N _ , X N _ 2 ) + •••] -1 

X = [(1/XN) + ( l / G N X N . j ) 

+ 0 / G N G N _ , X N _ 2 ) + - ] -1 

Thus X factors add like resistors in parallel, except for 
the effects of the gain, which makes components ear
lier in the chain less important. 

Now that we understand how components combine, 
let us ask a typical question: How can we ge> maxi
mum output from a laser amplifier of given aperture? 
Consider a disk amplifier with X^ and G between com
ponents (perhaps only the lenses on spatial filters) with 
X] and X 2 (and G = 1). Then the total X is 

X = (0/X,) + ( I /X A ) + (1/GX 2 )]- ' . 

The X for a disk amplifier is 

X A = an 2d 2/316n 2 |1-(1/G)J, 

wMch we write as 

X A = XJIHMG)]. 

We see that Xoo is a number characteristic of the size, 
material, and pumping of the disks, while the G factor 
reflects the effect of the number of disks. Recall that 
the power output is given by 

P 0 = Xh(B) = Xh(GPs/X), 

and since h has a maximum value 1 ^ at some B value 
B m , the maximum possible output is 

P 0 = Xh„, S X ^ V P - O / G ) ] . 

This means that the output increases as the gain (and 
thus the disk count) decreases. Paradoxically, less is 
more! Of course, the required drive becomes 'argeras 
G fails; it obeys the relation 

P ; •= XBm/G at XooBJCG-l). 

Clearly we cannot proceed until Pj > P 0 , since the use
fulness of such a group is questionable, but the fact re
mains that if we want large output, we should go to 
low-gain, high-flux groups. 

If we keep the effect of the end components with 
X| and X 2 , v.e get 

Xx^m 
P"» = fT(X 0 0 /X,)-( l /G)[l-(X 0 0 , 'X 2 )] ' 

so that, as long as X 2 > Xoo, we are still driven to lower 
gains. In order for X 2 to drop below Xoo, the total 
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thickness of material in Xj would have to become 
comparable to the gain length (1/a) in the amplifier, 
which is unlikely in a well-designed system. 

In any case, the lower limit on the gain is set by 
P 0 = Pi,or 

V i = X V G / ^ m = '• 

so that 

G min = V h m = ' ^ n r 

The value of G m w thur depends on the exact fl(B) 
that applies to a system, but we shall always have 
Cmm 5 " ' -

Operation of Spatially Filtered Chains 
Consider a series of component groups between spa

tial filters (Fig. 3-28). if the beam through the system 
is spatially flat, then the power out of the filter at the 
end of each group is 

Pj = X J M G J P J . J / X J ) , 

and so we can proceed through the chain from the low 
end, starting with^Q as input. When we do this for a 
variety of P0-*alues, we find that there is some maxi
mum output that can be reached. When we try to 
drive the system beyond this point, some group (the 
"limiting group") has a B value so large that it passes 
beyond the maximum of the h(B) curve and p -oceeds 

-t*fr * -M-
p, 

NX-
p-> 

G 1 P 0 

G P 

P 2 = x 2 h ,-!_!, 
P 3 = 

Fig. 3-28. A laser amplifier chain with spatial filters: Each 
group of components between filters is described 
by its power-to-breakup ratio X and its gain G. For 
a spatially uniform beam, the transmission through 
each filter is described by the normalized transfer 
curve h(B>. Total chain performance can be evalu-
aied by sequential application of the formulas 
shown. 

down the other side. The output thus drops as drive is 
increased; we can actually increase output by dropping 
input. 

What happens if the beam profile is not spatially 
flat? We assume that the ripples on each part of the 
beam grow according to the intensity of that part, and 
we further assume that the ripples on each part are in
dependently removed by spatial fillering. Both of 
these assumptions are reasonable if the intensity varia
tions are slow in comparison with the ripple sizes; they 
are not so good for rapid intensity variations. Given 
these independent-ripple assumptions, each part of the 
beam proceeds independently of the others. At low 
powers, the chain is linear, and increases in input lead 
to corresponding increases in output for all parts of the 
beam. As the input gets larger, however, the intense 
portions of the beam begin amplifying ripples and 
then lose power as the ripples are removed by the spa
tial filters. This drops the chain gain below the linear 
value. More importantly, the spatial profile of the 
beam is changed by the action of the spatial filters, 
since more intense regions are reduced more than less 
intense regions. When the attenuation is small, this 
flat Tens the beam. When B is larger, the drastic losses 
introduced may actually reduce the previously intense 
portions below the less intense portions (the "valleys 
shall be exalted" effect). Thus passage through a spa
tial r iter will change the spatial profile of the beam, 
pos. ibly by a large amount. The final power input-
output curve of a spatially filter*, d chain is thus quite 
complicated. A simple computer program (MORPH) 
has been written to evaluate the power transfer of fil
tered chains; an example of its output is shown in 
Fig. 3-29. 

The assumptions of independent-ripple growth and 
removal arc crucial to the analysis of filtered chains. 
An extensive experimental program is now under way 
at LLL to determine whether these assumptions are 
corn ct and, if they are not, to determine how ripples 
actually grow and are removed by spatial filters. 

Another important issue now being experimentally 
investigated is the spatial frequency distribution of am
plified noise. This is vital because neither spatial filters 
nor free-space propagation will remove irregularities of 
low spatial frequency (i.e., large ripples). For example, 
if (per group) the unremoved ripples grow to one-third 
the level of those that are removed by the spatial filter, 
then there can be only three spatial filtering steps be
fore the unremoved noise is as bad as the removed 
noise. Since the maximum number of filters allowed 
helps to determine the optimum number of arms in a 
multiarm array, this information is required for opti
mal system design. 
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among the groups in the chain in an optimal manner 
(Fig. 3-30). During this minimization, we must keep 
the output and input constant. This is accomplished 
by fixing the output at the required value and then 
working back through the chain with the equation 

P J-1 * (Xj/GjJh-'tTj/X,) 

until we reach the first group. The gain of this group 
is not varied with the other X's and G's. but is found 
from 

G, = (Xj/Pj^h-'rPj/X,). 

Input power 

Fig. 3-29. When (he beam has an initial radial profile, trans
mission through a spatially-filtered laser chain 
causes changes in the profile St each filter. This 
leads to a complicated input-output transfer curve 
and to extreme distortion of the profile at high 
output powers. 

Proposed Optimum Design of Spatially Filtered Plains 
This section outlines the methods we plan to use to 

optimize laser chains with spatial filters. The funda
mental idea is to minimize the dollar cost of a laser 
chain of given X and G by dividing the X and G values 

Nonlinear 
minimizer 

HXH 
p, 

•ix-
3 i p 

r M - Hx-
P 3 

- 1 , 
P J - I = ( x j / G j , h W 
G (VPJh \/XJ 

Fig. 3-30. Optimal design of a spatially-filtered laser chain: 
The values of X and G (that yield a given P ( ) U , and 
Pj n) are apportioned among groups so as to mini
mize the dollar cost of the laser. Kach group in turn 
must be optimally designej to yield its X and G at 
the lowest possible cost. 

/ Search over disk count 
(N for minimum S) 

Search over beam diameter 
(D for minimum S) 

Search over bank 
energy W to get o 

(get cost) 

Search over doping 
and drive width 
for max a 

"GAINPK' 
gives a 

Fig. 3-31. A flow chart of the proposed scheme to minimize 
the dollar cost of a component group of given X 
and G. The method consists of searches over avail
able amplifier parameters using the GAINPK pro
gram to simulate laser performance. The minimum-
cost combination of components and parameters 
will be found from the search. 
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During the working-back process, we may find that 
PJ/XJ is too large to permit solution at some groups. 
In this case, it is not possible to get the desired output 
with the values of X and G chosen, and we return a 
fictitiously large cost to keep the minimizer from pro
ceeding in the direction that led to the impasse. To 
avoid starting with an impossible configuration, we 
start with values of X larger than necessary and let the 
minimizer proceed to lower costs. 

The hard part of filtered-chain optimization is not 
the above process. Rather, it is the design of a group 
of components to achieve a desired value of X and G at 

Illumination Requirements 
The laser chains described earlier in this section 

will be arrayed so as to illuminate a spherical target 
with a converging spherical wave. The success of the 
fusion experiment depends critically on the spatial and 
temporal characteristics of the illumination. The 
discussion that follows deals with the desired spatial 
characteristics. 
. The pressure pattern on the critical or absorbing 
surface of the laser-fusion target is initially an imprint 
of the illumination pattern. This pressure pattern 
drives the target implosion. As the target surface is 
accelerated inward, surface velocity differences grow 
exponentially and can destroy the spherical symmetry 
of the target before the implosion is completed, thus 
causing the fusion reaction to "fizzle." To prevent 
the initiation of surface velocity differences, the 
illumination pattern must be initially very uniform. 

As material ablates from the target surface-that 
is, the ablation surface-this surface moves inward 
away from the critical surface, leaving a gaseous buffer 
region between the two surfaces. During this phase 
of the implosion, only those velocity differences of a 
size greater than the buffer-layer thickness can pene
trate this layer and imprint on the ablation surface, 
leading to the collapse of the sphere. For this reason, 
small-scale nonuniformities are allowable later in the 
implosion process. The detailed analysis of these 
concepts is still in progress, but it is now believed 
that for a large class of laser-fusion targets the peak-to-
peak nonuniformity of the power coupled into the 
surface as the incident pulse rises in intensity should be 

< ±10% up to 10% of peak power, 
< ±50% at peak power, and 

smaller in scale than the thickness of the buffer layer 
between the critical and the ablation surfaces. 

a minimum cost. A first approximation to this task 
was used in the ARRAY program. We now plan a 
more ambitious attempt at group optimization. A flow 
chart of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3-31. By 
searching over the available amplifier parameters, using 
the GAINPK. program to simulate laser performance, 
the minimum-cost combination of disk count, beam 
diameter, gain coefficient disk thickness, bank energy, 
disk doping, and drive pulse width will be found. The 
X of the amplifier will be reduced by an allowance for 
spatial filter lenses and for isolation components (rota
tors and polarizers) proportional to the logarithm of 
the gain. 

In addition, in order to couple energy efficiently 
into the surface, the energy should strike the surface 
at near-normal incidence, a desired goal being r->0% of 
the incident energy within 15° of normal. 
Sources of Illumination Nonuniformity 

Nonuniform illumination can result from (I) imper
fect illumination design, (2) beam distortions caused 
by aberrations, (3) variations in relative power output 
among laser chains, and (4) misalignment, that is, 
inaccurate pointing and focus of the beams to the 
target. Assuming that these four kinds of variation can 
be treated as a generation of statistically independent 
nonuniformities, it is reasonable to budget ±5% non-
uniformity to each in order to achieve the orerall 
±10% (peak to peak) illumination uniformity. 

Illumination Design: Geometry. To achieve less than 
±5% illumination nonuniformity with a 20-beam laser 
system, two geometries have been examined in detail: 
the Sommargren and icosahedral geometries. The 
Sommargren configuration has 20 beams, one at each 
pole, six at ±51.5° latitude, and six on the equator. 
The icosahedron also has 20 beams, five at ±52.6° and 
five at ±10.8° latitude. These configurations are 
shown in Fig. 3-32. 

For each geometry, several beam profiles have been 
examined: the disk, or rect, profile; the top hat 
profile exp (-xn) for 5 < n < 1; and the quadratic 
(parabolic) profile 1 - x^, with and without a fillet at 
its edge. The quadratic profile will be used because the 
phase distortion introduced by this profile through the 
nonlinear optical effect does not change the beam pro
file near the focus, but simply shifts the focal plane. 
The other profiles result in both extreme distortions 
that destroy the illumination uniformity and larger 
focal plane shifts. 

TARGET ILLUMINATION: OPTICAL ERROR BUDGET 
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ig. 3-32. Illumination design configurations: (a) icosahcdron (20 beams):(b) Somniargren LliXOK-hcdrun (20 beams): (c> dodeca
hedron (12 beams); (d) truncated icosabedron (32 beams). 

The illumination uniformity described by the ratio 
of minimum to maximum intensity for the simple 
quadratic profile is shown in Fig. 3-33 as a function of 
the beam angular radius measured from the target 
center. Although neither geometry satisfies the nor
mality criterion for moderately fast lenses, the icosa-
hedral geometry gives ±8% with a 45° beam radius. 
In order to improve the normality, either faster lenses 
or more beams are required. The impiovement avail-
ble with faster lenses is limited by the edge-to-edge 
crowding of 20 apertures on a sphere at f/1.3 allowing 
for minimal flanges. An f/1.5 illumination system 
is a good compromise between speed and crowding. 

Illumination Design: Interference. The interference of 
adjacent beams has been examined. Sheets of inter
ference maxima and minima simultaneously tangent to 
two adjacent beams at their intersection run parallel to 
the beam edge deep into the target surface. If the 
beam edges are not normally incident on the target 
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Fig. 3-33. Illumination uniformity for four configurations as 
a function of beam angular radius measured from 
target center. 
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surface, as is the case with an practical geometries, 
then the distance between interference sheets is on 
the order of X, a dimension much smaller than the 
buffer-layer thickness. This microdisturbance should 
be laterally distributed by diffusion in the buffer 
layer and should not result in target-destroying fluid 
instabilities. 
Nonlinear Optical Aberrations. Nonlinear optical 
phase aberrations distort the beam profile near the 
beam focus, break up the beam by inducing small-
scale intensity ripples, steer the beam due to propaga
tion through tilted disks, and refocus the beam, 
shifting the focal plane about 5 jim/rad of on-axis 
phase retardation for an f/1.5 optical system. The 
first effect will be minimized by using a quadratic 
(parabolic) beam profile, which will, to first order, 
cause a simple refocusing of the beam by mapping a 
parabolic phase distortion onto the beam phase front. 
In fact, this profile also minimizes the focal plane 
shift because it has a constant second derivative, 
which implies a single caustic curve and maximum best 
focal radius. Fortunately the quadratic beam profile 
also yields an acceptable illumination uniformity. With 
this profile, the focal plane shift causes a non-
uniformity of ±4% at 10% at peak power level for an 
f/1.5 system with a peak-power whole-beam retarda
tion of 13 rad. 

The small-scale beam breakup will not occur at the 
10% of peak-power level. Spatial filters designed to 
minimize small-scale beam breakup even at peak 
power will be used throughout the Shiva laser chains 
and specifically near the output end of the chains. 

Beam steering due to nonlinear distortions in 
tilted disks can be made negligible, when the whole 
beam on axis retardation is on the order of a wave
length, by using an MW disk orientation of succeeding 
amplifier sections rather than MM(orWW). 
Linear Optical Aberrations. The only distortions 
that are present at the beginning of the laser pulse are 
those due to surface figure imperfections and bulk 
material inhomogeneities in the optical components. 
From the interferograms of actual components, stacks 
of component aberrations have been computer accu
mulated and analyzed. The total rms residual aber
ration is about X/2 at 1.06 Mm for one laser chain with 
both sphere and wedge aberrations removed by the 
automatic pointing and focus system. This residual 
aberration will cause the on-axis intensity of the beam 
at focus to be badly degraded (~0.1 of diffraction-
limited intensity); but, since the spot size out of focus 
on the target surface (300 Mm in diameter) will be 
about 40 times the diffraction-limited spot radius 
(100 versus 2.5 /im), the distortion-induced illumina
tion nonuniformity will be considerably smaller. If 

the X/2 phase distortion is interpreted as a pointing 
error, a very pessimistic assumption, the resulting 
nonuniformity is ±3%. 

Summary on Aberrations. In summary, of the 
aberration-induced illumination nonuniformities, the 
total nonuniformity will be less than ±5% if the 
residual linear optical aberrations (excluding wedge 
and sphere) are less than X/2 rms and if the whole-
beam phase retardation is parabolic and less than 
20 rad times the f-number (e.g., 13 rad at f/1.5). 
The beam breakup and steering are negligible for the 
Shiva design. 

Cain Control 
The gain of a Shiva chain is 38 dB (6000). The 

requirement to control the chain outputs to ±5% 
appears difficult. However, with no gain control, the 
output from the Cyclops single chain is ±15% (peak 
to peak) at full power. The Cyclops chain gain is 
41 dB on the same basis as Shiva. By careful design of 
laser and power supply, it may be possible to achieve 
the ±5% with no automatic gain control. More data 
will be obtained from Cyclops to determine this 
probability. In the event that the ±5% cannot be 
achieved without automatic gain control, the gain will 
be monitored before the main pulse by a low-power cw 
laser, and the chain gain will be adjusted by means of 
an electrooptical attenuator -a Pockels cell with polari
zers. 

Alignment 
The achievement of ±5% illumination nonuniformity 

due to misalignment becomes more difficult for smaller 
targets. Most of the spherical targets being designed 
for Shiva are between 500 and 2000 /um in diameter. 
In defining the alignment problem, a 300-jum-diameter 
target has been used. This implies, for an f/1.5 
falsing system with a 25-cm aperture, that the 
pointing, focusing, and centering in the focus lens 
aperture must be within ±2 jam, ±6 /am, and ±2 mm, 
respectively. Translating the pointing and centering 
requirements to angles, they are ±5 and ±30 Mrad, 
respectively. In addition, the implied rotational 
stability of the critical beam-steering optical elements-
such as mirrors, beam splitters, lenses, and spatial 
filters—is about 20 /urad-cm (angle tolerance times 
aperture diameter): 2 firad for the 10-cm spatial 
filter, 1 jiirad for the 25-cm turning mirrors, and 
10/wad for the 2-cm mirrors. 

Though the Shiva space frame and environmental 
control are designed to provide rotational stabilities 
of better than 1 lirad for 100 s and 10 juad for 

1000 s, it is clear ihat the fine pointing of the laser 
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Fig. 3-34. Shiva alignment system. One sensor points and centers the shaped-pulse beam and the alignment beam through the first 
spatial filter. A single two-axis gimbal then points the beam lo one sensor at one chain's apodtzer. On each of the 20 
chains, then, a single sensor commands the pointing, centering, and focusing gimbal motions. In all, there are 25 sensors 
and I 32 motions. 
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chains onto the target must be accomplished auto
matically. The accuracy required for focusing will also 
require that focusing oe automatic. Whether the beam 
needs to be automatically aligned onto the focusing 
lens aperture is arguable; but if it is readily accom
plished by using the pointing sensor, the repeatability 
and convenience that would result from automatically 
controlling the centering function will warrant this 
investment. 

Since simultaneity between pulses is required on the 
scale of a pulse length (3 cm = 100 ps), the optical path 
lengths along all laser chains must be the same within 
10 ps or 3 mm. This adjustment can be accomplished 
with the input beam splitters and mirrors. 

Since the pulsed master oscillator may require 
frequent substitution to obtain pulses free from 
variations and since this is a single, rather than a 
per chain, system, the pulse source laser should be 
automatically aligned to the auxiliary alignment laser 
used for centering, fine pointing, and focusing. A 
schematic of such an alignment system is shown in 
Fig. 3-34. The accuracy of alignment required of this 

system for a 300-/nm target with an f/1.5 focusing 
system with a 25-cm aperture is given in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4. Alignment accuracy required of the 
automatic alignment system and the 

Alignment accuracy 

Function or element Angle ((load) Position Wm) 

Pointing ±5 ±2 
Focusing - ±6 
Centering ±30 ±2000 
Optical path - ±3000 
Master oscillator ±5 ±100 

Powered and reflecting 
efemenfs 20 /Krad-i:m 

Flat transmitting 
elements 200 jUrad-cm 

Target Chamber 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS. 

The laser-fusion experimental target chamber serves 
several purposes: target injection and positioning, 
laser beam focusing, diagnostics instruments support, 
and vacuum maintenance. These functions are dis
cussed in general below, using the Shiva target chamber 
as a specific example. 

The target-positioning system positions the surro
gate target for laser alignment and exchanges it with 
the fusion target to 1-jum accuracy. For frozen 
deuterium-tritium (DT) targets, a vacuum lock and 
transfer mechanism introduces and transports the 
target to the firing point. 

The lenses (in conjunction with the alignment 
system) project and focus the laser beams on the target 
surface, adding the minimum of static and dynamic 
aberrations to the beams. 

The diagnostics instruments mounted in, on, and 
about the target chamber are used to characterize 
laser beam parameters and target performance for each 
experiment. A tritium-gettering system absorbs the 
unreacted tritium from each experiment and stores it 
for later recovery. Figure 3-35 shows the Shiva target 
chamber without diagnostics. Fig. 3-35. Shiva target chamber (1.5 m) without diagnostics. 
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The vacuum vessel and vacuum pumps provide a 
clean low-pressure atmosphere (10"' Torr) to prevent 
dielectric breakdown of the gas near focus, contamina-

TARGET POSITIONING AND CONTROL _ _ _ _ _ _ 

The design requirements of the target-positioning 
system are that the system must center the target to 
the firing point within ±l-jum accuracy; it must also 
maintain a stability of < 1 ^im/min and a vibrat :.J 
amplitude of less than 0.1 nm. The fii.e-positioning 
range required is ±1 cm. The target pyion must be 
rigid, yet it must fit in the narrow space between the 
cones of focused laser beams. The pylon will have a 
gross drive system to move to the bottum of the 
chamber to pick up targets from the vacuum lock. 
A system of precision ball ways, driven by remotely 
controlled stepping motors, will be used to drive the 
target pylon in x-, y-, and z-axes. Two orthogonal 
vidicon microscope viewing instruments will be used 
to verify proper filing-point positioning and to view 
the targets during target steering to the firing point. 

BEAM-FOCUSING LENSES _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

The factors involved in lens design are the f-number, 
wavefront aberration, material, surface and internal 
quality, antireflective coating, and maintenance. For 
a 20-beam spherical irradiation system using lenses for 
focusing, f/1.4 lenses are the fastest that can be 
assembled in a spherical array without touching each 
other. Uniform illumination requirements drive optics 
toward the lowest f-numbers. Since minimizing 
glas? thickness minimizes power loss from nonlinear 
optical effects, lenses must also serve as vacuum 
barriers, eliminating several centimeters of window 
glass from the beam path. The atmospheric pressure 
on the lenses deflects them about 20 jum, which must 
be accounted for in the design of the aspheric surface. 
For the Shiva lenses, it is desirable that nearly 100% of 
the focused light be smoothly mapped on the target 
surface, which is located 300 to lOOO^m upbeam from 
the focal plane. This implies only a nearly-diffraction-
limited lens. The specification will call for focusing 
80 to 85% of a diffraction-limited test beam within a 
10-jUm-diameter Airy disk with <l/10-X wavefront 

DIAGNOSTICS INSTRUMENTATION _ _ _ _ _ 

The instruments that diagnose laser-plasma inter
actions all have positioning, collimation, solid-angle-of-

ticn or melting of the target, lens contamination, and 
absorption of x-ray and ion radiation used to diagnose 
target performance. 

In addition to the microposilioning of glass and 
frozen DT targets, a longer range consideration of 
ballistically injected frozen DT targets is necessary. 
The Shiva target chamber will have space reserved for 
a local DT-target fabrication and injection systerrv 

For remotely fabricated frozen DT targets, the 
target positioner must have a vacuum through which 
the pellet can be moved to the firing point after 
laser alignment on the surrogate target. From the 
time the DT microshell has been created until it is 
imploded, its temperature must be maintained at no 
more than ~17°K. This will be accomplished by a 
liquid-helium cooling system plumbed to the mounting 
base of the target stalk. The system will be mounted 
inside the pylon and will move with it during target 
transporting and positioning. 

distortion at 1.06 jum. This may be the state of the 
art for the fabrication of fast aspheric lenses. How
ever, since the dynamic and static beam aberrations 
may seriously degrade smooth illumination in any 
case, the cost effectiveness of nearly-diffraction-limited 
focus lenses will be evaluated. The lenses for Shiva 
will be f/1.4 aspherics, antireflection coated, with a 
28-cm or greater diameter and 35-cm focal length at 
1.06 f/m. A sacrificial 2-mm-thick antireflection-
coated blast plate in front of each lens protects it from 
target debris and radiation. 

The lenses will sense focus near the center of the 
surrogate target during the alignment of the laser 
system. After alignment, the focal point will be moved 
axially within 1-um accuracy to a point beyond the 
center of the target. This will produce a spherical wave 
front that illuminates about one-sixth of the surface. 
During the final 100 s allowed for target placement, 
the lenses will maintain a positional stability of 
1 ji/min. 

view, and vacuum environmental requirements. Some 
instruments (e.g., x-ray microscopes and pinhole cam-
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eras), require very precise alignment, whereas others 
with wide fields of view (e.g., PIN-diode x-ray spectro
meters and l-/jm radiometers) are not critically aligned. 
These and other considerations determine the overall 
arrangement and size of the target chamber. Historical
ly, laser target chambers have increased in diameter 
from 33 cm for megawatt lasers to 1 m for giga-

watt iasers. Terawatt lasers require target cham
bers from 1.5 to 2 m in diameter to accommo
date the increased size and number of laser beams 
and multiple sets of diagnostics that make measure
ments from 4ir sr around the target. A typical 
set of diagnostics for the Shiva facility is listed in 
Table 3-5. 

Number of Number of 
Parameter Instrument lines of sight detectors 

0.2-to-IO-keV x-ray Bent-crystal spectro 2 12 
spectrum meters 
2-to-20-keV x-ray Silicon PIN diode with 1 7 
spectrum niters 
20-ti>3DD-keV x-ray PhoIomuJliplier-fluor 2 4 + 7 
spectrum array with K-etige filters 
1-to-lO-fceV time- x-Ray streak camera 1 Film 
resolved (30-ps) with K-edge filters 
x-ray spectrum 
O.S-to-3-keV x-rays Fast x-ray diode (100 ps) 2 2 
x-Ray imaging x-Ray microscope 6 Film 
Time-resolved x-Ray microscope with 2 Film 
x-ray imaging streak camera 
Ion spectrum Thomson spectrometer 1 10 
and species 
Ion angular Faraday cup 10 10 
distribution 
60-to-180-keV Electron spectrometer 1 11 
electron spectrum 
Absorbed laser Photodiodes 6 20 
energy 
Beam profile Camera 20 Film 
Beam phase Shear interferometer 20 Film 
profile 
Space- and time- Optical streak camera 3 Film 
resolved beam 
intensity 
Reflected light 23-m McPherson 1 Film 
spectrum from spectrometer 
target 
Neutron spectrum Time-of-flight with 

photomultiplier-
plastic fluor detectors 

3 6 

The Shiva target chamber is spherical, 1.5 m in 
diameter, with a 3-cm stainless-steel wall. Fifty large 
ports are evenly distributed around the sphere: 20 
laser-beam ports, 23 diagnostic ports, 2 target ports, 
2 target-alignment ports, 2 pumpout ports, and 1 
tritium-gettering port. The vacuum system evacuates 

the chamber to 10-7 Torr in 1 hr, using a combination 
of sorption, cryopumping, and titanium-sublimation 
pumping. The pressure produced will limit the 
buildup of contaminating elements on the target 
surface and will prevent attenuation of the soft 
x-rays, ions, and electrons used for diagnostics. 
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT FOR A NEAR-
BREAKEVEN • - " - • — " • — -

An estimate has been made of the surface heating 
of components exposed to plasma radiation. Fig
ure 3-36 shows the spectral energy distribution, the 
surface temperature increase, and the neutron fluence 
at varying distance from the target for a 10-kJ 
experiment yielding 500 J of thermonuclear energy 
(400 J of 14-MeV neutrons and 100 J of a-particles). 

The temperature increase on the surface of metals 
is caused primarily by the absorption of ions, x-rays, 
electrons, and light in a very thin (0.5-to-2-jim) layer. 
The 14-MeV fusion neutrons emitted by the plasma 
are very penetrating and do not contribute to the 
heating of the surface layer. Since the ions, x-rays, 
and light account for most of the energy and are 
absorbed in about I urn, the calculation sums all the 
energy (light, 5 kJ; ions, 4 kJ; x-rays, 1 kJ) and 
deposits the energy uniformly in a l-/im layer of 
material. For glass surfaces, the light is transmitted, 
and only the ion and x-ray energy is absorbed. The 
estimated AT is probably accurate within a factor of 2: 

AT = E/4;rr2ty>C, 

where E is the absorbed energy (joules), r is the 
distance from the target (centimeters), S. is the absorp
tion thickness (centimeters), C is the specific heat 
(joules per gram per degree Celsius), and p is the 
density (grains per cubic centimeter). 

The 2 x 1 0 1 4 14-MeV neutrons per shot (400 J of 
neutrons) produced by fusion reactions in the target 
will not cause any heating effects, but will affect 
electronics and will activate materials in and around 
the target chamber. The dose rate (from the activated 
atoms) near the chamber should be less than 100 mR/ 
hr and will drop to half this rate in less than 1 hr 
after the shot. The surface material spalled or 
evaporated by ions, light, and x-rays will be a 
radioactive powder (from neutron activation), and 
decontamination will be requited before personnel 
can work inside the vacuum envelope. 

The pressure increase in the target chamber caused 
by target vaporization and outgassing of heated sur
faces is shown in Fig. 3-37. The peak pressure of ~2 
Torr will not produce any harmful effects in the 
target chamber, and the tritium-containing gas will be 
absorbed in the tritium-getterir.g system. 
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Fig, 3-36. Neutron fluence and surface temperature rise in 
Shiva target chamber from a 10-kJ, 5%-breakeven 
experiment using a DT target. 
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Mechanical Support Structure 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS ^ _ ^ ^ — — 

A frame will be constructed to support the large 
number of laser components that make up the Shiva 
system. Twenty laser chains composed of amplifiers, 
spatial filters, polarizers, rotators, and mirrors will be 
arranged in an optimum geometry so that each beam 
arrives at the target simultaneously and within align
ment tolerances. This frame should be capable of 
supporting approximately 600 individual component 
assemblies and maintaining a tolerance of ±4-jLtrad 
rotation between any two points over a period of 
100 s. Consideration is being given to the positional 
stability and support of the components, the geometri-

DESIGN APPROACH 

The stable support of components for this system 
requires a design approach different from that nor
mally used in conventional machine support struc
tures. The usual loads must be considered, but the 
dominant considerations in this case are thermal and 
vibrational disturbances. The sizing of structural 
elements to minimize motion requires that one con
sider maximum stiffness, sufficient size and mass for 
high thermal inertia, and minimum weight to keep the 
resonant frequencies high. The frame must not only 
provide structural rigidity and good access for main
tenance but must also be simple enough both to 
allow good air flow around the frame and components 
for dust and heat control and to avoid excessive costs. 
The frame will be hard-mounted to the floor without 
vibration isolation. The significant input frequencies 
will be low, in the 10-to-20-Hz band. If this input 
frequency is close to the structure's natural frequency, 
the vibration is magnified-a condition to be avoided. 
If the input frequency is smaller than the natural 
frequency, the vibration is simply transmitted—the 
condition we are designing toward. If the input 
frequency is greater than the natural frequency, the 
vibration is attenuated; this condition is attainable 
only by spring-mounting. Spring-mounting is not 
attractive because the laser and target support struc
tures would have to be one single inflexible unit, 
8 by 12 by 70 m. This is c.tremely difficult, 
especially since shielding is required between the laser 
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cal array of stacked beams with respect to the 
oscillator and target, the flow of utilities (e.g., power 
cables and cooling gas pipes), good accessibility for 
operation and maintenance, and adaptability for 
change and growth. One very important provision for 
growth is the design of the target and turning-mirror 
structure to be adaptable to the installation of ampli
fiers on each radial ray pointed at the target. These 
features were studied early in the conceptual design 
stages to allow the building design and construction 
to proceed and to ensure the compatibility of the 
building with the machine. 

E?Z1 

and target sections. Other disadvantages include the 
difficulty in thermally controlling a large single struc
ture and sensitivity to change in adding or removing 
loads. Springs would also be very large, with commen
surate cost and space requirements. 

The frame material will be square mild-steel struc
tural tubing. This allows fabrication of clean, simple 
welded joints and flat surfaces for mounting hardware; 
it also presents the most uniform rigid cross section, 
with no possibility of flange or web buckling. The 
square tubing will form the b3sic structural frame in 
an open grid-and-box pattern of short spans allowing 
ample space for the channeling of cables and pipes, and 
flow of room air. One important advantage of this 
type of structure is the ease with which it can be 
modified. Thus, if it is necessary to cut a clearance 
path through the structure, one can do so without 
cutting through a major structural member, as would 
be the case if large columns and beams were used. 

In selecting an optimized tubing size and material, 
one must weigh cost, availability, thermal inertia, 
fundamental natural frequency, static deflection, clean
liness, and ease of fabrication. 

The design of the structure is dependent on the 
building air system for thermal control, with the 
backup capability of flowing temperature-controlled 
water through the tubing in the uniikely event that 
this should become necessary. 



SHIVA SUPPORT SYSTEM. 

The structure will be constructed in two sections, 
as shown in Fig. 3-38. One section will support the 
oscillator, amplifiers, polarizers, rotators, splitters, and 
folding mirrors; the other section will support the 
target chamber, turning mirrors, and possibly radial 
amplifiers. These sections will be physically separated 
by a shielding wall. The amplifier section is 40 m 
long, 12 m wide, and 7.6 m high. The target section 
is approximately a 15-m cube. 

Laser components will be cantilevered from the 
outside vertical faces of the structure by stiff brackets 
at each end. They will be supported in a manner that 
will allow alignment repeatability during installation 
and replacement. They will have tamperproof and 
lockable alignment adjustments, which will be used 

for gross alignment and will allow the amplifiers to 
be rotat-d easily to a number of positions around the 
beam axis. Provision will also be made for gross 
lateral movement away from the frame for safe and 
convenient crane handling. This method of support is 
simple and allows good air flow around components 
for dust and heat control. The brackets will be 
designed with the same stability criteria as the frame 
and will have damping features at the irame interface 
for shock loads from flashlamp firing and magnet 
pulses. 

Filtered air will enter at the ceiling through high-
efficiency filters and return to the blowers through a 
perforated raised floor forming a plenum above the 
building floor. This will limit dus! particles and 

Oscillator- -Laser space frame /— Target space frame 

First turning mirror 

Second turning mirror 

Radial amplifier 
(growth option) • 

Fig. 3-38. Shiva laser-amplifier and target-chamber support structure. 
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maintain the Shiva system environment as a class 
10,000 clean room. Particulate contamination of 
disk amplifiers with a high flashlamp flux causes com
ponent damage and must be avoided. Each beam will 
be completely enclosed in pipes, and a positive 
pressure of nitrogen will be maintained in order to 
exclude oxygen and dust. Amplifiers, spatial filters, 
and optical isolation components, which make up the 
laser chain, will be connected to the pipes with 
convenience bellows. 

The beam will be projected from the oscillator 

through preamplifiers, beam splitters, and folding 
mirrors. The folding-mirror assembly will perform the 
functions of correcting for beam path length, centering 
on the apodized aperture, and pointing down the 
amplifier chain. The beam is spatially filtered and 
expanded several times to fill all amplifiers. It 
reaches 22 cm in diameter at the last rotator, which is 
mounted on the laser space frame. At this point, the 
beam diverges slowly through the turning mirrors to 
the focusing lens elements that are mounted on 
the target-chamber space frame. 

STABILITY. 

The main sources of instability in the structure are 
ground vibrations, thermal changes, acoustic vibra
tions, stress relief, and load deflection. The building 
that houses the laser is being designed to minimize 
acoustical noise, and little disturbing input is expected. 
However, surface treatment of the steel may be 
considered as a damping precaution. Residual stress 
relief can be minimized by proper weld design. It is a 
slow phenomenon and can be corrected by periodic 
adjustments. Gravity deflections can be corrected 
once and for all by fine adjustments at each com
ponent support. 

Manual calculations indicate that, in a typical 4-ft-
square panel of 6-in.-square by 0.25-in.-wall tubing, the 
addition of a diagonal increases stiffness in the ratio 
of 5.87:1. A simply supported 4-ft span with a 270-lb 
point mass at its center has a natural frequency of 
73 Hz. With fixed ends, the frequency is 158 Hz. For 
an 8-in.-square by 0.25-in.-wt.ll tube with a 5-ft span, 

the frequencies are 69 and 151 Hz for simple and 
fixed supports, respectively. The amplifier frame, 
considered as a beam, has a natural frequency of 
232 Hz over a 6.1-m span and 9.3 Hz over a 30.5-m 
span. 

Computer calculations have been completed for the 
laser bay floor, using as a forcing function a vertical 
ground motion measured near a boiler room of a 
similar building at the same site. At the points where 
the space frame will be mounted on the floor above 
pillars, a maximum amplitude magnification of about 
4x basement floor motions is obtained. Similar cal
culations are in progress for both the space frame 
\stlf and for the floor and frame together using 
hori. intal ground motion. The above will all be 
repeated later when more appropriate ground-motion 
measurements in a close-by laser building have been 
completed. 

'.aser-amplitler frame Target frame 

Linear motion 
/(mm) 0 Angle 

Long 
term 

' (mrad) 

Short 
term 

Lriiear motion 
/(mm) 0 Angle 

Long 
term 

(mrad) 

Long 
term 

Short 
term 

0 Angle 

Long 
term 

' (mrad) 

Short 
term 

Long 
term 

Short 
term 

0 Angle 

Long 
term 

Short 
term 

Uniform 1 C change: 
Height 
Width 
Length 

Change of 1°C in floor 
Height 
Width 0 

Length0 

-to-ceiling AT: 

0.0845 
0.134 
0.384 

0.0255 
0.0808 
0.232 

0.0027 
0.0043 
0.012 

0.0008 
0.0025 
0.0074 

0.012 
0.0345 

0.00037 
0.0011 

0.192 
0.192 
0.192 

0.057 
0.134 
0.134 

0.006 
0.006 
0.006 

0.002 
0.004 
0.004 

0.00879 
0.00879 

0.00026 
0.00026 

aAngular changes are maximum values between components at extreme positions in frames. 
^Change over height of frame. 
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Thermal stability is achieved by choosing structural 
;Iements of a suitable si?.? and mass to be compatible 
Mth the building environment. The specification for 
air-temperature stability at any point in the laser bay, 
including the allowable drift of the mean temperature, 
will be less than ±0.5°C peak to peak, with a period 
not exceeding 15 min; the floor-to-ceiling differentia) 
will be less than 1°C. The room has vertical .••"- flow, 
providing a complete air change once every 20 s. 
Table 3-6 lists some frame thermal motions resulting 
under these conditions. The relatively large motions 
listed under "long term" are conservatively assumed to 

A C C E S S I B I J T Y _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Components will normally be accessible to per
sonnel for inspection and light maintenance through a 
system of movable and elevator platforms or, in the 
target-room frame, by means of catwalks and stair
ways. Major maintenance will require the removal of 
a whole unit by ine<;ns of the overhead crane and 
special handling equipment; the unit will then be 

Power Conditioning 

INTRODUCTION _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ 

Power conditioning for laser-fusion research involves 
the rectification, storage, and switching of large 
amounts of electrical energy at the 20-kV level. 
Most of this energy is used to excite the xenon flash-
lamps that pump the glass-laser disks. About 10% of 
the energy is used to create pulsed magnetic fields in 

POWER-CONDITIONING ELEMENTS ^ _ » — • « 

The major elements in the power-conditioning 
system are energy-storage capacitors, flashlamps, pulse-
forming inductors, pulse cables, and switches. Of these, 
flashlamps and energy-storage capacitors have the 
highest cost leverage. All of these components are 
discussed here. 
Energy-Storage Capacitors 

The energy-storage capacitor used in the Laser-
Fusion Program at present is essentially the same ca
pacitor that was developed some 15 years ago for use 

be over a 24-hr period; the short-term motions are 
assumed to be over a 15-min period. To limit long-
axis expansion, one has the option of building the 
structure with gaps; this, however, diminishes stiffness. 

The effect of environmental temperature changes is 
decreased I?y the thermal inertia of the structure. 
When the air 'emperature varies 1GC with a 15-min 
period, the steel temperature varies with the same 
period, but with a time lag and an amplitude of only 
0.0159°C. This temperature variation causes a negli
gible sinusoidally varying strain of 0.4 x 10" 6 an'j a 
stress of 12 osi. 

serviced in a separate assembly clean room. 

Power cables and gas pipes will be routed through 
ports in the building floor, distributed under the 
raised floor, and fed up to each component through 
the open-grid structure of the space frame shown in 
Fig. 3-38. 

the Faraday rotators. Pulse use times arc on the order 
of 100 us, and pulse widths arc several hundred micro
seconds to 1 ms. These pulsed power criteria overlap a 
considerable amount of technology that has been well 
developed for controlled thermonuclear reseaich and 
particle accelerators. 

in the Sherwood Program. This unit has 3 castor oi!/ 
kraft paper dielectric system and thin-altiminum-foil 
electrodes. A cutaway view is shown in Fig. 3-39. 

This unit was designed for high-voltage reversal 
(ringing or underdamped conditions) and large peak 
currents. Two hundred units from four vendors have 
been tested under these conditions. The mean life 
for these 200 units was found to be 70 x 10 3 pulses. 
However, these test conditions are more severe than 
the actual operating conditions, in which the capacitor 
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Top 
swaged 

Kraft 
paper 
barrier 

Bottom 
swaged 

Fig. 3-39. Energy-storage capacitor for pulscd-laser systems. 
The unit has a castor oU-kraft paper dielectric 
system with thin-aluminum-fr il electrodes. 

sees voltage reversal only during art occasional fault and 
the peak currents are considerably smaller than those 
of the test condition. 

The cost of a Sherwood-type capacitor is 12 cents 
per joule. An alternative, lower cost (5 to 6 cents per 
joule), higher energy density design is now being tested. 
A comparison of these two units is shown in Table 3-7. 
The 29-fiF unit represents an attempt to lower cost by 
driving the design toward the specific requirements of 
laser fusion. By using the basic construction of the 
14.5-juF unit but allowing the dielectric stress to rise 
from 2100 to 2600 V/mil, a higher energy density and 
lower materials and labor costs are obtained. This 
reflects an overall system cost savings in that fewer 
capacitors are requited for a given amount of energy 

Table 3-7. Options for energy-storage capacitors 3 . 

Fig. 3-40. Brook's-coil design pulse-forming inductor (300-to-
600-juH range, 4000-A peak current). Conductor is 
electrical grade aluminum flai strip; turn-to-turn in
sulation is provided hy alternate layers of polyester 
mat and solid Mylar: entire coil is impregnated with 
a nonrigid potting compound. 

storage. However, the life of the capacitor is a func
tion of dielectric stress, percentage voltage reversal, and 
ringing frequency. By scaling from the reference point 
of the 14.5-juF unit with a mean life of 70 x 1(P pulses 
in high-voltage-reversal use, the life in laser-fusion use is 
10 6 pulses for the I4.5-/UF capacitor and 0.3 x 10 6 

pulses for the 27-MF capacitor. 
An operating laser-fusion facility such as Shiva 

might be expected to operate 50,000 pulses over a 
10-year period. Clearly, the projected wearout life of 
the 29-fiF unit better fits the immediate requirements. 
Initial testing of prototype units has verified the pro
jected life of the 29-̂ iF unit. 

Pulse-Forming Inductors 
These pulse-forming inductors are in the range of 

300 to 600 /uH and carry peak currents of approxi
mately 4000 A. A Brook's-coil design is used, the 

Parameter 14.5-^F capacitor 29-juF capacitor 

Stored energy (kJ) 
Dielectric stress (V/mil) 
Estimated l i fe 0 (pulses) 
Cost per joule 

3 
2080 
0 .5* l .0x i0 6 

$0.12 

5.8 
2600 
0.2*0.5x10° 
$0.06 

aData for castor oil/kraft paper capacitors rated to withstand 20 kV. 
°Nonringing service. 
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cross section of which is shown in Fig. 3-40. An elec
trical grade aluminum flat strip is used as the conduc
tor. Tum-to-turn insulation consists of alternate layers 
of polyester mat and solid Mylar. The entire coil is im-

DESIGN " " " • " • " • 

The basic design approach is to provide a reliable, 
cost-ettective, modular power-conditioning system 
while paying special attention to the problems associ
ated with high-power pulsed systems. The low conver
sion efficiency of electrical energy to light energy in a 
glay-laser system results in a large commitment of cost 
and facility space for power conditioning. For 
example, the Shiva system will contain some 2000 
flashlamps, 20 MJ of energy storage, and a large 
number of power supplies and switches. Tin's repre
sents approximately 20% of the total system cost and 
will occupy 30% of the facility space. In order to mini
mize cost and increase reliability, large blocks of 
energy are switched with common switches and 
charged from common power supplies. 

A basic circuit that will switch 600 kj of stored 
energy into a large number of separate parallel flash-
lamps has already been developed and utilized at LLL. 
This is described in the section on capacitor banks. In 
addition, two outside companies have been awarded 
contracts to study the Shiva power-conditioning 
system. The goals of these studies are to optimize the 
basic energy-storage module, improve cost performance 
and reliability, and investigate alternative design 
concepts. 

The present design approach stresses simplicity of 
circuitry for easy maintainability and standardization 
of modules wherever possible. Reliability must be high 
since a failure in the energy-storage system could com
promise the output experimental data retrieved during 
a pulse. The use rate of a laser-fusion facility is rela
tively low in comparison with that of a particle acceler
ator, which might operate at a rate of several pulses 
per second. Consequently, it is difficult to debug 
equipment on line. Therefore, ail major power-

POWER SUPPLIES _ _ _ i _ ^ _ _ ^ _ 

In general, power-supply requirements fall within 
the range of IS to 25 kV, 1 to 5 A, and 0.1 to 1% 
regulation. For a glass-laser system, a charging time 
of 60 s is desirable. Longer charging times make sys
tem debugging and operation difficult and time con
suming. Shor er charging times place unnecessarily 

pregnated with a nonrigid potting compound. Several 
hundred of these inductors are currently in use in the 
program. Several variations of this design with lower 
cost and higher reliability are being studied. 

conditioning blocks will be operated at full-power 
levels for several hundred pulses to eliminate "infant 
mortality" failures before installation in the system. 

The problem of electrical noise produced in switch
ing large amounts of energy requires particular atlcn-
tion. The basic circuitry is designed to ensure coaxial 
containment of pulse currents. A single-point separate-
ground system is used in all our laser systems in order 
to control stray displacement currents and maintain a 
separate and noise-free grounding plane for low-level 
diagnostic instrumentation. Much care is being exer
cised to locate the source of displacement currents and 
stray fields, and to minimize their effect on the total 
system. 

Another important consideration .n the design 
approach is that of high-voltage, high-energy faults. 
In some of the large-aperture laser amplifiers, as many 
as 32 flashlamps are required for disk pumping. 
Should a flashlamp explode, producing hot ionized 
plasma within the amplifier, the stored energy from all 
the lamp circuits could discharge into the common 
plasma, causing extensive damage to the optical com
ponents. In order to prevent this, each lamp circuit is 
isolated by a fast high-voltage fuse. Experience with 
the Cyclops and Janus lasers and isolated energy-
storage bank tests indicate that the fuses are quite 
effective in preventing damage during lamp fuiits. 

In summary, considerable effort has been devoted 
to the implementation and testing of major design 
concepts in our operating systems while utilizing our 
experience in controlled thermonuclear researcii and 
partic'j acceleration. This design approach will yield 
reliable, cost-effective energy-storage systems for laser-
fusion research. 

stringent requirements an circuit components because 
of higher current levels and resuii in increased cost. 

The primary considerations for power supplies 
charging large capacitor banks .- the following: 

I. Capability of repeated operation into a short 
circuit. 
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2. Ability to withstand large voltage and current 
transients. 

At the beginning of each capacitor-bank charging 
cycle, the power supply sees an effective short circuit 
at the bank. If no attempt is made to current limit, the 
supply must then be designed to withstand high peak 
currents. 

There are several methods of current limiting this 
transient. Resistance lintiting is effective but costly 
in terms of power dissipation. It is possible to design 
silicon-controlled-rectifier phase control or magnetic-
amplifier regulation that will effectively limit the 
current into a short circuit. However, should the 
low-level circuitry in the regulator fail or become 
momentarily unstable, the result will be expensive 
damage to the output rectifiers and series controlling 
elements. 

Limiting by series capacitance is a good solution 
because no special components are required since 
standard industry power-factor-correction capacitors 
are available off the shelf in suitable voltage and power 
ranges. By applying this technique in conjunction with 
a three-phase voltage-doubler circuit (Fig. 3-41), a 
simple design results. 

V 0 /V p = 16/27 = 0.6, N = 1.1 x I0 4 cycles, and 
a = 10" 4, with the result that C2 = 0.3 uF. A 
suitable choice would be a standard 25-kVAR, 
0.39-/iF, 13-kV power-factor-correction capacitor. 

The maximum output current per phase occurs at 
the beginning of the charge cycle, when C2 is 
uncharged. This current is limited by the reactance 
ofCi: 

I = cjC,V p = 2 A, 

where to = 2rrF. 

From the current and duty-cycle requirements, a 
suitable transformer kVA rating can be specified. 

In order to achieve 0.1% regulation against line-
voltage variations, silicon-controlleu-rectifier regulators 
have been developed for the 480-V three-phase line-
vo'tage input to the supplies. Phase control is not 
required during the initial portion of the charge cycle. 
The regulator acts as a contactor until the output 
voltage approaches the desired value. At this point, 

Three-Phase Voltage Doubler 
For the three-phase voltage doublers, the time to 

charge load capacitor C2 to voltage VQ is 

_ -8n[l-(V 0/2V p)) 
' " 3F£N(a+l) ' 

where VQ is the desired bank voltage, V_ is the peak 
of the line-to-neutral-secondary voltage, F is the 
60-Hz line frequency, and a = C1/C2 (C\ = series 
doubler capacitor; C2 = bank capacitance). This is 
shown in graph form in Fig. 3-42. For example, a 
typical design requirement would be to charge a 
3000-fiF bank to 16 kV in 60 s. For 2V p = 27 kV, 

1 

N = number of line cycles 
V 0 = 2V p =• 2 x v '2 « V , m i 

CI 
" C2 
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Fig. 3-41. Three-phase volte e dnublcr: reactance of CI limits 
maximum phase current: circuit can operate con
tinuously into a short circuit. 

Fig. 3-42. Number of cycles to change capacitor to V Q /V for 
five values of a. 
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the regulator phase controls and holds the output 
voltage at the desired level. 

A number of these supplies have been constructed 
and integrated into our Nd:glass laser systems. For a 
100-kVA unit capable of charging 1 MJ to 20 kV in 

60 s, the known cost for construction, installation, and 
debugging is SI 1,000, or $110 per kVA. Operational 
experience indicates this approach to be a leliable, 
simple, cost-effective way to charge large energy-
storage banks. These supplies, as installed in the 
Cyclops laser system, are shown in Fig. 3-43. 

Fig. 3-43. Cyclops laser system powei supplies: these are 100-kVA units capable of charging 1 MJ to 20 kV in 60 s; known cost for 
construction, installation, and debugging is SI 1,000, or SI 10 per kVA; operational experience indicates this approach is a 
reliable, simple, cost-effective way to charge large energy-storage banks. 
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CAPACITOR BANKS 

In the laser amplifiers, flashlamps are arranged 
in series pairs. The total arc length for a lamp pair 
is approximately 2 m and provides a fairly optimum 
impedance match to a 20-kV, 18-kJ bank. Typical 
flashlamp voltage and current waveforms are shown 
in Fig. 344. In a large system like Shiva, with 
many laser amplifiers and over 2000 flashlamps to 
excite, reliability can be increased and cost reduced by 
charging and switching the energy-storage capacitors in 
large blocks. Costs ai? reduced because fewer switches 
and power supplies are required. Reliability is 
increased because the total system parts count is 
smaller in a regime where stress-induced failures are 
relatively unimportant. A bank configuration has been 
developed 3nd tested that will charge and switch the 
energy for 32 flashlamp pairs from a common power 
supply and a single switch. This is shown in Fig. 3-45. 
Here, each parallel circuit branch consists of a series 
flashlamp pair, a pulse-forming inductor, 18 kJ of 
stored energy, and an isolating fuse. Thirty-two 
parallel branches are tied to a common ignitron switch. 
The switch consists of two series size D ignitrons 
mounted in a coaxial configuration. This is shown in 
Fig. 3-46. The capacitor-bank configuration developed 
and tested had the characteristics listed in Table 3-8. 

Analysis of Capacitor-Bank Transients 
A thorough understanding of the transient behavior 

of the bank circuit is important for the following 
reasons: 

1. Reliable triggering of the lamps depends on a 
deliberace voltage overshoot during the initial 5 0 MS of 
the pulse. 

2. Transient displacement currents through stray 
capacitances to ground can be large and require careful 
consideration in order to minimize electrical noise in 
the building grounding system. 

Table 3-8. Capacitor-bank characteristics 

Parameter Value 

Number of parallel branches 32 
Capacitance per branch (JLiF) 87 
Energy per branch (k J) ! 7.4 
Total capacitance, 
32 branches. 87 /KF per branch (jWF) 2800 
Total energy switched (kJ) 576 
Total coulombs switched (C) 56 

3. The potential damage resulting from electrical 
fault conditions in the laser amplifiers or capacitor 
banks must be understood and minimized. 

The transient equivalent circuit for a single branch of 
the bank configuration is shown in Fig. 347, where 
CI is the parallel combination of six 14.5-MF, 20-kV 
energy-storage capacitors; C2 and C3 are the bushing-
to-case capacitances associated wi'hCl. The capacitor 
cases are grounded to the coax shield through damping 
resistor R2. This allows the displacement current from 
C2 and C3 to be contained coaxially and damped 
appropriately by R2. 

Ionization of the flashlamps is accomplished by 
producing a momentarily high voltage from the lamp 
trigger electrode to ground (reflector). After break
down occurs at the trigger electrode, a streamer arc 
propagates along the lamp wall to the opposite 
electrode. At this point, the full lamp volume begins 
to ionize. This process of triggering takes place during 

1 0 k V -

20 kV~ 

30 kV 
100 jusec/cm 

(a) 

100 psec/cm 

(b) 

Fig. 3-44. Typical voltage and current waveforms for capacitor-
bank flashlamps: 4a) flashlamp voltage; <b) flash-
lamp current. 
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Fig. 3-45. Circuit developed and tested to switch 32 lamp 

circuits in parallel through a common switch. Each 
branch is isolated with a high-voltage fuse. Total 
current switched is 150 kA: total energy switched 
is 600 k.l. 

the first 5 to 50 /us of the pulse. During this time, 
the lamps present a light capacilive load to the banks. 
As shown in Fig. 3-47, the combination of lamp 
capacitance C6, cable capacitance C5, and inductance 
L2 forms a resonant circuit at about 160 kHz. If left 
undamped during the initial triggering period, the 
transient voltage across the lamps could reach 2VQ, 
where VQ is the dc bank voltage. On the basis of 
triggering data from a large number of lamps, this 
initial overshoot is set in the range of 25 to 30 kV by 
selecting appropriate values for damping resistors R2 
and R3. Figure 3-48 shows the percent overshoot of 
flashlamp voltage as a function of R3. Figure 3-49 

Fig. 3-46. Coaxial switch capable of switching ISO kA and 
600k.!. Size D ignitions are used. 

PULSE FORMING INDUCTOR 
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Fig. 3-47. Transient equivalent circuit for a single branch bank. Parameters were measured and calculated in order to construct 
a computer model: good agreement exists between the model and real measured performance on operating banks. 
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Fig. 3-48. Percentage overshoot of flashlamp voltage as a 
function of inductor-shunt-resistor value, for four 
values of damping resistor R2: capacitor-bank 
voltage is held constant for the four values of R2. 

shows the peak overshoot voltage appearing across 
bushing to case (VC2) and across R2 as a function of 
R2. Typical design values for R2 are 5 to 10 ohms 
and 100 ohms for R3. This produces 45 to 65% 
overshoot at the flashlamp while holding the peak 
overshoot of the bushing-to-case voltage and the peak 
overshoot across R2 to less than 10 kV. 

In order to study the transient behavior of the 
banki, a compute, circuit model was constructed using 
measured and calculated parameters. Figure 3-50 
shows the calculated output from the model and the 
measured output. It can be seen that there is good 
agreement between the two waveforms. 

Fault Conditions 

A number of possible faults can occur in this bank 
configuration, and these have been examined in detail. 
The most probable fault is a flashlamp explosion in a 
laser amplifier. When one lamp explodes, there is a 
high probability that neighboring lamps will fracture. 
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Fig. 3-49. Peak overshoot of bushing-to-case capacitor voltage, 
VC2, and damping-resistor voltage. VR2. as a func
tion of damping resistor R2: capacitor-bank voltage 
is held constant. 
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Fig. 3-50. Comparison of output from computer-circuit model 
of a bank and output from an actual bank: (a) 
calculated (computer-circuit model) output, (b) meas
ured (actual-bank) output. Good agreement exists 
between the two waveforms. 
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This produces a conducting plasma inside the amplifier 
and essentially couples the banks together, with the 
plasma acting as a common load. In this case, the 
fuses in series with each flashlamp circuit will open 
and prevent the entire bank from discharging into the 
fault. 

Another probable fault condition is that of an 
internal short in an energy discharge capacitor. When 
this occurs, the series fuses prevent the remaining 
parallel bank segments from discharging into the 
short. In the case of a large-aperture amplifier, as 

FLASHLAMP D E V E L O P M F N T _ _ ^ _ _ 

The objective of the lamp development program at 
LLL has been to provide several well-engineered flash-
iamp designs for the laser engineer. In particular, an 
attempt was made to design lamps that met the follow
ing requirements: 

1. Provided well-defined wearout rates as a function 
of size, gas pressure, and wall material. 

2. Did not fail prematurely. 
3. Provided maximum pumping efficiency for 

Nd:glass laser amplifiers. 
A mixed strategy has been employed in order to 

obtain the required engineering and physics data in a 
timely fashion: 

1. Lamps were tested under the conditions of use in 
a laser head. Almost all lamps tested in this fashion 
had a life that exceeded 10,000 shots. 

2. Lamps were tested to fail at the 100-shot point 
to provide a short-life data point. The 100-shot lamp 
loading level is a good condition to test the effect of 
lamp design changes on lamp strength. 

The major results of the test program have been to 
demonstrate the following: 

1. Under nominal 10,000-shot loading conditions, 
lamps wear out by the progressive deterioration of the 
inner surface. Eventually a crack propagates from the 
damaged inner wall and causes catastrophic failure. 
Under these wearout conditions, lamp-wall materials 
[be they clear fused quartz, titanium-doped quartz 
(Germacil), or cerium-doped quartz (M-380)] and wall 
thickness have little effect on lamp life. If a lamp is 
forced to fail under single-shot conditions, the above 
statement may not be true. 

2. The light output of a xenon flashlamp increases 
slowly with increasing pressure, but the life expectancy 
deteriorates rapidly at higher pressures. In lamps in-

many as 32 parallel branches are directly connected. 
The potential maximum stored energy that might be 
delivered to this fault is approximately 0.5 MJ. This 
particular fault has been simulated a number of times 
on full energy banks, and in every case the fuses 
opened before significant damage occurred. 

There are many other potential fault conditions of 
lesser significance, but they are beyond the scope of 
this report. Major emphasis has been placed on the 
concept of isolating bank segments so as to prevent 
large amounts of energy from discharging into a 
common fault. 

tended for use in LLL laser systems, the pressure has 
been chosen to be as low as possible without sacrifice 
of laser pumping efficiency. 

3. Laser systems with several thousand flashlamps 
can be designed to operate efficiently and safely with 
the following sizes of xenon flashlamp: 

• 10 x 14 mm, 450 Torr 
• 15 x 20 mm, 300 Torr 
• 19 x 24 mm, 100 Torr 
4. After they have passed a stringent "infant mor

tality" test, have been fitted into a laser head, and 
have been fired for several dozen shots, lamps have a 
probability of failure less than 10"^. Every time a 
lamp is handled, its probability of "infant mortality" 
increases. 

The following paragraphs describe measurements 
made on flashlamp performance. Details on the use of 
a flashlamp as an electrical circuit element are to be 
found in the sections on pulsed power. 

Reliability 

A key factor in the reliability of large glass-laser sys
tems like the 2000-lamp Shiv» machine is the lifetime 
behavior of the many flashlamps required for optical 
pumping. In order to obtain reliable data on flashlamp 
failure, a great deal of testing has been done. The main 
emphasis has been to gather information on the life
times and failure rates of large-bore flashlamps 
(>1.0-cm bore) and to ensure that any flashlamps in
stalled in amplifier heads have a very low probability of 
failure. Figure 3-51 illustrates the severe damage that 
can occur in an amplifier as a result of the failure of 
the lamp envelope. 

Not enough data has been available to develop a 
statistical method for flashlamp quality control. Thus 
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Fig. 3-51. Two example', of damage resulting from failure of the lamp envelope. 
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to provide the data necessary for high system reliabil
ity, a testing program was set up to check all lamps as 
they arrive from the vendor. All incoming lamps are 
visually inspected for quartz defects, scratches, or 
cracks. If a lamp looks acceptable, then a Hi-Pot test is 
performed on the high-vohage cables and encapsulated 
ends of the lamp. This test consists of placing the 
flashlamps on a ground plane, tying the anode and 
cathode leads together, connecting the joined leads to 
the output of a high-voltage power supply, and apply
ing 60 kV for 1 min. The voltage level has recently 
been raised from 40 to 60 kV lo give greater assurance 
that there will be no high-voltage breakdown in the 
lamp insulation system. A lamp passing the Hi-Pot test 
is installed in a test fixture and fired 25 times at 40% 
of the free-air explosion energy. This test stresses the 
lamp to twice the normal lamp loading so that any 
lamps with weak envelopes will be found. 

After the incoming tests are performed, the lamps 
are ready either to be stored as reserve spares or to be 
installed in reflector assemblies. After lamps have been 
installed in a reflector assembly, the entire assembly 
must be test fired a few times at full energy to ensure 
that no problems have arisen from handling. It has 
been found that lamp handling is the major source of 
lamp failure. 

In addition to the testing to ensure that only sound 
flashlamps are installed in the laser amplifiers, a sepa
rate testing program has been set up to measure the 
flashlamp failure rate versus lifetime. One of the tests 
was designed to simulate as closely as possible the ac
tual amplifier-head operational environment. An emp
ty B head, without the laser disks, was loaded with 20 
typical lamps, IS by 20 mm by 112 cm long and run 
for 10,000 shots at 18% of the free-air explosion 
energy. Lamps from a different manufacturer were 
then installed, and the test was repeated. On the basis 
of about 4 x l o ' unit shots under these conditions, it 
is calculated that the probability of failure is less than 
10-5 per shot, assuming an equal chance of failure at 
any point in the lifetime of the lamp. However, the 
failures that did occur appeared before the 1000-shot 
level and were not envelope explosions. They are 
actually "infant mortality" failures. The probability of 
failure, then, on the flat part of the curve of failure 
rate versus lifetime must be significantly less than 10"^ 
per shot. These tests are continuing so that an actual 
rate for flashlamp failure by wearout may be found. 
The result of this test shows that a full 2000-lamp sys
tem may be expected to fire at least 50 shots between 
lamp failures. 

Additional lamp testing has been conducted on sam
ples selected from production runs by various manu

facturers. The samples are tested, two at a time, in a 
small reflecting cavity. The lamps in this small cavity 
can be run at a much higher repetition rate than can a 
complete head, so that a pair of lamps can be run to 
full expected life in a much shorter time. These tests 
will be used for statistically checking the lifetime of 
lamps and as a source of failure-rate data. 

Lamp Failure 
The laser designer requires an analytic expression 

for lamp wearout as a function of lamp loading in 
order to optimize Nd:glass laser systems by computa
tion.6 Experiments with 1.0-cm-diameter lamps have 
led to a failure law that can be expressed in the follow
ing fashion 7.8 

shots to failure = (E x /E)1 

where 

E x = aKdT,/2 (7 < (3 < 14), 

a being a parameter called the explosion parameter, 6 
the arc length in centimeters, d the inner lamp bore in 
centimeters, and T = (LC)'^ the nstural current pulse 
duration in seconds. The value of (3 is obtained by fit
ting to the failure curve to provide an analytic expres
sion for wearout. The failure points cluster along a 
straight line. The laser designer is most interested in 
the slope and level of the line between the 100-and 
10,000-shot points. The place where the line intersects 
the origin, the one-shot-to-failure value, defines the 
value a in the equation above. 

The value for a and the exponent (3 can usually be 
changed by a factor of 2 and still fit the data between 
the 100-shot life and the 10,000-shot life within exper
imental error. Thus the single-shot explosion energy is 
not a very valuable parameter for the laser designer. 
The wearout rate and the "infant mortality" rate are of 
greatest importance. As a result, in LLL in-house tests 
and outside contracts, emphasis has been placed on 
obtaining as much data as possible at the 100- and 
10,000-shot levels. 

Accurate explosion wearout data have been ob
tained on 1- and 1.9-cm-bore lamps with walls made 
of clear fused quartz, Germacil (titanium-doped quartz, 
made by Quartz et Silice, Inc.), and M-380 (cerium-
doped quartz, made by Amercil, Inc.). 

"Infant mortality" failure rates and long-term reli
ability data are most highly developed on 15-mm-bore 
lamps with clear-fused-quartz and Germacil walls (2-
mm wall thickness, 300-Torr xenon). 
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The test program has shown how important it is to 
characterize the conditions under which lamps are 
tested. Several important conditions are the following: 

1. All energies are measured at the lamp terminals 
(stored bank energy is not a useful concept). 

2. Explosion tests are set up to cause lamp failure 
to occur between the 100- and 10,000-shot points. 
Single-shot explosion energy is not a useful concept, 
and unexploded lamps do not provide useful data 
points. 

3. An "infant mortality" test should be used to 
eliminate improperly manufactured lamps from the 
tests. 

4. Lamp tests should be conducted in the appropri
ate atmosphere (nitrogen with < 2% oxygen for I.LL 
tests) and in a low-reflectivity environment to mini
mize self-loading effects. 

Lamp Breakage 
Many measurements have been made on the sensi

tivity of the lifetime of large-bore (>IO-mm bore) 
tlashlamps to changes in various parameters. 

High-energy testing (performed at EG & G, Inc.), 
which gave a lifetime of less than 50 shots, has shown 
that the expected .lifetime of 27-mm-bore lamps is 
most sensitive to a change in the fill pressure. Using 
the short-life formula described in the introduction, 
a blowup constant was derived and is plotted in 
Fig. 3-52. From this small data set it can be seen that 
lamp lifetime, in the short-life regime, is very depen
dent on gas pressure. 

Similar tests were made to deteimine the effect of 
varying the wall thickness of the lamp while keeping 
fill pressure constant. Figure 3-53 shows a plot of the 
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Pig. 3-53. Flashlamp blowup constant A versus wall thickness, 
with Till pressure constant (S = simmer made). 

blowup constant A as a function of wall thickness for 
lamps with :i 100-Toi, xenon till pressure. This plot 
indicates that A does not depend on wall thickness 
over the range tested. Because of high-voltage di
electric breakdown problems, all LLL lamps have a 
wall 2 mm or more in thickness. 

Because it is desirable to use ultraviolet-inhibiting 
quartz for the flashlamp envelope, studies were done 
to determine the effect on flashlamp life of using 
titanium-doped quartz (Germacil) and cerium-dGped 
quartz (M-380). 

The 10- and 19-mm-bore flashlamps were con
structed of clear fused quartz, Germacil quartz, or 
M-380 quartz. These lamps were then tested to explo
sion at the nominal 100- or 10,000-shot level. The 
results of tests performed with 100-Torr-xenon 19-by-
22-mm and 19-by-24-nmi lamps are shown in Fig. 3-54, 
with lamp energy as the vertical axis and lamp lifetime 
as the horizontal axis.* 

"Tests performed at ILC, Inc., and F.G & G, Inc. 
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Fig. J-52. Flashlamp blowup constant A versus pressure, de
rived using the short-life formula. 

Fig, 3-54. F.ffect on flashlamp life of using titanirm-doped 
quartz (Germacil) and cerium-deped quartz <M-380) 
for the ftashlamp envelope. Lamps were tested to 
explosion at the nominal 100- or 10,000-shot level. 
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Although the plots are shown extrapolated back to 
the single-shot explosion energy, the area of interest 
lies between the 100- and 10,000-shot lifetimes. Using 
the standard formula for calculating lifetime, 

shot life = (Ex/Ef=]4, 

where fcx is the single-shot explosion energy and E is 
the energy delivered to the lamp, we find that for 19-
mm-bore lamps ft* Hand E x = (l .7x IO4) 8d4(LC)'^. 

Note that these plots include data for lamps that 
reached the end of their li r- due to failure to trigger as 
well as envelope failure. The data also indicate that 
the blowup constant is about 10% smaller for 19-by-
22-nim Germacil lamps than it is for clear-fused-quartz 
lamps. Although there appears to be some reduction 
in lifetime, at a given energy, the Germacil lamps fol
low a well-defined wearout curve and could be used in 
LLL large-scale glass lasers. 

Figure 3-55 shows a wearout curve for a 10-by-
14-mm 450-Torr-xenon fiashlamp. This curve is well 
defined by the following values: 

N = ( E J E ) ^ 7 , 

E x = 2.2 x l O 4 ? ^ (3T = 500 us). 

The lamp can be satisfactorily used in disk-laser sys
tems. However, because of the lamp's small bore, the 
insulation in the encapsulated end connection is 
stressed more severely than it is in larger bore lamps. 
Some insulation failure has been caused by this prob
lem. 

Light Output versus Pressure 
Varying the lamp fill pressure causes the lamp radi

ative efficiency to vary. Measurements of light output 
were performed at both LLL and EG & G, Inc. 

ILC 10 X t4 mm. 4SO Tor 

The LLL experiment consisted of running a clear-
fused-quartz lamp (15 by 20 mm by 112 mm arc 
length) at various fill pressures while measuring a part 
of the lamp output with a calorimeter and with a 
fluorescence detector consisting of a carefully shielded 
photodiode looking at a piece of ED-2 glass.9 The re
sults of these tests showed a very broad output peak at 
about 300 Torr for the !5-mm-bore lamps used. 

A more comprehensive set of tests was done at 
EG & G, Inc., using an integrating sphere monitored by 
a fluorescence detector.'0 These tci.s looked at the 
relative fluorescence output voltage for lamps with 
1-, 1.9-, and 2.7-cm bores over a pressure range from 
50 to 1000 Torr. The results of these tests again indi
cated very broad peaks in the plot of relative fluores
cence voltage versus fill pressure. Figure 3-56 shows 
typical curves of fluorescence output voltage versus fill 
pressure for 19-mm-bore lamps. Figure 3-57 shows the 
results of EG & G and LLL experiments on the fill 
pressures giving optimum light output for 1-, 1.5-, 1.9-, 
and 2.7-cm bore lamps. 

The 15-mm-bore lamps presently used in the LLL 
gla-s-laser systems are filled to 300 Torr, which gives 
nearly the maximum pumping efficiency. Life tests on 
19-mm-bore lamps have been conducted at 100-Torr 
fill pressure, which provides 7% less light than the op
timum fill. An increase in pressure to 200 Torr would 
provide maximum light output with very little effect 
on lamp life. 

Flashlamp-Wall Material 
The mechanical deterioration of laser cavities is 

caused primarily by flashiamp radiation. The intense 
radiation loading on the interior metal surfaces causes 
entities such as small inclusions, fragments, and dust 
particles to heat and explode. These fragments, if they 
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Fig. 3-55. Woaroui curve for a IO-by-14-nim, 450-Torr xenon 
ftashlamp. 

Fig. 3-56. Typical curves of peak fluorescence output voltage 
from 1%-doped glass versus fill pressure for a lamp 
with a l9-mmbore<pufoe width 500 *JS). 
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fluorescence output voltage versus bore diameter 
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originally rested on the laser glass surfaces, cause pits 
to develop on the glass, thus impairing the laser beam 
quality. It is possible by choosing an appropriate 
flashlamp-wall material to reduce the optical-radiation 
loading by 15 to 20% without impairing the laser oper
ation. Below 3600 A, flashlamp radiation is not useful 
for puni^ng ED-2 laser glass. Ultraviolet radiation 
constitutes 15 to 20% of the absolute flashlamp out
put and an even larger share of the materials loading. 
The additional loading occurs because materials are less 
reflective to ultraviolet light than to visible and in
frared light. 

Cerium, introduced inlo the fused silica of flash-
lamp-will material, can greatly reduce the radiation 
output below 3600 A. Table 3-9 shows the total out
put of several ultraviolet-absorbing wall materials rela
tive to a standard clear-fused-quartz lamp. In this ex
periment a calorimeter" was used to measure the 
output from a flaslilamp section 3 cm long. A 
Tektronix digital processing oscilloscope connected to 
a PDP-11 computer was used t integrate the current-
voltage waveforms to determine the energy input to 
the lamp. The ratio of lamp output to energy input 
was compared with that for a typical clear-fused-quartz 
flashlamp. The titanium-doped quartz reduced the 
ultraviolet emission by 5%, and the fused silica doped 
with C e 3 + reduced the output by 20%. If part of the 
Ce^ + is oxidized to Ce^ + , the lamp wall becomes even 
more opaque to ultraviolet radiation in the 2300-A 
region, and the amount of ultraviolet absorbed in
creases to 23%. 

In a cerium-doped-quartz lamp, the walls may be 
more heavily loaded by the absorbed ultraviolet radia-
tio . than in a clear-fused-quartz lamp; thus She possi
bility exists that the explosion limits and wearout time 
of this lamp would decrease. Experiments have been 
conducted by 1LC, Inc., to measure the explosion 
limits of flashlamps with bores of 10 by 14 and 19 by 
24 mm. Under normal laser operating conditions, the 
lifetime of cerium-doped-quartz la.-p« is identical with 
that of Germacil or clear-fused-quartz lamps. 

Initial studies showed that cerium-doped quartz 
may form color centers more easily than does normal 
clear fused quartz. This may be caused by too low a 
cerium concentration in the material. Studies are being 
performed to measur? the degree and rate of color-
center formation. At present, cerium-doped quartz is 
being used in the LLL Janus laser system. A reduc
tion in optomechanical deterioration has been noted. 

Table 3-9. Total output obtained with various ultraviolet-absorbing wall materials3 , 

Lamp wall 
material 

Energy to 
lamp (kJ) Signal 

Signal normalized 
relative to CFQb 

CFQB 

Germacilc 

Standard M-380d 

Converted M-3806 

Supracir 

4.99 
5.03 
S.03 
4.98 
5.14 

1.33 
1.27 
1.073 
1.06 
1.40 

1.0 
0.95 
0.80 
0.77 
1.02 

'Experimental conditions: flashlamp wilh 56-cm arc length, 1-cm bore, 450-Torr Xe; l m a x 

"Clear fused quartz. 
cTitanium-doped quartz (Quartz et Silice, Inc.). 
^Cerium-doped quartz (Amercil, Inc.). 
eCerium-doped quartz with part of the Ce 3 + oxidized to Ce*+. 
'Very pure silica (Amercil, Inc.). 

= 3kA/cm2;3T = 916^s. 
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Flashlamp Encapsulated End Conneclions 
One of the most important engineering problems 

involved in the use of large numbers of flashlamps is 
the development of encapsulated high-voltage end 
connections that can withstand the high electrical 
stress put on lamp connections during triggering. Trig
gering is accomplished by using the capacitor bank 
turn-on transient, which can double the main supply 
voltage to 40 kV. Thus, the high-voltage conneclions 
on the ends of the lamps must be able to withstand this 
voltage. The problem is made nun.' difficult by the u«-
of lamp seal techniques that employ an external solder 
wai. In this design the electric field between the seal 
outer diameter and the outer metal sleeve of the end 
connector is high. The solder-seal lamp also has much 
more of a surfac" leakage problem across the quartz 
than does the reentrant style of seal. Figures 3-58a and 
b show details of the insulation requirements for these 
two seal types. 

In addition to the need for high-voltage standoff, 
the lamp connections and high-voltage wire mf ! carry 
high peak currents. This requires that a good braze 
joint be made between the conductor of the high-
voltage wire and the lamp electrode conductor. A suit
able high-voltage wire for use on large-bore flashlamps 
was found to be a stranded No. 12 conductor sur
rounded by a larger diameter, smooth conducting layer 
enclosed in a flexible dielectric. If the flexible dielec
tric material is not tough enough, the wire can be en
closed in a flexible fiber-glass braid to protect it against 
abrasions and nicks from rough handling. 

— H191, Moi»9v tawe ha'd » i » ' ion 

Fig. 3-58. Typical insulated end for two types of flashlamps: 
(a) solder-seal type; (b) reentrant-seal type. 

Fig. 3-59. Flashlamp end connections in a typical installation. 

In tests with large numbers of lamps, most failures 
in lamp performance have occurred because of im
proper brazing, electrical breakdown inside the metal 
shield, or seal punctures. Very few failures can be 
traced to flashlamp-envelope failures. Additional tests 
have been implemented to detect early insulation fail
ure. A 60-kV Hi-Pot test shows up improperly insula
ted end connections and kose brazes. Long-term 
deterioration of the wire braze shows up as a failure in 
the insulation system at a later time. The "infant 
mortality" tests do not reveal this delect. Fortunately, 
the damage is not catastrophic, and the damaged lamp 
ctn be simply replaced. 

Figure 3-59 show* details of the flashlamp end 
connections in a typical installation. Figure 3-60 
shows a complete amplifier head with flashlamps. 

Triggering 

Operational flashlamps are triggered by the transient 
occurring when the capacitor bank is switched. No 
separate ionizer circuit is used. In order to study 
triggering, a trigger test circuit was used that produced 
a trigger pulse similar to the turn-on transient of the 
main capacitor bank. The much smaller trigger test 
setup could then be used for a rapid check of trigger
ing behavior. Figure 3-61 is;i schematic drawing of the 
test circuii. 
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Fi£. 3-60. Complete amplifier head with flashlamps installed. 
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I ig. .1-61. I la>liliinip triggering test circuit. 
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The flashlamp triggering mech.'iism consists of an 
initial breakdown from one electrode to the inside wall 
surface, followed by a streamer that propagates along 
the wall toward the other electrode. Because of the 
relatively large distance between the electrodes, the 
trigger process is not very sensitive to voltage between 
the electrodes but is instead very sensitive to the elec
tric field between the triggering electrode and the local 
ground. It is therefore important to have a ground 
plane close to the flashlamp to ensure reliable trigger
ing. In the amplifier heads used at LLL, this is done by 
mounting the polished-metal reflectors about 2 to 3 
mm from the flashlamps. Figure 3-62 shows trigger 
levels versus distance between the outside of the 
flashlamp and the metal ground plane for three series 
pairs of lamps, each from a different vendor. 

Trigger tests were done to measure the energy 
needed to form a trigger streamer. Because the 
voltage on the triggered electrode remains nearly con
stant during the trigger-propagation time, it was 
possible to measure the current and compute the 
energy put into a trigger streamer. This energy was 
about 160 mJ for 224 cm of arc lengtJi in a 15-mm-
bore lamp filled to 450 Torr. 

In addition to trigger tests done on one or two 
lamps, a comparative test was done to determine the 
effect on triggering of 10,000 shots. Data on minimum 
trigger levels were taken on lamps with 20 x 15 mm 
bore and 112 cm arc length, both before and after a 
10,000-shot life test. No significant change in trigger 
characteristics occurred during the 10,000 shots. 

In order to provide the best possible flashlamp 
design for use in the LLL laser systems, expertise was 
solicited from flashlamp manufacturers. The advice, 
test facilities, and creativity of the personnel at 
EG & G, Inc., ILC, Inc., and the Xenon Corporation, 
have been invaluable in developing large-bore flash-
lamps to the present state of performance. Much of 
the information flow was accomplished via LLL con
tractual arrangements. A bibliography of contract 
reports is included at the end of this section. 
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Fig. 3-62. Trigger levels versus distance between the outside 
and the metal ground plane for three series pairs 
of flastilamps. 

Data Management and Machine Control 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS • 

Data management and machine control are philo
sophically separate, but closely related, topics in the 
design of a large laser irradiation facility. The general 

data-management problem is to provide hardware, 
software, and data-taking procedures and structures 
such that archived data from different data takers may 
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be efficiently recalled and correlated. The general-
machine control problem is to implement a control 
structure-again a mixture of hardware, programming, 
and procedures-during the construction, debugging, 
and use of the facility without compromising its 
evolution from a laser under test to an operational 
irradiation facility. For example, the data-taking and 
maclune-control capability that is appropriate for the 
small-signal gain characterization of an amplifier is 
quite different from that needed for a full-power 
irradiation shot; yet it is necessary to consider both 
activities in system design. Figure 3-63 is intended to 
convey a "broad-brush" o. .rview of the Shiva system 
from the viewpoint of data management and machine 
control. The salient features are primary and backup 
control systems, multiple data-link centra! processing 
units (Cl'ijs), and a major effort toward standardized 
(therefore shareable) hardware and software. 

The functional requirements discussed here are 
(I) the collecting, checking, formatting, and at least a 
quick-look display of the diagnostic data of the 
facility; (2) the assistance of the control-room staff in 
monitoring preshot and postshot facility status; (3) the 
storage and retrieval of shot records; (4) the provision 
for a programmed alternative to certain manual laser 
control paths; (5) the maintenance of a data base; and 
(6) the supervisory control of the pointing and align
ment system. 

Table 3-10 is a baseline list of the category and 
amount of information involved in the operation of ihe 
laser-seen as a photon amplifier whose pu.pose is to 
deliver energy lo a target chamber. 

Figure 3-64 is a conceptual "diagnostics space" for 
laser-plasma interaction; there are numerous entries in 
each general area, particularly "photons (time-
integrated, monoenergetic, spatially resolved)," and 
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Fig. 3-63. Shiva system data management and machine control. 
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"x-rays (time-integrated, spatially integrated, energy 
resolved)." The total number of bits of information 
contained, even with conservative estimates for the 
information density of photographic diagnostics, may 
easily exceed bits per shot. 

The on-line acquisition of this amount of data, in 
real time, is certainly neither possible nor desirable; 
consequently data management in the Shiva system 
will employ a variety of local temporary storage 
techniques and will record large amounts of image 
data directly on film. Camac sample-and-hold modules 
and data-reduction techniques, as used in the Janus 

DESIGN APPROACH AND EQUIPMENT EVALUATION 

Data Management 
Data-processing machinery is required to (I) acquire 

the sheer volume of diagnostic data required, (2) sub
sequently process the raw data (e.g., millivolts) into 
diagnostic units (e.g., joules), and (3) archive the 
results into a historical performance record for later 
retrieval and correlation. Our philosophy is not 
to attempt to do all required digital manipulation 
with one central CPU, but to allow multiple pro
cessors, recognizing that some (e.g., the target-chamber 
CPU) will have to be functional and on line for 
a successful shot, others (e.g., the pointing system) 
will be deliberately frozen just before a shot, and 
others (the central monitor) may, by the system 
design, be nonfunctional for some larger time before 
and after a shot without jeopardizing its success. 

"Mini" CPUs of moderate complexity will be used, 
since it is planned that the facilities of the massive LLL 
central computer complex will be used for large-scale 
number-crunching, sophisticated displays, and correla
tion of intershot parameters. Standards have been 
established for the make and model of the CPUs, the 
applications software language (Foitran), and the 
interfacing hardware (Camac). Distributed computa
tion is encouraged to reduce dependence on the CPU 
and software. Converting the analog signal from a 
process transducer (e.g., millivolt? from a calorimeter) 
to a digital signal as close to the transducer as pos
sible — or using a digital transducer — is a great ad
vantage. Digital transmission has a greater noise 
immunity and, even more importantly, allows con
venient local control and storage, thereby reducing the 
dependence of the whole system on a single central 
controller. 

An example of this approach is the calorimeter-
digital memory interface module, shown in Fig. 3-65. 
The calorimeter output signal is a slowly varying low 

laser facility, will be used wherever possible. Direct 
conversion of camera outputs by photodiode or charge 
coupled device arrays will be used where effective, as 
these techniques become available.* A fundamental 
consideration in these efforts is that even a smail sec
tion of an interesting piece of film may contain 
10 3 x 10 3 x SO bits of information. The pattern-
recognition, digitization, and data-reduction problems 
are clearly awesome. 

•Currently under study and development by other 
groups in the Program. 

voltage. It is sampled once per second for 60 samples 
(30 before and 30 after a shot) and can be recon
structed to give a measure of deposited energy. For 
one or two laser chains, the calorimeter amplifier can 
be directly connected to the control room, but for 20 
chains this becomes considerably less desirable. Analog 
multiplexing places considerable dependence on the 
multiplexer hardware and increases the bandwidth 
requirements. Also, if more calorimeters are added, the 
bandwidth requirements rise directly and affect 
expandability, which was considered a primary system 
guideline. 

The Camac module, shown in Fig. 3-65, digitizes a 
sample once a second and puts the result into a 
64-word memory, which overflows the oldest data. 
Digitization starts when power is turned on and stops 
32 samples after the "fire" pulse is delivered, by CPU-
independent coaxial cable, to the front panel. The 
memory may then be read out entirely asynchronously, 
through the Camac dataway (described later) to the 
control room. Even if the CPU, or anything in the 
information-transfer chain, has failed, the data are 
retained and may be retrieved on an x-y recorder 
through the digital-to-analog converter following the 
memory. This path may also be used to check out the 
module before a shot, using one of the patch-panel 
coaxial cables bussed along the laser arm. 

Machine Control 

To place a facility under computer control, without 
the option of m; .,;' control, demands an imme
diate, large commitment in hardware and a larger 
one in programming efforts since the facility and 
computer programs must be planned to handle all 
eventualities and contingencies. Debugging the com
puter programs must occur simultaneously with 
debugging the facility. In the Shiva system, the 
risks are minimized by using manual control for initial 
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Fig. 3-65. Canuc calorimeter-digital memory interface module. 

installation, debug, and system characterization (and 
later fallback operation). From the first, all system 
controls are designed to be interfaced through the 
Camac system to the control and advisory CPU. As an 
example, a control panel is provided in the central 
control room to permit manual entry of power-supply 
setting points (the power supplies are used to charge 
capacitor energy-storage banks and consequently to set 
laser power levels). The manual-entry panel is so 
designed that it may be functionally deleted by one 
muttipole relay and replaced in function by a Camac 
interface module when the system becomes charac
terized to the extent that programmed automatic 
setting of the power supplies is desired. Moreover, the 
digital delay generators, used for the time-staged firing 
of the capacitor banks, are themselves Camac modules 
that by design can be set either manually from the 

front panel or by program control tlirough the CPU-
interface dataway. 

A final example, shown in Fig. 3-66, is perhaps 
tfr? clearest example of (he intended interrelationship 
between the manual-hardwired and CPU-related aspects 
of the control philosophy. The figure shows a set of 
series-connected single-pole switches connected by one 
twisted pair to a hard-wired permissive interlock in the 
control room. In one application, each switch is associ
ated with one capacitor bank. In another application, 
the lamp integrity check, it is associated with one pair 
of lamps. In the first instance, switch closure indicates 
that the bank is charged. In the second instance, it 
indicates that lamp integrity has been verified. The 
number of loops for the whole laser could vary 
between the extreme cases of one switch per loop 
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Fig. 3-66. Camac switch-monitor interface module. 

(1100 loops) or one loop of 1100 switches. A compro
mise solution is clearly desirable, in fact, each loop will 
represent the number of circuits in a laser amplifier 
module. The hardwired loop then provides (he positive 
protection desired, by stopping the shot immediately 
if a bank breaks down or fails to charge due to a blown 
fuse. This is essentially a yes/no (or I-bit) transfer a! 
maximum information rate. As shown in Fig. 3-66, a 
Camac switclKlosure-monitor module, out in the bank 
area, then can be asynchronously interrogated and the 
particular offender identified for repair. A similar 
scheme, differing only in that the switch-monitor 
module is strobed, is used in the pulsed-ionization lamp 
check system to verify lamp-circuit integrity. 

Figure 3-67 is a simplified view of the data-transfer 
paths in the Camac interfacing system. The parallel-

branch highway can service seven crates but is limited 
to the control room. The control room "crates" house 
the serial highway drivers (seven serial highways per 
crate), which can communicate, at a maximum bit rate 
of 5 MHz, with a maximum of 62 crates, each serial 
highway using only two twisted pairs. An inherent dis
advantage of serial communication-a slower transfer 
rate than that obtained with parallel communication-
is overcome when, as in the present case, the system is 
designed to transfer the last "go/no go" information 
along the fastest pathway and the maintenance infor
mation along another, slower one. The outstanding ad
vantage of the serial system is that it drastically reduces 
the number of long-run cables, allowing the econom
ical use of more sophisticated signal-conditioning 
methods (noise immunity, ground isolation) on each 
wire pair penetrating the control room. 
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION , 

Shiva is a large system, involving a year simply in the 
construction phase. Total system debug time can be 
reduced to the extent that significantly large func
tional modules are brought up and checked out off 
line. The examples cited above were chosen to show 
the functional modularity of a large part of the data 
acquisition and control hardware. It is further 
intended that techniques such as structured pro
gramming be used to benefit the functional modularity 
(and therefore the phased and orderly checkout) of 
the software. 

The Camac system of interfacing is particularly 
adapted to our intended approach of module-by-
module facility integration since Camac subsystem 

controllers, which in normal operation communicate 
with the central processor, are themselves plug-in func
tional modules and may be replaced with plug-in 
manual control modules for off-line troubleshooting. 
The expandability of the Camac (over 69,000 func
tional plug-in module slots are possible in the system) 
allows straightforward addition of controlled functions 
and digitally acquired diagnostic data. 

Finally, the mode of system integration is to bring 
the facility up initially under manual control, with 
automation of as much of the diagnostics data acquisi
tion as possible, phasing into programmed control as it 
is warranted by developing system characterization and 
reliability. 
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Introduction 

The LLL Laser-Fusion Program Reports for 1973 
show that virtually all of the solid-state laser compo
nents had been designed, and virtually all of them 
through the 8 aperture tested, by the end of 1973. 
Since then, the integration, test, and operation of the 
Cyclops and Janus systems 'tave demonstrated that 
improvements in the oscillator and disk amplifiers are 
necessary. Furthermore, beam-propagation experi
ments and theoretical studies have led to a more com
plete and correct understanding of the propagation of 
high-intensity coherent light through solids; this in turn 
has permitted optimal-staging, calculations (for the 
maximization of focusable power) to be performed. 
These calculations have shown the need for high-power 
spatial filters and larger aperture rod amplifiers; in 
addition, the Shiva system will require components 
with aperture sizes that differ significantly from the 
present A (35-mm), B (85-mm), and C (200-mm) clear 
apertures. We foresee that component development 
will be very active at least through 1975. 

During 1974, our accomplishments have included 
the following: 

1. Incremental improvements in the passively-mode-
locked oscillator design. 

2. Development of the novel and more reliable dual-
modulation mode-locked oscillator through the "bread
board" stage. 

3. Theoretical studies of mi hods of obtaining 
laser outputs with prescribed temporal pulse shapes. 

4 . Development of processes and hardware for 
obtaining laser outputs with prescribed spatial beam 
profiles. 

5. Conceptual design of iarfjer aperture u-d ampli
fiers. 

6. Incremental improvement, and progress toward 
major improvements, in solid edge claddings for 
amplifier disks. 

7. Development of a successful liquid edge cladding 
for amplifier disks. 

8. Test and integration of C components and test 
of a D amplifier module. 

9. Detailed-layout design of clean disk amplifiers. 

Oscillator Development 
The mode-locked oscillator used in Cyclops and 

Janus is. to our knowledge, the world's best in 
terms of long-term stability, reliability, and repro
ducibility. Nevertheless, it would be of marginal utility 

including material selection and {to a moderate extent) 
processing. 

10. Conceptual design of a B-aperture Pockels cell. 
11. Development and integration of a B-aperture 

spatial filter. 

During 1975, wc plan to accomplish the following: 

1. Development, test, and integration of a "hard
ened" version of the dual-modulation oscillator 

2. Development and characterization of pulse-
shaping hardware. 

3. Commercialization of apodizin1! apertures. 
4. Development, test, and integration of 4-cm-

aperture and larger rod amplifiers. 
5. Development of greatly improved solid edge clad

dings. 
6. Development, test, and integration of clean, high-

gain disk amplifiers of various apertures. 
7. Development, test, and integration of hardware 

for preventing significant amplified spontaneous emis
sion and prepulsc "sidelobes" from reaching the lasar-
fusion target. 

8. Development ai d integration of high-intensity 
spatial filters in addilic ,ial sizes. 

It is perhaps worth mentioning here that we are nu( 
duplicating component-development work or hardware 
that are available elsewhere in the world. Although 
seemingly similar components (e.g., rod and disk 
amplifiers) are commercially available and are pre
sented as capable of handling the energy levels we are 
using, they are far from being capable of providing the 
focusable power we require from a given aperture. The 
LLL-designed components must be and are suitable for 
use with --30-FS pulses, and their performance becomes 
excellent when used with nanosecond pulses; in con
trast, commercial units provide acceptable performance 
only in the latter regime. This point is discussed in 
more detail later in this section, under "Disk Amplifi
ers." It should also be noted that we have made and 
will continue to make progress in commercializing 
hardware that we have developed to fully acceptable 
levels, and every effort is being made t^ transfer this 
hardware capability into the commercial (industrial) 
community. 

for use in Argus and is probably submarginal for Shiva. 
The incremental and major modifications we are 
developing in response to these limitations are de
scribed below. 
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Fig. 4-1. Fifty-ohm laser triggered spark gap. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN PASSIVELY-MODE-LOCKED OSCILLATORS 

One reason the single switched-out oscillator pulse 
lacks reproducibility from shot to shot is triggering 
jitter in the laser-triggered spark gap (LTSG) that 
drives the switchout. We have therefore designed 
and constructed (but not yet integrated) an LTSG that 
is well matched Jo the 50-ohm input and output, has a 
much shorter focal length for the triggering light than 
the unit currently used, and is capable of operating 
at nearly twice the pressure of the existing unit. The 
new gap is based on the work of Milam et a!.' and of 
Bettis and Guenther.2 The LLL design is shown in 
Fig. 4-1. 

Effort in a second area was motivated by the obser
vation that arc wander from shot to shot in the 
oscillator flashlamps can affect the distribution of 
stored energy in the laser rod, and hence the buildup 
process for mode-locked pulse trains, unless the arc 
fills the flashlamp bore.* 

The lamps were flashed with 9.5-J, critically 
damped pulses, with a 100-mA "simmer" current 
between pulses. The lamp bores were 3 , 4 , and 5 mm; 
the arc lengths were 2.0 and 2.5 in.; the fill pressures 
were 150, 300, and 450 Torr; the fill gases were 
xenon and krypton; and the nominal pulse lengths 
(3T-time) were 90, !20, and 150 jus. These para
meters cover the ranges of interest for pumping the 
0.2SO-by-3-in. Nd:YAG laser rod in the dual-afocal-
ellipse laser head used in the current LLL mode-locked 
oscillator. The 3-mm-bore 2.5-in.-arc lamp filled with 
450 Torr of xenon and operated with 3T = 150 jis 
was the best of the tested lamps; the luminous arc 
filled about 85% of the bore diameter at the peak and 
filled at least 67% of the bore diameter from 45 /us 
until 170 IK after triggering. Tiiere were no large 
differences in arc size except when a krypton fill was 

A flash-pumped, Q-switehed, mode-locked Nd:YAG 
laser oscillator employing simultaneous active (electro-
optic) and passive (saturable absorber) loss modulation 
within (he cavity has been developed through the 
proof-of-conccpt stage. This "dual modulation" oscil
lator can produce pulses ranging from ~40 ps to ~5 ns 
in duration; we anticipate that this oscillator can be 
combined with a suitable single-pulse selector to pro
vide switched-out single pulses of greatly improved 
reproducibility and stability compared with all other 
systems providing such short pulses. 

Table 4-1. Cyclops oscillator pe r fo rmance____ 

April 1 through 
Data interval May 30,1974 

Number of shots 110 
Anomalous shots: 

No output pulse 
Double output pulse 
Rate (%) 

5 
2 
6.4 

Energy range8 (mJ) 0.6-3.4 
Mean energy (mJ) 2.2 
Median energy (mJ) 2.3 
Energy standard deviation 

(% of mean) 18.6 
Nominal pulse duration (ps) ISO 
Duration standard deviation (%) ~ 2 0 

Excluding anomalous pulses. 

used: under the same conditions given above, the 
luminous arc filled only about 67% of the bore at the 
peak. 

Finally, we note that the operator's learning curve 
affects the long-term output reproducibility. The 
results described in Ref. 3, which were obtained during 
Cyclops test and integration in late 1973, should be 
compared with those presented in Table 4-1; the data 
were obtained with the same laser and switchout. 

T h e experimental work was performed at ILC 
Technology by R. Maynard and H. Sowers under LLL 
Purchase Order No. 5707605. 

Most present-day flash-pumped mode-locked oscil
lators utilize a saturable absorber for Q-switching and 
mode locking. Such passively mode-locked oscillators 
have been brought to a high level of development,^ 
but they are prone to inherent statistical variations.5-7 
Synchronous active modulation has been tried as a 
replacement for the bleachable-dye approach, 8' 9 but 
this scheme has not succeeded in producing pulse dura
tions of less than ~250 ps. A priori, one would expect 
a combination of these two approaches to provide the 
short pulses achievable with dyes while retaining the 

AN ACTIVE/PASSIVE MODE-LOCKED LASER OSCILLATOR 
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stability and reproducibility associated with the syn
chronously driven systems. 

Hausherr et al.6 show that, at the end of the non
linear phase of pulse formation in an oscillator with 
passive mode locking (only), the probability of there 
being two pulses in the resonator that have an inten
sity ratio between D (0 < D < 1) and unity is given by 

W(D) = 'A [m<] - ° A > - l ] , (1) 

where m is the number of oscillating axial modes at the 
end of the linear phase of pulse formation and also the 
average number of noise pulses (maxima) in the reso
nator" and 

A = 2(a - y - KQ)IKQ. (2) 

In Equation 2, a is the average gain coefficient during 
the linear phase of pulse formation, Krj is the initial 
absorption coefficient of the saturable absorber, and 
y is the linear feedback coefficient. !"• ' 1 The term y 
is commonly called the linear loss coefficient, which it 

is not. This confusing nomenclature appears to have 
been promulgated in Wagner and Lengyel.11 In this 
case, m « t r t Av * 2 t r t 8n 2/JTT, where t r t is the reso
nator round-trip transit time, Ac is the spectral width 
of oscillation, and T is the pulse duration. 

For the active/passive case we need be concerned 
only with the probability of there being two pulses in 
the resonator within the temporal "window" of the 
active modulator. As a first approximation, we assume 
that the window is rectangular with duration t w ; then 
in Equation 1 we replace W with W' and m with m' 
(m'« t w Ac » t m / r . where t m is the minimum pulse 
duration achieved with no dye in the solvent). 

In practice, one wants to operate with values of A 
for which W'(D) is acceptable [but W(D) would not 
necessarily be] for operation "near" the Wagner-
Lengyel optimum point'2 (y/a =» 0.28) without com
ponent damage 13 or anomalous pulse trains' and with
out replacing or adjusting the output reflector. Figures 
4-2 and 4-3 show that the dual-modulation system pro
vides a smaller spurious pulse rate than the passive sys
tem and also smaller variations in that rate as a result 
of variations in A and r. 

W(D) —passive only 
> W <D) ——passive and 
'"-^ active 

A = 0.1 

W(D) 
W'(D) 

0.0 

W(D) = \ [<2tr, In 2 /7rr ) ( 1 D ^' - l ] 

W(D) = \ £ ( t m / r , l i - D S i . , ] 

A = 0.03 

A = 0.01 

t r t = 10 ns 
t m = 0.25 ns 
T = 0.10 ns 

A = 0.001 
A= 0.001 

-50.0 -40.0 -30.0 -20.0 
10 log 1 0D 

-10.0 0.0 

;. 4-2. Probabilities of "extra" pulses of intensity ratio D for various values of the discriminati m parameter 2. Dashed lines are 
for the dual-modulation oscillator. 
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0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

T 0.2 

I 
0.1 

0.0 

r = 0.25 ns 

W(D) — passive only 
W ( D | — — passive and 
>k active 

T = 0.15 ns 

T = 0.25 ns 

1 
W(D) = ^ [(2t, ( In 2/-r)" D ' ' - l] 

(D) = ][>„,/»'">*» • l] 

X T = 0.05 ns 

J_ 
-50.0 40.0 -30.0 -20.0 

1 0 l o g 1 0 D — * 

-10.0 0.0 

t „ = 10 ns 
t m = 0.25 ns 
-\ = 0.035 

Fig. 4-3. Probabilities of "extra" pulses of intensity ratio D for various values of the pulse duration r. Dashed lines are for the 
dual-modulation oscillator. 

The experimental dual-modulation oscillator oper
ates as a synchronously driven optical resonator. In-
tracavity spontaneous emission is gated symmetrically 
in time by a specially designed fast-switching Pockels 
cell,'^ which is utilized to provide first Q-switching 
and then 100% loss modulation in synchronism with 
the pulse round-trip time in the cavity. A bleachable 
dye (EK-9740 in 1,2-dichloroethane) of variable con
centration provides a higher effective modulation 
depth (when required for shorter pulses than can be 
obtained with the Pockels ceil only) and additional 
suppression of interpulse noise. Frequency-selective 
elements and control of overall system gain (i.e., num
ber of round trips) are combined to limit the spectral 
bandwidth of oscillation. 

A diagram of the active/passive oscillator is shown 
in Fig. 4-4; the Pockels-cell driving waveform is indi
cated in the inset. For pulse durations in the range 
40 ps ̂ r < 250 ps, the Pockels cell is gated as rapidly 
as possible, and the longer pulses are obtained by 
decreasing the allowed spectral bandwidth or increasing 
the dye transmission from the values appropriate to the 

shorter pulses. We refer to this region as the "short 
pulse" regime for the oscillator. For pulse durations 
in the "long pulse" range, 250 ps < T < 5 ns, no dye is 
used or required (only solvent), and the longer pulses 
are obtained by decreasing the allowed spectral band
width and degrading the Pockels-cell transmission rise 
time from the values appropriate for shorter pulses. 

Figure 4-5 shows the output pulses from the oscil
lator system with no dye in the cell and with the 
Pockels cell adjusted to produce ~l-ns pulses. The 
photographs on the bottom of Fig. 4-5 show the 
results for the system with insufficient frequency 
selection imposed on the cavity. In the right photo
graph on the bottom, we see an asymmetrical pulse on 
the cathode-ray-tubc trace. In the center, a high-
resolution streak-camera trace shows distinct amplitude 
modulation with a S5-ps period: the left photograph, 
taken from a Fabry-r'erot etalon, contirms the multi-
mode spectral content from the pulse. 

By contrast, the same data taken with proper 
system adjustment show a smooth, time-symmetrical 
pulse, a smooth streak trace, and a single, narrow 
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To trigger 
supply 

High pressure 
N- spark gap 

PFN cable 
Length = L 

To bias 
supply 

\ 
Rear Pockets Glan 
reflector cell polarizer 

Pockels cell voltage waveform 

Time 

0.64 X 76 mm double brewster 
flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG rod 

Dye out 

/ 
1 

Aperture Etalon Flowing dye 
cell/output 
reflector 

7 
f 

Dye in 

Pig. 4 4 . Dual-modulation oscillator schematic. 

Fig. 4-S. Output pulses from the dual-modulation oscillator. Upper photos show characteristics of transform-limited case: lower 
photos show characteristics of modulated case resulting from inadequate frequency selectivity; sec text. 
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Fig. 4-6 Measured output-pulse duration as a function of 
small-signal dye transmission parametrized by etalon 
thickness. Etalon reflectivity in all cases was 26% 
per surface. 

0.8 0 7 OG 
Small tigtul dye itamiimuMi 

spectral line on the Fabry-Pe'rot etalon. Careful 
measurements of these and other data confirm the 
transform-limited characteristics of the pulses from 
this system. 

Figure 4-6 shows the measured output-pulse dura
tion (FWHM) in the short-pulse regime of the oscillator 

as a function of small-signal dye transmission. The 
curves are parametrized according to etalon thickness 
for the etalons used in the experiments (26% reflec
tivity per surface). Pulses as short as ~20 ps have been 
observed in our system. 

A preliminary discussion of this work has been 
tvblished elsewhere.'^ 

Pulse And Beam Shaping 

Laser-driven fusion requires targets and temporal 
irradiance profiles that are tailored to each other; thus 
the capability of providing a wide variety of laser-pulse 
shapes implies that a large region of target-parameter 

space is accessible to experimental investigation. Fur
thermore, the optica! components between the oscilla
tor and the target impose spatial and temporal restric
tions and variations on the nominal laser output. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF SHAPES-PULSE STUDY*, 

The motivation for this study was the desirability of 
a laser output with a specific and precise temporal 
shape.' 6 , 1 ' This work is described in detail in Ref. 18 
and summarized in Ref. 19. 

The pulse that was to be approximated has a tem
poral variation of intensity given by 

ttt) = l 0 ( l - t / r r l 5 / 8 ( 0 £ i £ < M n s ) . 

saturable-absorbcr array with a Pockels cell and the 
same arrangement without a Pockels cell. Figures 4-7 
and 4-8 are diagrams of the proposed ihapers and the 
shaper outputs (which, as shown, approximate the de
sired shapes within about 10%). The calculations are 
based on the following assumptions: 

I. The "signal" beam is too weak to perturb the 
system. 

where the "collapse time" is r * 9.45 ns: of course, the 
techniques described here arc applicable to a wide vari
ety of shapes. After an initial study of a number of 
approaches to pulse shaping, two were selected for de
tailed study: pulse shaping by an optically gated 

*This study was performed by G. A. Massey and 
R. A. F.lliott of the Oregon Graduate Center under 
LLL Subcontract No. 4156905. 
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fig. 4-7. Pulse shaping without a Pockcls veil. The solid curve shows the required transmiltanee: the data points indicate the 
transmittance of a system with three dye cells. 

Table 4-2. Unbleached transmittarrce and gate 
intensity for three dye cells' — — 

Cell 
Unbleached 

trinsmittmce W ( M W / c m ' 
O.i 
0.05 
0.01 

1.74 s 10"' expU.1l) 
0.024lexp(4.37(t-8>l 

12.46 exp{-|<t-9.S44>/0.173| 2} 

'Calculations for Tm - 2 ns. I s j „ = IgexpOM), where t is in 
nanoseconds. 

Table 4-3. Unbleached transmittance and gate 
intensity for a Pockels cell and two 
d y e - * " * 1 

Dye 
CeU 

Unbleached 
transmiltance 'gate • M W / c m > 

1 0.05 0.0295 exp[4(l - 8)| 
2 0.01 11.46 exp { - [<| - 9.544)/0.173)2 } 

Pockets-cell retardation (radians) 
r = 0.4 + 0.05 (t - 4) + 2.8 sin 2 |!T(! - 6)/20| 

'Calculations for r o r = 2 ns. I sj„ = Ip exp(t/4), where t is in 
nanoseconds. 
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Fig. 4-8. Pulse shaping with a Pockets cell. The solid curve shows the required Iransmitlance: the data points indicate the trans-
mittancc of a system consisting of a Pockcls ceil and two dye cells. 

2. 7 he orientational (rotational) relaxation time of 
the dye molecules is T0r = 3jjV/kT, where T? is the shear 
viscosity of the medium and V is the "volume" of the 
molecule. 

3. The signal and gating beams are polarized in the 
same direction. 

4. The dye's absorption cross section and excited-
state lifetime are appropriate to nickel-complex dyes in 
various solvents, o « 10"'" cm- and r = 5 ns. 

5. The signal pulse has an exponential leading edge, 
whereas the gating pulses have exponential or Gaussian 
leading edges. 

6. The voltage waveform on the Pnckels cell is a 
combination of a linear ramp with a sinusoid. 

Numerical calculations then led to the data pre
sented in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. Values for T o r = 1/3 ns 

and for ror = •» have also been calculated, but they 
differ only slightly and are not presented here. 

We see from Tables 4-2 and 4-3 that we require an 
exponential signal pulse with a 4-ns time constant, an 
exponential gating pulse with a 230- or 250-ps time 
constant, a Gaussian gating pulse with a 290-ps-FWHM 
time constant, and possibly an exponential gating 
pulse with a 91 Ops time constant. The construction 
and synchronism of such inputs have been consid-
e r c d . 18 .19 

Each dye cell is about 1 cm along the signal beam 
by about 0.3 mm along the gating beam. Under 
these conditions the peak transverse phase shift of the 
signal beam is about 34 mrad or less per cell due to the 
nonlinear-index effect and about 500 mrad or less for 
the three-cell array due to change in anomalous disper
sion. Geometries that essentially eliminate these 
effects have been considered.'*'" 
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BEAM-SHAPING APERTURES, 

In order to obtain the maximum possible energy 
from a laser system of a given aperture and (o effective
ly focus that energy on a small target, it is important to 
control the spatial amplitude profile of the beam.20-1 
(Sec also Section S.) 

The optimum beam shape for a given system will, in 
general, reflect a tradeoff between two fundamentally 
conflicting requirements: ( I ) efficient energy extrac
tion and (2) propagation without beam breakup 
resulting from linear and nonlinear effects. In order to 
achieve a balance between these requirements, one 
must use some sort of beam-shaping, or apodized, 
aperture. A general feature cf any apodized aperture 
is a smooth, monotonically varying transmission pro
file. For most laser systems, including those in opera
tion and under construction at LLL, the desired trans
mission function for the aperture is unity at beam 
center, with amplitude transmission falling off in an 
exact, specified manner to values of 10"^ or lower at 
the beam edge. 

Transmission functions of this sort can be produced 
by such passive devices as solid and liquid absorbers," 
photographic films and plates,^3.24 metal-coated or 
dielectric-coated^' elements, or by such active devices 
as Pockels cells and Faraday rotator.- 6 

The use of an apodized aperture in a laser system is 
shown in Fig. 4-9, where a Gaussian beam from an 
oscillator is spatially filtered to remove high-spatial-
frequency components, amplified and expanded in 
space by a lens system. A small central portion of the 

Nd:V.AG pulsed oscillator 

Gaussian spatial profile 

— — D i a m o n d pinhole 

Nd:YAG preamplifier 

Nd:glass amplifiers 

Mi r rors -^* \ N N " A p o d i z e d beam beam 
Apodizing 
aperture 

Expanded Gaussian 
profile 

Fig. 4-9. Laser system with beam-shaping aperture. 

expanded beam is then selectively "narved out" by an 
apodized aperture with a specific spatial-transmission 
profile. The reshaped beam then propagates through 
the remainder of the laser system, which consists of a 
string of amplifiers. Positioning the apodized aperture 
early in the system, where laser intensity and energy 
density are lowest, minimizes the chance of damaging 
the aperture. 

An ideal apodizing aperture should have the follow
ing characteristics: 

• A radial transmission profile that converts the 
input intensity profile to the optimum form for 
propagation through the rest of the system. 

• A peak-to-minimum transmission ratio- 3 of at 
least 1000:1. 

• Random transmission fluctuations that are small
er than the random intensity fluctuations in the input 
beam. 

• An optical quality that is at least equal to that of 
the other system components. 

• Long life at the laser intensity and energy-
density levels to which it will be exposed. 

• Economy and speed of fabrication for any 
diameter from less than I cm to perhaps more than 
20 cm. 

For use in our laser systems, we have selected 
photographic-film and vapor-deposited-metal apertures. 
These apertures meet our requirements and have the 
additional advantages of considerable flexibility in 
the choice of transmission profile, relatively low cost, 
and reasonably quick fabrication. We have developed 
a unique processing technique that gives accurate and 
reproducible apodized apertures with specified trans
mission piofiles. Achieving precise control over the 
input spatial beam profile represents a significant step 
toward successful propagation through the laser system 
without whole-beam self-focusing effects. 

We fabricate both types of aperture by a rotating-
mask technique to produce the variable exposure 
required. In this technique, an opaque mask with an 
angular aperture 8 that varies with distance from 
center is placed between a source (i.e., light or metal 
evaporator) and a rotating plate as shown in Fig. 4-10. 
The rotating plate, which may be either a photographic 
plate or a flat glass substrate, receives a varying amount 
of exposure, depending on the opening of the mask, 
thus resulting in a graded transmission function that 
depends on radius only. 

For a given fabrication sequence, it is possible to 
generate a mask with an arbitrary transmission-versus-
radius function. The fabrication process is calibrated 
by starting with a mask that has a known 0-versus-
radius characteristic. The purpose of the calibration is 
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Fig. 4-10. Rolating-mask technique for fabricating apodi/ing 
apertures: ; l> processing technique; <l>) variable 
exposure resulting in radial transmission gradient. 
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Fig. 4-11. Three-dimensional display (front view) from Jigitized raster scan of photographic plate apodizer. 
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to obtain a specific functional relationship <J(T) be
tween T, the transmission of the final device at 
1.06 pm, and 0, the angle opening of the mask. A 
detailed description of this photographic processing 
technique is given in Ref. 27. If diagnostics (e.g., 
microdensitometer scans) are performed in the visible 
spectral region or at a wavelength other than 1.06 fun, 
it is necessary to apply a correction factor to the data.* 
For example, we find that optical density for photo
graphic film at 1.06 pm is typically ~ 0.15 greater than 
it is in the visible region. The calibration sequence 
uniquely characterizes the fabrication process, pro
vided that the process is exactly duplicated on future 
runs. For a final mask, the combination of a pre-
specified transmission-versus-radius [T(R)J character
istic and 9(T) from the calibration determines 0(R) for 
the mask used in making the desired final aperture. 

Figure 4-11 is a three-dimensional display of the 
transmission characteristic of one of our photographic 
apodized apertures, based on data from a digitized 
microdensitometer raster scan. The smooth "top hat" 
transmission profile exhibited by the aperture is 
radially symmetric, with a transmission function given 
by 

T''Tmax = expKr/r 0 ) 5 | . (1) 

It has been shown that a beam profile of this form can 
give satisfactory eneigy-extraction efficiency for our 
laser system while holding undesirable diffraction 
effects to a minimum. 

Figure 4-12 shows the optical density (at 1.06 pm) 
as a function of normalized radius for an aperture with 
the transmission function given in Equation 1. The 
solid curve is the desired density profile; the dots repre
sent experimental values. It can be seen that the agree
ment is quite good. In addition, we have repeated our 
process for several apertures and for apertures of 
various sizes and transmission profiles with equally 
good results. Figure 4-12 also shows that we have 
achieved an optical density approaching 5 at the edges 
of the beam. Since the amplitude of the diffraction 
ripple generated by a hard edge is approximately equal 
to 2 x l0"^D/2 ) where AD is the density gradient from 
the center to the edge of the beam, we have reduced 
the diffraction ripple to less than 1% for the prop
agating beam. We have achieved comparable results for 
apodized apertures fabricated by the vapor deposition 
of chromium onto optical substrates by the calibrated 
rotating-mask technique. 

For use in the laser system, the apertures are placed 
in a special holder, shown in Fig. 4-13. The holder 
shown contains a photographic aperture held in place 
between two wedged antireflection-coated windows. 

1 
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l-'ig. 4-12. Optical density as a function uf normalized ndius 
for photographic film aperture. The solid curve is 
the desired profile. The points are evperimenlal 
values. 

The volume between the inner window surfaces con
tains an index-matching liquid so that interference 
effects on the beam are eliminated. 

Damage tests indicate that the photographic plates 
can withstand energy densities of up to 25 mJ/cm2 

without damage (150-ps pulses at 1.06 Mm). The 
same measurement on the vapor-deposited-metal aper
tures indicates a damage threshold of 300 mJ/cm2. 

The energy density incident on the plates in our 
system is approximately 0.5 mJ/cm2, a value well 
below both damage thresholds. The carefully pre
determined transmission function of the apodized 
apertures allows us to place them near the input end of 
our system, where the flux levels are low, thereby 
avoiding damage effects. 

•In this step, a least-squares fit to the data is per
formed by means of a modified version of the LLL 
computer program MLR. 
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Fig. 4-1 J. Photographic film apoilizing aperture mounted for use in a laser system. 

In summary, we have perfected a technique for 
prefacing laser-beam-shaping apertures with arbitrary 
radial transmission profiles. Accurate control over 
processing parameters, together with the inherent 
flexibility of the technique, has enabled Hi to produce 
apertuic< that provide an input beam for our system 
with an optimum spatial profile for propagating 

through the laser chain. Photographic apertures have 
been employed in both the Cyclops and Janus systems 
for many months. Diagnostic data of the transmitted 
beam indicates that Hie beam has the correct predicted 
profile. The absence of anv observable damage or 
degradation of the apertures inc'ictttes that they are 
performing satisfactorily under lomr-.'erm system use. 

DESIGN AND POTENTIAL USES OF NONUNIFORM POCKELS CELLS. 

Fast KD*P Pockels cells may be so designed that 
the electric field distribution within the crystal is 
nonuniform/ 6 In this case, the amplitude trans
mission of the cell becomes a function of transverse 
spatial coordinates. 

We present design parameters, predicted perform
ance curves, and certain experimental results for 
circular-aperture KD*P cells, based on specialized. 

detailed control of the function V (x .yA These cells 
are intended to serve the following function: 

1. Beam profiling (apodization; sec also Section S). 
2. Temporal pulse shaping (see also 'W'clion 6). 
3. Whole-beam self-focusing compensate )> (sec also 

Section S). 

Each of these functions has direct application to the 
performance of large, high-power Nd:glass laser ampli-
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lif. 414. KI>*P Hwkcls cell: voltage i, applied amm the 
I ui> electrode*. 

x and y. For cylindtically symmetrica! cells, nor
malized voltage versus normalized radius Vroro the 
aperture center line is shown in Fig. 4-15 as a function 
of the parameter L/R (the crystal lcnglh-to-diametcr 
ratio). These curves were computer generated by 
solving the Poisson equation for the potential distribu
tion inside the crystal.-* 

The optical transmission matrix in the presence of a 
voltage VQ across the electrodes is 

T(S\?.t> 
e# 0 

where 5.0 arc the crystal eigendirections for linearly 
polarized light. The function #x.y,t) is defined as 
follows: 

Tiers, which arc currently under intensive development 
for laser fusion. 

The concepts to be discussed here are based on .", 
longitudinal electrooptic crystal (KD*P) with elec
trodes mounted as shown in Fig. 4-14. We imagine a 
monochromatic beam of wavelength ,\ to be travers
ing the crystal along the z-axis (optical axis). By 
controlling the electrode geometry, we may control 
the end-to-end voltage distribution as a function of 

0.2 0.4 06 08 
ttarmaittad radius 

•»• r/R 

l:ig- 4-15. Normalized nr fn of voltage vcr«i» radiu* U* the 
Pockets cell shown in l-'ig. 4-14. for several l.;K 
ratios. 

cXx.y.l, = rrti^r V(x.y.t)/X. 
0 63 

nQ being the oidinary index of refraction. t 0 3 the 
cX-ciooptical coefficient, and V the end-tcHrnd instan
taneous crystal voltage at the face coordinates (x.y). 

Pockets-Cell Beam Profiling 

Figure 4-16 illustrates the arrangement of a beam-
shaping device. The input wave, plane-polarized at 45° 
with respect to x.y. propagates along the z-axis. first 
through the Pockets celt and then through a plane pol
arizer oriented at the .ingle 0Q with respect to the inci
dent polarization vector. Neglecting insertion loss and 
making use of the transmission equation given above, 
one can show that the inte.isity transmission of the 
device^6 j s given by 

T(x.y) = T(r) = I cos|0<ri - 0 o | 

• cos|i>!r) + ( ) 0 | |. 

where 0( i )= 2eMr). 
In Fig. 4-17. calculated curves of T(r) versus r 

arc plotted, along with the corresponding measured 
transmission (points), t'-.u ;wo representative voltages 
applied lo two different crystals. In each case. 
0g = 0. The comparison between theory and experi
ment is made by means of a one-adjustabie-paramcter 
best fit for each crystal. The parameter used is the 
half-wave retardation voltage. V| /2 = V(2n j j i 6 ? ) . It 
is seen that reasonable agreement is obtained. 
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Input beam 

Analyzer 
Transmitted 
beam 

Fig. 4-i6. An apoducd aperlure based on polarization effects, Polarization vectors associated wilh the beam are indicated by t. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 
Normalized Radius r/R 

0.2 0.4 0.6 fl.8 
Normalized Radius r/R 

1.0 

Fig. 4-17. Aperture transmission versus radius for the Pockelsccll configuration shown in Fig. 4-IA. Left: theoretical curves (for 
V,., = iS kV) and experimental points for applied voltages of 4.5 and 9 kV. 2L « 4 mm. Right: theoretical curvcs(for 
V,, = J kV) for applied voltages of 4.5 and 9 kV, 2L - 6 mm. 
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Beam profiles like these are potentially useful in 
minimizing the diffraction rings that appear with fur
ther pr pagation through a chain of linear amplifiers. 

Pockels-Cell Lens 

Let us now adjust the incident-beam polarization to 
be parallel to one eicclrooptieal axis (x or y). The 
emerging beam is phase modulated (its polarization and 
amplitude remain unaffected): 

T = cxpijd). 

To a l.rst approximation, the spatial voltage variation 
across a suitable crystal is quadratic: 

V(x.y) = Kx 2 + y 2 ) / R 2 | V 0 . 

Thus the element behaves as a simple lens of power 

P = I/I" = n( j r 6 3 V 0 /R-. 

The important point is that the focal length can be 
either positive or negative, depending on the sign of the 
applied voltage Vg. Furthermore, since VQ can be 
made to vary with time, the focal length is also time 
dependent. The values applicable to KD*P(lhc best 
clectrooptical material available at present! are as 
follows: r 6 3 = 25 x l<H° cm/V: ng = 3.18: 
VQ max = so 5 V (pulsed): and - r m j n * 4 m (when 
a * O.S cm). (This voltage corresponds to approxi
mately one full wave retardation at the crystal edge 
relative to the center line.) 

Applications 

Temporal Pulse Shaping. We imagine a collimatcd, 
spatially Gaussian beam incident on a combination of 
elements consisting of one active (Pockets) lens (Pj 
power), one fixed-focus lens (PQ power), ami an aper
ture of radius a located at the focal plane of lens 
PQ. Symmetrically placed on the other sidi- of >',c 
focus is another fixed-focus lens, of power PQ, and a 
second active lens, of power Pill). This second pair is 
necessary for rccollimalion. The fractional beam 
power transmitted is given by 

F = 1 - exp|-a2P5/w2(PT + &)]• 0 ) 

where w is the Gaussian beam parameter in the input 
plane and 

P 2 = t2 r r* 2 Mr l . i 2 ) 

Tliis expression can be reduced to the following 
equation: 

F= ! -exp | -nr / ( l + v-/M")|, (3) 

where m = (a/beam waist in focal plane). M = R/w, 
and v is the applied voltage (in units of V^/2). 

By applying a high-voltage pulse to the Pockcls ccU, 
one causes, in effect, the focal plane of ;?ic lens combi
nation to move axially in relation to the aperture. As a 
sample calculation of the effectiveness of this ap
proach, let us assume that the applied voltage has a 
sinusoidal waveform, 

V = V 0 sinlffl/TT). (4) 

where T is the lime from maximum power of the active 
Sens to zero power, taken here as 1 ns. We assume that 
m = 2. so that the aperture transmits''%% of the inci
dent power at the maximum. Transmission as a func
tion of time is shown in Fig. 4-18 fcr (VQ/M) = 20/rr, 
40/ir. and 60/tr. which correspond to contrast ratios of 
10. 40. and 100. respectively. Note that we are plot
ting Tfj or. a log tcalc, so the superexponential rise is 
apparent. 

Because of the : in- dependence of the transmission 
exponent, the pulse rise is slower near the peak. This 
can be eliminated by biasing the lens so that the active 
lens comes into focus on the pinhole at a point of rapid 
rise, that is. displaced from the peak o( the curves 
shown in Fig. 4-18. This will give the desired pulse 
shape. 

The second active lens is included to rccollimate the 
transmitted beam. The condition that must be satis
fied is 

( P 0 + P , ) - ' + <P6 + Pa>"' = O V ' + < p 6 ) " ' - <5> 

We notice that the powers of the fixed lenses. PQ and 
P'Q. do not enter into the transmission formula, if 
fiO » P] and P'Q » PT. then Equation 5 reduces to 
the condition 

P l / P 0 " + P 2 / P 6 2 = : °' (°) 
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l-'ig.4-18. Temporal transmission of aclivt'(Pockets-evil) pulse 
diapers. 

For PQ = P'Q, this means that P? = -Pi, so applying the 
same voltage to the second cell"as to line first gives the 
necessary phase correction. 

These calculations must be modified fes very short 
pulses (T < I ns) by taking into account the response 
time of the Pockels cell and its associated driving cir
cuitry; nevertheless., the principles are clear. Many vari
ations on this technique are possible. 

Whole-Beam Self-focusing Compensation. For laser-
pulse amplification in long amplifier chains, it is well 
known that the intensity-dependent index of refraction 

Rod Amplifiers 

The 0.37S- and 1-in. rod preamplifiers and ampli
fiers usss! in Cyclops and Janus laser systems were 
described in she preceding Laser-Fusion Program 
Report. UCRL-S0021-73-2. Here we describe an 

causes the beam to converge on itself;^" the phenome
non is referred to as self-focusing. In the design of 
large laser amplifiers, the problem can be mitigated 
slightly by using a diverging beam, but dynamic self-
focusing still blurs the far-field focal spot over the time 
duration of the pulse. We describe briefly a method by 
which this dynamic self-focusing can be partly 
compensated for. 

Let us imagine a voltage pulse applied to a (negative 
focal length) Pockels-cell lens in time synchronization 
with the passage of a collimated laser pulse, which will 
then be further amplified. We desire a spatial and tem
poral voltage variation such that 

0(x,y,t) = -K j c h a i n n 2 I(x,y,t) dz, 

in order to "precompensate" for later whole-beam 
self-focusing. In practice, the lens imposes a dynamic 
divergence on the beam, so that all rays emerging from 
the amplifier output will be parallel over the duration 
of the pulse. 

Adjusting the small-angle ray-tracing model devel
oped by Bliss 3 0 to this configuration, we calculate that 
self-focusing compensation is possible for Ndiglass laser 
systems of up to 2.5 x 1 0 1 0 W, assuming a full-angle 
beam divergence of approximately 10 mrad, 1 m of 
glass in the amplifier, and an input beam diameter of 
2.5 cm. Beyond this power level, it may still be 
passible to stack Pockels cells to achieve partial 
compensation. 

We have discussed above the operation of an inho-
mogencous Pockels cell in general terms, outlining a 
number of potentially useful applications bearing on 
high-energy laser systems, particularly Nd:glass laser 
systems. At present, and for the applications dis
cussed, crystals of very high optical quality are re
quired; thus these devices must be small and located 
easly in the laser chain. For extremely fast (<500-ps) 
optical pulses, buildup time for electrical fields within 
tlw crystals must be considered in device design (see 
Ref. 31 for an open-literature discussion of these 
points). 

attempt to make an incremental preamplifier improve
ment and discuss the approach to the larger aperture 
rod iimplifters that will be required for Argus and 
Shiva lasers. 
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CORE-FREE YAG* 

Efforts to obtain core-free YAG were motivated by 
the desire to prepare Nd:YAG preamplifier rods with 
excellent optical quality and a diameter >12.7 mm. 

Laser-quality YAG is grown along the Ill-axis 
under conditions (e g., rotation rate) that years of 
development have shown to produce high-quality rods 
with diameters of up to about 9.5 mm from most of 
the resulting boule. However, a major limitation to rod 
diameter is caused by a nonuniform region, called the 
"core," which runs down the center of the boule but 
no part of which is acceptable in a laser rod. 

The vendors proposed to attempt (on a "best-
effort" basis) to eliminate the core from the center by 
shifting the nonuniform region to the boule periphery 
(by increasing the rotation rate and making some 
changes in the other growth parameters). Lambda/ 
Airtron worked at all times with Nd:YAG (in order to 
minimize changes in the thermal balance during 
growth), whereas Union Carbide elected to start with 

FUTURE ROD A M P L I F I E R S _ i ^ — ^ ^ ^ 

Future development of laser rod amplifiers for use 
in laser-fusion studies will be directed toward exploita
tion of those characteristics that make the rod configu
ration desirable while minimizing limitations imposed 
by previous designs. The simplicity, reliability, effi
ciency, and cleanliness of rod amplifiers are extremely 
attractive in designing the early portions of a high-
power laser system. However, these advantages can be 
realized only if the problems of radial gain nonuni-
formity and small-scale beam breakup (due to the 
long beam path in the glass) can be avoided. 

Sma> -scale breakup is minimized in short ampli
fiers designed for the highest possible gain coefficient. 

Disk Amplifiers 

The development of appropriate disk amplifiers is 
crucial to laser-fusion experiments that utilize solid-
state lasers, and this area has received the bulk of the 
component-development effort in 1974. We discuss 

undoped YAG (the Nd- * ion enhances the severity of 
the nonuniform region because it is larger than the 
Y 3 + ion it replaces) and later switch to Nd:YAG. 

Both vendors succeeded in growing crack-free, core-
free sections of Nd:YAG; however, even the best sec
tions of the best samples showed high scatter and 
unacceptably high grown-in stress. We judge the value 
of the potential system improvement and the probabil
ity of success to be insufficiently high to justify 
further funding of additional effort in this area at this 
time. 

*The YAG growth work was performed by the 
Union Carbide Corporation under LLL Purchase Order 
No. 5551505 and by Lambda/Airtron under LLL 
Purchase Order No. 5127805. 

In future designs, significant improvements in gain 
coefficient may be possible through careful reflector 
and flashlamp-drive optimization. Additional increases 
in performance can be obtained by use of improved 
rod-coojant systems that suppress superfluorescence 
and parasitic oscillations.^ ..As indicated in a previous 
report, radial gain nonuniformitieTwil! be maintained 
within tolerable limits by restricting the rod's radial 
optical thickness (defined as the product of rod 
diameter and Nd203 doping by weight) to the range 
of 2.5 to 3.5%-cm. Using these methods of optimiza
tion, the merits of rod amplifiers with clear apertures 
of up to 7.5 cm will be evaluated and compared with 
corresponding disk-amplifier characteristics. 

first the critical issues in the conceptual design of 
disk amplifiers and the concomitant hardware design 
problems. Then we describe the design problems and 
the progress we have made in solving them. 
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SUMMARY OF CRITICAL DESIGN ISSUES 

Laser amplifiers intended for short-pulse (<l-ns) 
systems must meet requirements for (1) a high gain 
coefficient, (2) high cleanliness, and (3) uniform gain 
across the laser beam. These requirements are set by 
the need to cost-effectively maximize focusable laser 
power; hence the choice between rod and disk ampli
fiers, the choices of amplifier apertures and gains, and 
the choices of Nd doping, glass thickness (along the 
beam), and flashlamp drive, are all determined by 
optimal-system-staging calculations. (See "Multiarm 
Configuration" in Section 3.) Requirement 3 is 
relatively easily met. Larger rod amplifiers do not 
meet requirement 1, but smaller ones are cost-
effective ea \y in the amplifier chain at relatively low 
laser irradiances. Disk amplifiers that simultaneously 
meet both requirements 1 and 2 are neither easy to 
design nor inexpensive, but their use is mandatory 
where high laser irradiance makes requirement 1 quite 
stringent. 

The attainable gain coefficient in smaller (e.g., A) or 
liquid-edge-clad disk amplifiers is limited by the 
available pumping, whereas that in larger (e.g., C) disk 
amplifiers with present solid edge claddings is limited 
by parasitic-mode depumping. It would seem that 
cost effectiveness would be enhanced by improving 
edge claddings or their reliability and maintainability 
to the point where all disks of useful size can be oper
ated in the pumping-limited regime (rather than the 
parasitic-limited regime). However, heroic efforts to 
attain the maximum possible gain coefficient from 
disks operated in the pumping-limited regime may not 
be cost-effective. In any case, all high-brightness 
staging schemes for subnanosecond pulses use relatively 
thin, edge-clad disks that are quite strongly pumped, 
and the intense flashlamp radiation severely exacer
bates the cleanliness problem. 

The preceding points are discussed here in detail 
(see also "Multiarm Configuration" in Section 3). 
First we list and discuss briefly the important facets of 
disk-amplifier design. 

1. It is desirable to use an even number of disks per 
amplifier module in order that the input and output 
beam center lines be identical and that the module be 
rotatable in its mount about this optical center line 
(see item 3). 

2. The module clear aperture should be just enough 
larger than the beam diameter to permit the beam to 
be reliably adjusted to clear the aperture edges. The 
disk transverse dimensions (especially the major axis) 
should be just sufficient to allow reliable disk holding 
without compromising the clear aperture (see items 

3, 5, and 6). The object is to minimize the flashlamp 
circle and any parasitic depumping. 

3. Fc. all angular orientations of the module about 
its optical center line, the disks must be held at 
Brewster's angle within 0.9° and at their nominal 
transverse position within acceptable tolerance. (The 
beam polarization is rotated 45° at each Faraday 
rotator in a given chain, and it may prove desirable to 
provide angular offset between the initial polarization 
planes of different chains.) The disk holders must not 
stress the disks in a manner that introduces wave-front 
distortion or birefringence, and they should accept a 
range of disk thicknesses to allow for manufacturing 
tolerances and the use of repolished disks. The disk 
holders must shield the edge cladding from direct (but 
not through-disk) flashlamp light (see, however, "Solid 
Edge Claddings for Amplifier Disks" and "Liquid Edge 
Claddings for Amplifier Disks" in this section). 

4. A vitreous blast shield is required between the 
flashlamps and the beam volume, to prevent shock 
waves from the lamps from distorting the beam and to 
protect the disks from damage from the occasional 
catastrophic flashlamp failure and from contamination. 
Ideally, this shield would transmit light only within the 
Nd:glass pump banks; in practice, cerium-doped fused 
silica absorbs the ultraviolet light that would otherwise 
impose a severe thermal loading at the surface of the 
laser glass (as presently formulated; see "Neodymium 
Laser Materials" in Section 6). 

5. For efficient pumping, the flashlamp circle 
should surround the disks as closely as practicable. 
Care in mounting and handling the flashlamps and 
their cables reduces "infant mortality." Cerium-
doped fused-silica envelopes reduce the thermal loading 
on other amplifier elements. (See also "Flashlamp 
Development" in Section 3.) 

6. Organic materials will not withstand either direct 
or through-disk flashkmp radiation; organic materials 
that contain volatile condensibles should not be used 
in any location that permits condensate films to be 
exposed to sveh radiation. All the ceramics and a 
number of the vitreous materials that we have tried 
are unable to withstand direct flashlamp radiation. 
Metal structural members can be used, but the proces
sing requirements are somewhat severe. A silver-
plated crenulated flashlamp reflector is most efficient, 
but the plating may separate from the substrate on 
occasional samples, and precautions must be taken (see 
items 4 and 7). 

7. Modules must be designed for clean assembly and 
must be sealed units except while they are in a clean 
environment. Furthermore, the beam volume must be 
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sealed from the flashlamp/reflector volume. Modules 
are filled with filtered dry nitrogen (except during 
assembly) since oxygen strongly absorbs ultraviolet 
flashlamp radiation and thus is responsible for shock 
waves (or, if present in significant amounts, explo
sions): the nitrogen fill also retards reflector tarnishing. 

8. The disks can be installed in their holders in four 

Parasitic oscillation sets an upper limit to the gain 
coefficient attainable in large User disks. Because the 
figure of merit for disk amplifiers is directly propor
tional to the gain coefficient (sec "Figure of Merit" in 
Section 3), we want to push the parasitic threshold as 
high as possible to get the maximum performance. 
This section outlines a simplified theory of behavior 
near a parasitic threshold. The theory shows that 
diffuse parasitic modes, caused by small edge coating 
defects or rough surfaces at disk edges, can have effects 
that extend well below the threshold. Our understand
ing of this process requires us to specify edge coalings 
that have not only lower reflectivity (to increase the 
threshold level) but also low scattering (to narrow ihe 
threshold width). 

We can describe laser behavior in terms of two 
variables, which are usually the inversion density and 
photon occupation number. For greater physical 
insight, it is useful to use instead equivalent variables 
related to more commonly observed laser properties. 
These variables are the gain coefficient a (in nepers 
per centimeter) and the circulating-power density in 
the mo 1c X (in joules per square centimeter per second 
per slcradian). In general, ihese quantities vary with 
position and angle in the mode, but we use spatial and 
angular averages in order to get a zero-dimensional 
theory that can be solved. The treatment is essentially 
that of Siegman's book,3- but the notation and 
emphasis are different. 

The basic idea is to write rale equations for a and R. 
and then lo assume thai both vary slowly enough in 
time for ihe derivatives to be ignored. The resulting 
steady-state equations arc then solved simultaneously 
to find a and R as a function of the system parameters. 

We first wn;e the equation for the rate of change of 
the gain coefficient. There are three contributions lo 
this rate. The first is lite natural decay of the inver
sion. The c-folding lime of this decay is the fluores
cent lifetime T( SO the decay contribution b -a/rf. 
The second contribution comes from Ihe pumping of 
ihe laser. We write this in terms of ihe steady-slate 
gain coefficient a_ that the pumping and decay acting 
together would produce: thus we have a term aJr( 

orientations, which can be divided into lv>o non-
equivalent pairs (orientations differing by a rotation 
about the minor axis are equivalent: thus? differing by 
a rotation about the major axis are not). Since the 
disks arc guaranteed to meet iransmitted-wave-front 
quality specifications in only one pair of orientations 
the preferred pair must be indicated on ihe disk. 

The third contribution is from the stimulated emission 
due to the circulating power: this contributes 
•aRn/l: s, where SI is the effective solid angle of Ihe 
mode at the point under consideration and E s is the 
saturation flux (in joules per square centimeter). If we 
define a saturation power density 

P s = r-s/T,.. ( 1 | 

we can wrile this third term as -aRil/P srf. The satu
ration power density is the walls par sqt<are centimeter 
needed IO reduce the inversion as fast as the natural 
decay: for F.D-2.3 glass wilh E s = 6 J/cm- and 
T( = 300 its. we get Ps'= 20.000 W/cni^. 

We can now write the complete equation for the 
rate of change of the gain coefficient as 

<!? = \ . a .aRn. , • • > , 
dt r( ' r r P s r r 

The next equation to be considered is that for the 
change of power in ihe mode. Once more there are 
three contributing processes. The first is loss from the 
mode due to absorption, diffraction, transmission 
through mirrors, and so forlh. We wrile this loss in 
terms of r c , the avetcge photon lifetime in the cavity, 
so the term is -R/r c . The second process is the 
growth due to gain (stimulated emission). Since R 
grows as 

dR/dx = aR <*) 

and dx = v dt, where v is the velocity of light in the 
laser material, ihe gain contribution is avR. Finally, 
the third process is ihe injection of fluoresc-ncc (spon
taneous emission) into the mode. The rale at which 
this causes power in the mode lo increase is ihc fluores
cent power per unit volume F. times the volume-to-
arca ratio L of the mode, limes the fraction f of pho
tons per steradian thai get into the mode, divided by 
the mode round-irip lime rr Physically, we visualize 
additional power FLf being added lo the mode every 
round trip. This contributes FLf/Tf to the rate of 

LASER THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR AND DIFFUSE PARASITICS 
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increase in circulating power. Since the gain coeffi
cient a is the stored energy density S times the energy-
specific gain coefficient e (in square centimeters per 
joule), and the fluoreyrsnee rate is S/ry, we have 
F = a/erf. Thus the florescence input isaLf/eT(Tr. 
Since f is essentially £?. the equation for the rate of 
change of power flow is 

dR/dl = - ( R / T C ) + avR + (aLn/ey r ) . (4) 

We shall now assume that pumping changes are slow 
enough for a and R to be always in equilibrium, so 
that d and R are small. We then have the equilibrium 
equations 

For typical laser oscillations, W is very small (on 
the order of 10"'° to I0~6) and the transition is very 
sharp. For diffuse parasitic modes, both L and £2 
become much larger, and values of W near or even 
above unity are possible. Such large values of W 
broaden and smooth the transition from below the 
threshold to above the threshold, and the exact onset 
of oscillation becomes harder to define. 

Equations 7 and 10 may be solved simultaneously 
for a and R in order to illustrate the way in which the 
transition broadens. We find that 

"P a|l + (Rfi/Ps>| 

and 

R(T C - ' - ov) = aLft/eTfiy 

(5) 

(6) 

_ A ^ 
( V*m T 
<'/i + (W - 1 ) ~ T > 
\ 'l<«p/V + ,l 2J 

(12) 

The equation for the gain coefficient is rewritten as 

a - a p / | l + ( R n / P s ) | . (7) 

and 

s 
2J2 

I + 1 +4W-

'(13) 

which displays the familiar power saturation o f gain 
due to competit ion between pumping and stimulated 
emission. The equation foi the circulating power is 

R = falSlTjerfTj (I - avrc)" (8) 

Plots of a/tijp as a function of a~plam are shown in 
Fig. 4-19 with W as a parameter. Small values of W 
lead to abrupt limiting of the gain (stored energy) at 
the threshold. As W becomes larger than 10"•'.how
ever, the transition becomes much broader and less 
well defined. In Fig. 4-20, the circulating power R is 

which goes to infinity when the loop gain becomes 
unity. This happens at the maximum possible value 
of a. given by 

°m = '/V7C = 1,'V (9) 

where 8,. is the photon mean free path in the un-
pumped mode. Using the previously defined quanti
ties P s and a m . we can write 

oP tW/am PCW 
l - ( a / a m ) ( a m / o ) - l 

(10) 

where W is the parameter that characterizes the width 
of the threshold transition. The quantity W is given 
by 

W = L « T c / e E s B c T r . ( I I ) Kig. 4-1 •). Values of a / a m as a function of Opla.m-
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Pig. 4-20. Circulating power K as a function of Op/%-

shown as a function ofap/a,^. Once more the turn-on 
of the mode becomes less well defined as W rises 
above 10~3. The power jump at threshold is shown in 
more detail in Fig. 4-21, where the abrupt increase in 
power as the mode gain goes to unity becomes more 
pronounced for smaller «. lues of W. 

We conclude that a mode that occupies a large frac
tion of the physical volume of the gain medium and a 
large solid angle at each point will have a large W value 
and thus a smooth transition in both stored energy and 
circulating power as the loop gain in the mode rises 
toward unity. Thus parasitic oscillations in such dif
fuse modes will lack the abrupt threshold associated 
with normal laser modes and will be harder to identify. 

Fig. 4-21. Power jump at thrcshhold, as the mode gain goes 
to unity, for five values of W. 

In addition, the spiking and line narrowing normally 
present in laser output will be absent, because of the 
large fluorescence input to the mode. 

EFFECTS OF FLUORESCENT DEPUMPING ON GAIN UNIFORMITY 
IN GLASS LASER AMPLIFIER DISKS — — — 

The effect of superfluorescence in reducing energy 
storage in laser amplifiers is well known. In the case of 
disk amplifiers, it has been shown that amplifier effi
ciency drops steadily with increasing uD, the product 
of the average small-signal gain coefficient a and disk 
major-axis dimension D. Although this loss of effi
ciency is of prime importance in laser design, another 
effect of superfluorescence depumping must be con
sidered in systems requiring high spatial fidelity. For 
cases in which a significant fraction of stored energy is 
dissipated as superfluorescence, losses may occur non-
uniformly within the disk. Such nonuniformities may 
introduce objectionable variations in amplifier gain 
profile and corresponding aberrations in the amplifier 
output beam. 

In analyzing the effects of superfluorescence in a 
disk-laser amplifier, a self-consistent approach was em
ployed. Initially, a gain distribution within the disk 

was assumed, and the resulting depumping flux due to 
amplified fluorescence was calculated. The effect of 
depumping was determined by solving the rate equa
tion for the population inversion with this flux as the 
stimulating field. Self-consistency may be established 
when the calculated gain profile is identical with the 
initial one. In practice, the initial distribution was 
assumed to be uniform; the calculated shape was taken 
as an indication of U?R sf"" consistent distribution, ex
cept where the calculated gain profile differed radically 
from uniformity. For variations of more than 20% be
tween the initial and calculated distributions, this ap
proach is quantitatively invalid, but it is indicative of 
relatively large gain nonuniformities due to superfluo
rescence depumping. 

Calculation of the fluorescence depumping flux 
within a disk divides naturally into contributions inci
dent on the surfaces from above and from below the 
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critical angle for total internal reflection. Energy inci
dent below the critical angle is internally reflected with 
an intensity loss due to partial transmission at the in
terface. Energy incident above the critical angle is 
totally reflected and trapped within the disk. Since 
nonnegligible superfluorescence depumping requires a 
long gain path in glass with low losses, the dominant 
contribution to the depumping flux may be shown to 
result from energy arriving at the glass-air interface at 
angles greater than the critical angle. Additionally, the 
depumping flux at angles below the critical angle is 
nearly independent of position for an initial uniform 
gain distribution. Therefore only the contribution to 
depumping from energy incident on the disk surface at 
angles greater than the critical angle was considered. 

In formulating the superfluorescence problem, the 
geometry of Fig. 4-22 was used with the coordinate 
system oriented around an observation point at the 
origin. A volume element at r (r, 6, 0) emits fluores
cence energy into 4ir steradians. The flux-density con
tribution at the origin from this incremental power was 
calculated by using the effects of subtended solid angle 
and laser amplification. Integrating over the disk vol
ume (assuming the disk edge is totally absorbing), the 
flux density through the origin in the frequency inter
val between v and v + dv can be written as 

«(a,0) 

Real source 

• Observation 
point 

Fig. 4-22. Disk geometry used in fluorescence-depumping cal
culations: 
V(a.0> = distance from origin to disk boundary in 

the 0-direction of the source as a function 
of 0 and disk semimajor axis a: 

: small-signal disk-gain coefficient, as a func
tion of position r*and frequency V. 

- critical angle for total internal reflection; 
= spectral power emitted per unit volume. 

o 
do / 

f - 0 c 

s in <j> dip 

Jo 
a,0)/sin 8 

p(r,c) exp I o(rV) dr' dr, (I) 

where the parameters are as defined in Fig. 4-22. 
The effect of this depumping on the assumed gain 

distribution was calculated by solving a simplified rate 
equation for the population inversion N, with fluores
cence as the stimulating field. Under the assumption 
of rapid cross-relaxation, this rate equation may be 
written for each point in the disk as 

N = P(t) - (N/T)(1 + F), 

where F is the depumping parameter defined by 

F = o0T / l(v)%(v) dv, 
•A) 

P(t) is the optical pumping input to the inversion, T is 
the fluorescence lifetime, OQ is the peak cross section 
for stimulated emission at line center, and g(f) is the 
line-shape function. The quantity F may be inter
preted physically as the ratio of the total fluorescence 
depumping flux to the saturation flux, 1/OQT, of the 
laser material. The integrations required in evaluating 
the depumping parameter were performed numerically 
for the case of a circular disk, assuming uniform energy 
storage. Figure 4-23 shows a plot of F as a function of 
radial position for several values of aD. For small aD 
values F is largest in the disk center and falls off mono-
tonically toward the disk edge. This reflects the fact 
that the amplification process is relatively unimportant 
for small values of aD, the total depumping flux at a 
point being determined predominantly by the solid 
angle subtended by the fluorescing sources. Positions 
at the disk edge see the smallest solid angle and thus 
are minimally depumped. As aD is increased, the am
plification of fluorescence becomes more important. 
For aD = 2.1, the effects of solid angle and gain essen
tially cancel one another, giving a nearly constant value 
of F across the disk. For still larger values of aD, the 
amplification process dominates and areas adjacent to 
the disk edges are most heavily depumped. 

Using the relation a = Nag, the rate equation was 
cast into a form in which the gain coefficient a was the 
variable of interest: 

d(r) = o-0P(t) - [a(r)/r] [I + F(aD,r)]. 
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Fig. 4-23. Depumping parameter F as a function of relative 
radial position K for a circular laser disk. 
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Fig. 4-25. Ratio of gain coefficient at relative radial position 
R to disk-center gain coefficient as a function of 
relative radiil distance along the major axis of an 
elliptical disk of eccentricity 0.88. 

Assuming that peak gain is reached simultaneously at 
all points within the disk and that flashlanip pumping 
is spatially uniform, the rate equation can be solved to 
give the ratio of gain coefficients at a point r and at 
the origin rrj: 

a(D_ = l + F ( ^ o ) 
atfQ) I + F(aD,?) ' 

This relation is plotted for several values of aD in 
Fig. 4-24 for the case of a circular disk, assuming a 

0.<J 

Fig. 4-24. Ratio of gain coefficient al relative radial position 
R to disk-center gain coefficient as a function of 
relative radial distance for circular disk. 

first-order uniform gain distribution. These results 
indicate that, for aD values significantly above 2.0, 
fluorescence depumping may introduce significant non-
uniformities in the disk energy-storage profile. Al
though the excursion from uniformity for aD = 3.0 
clearly violates the assumptions of this calculation, 
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Fig. 4-26. Ratio of gain coefficient at relative radial position 
R to disk-center gain coefficient as a function of 
relative radial distance along the minor axis of an 
etliptical disk of eccentricity 0.88. 
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the result is qualitatively indicative of disk perform
ance. The results of a similar calculation for an 
elliptical disk with an eccentricity of 0.88 are shown in 
Figs. 4-25 and 4-26. The effects are similar to those 
exhibited by the circular disk, although the non-
uniformity is less severe. This results from the elimina-

SOLID EDGE CLADDINGS FOR AMPLIFIER DISKS 

D pumping as a result of single-pass amplification of 
spontaneous emission causes a substantial energy loss 
in large-aperture laser amplifiers. Any scattered or re
flected return of this spontaneous emission from the 
edges of the laser media forms parasitic modes that in
crease the energy loss to this mechanism. The purpose 
of edge coatings on amplifier disks is to minimize this 
energy loss by absorbing as much as possible of the 
single-pass amplified spontaneous emission incident on 
the disk edge. 

In addition to suppressing parasitic modes, the edge 
coatings must meet several requirements that are dic
tated by their environment in the amplifier and by 
reliability considerations. The minimum requirements 
of an edge coating for the LLL laser programs can be 
stated as follows: 

1. Parasitic-mode suppression. The refractive index, 
absorption, and scattering properties of the edge coat
ing must be such that parasitic modes are sufficiently 
suppressed to allow attaining the desired amplifier gain. 
The minimum design goal for the large LLL disk am
plifiers is aD = 2 5, where a is the gain coefficient and 
D is the major-ax s diameter of the disk. (For further 
discussion see Refs. 33 and 34.) 

2. Damage. The edge coating must be able to with
stand the thermal loading from the flashlamps (at least 
through the laser glass) and the amplified fluorescence 
without being damaged. The flux loading on the coat
ing is estimated to be 20 J/cm^. 

3. Cleanliness. The coatings must be compatible 
with the very clean environment required in the am
plifier modules. For example, a flaking or crumbling 
coating would be unacceptable because it would con
taminate the disk surfaces and subsequently cause 
damage by the pump light or the laser beam. 

4. Reliability. The process and variables involved in 
producing the edge coatings on a production basis must 
be sufficiently well known to ensure that reproducible 
high-quality edge coatings can be obtained at all times. 

Both of the laser-glass suppliers to the LLL fusion 
effort, Owens-Illinois and Hoya, are preser.tly supply
ing solid edge coatings with fhsir disks. Both are glass-

tion of a significant fraction of the long-gain-path 
fluorescent sources because the length of the minor 
axis relative to the major axis is reduced. A variation 
in the small-signal gain coefficient of less than 10% 
across the disk face is indicated for oD < 3.0, the high
est value currently achieved with disk laser amplifiers. 

frit coatings applied as slurry and fused to the disk just 
below the softening point of the laser glass. A substan
tial development program over the past year (involving 
Owens-Illinois, the Battelle Memorial institute, and 
LLL) has substantially improved the Owens-Illinois 
coating to the point that it satisfies these minimum re
quirements. The Hoya coating appeared satisfactory 
until recently, when reliability and cleanliness prob
lems arose. We have been assured that these are minor 
production problems that can and will be solved. 

The principal limitation of both coatings is that 
their refractive indices are not well matched to those of 
the laser glasses. As a result, some of the spontaneous 
emission arriving at the edge coating is reflected back 
into the laser glass from the interface and thus feeds 
the parasitic modes. It has been experimentally dem
onstrated that a better index match can improve the 
available gain of the C amplifier by as much as 15%. 

Another deficiency of the existing coatings is in 
homogeneity and uniformity. Both coatings have bub
bles or "seeds" or phase separations within the coating, 
and the coating thickness seems to be relatively diffi
cult to control. These problems appear to be inherent 
to the slurry application process. During the course of 
the development program on the Owens-Illinois slurry 
coating, Battelle observed a correlation between ther
mal damage and bubbles or thin spots in the coatings. 
There is therefore some concern about the long-term 
reliability of this type of edge coating. 

Several independent methods of applying solid edge 
coatings have been investigated in an attempt to over
come the limitations of the existing coatings. The level 
to which the development was carried reflects our judg
ment as to the feasibility of the method for a care
fully controlled production process and its cost effec
tiveness, including both development and production 
costs, compared with the goals of the laser program. 
The following is a brief summary of the application 
methods investigated: 

1. Flame spraying. A powdered edge-coating glass 
is heated until molten and sprayed onto the laser glass. 
Cross sections of flame-sprayed samples showed them 
to be fairly continuous and free of interstitial voids, 
but substantial development was judged to be needed 
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before application to a disk was warranted. Further
more, this process appears to have all of the inherent 
disadvantages of the slurry process plus stringent re
quirements for temperature control of the spray. 

2. Thin fiim. A proprietary coating developed by 
Perkin-Elmer is applied in vacuum. This coating can be 
tailored to provide an adequate absorption and index 
match, and appears to be capable of withstanding the 
thermal loading in spite of its thinness, 5 to 10 pan. 
However, the cost of required production facilities 
would be prohibitive. 

3. Leaching and filling. Certain constituents of the 
laser glass are leached out, and the voids are refilled 
with absorbing ions. This process was not successful. 

4. Ion exchange. Absorbing ions are diffused into 
the laser glass at high temperature and pressure. This 
process produced some promising samples, but the dif
fusion was fairly slow. Considerable development 
would be required to demonstrate feasibility. 

5. Casting. Disk blanks are cast into a mold con
taining an elliptical annulus of edge-coating glass; alter
natively, the coating is cast around the disk. The ini
tial experiment at Owens-Illinois, using a samarium-
doped version of their laser glass as the edge-coating 
glass, resulted in devitrification of both glass compo
nents at the interface. This is apparently a fundamen
tal limitation of the process and would require consid
erable development to overcome. 

LIQUID EDGE CLADDINGS FOR AMPLIFIER DISKS 

Development of large-aperture disk laser systems 
requires that extreme care be taken to provide ade
quate suppression of parasitic oscillations. Previous 
work has shown that the use of disks with inadequate 
fluorescence-absorbing edge claddings can seriously 
limit energy storage and attainable optical gain. The 
problem becomes extremely serious in the case of 
large-aperture amplifiers, in which the gain path for 
fluorescence across the disk face may be nearly 
100 cm. Conventional designs employ solder-glass edge 
claddings that absorb fluorescence and prevent reflec
tion back into the disk. Such reflections can undergo 
regenerative amplification and ultimately reach the 
threshold for parasitic oscillation. Typical solid edge 
claddings are the glasses EI-4/5 (Owens-Illinois Co.) 
and BSDL5 (Hoya Glass Works, Ltd.). Solid claddings 
developed to date have several significant limitations: 
poor refractive-index matching to the base glass, insuf
ficient absorption at 1.06 tun, high content of bubbles 
and other scatterers, and lack of reproducibility in 
application. 

6. Tape. A tape of the edge-coating glass is bent 
around the disk and heated to form a bond with the 
disk. This application process shows great promise. 
Test samples have shown excellent bonding to flat sam
ples of ED-2 glass with very uniform and virtually pore-
free coatings. The thickness of the coating can be sub
stantially thicker than that of the slurry coating, allow
ing more uniform heat loading and a subsequent 
increase in damage threshold. Feasibility has been 
demonstrated; all that remains is to demonstrate that 
a tape coating can be applied to the edge of an ellip
tical disk. 

In addition to the development of edge-coating 
techniques, efforts have been made to obtain a base 
glass that gives a better index match and can be used 
for the slurry or tape method. This effort has met with 
some success in that a glass with well-matched index 
and thermal expansion coefficients has been developed, 
but efforts to form a successful coating with this glass 
have been unsuccessful. 

Further edge-coating development has been concen
trated on the slurry-coating and tape processes. A con
tinuing effort will be made to improve the basic slurry 
coating and its production process, and an increased ef
fort will be made to develop a better index-matched 
base glass for it. (Any improved edge-coating glass 
could probably also be used in the tape process.) The 
tape-process development will be carried to completion 
by applying a tape jdge coating to an A-size laser disk. 

As a possible alternative to existing techniques for 
suppressing parasitic oscillations, a liquid edge-cladding 
system has been developed. It provides exceli it 
index matching and fluorescence absorption with few 
of the difficulties encountered with solid claddings. 
Disk cladding with liquids was evaluated previously for 
the Long Path Laser. Because of poor index matching 
and liquid-sealing difficulties, the concept was elimin
ated from the final design of that system. The devel
opment of a new liquid edge-cladding system was based 
on the following criteria: 

1. Refractive index. A close match to the base glass 
is desirable to minimize interface reflections. 

2. Fluorescence absorption. High absorption is de
sirable to minimize return from the cladding system in
to the laser disk. 

3. Radiation stability. No decomposition or signifi
cant physical change should result from exposure to 
IS to 20 J/cm^ of the flashlamp energy. 
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4. Compatibility. It is desirable for the system to 
be nontoxic, noncorrosive, nonflammable, nonexplo-
sive, and easily incorporated into existing laser head 
designs. 

During the early stages of work, it was realized that 
finding a liquid with both high refractive index and 
significant absorption would be difficult, if not impos
sible. It was decided that the two functions should be 
separated: the index-matching liquid would be either 
doped with, or surrounded by, a material that provides 
adequate fluorescence absorption-

Research into an optimal index-matching fluid was 
carried out simultaneously at LLL and at the Owens-
Illinois Technical Center. In both cases, the Lorentz-
Lorenz relation, 

( n - - l ) / ( j r + 2) = (4JT/3) Nfl, 

was used in conjunction with tabulated solubilities 
and electronic polarizabilities to provide guidance in 
identifying aqueous solutions of inorganic materials 
with high refractive indices. This method indicated 
that the zinc halides, particularly zinc iodide and zinc 
bromide, held promise for matching to laser glasses 
with a refractive index of 1.56 at 1.06 jum. Testing of 
near-saturated water solutions of these salts revealed 
that a zinc iodide solution provided the best index-
matching capability, with a maximum measured index 
of 1.63 at 1.06 pirn. The refractive indices of all other 
solutes were below that of typical laser glasses and, if 
used with an absorbing dopant of reasonable concen
tration, could not provide satisfactory index-matching. 
A detailed survey of organic liquids followed by 
flashlamp irradiation testing indicated that organic 
liquids of sufficiently high lefractive index suffer pro
gressive decomposition in a typical flashlamp environ
ment, which limits their usefulness in a laser 
environment. 

The identification of a suitable fluorescence-
absorbing dopant for use with the index-matching fluid 
revealed many possibilities. Although S m 3 + , F e 2 + , 
C o 2 + , and C u 2 + are among the ions that are known to 
absorb in the infrared, it was determined that N i 2 + was 
the most suitable for liquid-edge-cladding application. 
Nickel chloride combines high absorption at 1.06 nm 
with relatively high solubility and compatibility with 
common structural materials, making it extremely at
tractive for use as an absorber intrinsic to the fluid. 
Solutions of zinc iodide and nickel chloride with a 
refractive index at 1.06 (Jm as high as 1.58 and an ab
sorption coefficient of 4.6 cm"' have been prepared. 
A variety of metal-oxide black finishes were considered 
for use as the outer liquid boundary, in an extrinsic-
absorber configuration. Chrome black, a chemically 

deposited mixture of chromium metal and chromic ox
ide, was selected for testing in a full-scale liquid-edge-
cladding device, because of its low surface reflectivity 
and high mechanical strength. 

Before the development of a full-scale C head for 
use in testing the liquid-edge-cladding concept, two 
test modules were built and used to verify design con
cepts. A cross section of the fluid sysitm annulus 
around a laser disk is shown in Fig. 4-27. Both units 
were configured to allow measuring laser disk gain 
under conditions of varying liquid flow rates, absorb
ing-dopant concentrations, and fluid seal types. Test
ing indicated that liquid edge-cladding systems were 
both feasible and effective in parasitic-mode suppres
sion. Measurements of gain made on a 30-cm-diameter 
circular disk with a liquid edge cladding showed an 
18% increase in average disk energy-storage density 
over that obtained with the standard Owens-Illinois 
EI-4/5 glass cladding. The zinc iodide solution per
formed well in this testing for over 600 flashlamp 
pulses, with identical, satisfactory parasitic-mode sup
pression achieved using either intrinsic nickel c'.Joride 

Metal holder segments 
held in compression 
by bolt circle 

-Buna-N '0' ring 
•Clear polyurethane 
'0' ring 

"Laser disk 
Absorptive metal-oxide coating 

•Liquid edge cladding 
flow channel 

Tig. 4-27. Typical holder for liquid-edgc-clad amplifier disk. 
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absorber, extrinsic chrome-black absorber, or a com
bination of the two. No fluid system leaks occurred, 
and it was determined that system sealing using 
standard O-rings was feasible. 

During testing, it was determined that the liquid 
cladding systems must always be filled during laser op
eration. If a head is fired with the liquid annulus dry, 
the fluorescence trapped within a disk by total internal 
reflection can escape only into the O :ing seals, result
ing in severe damage to the rings and adjacent disk sur
faces. If the annulus is damp when the head is tired, 
moisture rapidly absorbs fluorescence energy and va
porizes. The large steam volume in the annulus ex
pands past the O-rings, depositing on the disk surfaces 
liquid droplets that subsequently damage the glass. 

Successful completion of test-module evaluation led 
to the construction of a full-scale liquid-edge-clad C-
amplifier head. This three-disk unit allowed a direct 
comparison of liquid and solid edge-cladding systems 
in a large-aperture, high-performance laser configura
tion. A photograph of the completed liquid-edgc-clad 

C amplifier is shown in Fig. 4-28. An aqueous solution 
of zinc iodide was selected for index matching. 

Because of physical constraints imposed by the 
amplifier configuration on the width of the fluid chan
nel, only extrinsic fluorescence absorption wai> used 
by means of a chrome-black coating on the fluid con 
taincr. Previous results, however, indicated that (It/: 
would not limit system effectiveness in parasitic-mode 
suppression. Fluid seals at the disk faces were made 
with O-rings of polyester-based polyurcthane, which 
exhibited remarkable resistance to damage by flash-
lamp irradiation in damage testing. The fluid-flow 
system was constructed of a glass reservoir: stainless-
steel tubing, valves, and pump;and flexible Tygon tub
ing. The pumping manifold was set up to allow opera
tion at system pressure:; of up to 35 psig or a vacuum 
of 10 in. Hg. Normal system operation at 0.15 gpm 
was achieved with 10-psig pressure into the disk 
holders. At this pressure, residual air bubbles were 
rapidly scavenged from the system. Operation under 
vacuum proved to be slightly troublesome because of 

Fig. 4-28. The completed three-disk liquid-cdgc-clad C amplifier with fluid reservoir and pumping manifold. 
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small air leaks into the system, which occasionally 
introduced undesirable bubbles into the liquid. 

To verify (he liquid-system design concept, the pro
totype C" head was assembled using clean-room tech
niques. />'though more cumbersome to assemble than 
conventional solid-clad designs, the unit was success
fully fabricated and tested at 30 psig for 30 min with 
no leakage. The small-signal gain of the liquid-clad 
head was measured with techniques described else
where in this report. The results of these measure
ments are shown in Fig. 4-29, which compares gain-
coefficient measurements on the liquid-clad head with 
measurements on two different solid-clad laser glasses 
in a standard C amplifier. The liquid-clad disk was 
Owens- Illinois ED-2 (1.8% Nd doping) with an inspec
tion-polished edge: solid-clad disks were Owens-Illinois 
ED-2 (1.8% Nd doping) with B1-4/5 cladding and Koya 
LSG9IH (2.0% Nd doping) with BSDLS cladding. 
These results indicate an increase of 20% in aD, the 
product of the small-signal gain coefficient a and 
major-axis length D, resulting from the use of the 
liquid cladding system rather than solid-clad disks. 
Operation of the cladding system was satisfactory over 
more than 120 flashlamp pulses, with no fluid system 
leaks within the head. Slight O-ring damage, and cor
responding disk damage, was caused by flashlamp 
light. 

Some softening of the polyurethane O-ring material 
was observed along the line of fluid contact, after 
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Fig. 4-29. Small-signal major-axis gain curves for liquid-clad C 
disks and for solid-clad C disks. 

1 month of head operation. Correction of this defi
ciency, which would increase maintenance in a dedica
ted facility, is anticipated as additional 0- ring materials 
are investigated. 

c / :D D AMPLIFIER GAIN MEASUREMENTS• 

The performance of prototype C and D amplifiers 
has been evaluated by small-signal gain measurements 
made on single heads. All measurements were made 
using a small cw Nd:YAG oscillator to provide a probe 
beam. This beam was directed along the amplifier 
center line and was detected with a silicon photodiode. 
By monitoring the diode output throughout the flash-
lamp firing pulse, net head gain wai calculated, 
applying corrections for flashlamp and fluorescence 
noise. 

In the C.-amplifier experiments, a single head con
taining three disks was tested. The disk dimensions 
were nominally 25 by 206 by 392 mm, providing a 
20-cm clear aperture. Two different laser glasses were 
used in the measurements: Owens-Illinois ED-2 
(1.8% Nd doping) and Hoya LSG91H (2.0% Nd 
doping). Disk edges were clad to suppress parasitic 
oscillations. Disks of ED-2 and LSG91H were clad 
with EI-4/5 and BSDLS solder glasses, respectively. 

The maximum single-pass cladding transmission was 
specified to be 10 and 35% at 1.06 and 1.35 Jim, 
respectively. A prototype liquid edge-cladding system 
for improved parasitic-mode suppression was also 
evaluated, as already described under "Liquid Edg 
Claddings for Amplifier Disks." Thirty-two flashlamps 
with a bore of 15 mm and an arc length of 112 cm 
provided optical pumping for this head. Raw gain 
measurements were used to determine the small-signal 
gain coefficient a and aD, the product of the gain 
coefficient and the disk major axis. Curves showing 
a and aD plotted as a function of the flashlamp 
input energy are shown in Fig. 4-30. The performance 
of the two glasses was, to within experimental limits, 
identical, exhibiting a maximum small-signal gain of 
1.88, which corresponds to a = 0.065 cm"' and 
oD = 2.55 Np. These results indicate satisfactory 
attainment of the design goal of aD = 2.50 Np for this 
head. 
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Fig. 4-30. Small-signal gain coefficient a and major-axis gain 
aD as a function of flashlamp power-supply input 
energy for the C amplifier. 

Similar measurements were made with a two-disk 
D-amplifler head. The disk dimensions were nominally 
35 by 306 by 584 mm, providing a 300-mm clear 
aperture. Owens-Illinois ED-2 (1.2% Nd doping) disks 
edge-clad with EI-4/5 solder glass were used. Forty 
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Fig. 4-31. Small-signal gain coefficient a and major-axis gain 
aD as a function of flashlamp power-supply input 
energy for the D amplifier. 

flashlamps, identical with those used in the C ampli
fier, provided optical pumping. A curve showing a 
and aD values as a function of the flashlamp-power-
supply input energy is shown in Fig. 4-31. A peak 
small-signal gain of 1.43 was measured, corresponding 
to a = 0.045 cm"' and aD = 2.60 Np. As in the case of 
the C amplifier, this represents satisfactory attainment 
of the design goal of aD = 2.50 Np. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR CLEAN. HIGH-GAIN GLASS DISK AMPLIFIERS. 

The disk amplifiers that have been designed, tested, 
and integrated into Cyclops and J a n u s ^ ^ 0 have 
generally performed well and according to the design 
expectations. However, one aspect that was not 
sufficiently appreciated during the design phase but 
has presented a problem during system operation is 
that of particulate contamination. Conventional clean
liness measures were taken; however, as we shall see, 
extremely stringent measures are required. 

One of the system design constraints is (and has 
been) to maximize the focusable energy per dollar. 
This leads directly to disk amplifiers that have high 
internal radiative energy densities from the flashlamps 
(up to about 20 J/cm^). The flashlamp spectral 
intensity^? peaks near 450 nm and extends from 
~ 2 0 0 nm (depending on the material used for the 
flashlamp envelope) to ~ 2 /um. The flashlamp radia
tion interacts with particulates in the clear aperture of 
the amplifier to form as many as three different types 
of opaque spot, which introduce diffraction rings into 
the laser beam (Fig. 4-32). 

The least troublesome type of opacity we have 
called a "plasmoid" (although we do not know that it 
is highly ionized). This results when a particle 
(presumably organic) is exploded by the flashlamp 
radiation. The resultant cloud is opaque to the laser 
beam on that shot, but succeeding shots are not 
obscured unless the original particle was close enough 
to a disk surface for the plasmoid to cause some 
surface damage. Even in this case, the surface pit is 
much smaller than the plasmoid. The second type of 
opacity is a metal particle surrounded by a metal halo 
on a disk surface (Fig. 4-33). The most damaging type 
of opacity is a fracture zone caused by a metal 
particle on a disk surface (Fig. 4-34); whereas the first 
two types of opacity can be easily polished off the 
disk surface, this third type requires grinding as well. 
The third type of opacity will also have a metal halo 
around the particle, except in the case of refractory 
metals like molybdenum. Plasmoids, haloes, and 
fractures typically have diameters of ~ 2 mm; the metal 
particles and plasmoid-caused surface pits typically 
have diameters of ~200 um. 
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Fig, 4-J2. Fholiijriph of beam downstream of obscuration. 

Fig. 4-33. Haloed aluminum panicle on ED-2 disk. 
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Fig. 4-34. Haloed aluminum particle on ED-2 disk and resulting fracture. 

It is clear from the above thai the amplifier design 
and materials must be such as to (1) permit proper 
cleaning of parts, subassemblies, and/or assemblies; 
(2) permit clean assembly; and (3) permit thorough 
postassembly inspection for cleanliness. In addition, 
the disks must be contained in a sealed subassembly 
(Fig. 4-35) when not in a clean environment. A 
"clean" amplifier is presently defined to be one con
taining no particles of diameter greater than ~5 fim 
(to avoid obscurations exceeding ~ 5 0 urn in diameter; 
spatial filtering is adequate for removing higher spatial 
frequencies). 

Particles that cause plasmoids can be eliminated by 
assembling the sealed optical subassemblies in a clean 
room, using cleaning, clean-assembly, and inspection 
procedures that are well known in the aerospace, semi
conductor, and precision-instrument industries. Of 
course, correct design can make such procedures con
siderably easier and better. 

Correct design, correct materials selection, and 
correct materials processing are crucial to the elimina
tion of metal particles. The major source of such 
particles in conventional designs is rubbing during 
assembly, especially the rubbing of mating threaded 
parts. By the exercise of seme ingenuity, threaded 
parts can be designed out, and rubbing can be almost 

eliminated. The number and size of particles generated 
by unavoidable rubbing can be kept d o w n 3 8 by 
keeping surface roughness well below 100 micro-
inches (center-line average), by paying attention to 
the orientation effect, and by using materials of high 
shear strength and high indentation hardness. 

However, there is another source of metal particles 
that has proved very difficult to deal with. Metal sur
faces that have not been polished or superfinished have 
small particles (typically ~200 jum in diameter) 
attached to them. These particles are bound to the sur
face more or less loosely; some (but not all) can be re
moved by buffing, ultrasonic cleaning, vapor degreas-
ing, flushing or wiping with solvent, strippable coatings, 
plasma cleaning, or vacuum bakeout. Deep (•—125 jum) 
chemical polishing or electrochemical polishing is some
times effective in providing a particle-free surface on 
some materials, but not yet reproducibly so (see be
low). We are currently conducting theoretical and 
experimental studies to determine how the particles are 
attached to the metal surface, how they are detached 
during flashlamp firing, and what metal and processing 
combinations are optimal. The required processing 
may well include subjecting the parts to equivalent 
flashlamp radiation before assembly or firing the 
flashlamps of amplifiers that are complete except for 
disks as a cleaning step before disk installation. 
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It is conceivable that it may not be possible lo 
reliably produce large numbers of amplifiers that are 
clean (by the above definition) during system use. 
However, somewhat larger particle sizes can be toler
ated it the amplifiers are evacuated to —I Torr, since 
no haloes are formed in this case. 

Experimentally and theoretically we have found 
that surface asperities cause no problem as long as they 
are connected to the substrate metal by an effective 
thermal conductivity that approaches typical values for 
metals; the surface particles mentioned above as a 
problem are evidently largely thermally decoupled 
from the bulk metal. The heating of these particles, 
whether they are loosely attached to the parent metal 
or sitting on a vitreous surface or located away from 
any surface, is then controlled by the parameter 
a/pc. where a is the (broadband) absorptivity for 
flashlamp radiation, p is the density, and c is the 
specific heat. 

Table 4-4 lists the values for a. a/pc. p (the 
indentation hardness), and S (the shear strength) for 

a number of candidate metals. The values for a were 
measured here by a calorimeiric method or (for 
copper, gold, and magnesium) estimated from pub
lished data.- ,'•^ l , The values for p and c are 
temperature-averaged from Ref. 40. The values for 
S are obtained from the American Institute of Phytic* 
Handbook'*' or extrapolated from materials of similar 
tensile strengths. The values for p ate obtained from 
the Brinell hardness numbers tabulated in Re*'. 41 or 
42 (copper), or from the Brinell or Vickers hardness 
numbers given in Ref. 43 (silver, titanium), or from 
the Vickcrs hardness number for tantalum cited in a 
Fanslecl data sheet. In the case of beryllium, the 
Rockwell B hardness number cited'*'' was converted lo 
the equivalent Brinell value. 

Table 4-4 indicates some metals on which the ex
perimental efforts should be concentrated: however.il 
should be reemphasi/cd that surface processing is 
critical. All of the metals listed in Table 44 . except 
beryllium and nickel, have been tested in the "helical 

Fig. 4-35. Design concept for a scalcd-optical-assembly amplifier. 
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T*bht 4-4. Somt rtiavant matt rial paramattr valutt*. 

Healing Indentatiun Shear 
Broadband paramciev aific hardness p strength S 

Metal absorptivity a (°K,/calcm }( (NVsnm2! (N/n>mJ) 

Aluminum (6061) 0.20 0.296 294 (86.21 
Beryllium 0.49 0.442 1500 - 1 0 0 
Chromium 0.48 0.SIA 8330 1 

Copper - 0 . 5 0.S59 390 150-160 
Cold ( - 0 . 6 ) (0.9721 2S0 - 9 0 
Kcgncsium - 0 . 2 $ 0.513 SI0 - 1 2 0 
Molybdenum 0.54 0.827 1530 - 3 5 0 
Nickel 0.41 0.403 980 360 
Silvci 0.14 0.226 (260) - 1 4 0 
Stainless slcel (304) 0.39 0.379 2960 - 8 0 0 
Tantalum 0.S4 0.898 980 - 3 0 0 
Titanium 0.44 0.698 640 - 4 0 0 

•Underlined values represent the best value; values in parentheses ate the wont values. 

Fig. 4-36. Helical flasher. 
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flasher" (Fig. 4-36), and at least one sample of each 
of the top three metals (fresh silver bright-plate, 
chemically poiished aluminum, and electropolished 
stainless steel, ranked by alpc) has been free of 
particles. However, the silver plating separated from 
the substrate in "bubbles" and also presumably would 
not perform as well when aged, and the chemical and 
electrochemical polishes used for aluminum and stain
less steel have not yet been capable of producing 
particle-free samples in trial after trial. It appears 
that all of the particles can be removed from the 
sample surfaces by a finite number of flashlamp 
firings, but we do not yet know how many flashes 
will guarantee a particle-free sample; we also know 
that there are limits (not yet accurately defined) to 

Optical Isolators 

Interstage optical isolation is now well in hand, 
insofar as it is under LLL's control. The tasks remain
ing in this area are primarily those of encouraging and 
assisting commercial vendors to provide consistently 
acceptable parts and to upgrade their processes and 
quality control to this end. We discuss here the pro-

6LASS FARADAY ROTATORS ^ ^ _ _ 

Lasers for fusion experiments must be protected 
from back-reflected light and, in the case of multibeam 
experiments, from scattered and transmitted light. As 
Pockels cells with apertures larger than ~2S mm are 
not available, Faraday rotators are required in the same 
(or larger) apertures as laser disks.**^' Because of 
the adverse effects of self-focusing, it is desirable to re
duce the thickness of Faraday-rotator rods by increas
ing the Verdet coefficient or the magnetic field. Thus 
the desirable properties of materials for Faraday-
rotator rods are a high Verdet coefficient, low n2/nQ 
(ratio of the nonlinear index of refraction to the inten
sity-independent index of refraction), high homogene
ity, high damage threshold low birefringence, and low 
absorptivity. In addition, ease of fabrication and 
finishing is important. 

Flint glasses (e.g., SF6 and SF7) have previously 
been used in Faraday-rotator applications, but their 
low resistance to damage and high n2 make them unde
sirable in laser-fusion applications. More recently, 
ED-4 (undoped Owens-Illinois laser glass) has been 
used because of its high resistance to damage. We re
port here measurements on two terbium silicate glasses, 
FR-5 (Hoya) and EY-1 (Owens-Illinois), and a cerium 
phosphate glass, FR-4 (Hoya). 

Table 4-5 presents data on measurements of absorp-

the type and amount of subsequent handling that can 
be permitted without generating more particles. 

The design concept of Fig. 4-35 is expressed in two 
embodiments (one with a cylindrical ultraviolet shield 
and one with two semicylindrical ultraviolet shield 
sections), both of which have reached at least the 
detailed-layout design stage. The clean assembly area, 
personnel, and techniques have been implemented. 
The remaining area of uncertainty is that of optimal 
structural materials and their processing. Combina
tions of materials and processing techniques are being 
tested in the helical flasher, and particle attachment 
and detachment ate being examined with the scanning 
electron microscope and the electron microprobe. 

gress that has been made in glass Faraday rotators, the 
current status of fhin-dielectric-film polarizers, and 
studies that have been conducted on damage to optical 
components at 1.06 ftm with 100-to-200-ps pulses. 
Also described is the design of large-aperture Pockels-
cell isoiators-a different approach that may be worth 
pursuing. 

tivity, Verdet coefficient (V), and linear index made in 
connection with Faraday-rotator development. The 
experimental values of nonlinear index are those of 
Bliss et al.,46 and the theoretical values were obtained 
from the Experimental Studies Group. Data for ED-4 
glass are included for comparison. 

The Verdet coefficients of all three experimental 
glasses are significantly higher (by a factor of 5 to 10) 
than that of ED4, varying among themselves by a 
factor of 2. However, Owens-Illinois states that in or
der to increase the stability of EY-1, the terbium con
centration has been lowered to a level at which the 
Verdet coefficient of EY-1 at 1.06 Mm is -0.038 min/ 
Oe-cm. All three of the new glasses have slightly infe
rior values of n2/nrj compared with ED-4, but the var
iation among them is far less than the variation in Ver
det coefficient. All three of the new glasses have high 
damage resistance for 1.06-jim light in pulses of 100 to 
200 ps. The FR-4 glass withstood several shots with a 
peak energy flux of more than 4 J/cm^ and was dam
aged by one shot with a peak energy flux of less than 
7 S/cnfl. The damage resulted from beam breakup be
fore the beam entered the test sample. The EY-1 glass 
survived pulses with a peak energy flux of more than 
4 J/cm^, and FR-5 survived pulses with a peak energy 
fluxofupto7 J/cm^. 
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V (min/Oe-cm) 

a (cm"') n 0( 1.064 Mm > 

n 2(10" • » « . ) 

Glass At 1.064 Mm At 0.633 tmt a (cm"') n 0( 1.064 Mm > Experimental Theoretical 

ED-4 -0.006 -0.020 1.556 1.52 1.7 
FR-4 -0.031 ±0.0008 -0.137 + 0.004 0.015 1.556 1.95 1.8 
EY-1 -0.041 ±0.001 -0.144 ± 0.005 0.006-0.055 1.610 1.77 2.0 
FR-5 -0.069 ±0.0015 -0.242 ±0.006 < 0.008 1.678 <> 2.5 

The absorptivity of FR-4 (0.015 cm"') seems to be 
constant from sample to sample and is just tolerable as 
long as the application permits thicknesses of less than 
1 to 2 cm. The EY-1 glass, on the other hand, has 
shown extreme variation in absorptivity and in plati
num precipitation. The absorption seems to stem from 
a small (10"^) concentration of iron. The concentra
tion of iron does not depend on the glassmaking pro
cess, but evidently its ionic state does, as does the pre
cipitation of platinum. Early samples of EY-1 had a 
low absorptivity but was easily damaged (~1 J/cm^) 
because of the high concentration (10^ to \0^ cm"-') 
of platinum platelets. When the glassmaking process 
was varied to suppress platinum precipitation, the ab
sorptivity in the near infrared rose to over 0.05 cm"*, 
in a very broad band. A process was worked out that 
prevented both platinum precipitation and the infrared 
absorption, but in order to stabilize the process, 
Owens-Illinois has reportedly lowered the Verdet co
efficient at 1.06 iim to 0.038 min/Oe-cm. 

With sufficient care in manufacture and annealing, 
all three glasses can be made free of striae, with an op
tical inhomogeneity of less than a few parts per mil
lion, and a birefringence of less than 9 nm/cm, in disks 
up to a few centimeters thick and IS cm in diameter. 
An FR-4 glass of this quality has been manufactured in 
30-cm-diameter disks. In finishing, all three glasses are 
"soft," rather like the silicate laser glasses. The terbi
um glasses, EY-1 and FR-S, have the peculiarity of a 
very high thermal coefficient of birefringence: a tem
perature gradient of a few degrees per centimeter 
causes a birefringence of several tens of nanometers per 
centimeter. The implication is that finishing must be 
done slowly and that the optical finish must be tested 
after allowing the piece to reach thermal equilibrium. 
Despite the care and patience that this requirement > 
mands, a wavefront distortion in transmission of less 
than X/20 (at 1.06 #m) has been obtained. Further
more, the Faraday disk must be mounted in a manner 
that prevents thermal coupling with the magnet-either 
heating by a pulsed magnet (see below) or cooling by a 
superconducting cryomagnet. 

Comparison of glasses depends specifically on the 
system-that is, the relative fraction contributed by 
Faraday isolation to cost, beam breakup, loss, and the 
like-as well as the relative cost of the glasses. Roughly 
speaking, the correct figure of merit is proportional to 
nrj/n2 and some power of V, which will depend on 
where the rotator is located in a chain. For equal disk 
cost, then, EY-1 and FR-5 are better than FR-4. In 
situations dominated by magnetic-field cost, the figure 
of merit has a dependence, which favors FR-5. 

In the larger Faraday rotators (Cj, C2, D; see 
Ref. 45) the combination of Joule heating in the mag
net winding with the thermal conductivity that existed 
between the coil and disk was sufficient to cause unac
ceptable thermal birefringence (see above) in the disk 
after only one firing of the unit. This has been obvi
ated by so modifying the disk retainer that most of the 
area of contact between the retainer and the coil form 
has been replaced by an air space. Though it is 
practical to flow air through this space, stagnant air has 
provided sufficient thermal isolation. 

The design, construction, characterization, and im
plementation of electronic hardware to provide a mag
netic field current in A*, A, and B rotators have been 
completed. The total design package was predicated 
on existing stock parts, portability, a 60-s charge cycle, 
and a maximum operating potential of 5 kV. A com
mon design evolved for A*, A, and B rotators, but the 
installed capacitance differs from rotator to rotator. 
Although the supply/bank system is designed to op
erate within 30 ft of the rotator coil, a remote-control 
panel permits extension service. Now reliable system 
components, the rotators are used with laser and phy
sics research systems both in and outside LLL. A com
plete description and instruction manual is available.'*7 

The characterization and implementation of electro
nic hardware for Cj and C2 rotators are in process. 
The design is totally differ'.it from that of the smaller 
rotators in that it uses 20-kV commercial power sup
plies in a fixed base operation. 
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CURRENT STATUS OF THIN-DIELECTRIC-FILM POLARIZERS 

In the July-December 1973 Semiannual Report 
(p. 52) it was indicated that successful Brewster's-angle 
polarizers had been obtained, but these were relatively 
small, and scaling up to B size (100-by-215-mm sub
strate dimensions) and larger apertures has presented 
some difficulties. We have recently obtained from two 
vendors several B-size polarizers that meet or nearly 
meet our specifications. The prospects are therefore 
good. The next step will be to extend the achieved 
technology to the C size (240-by-500-mm substrate 
dimensions). The current performance specifications 
for these polarizers are given in Table 4-6. 

The coatings typically consist of symmetrical alter
nating high- and low-index layers of electron gun 
deposited materials characterized as "hard refractory 
oxides." Typically the low-index material is silicon 
dioxide, and the high-index material is titanium di
oxide or zirconium dioxide. One design currently in 
use contains a total of 31 layers. 

In practice, satisfactory results with the larger sizes 
depend on (1) the uniformity of deposition and 

Table 4-6. Performance specifications for thin-
dielectric-film polarizers _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Parameter Value 

Angle of incidence 
(Brewster's angle) (degrees) 56.5 ± 0.5 
Wave-front distortion at 1.064 (im X /20 
P-Polarizalion transmission (%) > 95 
P-Transmission gradient over central 
50%ofthearea(%cm-l) < 0.1 
S-Polarization transmission (%) < 1.5 
Damage threshold at t = 100 ps (J/cm2) > 2 

Lasers for laser-driven fusion are characterized by 
subnanosecond pulse lengths, apertures of hundreds of 
millimeters, and energy densities approaching bulk ma
terial limits. Thus the optical components in such 
laser systems are subjected to very high stresses, in 
addition to the stringent requirements placed by large 
apertures and high optical-beam quality. At present, 
the damage thresholds of optical coatings, along with 
nonlinear beam distortion, pose a major limitation in 
the performance of laser-fusion lasers. For this reason 

(2) subtle manipulations of the coating design that 
extend the tolerance envelope for layer thickness and 
uniformity. The analysis of typical designs shows, for 
instance, that the bandwidth over which P-transmission 
is high can be quite narrow, on the order of 100 A 
Inexactitudes or nonuniformities in the layers tend to 
shift this band, with the result that P-transmission or 
gradient is not satisfactory or is satisfactory only at 
angles beyond the ±0.5° tolerance. Thickening some 
layers in the coating design can more than double this 
bandwidth, with essentially no significant effect on 
other characteristics, with the result that deposition 
tolerances are effectively increased in like proportion. 

In addition to the work we have done in the analysis 
and fine tuning of coating designs, \/e have also run a 
computer analysis of deposition uniformity. For large 
substrates, deposition geometries are typically dy
namic, that is, the parts are in motion during the pro
cess. The optimum relative position of the source and 
substrate, however, is by no means obvious. Our com
puter runs to optimize both coating design and deposi
tion geometry proved to be accurate when reduced to 
practice and played a significant role in obtaining the 
present results. 

One other necessary step has been interaction with 
industry in establishing the use of test apparatus and 
procedures of sufficient accuracy and stability both to 
verify performance and, equally important, to identify 
problem areas. The basic test apparatus, developed by 
G. Leppelmeier and M. Finkelstein, utilizes a YAG 
laser, a Glan-Thompson prism, and an LLL-developed 
precision ratiometer/photometer. A formal test pro
cedure is being written around this technique. Con
sideration is also being given to ways in which the pro
cedure can be streamlined for "production" use, such 
as by the introduction of continuous-scan equipment. 

we are interested in the macroscopic damage resistance 
of films and surfaces, and repoit here our investiga
tions of the damage threshold at 1.064 /urn, for pulses 
of 100-to-200 ps, of multilayer dielectric coatings - as 
used for polarizing beam splitters, mirrors, and anti-
reflection coatings - as well as several magnetooptical 
and electrooptical materials (see also Section 6). 

The laser system used was the Intermediate Laser 
System, ILS.48 It consists of an Nd:YAG oscillator, a 
single-pulse selection unit, two Nd:YAG preamplifiers 

DAMAGE STUDIES ON OPTICAL COMPONENTS AT 1.06 jum 
WITH 100-TO-200-PS PULSES ^mm^—mm-mmmmm^—m 
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Fig. 4-37. Typical microdensitometcr traces of the time-
integrated transverse-beam profile. 

(designed and built by LLL) and two CGE glass ampli
fiers, one 16 mm in diameter and one 32 mm in diam
eter. The spatial properties of the beam are deter
mined by a spatial filter between the two Nd:YAG pre
amplifiers (in early experiments this was simply a pin
hole, without lenses) and a soft aperture, or apodizer, 
near the input of the first glass amplifier. The tem
poral smoothness of the pulse is ensured by etalons in 
the oscillator cavity that provide a transform-limited 
pulse. Figures 4-37 and 4-38 show the spatial 
and temporal beam profiles, respectively. The non-
recurrence of 'die large features in successive traces 
permits the inference that the large features are due to 
film noise or the like and that the actual ripple is less 
than 4%, in both space and time. In early experiments, 
the streak-camera traces indicated that the full width at 
half maximum intensity (FWHM) was 200 ± 25 ps. 
Most of the data were obtained more recently with a 
characteristic FWHM time of 125 ± 25 ps. The maxi
mum energy available from the ILS before beam break
up from nonlinear effects is about 1 J, which provides 
peak energy densities of up to 8 to 10 J"/cm^ in a colli-
mated, rather than a focused, beam. Thus the damage 

c 
•o 

At = 100 ps 
Time 

Fig. 4-38. Typical microdensitometer traces (left) of streak-camera record (right) showing the temporal profile of the beam. 
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Fig. 4-J9. Experimental setup and diagnostics used in damagc-thrcshhold measurements. 

measurements are obtained for "macroscopic" regions, 
that is, O.S to 2 mm, rather than for small focal 
regions. 

The experiment itself is described in Fig. 4-39, 
which shows the beam emerging from a 3:1 telescope 
and passing through an uncoated, wedged beam split
ter. One of these diagnostic beams then goes to a 
2.5-mm aperture in front of a high-resolution LLL 
calorimeter.49 The other diagnostic beam is used to 
produce a multiple-reflection image,either on Polaroid 
film or Kodak 1-2. high-resolution film. The main 
beam then passes to the test sample. The 2.5-mm aper
ture, the film plane, and the test sample are all the 
same distance away from the beam splitter. For low 
energy densities (I to 2 J/cm 2) the beam profile was 
approximately flat across the central 2.5 mm. As the 
energy rises (2 to 4 J/cm 2), some whole-beam self-
focusing occurs, making the peak energy density some
what higher than the average over the central 2.5 mm, 
which is what the calorimeter measures. At energy 
densities higher than 3 to 4 J/cm 2, the edges of the 
beam experience a severe self-focusing, causing the 
peak energy density to occur at the edge of the beam, 
rather than the center. When the beam is not extreme
ly smooth, smali-scale self-focusing causes the beam to 
break up into hot spots with peak energy densities 
much higher (by a factor of 2 to 4) than the average. 

The results presented here are for an average energy 
density over a 2.5-mm aperture. In cases where the 
peak energy was notably higher than average, a note is 
made as to the necessary correction. The ratio of the 
peak energy density to the average energy density 
(Ep/E a v) is obtained by tracing the beam profile on the 

high-resolution film with a microdensitometer. Since 
the ratio of exposures of adjacent spots on the 
multiple-image film is equal to the reflection of the 
partially transmitting mirror, each film is autocalibra-
ling. Plotting the exposure versus r 2 then allows us to 
use a polarimeter to obtain the ratio of the peak expo
sure to the average exposure, which is equal to E„/E a v . 
Summarized results of the damage tests are presented 
in Tables 4-7 through 4-10. 

Table 4-7 contains the results of damage testing of 
polarizers. All the polarizers were tested at an angle of 
incidence of 56.5 ± 0.2° (Brewster's angle for the sub
strate, which is BK-7 for all samples). The polarizers 
are designed as stop-band filters, with the transition to 
transmission occurring for the P-polarization at a 
shorter wavelength than for the S-polarization. because 
of the oblique angle of incidence. Generally, the 
samples had 20 to 30 layers. Analysis by x-ray fluores
cence indicated that the liigh-index layers contained 
zirconium or titanium, sometimes with potassium or 
cerium added. We assume the low-index material was 
silica, which would be indistinguishable from the sub
strate. It was also evident from the angle and wave
length dependences of the transmission of the two 
polarization that decidedly different coating designs 
are uied. We found no correlation between damage 
threshhold and coating materials or pol-- zer 
performance. 

Several manufacturers supplied antireflection coat
ings on EY-1 samples furnished by LLL. The damage 
tests on these samples are summarized in Table 4-8. 
The best results are comparable to the best attained 
for polarizers, but not by the same manufacturers. 
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Table 4-7. Measured damage thresholds for multilayer dielectric-coated polarizers8 

Manufacturer 
Resisted damage 

at (J/cm2) 
Damaged at 

(J/cm2) 

Factor for converting peak 
energy density at 200 ps 
to peak energy density 

Continental Optical 3.2 3.C _ 
Continental Optical 2-8-3.2b 3.I-3.8C 1.3 
CVI - 1.5-2.0 -
Herron 1.8-2.5" 2.5-3.0c 1.6 
LEI 3.6,5.3 4.3,6.7 -
LEI 2.1,2.1 2.2,2.2.4.2 1.5 
OCLI 3.3-4.811 5.2S.9 C 2.0 
Perkin-Elmer 3.35.8* 6.7 _e 

Spectra-Physics 2.9-3.7 f 3.1.3.5,4.4 1.3 

'Unless otherwise note , pulse times are 125 ± ps (FWHM). Energy densities are average over a 2-5-mm circular 
aperture. Substrate mate, ill was borosilicate glass (BK-7). 

Three shots. 
cFour shots. 

Ten shots. 
eFifteen shots on two spots. Beam badly broken up. 
Five shots. 

Table 4-9 contains damage-testing results for mir
rors: micromachined silver and a BK-7 prism as well as 
multilayer dielectrics. The silver mirror was made at 
Y-12, in a single cut on 0.762 mm of electrolytically 
deposited silver on oxyger-free high-conductivity 
(OFHC) copper. Although the thresholds for the di
electric coats are nearly as high as that for the glass 
prism, they are definitely lower than those for the 
polarizers and an tire flection coatings. As would be 
expected because of the superposition of electric fields, 
the BK-7 prism was damaged at the internal reflection 
face. 

Table 4-10 lists the damage thresholds for three 
Faraday-rotator glasses, KDP (KH2PO4), and KD*P 
(KD2PO4) with deuterations of 86 and 97%. The 
FR-4 glass is a cerium-doped glass made by the Hoya 
Glass Works, Ltd. The FRN-5 glass is a terbium-doped 
glass from the same company, and EY-1 is a terbium-
doped glass made by Owens-Illinois. As can be seen, 
all three glasses are very tough. The KDP samples were 
not subjected to energy densities any higher than 
3 J/cm^. The KDP samples were aligned close 
enough to k-vector matching to provide some doubling 
to S320 A, but not for maximum second-harmonic 

Table 4-8. Measured damage thresholds for antireflection coatings on EY-1 a_ 

Damaged at 
Manufacturer at (J/cm 2) (J/cm 2) 

Continental Optical 2 .6-3 .6 b 3.6,4.8,5.3 
LEI 4.0-S.4 c -
Perkin-Elmer 2.0-2.9" 2.8-4.0 
Spectra-Physics 3.0-4.7 d 5.0-6.2 

Factor for converting 
to peak energy density 

1.5 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 

aAll pulses were of 125 ± 25 ps. Energy densities are average over a 2.5-mm circular aperture. 
bSix shots. 
cSeven shots. 
"Nine shots. 
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Table 4-9. Measured damage thresholds for mirrors 

Manufacturer 
or material 

Resisted damage 
at (J/cm 2) 

Damageat 
(J/cm 2) Remarks 

C V ! b 1.6 1.4.2.0 0 ^ 0 ° 

Coherent Radiatio-b 2.0-2J c 2.3. 2.7.2.7 \ 1.5 = peak energy density. 
0 ^ 4 5 ° 

Micromachined silver 0.61.0" 1.0, 1.0 

Bororilicate glass (BK-7) 3 .M.2 4.7,4.9 90 turning prism 

LEI 2.6-3.1 3.3-3.9 fl. = 4S° 

CVI 2.5-3.3e 3.5-4.5 fl, = 45° 

'Unless otherwise noted, pulse times are 125 ± 25 ps (FWIIM). 
bTestsal20O±25ps. 
cFour shots. 
^Fifteen shots. 
eNine shots. 

generation, as this would have caused a reflection 
directly back into the glass amplifiers. 

The aim of our lest was to evaluate various compo
nents for the LLL Nd:glass laser systems, with the 
goal of obtaining reliable optical components for 
energy densities of about 2 J/cm 2 , and for pulses in 
the range of 100 to 200 ps. In large part, this goal has 
been obtained, with the mirrors remaining an item for 
improvement. Our experience underlines the necessity 

of very clean beams for nanosecond and subnano-
second work: the slightest modulation in the beam 
will self-focus and cause a local energy density far in 
excess of the average. It seems quite clear that the 
damage resistance of dielectric coatings is process 
dependent. Obtaining the high damage resistance 
reported here over large apertures remains a difficult 
problem for the coater, as does further inc •? in the 
damage thresholds. 

Damaged at 
Material at (J/cmJ) (J/cm2) Pulse duration (ps) 

FR-4 4.0 7 b 200 ±25 
FRN-5 7.4 - 125 ±25 
EY-1 4.2 - 200 ±25 
KDP 2.5-3.0 c - 125 ±25 
KD*P (86 and 97% detentions) 2.5-3.0 d - 125125 

aEnergy densities are peak values. 
"Beam broken up. 
cSeven shots. 
dSix to eight shots. 
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DESIGN OF LARGE-APERTURE POCKELS-CELL ISOLATORS 

When prepulse radiation strikes a laser-fusion target, 
it preheats or destroys it before tde main pulse 
arrives. To prevent this is an important considera
tion in the design of laser irradiation systems and 
experiments. Prepulse noise, resulting from oscillator 
background radiation as well as amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) in the laser disk amplifiers, can 
range in energy from millijoules to values on the 
order of joules for high-gain, multiarm laser systems. 
Previous approaches to the problem have employed 
either (I) saturable-absorbing-dye c e l l s 5 0 or (2) elec-
trooptic devices like Pockets cells . 5 1 Mechanical 
shutters of various types have been discussed as 
possible alternatives, but the fast response required 
fot this application tends to make this approach 
difficult to implement. Faraday rotators and other 
devices used to prevent reflected energy from returning 
down the chain are, of course, unidirectional devices 
and not suitable fcr this application. 

Of the two principal bidirectional isolators, the dye 
cell is the only device that has been extended to 

apertures larger than 3 cm. However, it exhibits 
rather large insertion losses (see Section S) and tends 
to degrade with time. In addition, the rather large 
bulk absorption of the dye can result in large thermal 
distortion effects. The electrooptical devices, on the 
other hand, offer the attractive alternative of electronic 
bidirectional isolation with low insertion (and absorp
tion) loss, fast (i.e., nanosecond) time response, and 
high contrast (on/off; ratios. However, material 
growth and optical quality constraints have, to date, 
placed limits on the available apertures for Pockels-cell 
isolator devices, 2-to-3-cm clear-aperture material rep
resenting the present limit of the technology. Another 
difficulty with the Pockcls-ce!! Cjvices is thai they 
require high-voltage driving an>i timing circuitry, 
which, together with material growth and fabrication 
problems, lends to make these devices complex and 
costly. 

In our design approach, we considered the use of 
the only two primary electrooptical materials, KDP 
(KH 2 P0 4 ) and KD*P ( K D 2 P 0 4 ) , available currently 

4—T 

-Cylindrical ring electrodes • 

3 lass windows-

Beam Ĉ  

Fig. 4-40. Pockels-cell geometry: th« device has rotational symmetry about the center line. 
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(or within the foreseeable future) in large aperture 
with good optical quality. For optimal use of material 
(minimum cost), we considered 0° z-cut material, 
will; beam propagation assumed to be along the 
optical U.U-' (?) and with the effective diameter 
aperture in the x-y -lane. For use as an interstage 
isolator between the B and {' Mages of the Cyclops, 
Janus or Shiva systems, a 10-cm aperture would be 
required. Cross sections of this size are within the 
state of the art for both materials, but minimum in
direction growth is preferable for obtaining maximum 
strain-free optical quality, reasonable cost and growth 
times (KD*P grows at a rate of ~0.1 mm/day in the 
z-direction). am) minimum amount of material in the 
beam propagation patii. 

A cross sectt m of the generalized geometry con
sidered is shown in Fig. 440, where we have assumed 
rotational symmetry about the center axis. The 
electrooptical material (KDP or KD*P) is in the form 
of a disk with a thickness 2L and a radius R. The disk 
center axis is assumed to be along the crystal optical 
(z) axis. Placed in close proximity to the electro-
optical crystal are two glass windows. In an operating 
device, these windows would be antireflection coaled 
on the outside, and a thin layer of index-matching 
liquid would be placed between the window and the 
crystal. In order to apply the necessary voltage to the 
device, ring-shaped electrode bands are symmetrically 
placed in proximity to the crystal-window combina
tion. The fixed parameters in the calculation are the 
maximum radius (R). the window thickne... (t), and 
the dielectric constants of all materials and their 
surroundings. The variables are crystal length (2L), 
electrode width (w) and spacing (2d), and applied 
voltage VQ. 

The electric field and potential distribution in 
and around the active element was calculated with the 
JASON computer code,28 which solves the Poisson 
equation for the cylindrical symmetry employed. 
Several iterative steps were used, with systematic 
variations of the 2L, w, 2d, and VQ parameters. The 
calculations show that the voltage difference. Vy, 
between the entrance and exit faces of the electro-
optical crystal is radius-dependent. The transmis
sion of the device placed between crossed polarizers 
is given by 

T / T max = sm 2 (VV T (ry2V x / 2 ] , 

where V\/2 is the half-wave voltage for the electro-
optical material. The value of V /̂;i for KDP a'. 
1.06 nm is ~14 kV, and the value" for KD*P at 
the same wavelength is ~7 kV. 

The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 4-41. 
The parameters that were used are listed in Table 4-11. 

For both KDP and KD*P, ivc have been able to 
achieve transmission uniformities across the aperture of 
less than 4%, but at the expense of rather high values 
for the applied voltage VQ. It is possible to design 
high-voltage supplies and devices capable of providing 
voltages of this magnitude with risetimes < SO ns, but 
the accompanying electromagnetic interference prob
lem would have to be carefully examined. It is esti
mated thai the total cost of implementing a device of 
this type would be about $40,000 to $50,000. 

It should be emphasized that the purpose of the 
design exercifu* was to evaluate the feasibility, given 
only broad constants, of utilizing thin disks (i.e., 
L/R < I) of KDP-tyi.* material as an electrooptical 

KDP 
M0« v.ilel 

KD'K 
M0» sr-ile! 

_1 L 

.J 

GO 0 ? 0 4 0 6 0.8 TO 

Nor mail/Ml fiidius fr'ffl 

Fig. 4-41. Transmission as a function of normalized radius for 
KDP and KD*P PockcK-ccll isolators. 
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Table 4-11. Parameters of two electrooptical 
materials, KDP and KD*P 

Parameters KDP (KH 2P0 4) KD*P{KD2PO, 

V„(V) 0.94 x I 0 6 5.35 x l O 6 

2L (cm) 2.5 2.5 
w (cm) 6.75 6.75 
d(cm) 3.25 3.25 
R (cm) 5.0 5.0 
1 (cm) 1.0 1.0 

44.0 57.0 
21.6 51.0 

c l 1.0 1.0 
e1. 5.0 5.0 

Spatial Filters 

One of the major conclusions to be drawn from ex
perimental work on Cyclops and from theoretical cal
culations is that high-intensity spatial filters provide a 
large improvement in small-scale self-focusing (and 
hence in focusable power) at the cost of some increase 
in system complexity and a small increase in whole-

OSCILLATOR SPATIAL FILTER _ _ _ _ 

The spatial character of the switchcd-out pulse 
from the oscillator can be characterized as a perturbed 
Gaussian. The perturbations consist of (1) a ring pat
tern that surrounds the central spot and arises from 
beam truncation by the intracavity mode-limiting 
aperture, (2) a one-dimensional set of interference 
fringes arising from the switchout Glan-air polarizer, 
and (3) random small modulations arising from the 
(optically imperfect) switchout Pockels cell. A spatial 
filter located near the front end of the laser chain 
serves to remove essentially all of these imperfections. 
As used in Cyclops, the spatial filter also imposes 
proper divergence on the beam (for filling the apodized 
aperture), and in addition, serves as an integral part of 

Early in FY 1974, it became apparent that small-
scale beam instabilities would impose severe limitations 
on the performance of very long laser amplifiers. Ac
cording to arguments outlined below, these beam 
instabilities can be discriminated against by removing 
the high spatial frequencies present (and growing) on 
the beam wave front, before they collapse into self-

isolator. If it is possible to tolerate a higher trans
mission variation across the cell aperture, or if more 
z-length (e.g., 5 to 10 cm) is available, then the applied 
voltage VQ will drop significantly (to values of ~100kV 
or less in many cases). More comp.'ix field-shaping 
geometries for the electrodes were not examined, and 
perhaps an approach of this sort would lead to more 
encouraging results from a device-construction point 
of view. 

In any case, it has been demonstrated that it is 
possible to construct low-insertion-loss, fast-respo> se-
time electrooptical isolator devices of sufficiently 
large aperture, with contrast ratios greater than 100.1, 
suitable for use in large laser amplifier systems, such as 
those in use and under construction at LLL. 

beam self-focusing. This has proved to be of major 
importance in optimal-staging calculations for Argus 
and Shiva. Here we describe a low-intensity unit tor 
removing spatial artifacts from the beam and discuss 
high-mtensity spatial filtering in detail (see also Sec
tions 2 and 3). 

the Cyclops beam-pointing geometry. 

At one time it was thought desirable to hard-mount 
the spatial-filter assembly to the oscillator chassis. As a 
result, the chassis was modified to accept three 
stainless-steel rods, along which were positioned a 
plate containing a pinhole mount on a translation 
assembly, and a plate containing a lens mount on a 
translation assembly. This spatial-filter assembly was 
briefly implemented on Janus during the initial integra
tion of that system, before it was restaged more in ac
cordance with Cyclops practice. We do not envision 
the use of a chassis-mounted spatial filter on Argus or 
Shiva. 

focused filaments that degrade amplifier gain and 
power performance, and, equally important, before 
they self-focus so catastrophically as to cause damage 
to laser components. (Polarizers are particularly 
vulnerable elements.) To test these ideas with a high-
power beam in an on-line configuration, a vacuum 
spatial filter of flexible design was constructed and 

DESIGN, THEORY, AND PERFORMANCE OF A HIGH-INTENSITY SPATIAL FILTER 
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test operated in Cyclops. We discuss, in tu.n, the 
design and physical construction of the high-energy 
spatial filter, its effectiveness in discriminating against 
small-scale beam breakup, and some of the con
straints imposed by spatial filtering on the staging 
design of long solid-state laser chains. 

Design and Construction 
The spatial filter must be mechanically sturdy 

and evacuable to a hard vacuum. Its optical com
ponents (two lenses and one pinhole aperture) must 
be capable of (limited) adjustment relative to the 
system optical beam line. In addition, preliminary 

considerations^- involving location along the Cyclops 
chain indicated that a single spatial filter should, 
for maximum effectiveness, be placed at the out
put of the B stages; thus the optical clear aperture 
at the input lens must be approximately 10 cm. Min
imization of the quantity of glass in the optical beam 
requires that the lenses themselves form the vacuum 
end seals. Finally, diamond wire dies, encapsulated in 
a modified tapered stainless-steel sleeve, form the pin
hole aperture. 

Figure 442a and b show a schematic view and 
photograph, respectively, of the spatial niter. The 
position of the focal spot is adjusted by moving the 
input lens. The proper divergence angle for further 

Bellows 
focus 
adjustment 

Fig. 4-42. Spatial niter. 
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propagation through following C amplifiers is estab
lished by moving the output lens, and the pinhole is 
centered on the beam by vertical and horizontal stage 
motion within the chamber. This arrangement has 
proved to allow rapid on-line alignment using a cw 
laser beam propagated through the entire system. 

The performance of the spatial filter to date has 
been encouraging. Diamond pinholes with a diameter 
of 300 nm or more have not been damaged in opera
tion, as had earlier been feared.'-' Near-field time-
integrated beam-profile photographs have demonstra
ted the removal o.f high spatial frequencies from the 
beam (Fig. 4-43). Time-resolved measurements of" 
instantaneous power emerging from the spatial filter 
have not, as yet, been analyzed: however, the power 
temporal profile is similar to that discussed elsewhere 
in this report. 

Plienomenological Spatial-Filter Transmission 

It is now known that, for pulses with a high enough 
intensity I, the nonlinear index of refraction of the 
propagating medium (amplifier, in situations of interest 
here) will cause small-scale beam amplitude and phase 
irregularities to grow with propagation distance. In 
one formulation of the instability problem,^ a small, 
one-dimensional intensity modulation of spatial wave 

(a) 

number K, superimposed on a uniform-intensity back
ground, will undergo approximately exponential 
growth, with the gain coefficient g given by 

g = K[( 7l/n) - (K 2X 2/16 Jr 2)]' ' 4 , 

where I is the background beam intensity in watts per 
square centimeter, 7I is the nonlinear part of the index 
of refraction, and X is the wavelength in the medium. 

In the simplest application of this formula to an 
amplifier, the instability, assumed to initiate at z = 0, 
will grow by an amount exp[B(K)], where 
B(K) = / g(K) dz. For an amplifier chain like Cyclops, 
K scales toward smaller wave numbers as z increases, 
because of beam divergence, including the effect of 
divergence in the integration for the Cyclops amplifier 
(the geometry is shown in Fig. 4-44), we find that a 
reasonable first approximation of the result is a flat 
spatial spectrum, 

B(K) = bP ( K < K c o = aP1"4), 

B(K) = 0 (K > K c o ) . 

where P is lue instantaneous power at the s^atial-
filter input and a and b are constants that depend on 
the details of the amplifier staging and gain. 

(b) 

Fig. 4-13. Time-integrated, near-field beam profiks: (a) input: (b) output. 171 
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Fig. 4-44. Cyclops User-amplifier stages preceding the spatial filter. The (virtual) point source is located approximately I I m 
upstream from the spatial-filter input lens. 
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The spatial filter is an element that transmits only 
the spatial frequency components with K < Kjf (in
cluding, of course, the main beam). Thus if Ksf < K c o , 
some of the instabilities are removed from the ongoing 
beam before they can propagate further. If we assume 
that p(K) is the initial distribution of instabilities, that 
each ripple grows independently, and that the net frac
tional power parametrically55 removed from the main 
beam is small, then the instantaneous transmission of 
the spatial filter can be expressed in the approximate 
form 

fKco 
T P = ' " J„ 2*Kp(K) expB(K) dK. 

% 

If the initial distribi ..n of ripples in K is flat, the 
transmission of the spatial filter becomes 

T = 1 - * P O C 4 0 - K s

2

f) eB. 

Wc have used this formula to compare with time-
averaged transmission data obtained with Cyclops 
and ti.; spatial filter as shown in Fig. 4-45. Data are 
presented in terms of T versus (E/r) for several pinhole 
diameters d: it is known that 

Kjf = jrd/Xzf = (270d)cm _ 1. 

As can be seen, agreement is good for the following fit
ting parameters: 

1. B = 0.027(E/T), where E is the pulse energy into 

the spatial filter (joules) and r is the FWHM duration 
of the pulse (nanoseconds). 

2. K C 0=1.5(E/T)^cm- 1 . 
3. itpo= 1.2 x 10"s cm 2. 

These numbers imply that the spatial-frequency dis
tribution of the ripple is significant at fairly long trans
verse wavelengths, millimeters in the present instance. 
A task for the next 6-month interval is to gain a more 
complete understanding of th>» "skewed" distribution, 
in order to design against it in future chain amplifiers. 
It is reassuring to note that parameter 1 agrees well 
with calculations made for the Cyclops chain by means 
of the well-known formula 

B =(2ny/\){ I(z) dz, 

which results in the performance equation 
B = 0.029(E/T). 

Spatial-Filter Implications for the Staging of Large 
Amplifier Chains 

Since small-scale beam breakup is the most limiting 
mechanism in achieving large peak powers on a target 
of smail (but finite) size, it is important to examine the 
consequences of deploying spatial filters throughout an 
amplifier chain. Here we discuss an extension of our 
small-scale beam-breakup model to an amplifier stage 
of gain G and clear-at̂ rture diameter D, followed by a 
"perfect" spatial lifter (defined as one that passes the 
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Fig. 4-45. Spatial-filter transmission values for several pinhole diameters: O = 1016 flm: D = 635 pm: A = 381 iim. The lowermost 
curve represents a hypothetical ideal pinhole, that passes only the diffraction-limited background beam. Power is defined 
to be (total pulse energy )/(FWHM pulse duration). 

background beam undistorted but strips away high-
spatial-frequency ripples). 

We define the focusable boam energy Ef as the 
energy that emerges from the spatiai filter and we re
gard the (time-averaged) spatial-fil'er transmission T as 
a function of B, which is linearly related to the input 
energy E to the spatial filter. Thus Ef = ET(B). It is 
straightforward to show that Ef maximizes as a func
tion of input pulse energy EQ to the stage. In fact, 
maximization of Ef imposes a relation between stage 
gain G and input energy Eg; 

E 0GC 
(constant) £ - J M _ 
v ' y dT(B)/dB 

where the constant involves such details as the stage-
filling factor, amplifier diameter, and temporal pulse 
width, and where a is the amplifier gain coefficient 
(nepers per centimeter). 

We have applied the approach suggested by this 
reasoning to several amplifier-staging schemes.^0 Of 
particular interest is the limitation on focusable energy 
for realistic amplifier clear apertures; we And, for ex
ample, using T = 100 ps and Q (fill factor for an N = S 
super-Gaussian pulse shape) = 2.44, that we might 
obtain up to E( = 130 J from a set of four conventional 
C modules followed by Faraday isolation and up to 
I6S J if the disks had a liquid edge cladding. The 
implicit assumption is, of course, th-t a clean beam of 
optimum driving fl'. x is obtained from earlier ampli
fiers designed according to the same criteria. Thus, in 
this staging approach, an optimized laser chain might 
be assembled according to the schematic shown in 
Fig. 4-46. (We note in passing that this staging ap
proach is a distinct departure from constant-flux stag
ing.) We are currently designing the other sizes of 
high-energy spatial filter that will be required for the 
implementation of this staging approach. 
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Fig 4-46. An amplifier chain design that takes full advantage of spatial filters (S.F.). in addition to beam improvement, the spatial 
filters conveniently serve as beam-expansion telescopes. 

^ f 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4-47. Time-resolved spatial-fitter output signal: (a) multiple-image streak, beam center; (b) streak of beam partial cross-section. 

Instantaneous Pulse Power through Spatial Filters 

The discussions above have been limited to time-
averaged behavior of the beam. However, small-scale 
beam breakup is a parametric, and therefore instan
taneous, process. As a result, one expects a flattening 
of the temporal envelope of the pulse after it has 

emerged from the spatial filter. For a higher incident-
beam power, the pulse develops a pronounced dip in 
the center. These effects have been observed both in 
Cyclops experiments (Fig. 4-47) and in ILS experi
ments; the results are currently being analysed. The 
phenomenon is described in detail elsewhere in this 
report. 
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Introduction 

In the presence of an intense light wave, with a 
power density of gigawatts per square centimeter or 
more, the refractive index of a transparent dielectric is 
increased. This intensity-induced index change is 
small, on the order of 5 ppm at lO 1 " W/cm2, but it 
has profound effects. Since laser beams tend to be 
more intense at the center than at the edge, the beam 
is slowed at the center with respect to the edge and 
consequently converges. This convergence is limited 
only by the dielectric breakdown of the medium. This 
effect, know as v,hole-beam self-focusing, has been 
known for a decade:, though undesirable, since it 
induces a time-dependent phase curvature of the beam, 
it is well understood. 

In any nonlinear medium, there is a critical power 
level above which self-focusing effects are important. 
If the light intensity is given by 1 and the nonlinear 
fractional-index change (5n/np) = 7I, then the phase 
shift incurred in a distance 8 will be given by 

80 = B = ley / l(z) dz. 
J0 

For optical glass, y is 3.3 x 10"? cm2/GW. Thus in 
I m of optical glass, at a power density of gigawatts 
per square centimeter, the phase change will be 
6.6rr, or 3.3 waves. 

The threshold for whole beam self-focusing occurs 
when the nonlinear phase shift equals 2ir in a distance 
equal to the Fresnel length of the beam, zf = ka 2 , 
where a is the beam radius. Clearly, the systems 
discussed in this report are far above this threshold. 
In terms of "critical powers," LLL laser systems 
propagate 1(F to ICP critical powers in the beam. 
Under these circumstances, the beam is unstable with 
respect to small perturbations of phase and amplitude. 
It can be shown that a perturbation of spatial fre
quency K, on a beam of average intensity IQ, ?rows 
exponentially according to 

exp [Kz(7ln - K2/4k2)''*] 

in a distance z. This relation has been experimen»aUy 
confirmed. The most unstable spatial frequency 1 

given by K- = 2k-7lrj, at which frequency the 
perturbation grows according to the relation 

I n = l n(0) exp(kT J 1 0 dz) 

= l n(0) exp(B). 

We see that the parameter B has a dual significance 
becausi- it measures (1) the nonlinear phase change 
induced by the whole-beam maximum and (2) the 
exponential growth experienced by the most unstable 
perturbation. For this reason, the cumulative value of 
B in the system is taken as a measure of the importance 
of nonlinear effects. 

The remedy for small-scale self-focusing, the break
up of the beam into small filaments, is the introduction 
of spatial filters into the system. The most unstable 
frequency corresponds to structure of 100-fim dimen
sion, at 10 GW/cm2. At the focus of a lens, this 
structure is well outside the diffraction focus of the 
main beam. The introduction of limiting aperture at 
the focus will block the high spatial frequencies and 
prevent their cumulative buildup. This is the essence 
of the spatial-filter strategy analyzed in this report. 

In a real laser system, the origin of the small-scale 
structure is diffraction around minute particles of 
dust and dirt on optical surfaces. A perturbation of 
1-mm dimension at 10 GW/cm2 will be amplified by 
exp(2tr) through each meter of path length. Structure 
of this size is extremely difficult ro remove by spatial 
filtering, however, since it lies close to the central lobe 
of the diffraction focus. An aperture small enough to 
remove structure this coarse could easily intercept a 
significant fraction of the main beam, resulting in an 
unacceptable loss of power. The problem of filtering 
coarse structure is exacerbated by the presence of 
whole-beam self-focusing and passive aberrations, since 
both of these tend to spread the central diffraction 
iobe. The ultimate solution of this problem lies in 
maintaining the highest degree of cleanliness possible in 
the system and reducing residual aberrations to a 
minimum. 

Elsewhere in this report, experimental resulis on 
various aspects of propagation are presented. Our 
approach to the problem has been threefold: analysis 
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of the physics, detailed simulation and modeling via 
large-scale computation, and experimental verification. 
Once the problem is understood, methods of finding a 
solution are formulated, evaluated, and tested. 

The problem of nonlinear propagation effects is of 
great consequence in large-laser design. We have 
concentrated a major effort on this problem during 

the last year. Methods of finding solutions have been 
evolved and are currently being tested in practice. 

Ultimately, one needs to know the distrh 'tion of 
light on the fusion target. This is another aspect of 
propagation that has received a great deal of attention 
in the last year. The methods we have developed for 
the design and analysis of laser-fusion optics are also 
described here. 

Small-Scale Instability Growth 

REVIEW OF SMALL-SIGNAL THEORY. 
When an intense optical beam passes through 

matter, self-focusing of the beam occurs. This is 
because the high intensity raises the refractive index of 
the material; regions of higher intensity have a higher 
index and focus the beam toward themselves, which 
raises the intensity even more. Small beams (up to 

S mm or so) tend to collapse as a whole, forming a 
damage track in the material when the intensity 
exceeds the damage level. Larger beams tend to break 
up into a large number of filaments, each of which 
causes damage (Fig. 5-1). Breakup occurs because for 
each power density in the beam and nonlinear charac-

&&&• 

Fig. 5-1. Damage tracks in a laser rod due to small-scale instability growth. 
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te^-tic of the material there is a size of irrefiularity 
jrows at the greatest rate. When the m jmum-

..~ h scale is smaller than the beam, the beam tends 
to break up rather than collapse as a whole. 

In large laser systems like those designed for fusion 
research, the growth of irregularities smaller than the 
beam is the factor that limits the maximum power 
attainable. Thus details of the smail-scale growth must 
be understood if damage is to be avoided and the 
system design is to be optimized. 

The Self-induced Diffraction Grating 
We shall consider the propagation of a number of 

plane waves in an infinite medium of refractive index 
n. The use of plane waves simplifies the problem, 
since diffraction need not be considered. We shall 
consider the case of one strong wave, representing the 
main laser beam, and a number of much weaker 
beami. The interference of the strong and weak 
be;'/iis gives rise to intensity irregularities, which 
spatially modulate the refractive index of the medium. 
This changing refractive index phase-modulates the 
strong beam, causing the production of more power in 
the weak beams and therefore growth of the intensity 
irregularities. We thus consider small-scale growth as 
due to phase modulation by a self-induced diffraction 
grating. 

For simplicity, we consider only a finite number of 
weak plane waves. In addition, only weak beams 
lying in one of the infinite number of planes through 
the propagation axis of the strong beam are considered. 
These are not serious restrictions, since (as we shall 
see) as long as the interfering beams are much weaker 
than the strong beam, the problem is linear. Thus 
complicated situations can be modeled by a linear 
superposition of simple results. 

We shall study the monochromatic case, in which 
all the plane waves have the same angular frequency CJ. 
We thus write all electric fields as 

£ = to'-* Re E exp(-iut), 

where E is the rms value of the field and Re means the 
real part. Thr p^jrization of all waves is assumed to 
be the same ..-.•! is given by u. 

The strong wave will propagate directly along the 
z-axis, by construction, so that 

E s = C exp(ikz), 

where C is a real constant and k = wn/c = 2it/\. The 
weak waves will propagate at angles 0 in the x-z plane, 
so that they appear as 

Eg = B exp[ik(x sin 6 + z cos 0)]. 

We assume that the angle between E s and Eg is always 
small, so that 0 « 1 and we can take 

sin 0 -0; cos 0 -I - &0 2. 

We can then write Eg in the form 

E f l = E SA 0 expliktxfl - Vizfl2)] = E se f l, 

where Ag is a complex number giving both the ampli
tude and the phase of Eg relative to E s. By definition, 
we have 

eg = Ae exp[ik(x0 - "/jzff2)], 

where 

lAgl« 1. 

The total electric field is the sum of E s and weak waves 
al various angles: 

E = E s(l + S„e 0 ). 

The power density due to the waves is given by the 
Poynting vector magnitude 

S = E*E/RC = nE*E/RQ, 

where the characteristic impedance of the medium 
(assumed nonmagnetic) is given by 

R c = (nQle)A. 

and the characteristic impedance of the free space is 

Ro= oV ei/" - yJlu-

The power density is thus 

3 = JQ_ E *E = -2- C 2 (1 + SegXl + 2eg*) 
R 0 R 0 

= ^ C 2 [I + Z(e e + eg*) + & 0 & 9 * I . 
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We now use our assumption that the interfering 
beams are small compared to the main beam, or that 
| e o ! « I , and drop the interference terms between 
weak beams SegStg*. This yields the equation 

S * nC 2 11 + 2(<=0 t e 0*)]/R Q . 

If Ag =p exp(i0), we have 

f 0 + 6 0* = pexp{i[k(xfl-!4z9 2) + 0]} +C.C. 

= 2pros |k(x0-!40 2 ) + 0 ] . 

The intensity ripples due to a beam at angle 0 from the 
main beam thus are constant along lines where 

x0 = ViiB-

or 

x = Z0/2. 

The ripples therefore travel along a line halfway 
between the propagation directions of the strong and 
weak waves. 

For convenience, let us define 

2<ee + e e*) = D. 

so that 

S * (nC 2 /R 0 ) ( l + D). 

The factor D varies sinusoidally along x, representing 
the interfeiencc pattern in the intensity due to weak 
beams beating with the strong beam. This interference 
pattern moduiai?s the wave number k, since k =ojn/c 
and n is varying due to the effect of the nonlinear 
refractive index: 

n = lip + qE*E. 

This leads to a variation in k given by 

k = k0(l+pE*E) 

= k 0 [ l+pC 2 ( l+D)] 

= k 0 ( l+ P C 2 ) + k o P C 2 D. 

The first term represents an increase in k due to the 
uniform intensity of the strong beam, while the second 
term represents the spatial modulation of k due to the 
ripples. We define a renoimalized wave number given 
by 

K = k 0(l+PC 2) 

and write 

k = K+F, 

where 

F = k 0 pC 2 D 

contains the modulation. We now propagate the beam 
from z =0 to z = 6 ( 5 < 0 ) . We assume that the only 
important diffracted contribution is the energy scat
tered out of the strong beam and ignore diffracted 
weak-beam contributions. Then we see that 

ES(S) = C exp(ikS) 

= C cxp(ikS) exp(iFS) 

= C exp(ik«) (1 + iF6), 

where we have used the fact that | F | « | 1 . In addition 
to the strong beam, we now have added waves that 
appear as 

iFSC exp(ikS) = i5k 0pC 3 exp(ika) 

' 2-«jA^ exp(ikxO) + An* exp(-ikx0)J. 
0 

This expression shows that a weak beam at angle 0 
produces new components at both 0 and -6. Thus 
waves at 0 and -0 mix together, but do not mix with 
beams at other angles. It is this simplification that 
makes a weak-ripple analysis possible, since one can 
now consider each size of ripple (i.e., weak-beam angle) 
separately and not worry about mixing between 
angles. T'us no-mixing approximation will be true 
until either the interference among weak beams 
beccines large enough to scatter appreciable energy out 
of the strong beam or until the "weak" beams become 
strong enough that energy diffracted out of them by 
the modulation of k adds appreciably to other beams. 
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Let us now continue our analysis with only two 
weak beams at ±0, since this is all we need to con
sider at once. The weak beams ate 

E 0 = C exp(ikz){A+ exp[ik(x0 - Kz02)] 

+ A. exp[ik(-xfl - VizS2}) , 

so that at z = S the strong beam is given by 

Es(5) = C exp(ik5) j l + ikpC2S [A+ exp(ikxfl) 

+ A+* exp(-ikx0) + A. exp(-ikx0) 

+ A.* exp(ikx0)]| 

= C exp(ikfi) [1 + 2ikpC25a cos(kx0 + j3)], 

where we have written 

A + + A* = ae i ( S = v. 

Then the weak wave at z = f has its original content 
propagated by a distance 5, plus the new added waves 
from diffraction out of the strong beam. We see 
that we have 

Es(8) = Cexp(ik5)il + ikpC2fi [v exp(ikxfl) 

+ v* exp(-ikx0)] + [A + exp(ikxfl) 

+ A_ exp(-kx0)| exp(-ikS02/2)l 

= C exp(ik«) <1 + (A + + ikpC 2^) 

• exp[ik(x0 - me2)) 

+ (A. + ikpC2Si-*) exp[ik(- x0 - K60 2)]i. 

Writing 'since 6 « X) 

exp(-ik602/2) a l - ik5» 2 /2 , 

we have 

Es(6) = C exp(ik5)|l + [A+ (l-ik«0 2/2) 

+ ik6pC2w] exp(ikx0) 

+ [A_ {\-meAl2) + ikSpC^*] 

e*pv-\KXt>)> 

so that we finally arrive at 

and 

dA+/dz = ik{ (n-(0 2 /2)] A + + uAfl 

dAjdz = ik i [M -(0 2/2)J A. + ,«A|l, 

where 

M = PC2-

Taking the complex conjugate of the second of these 
and adding to the first, we find 

(d/dz) (A+ + A?) = -ik0 2(A + - A*)/2 

and similarly by subtraction we get 

(d/dz) (A+ -A*) = 2ik [n -(0 2/4)] (A+ + A*). 

If we define 

u = A+- A* 

we have the equations (recall v = A + + A*) 

dp/di = -ik6 2 oj/2 

and 

dco/dz = 2ik [(i -(02/4)]j>, 

so that (by differentiating and substituting) 

d2Wdz2 = k 20 2[;u-(0 2/4)]i> 

and 

d 2w/dz 2 = k 2 0 2 (f! - (0 2/4)|w. 

These equations are identical and both have solutions 
Dial go as 

i>,co = C,exp{k0[n-(0 2/4)] v 4z } 

+ C 2exp{-k0[ iu-(0 2/4)] ,' 4z}. 
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Although this looks like the solution to a second-order 
equation with two free constants, the equations for 
dv/dz and dcj/dz are first order, and only one constant 
is free; C2 is ̂ determined by C, or vice versa. 

Since A+ and A. are linear combinations of v and <x>, 
they too propagaXaccording to the same equation. As 
the relative ripple amplitude is proportional to a, it 
too grows with a gain coefficient 

g = kd[v402/4)]*. 

However, the power in the ripples is proportional to 
a*a and thus grows as 

P * exp(2gz). 

We have now derived the fundamental result of 
the Bespalov-Talanov theory of the growth of small-
scale irregularities in an intense laser beam. We see 
that the physical description of the process is that 
interference between a strong beam and weak beams 
produces index variations due to the intensity-
dependent refractive index and that the diffraction of 
the strong beam by the resulting phase grating spills 
energy into the weak beams. The phase and amplitude 
relations involved lead to a growth of the diffraction 
ripples according to the Bespalov-Talanov growth 
coefficier.. 

g = knu-ceW'4. 
where ju is the relative index variation 5n/n and 6 is 
the angle the weak beams make with the strong beam. 
We also see that the fundamental assumptions in
volved are the following: 

1. We can ignore weak beams with respect to 
strong beams. 

2. The angle 9 between beams is small. 
The effects of small-scale growth can be severe, as we 
see from the equation defining g. For a range of 0 
from 0 to 2\/n, g is real and the ripples grow ex
ponentially. The maximum growth rate is at 

and has & . value 

8m = M-

For 1.06-urr laser light and (i = 1 ppm, this yields 
g m a= 0.06 cm"1 at a weak beam angle of 
0m a 0.0015 rad. Since the wavelengths of the ripples 
is 

XR = XD«>. 

where XL is the laser wavelength, this means thai 
0.7-mm ripples would double every 11 cm for only 
1 ppm index increase! Such an index increase is 
caused by an intensity of about 2 GW/cm2 in a typical 
laser glass. Clearly ripple growth is a great danger and 
must be treated with respect. In Fig. 5-2, we see the 
growth rate as a function of angle for various typical 
index variations. 

Trajectories of One-Dimensional Ripples 
We have already shown that in vacuum the ripples 

travel at an angle halfway between the weak and strong 
beams. What happens in a material when the ripples 
grow? We start with a strong beam and one weak 
beam, and analyze the resulting ripple pattern. 

There are two possible situations, depending on the 
intensity of the strong beam. If the beam is weak 
enough for u to be less than 4 8 2 , then the growth coef
ficient is imaginary and the weak beams have oscilla
tory amplitudes. Starting with 

E = C[l +afjexp(-ikex>] 

= C(l + a Q cos k0x - iarj sin k0x) 

we match to the solution 
b f t E = C[l + (bfj cos gz + -g* sin gz) cos k0x 

+ (CQ cos gz + -S sin gz) sin kflx], 

0.31 , [ ̂ r - \ 1 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Weak-beam angle - mrad 

Fig. 5-2. Ripple growth as a function of the angle to the 
main beam of the weak beams that produce the 
ripples (X = 1.06 Km). A fractional index change 
finyn of I ppm corresponds to an intensity of about 
3 GW/cm in typical laser glass. 
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where 

g = kr? 2/2[l-(4/i/0 2)] K , 

and find that 

°0 - a 0 
and 

c 0 = -ia 0 . 

Along constant-intensity lines we have |Ei 2 = constant, 
so we solve for |Ei 2 and then take 

(3/9x)|E|2 = 0 

to get the ripple position. After some algebra, this 
reduces to 

k0x m - tan -1 tan%k0 2zM-f4u/fl 2)l i* 
[ l - ( 4 ^ ) ] 2M !4 

where x m is the x-position of the ripple maximum. 
If the intensity is large enough, then /.i > 9-/4 and 

the growth coefficient is real. We find that the ripple 
maxima now lie along 

k0x m = tan -1 tanhS4k0 2z[4/j/fl 2)-l]' /-
l(4nlB2)-\]'A 

A graph of these curves is shown in Fig. 5-3 for 
various values of 

»/Hc = 4 / ^ K 

We see that below nc the trajectories progress along x 
just as they did in the vacuum case, but the progress is 
oscillatory rather than continuous. As the intensity 
rises above threshold, the ripples "lock on" to the main 
beam and do not shift in x. 
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Fig. 5-3. Positions of interference maxima as a function of laser-beam intensity. 
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Use of the Sagittal Equation - More Complicated 
Ripples 

Laser propagation is often analyzed by means of the 
sagittal or paraxial equation, which is derived from 
Maxwell's equations, assuming a monochromatic field 
with smooth envelope variations propagating nearly 
along the z-axis. Under these assumptions, a field 

E = uE exp(-ikz) 

is described by 

2ik (3E/dz) = V 2E + p| E l 2E, 

where the V 2 operator acts only in the x-y plane. We 
will show that this equation gives the same results that 
we derived in the preceding discussion of the self-
induced diffraction grating and then analyze more 
complicated types of ripple. 

We first note that if our usual strong wave is propa
gating along the z-axis, we should again renormalize k 
to allow for the uniform index increase caused by the 
wave. If E s = C, then 

2ik (3C/3z) = p | C | 2 C 

so that 

/ i p | C | 2 z \ 
c = c o e x p ( - - l i T - ) ' 

which shows that we should have used 

K = k - BiCJ_ = k(l-fi). 
2k 

Thus we work with the renormalized equation 

2iK (3E/3z) = V 2E + p( I E I 2 - I C | 2 ) E. 

We now write the total field as a sum of strong and 
weak waves as before: 

E = C (1 + a cos K0x + b sin K0x). 

In order to use this field in the sagittal equation, we 
need 

3E/3z = C (3a/3z) cos K0x + C (3b/3z) sin K0x 

and 

V2E = -k 2 0 2 C (a cos K0x +b sin K0x) 

and also 

E 2 - C 2 = C 2 (a cos K0x + b sin K0x 

+ a* cos K0x + b* s K0x). 

To order a,b we thus have the equation 

2iK [(da/3z) cos K0x + (3b/3z) sin K0x)] 

= -K 2 0 2 (a cos K0x + b sin K0x) 

+ p IC | 2 [(a+a*) cos K9x + (b+b*) sin K0x ] . 

We separate out the parts varying a cos and sin, 
since they must be satisfied separatel-. This yields 

2ik (3a/dz)= (p IC I 2 - K 2 0 2 )a + 1 i C | 2 a * 

and 

2ik (8b/3z) = ( P | C I 2 - K 2 0 2 )b + p | C I 2 b*. 

With each equation, we take the complex conjugate 
and add and subtract. This gives us 

(3/3z)(a + a*) = !4iK02 (a - a*) 

and 

(3/3z)(a-a*) =-2ik[M0 2/4)] (a+a*), 

which combine to yield the '".miliar 

(3 2/3z 2) (a+a*) = K 2 0 2 [p - (02/4)] (a+a*). 

Thus a and b grow with the Bespalov-Talanov gain 
coefficient 

g = K0[/u-(0 2/4)] ' /\ 

We see that the sagittal equation gives results identical 
with those obtained by the use of plane waves 
(Maxwell's equations) and note in passing that the use 
of real eigenfunctions (sin, cos) instead of complex 
eigenfunctions made no difference. 

So far we have used one-dimensional ripples such as 
cos K0x. What happens with two-dimensional ripples? 
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Let us once more use the renormalized sagittal equa
tion. A general Fourier decomposition of a two-
dimensional ripple pattern will contain terms like cos 
k0x cos k0y and equivalent terms in cos sih, sin cos, 
and sin sin. Thus we examine a field of the form 

E = C (1 + a cos kflx cos k0y 

+ b cos kflx sin k0y 

+ c sin kflx cos k0y 

+ d sin kflx sin k0y). 

where a is related to the eigenvalue by 

V2uV = - K V * . 

Putting in the initial value a 0 , we find that 

(a^-eRe a 0 ) . 
a = a 0cosgz + i — - - ^ singz. 

where 

_ K a J 

(i-*r 

(1-e)" 

When this is put into the sagittal equation, we find 
that, after separation into parts that vary as cos cos, 
cos sin, sin cos, and sin sin, we have four equations of 
the form 

2ik (3a/dz) -K"aa + p C r (a+a*), 

where 

02 + 0 2 . 

Once more taking complex conjugates and adding and 
subtracting, we find that a, b, c, :.id d all grow with 

g = ka [ti • ( a 2 / * ) * . 

Thus as 0 or 0 goes to zero, we again get one-
dimensional ripples with the same growth rate as 
before. When the pattern is composed of square cells, 
so that 9 = 0, then both 9 and 0 must be \/2 times 
smaller than the one-dimensional value in order to have 
the same growth rate. This means that square cells of 
side \/2 grow at the same rate as long ripples of unity 
spacing. 

Extending this analysis to the general case, if there 
is some perturbing field of spatial shape 

E w = a<Kx,y), 

where *p is an eigenfunction of the transverse Laplacian 
?2, then a grows with the gain coefficient 

g = ka\ix-(a2l4)]-- fM 

and 

o 2 

The trajectories of a in the complex plane are ellipses 
or hyperbolas with eccentricity e. 

Note that if 

E = l + a^(x,y), 

where 

a = pe'* 

then, as long as I a I « I, we have 

E a (l + ptl/ cos 0) exp(ip0 sin 0). 

This means that either phase or amplitude ripples can 
be modeled by the appropriate choice of 0. 

Ripple Cain in an Amplifier 

So far we have discussed situations where the main 
laser beam has a constant intensity as it propagates. 
What happens in an amplifier, where the beam becomes 
more intense as it proceeds? We assume that, at any 
value of z, the ripples grow with a gain coefficient 
appropriate to the strong-beam intensity at that posi
tion. We shall then integrate the gain coefficient along 
the amplifier to get the total ripple gain. We are thus 
assuming that the ripple growth follows the intensity 
"adiabatically." 
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The gain coefficient at any fixed intensity is 

g = kd[»-(e2/4)]K, 

where 11 is the fractional index change due to the inten
sity. If we define the critical relative index change juc 

as the crossover point from oscillatoiy to exponential 
behavior, then 

Hc = fl'/4 

and we have 

g = a k f l ^ O i / ^ - l J 5 4 = 2k|i cl&i/»i c>.ll v i. 

The ripples grow as 

dR/dz = gR, 

so in the adiabatic approximation 

R = R, 0 exP y j g dz 

We take (as the most common case) an amplifier in 
which the intensity grows exponentially, so that 

M(e 

where a is the intensity gain coefficient. We thus need 
to evaluate the integral 

I dz 2Mc[(M,/>i c)e a z-lj1'4. 
/ I 

We make the change of variable 

U = £e« -1 , 

which gives 

dz = -!iH-
a(u+l) 

so that 

8n 
( * ) - * * 

2k/ur r^c / fc ) - 1 

du 

W c)- I 
u+ 1 

where we have used the facts that exp (aL) = G (the 
amplifier gain) and the output u is j i 0 = GJJJ. This 
standard integral (Dwight 185.11) yields 

Sn ^ [ f e - r - t e - ) " 
1 M o + tan" M*} 

When i*0 or U| falls below fiQ, the gain coefficient is 
imaginary and the solutions oscillate rather than grow. 
Thus there is no contribution to the ripple gain from 
such regions, and we should use 

M, 0 max Vr 
1,0 

and 

M| = r.iax {—- - 1,0 

in the gain integral. Using the identity 

tan"1 A - tan" ]B = cos _ ! J ' + A B | 1 + AB I 
U(1+A 2X1+B 2)]^ ) 

we finally have 

«n 
Ro 

( I + Q I Q M , ) * ) \ 

\ [(M 0 +1)(M, +1)]« \J 

This result is the same as that of Suydam,1 although 
his method involved application of the WKB method 
to a second-order differential equation for ripple 
growth, followed by simplifications. Curves of ripple 
gain in a typical amplifier are shown in Fig. 54. 

At wi'at angle 6 (i.e., what ripple size) does the 
maximum gain come? The answer depends on the 
values of MQ and M| at 0 m a x . If both MQ and Mjare 
zero, then the gain is zero and the question is senseless. 
If MQ > 0, but Mj = 0, then the ripples of peak gain 
enter the amplifier in the oscillatory regime, and then 
grow as the intensity becomes high enough. At the 
max gain we have 

(3/30) Cn(R/Ro) = 0, 
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so that (recall vc 02/4) 

-2- 8 (wo-02)'A - 0 cos' 
00 / 

1 U/] = o. 

If we write f = 
reduces to 

, where 6 = 2(ju0) , then this 'A 

c o s - l f = £Nf^_, 
2f 

which has the solution 

f = 0.39423486866R. 

We should compare this to the zero-gain result that the 
maximum is at 6JJ2, In a high-gain amplifier, the 
peak-£.,in ripples are 1.8 times as large as in an un-
pumped medium. At 0 m a x > the gain is 

Thus the ripple gain drops as the intensity-gain coef
ficient a rises (for fixed output intensity), as we see in 
Fig. S-4. 

Suppose the peak-gain ripples are amplified through 
the whole amplifier, so that Mj > 0. The calculation of 
the peak-gain angle 0 m a x is now more complicated. 
After considerable algebra, we find we must solve the 
horrible equation 

(c* i i I ^ f L , [ ( l / G ) - 2 f 2 ] _ 2 f c o s . 1 

( 1 - f 2 ) * [ ( l / G ) - f 2 ] H 

+ [ ( l - f 2 Xl/G-f 2 ) ] 1 / 5 ; )+ G^f3 

. 2 - fl + (l/G-2f 2)]/[(l-f 2)(l/G-f 2)] ** 
[f2 ((1+G) - 2G \ f2 + [(1 -f 2)( 1 /G- f 2 ) ] % \)] Vi 

= 0 

: 2 f(l-f2)*^?- 0.7246 
k^0 

in order to get the answer. The peak-gain angle is now 
a function of the gain, which was not the case 
previously. 

a 
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Fig. S-4. Small-scale ripple growth as a function of weak-beam angle (inverse ripple size) for 30-cm ED-2 glass (output flux 
20 GW/cm2). 
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Where is the transition from the first, high-gain, 
result to the second, low-gain, result? It comes at the 
point where Mj = 0 is at the maximum-gain angle. We 
have from Mi = 0 

0 = 2 0 < / = 2(JJL0/G)'A = 0C/G'A, 

The solution in the center (slab) region is, in the 
exponentially growing regime, 

R c = B cosh gz ( e - l ) % 

+ j i . - e Re B ; h ( -»»y 
» c = ejC 

or G = r~ . This means that the transition gain solves 
4M 

G-r = 

1 + cos (G T - \y-

or that 

G T = 6.4341315. 

Thus in amplifiers with a gain greater than 6.43, the 
maximum-gain beam angle is independent of gain and 
equal to O.39420c, whereas for gains smaller than 
6.43, the angle gradually increases to the zero-gain 
value 0J\/2. 

The conclusion is that the effects of the shift in the 
maximum-gain ripple size are minimal ard the effects 
of change in amplifier gain coefficient a are large. 
Physically, we see that essentially all of the ripple gain 
occurs in the last e-folding length of the amplifier. The 
best way to reduce small-scale growth in an amplifier is 
thus to run at the maximum possible gain coefficient. 

The Effect of Boundary Conditions 
Real laser systems have boundaries from air to 

glass and back again, and we must analyze the effect 
of these boundaries on the growth of small-scale irregu
larities. We consider the general case of a ripple of the 
form 

R^ = (A cos gz + iA sin gz)^(x,y) 

in the region to the left of a slab of material. The 
"gain" coefficient in the vacuum (air) is 

s 2 

where \fr obeys 

V2V< = -kVi / ' . 

is a measure of the beam intensity. Matching the solu
tions at the L-C boundary (z=0) we find that 

B = A. 

We write B in terms of its real and imaginary parts 

B = u + iv, 

which obey 

u = UQ cosh gz(e- 1)" 

- [ v o / ^ - l ) ^ ] sinh gz(e - 1) K 

and 

X v = VQ cosh gz(e -1) 

-u 0 (e- l ) 5 *sinhgz(e- l ) ' / *. 

At the end of the slab of thickness t, we go back to a 
vacuum solution on the right: 

R R = [C cos g(z -1) + iC sin g(z -1)] ty 

with 

C = D + iE. 

Once more matching value, we find that 

D-'[' cos<p cosh gt(e -\)'A - -2&4- sinh gt(e - l)'A 

(e-1) ,W 

and 

E = p[sin $ cosh gt(e - 1) 'A 
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- ( e - l ) ' / c o s 0 s i n h g t ( e - l ) , / * l 

where the magnitude and phase of the initial ripple 
coefficient are given by 

A = p e ' f 

These expressions allow us to find the gain and phase 
change of a ripple as it passes through one or ir.ore 
slabs. 

Note that the gain and phase at the output depend 
on the phase 0 with which the ripple hits the slab. In 
Fig. S-5 we see the results for two slabs as a function of 
<t>. The gain is compared to that due to the Bespalov-
Talanov gain coefficient. We see that the gain can be 
both higher and lower than the Bespalov-Talanov 
result. In fact, it is possible for the gain to be less than 
unity, since a carefully chosen phase at the input 
to the slab will couple largely to the decreasing 
solution exp[gz(e - \)VL] and thus will decay. How
ever, if the initial phases are random, we are more 

likely to hit an increasing solution; as the ripple gain in 
the slab increases, the likelihood becomes larger and 
larger. Thus statistics (and prudence) lead us to consid
eration of the maximum possible ripple gain in the 
slab, as shown in Fig. 5-6. 

The maximum ripple gain has two distressing prop
erties. The first is the extension of gain beyond the 
Bespalov-Talanov cutoff to small ripple sizes. The 
second is the large gain for large ripples, in the region 
in which g(e - ! ) " decreases proportionally to a. The 
cause of these large gains is that a large ripple travers
ing a slab will have its phase front distorted in such a 
way that the intense portions tend to converge. As it 
propagates beyond the slab, the convergence increases 
the intensity until diffraction takes over and reduces it 
again. The resulting intensity rise at the "ripple waist" 
can be much larger than the intensity increase in the 
slab. These large ripples are a problem in laser systems 
because they are hard to remove with spatial filters 
(because of their low spatial frequencies) "tnd because 
long propagation paths may make them worse rather 
than better (because of their convergent character). 

INITIAL PHfiSE ANGLE 
r- 512E / R i p p i - E SIZE 

Fig. S-S. Gain for small irregularities on a User beam as a 
function of the phase angle with which they hit a 
slab with breakup integral B = 3. The dots indicate 
the gain predicted by use of the Bespalov-Talanov 
gain coefficient alone, without the use of boundary 
conditions. The gain can be both larger and smaller 
than the single B-P prediction, but larger values are 
more likely. The values on the curves are the ratio 
of the cutoff size to the ripple size; the cutoff size 
is 2\s/u. 

Fig. 5-6. Maximum gain for small irregularities on a laser 
beam as a function of their (inverse) size. The beam 
is passing through two slabs with a total breakup 
integral B = 3; the slabs are separated by three 
times the thickness of one slab. Also shown (dashed) 
is the gain predicted by use of (he Bespalov-Talanov 
gain coefficient without boundary conditions. Note 
the extension to small ripples beyond the B-P cutoff, 
and the large gain for large ripples. Large ripples are 
dangerous because they cannot easily be spatially 
filtered. 
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The Breakup Integral as a Measure of Beam Quality 
Consider the Bespalov-Talanov gain coefficient: 

g = k8\n - (O2/*)]* 

The peak value comes at 

and has the value 

Thus the gain of the peak-gain ripples in length L is 

G = e k " L , 

and in general we expect that the quantity 

f L 
B = j k/u dz 

will measure the ripple gain of the worst ripples. This 
"breakup integral" is 

B = C | - i - dz, 
JQ n\ 

Our observations of the growth of a one-dimensional 
sinusoidal intensity modulation impressed on an in
tense laser beam propagating in glass have been re
ported earlier.^ The measured time-averaged exponen
tial gain coefficients were shown to agree moderately 
well with the exponential gain coefficients calculated 
from linearized instability theory.3 However, these 
calculations did not take account of the particular spa
tial relationship between the phase and amplitude 
modulations'' generated in the experiment. In addi
tion, the growth predicted by linearized instability 

where C is a constant, n and n2 are the linear and non
linear refractive indites, X is the vacuum wavelength of 
the laser, and I is the intensity of the laser beam. 

In addition to approximating the maximum ripple 
growth, B also gives the radians of phase delay at the 
beam center with respect to a low-intensity beam. This 
is important for the focusing of the W m as a whole. 

This quantity is only an approximation to the beam 
degradation, for the following reasons: 

1. The peak-gain ripple size changes with intensity. 
We saw in the preceding discussion of ripple gain in an 
amplifier that this reduces the amount of gain. 

2. The effects of boundaries, which have a large ef
fect, have been ignored. 

3. The breakup integral considers only the amplifi
cation of ripples, not their production. Thus a dirty 
system and a clean system can have the same B, but the 
beam quality of the clean system will be much better. 

4. Ripples may move across the beam, so we should 
do separate integrals along all possible ripple paths. An 
integral along the system axis is probably a worst-case 
estimate. 

5. The gain calculation is accurate only for small 
amplitude ripples. As the ripples become large, a large-
signal calculation should be done. 

Despite these cautions, the use of B as an estimate of 
beam degradation is extremely useful for system eval
uation and design, because of the simplicity of its use. 
Once a design is complete, however, a more accurate 
numerical simulation should be done to investigate the 
questions raised above. 

theory is really only approximately exponential.^ Cal
culations based on a more complete linearized analysis 
- one that does account for phase and amplitude re
lationships and does not approximate the gain as ex
ponential^ - give the solid curves in Figs. 5-7 and 5-8. 
These show excellent agreement with the data. 

The effects of using a linearized theory were 
checked by computer calculations in which the linear
izing approximations are not made. These computer 
calculations used a nonlinear propagation program that 

FAR-FIELD CONSEQUENCES OF NONLINEAR PROPAGATION 
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5-8. Time-averaged gain coefficient for the growth of 
intensity modulations on a pulse with a peak 
intensity of 4 GW/cm 2 . The data points indicate 
experimental values; the broken curve represents an 
exponential approximation to linearized theory, 
and the solid curve represents full linearized theory. 
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Fig. 5-9. Linearized and nonlinearized growth of a one-
dimensional perturbation. 



solves the wa'e equation in the paraxial approxima
tion. They show that the linearized theory underesti
mates the growth of the intensity-modulation peaks 
with distance and overestimates the drop of the modu
lation minima. Figure 5-9 illustrates this for a particu
lar case. The net result is that even modulation depths 
approaching unity are quite accurately predicted by 
linearized theory. 

The nonlinear growth of small-scale intensity and 
phase irregularities in an intense laser pulse is well doc
umented''^''^ (see also under "Growth of Small-
Scale Intensity Modulations in a High-Intensity Laser 
Pulse"). During propagation through a glass-laser sys
tem, the growth of beam inhomogeneities is qualita
tively the same as the growth of the one-dimensional 
modulation previously described.^'' A structure with 
the wave number K m a x = k(27l/n)'^ will grow the 
fastest, with an approximately exponential ripple gain 
coefficient g m a x (cm - 1 ) = k^l/n. Here k is the optical 
wave number 2rrn/Xv a c, I is the laser intensity, n is the 

index of refraction of the glass, and y = An/I. How
ever, since the small-scale amplitude and phase irregu
larities that touch off the process in a well-designed 
system result from random component imperfections 
and small dirt particles that have escaped the cleaning 
procedures, the resulting intensity and phase profiles 
are complicated and not easily characterized. Beam 
photographs generally show a range of spatial frequen
cies and modulation depths in a pattern that exhibits 
no particular symmetry. 

Qualitatively, linear propagation theory predicts 
that the far-field diffraction pattern of a beam that has 
experienced spatial breakup of the sort described above 
will contain significant energy outside the diffraction-
limited spot size of the corresponding unperturbed 
beam." Some attempts have been made to theoret
ically quantify the changes in the far field for a beam 
weakly perturbed in the way predicted by linearized in
stability theory,' ' but these calculations are as yet 
untested and do not extend into the severe-breakup 

Film 2 

Focusing lens 
(f = 102.5 cm) 

Uncoated 
wedge 

Total 
reflector 

Fig. 5-10. Measurement of the effect of small-scale beam breakup on the focusing properties of an initially high-quality beam 
propagating through a single unpwnped rod of ED-2 glass. 
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regime in any case. W? have conducted two sets of 
experiments using the ILS laser1-3 to empirically de
termine the effect of small-scale beam breakup on the 
focusing properties of an initially high-quality beam 
propagating through the simplest possible system - a 
single unpumped rod of ED-2 laser glass. 

The first experimental arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 5-10. The input pulse enters from the left and 
contains up to 0.75 J in approximately 100 ps 
(FWHM), with a 1/e beam diameter of 1 cm. Since the 
beam has been reduced in size by a factor of ~2.5 after 
leaving the last laser amplifier, it propagates through 
the experiment at an intensity more than six times 
higher than the highest intensity reached in the laser 
system itself. The energy in the central 2 mm of the 
input beam is measured by the calibrated photodiode, 
and film 1 records multiple-image photographs '4 0 f 
the near-field intensity profile both before and after 
passage through the sample rod. Both the beam that 
propagates through the rod and a reference beam di
rected around the rod then pass through the focusing 
lens, and the focal plane of this lens is imaged with 
magnification onto film 2. Each photograph contains 
all the information needed for accurately determining 

the response characteristics of the film'^ and thus for 
converting from film density to laser intensity {see also 
under "Computerized Processing of Laser Diagnostic 
Data"). 

Figure 5-11 shows one exposure from each of the 
four photographs taken for a typical intense pulse. 
Severe beam breakup is evident in the near-field pic
ture of the transmitted beam, and in the far-field pic
ture some distortion of the transmitted beam can be 
seen. Distortion of this sort is expected from whole-
beam self-focusing that results from aberration. How
ever, there is an even more dramatic far-field effect 
that is revealed by the following data-reduction proce
dure: for weak pulses nonlinear effects are negligible, 
and the ratio between the transmitted and reference 
on-axis far-field laser-energy densities, e j , can be meas
ured from film 2. This ratio differs slightly from unity 
because the reflection and absorption losses for the 
two paths to film 2 are only approximately equal. As 
the input-pulse intensity is increased, the ratio 

T(r=0) = [e d(0),/e d(0) B]. 

Near field Far field 

m$ 

Input Output Focused 
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Fig. 5-11. A typical intense pulse. 
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is found to decrease, as seen in Fig. 5-12. In fact the 
ratio 

T(r) f e d(r), dA 

.'), dA 

is found to decrease with increasing pulse intensity f.. 
all choices of r within the SOO-jum square scanned by 
the densitometer. (The actual scanned area on the film 
is a 500-mm square, but the image on the film is a lOx 
magnification of the focal plane.) The missing 
energy must be focused outside the 500-fim aperture, 
or, equivalently, it entered the 1-m focusing lens with a 
full-angle divergence exceeding 500 /urad. This is con
sistent with the angular distribution of light that would 
be scattered out of a beam experiencing the small-scale 
breakup predicted by linearized instability theory. 

In a system where the laser intensity does not 
change drastically with propagation distance, the pre
dicted total ripple gain is approximately 

exp (£-*) — 
for the fastest growing structure. Therefore, to the 
extent that all systems of interest have approximately 
the same input-beam quality, B may be a useful param

eter for characterizing accumulated beam breakup. 
Obviously irregularities introduced part way through 
the system complicate this simple analysis. Figure 5-13 
is a plot of the measured fraction of total energy con
tained in a 500-Mrad angular aperture as a function of 
B calculated at the spatial and temporal peak of the 
pulse. The solid curve is an attempt to draw a physi
cally reasonable curve through the somewhat scattered 
u:?a points. 

Several points should be made about Fig. 5-13. 
First, most of the lost energy is not absorbed in the 
rod. The intensity-dependent absorption in 50 cm of 
ED-2 glass is less than 10% at the greatest intensity 
used here."* Second, the B values are calculated under 
the assumption tin . all of the breakup occurs in the 
sample rod. Obviously, this is not the case: the break
up process starts in the laser itself. The other extreme 
is to assume the same K m a x value through all of the 
laser components, as well as in the sample rod, and add 
the corresponding B contributions. This increases B 
from 2 to 2.3 and from 10 to 13, with corresponding 
intermediate increases. These two approaches to the 
calculation of B should bracket the actual value of 
ripple gain. Finally, the results plotted here are tem
porally and spatially integrated-that is, we have 
measured not the focused fraction at the peak inten
sity of a uniform spatial profile but the focused frac
tion integrated over the temporal and spatial profile 
oft' : pulse. 

Since the modulation depth of the beam profile 
grows exponentially with intensity and the loss from 
the focal spot increases nonlinearly with modulation 
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Fig, 5-12. Beam breakup as a function of input-pulse intensity. Fig, 5-13. Far-field energy los' as a function of beam breakup. 
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^ ^ 

Fig. 5-14. Modified experimental setup with streak camera included. 

depth, the fraction lost at the temporal and spatial 
peak of a pulse is expected to be considerably larger 
than the average over the whole pulse. Severe temporal 
and spatial distortion could occur as a result of prefer
entially depleting the high-intensity parts of the pulse. 
Recognition of this fact led us to add a streak camera 
to the experiment, as shown in Fig. 5-14. A calorim
eter was also added to provide a measurement of near-
field loss. The data from this set of experiments have 
not been fully analyzed, but one important result can 
be noted. The streak-camera photographs show obvi
ous distortion of an intense-pulse temporal profile in 
the focal plane, clearly demonstrating that the frac
tional loss out of the diffraction-limited focal area is 
considerably larger at the peak of a pulse than the 
fractional loss averaged over the whole pulse. In fact, 
above a certain intensity, growing losses are seen to 
overcome further increases in input intensity, leading 
to a minimum in the focused on-axis intensity at the 
peak of the input pulse (Fig. 5-15). The value of B at 
which this turnover occurs is approximately 3. 

The results of the experiments described here pro
vide strong motivation for attempting to remove beam-
breakup noise from the beam in a large system by the 
use of one or more strategically placed spatial filters. 
This would force the exponentiation of small-scale 

structure to start over again, rather than allowing it to 
continue to the point at which it leads to large energy 
losses. These results also have important implications 
for the use of glass lasers in irradiating small targets. 
Target diagnostics must be capable of determining how 
much energy actually reached the target and to what 
extent the spatial and temporal profiles of the focused 
beam were altered by the effects of nonlinear propaga
tion in the laser. 
a> 

I 
> 

I 400 500 

Time — ps 
Fig. 5-15. Temporal distortion due to small-scale beam 

breakup. 
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DECONVOLUTION OF SPATIAL-FILTER CURVES 

Suppose we have data on energy transmission 
through a spatial filter in a laser chain. How do we 
determine the imensity-versus-transmission curve of 
the spatial filter? 

The type of spatial filter discussed here is designed 
to remove ripples of high spatial frequency from the 
beam, rather than restrict the main laser beam itself. 
In our analysis, we assume a radially symmetric beam 
profile. Then at any specific time during the pulse, 
and at any given radius, there is a certain beam 
intensity. We assume that, back along the path of this 
beam patch, a certain amount of beam degradation 
has accumulated as a result of noise sources and 
ripple growth. If we characterize this degradation by 
the breakup integral B, then each temporal-radial 
patch has its own B value. In turn, the transmission of 
the spatial filter will be assumed to be some function 
of B, so that the instantaneous intensity transmission 
is given by 

Thus we have the simplified equation 

/dx J dy J dt a(r,t) f[B 0 0a(r,t)] 
W = 

/ dx / dy / dt a(r,t) 

The trick in evaluating this messy integral is to 
realize that a(r,t), and thus f, is constant along 
shells in x,y,t space. We can thus reduce the three-
dimensional integrals to simpler one-dimensional inte
grals. For example, suppose the radial shape of the 
pulse is a "top hat," or super-Gaussian, profile given 
by 

a(r) = exp [-(r /r 0 )P]. 

This profile is Gaussian if p = 2, and it becomes flatter 
topped and steeper edged as p increases. Assume 

'out/'in f(B). 

There are two averagings involved before we can 
get to the energy transmission actually measured. The 
first is the spatial average, which turns intensity 
transfer into power transfer. Since portions of the 
beam are weaker than the most intense part, these 
cool parts can get through the spatial filter while the 
hot parts are being blocked. Thus, if the spatial-filter 
transmission is written in terms of the maximum B in 
the beam, it is smeared out to higher B values by the 
spatial average. The temporal average then acts in the 
same manner: the less intense front and rear parts of 
the pulse can get through when the peak is attenuated, 
further smearing the transmission curve to higher B 
(Fig. 5-16). 

Now we must work backward from the doubly 
averaged data to the original spatial-filter transmission 
curve. Integrating over space and time, we find that 
the energy-transmission fraction is 

w = J d x ; d y f d t 'oo 3 ^' 0 f t B ( M ) i 

/ dx / dy / dt l 0 0a(r,t) 

where IQQ is the intensity at the maximum of the beam 
in space and time, and a(r,t) is the normalized shape 
function of the pulse. Since B is linearly proportional 
to intensity, the breakup integral has the same spatial 
and temporal shape as the intensity: 

B(r,t) = B 0 0a(r,t). 

Fig. 5-16. Transformation of the intensif-transfer ratio of 
a spatial filter into the powe ansfer ratio by 
spatial averaging and then into the energy-transfer 
ratio by temporal averaging. 
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further that the temporal dependence is the same: 

a(r,t) = exp [-(r/r 0)P - ( t / t 0 ) l ] . 

Then along the surface given by 

(r/r0)P + ( t / t 0 ) q = constant 

the intensity is constant, and hence the spatial-filter 
transmission is constant. We shall find the volume 
inside this surface and then differentiate it to find the 
volume element over which we integrate. First define 
a shell size variable, 

P2 = [(xV)/r 0

2]p' 2

+(t/, 0)<l, 
so that p = constant implies B = constant. We deter
mine the shell volume by integrating disks in the x-y 
plane. Each disk has 

x 2 + y 2 = r 0

2 [ p 2 - ( t / t 0 ) l ] 2 ' ' P , 

and the disk area is Tt(x~+y ) . Thus the volume inte
gral is 

v = *r 0

2 r , + dt [ P

2 - ( t / . 0 , q ] 2 /p . 

The limits of integration are when x = y = 0, or at 

The integrand is symmetrical about t = 0, so that 

V = 2 r r r 0

2 J d t [ p 2 - ( t / t 0 ) q J 2 / p , 

which by the change of variable 

u = — L _ 

P 2 \ 

becomes 

V = 2 , r r 0 V 4 / P ) + ( 2 / q ) f l d u ( 1 - u q ) 2 / P 

0 

The integral is a numerical constant that depends on 
the spatial and temporal shape of the pulse. Since it 
appears on top and bottom in the expression for W, 
we do not need its actual value and so will not 

compute it (the solution is a combination of y-
functions). Instead, we just note that the volume 
element of the constant-intensity shell in x,y,t space 
is 

dV = C [(4/p)+ (2/q)] / 0( 4 'P> + ( 2 / c !>- 1 , 

so that we write 

J dp pM expi-p2) f j % , exp(-p 2)] 
W Jpoo 

dp 
0 

P M cxp(-p 2 ) 

where we have canceled common factors in the top 
and bottom and 

M = ( 4 / p ) + ( 2 / q ) - l . 

The integrands may be put into a somewhat smoother 
form, and the bottom integrand reduced to standard 
form, by the change of variable 

t = P 2 , 

so that 

W 

But, 

_ X " d t t ( M " , ) / 2 e " t f ( B o o e - t ) 
r d t t ( M - D / 2 e - t 

j * " d t t ( M - l V 2 e - t . r ^ M ± J ^ 

so that our final result is 

f ° d , t l - l e - t f ( B 0 0 e - t ) 
W 

IXL) 

where 

L = (2/p) + (1/q). 

Now that we have a fairly simple one-dimensional 
integral form for W, we can proceed to deconvolute 
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the experimental data. We first pick p and q to best 
fit the actual spatial and temporal distribution of 
intensity in the beam. We then assume for f(B) a 
functional form that depends on a sei of parameters. 
For example, we might use the two-parameter function 

f(B) < 1 + P / 2 ) 
p , \ - l 

where pj and P2 are the parameters. We then allow a 
nonlinear minimizer to vary the parameters for best fit 
to the data. For each trial set of parameters, the 
minimizer must carry out a one-dimensional integral 
at each data-point value of Brjo to get the predicted 
value of W at that point. The sum of the squares of 
the differences between the predicted and the observed 
values of W is used as a measure of the quality of the 
parameters tried. The nonlinear minimizer then tries 
various parameter variations until it can no longer 
improve the fit. The resulting best-fit parameters are 
then the version of the selected function that best 
fits the data. The process may be carried out for 
different functional forms to see what type of curve 
best fits the spatial-filter data. 

The process outlined here has been automated as 
the BCURV computer program-a version of the 
general-purpose nonlinear least-squares fitter NURD. 
The nonlinear minimization method used by NURD is 
the Nelder-Mead creeping simplex method, which is 
slower than quadratic-fit methods but which we have 
found to be quite robust. The numerical integration 
is done by INTGRT, an adaptive Simpson integrator. 
The integration is done over the interval 0 < t < 9. 

The method has been applied to the original LLL 
spatial-filter data shown in Fig. 5-17. As the pulses 
were approximately spatially and temporally Gaussian, 
p = q = 2. Because of the uncertainty in 
the BQ transmission, the vertical scale factor was 
used as a third parameter in the minimization in addi
tion to the two parameters in the function tried. The 
fit to these data by a "top hat" filter transmission of 
the form 

f(B) = exp [- (B/B0)P] 

is illustrated in Fig. 5-17. The actual shape of the 
f(B) curve is shown in Fig. 5-18. The interesting 
point of this curve is the abrupt onset of limiting at a 
fairly low B value. The beam is seen to go r-om fairly 
clean to totally useless within a B range of about 
unity. The fact that the abrupt decline takes place 
at B values between 2 and 3 reflects a combination of 
rapid ripple growth and large noise sources, although 
it is impossible to tell which is more important. This 

1—l—i—l—|—r 

_l I I L 
5 10 

Breakup integral 
Fig. 5-17. Computer-fitted tarve through avenged transmis

sion data points for spatial filter. 

low B value at beam br«.<nojp implies that frequent 
spatial filtering or cleanup by other methods is neces
sary if high-power laser chains are to produce the 
large outputs for which they are designed. 

Considerable effort is now under way to analyze 
other transmission data in order to determine how 
much improvement can be made by amplifier cleanup 
and to establish the effect of multiple spatial filters 
on chain performance. 

^ 0.6 

£ 0.2 

Breakup integral 
Fig. 5 18. Instantaneous spatial-filter transmission for the data 

points shown in Fig. 5-17. Note the abrupt cutoff 
between B values of 2 and 3. 
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Whole-Beam Self-focusing 

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS THEORY • 

Intensity-induced aberrations arising from whole-
beam self-focusing in Nd:glass lasers become signifi
cant when laser amplifiers are operated well above the 
critical power.1 ? Such aberrations can give rise to 
complicated temporal and spatial variation of the 
phase and intensity in a focal region. Consideration 
must be given to whole-be.\m effects in the design of 
terawatt laser systems if high irradiance of laser-fusion 
targets is to be achieved. 

In treating whole-beam effects, it is convenient to 
use geometrical optics to obtain the phase front with 
aberration and its trajectory within the near field. 
Diffraction programs can subsequently be used to ex
amine far-field behavior. The justification for a ray-
optics approach is twofold: (1) amplifiers are generally 
placed in the near field of the limiting aperture and 
(2) the distortions of interest are on the order of 
waves across apertures with diameters on the order of 
centimeters. The treatment below is, within stated 
limits of approximation, quite general and can be 
applied to beams with arbitrary spatial-intensity pro
files. This is an important feature since large high-
intensity systems generally employ spatially non-
Gaussian beams. 

In the ray approximation, the orthogonal trajectory 
and phase of the wave front can be determined from 
the following equations: 

("s) = Vn(r), 

2ir f n(̂  ) ds + constant 

(0 

(2) 

where ds is the differential path length along the ray, r 
is the position vector of a point on the ray, dr/ds is the 
unit vector tangent to the ray, c is the optical path, and 
n(r) is the index of refraction at the vector position r. 
In the following analysis it is assumed that all rays are 
paraxial witfi respect to the z-direction. 

We now obtain an expression for the angular 
deviation of a ray from the z-axis. For small dis
placements of the ray, this angle 80 can be approxi
mated by 

60 » J i = | *• x % 
ds ds 

(3) 

80 = = - W | z x f vn(r) ds |, (4) 

which, after carrying out the vector operation, 
becomes 

se -4-1 f Vn(0ds|. 
n(r) J c 

(5) 

It is now convenient to write the index of refrac
tion in the presence of an intense electromagnetic field 
as 

n(f) = n o + TK'I .Z) . (6) 

where l(t±,z) is the field intensity for a wave pro
pagating paraxially with respect to the z-direction and 
7l(rL,z) is the nonlinear contribution to the index. 
[It is implicitly assumed that Ifrj^z) and n(r) vary 
with time.] For the intensities of interest, 

•ylCr^/no « 1. (7) 

Substituting Equation 6 into Equations 2 and 5 gives 

8 9 N L = njj" j VKr^) (8) 

<> = 27rn0/X J ds + A 0 N L + constant, (9) 

and 

where 

A o N L = 27T7/X f Kr^z) (10) 

Using Equation 1, we find that this expression becomes 

is a small intensity-dependent contribution to the 
phase. In general, A0NL will represent an aberration 
of the unperturbed low-intensity wave front. 

The integrals in Equations 8 and 10 can be simpli
fied if it is assumed that the spatial-intensity profile of 
the beam retains its initial shape over the entire pro
pagation path. Several authors have used this so-
called constant-shape approximation in their treatment 
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of Gaussian beam propagation.' 7 > , i i The approxima
tion is quite general, however, and requires only that 
the bending of the rays be small in comparison to the 
characteristic spatial dimension of the beam. This is 
equivalent to requiring 

(drj/dz)2 « 1 01) 

at all points (r^,z) along the propagation path. 
Equation 11 allows us to simplify the differential 

path-length function ds. Writing ds as 

ds = dz [ l + (dr^/dz)' (diydz)] * (12) 

and noting that the lowest order term is quadratic 
in Idij/dzl, allows us to write 

ds « dz (first order, constant shape). (13) 

Further simplification of the integrals appearing in 
Equations 8 and 10 can be made by writing the inten
sity l(r,, z) for paraxial rays as 

I(r i l Z ) = F( r i/a)I(z), (14) 

where I(z) is the on-axis intensity and F(rj/a) is a 
radial intensity distribution. Substituting Equations 
13 and 14 into Equations 8 and 10 yields 

2 i t 7 / \ n e d f t p(z) dz = 2.2 waves (14 rad), (18) 

a = 10 cm, 

where r is the radial coordinate for an axially sym
metrical beam and I p is the axial intensity at the peak 
of the temporal pulse. Figure 5-19 shows the cal
culated nonlinear phase retardation and the angular 
distribution of the rays at the exit aperture of the 
Cyclops laser. (It can be shown that, for a col-
limated beam, the angular deflection of the rays at 
the exit aperture is nrj50NL. Th's results from apply
ing Snell's law for refraction at the exit surface of the 
last disk. The same is true for rods.) The values shown 
are referenced to a low-intensity beam without aber
ration. Figure 5-1° shows that the phase-front retarda
tion on axis is over two waves and the peak angular 
variation is about 100 Atrad. It is important to note 
also that the angular variations are high in spatial 
regions of the beam where much ot the energy is 
found. A correction for the above beam aberration 
can be made by using a phase plate (lens) whose 
surface figure varies as F(r/a), concave super-Gaussian 
for the above case. A question arises, however, as 
to the point in time at which this correction should 
be made. It has been suggested that the best average 
correction may be obtained by minimizing the rms 
phase variation over the temporal period of the 
pulse." This question can only be adequately 
addressed, however, through careful examination of 
the field patterns at the target position at various times 
in the pulse. 

A*NL = Y * F ® J KZ) dZ" 0 6 ) 

Equations 15 and 16 provide a simple means of 
estimating intensity-induced phase changes and the 
concomitant angular deviation of the rays in the near 
field. These equations can be used to evaluate 
paraxial beams with arbitrary radial profiles (not 
restricted to axial symmetry) and provide a basis for 
choosing profiles or corrective elements that will 
minimize whole-beam effects. 

Example 
As an example, we consider propagation of a beam 

with a super-Gaussian spatial profile through our 
Cyclops laser chain (such a profile is currently in 
use). For this system we have 

< 

FOj/a) = exp [-6.91 (r/a) 5 ] , (17) 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

r/a 

Fig. 5-19. Intensity-induced phase retardation (A$NI_) and 
angular distribution of the rays for an N = 5 super-
Gaussian at the exit aperture of the Cyclops chain. 
The radial coordinate, plotted along the abscissa, 
has been normalized to the hard-aperture radius a. 
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PROPAGATION OF AIRY DISK, SUPER-GAUSSIAN, AND QUADRATIC 
INTENSITY PROFILES - AN ANALYTIC COMPARISON ^ _ ^ 

The geometrical theory for intensity-induced phase 
aberrations shows that the phase-front variation in the 
near Held for paraxial rays is simply related to the 
spatial shape of the beam. This is summarized by the 
following equations: 

A ^ L = ( 2 n / X m e d ) F(rj_/a) f I(t,z) dz, (1) 

« « N L - ^ l * F ( T - ) ' | , ^ > d 2 ' <2> 

where A0NJ_ i s t n e n o n l ' n e a r phase variation across 
the aperture, 66fjL ' s t n e induced angular variation 
of the phase front normal with respect to the z-axis, 
F(rj/a) is the spatial profile of the beam, 7 is the 
nonlinear index coefficient, and I(t,z) is the time-
v. <ying axial intensity. 

The simple form of Equations 1 and 2 suggests 
that whole-beam distortions can be reduced by a 
judicious choice of the function F(rj/a). This choice, 
however, must be made with additional considerations 
in mind, including the following: 

1. It is desirable to maximize the output energy, 
subject to the constraint that the peak intensity does 
not exceed an intensity that will abiuitly produce 
small-scale beam instabilities. 

2. High-frequency near-field diffraction ripples 
must be minimized. This requires that the placement 
of hard apertures be limited to regions of the beam in 
which the intensity is no greater than about 10"^ of 
the peak value.™ 

3. Spatial gradients must not include those that 
would be strongly enhanced by near-field diffraction 
and self-focusing. 

We have considered a number of aperture functions 
for use in our Cyclops and Janus laser systems. The 
"top hat" function discussed in the preceding dis
cussion of intensity-induced whole-beam aberrations 
and in a previous report™ is currently being used. 
At present, we are evaluating a profile that has a 
quadratic variation over the major portion of the 
aperture, but is truncated with a smooth exponential 
tail so that condition 2 can be satisfied. 

The advantage of the quadratic profile is best 
illustrated by comparing it with other candidate 
functions. Figure 5-20 shows the relative intensity 
profiles for the super-Gaussian, Airy disk, and quad
ratic. (Earlier workers have used the Airy-disk beam 

shape largely because of the ease with which it can be 
generated. A photograph of the far-field pattern of a 
pinhole provides a convenient apodizing aperture.) 
These functions can be written as follows: 

Super-Gaussian: 

F(r/a) = exp[-*.91(r/a)5J . (3) 

Modified quadratic: 

F ( f ) - ' - 1 - 3 ( i ) 2 (°<i< 0- 7 9). 

F ( X ) = o,Oex P[d^Ml] 2 

(0.79 < | - <1.0) . (4) 

Airy disk: 

F ( X ) = 4 SiLiii^J^Lf2 (5) 
n * } I 3.81(r/a) \ 

Fig. 5-20. Relative phase variation for the Airy disk, modified 
quadratic, and super-Gaussian beam shapes. The 
phase retardation of the axial ray has been normal
ized to unity. 
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In these forms, the functions are normalized to unity 
on axis and to lO"-' at the hard aperture a. It is 
clear from Fig. 5-20 that the Airy disk does a poor 
job of filling the aperture, whereas the super-Gaussian 
and quadratic, which are approximately equivalent in 
aperture filling, do considerably better. It can be 
shown that the fill factors, defined as 

r F<*> 2™ dx

 (6) 
* a 2 

are 0.23, 0.41, and 0.41 for the Airy disk, super-
Gaussian, and quadratic, respectively. It is for this 
reason that the Airy disk has not been seriously 
considered for our applications. 

Figure 5-21 shows the relative angular variations of 
the rays with respect to the z-axis at the exit 
aperture (Equation 2). It is observed that both the 
Airy disk and the super-Gaussian give rise to angular 
distributions that would be expected to yield rather 
complex intensity and phase distributions in focal 
regions where high brightness and spatial uniformity 
are required for pellet illumination. The modified 
quadratic, on the other hand, yields a simple linear 
variation over a substantial portion of the aperture. 
In terms of geometrical optics, the rays associated with 
the quadratic distribution can be brought to a common 
focus, whereas other shapes yield a complex distribu
tion of foci along the z-axis. It can also be observed 
from Fig. 5-21 that the net time-dependent shift of 
the best focjl plane for the waves with aberration is 
about 20% less for the quadratic than for the super-
Gaussian. 

The near-field behavior described in the preceding 
paragraphs can only provide a guide with regard to the 
focusing properties of a beam with intensity-induced 
aberrations. To examine these properties in detail, we 
have used a diffraction program (see "SLAB, a Propa
gation Program for Disk Lasers") to examine the far-
field behavior of the super-Gaussian and modified 
quadratic with and without aberration. 

Figures 5-22 and 5-23 compare the focal vol
ume intensity distributions exhibited by diffraction-
limited plane waves with super-Gaussian and modified-

r/a 

Fig. 5-21. Relative angular variation normalized to the peak 
angular variation of the super-Gaussian curve. 

The geometrical-optics approach taken here pro
vides an approximate means of evaluating aperture 
functions from the point of view of intensity-induced 
aberrations. To determine the detailed focusing 
properties of selected apertures requires a full dif
fraction treatment. In addition, though the constant-
shape approximation used to derive Equations 1 and 2 
should be sufficiently accurate for near-field pro
pagation, a more complete examination using com
putational teciiniques that include both diffraction 
and nonlinearities is warranted. Such calculations are 
described below. 

quadratic near-field intensity profiles, respectively. 
These figures display contours of constant intensity 
whose spacing is I dB in the u,v-plane, where 
u = kr/(f#) 2 , v = kz/ ( f#) 2 , k is the free-space wave 
number, and f # = 2a/f is the f-number of the focusing 
lens. Both initial profiles have the same filling factor 
at the exit aperture. These figures show that, in the 
absence of aberrations, both intensity profiles propa
gate quite well into the far-field region. Figures 5-24 
and 5-25 compare beams with the same two near-field 
intensity profiles but with 1.5 waves of whole-beam 

PROPAGATION OF SUPER-GAUSSIAN AND QUADRATIC INTENSITY PROFILES-
A NUMERICAL STUDY _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ — i ^ _ » _ ^ _ i ^ - _ _ _ M 
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Fig. 5-22. Isophotes (lines of constant intensity) in a meridional plane of a focusing lens with a diffraction-limited N = S super-Gaussian intensity distribution. There are 30 solid lines 
representing a 30-dB decrease in intensity from its maximum value in the focal plane. The light is propagating from left to right. 

Fig. 5-23. Isophotes (lines of constant intensity) in a meridional plane of a focusing lens with a diffraction-limited modified-parabolic intensity distribution. There are 30 solid lines 
representing a 30-dB decrease in intensity ftom it*naximum value in the focal plane. The light is propapting from left to right. 



t . . . . . . 

Fig, 5-21. Isophotes (lines of constant intensity) in a meridional plane of a focusing lens with a super-Gaussian intensity profile of N = 5 and 1.5 waves of intensity-induced phase 
distoition. 

g Fig. 5-25. Isophotes (lines of constant intensity) in a meridional plane of a focusing lens with a modified-parabolic intensity distribution and 1.5 waves of intensity-induced phase 
en distortion. 



phase distortion as calculated from the following 
equation: 

A 0 N L = ( 2 n A m e d ) F( r i /a ) f l(t,z) dz, ( i ) 

where A0NL = ' -5 waves at r = 0. Although there is a 
substantial shift in the best focal plant for the two 
cases, the focused modified quadratic rtmains rela
tively undistorted by the aberration, whereas the super-
Gaussian focus suffers severe distortion even in regions 
that are many Rayleigh ranges removed from the focal 
plane. It is for this reason that the modified quadratic 
is superior for uniform target illumination. 

The detailed near-field behavior of the preceding 
intensity waveforms in the Cyclops amplifier chain 2 ' 
has also been calculated with the propagation program 
F O U R I E R . 2 2 ' 2 3 This program is based on the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, carries diffraction 
and nonlinear effects, and can be applied to complex 
systems consisting of many elements. Figures 5-26a 
and b show the computed intensity profiles at the out
put of the C modules ( A 0 J J L * * •$ waves at r = 0) for 
the super-Gaussian and quadratic, respectively. Al
though the super-Gaussian has developed a noticeable 
shoulder and the quadratic exhibits some bumpiness, 
neither effect is extreme. This observation confirms 

the approximate correctness of the assumption used in 
the preceding discussions of intensity profiles that the 
beam retains its shape during propagation through the 
amplifier chain. 

I 
> 
c 
c 

10 20 0 10 
Radius — cm 

Fig. 5-26. Computed intensity profiles at the output of the 
C-size amplifier stage of Cyclops: (a) super-Gaussian 
beam shape; (b) quadratic beam shape. 

Numerical Calculations of Nonlinear Propagation 

SYSTEM SIMULATION USING THE SNORT PROGRAM . 

The simulation of intense, whole-beam light propa
gation through a nonlinear laser medium has been 
achieved via the SNORT (system nonlinear optical ray 
trace) computer program. An additional set of comput
er programs that treat focal-volume diffraction effects 
have been developed to analyze the properties of such 
a beam after it has passed through a focusing lens. 

The SNORT calculations indicate that two types of 
phase distortion are accumulated by the light beam in 
traversing the laser. The first type is classical astig
matism, which is independent of both time and beam 
intensity profile. This aberration results when an 
expanding beam passes through a refracting medium 
whose surface normal is not parallel to the optical 
system axis. 

The second type of phase distortion is a result of 
the intensity-dependent portion of the index of 
refraction of both the pumped medium and the trans
parent optical components that make up the system. 

Both the temporal and spatial properties of the inten
sity profile affect this type of aberration, but for the 
system configurations considered, it has been found 
that the bending of the rays due to the nonlinear 
index of refraction is quite small. This condition 
allows for the validity of the constant-shape approxi
mation, which in turn leads to a phase distortion 
whose spatial profile is identical with the intensity pro
file of the beam. The magnitude of the distortion is 
given by the B-integral, 

B = Icy f l(z) dz. ( I ) 

where I is the intensity at the center of the beam and 
y\ is the nonlinear fractional index change. Integration 
is performed along the trajectory of the ray associated 
with the center of beam. The effect of this distortion 
on the focusing properties of the beam has been inves-
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tigated using the diffraction program mentioned above. 
The results of these calculations indicate that the 
transverse intensity profile, 

I(r) = I o e * p K r / r o ) 5 ] , <2) 

with the phase distortion predicted by SNORT (0.75 
to 2 waves), has a catastrophic effect on the properties 
of the focsed beam. 

Ray Tracing (SNORT) 
As already mentioned, the operations performed by 

SNORT simulate the propagation of the laser beam in 
the limit of geometrical optics. We begin our discus
sion of these operations by referring to Fig. 5-27, 
which depicts the triangular ray tube used in SNORT 
calculations. The tube is completely specified by the 
positions r and directions e of its three corner rays (see 
Fig. 5-28). 

A SNORT computation begins with the construc
tion of a hexagonal net of (identical) equilateral tri
angles in the entrance aperture. Rays are then ex
tended from a single source point on the z-axis 
and pass through each vertex of the hexagonal net. 
The rays are tabulated in a linear list, as are the tubes. 
Each ray entry includes pointers to the tube list of the 
locations of the six tubes that surround it. Similarly, 
each tube entry contains pointers to the ray list of the 
locations of its three corner rays. Both rays and tubes 
are numbered in a spiral beginning at the pattern 
center. 

The z-axis of the system is defined by an additional 
alignment ray passing through the center of the hexa
gonal net. This alignment ray is subject to refraction, 
but not to nonlinear optical effects, and does not form 
the corner of any tube. 

Initial Intensity. From an initial circular input 
intensity distribution, 

Kr) = l 0 exp[-(r/r0)"J (3) 

SNORT infers the intensity at each tube center, and 
from this intensity and the area A of the tube assigns 
an energy 

Fig. 5-27. Triangular ray lube used in SNORT calculations. 

y 
A 

/ y ^ r 2 v ' 

Fig. S-28. Ray-tube specifications in terms of ray directions 
and positions. 

&!- = I(r)A (4) 

to each tube. This energy is henceforth confined to 
the tube and may be altered only by attenuation and 
amplification processes. 
Ray Tracking. The most abundant optical elements in 
a SNORT calculation are glass disks. Each plane sur
face fe specified by a position rt and a unit surface nor
mal N (see Fig. 5-30). 

The perpendicular distance from the current ray 
position to a plane is given by 

d = (R - TQ) • N = sS • N, (5) 

where s is the path length of the ray and e is unit 
vector in the direction of the ray trajectory. Hence 

s = [ ( R - r*0) • NJ /e • N. (6) 

The new ray position at intersection is 

r = r 0 + s6\ (7) 

Fig. 5-29. Initial ray network used in SNORT calculations. 
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Pig. 5-30. Refraction of a ray by a planar surface. 

The angle of incidence, 6, of the ray with the surface is 

".os8 = g • N. (8) 

In general, an element surface can be defined by a 
function 

F(r) = 0. (9) 

The directional derivative of this function along the 
ray path is 

F'(5 = d£(jA ^ . ^ p ^ 
ds 

(10) 

Expanding F(r) in a Taylor series about rg yields 

F(r) = F(rfj) + sF'(r 0) + 'A s 2F " (tQ) + - (11) 

= S s4(S-V) nF(^). (12) 
n=0 n! 

Truncating the series after the first or second order 
produce.1; an approximate tracking formula in terms of 
approximating planes or quadratic surfaces; this formu
la can be applied iterati ?ly to find the intersection 
with any analytic surface. The technique is analogous 
to a Newton iteration. 

Since the rays are ordered in a spiral in SNORT, the 
intersection point for ray j is an excellent starting 
value for rayj + 1. 

Refraction. In passing through a material interface, the 
tangential component of ne is continuous (see Fig. 
5-31): 

njS, - n 0 £ 0 = kN, 

or 

n | sin 0 j = nQ sin 6 Q . 

Therefore 

cos 0Q = eQ • N 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Fig. 5-31. Refraction of a ray at a surface. 
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sin 0Q =e0 x N = (1 - cos" 60)A, (16) 

cos 0, = j l - l ( n 0 / n , ) s i n f l 0 | 2 } ' " (17) 

Requiring 

e i ' e l = ' 

gives 

|kN + n 0 e 0 l = nj . 

from which 

and 

k = nj cos 0 | - I>Q cos GQ 

S l = < nr/o + k N > / n 0 ' 

I I S ) 

( 1 Q ) 

(20) 

( 2 0 

In a nonlinear medium the index of refraction, ng, 
depends on the intensity of the beam, ihe SNORT 
program assumes the following relationship: 

nj = nj + n j I, (22) 

where nj is the linear portion of the index of refrac
tion and nj is the intensity-dependent part of the 
refractive index. Therefore, the refraction angle of the 
ray depends on the intensity associated with the ray. 
In crossing the material interface the intensity obeys 
the relationship 

IQ COS 0Q = 11 COS 0 | . 

Hence 

n'] = n, + nj IQ (COS 0Q/COS 0 J ) , (24) 

where 

cos 0, = ( l - [(n 0/n,) sin 6Q]2)A. (25) 

k = n. cos 0j - riQ cos 0g, (26) 

and 

£• _ / - d ?, = ( n 0 S 0 + kN)/n,. (27) 

Therefore each ray is "steered" an amount proportion
al to its intensity. 
Intensity. After the rays have been tracked to a new 
surface, the intensity distribution must be recalculated. 
Tb" calculation process is described below. 

Let the intersection points of a ray tube be given by 
the vectors fj, f2. and fj. Two legs Kj and fij o t t n e 

triangular ray tube are given by (see Fig. 5-32) 

ami 

h ' '2 - r i 

E, - r 3 - r,. 

(28) 

(29) 

Then the area of the triangular surface of intersection 
defined by the vectors R| and £-> is 

A * !4(fi, X Bj). (30) 

Approximating the ray-tube direction as 

6 = l/3(f, + S 2 + S 3); (31) 

we find that the average tube intensity is 

l T = E T/8 • A . (32) 

The approximate intensity at a ray position is u.ken as 
the average of its surrounding tubes: 

1 = 1/6 £ I e j , 
i=l 

(33) 

(23 where Iej is the intensity of the tube e,. 

Amplification. In transporting the rays through an 
amplifying medium, SNORT assumes a constant small-
s«5iii>i gain coefficient g. Therefore in each tube, if 

Fig. S-32. Ray-tube intersections with a refracting surface. 
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S], so, and. S3 are the path lengths traveled by the cor
ner rays, the energy or power in the tube is amplified 
according to the equation 

j " (s, + 33 + s 
E T = E T Q exp ^ — (34) 

where E-rn is the energy in a ray tube at the entrance 
to the gain medium. 
Self-focus. The trajectories of the rays inside a non
linear medium are given by 

(d/ds) (nt) = V(n2l), 

or, equivalently, 

Tig = V*, 

where 

$ = / ff ds 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

is the optical path length- Consider the passage of a 
ray tube through a thickness t of a nonlinear medium 
(s»e Fig. 5-33). The SNORT program approximates 
the ray trajectories by straight lines, while accumulating 
the phase integral 

* = / (n + n'I) ds (38) 

/ ray 
s Actual _ ,. 
' Redirected 

ray 

for each ray. After they have traversed the thickness t, 
the rays are redirected so that they are perpendicrlar 
to the phase front constructed from their path 
inti 

nS = V 4>. (39) 

Phase Gradients or Trajectories. Assume that the ray 
net is sufficiently fine to allow the curvature of the 
wave front to be neglected over the area of a single 
tube. The propagation is represented as a plane wave 
moving in the direction (see Fig. 5-34). 

n"1 V* = l/3(§", + e 2 + S3) = t. (40) 

Let 

and 

B, = r 2 - r, 

r 3 - r,. 

Then 

and 

* i - * , = V * • £, 

$3 - <t>2 = V * • Sj, 

n = v * • S 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

are sufficient to determine v<J> on the new ray 
trajectories. 

Fig. 5-33. Ray trajectory as it traverses a nonlinear medium of 
thickness t. 

Fig. 5-34. Relationship between ray-tube parameters and 
phase-front gradients. 
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Beam Analysis 
At any point in the calculation, an analysis of 

the beam characteristics and a graphics display of 
the intensity distribution and phase distortion may 
be requested. The basis of this analysis is an 
energy-weighted least-squares fitting to the ray data. 
First, the radius of curvature of the "linear" phase 
front and its consistent source point are found by a 
quadratic fit to the linearly propagated phase. Second, 
a sixth-order polynomial fit is used to characterize the 
phase distortion 8 accumulated by the beam due to 
linear refraction: 

6 

£,m=l 
ae,. x m v S 

n* v . (46) 

where the coefficients ag m are the fifth-order Siedel 
aberration coefficients. In the third step, a constant-
shape fit to the intensity profile is made. This fitting 
procedure decomposes the intensity profile in the 
plane of interest into the input intensity profile and its 
first two derivatives. The size parameter that is used to 
describe these trial functions is obtained from the posi
tion of the reference ray that was closest to the 1/e 
value of the intensity distribution in the entrance pu
pil. These three fit coefficients can then be used to 
obtain the effect of the whole-beam self-focusing. The 
intensity moments of the intensity distribution are also 
calculated. 
Fitting Procedure. The first step in the fitting 
procedure is to select a set of trial-basis functions. 
Denoting this set a s | f n | and letting g be the function 
defined on the available ray data, an approximate value 
of g can be computed from 

8 = I Vn- (47) 

The set of expansion coefficient { % } is chosen to 
minimize the usual weighted residual R: 

R •- I w(x. .y)[g(x,y) -g(x ,y) ] 2 dS(x,y), (48) 

where w(x,y) is the appropriate weight function. The 
matrix equation resulting from the minimization con
tains elements of the general form 

< u | v > 
• / • 

wuv dS. (49) 

This integration is achieved in SNORT by assuming a 
piecewise linear interpolation of the appropriate func
tions over the triangular zones defined by the intersec
tion of a ray tube with a plane. The coefficients of the 
linear interpolant are uniquely determined by the 
value of the function at the vertices of the triangle. 
Tner«fore 

J wuv dS = 2 / 
i=l A . i=l ''&i 

wuv dS. (50) 

The sum runs over all the triangles of the ray net, and 
the integration is over the i t n triangle. The weighting 
function used in SNORT is the total power in a ray 
tube. Thus the elements required by Equation 48 
become 

/wf g d s=i £• t < k W ( 5 1 ) 

i=l k,k=l 

where Pj is the power in the i t n tube, f^') and gjAO 
are the values of the functions of f and g, respectively, 
at the k t n vertex of triangle i, and 

4,k' = 2 ( k = k '> . 

'= 1 (k t k). 
(52) 

m 'kjc' 

This integration scheme reduces the entire fitting 
procedure to calculating scalar products over each of 
the triangles and a solution of the matrix equations 
that result. 

FOCUSING AND DIFFRACTION: SCALAR THEORY. 

The focusing and diffraction programs are used to 
investigate the effect of the whole-beam pliase distor
tion on the characteristics of the beam tfter it has 
gone through a focusing lens. 

Each Cartesian component of the vector-valued 

electric and magnetic field satisfies the sourceless 
rfelmholtz wave equation, 

(V2 + k 2 ) * 0, (53) 
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where k^ is the square of the wave vector, V2 is the 
Laplacian operator, and ^ is a component of the elec
tric or magnetic field vector. We seek a solution of 
Equation 53 that has the form 

>li = 0 exp(ikz), (54) 

where î  is assumed to be a slowly varying function of 
z (i.e., the direction of propagation of the beam is 
approximately along the z-axis). Inserting Equa
tion 54 into Equation 53 and requiring 

| 3 2 l W 3 z 2 | « 2 i k | 3 0 / 3 z ! , (55) 

We obtain the paraxial ray approximation to Equa
tion 53: 

2ik(3i/i/3z) = v\ .//, (56) 

where V. - is the transverse Laplacian operator. One 
can easily show that Equation 56 is satisfied by the 
standard Fresnel kernel encountered in optical-diffrac
tion theory.^ 

Introducing the eikonal 0, the wave function ty is 
given by 

\l/ = A exp(ik0), (57) 

where A is the amplitude of \j/. Inserting the relation
ship expressed by Equation 57 into Equation 56, we 
find that the real and imaginary parts of \j/ satisfy the 
equations 

[-2(30/3z) + (Vj0)2] k 2 A + VfA = 0, (58) 

and 

(3A/3z) + (Vx0 • VXA) + 'AA(V2<p) = 0. (59) 

If the phase 0 is a quadratic function of the trans
verse variable r in a cylindrical coordinate system 
(r,z,0), then it can be shown that the Laguerre-
Gaussian functions are the self-similar solutions of 
Equations 59 and 60. If the scalar product of two 
functions f and g is defined as 

<flg> 'IT f*g dx dy, (60) 

where f* denotes the complex conjugate of f, then the 
Laguerre-Gaussian functions are orthonormal with re
spect to this scalar product. Hence they are a com
plete set. of functions over the infinite two-dimensional 
spatial domain (x,y). 

The Laguerre-Gaussian "modes" ;>re characterized 
by three propagation parameters: the waist size 
co(z), the radius of curvature of the phase front, 
R(z), and the modal phase 0 m(z). The dependence o.' 
these propagation parameters on the propagation co
ordinate z is given by the expressions 

W

2 ( z ) = co2 [l + ( z / k w 2 ) 2 ] , (61) 

R(z) = z [l + (kco 2/z) 2J . (62) 

and 

(2m + 1) tan - 1 (kco2/z). (63) 

Since these modes are a complete set, the trans
verse wave function can be decomposed into these 
functions, i.e., 

\1/ = 2 y r m (64) 

where r m is the m'*1 Laguerre-Gaussian mode. The 
deviation of the phase front from a parabola, or the 
phase distortion, is treated by allowing the set of 
7 m to be complex. 

Once the set of complex coefficients (ym) is obtain
ed for ^ in a given z-plane, the decomposition of the 
wave function in any other z-plane is readily achieved 
by evaluating the propagation parameters defined by 
Equations 62, 63, and 64 in this plane. An initial 
intensity distribution and phase distortions that are not 
circularly symmetric can be treated in an analogous 
fashion, using Hermite-Gaussian modes as a basis 
function set. 

This program has been used to investigate the propa
gation of various initial intensity profiles with and 
without phase distortion. The results of one such in
vestigation are reported in the discussion of quadratic 
beam shaping. 

FOCUSING AND DIFFRACTION: VECTOR THEORY. 

The steady-state solutions to Maxwell's equations in 

free space satisfy the vector Helmholtz equations 
and 

V x V x E - k 2 E = 0 

V x V x B - k^B = 0. 

(la) 

(lb) 
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In spherical coordinates, solutions of the vector 
Helmholtz equations can be written, in general, in 
terms of three scalar fields that satisfy „calar Helmholtz 
equations: 24 

V 2 i> ( i ) + k V j ) = 0 (i = 1,2,3). (2) 
The fact that E and B are solenoidal in free space 

reduces the number of scalar fields required,2 with the 
result that the electric and magnetic fields in spheri
cal coordinates can be written as-' 

Er 

E0 

>k W 
+ k̂  rX, 

A -5- rX + 
ikr 30 3r 

Br = J - - 2 - + k^ rtf 
ikr W 

and 

B0 = A x + - i - - J _ A A r ^ 
30 ikr sinO 30 9r 

where 

V2uV + k 2 ^ = 0 

and 

V2X + k 2 X = 0. 

(3a) 

~4 &*• ( 3b ) 

sin a 00 

fy = -L -i— A A r X _ A ^, (3C) 
ikr sinfl 30 3r 36 

(3d) 

Be = -=i_ A. x + -i- A A t$ (3e) 
sinS 30 ikr 39 3r 

(30 

(4a) 

(4b) 

As solutions of the scalar Helmholtz equation that 
are regular at the origin, X and ii can be expanded 
into the series 

X(r,0,0 z 
8=C 

I agPg(cos 8) T ^ I ajj1 cos m0 
L m=l V 

+ b m sin m0J P^icos 6) jgfkr;, (5a) 

°° r 8 / 
*(r,0,0) = £ cgPg + £ I eg1 cos nvp 

8=0 L ni=l V 

+ d™ sin m0jpm jg(kr), ^ j , (5b) 

where jg is the spherical Bessel function and Pj'is the 
Legendre polynomial. 

Knowledge of the fields on a closed surface is 
sufficient to uniquely determine the coefficients in 
Equation 5 and thereby to specify the fields in all 
space. 

The radial components of E and B, through 
Equations 3a and 3d, are enough information to 
determine the coefficients. However, it is often the 
case that the radial components of the incident fields 
are not specified; an example is the case where the 
boundary conditions are a result of earlier ray-trace 
calculations. To relate incident transverse fields to the 
coefficients in the X- and ^-expansions, we use Max
well's equations directly: 

r • v A E = ikrBr, 

r • V x B = - ikrEr. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Expanding the products in Equation 6b on the surface 
of a sphere at an arbitrary radius, we have 

L • Y x iinc " g \Wz + £ 
e=o L m=i 

+ g m sin m0^Pg

m , (im cos m0 

with a similar expansion for Equation 6b. Now, if we 
define the potentials X j n c and <//m c from which the 
incident fields are derived by means of Equation 3, we 
can write 

Xjnc(r,e,0) = L a C P C + £ fa" 1 cos m0 
e=oL m = i \ * 

+ b m sin m0JP m h<2> (kr), (8) 
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where hg(2) is the incoming spherical Hankel function. 
This enables us to relate the coefficients aS1 and bj" to 
the known quantities fS1 and gS1. 

Then if we define the outgoing potentials X o u t and 
^ o u t , which can be expanded in terms of the outgoing 
spherical Hankel functions, and require that 

and 

X = Xinc + Xout 

* = *inc + •out-

Pa) 

(9b) 

we find that the coefficients a m are related to a m 

etc., by 

f-^/2. 
e 

(10) 

and 

r • V x B m = cos <J> W(0), (lib) 

where we have approximated the focused laser output 
by the function 

G(0) = (- cos 0)'* exp {- Ksin 0/sin 0 m a x ) N ] } 

and 

W(0) = (sin 0)"1 G(0) 1 + cos 0 [' 
• sin2 0/2cos 0 - N 

•Ncos0(sin<;/sin0 m a x ) N J. 

when 

Thereby from the incident fields we determine the co
efficients required to specify the total field in all space. 

The structure of the field near the focus of an 
aplanatic system !ias been discussed by Wolf and asso
ciates in a series of papers.2'*29 Using the notation 
introduced in these papers (see Fig. 5-35), with the 
incident electric field being polarized in the x-direction, 
the magnetic field being polarized in the y-direction, 
the wave propagating in the z-direction, and (r*0,0) 
representing a spherical coordinate system centered at 
the geometrical focus of the lens, we find that the in
cident fields required by Equation 7 are 

x E j n c = -sin <t> W(0) (11a) 

Fig. 5-35 Illustrating the notation to describe the structure 
of the field near the focus of an iplanatic system. 

Tt < 0 < tr/2. 

For ir/2 < 0 < 0, we have 

W(0) = 0. 

Then we find that the only surviving coefficients in 
the expansion of Equation 5 are for m = 1 and are 

a 8 = d 8 = [ " ( 2 E + l ) / « 2 ( 8 + l ) 2 ] 

• [ i $ /h( 2 >(ka)] , 
(12a) 

where 

fir/2 
l E = f M sin 0 Pj> (cos 0) W(0), (12b) 

-40 -30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40 SO 

Fig. 5-36. Time-avenged Poynling vector in the focal region 
of an f/1 aplanalic lens; maximum value at (0,0). 
Contours represent a decrease of 50%. Ordinate and 
abscissa are in dimensionlea units of Ka. 
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1 I ' I ' I ' i . ' I ' \ ! I ' I 

Fig. 5-37. Electric energy density in the focal volume of an 
f/1 aplanatic lens; 0 = 0 . 

where a is the radius of a sphere on which we make the 
expansion given by Equation 11. 

For actual calculations, the integral in Equation 12 
is performed numerically, and the series in Equation 5 
is truncated at a specified Sjnax' which depends on the 
position at which the potentials are being evaluated. 

In analyzing the propagation of intense light 
through disk lasers, a great deal of information can be 
obtained from the use of ray-trace methods, as de
scribed in the preceding discussion of the propagation 
of intense laser beams. Ray-tracing calculations afford 
a greater flexibility than detailed diffraction calcula
tions in treating refraction in such elements as tilted 
surfaces, lenses, and beam splitters. It is desirable, 
however, to analyze nonlinear light propagation in a 
realistic manner. The program SLAB is designed to 
provide that ability. This program exhibits the 
following features: 

1. Realistic treatment of Brewster's-angle boundary 
conditions. 

2. Treatment of diffraction and nonlinear index 
"exactly" in the context of the sagittal (paraxial) wave 
equation. 

3. Modular design, enabling any combination of 
disks and air spaces to be analyzed. 

4. An output format compatible with that of other 
programs (SNORT and ZAX). 

5. A fast, efficient algorithm for computation. 
The starting point for the calculation is the sagittal 

equation, 

2ink0[(d/3z) - gl * + I(3 2/3x 2) + 0 2 % 2 ) ] * 

+ 2 n 2 k 2 ^ . (1) 
0 

40 30 20 10 0 10 20 30 40 50 

Fig. 5-38. Electric energy .tensity in the focal region of an 
f/1 aplanatic lens;0= 90°. 

We give results for the field of an f/1 aplanatic 
lens in the vicinity of the focal volume, plotting 
the time-averaged Poynting vector (which is axially 
symmetric) and the electric energy density in the 
planes 4> = 0' and <t> = 90" (see Figs. 5-36, 5-37. and 
5-38). 

where the electric field of the light wave is E = l< exp 
[i(kz - wt) + c .c] , kg = w/c, n is the index in each 
medium, g is the gain (or loss), which can vary from 
point to point, and u is the nonlinear index change, 
assumed to be given by 

H = 6n/n = (n,/n) W2. (2) 

The special feature of this calculation is the treatment 
of the Brewster's-angle boundary conditions. 

The basic geometry of the calculation is shown in 
Fig. 5-39. The beam propagates along the z-axis in 
region I and refracts on passing into region II. The 
boundary surfaces of region II are assumed to be par
allel and oriented at Brewster's angle. No reflection 
will take place at the boundaries between regions as 
long as the deviation from plane-wave conditions is 
small. 

In region I, we write the electric field as 

E| = ^| cxp(in|k0z). (3) 

whereas in region II, 

E|| = i/<|| exp|iri||kQ(z cos 0 - x sin fl)J. (4) 

SLAB, A PROPAGATION PROGRAM FOR DISK LASERS 
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Nonlinear medium 
with gain 
in region I I 

Air in regions I and ILT 

Fig. 5-39. Basic geometry for propagation calculations. 

The equation of the boundary is 

x = (z - ZQ) cot <t>. (S) 

where ZQ is the value of the z coordinate at the point 
where the boundary crosses the axis. Since the field is 
continuous 31 the boundary, we have 

^1 exp0n|koz) = ^ exp|in||k0(z cos 0 - (z - z n ) 

• sin 0 cot <t>\ | 

= i!<[| exp|i(n(|/sin <!>)k0z sin(0-0)) 

• exp(iri|| ISQ/Q sin 0 cot 0). (6) 

t* 

Fig. 5-40. Transformation of the grid shown in Fig. S-39 to a continuous grid for use in the SLAB program. 
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By Snell's law at the boundary 

nj sin 0 = nj | sin(0 - 0), (7) 

so that \j/ is continuous to within a phase factor. Using 
the BrewsterVangle condition, tan <t> = nj|/nj, we see 
that, at the boundary, 

^ | = l^ii expCinikQZQ sin 8). (8) 

As shown in Fig. 5-39, the computational grid is dis
continuous. This is because the computation follows 
the average ray paths through the refracting surface. 
The SLAB program is based on a transformation of the 
grid shown in Fig. 5-39 into the grid shown in Fig. 
5-40, which is continuous. The transformed calcula
tion employs coefficients that are discontinuous across 
the boundary, but computation is easier than for a 
discontinuous grid. 

Lei 0 be the angle the ray makes with the surface in 
regions I and III. (Thus 0 is the angle between the 
normal to the surface and the z-axis.) Let <S> be the 
angle between the ray and the surface in region II. By 
Snell's law, ni sin <j> = n\\ sin 0'. For Brewster's-angle 
incidence, tan- 0 = n||/ni, as already stated. In regions 
I and III, the sagittal equation has the form given in 
Equation I, with n = n\. In region II, the sagittal equa
tion becomes 

2in,|k0[(o/d$)-g) *+ | O W ) + O W ) l * 

+ 2 n n ' k 0 - W = 0. (9) 

where 

f = z cos 0 - x sin 0, 

and 

\ = z sin 0 + x cos 0, 

0 = 0 

(10) 

If the grid spacings in z and x, in regions I and III, are 
given by d and h, respectively, and in region 11 by d' 
and h' then 

d/sin 0 = d'/sin 0', 

h/cos 0 = h'/cos0' (ID 

from simple trigonometry. We can write a single equa
tion for all three regions, in the form 

2ik[0/3z) - g] 0 + [ T O - / 3 x 2 ) + S ( 3 / o y 2 ) ] £ 

+ 2k 2^iJ = 0, 

where the coefficients are defined in Table 5-1. 

(12) 

The function i|/ equals the complex amplitude i//, 
corrected for the phase jump at the boundary. 

Equation 12 is integrated by an alternating-direction 
implicit (ADI) method. The second derivatives are 
replaced by second central differences, and the first 
derivative by a first forward difference, resulting in an 
implicit difference equation. Using ADI, all matrices 
are tridiagonals, so that the Thomas algorithm can be 
used. 

Examples of the input list and sample output are 
shown in Fig. 5-41. 

Table 5-1. Definitions of coefficitntt in Equation 12 _ _ 

Coefficient Regions I and III Region II 

g 

T 

S 

• V l sin 0 = k„ [n|n„/(n,2 + n,,2)] 

g, sin 0 

tin 2 0 = (n„/n,i 2 

sin2 0 = (n 2 + n n

2 ) / n n

2 

0 

k 0 n II %in ^ 

g|| S'n 0 ' 

tan2 0 ' = oyn,,)' 

_2 sin 0 = <n' 

njW'P/n., 

n 2 ) /n 2 
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DATA FOR N E X T S E T O F PLOTS (UNIT IN MM. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED) 

MOD NO. OF MODULES (DEFAULT - 2 ) ^ I 
NOG NO OF DISKS IN MODULE (DEFAULT '•= 2| 
ENA INDEX OUTSIDE DISK (OEFAULT - I 001 
ENB INDEX INSIDE DISK (DEFAULT - I SSI -
NX NO. OF POINTS ACROSS BEAM (DEFAULT 
NZ NO OF POINTS THRU DISK (DEFAULT - 32 
NT DISK THICKNESS (DEFAULT = 401 - 40 
EN2 NONLINEAR INDEX OF DISK (OEFAULT -

I lE 13ESU 
Gl ABSORPTION */ OF DI5K (DEFAULT - Of 

WL WAVELENGTH IDEFAULT 106.!) I .064 MIC ROME T E R 
LL BEAM RADIUS PARAMETER (OEFAULT lOOt 100 0 
KP SUPERE XPONENTIAL POWER (DEFAULT b| 2 
HINT ON-AXIS INTENSITY (OEFAULT Olf - O I G W P E N M M -
TILT B E A M T I L T ( D E F A U L T O ) - 0 M R A O 
VERG CON DIVERGENCE (DEFAULT 0) 0 PER M 
SNOZ NOISE FUNCTION (DEFAULT 0) 0 
SK SCALE PARAMETER (DEFAULT 2| 2 00 
IGAP EDGE EDGE SPACING O*" DISKS (DEF AULT 0) SO 
U| *) PHASE PARAMETER OF X. V IDEFAULT ALL 0) 0 0 0 0 

I 
o 
X 
a, 

I 

-1 .8 

-2 .2 

-2 .6 

-3 .0 

-3 .4 

1 1 

-\ / -

•\J,: 

V 

10 

x-Axis 
Contour of phase 

Number of steps 
(b) 
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x-Axis 
Contour of intensity 

^t} -...,,, r 
20 - .--_ r . . -
15 . -
10 " ' ' • ' • . , -

- ^ • ' 

5 -
n L 

10 

J 

Fî . 5-41. SLAB program: (a) input list; (b) sample output. 

Target Illumination for Shiva 
The problem associated with using the output 

beams from a multichain laser system to uniformly illu
minate and heat a small spherical target so as to create 
the maximum possible thermonuclear yield from im
plosion of the target can be divided into four areas, 
each of which is discussed separately below: 

1. Getting the light from the lasers to the target 
surface. 

2. Selecting the optimum position of the laser spots 
on the target. 

3. Deciding on the best shape, size, and polarization 
for the spots. 

4. Maintaining the pointing and focusing of the 
laser accurately enough to achieve the desired positions 
and shapes. 

We shall see that the laser-to-target propagation prob
lem leads to great analytical difficulties when the pro
pagation through the plasma near the target and 
the coupling of the fluid dynamics of the plasma 
and the laser propagation are considered. The use 
of approximations of unknown accuracy in the simu
lation of these processes makes us cautious (and thus 
flexible) in our choices of beam positions, shapes, and 
sizes. We shall also see that the questions of spot posi
tion and shape are intertwined, so that lengthy compu
ter simulations are necessary to select the best spot pat
terns. Finally, we shall see that sensing the pointing 
and focusing of the laser beams is fairly straightfor
ward if we examine the return from a spherical reflec
tor at the target position; the method works even in 
the presence of moderate aberrations. 
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LASER-TO-TARGET TRANSFER 

Analysis of the propagation of light from laser to 
target begins with the initial conditions on the electro
magnetic field at the exit of the laser (polarization, am
plitude, and phase in the monochromatic approxima
tion). This is supplied by experimental diagnostics or 
propagation simulations. Most of the propagation 
from the laser output lens to the target is through 
vacuum, and so linear diffraction theory can be used to 
determine the field near the target. However, once 
compression and heating of the target are under way, a 
plasma cloud expands around the target and causes 
changes in the propagation of the laser beams (Fig. 
5-42). Since the plasma is dense, inhomogeneous, and 
varying in time, the resulting propagation is very 
complicated. 

The best simulation method presently being used is 
ray tracing, but this is known to be inaccurate when 
the field changes by large amounts within a few wave
lengths, as it does near the critical surface. The exact 
propagation problem is manageable in the case of a 
radially symmetric plasma of short mean free path, 
but the actual plasma will be far from radial symmetry 
because of illumination nonuniformities and polariza
tion effects. 

Thus we can analyze target heating only by a 
method of unknown accuracy. When the height of the 
plasma atmosphere around the pellet is small in com
parison with the spot size of one laser beam, this uncer
tainty affects only our calculation of the amount of 
energy deposited by the beam at a function of local 
beam angle to the plasma. In the case when the plasma 
height is comparable with the spot size, plasma-

Fig. 5-42. Propagation from the laser output lens to the target. 
Once compression and heating of the target are 
under way, a plasma cloud expands around the 
target and causes changes in the propagation of the 
laser beams. 

propagation effects can make large differences between 
the incoming spot profile and the resulting heating 
profile. 

In view of these propagation uncertainties, we have 
chosen to consider the problem of optimal distribution 
of heating in spots on a spherical target. The question 
of how to produce these heating distributions by laser 
beams can be postponed until later. Either theoretical 
or experimental methods will be used, depending on 
which is more convenient. 

A simplified model of the laser-to-target transfer is 
outlined here, however, to give some idea of the limita
tions and possibilities of multibeam illumination of 
spherical targets. We assume straight-line propagation 
of the incoming beams (no diffraction, no plasma pro
pagation) and N identical cylindrically symmetric laser 
beams. Fich incoming beam <s assumed to be focused 
on a point by a lens or mirror system. The focusing 
element has an outer edge beyond which no light can 
be passed, so that there is a hard cutoff edge to the in
coming cone of light. As seen from the focal point, 
this cone edge has a half-angle tji (Fig. 5-43). The illu
mination cone is focused a distance b from the center 
of the sphere of radius R and produces a circular illu
mination spot of half-angle a as seen from the sphere 
center. If $ = a, then the beam is focused on the 
sphere center, the illumination is everywhere normal to 
the sphere, and the illumination is good for the follow
ing reasons: 

1. Changes in the size of the sphere (critical surface) 
do not change the illumination pattern. 

2. Absorption of the laser light is maximized (ab
sorption tends to decrease with angle from the 
normal). 
Unfortunately, for good coverage with more than two 
beams, the spots will overlap, and hence the focusing 
elements will also overlap and interfere with one 
another. Thus we must reduce <ji by reducing the size 
of the focusing elements until they no longer overlap. 
As a result, the liijht at the edge of the illumination 
cones no longer strikes the sphere normally. Instead, it 
strikes at an angle that increases quadratically from zero 
at the spot center to 0 s a - ^ at the edge. Our prob
lem is to get good illumination while keeping the "ab
normal angle" 9 small, in order to avoid sensitivity to 
the critical-surface radius and loss of power from ab
normal incidence on the plasma. 

If the total area of the N spots is equal to the area 
of the sphere, then the area covered by two spots at 
once is equal to the area not covered at all (if no areas 
are covered three or more times), as we may see by 
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Incoming 
cone- Spot-

Fig. 5-43. Simplified no-diffraction, no-plasma model of sphere illumination by conically converging laser beams. Each beam of 
half-angle ii (as seen from its focus) produces a circular spot of half-angle a (as seen from the sphere center). Generally 
the spots overlap on the sphere, so ill must be less than a to keep the focusing elements from interfering with each other. 
This leads to nonnormal incidence of light on the target; the maximum "abnormal angle" is at the edge and has the value 
0 = a - >!/. The focus is at distance b from the center. 

mentally peeling off one of the layers where there is 
double coverage and using it to cover the bare spots. 
The fraction of a sphere covered by a spot of half-angle 
a is (1 - cos a)/2; thus when the spot areas sum to the 
area of the sphere, we must have 

a E = c o s - 1 [ l - ( 2 / N ) ] 

as the spot size. If we fix the allowed abnormal angle 
at some value 6, then 

\ji = a j £ - 8 , 

and the f-number F of the lenses is 

F = (2 tan i//)' •1 

The fraction of solid angle covered by the focusing 
elements is 

e = !4N (1 - cos ^) , 

and the focal point offset from the sphere center is 

b = R[(sin a/tan ij/) - cos a]. 

Table 5-2 presents examples of the results of this 
simplified model lor various values of N. It is clear 
that smaller numbers of beams require faster optical 
systems, which take up more of the available solid 
angle from the target. Conversely, if our focusing ele
ments are just touching each other, then we illuminate 
more normally and can use thinner lenses (or shallower 
mirrors) as the number of beams increases. We thus 
tend to prefer a large number of beams in order to get 
good illumination. The limit comes either from the 
economics of lasers or from diffraction as the beams 
become smaller and smaller; a calculation approxi
mating the actual beams by Gaussian beams shows that 
the effects of diffraction are small for 32 beams and 
targets several hundred wavelengths in diameter. 

From another viewpoint, let us see how far off nor
mal we have to illuminate for dodecahedral (12-beam), 
icosahedral (20-beam), and snub-icosahedral (32-beam) 
focusing-element positions. (In the snub-icosahedral 
geometry, the 12 holes between beams on the icosahe-
dron are filled in by othe* beams.) From Table 5-3, we 
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Table 5-2. Required f-number, lens-sphere coverage, and focus offset for the N-beam illumination of a sphere 
with various allowed deviations from normal — — ^ — — _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ 

Number 
of beams 

Spot size' 
(degrees) 

Deviation from 
normal 

(degrees) f-Number 

Lens-sphere 
coverage 
fraction 

Focus 
offset" 

12 33.56 5 0.92 0.73 0.18 
10 1.15 0.50 0.43 
15 1.49 0.31 0.81 

16 28.% 5 1.13 0.69 0.21 
10 1.46 0.43 0.53 
15 2.01 0.24 1.07 

20 25.84 5 1.31 0.65 0.24 
10 1.76 0.38 0.64 
15 2.61 0.18 1.38 

24 23.56 5 1.49 0.62 0.27 
10 2.07 0.33 0.74 
15 3.32 0.13 1.74 

28 21.79 5 1.66 0.60 0.30 
10 2.40 0.30 0.85 
15 4.20 0.10 2.19 

32 20.36 5 1.82 0.57 0.33 
10 2.73 0.26 0.97 
15 5.33 0.07 2.77 

Spot size for the point at which the uncovered area equals the doubly covered aica. 
As fraction of target radius. 

see lhal the dodecahedral and snub-icosahedral config
urations are about 3° better than the icosahedral in 
this regard. No obvious trend is apparent, and the dif
ference is small: we therefore conclude thai more 
attention should be paid to exactly which spot posi
tions are optimal before we decide among these possi
bilities. In the subsequent discussion on optimal spot 
positioning we shall see that the icosahedral positioning 
is not best for 20 flat-profile beams and lhal a configu
ration essentially equal to the others (12 and 32 
beams) can be found. 

It should be noted that there is one advantage to 
using a small number of beams and the corresponding 
low-f-numbcr focusing systems. If. due lo intensity-

induced phase distortions in the laser beam, there is 
added to the beam phase a parabolic phase of M waves, 
then the focal point is shifted by an amount 

5 = 8MXF2. 

where F is the f-number of the focusing system. The 
spot radius changes by 

e * 8MXF, 

which is smaller for smaller F. Since the f-number 
depends on >/N for large N and the spot size depend.', 
on l / \ /N, the fractional change in spot radius goes as N 
and the intensity change as N- for fixed M. Thus the 

Table 5-3. Comparison of three possible symmetric focusing-element configurations. 

Geometry 
Number 

of beams 
Minimum 

inlcrbcam angle 
Spot 
size 

Maximum 
deviation of 

illumination flow 
normality 

Dodecahedron 
Icosahedron 
Snub icotahedron 

12 
20 
32 

63X3° 
41.81° 
37.38° 

33.56° 
25.84° 
20.36° 

1.85" 
4.94° 
1.67° 
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same amount of nonlinear phase change per bean 
causes larger and larger intensity changes as the beam 
count rises and the spots get smaller. This effect is 
partially compensated for by the fact that the non
linear effect per beam drops as the beam count rises, 

OPTIMAL SPOT POSITIONING • _ » _ - _ . . _ 

The initial analysis of optimal spot positioning wrs 
done under the crucial assumption that the shape ol 
the spots and their positioning were not strongly 
coupled. For example, round spots with uniform 
illumination could be used to get the best spot 
positions, and then only small changes would be 
necessary to allow for noncircular or radially varying 
spot profiles. As we shall see, this assumption is not 
correct, an.-l therefore a more difficult and ambitious 
program is new under way to analyze the fuliy 
coupled problem. The details of the initial effort are 
presented here for two reasons: 

1. The resulting configurations are nearly optimal 
for noncircular uniformly illuminated spots. 

2. They also give the best positions for circular 
lenses or mirrors on the target sphere if the f-number 
is to be minimized. 

The computer program that finds optimal spot 
positioning on a sphere is called LUXOR. It starts by 
putting N spots at random positions on a sphere. The 
spots are then moved systematically by a nonlinear 
multidimensional extremum Tinder until their relative 
positions are improved. This process (random start 
plus improvement) is carried out a number of times. 
The results of 'he various starts are then examined to 
find the best configuration, which is then improved 
even more by the extremum finder in order to arrive 
at the final configuration. 

The key to improving the spot positions is the 
measure of goodness of the configuration. Two 
approaches to this quality factor are used by LUXOR. 
The first and simplest of these is the Lp-norm of the 
interspot distances, defined as 

LpW = ( £ ivMNl PY / p, 
\ M < N / 

where ^MJM is the angular distance from the center of 
the M , n spot to the center of the N l h spot. When p is 
positive, this norm tends to accentuate the largest 
^MN ; f ° r example. Li is the root of the sum of 
squares, and Loo is the maximum #MN- For our 
purposes, we want to maximize the minimum distance 
between spots, and so we use a norm with p negative. 

since (at constant total power output) the smaller 
laser chains corresponding to more beams have less 
solid ma erial in each beam. This reduces the intensity 
cnange closer to N than N 2 , but it is still an effect that 
keeps us from going to too many beams. 

Such a norm accentuates the smallest v̂ MIM- * e n a v e 

used both L_IQ, which picks out the minimum distance 
almost exclusively, and L_2. which also pays attention 
to the larger \}i values. Both norms give roughly the 
same result, but, since it allowed faster program termi
nation (because the multidimensional space has softer 
edges), the L.i-norm was used in most cases. 

The second measure of goodness is a calculation of 
the overlap of the spots. This gives a better measure of 
configuration quality than the Lp-norm of the inter
spot angle, since the overlap areas are considered in 
detail. In Fig. 5-44 we see the overlap of two unifoim-
intepsiiy circular spots on a sphere. Baffled by the 
calculation of the exact overlap, we used an approxi
mate calculation. The principle is to take the lens-
shaped overlap off the rphcre and press it onto a plane 
so that the major and minor axes are unchanged (this 
will increase the area). Th e two curved edges are then 

Fig. 5-44. Approximate calculilion of mutual overlap arcu 
between two circular spots of central half-angle 
a on a sphere. The spot centers are separated by an 
angle i/i. The overlap is a lens-shaped area on the 
sphere. 
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approximated by circles in the plane. The radius of 
these circles is f = St -J.U.n+ ^ - -0-. sin"1 (l - *L^k\ 

0 = [0 2 / ( 2a -* ) ]+ (a /2 ) -W4) , 

where the lens seinimajor axis (J is given by 

V cos u)/2 * / 2 / 

The total area of the flattened overlap lens is then (as 
a fraction of the sphere) 

Of course, when a < \j//2, the overlap is zero, ant' it 
can be shown that when a > I) - $12, the overlap fc 
-cos a. 

Experience has shown tliui this second and more 
exact estimate of configuration quality gives essen
tially the same results as the Lp-r;orm, which simply 
acts as a mutual repulsion among the spot centers. 

In F'g. 5-45 we see the final result of puttinr, 24 
circular spots on a sphere. This result is the outcome 
of starting with six random configurations and improv-

NOHTH POLE 

SOUTH POLE 

Fig. S-4S. Final positioning of 24 circular spots on a sphere, as found by the LL'XOR program. The sphere is shown from si\ 
directions. Numbers next to points identify the projection of spot centers from the opposite side of tne sphere to assist 
in evaluating opposing-bcam overlap. 
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1 RESTART NUMBER 3 FROM RUN 1 WITH 24 SPOTS. 
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED: EPS 1.91E-04 DEL 2.16E-02 

RESCAL IS 8. 
1920 CALLS 

I1E-02 

ALPHA SPOTS UNCVRD ONCE DOUBLED 
19.6899 .6974 .3026 .6974 .0 
20.1206 .7324 .2679 .7319 .0002 
ao.6im .7681 .2326 .7667 .0007 1.00 

21. lQSt .8047 .1971 .8010 .0019 .95 
21.5928 • 8421 .1629 .8321 .0050 .90 
22.0836 .8804 .1310 .8576 .0114 .IS 
22.5743 .9194 .1025 .8756 .0219 • SO 23.0651 .9593 .0784 .8840 .0377 
23.5558 .9999 .0589 .8822 .0589 .73 

BEST .8822 AT 23.56 DEGREES .70 
24.0466 1.0414 .0437 .8711 .0851 .»» 
24.5373 1.0837 .0320 .8524 .1157 .10 
25.0281 1.1268 .0231 .8270 .1499 .» 
25.5188 1.1707 .0170 .7954 .1876 •SO 26.0096 1.2153 .0133 .7581 .2286 
26.5003 1.2608 .0119 .7153 .2727 .H5 
26.9911 1.3071 .0128 .6673 .3199 •<I0 

27.4818 1.3541 .0161 .6137 .3702 .» 
27.9725 1.4019 .0215 .5550 .4235 • JO 
28.4633 1.4505 .0293 .4908 .4799 .« 
28.9540 1.4999 .0395 .4211 .5394 •to 29.4448 1.5500 .0519 .3461 .6020 •to 

29.9355 1.60)0 .0667 .2656 .6677 .19 
30.4263 1.6526 .0B37 .1800 .7363 .10 
30.9170 1.7051 .1029 -0891 .8080 .08 

Fig. 5-46. Sphere coverage as a function of spot size (alpha) for the spot positioning shown in Fig. 5-45, A table and graph produced 
by LUXOR show (he uncovered (0), singly covered (1), and doubly covered (2) areas. The increase in uncovered area 
beyond 26° is spurious, it is caused by triple or greater overlaps, which ate not computed by LUXOR. The maximum 
single coverage comes near the uncovered-equals-double point (0 = 2). 

ing each of them by allowing the extremum finder to 
examine 480 alternatives. The best is then chosen, and 
5760 more alternative configurations are examined to 
improve it further. The LUXOR program also gives 
information on the uncovered, singly covered, and 
doubly (or more) covered areas as a function of sput 
size (Fig. 5-46). We see that in this case the sphere is 
88.22% singly covered when the uncovered area is 
equal to the doubly covered area (symbolized as 
"0 = 2") and 88.4% (maximum) singly covered when 
the spots are slightly smaller. The closest spots 
on the sphere are separated by 39.26°, and if the 
spot positions were used as beam entry points on a 
target chamber (so that they could not overlap), then 
69.74% of the chamber would be covered when they 
just touched. 

A summary of the 0 = 2 condition as a function 

of the number of spots N is shown in Fig. 5-47. Here 
we see the large fluctuations for small numbers of 
beams (4, 6, and 12 are especially good), followed by 
small variations for larger numbers of beams. In most 
cases, more than 85% of the sphere can be singly 
covered. This means that with only small changes in 
spot shape (changes made by vignetting or by using 
lenses that produce polygonal spots) essentially the 
whole sphere can be uniformly covered. The case of 
12 spots is especially noteworthy: even without 
beam shaping, 91.7% of the sphere can be singly 
covered at the 0 = 2 point. 

Most of the spot configurations found by LUXOR 
do not have spots opposing each other on opposite 
sides of the sphere. Since we want to avoid dumping 
laser beams on the inside of the target chamber, it is 
desirable to have opposing beams. (The lasers are 
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20 

Number of spots 

30 40 

Fig. 5-47. Sphere fraction covered once only for various numbers of circular uniform spots on a sphere, as found by LUXOR. The 
solid curve shows results for unrestricted-placement; the broken curve shows results for spots paired on opposite sides of 
the sphere. The latter condition favors 12,20,22, or 32 spots. 
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isolated against return energy, so they will be un
harmed.) We therefore devised a version of LUXOR 
that required opposing beams. Of course, such con
figurations are available only for even numbers of 
beams. These opposed-beam results are also shown 
in Fig. 5-47. They are worse than the unrestricted 
geometries, except for 12,20, 22, and 32 spots. 

The 20-beam geometry is of interest because it is 
the first beam count above 12 where the opposed-beam 
requirement does not greatly affect the coverage. 
Examination of the LUXOR output reveals that the 
spots are arrayed as two polar spots, an equatorial ring 
of six spots, and two midlatitude rings of six spots. 

Such a configuration was first studied by Sommargren, 
who showed that the maximum between-spot-center 
distance is maximized if the midlatitude rings are at an 
angle sin"1 [(\/ll -V3)/2] = 52.40° from the poles. 
This leads to an angle cos"1 [(33 - 3)/4] = 46.67° 
between equatorial and midlatitude centers, and from 
one midlatitude center to another. The LUXOR result 
(Fig. 5-48) is that the 0 = 2 coverage is maximized 
when the midlatitude rings are 50.49° from the poles. 
The coverage is then 87.67%, whereas at 52.4° the 
coverage is 86.56%. However, the minimum intercenter 
distance is decreased to 45.38°. Clearly the two con
figurations are essentially identical. 

NORTH POLE 

15. 

20. 14. 

GREENWICH 

17. M8> 

18. 

^T8. 

19. 

19. 

?0_. 

1H. '•-.is: m/:-.T5. 16. K3 

10. IS. 13. 10. 

SOUTH POLE 

Fig. S-48. The 20-spot configuration found by LUXOR. There are two polar spots, an equatorial ring of six spots, and two mid-
latitude rings of six spots each at 50.49° from the poles. The sphere has 87.67% of its area covered once, 6.17% not 
covered, and 6.17% covered twice for the spot size shown. Slight changes in spot shape lead to 100%-uniform coverage. 
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If we are not satisfied with 87% uniform coverage, 
we can vignette one of the two beams in each overlap 
area; this will increase the singly covered area to 93.5% 
at a loss of 7% of the laser output. (As the target sur
face is close to the near-field region, vignetting at the 
lens will be reasonably well reproduced on the target 
surface.) To fill in the 7% uncovered area, we can 
make the spots larger yet and vignette more. Better 
yet, we can avoid vignetting entirely by inserting into 
the laser chain phase plates that will cause pentagonal 
and hexagonal spots that will fit together on the target. 
We need three kinds of spot: 

1. Symmetrical hexagonal spots on the poles (two 
spots). 

2. Pentagonal spots for the midlatitude rings (12 
spots). 

3. Oval hexagonal spots for the equatorial ring (six 
spots). 

SPOT-PROFILE S E L E C T I O N _ _ _ _ _ » _ 

To evaluate the effect of spot profiles that vary 
greatly from uniform, we used a computer program 
(LUCXUN) that evaluates the intensity at points on a 
sphere. The intensity is due to the combined result of 
a number of beams, each with the same circularly sym
metrical spot-intensity profile. The intensities are sim
ply added, and interference is ignored. The intensity is 
evaluated at points on a uniform mesh on the sphere. 
Contours of intensity on the sphere are produced for 
visual evaluation of the irradiation quality (Fig. 5-49). 
The program also returns a quality factor equal to the 
minimum intensity divided by the maximum intensity. 
This factor is used because it is quickly evaluated so a 
wide variety of shapes and sizes can be studied. For 
more careful work, once the initial screening is com
plete, we plan to use the rms intensity variation and 
expansions in spherical harmonics to determine the 
quality. 

In Fig. 5-50 we see the min/max factor for 
the LUXOR 20-spot geometry as a function of spot 
size for parabolic profile spots. Large spot sizes (and 
thus large abnormal angles) are needed to get the min/ 
max up, and the level reached is never very high. This 
discouraging result led us to try spot profiles other 
than parabolic in order to see if an improvement could 
be made. The two-dimensional family of functions 
tried was the power-filleted quadratics. These func
tions ?re produced by matching the value and slope of 
a quadratic 

f = f 0 I I - ( r / r p ) 2 | 

An approximately quadratic radial profile on the 
laser beam passing through the laser chain gives mini
mum dynamic-focusing effect. We therefore shall need 
lenses that change ;his profile to one that is nearly flat 
in the center and has a linear taper at the edges, so that 
it will combine with neighbor beams to give a constant 
average intensity. (We presume that the interference 
fringes are spaced closely enough for thermal conduc
tion to adequately smooth the heating profile.) The 
design of such lenses requires the correct choice of the 
principal surface. 

In summary, the LUXOR program supplies us with 
best-packing configurations for uniformly illuminated 
disks on a sphere. The configurations have only small 
areas of double overlap or uncovered area, and hence 
small changes in spot shape allow very uniform cover
age. The configurations are also those that should be 
used to pack circular focusing elements on a sphere if 
the f-number is to be minimized. 

by a power fillet of the form 

g = A ( r c - r ) B , 

where r c is the "cutoff radius" at which the intensity is 
zero. The match point is chosen at some fractional 
radius 

R = r , / r c 

and some fractional intensity 

1 = f l % 

We then find that the quadratic goes to zero at 

r p = R r c ( l - I ) - * 

and the fillet power and scale are 

B = 2 H - R ) ( ! ^ 
Rl 

and 

A = ( f 0 / r c

B ) [ l / ( l - R ) B l -

Choice of R and I thus yields a family of functions, 
some of which are illustrated in Fig. 5-50. Note that 
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Fig. S-49. Illumination contours at 2% intervals due »o 20 spots icouhedraUy arranged on a sphere (north polar view; a - 45.6°). 
Each spot has a parabolic profile in »".#«. The contour order (dotted, tolid, doubled, dotted, etc.) indicates an intensity 
increase. 

the fillet meets the cutoff edge with zero slope when 
B > I, or when 

l < I - R 
1 - (R/2)' 

and it comes down with infinite slope B < 1. 
The results of applying these functions to the 

LUXOR 20-spot geometry were disappointing. There 
were no marked improvements for any choice of R and 
I, and the best results were attained for profiles that 
were close to the originally used parabolic profile. 
Thus the parabolic is the best shape of the family 
shown in Fig. 5-50, and it does not give very good re
sults. We conclude that changing the spots to noncir-
cular shapes is much better than changing the radial 
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Fig. 5-50. Power-filleted quadratic function:* used to test the 
effect iif various radial spot profiles. There is a two-
dimensional family of such functions, specified by 
the radius and intensity at which the fillet is 
matched (in value and slope) to the quadratic. The 
upper set of curves is matched at $07 radius and 
various intensities; the lower set is matched at 90? 
radius. 

Fiji. 5-51. The min ma\ illumination ratio on a sphere il
luminated by potter-filleted quadratu spots, «ith 
icosahcdral symmetry, and uiih the LIXOK 20-
beam geometry. The LI XOR geometry is superior 
at small spot angles (low abnormal anglcl. but the 
icosahcdral geometry surpasses it and becomes 
extremely good at 45" half-angle. This shows that 
spot positions, si/es. and profiles mu>T all be 
considered simultaneously in evaluating illumina
tion possibilities. 

profile if we want to improve the illumination of the 
LUXOR 70-spot geometry. 

Our next move was prompted by the insistent prod
ding of T.J. Gilmartin, whose hand calculations indi
cated that icosahedrally arranged spots with parabolic 
profiles should have good uniformity. More detailed 
LUXCON calculations indeed indicate that the uni
formity would be much better than that obtained with 
the 20-spot LUXOR geometry, although spots covering 
90° of the sphere must be used (Fig. 5-51). This result 
showed us (hat the positions found for one profile are 
not optimal for another profile, so that the positions 
and shapes of the spots are coupled. Thus an optimiza
tion must vary both of these quantities simultaneously 
in order to find the best configuration. We are there
fore now attempting lo vary the positions and profiles 
of spots, to find the illumination at all points on the 
sphere, and to maximize the min/max ratio. This re
quires considerably more computation than LUXOR 
does, both because of the more complicated nature of 
the measure of illumination quality and because of the 
increased dimensionality of the problem. 

While awaiting the outcome of this complicated 
effort, we have examined some isolated combinations 
of spot positions and shapes. The results of this effort 
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Fig. 5-52. Illumination contours on a sphere illuminated by 12 spots with dodecahedral symmetry (north polar view; a = 52.9 ). 
The spot profiles were power-filleted quadratics with the fillet at 76% of radius and 24% of intensity. The cutoff radius 
was at an angle of 53 . 
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Fi j 5-53. niaminatkm contours on a sphere Utuminated by 32 spots at the vertices and faces of an icosahedron (north polar view; 
a ' 30.3). The vertex spots had a ctiloff half-angle of 30°; the face spots were cut at 24°. 
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Fig. S-54. The max/min ratio of illumination as a function of 
spot cutoff half-angle for various arbitrarily selected 
spot positions and profiles. 

(Figs. 5-52,5-53, and 5-54) show that there is consider
able variety in uniformity, required abnormal angle, 
and scale of nonuniformities. We are encouraged, how
ever, by the good min/max ratios that can be attained. 
Our goal is attaining these good coverages at small spot 
sizes, in order to obtain a low abnormal angle; this will 
give better heating and low sensitivity to critical 
surface-radius changes. 
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POINTING AND FOCUSING. 

Once an acceptable combination of spot positions, 
sizes, and profiles has been found, we must actually 
produce this configuration on the target sphere. This 
task requires the pointing of laser beams many meters 
long to an accuracy of a few micrometers and focusing 
to the same accuracy. An initial feasibility investiga
tion was therefore undertaken. Although more thorough 
efforts by outside contractors are now under way, the 
results of this investigation are reported here to give an 
idea of the problems and possible solutions. 

The basic idea of the pointing-and-focusing method 
is to center a small spherical "surrogate target" at the 
location the actual target will occupy. Since the light 
reflected from this sphere will be very sensitive to small 
misalignments or focusing errors, it can give the feed
back necessary to move the lenses to their correct 
positions. 

Figure 5-55 shows how the scheme works. If a 
beam is focused at a point near the center of a spheri
cal reflector, the return rays appear to emanate from a 
source that is the reflection through the sphere center 
of the focal point. Since rays strike the sphere on a 
roughly circular cap, this is the only area from which 
rays can come back. The beam from the new source 
thus acts as though it came from a point source inside 
an opaque sphere with the cap area cut away. As the 
size of the sphere is decreased, the shift of the return 
beam per unit shift of focal point becomes larger and 
larger. This angular shift transforms to a position shift 
back at the focusing lens (or beyond), so that simple 
position-sensing, rather than complicated angle-sensing, 
detectors can be used for feedback. As an added ad
vantage, the incoming beam need not be examined at 
all. 

Even better is focusing on a point about halfway 
between the center and the front surface of the sphere. 
Then the virtual source retreats to near infinity, and a 
very small nearly parallel beam is returned (Fig. 5-56). 
A smaller detector can thus be used. A more detailed 
analysis including a diffraction approximation shows 
that the signal-to-noise ratio is not improved, since the 
ratio of diffract! ;n-spot size to position shift per unit 
focal-point movement does not change with return-
beam size. 

r Focal 
point 

Incoming 
cone Reflecting 

sphere 

Fig. S-SS. Fundamental concept of the pointing-and-focusing 
method. When an incoming beam is focused near 
the center of a spherical reflector, it appears to 
return from a virtual focus that is the reflection of 
the actual focus through the sphere center. The re
turn beam shift is a sensitive indicator of focal 
errors', the sensitivity increases as the sphere size 
decreases. 
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Centered x Error y Error + Focus - Focus 

Fig. 5-57. Complete system to sense pointing and focusing. The incoming bcar.i is from cw laser aligned to the actual lis-'r beam; it 
has a slight amount of astigmatism added to sense focal changes. The servo loop drives the main focus lens until the focal 
point is such that the return beam is focused at the center of the quadrant detector. The errors at the detector, which 
arise when (his condition is not met, are shown in the lower part of the figure. When aH beams are aligned to the 
surrogate target, the cw laser is turned off, the focal points are driven open loop to their final desired locations, and the 
actual target is placed exactly where the surrogate was. 
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How can the local position be sensed? The simplest 
way is !o sense the return-beam size, since this is mini
mum for the halfway focal position described above 
and expands for focal shifts in either direction. 
A more sensitive method is to impart a slight amount 
of astigmatism to the incoming beam by tilting 
some element in the chain with optical power or insert
ing a weak cylindrical lens. Then the return beam will 
shift from a line focus in one direction to one at right 
angles as we go through focus (Fig. 5-S7). 

The efficacy of this scheme in the presence of laser-

beam aberrations and imperfect surrogate-targel 
spheres was evaluated by means of a ray-tracing com
puter program called ROSTER. (Ray tracing was con
sidered adequate because the aberrations usually create 
more focal distortions than diffraction.) Figure 5-58 
shows the reflected beam at the focusing lens for fairly 
large beam aberrations and sphere distortions. Even in 
this case, the method is quite sensitive to changes in 
pointing and adequately sensitive to focal shifts. We 
therefore feel confident that the pointing-and-focusing 
task is well within Ihe realm of possibility. 
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(a) (bl 

Fig. 5-S8. The reflected beam at the focusing lens for fairly large beam aberrations and sphere distortions, (a) Return beam from a 
200-jim-diameter spherical surrogate target. The center column has no x-y (across-beam) offset, the left column has a 
10-pm x offset, and the right column has a 10-fori y offset. The center row is in focus, the lop row has a IO-{Wi 
focal offset away from the lens, and Ihe bottom row has a tO-Jim focal offset toward the lens. With a perfect beam 
(excr>t for deliberately added astigmatism) and a perfect sphere, Ihe sensitivity is excellent. (b> When the illuminating 
beam has one wave of spherical aberration, and the surrogate target is distorted enough to add ±5% scat! w to Ihe return 
rays, the x-y sensitivity is still high, but the sensing of focus errors it seriously degraded. We must therefore spend more 
mention on the focusing system than on the pointing system. 

Design of Aspheric Optics 

INTRODUCTION i 

The design of fast focusing optics for laser fusion 
involves considerations that are significantly different 
from the requirements encountered in standard optical 
design. Laser radiation is very intense, monochroma
tic, and unidirectional. The last two properties greatly 
simplify Ihe design cf laser optics, since chromatic 
aberration and off-axis imaging properties (coma) need 
not receive great attention. The design of focusing 
optics for laser fusion is dominated by the effects of 
high-intensity light and, for compression experiments, 

by the desire for a uniform distribution of intensity al 
the target. 

One of the principal concerns in designing fast op
tics for laser use is laser damage to the optical ele
ments. Since the laser is operated close to its d»&age 
limit and subsequent concentration of ihe tight it) the 
focusing elements will lead to damage, the use of mn! i-
element systems, such as those used in microsc;»M 
objectives, is greatly limited. Moreover, Ihe focusing 
elements must nol add significant amounts of optica! 
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material to the beam path, since optical glass has an 
index nonlinearity of 5 ppm at l o ' ° W/cm^. This 
corresponds to a quartet wavelength of nonlinear phase 
distortion in S cm of optical path. As a result, the use 
of lenses must be kept to a minimum, leading lo the 
extensive use of reflecting optics wherever possible. 

Wide-angle reflecting systems have been studied 
extensively since- the eighteenth century, when Sir 
Isaac Newton invented the reflecting microscope.' 0 

C. E. Thomas seems to have been the first to point out 
that a combination of refractor and reflector can give 
wide-angle coverage with good uniformity of illumina
t ion . 3 1 His design is shown in Fig. 5-59. A collimated 
beam is focused through a small hole into a cavity 
made up of a pair of ellipsoidal reflectors. The lens 
focus is also one of the foci of the opposing ellipsoid. 
The beam is thus focused on the opposite hemisphere 
of the target. With two beams, almost complete cover
age can be attained. If one removes the requirement 
for normal incidence, full coverage of the target can be 
obtained. 

There are many possible variations on this basic 
idea, one of which will be discussed in a subsequent 
section. All involve the use of fast (low-f-number) 
optics, which, for freedom from aberration, must be 
aspheric. The basic approach taken here is based on 
Hamilton's theory of geometrical optics, as enunciated 
by Luneburg in his Mathematical Theory ofOplics.*' 
Succinctly stated, for a system with one asphcric sur
face, we define the surface so that each ray proceeding 
from an object point, which may be at infinity, to an 

Ellipsoidal 
cavity 

Fig. 5-59. EiUtwmtel ictkclof cavity doifMd by CE. Tkomas. 

image point experiences the same optical path length. 
This guarantees that the lens is diffraction limited, that 
is, free of all orders of spherical aberration. It offers 
no guarantee as to other aberrations. A more general 
theory of lens design for energy-delivery systems is 
presented later in this report. 

To illustrate the method, let us consider the pro
blem of designing a lens with a specified focal angle 
(f-namber), for collimated light. The side of the lens 
toward the focus is assumed to be spherical, with a 
radius of curvature K. The index of the lens material 
is n. Other symbols are defined in Tig. 5-60. 

The equal-path condition can be written 

t * Pm = ni + p. ( I) 

Geometrical inspection yields the relations 

/. + p n ) cos «„, * 8 cos <l> • p cos a, (2) 

r s 8 sin • + p sin a (3) 

and 

p cos a + R cos (0 - a) = I R- - r m ~ 1 

+ *m c o s °nv <4> 

Thus we have four equations in four unknowns, z. r. 
p. and 8. assuming that the angle a is known. The 
quantity pm is given by p m = t m / s i f l a n v F r o n l 

trigonometry, we have the definition 

* » o - 9 + <?'. 

Where Snell's law yields 

sin 0 * n sin 0'. 

(5) 

(6) 

1- UzT 1 R - ' V U 
Fig. 5-60. Aspkerical bus. Spkeiicat surface is at the right, 

toward focus. 
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From Equation 4. the back focal length of the lens is 

b = 'm««»m • [ R - < 8 : - V l } ( 7 ) 

From a combination o. Equations I and 2. wc ob
tain the lens thickness 

( n - l ) t = r m tan(am/2). <«i 

The computation proceeds as follows: using the law of 
sines, p sin a = R sin! - a), and Equations 4 and 7, 
we can. for a given vahn of a. find 0: 

sin 0 = (1 +b/R)sin a. (°) 

from Sncll's law. we obtain 0 and. from Equation 5. 
;he value of '!', Frtni the law of sines, wc find that 

p = R sin {0 -a) sin a. (10) 

Eliminating K from Equations 1 and 2 yields /.. as 

fpm(cos 'I* - n cos u m ) + pin cos a - cos 'P)] 
(i - cos*) 

whereas the rauial coordinate of the asphertc surface 
is given by 

^ / sin •'' \ / a

m 

r = p a n a + ^ - r ^ s * j | t m i » f 

- p s i n a t a n S \ (12) 

The coordinates for the ray denoted by the angle a at 
the spherical surface arc just p sin a, and b- p cos a. 
The focal length of the lens (as measured from the 
focal plane) to the principal plane is given by 

f = b {l -(t/n) | (n- l ) /R|}+ (t/n). (13) 

where the lens thickm^s t is given by Equation 8. 
Equation 13 is identical with the well-known relation 
obtained in thick-lens theory. We note that once the 
parameters of the spherical surface are fixed, the design 
of the aspheric surface is entirely determined by 
specifying the maximum radius r m an<i focal angle am. 

A similar calculations! procedure can be followed 
for the case in which the spherical surface is the first 

surface encountered by the incident light. A computer 
program (written for the Wang 2200 and Hewlett-
Packard ')830 computers) produces designs of aspher-
ic surfaces according to this computational approach. 
In addition, wc have used the p..mt-cl\aracienstic 
method to calculate aspheric surfacej for doublets in 
one case an f/2.5 lens to use with a plane window, and 
in another case a very fast t'/O.h doublet to use as a 
focusing lens fo> the Janus system. The latter is 
described in detail below. 

It is conventional practice in the optics industry I O 

represent an aspheric surface in terms of a best conic 
s*etion plus a polynomial correction it- successive 
powers of t-. where r is the radial position. Thus we 
write the profile of the asphcric surface as 

- A f : + V r r-i+-
I + | l - ( l + K)A :r-| F T 

The coefficient A must be equal to the reciprocal of 
the radius of curvature of the surface at the vertex 
(r = 0). The coefficients K and Cj are typically ob
tained by laboriously searching the parameter space to 
minimize the merit function for the lens, which may be 
given by the blur-circle radius, optical path difference, 
or some other measure of performance. In the case of 
a laser focusing lens, where off-axis performance is not 
a major concern, the point-characteristic method yields 
the asphcric surface exactly, without any search 
procedure. 

The exact numerical surface can be Tilted to the 
conic-plus-polynoniial form by the following proce
dure: First, the coefficient A is determined from the 
vertex curvature. The coefficient K is fitted to the 
marginal point, so thai the conic is the envelope conic 
for the surface. This is an arbitrary choice of fitting 
point, since there is a redundancy in the term in r \ 
The deviation of the surface from the conic is the 
remainder to be fitted with the polynomial. 

It is not appropriate to fit the remainder with a 
polynomial directly. If such a fit is used in a ray-trace 
program, which differentiates the surface, significant 
errors will result. Instead, one differentiates the tabu
lated remainder using a cubic spline-differentiatiuri 
routine; fits the derivative with a polynomial involving 
powers r̂ , r', r', and r'; and integrates the resulting 
polynomial up one degree, to obtain the coeffi
cients. This method yields agreement with both the 
surface profile and the derivative to the order of 
10~2 ftm. 
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FOCUSING OPTICS FOR THE JANUS SYSTEM 

The Janus laser will be used for the spherical 
illumination of fusion targets with two-beam irradia
tion and wide-angle optics. The optical design is 
similar in concept to that ?' C t . Thomas, described 
in part by Brueckncr.-3' | n this system, a pair of fast 
lenses is used to focus into an ellipsoidal cavity. The 
ellipsoids, with an eccentricity of 0.33. are slightly 
defocuscd. in order to provide uniform pellet illu
mination. The illumination requirements were taken 
to he those of uniform illumination over the sphere 
to within a factor of 2, with all rays incident at no 
more than 15° from the normal. The incident intensi
ty distribution is given by a fifth-order supcrexponcn-
lial ("top hat"). 

comparison with a singlet of similar power. Second. i> 
is possible to use a spherical lens as the element of the 
doublet nearer the focus. This is the element most 
likely to fail and thus is designed for quick replacement 
at minimum cost. Third, the use of a doublet reduces 
the total amount of glass in the system and somewhat 
diminishes the amount of aspherizalion required. The 
last advantage is not significant, since the one aspheric 
surface is still difficult to fabricate. 

In designing the doublet, the coating angles of all 
surfaces (angle between the surface normal and the 
optical axis) were kept below 30°, to facilitate coating. 
The maximum intensity at the output lens surface was 
kept to about three times the incident intensity. 

I(r) = l 0 exp ( -r /r 0 ) 5 . 

where ry = 3.1314 cm. The distribution l(r) is 
shown in Fig. 5-6la. The marginal ray was taken as S 
falling at r = 4.2S cm, corresponding to the point 2 
where l(r) = 0.01 [ l (0) | . Analysis of the focal distribu- — 
lion on a target sphere of radi'... 50.8 pm led to the 
conclusion that the focal angle a,,, for the lens should 
be 46.6°. This ray actually extends beyond the 
equator of the target pellet, so that a r.-gion of over
lapping illumination is created. Figures 5-61 b and c 
sliow the intensity distribution about the lens focus 
and at the pellet, respectively. In Fig. 5-61, each ray is 
plotted as a vertical line, so that the figure shows the 
results of the ray-tracing calculation, in terms of both -^_ 
intensity and angle. These calculations were carried S 
out with the ray-tracing computer program ACID, 
specially written for this analysis. All results of both 
the asphcric lens design and ray-trace analysis were 
verified by commercial programs. In Fig. 5-6 lc we sec 
the effect of overlapping the beams at the equator of 
the target (the poles lie on the optical axis of the 
system). The broken line is the illumination from one 
beam: the solid line represents the sum of the intensi
ties from both beams. Interference phenomena are not 
of concern: they will give rise to a pattern of very small 
dimension, which will be averaged out by electron 
transport. It is seen that the resulting intensity distri
bution is uniform to within a factor of 2. as desiud. 

The lens employed in this system is an aspliei c 
doublet. The use of a doublet lens* has several advan
tages. First, it reduces the difficulty of coating llic 
optics, since the curvature of all surfaces is reduced in p,-_ 5 ^, | 

'Suggested by F. Foster of the Perkin-Elmer 
Corporation. 

Intensity distribution Tor the ellipsoidal cavity 
shown in Fig. $-59: (a) incident; (t>> about lens 
focus; Ic) al neutt (broken curve is intensity from 
one beam: solid carve is I'nc sum of intensities from 
both beams). 
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Figure 5-62 shows the final iens design that satisfied 
our design criteria and gave the intensity distribution 
shown in Fig. 5-61c. It is seen that the first surface is 

strongly aspheric. The radii of curvature of the other 
surfaces are indicated on the figure. The lens material 
is BK-7 borosilicate glass. 
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lig. 5-62. Aspheric focusing optics for Janus laser (final1 design). 

ANGLE-AMPLIFYING OPTICS , 

Combinations of reflecting and refracting optic* 
have been used to provide wide-angle illumination of 
laser-fusion targets. A particularly simple configui-a-
tiori. piiiposeVs by C. E. Thomas, 3 1 consists of a low-
f-numbcr lens an\t an ellipsoidal reflecting cavity (Fi.g. 
5-63). The ellipsoid is so designed that, along the op
tical axis, the intcsfocal distance equals the distance 
from the focus to the ,'iearcsl reflecting surface-that is, 
the eccentricity is 0.33. 

In order to obtain Sjie required uniformity of 
illumination at the focus of the ellipsoids, ihe half-
angle at the focus of the lens (a its Fig. 5-63) must be 
approximately 46.6°. Thus the marginal ray, which 

just touches the apex of the lens, will make an angle of 
about 50° at the axis. The difference in path between 
the marginal ray at radius R and a ray propagating in 
air along the axis is given by 

6S = ( R 2 + F 2 ) 5 4 - F = R (1 - cos0 ) / s in9 

= R tan 0/2, (1) 

where F is the focal length of the lens and tan 0 = R/F. 
This path difference must be equal to (n - l)T, where 
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T is the lens thickness and n is the refractive index of 
the lens. Thus the lens thickness is given by 

T = R tan (0/2)/(n-l) . (2) 

For 0 = 50° and n = I.56, T = 0.83R. Generally in 
this design the lens thickness will be roughly equal to 
its radius. 

The index nonlinearity of optical glasses is about 
1.5 to 2.0 x 10"'3 esu. This corresponds to a non
linear-index change of 5 ppm at 10'° W/cm2. In a 5-
cm-thick lens, this corresponds to a 0.25-/um index 
change, or one-quarter wavelength at 1.06 jiim. This is 
about the maximum tolerable nonlinear distortion. 
The problem then arises of how to obtain large-angle 
focusing in large-aperture systems without introducing 
large amounts of glass into the beum. Figure 5-64 
shows the proposed solution. 

Light is focused through a small hole in a partial 
ellipsoid Ej by a lens of moderately low f-number (L| 
in Fig. 5-64). The ellipsoid, of eccentricity 0.33, has a 

Ellipsoidal 
cavity 

Fig. 5-63. Ellipsoidal reflector cavity designed by C.E. Thomas. 

A focusing system, either reflecting or refracting, 
can be characterized by a principal surface, which is 
defined by the functional relationship between the dis
tance of an incident ray from the optical axis, r, and 

plane mirror at its first focus. The plane mirror M j 
causes the light from the lens to be refocused through 
a small hole in the plane mirror and thereby into the 
ellipsoidal cavity E2. Because of the geometry of the 
ellipsoid, the focal angle of the lens is only half that 
required to introduce the light into the ellipsoidal 
cavity. Thus, if a = 46.6° as before, the focal angle of 
the lens is only 23.3°. Allowing a margin for mounting 
the lens, we can take a boundary angle of 25°. By the 
arguments given above, the thickness of such a lens 
need be only 0.40R. Thus the lens thickness will be 
diminished by a factor of more than 2 for the same 
beam radius and final focal angle. 

This system offers several advantages. It replaces an 
f/0.47 lens with an f/1.1 lens, It reduces lens thickness 
by a factor of more than 2. It can be cascaded, if 
necessary, by the introduction of more ellipsoid-plane 
mirror pairs. The optical loading on each reflecting sur
face is less than that on the lens surface. Since no off-
axis optics are used, both the symmetry and the uni
formity of illumination are improved. Each optical 
element is, in itself, a focusing element, so that each 
element can be easily tested by itself. (The plane mir
ror is a special case, focusing at infinity, but it is 
easily tested.) Each successive stage in the cascade is 
easier to fabricate, since the ellipsoids become success
ively shallower. Although not aplanatic, the system is 
free of spherical aberration (assuming a single aspheric 
surface on the lens). 

Fig. S-64. Reflector arrangement for large-angle focusing in 
large-aperture systems, with minimum amount of 
glass in beam. 

the angle the ray makes with the optical axis at the 
focus, a. Thus the expression ifa) defines the principal 
surface (Fig. 5-65). 

We take, as the problem of optical design, the 

LENS AND MIRROR DESIGN VIA THE PRINCIPAL SURFACE 
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Incident 
light 

Fie. 5-65. Principal surface. 

following: given a principal surface r(a), find the pair 
of refracting or reflecting surfaces that give that 
principal surface. In addition to specifying the desired 
principal surface r(a), we must also specify the total 
optical path through the system, L, which, for a focus
ing system, is constant along every ray path. 

Let us consider the refracting system (lens) shown 
in Fig. 5-66. WR take a reference plane through the 
lens edge. The marginal ray runs through the lens 
edge and refracts to the focal point. The focal angle at 
the marginal ray is denoted by am. For a ray 
incident at height r, the focal angle is o, and r(a) is the 
desired principal surface, a given function. We wish to 
find p(a) and z(a). The equal-path condition is 
written 

z + p m = nE + p, (1) 

where p m = rm/sin am. From geometric considera
tions, we have 

C sin 4> = r - p sin a (2) 

and 

z + pm cos am - 8. cos * + p cos a. (3) 

The refraction at the first surface can be written as 

(4) 

where n sin 0 = n sin 0'and 4> = 9 - 8'. Equation 2 can 

t a l l 6 = ^ = < d z / d a > 
dr (dr/da) 

be solved for 2 to give 

8 = [(r - p) sin a] /sin*. (5) 

We can eliminate z from Equations I and 3, to obtain 

Pm([ - cos a m ) = p(l - cos a) + n - cos <t>/sin * 

(r - p sin a). (6) 

Solving for p, we have 

( r m tan (a m /2) - r(n - cos *)/sin * 
P ~ sitfa tan(a/2) - (n - cos)/sin * 

(7) 

From pquation 5, we have 

e = r tan (q/2) - r„, tan (aJ2) 
sin * tan (a/2) - n + cos <l» 

With some manipulation of Equations 2, 3, and 8, we 
find that we can write 

sin * [Z - (Z + R) cos a) + cos * (Z + R) sin a 

nZ sin a, 

where 

and 

Z = z + r m cot a m - r cot a 

R = r m tan (a_/2) - r tan (a/2). 

(9) 

(10) 

(II) 

Solving for sin <J>, we obtain 

(nZ) sin a [Z - (Z + R) cos a] 
Z 2 - 2Z (Z + R) cos a i (Z + R) 2 

(Z + R) sin a | Z . - (Z + R) cos a ] 2 

Z 2 - 2Z (Z + R) cos a + (Z + R) 2 

(Z + R) 2 sir a - X??? . 2 sin'' a 
Z 2 - 2Z (Z + R) cos a + (Z + R) 2 

Thus, knowing z, r, and a, we can evaluate sin <l>. 
From Equation 4, we can write 

Fig. 5-66. Lens design via the principal surface. 
tan g = - 4^da = nsin1» 

dr/da n cos <l> - 1 
(13) 
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Equations 9, 12, and 13 provide the basis for a Runge-
Kulta integration of the surface z(n), from which we 
can find the second surface, p(a), using Equations 7 
and 12. 

We note that the optical surfaces are wholly 
determined to within a scale factor by the definition of 
the principal surface and the specification of the mar
ginal ray focal angle a m . The lens thickness is given by 
the relation 

( i i - 1 ) 1 = r m t a n a m / 2 . (14) 

For reflecting surfaces, a similar analysis obtains. 
Consider the pair of reflectors shown in Fig. 5-67. 
Here the point A is the apex, corresponding to the 
marginal ray. The marginal ray grazes the first reflec
tor and intersects both the principal surface and the 
second reflector at the apex A. The equal-path condi
tion is written 

z + i3m = e + p . (15) 

Geometric considerations yield the relations 

-fi sin * = p sin a - r (16) 

and 

z + p m cos am = 8 cos * + p cos a. (17) 

We see that the system of Equations IS, 16, and 17 is 
identical with that of Equations 1, 2, and 3, with n = I 
and 4> defined to be a negative angle. All the results of 
the first section carry over without modification. Note 
that the reflecting surfaces are defined even in the 
region where they obscure each other. Since the mar
ginal point of the first reflector coincides with point A. 
il cannot ever be realized. 

The law of reflection takes the form 

tan 0 = ^ 
dt 

(dz/da) 
(dr/do) (18) 

where «l> = (20 - i r ) < 0 . Thus we have 

l a n o = M b = , a n (l_±_*L 
dr/da 2 

= -. sin(jMLil!l = sin'I' ( ] 0 ) 

1 + cos (n + <l>) cos * - 1 

Equation 19 is just Equation 13 with n = 1. Here 
again, definition of the principal surface and the mar
ginal ray focal angle completely determines the system 
to within a scale factor. 

The only remaining problem is the start condition at 
am. The expression given in Equation 12 is indeter
minate at that point. The problem can be resoived by 
applying L'Hupital's rule to Equation 9. 

Differentiating Equation 9 with respect to a and 
evaluating the result at a = am, wc obtain 

|Z' esc a - (Z + R ) cot a | sin 'I' + (Z + R ) 

x cos <l> = nZ. (20) 

Evaluation of the coefficients leads to an equation 
' z'tar.a- \ 

" — \ s i n * 
2 + f m c s c a m / 

+ ( z - r c s c a m + r m c s c a m c o t a m ) 

cos* = n(z'- r'cot a„ 

+ rm e*" V - (21) 

This equation must be solved simultaneously with 
Equation 13. which can be written as 

r' sin * + /.' cos «!• = (+ |/n)z'. (22) 

Eliminating <l> from Equations 21 and 22 leads to a 
quarlic expression for r at the marginal point, which 
takes the form 

(ad - be)- = (du - bv)" + (av - cu) ' (23) 

where 

a = r. 

b = z'. 

Fif. 5-67. Reflector design via the principal surface. c - = z t a n ( a m / 2 ) + r m c s c a m . 
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d = / - r c s c a m + r m c s c a m c o l a m . 

u = /.'In (24) 

and 
v = n U - r ' c o t a m + r m c s c 2 a m ) . 

Equation 23 can be solved iteratively, using any effi
cient zero-finding routine. 

Measurement of Beam Properties 

DESIGN OF A RADIAL-SHEAR INTERFEROMETER FOR MEASURING 
PHASE-FRONT DISTORTIONS IN LASER BEAMS ^ ^ M . — 

Measurement of the wave-front distortions due to 
'vhole-beam self-focusing that accumulate on a pulse 
propagating through a large laser system requires an 
interferometer that uses the light ftom the pulse itself 
and generates a high-quality reference beam from a 
distorted input. We have designed an interferometer in 
which a split-off fraction of the input pulse is used for 
the primary beam and the remainder is up-collimated 
by a telescope so that its central region can be used 
as a reference beam. The expansion factor is so chosen 
that the phase front of the reference beam is suf
ficiently plane to simplify analysis of the tnterfero-
grams. The design is an extreme version of a normal 
radial-shear interferometer. 

The interferometer is shown in Fig. 5-68. It consists 
of beam splitters, mirrors, and lenses mounted within a 
stainless-steel space frame. The visibility of the fringes 
at the output is affected by the reference-beam expan
sion factor m = fi /f | and by the beam-splitter reflec
tivities Rj and Ri . If the pri-nary beam has a super-
Gaussian profile of parameter N given by 

l 0 e x p [-2(r/r0)N], (1) 

whac TQ is the l/e~ intensity point, then the fringe 
visibility is unity at the radius r v, given by 

rv " r0 

ffa{m[R |(l-R2)l*lR2(l-R,)]i*lY/N 

I - m~ 
• (2 ) 

We have chosen to miximize fringe visibility at the 
radiui r; corresponding to the point of inflection of 
the beam profile. This radius is given by 

n-dfe NziV / N. 
J (3) 

Equating r v and ij gives the following relation between 
R, and R , 

R , ( 1 - R 2 ) / R 2 ( 1 - R , ) = C 2 (4) 

71 
Film 

Expansion telescope 

Fig. 5-68. Radial-shear interferometer for measuring phase-front distortions. 
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where 

C 2 = m" 2 expld - N" 1 ) (1 - m" N ) ] (5) 

is a constant determined by the telescope factor m 
and the beam parameter N. 

From Equation 4 it can be seen that one additional 
constraint can be placed on the interferometer design 
before Rj and R2 are uniquely determined. We there
fore require that the interferometer be as efficient 
as possible, that is, that the total energy used in 
forming the interferogram be maximized. Since the 
numerator and denominator of Equation 4 are each 
proportional to the energy from one of the arms of the 
interferometer, it is necessary to maximize only the 
quantity R]( l - R2) in Equation 4. The quantity 
R2O - R | ) will also be maximized since the ratio 
of these quantities is a constant. The resulting solu
tions are 

R, = C/(l + C) (6a) 

and 

R 2 = ( l + C ) - 1 . (6b) 

These considerations lead to values of Rj » 20% and 
R2 * 80% for our present m and the Cyclops beam 
profile. 

Fig. S-69. Low-intensity time-integrated interferogram ob
tained with the apparatus shown in Fig. 5-68. 

The need to measure the radial variation of small-
signal gain in amplifiers has led to the development of 
a scanning technique that is described here and shown 
in Fig. 5-71. The output of a cw Nd:YAG laser is 
spatially filtered and focused onto a mirror oscillating 
at 10 kHz. The reflected beam is collimated by a lens, 
scans through the amplifier under test, and is refocused 

For measuring distortions that are static during the 
duration of the pulse, l-Z film plates are used to record 
the interferometer output. For high-intensity pulses, 
however, dynamic distortions occur. In this case the 
interferometer is adjusted to produce a pattern of 
vertical fringes centered on the horizontal slit of a 
streak camera,^ and the streak-camera output gives 
a record of the fringe motion that occurred during the 
pulse.34>35 Whichever way the interferogram is 
recorded, the pulses arriving from the two arms of the 
interferometer must be both temporally and spatially 
coincident. Temporal coincidence is obtitned to 
within 10 ps by separating the two pulses spatially on 
the streak-camera slit and adjusting the interferometer 
until the two streak images peak at the same time. 
Spatial coincidence and fringe spacing and orientation 
are adjusted using a cw Nd'.YAG laser that follows the 
same path as the pulsed beam. 

Preliminary tests of the interferometer have been 
performed on the 1LS. Low-intensity time-integrated 
interferograms, such as the one shown in Fig. 5-69, 
show no detectable static aberrations in the laser 
system. However, high-intensity time-resolved inter
ferograms of an intense beam that has propagated 
through 50 cm of glass show phase distortions on the 
order of one-half wavelength at the peak of the pulse 
(Fig. 5-70). The interferometer is now being scheduled 
for measurements of the Cyclops beam. 

Fig. 5-70. High-intensity time-resolved intcrrerogram obtained 
with the apparatus shown in Fig. S-68. 

by a second lens through a small aperture, a band-pass 
filter, and a diffuser onto the detector. A second 
detector monitors the laser output for normalization 
purposes. 

Photographed oscilloscope traces provide a record 
of intensity versus radial position. To ensure positional 
accuracy, the horizontal input to the oscilloscope is 

GAIN-PROFILE MEASUREMENTS WITH RAPID RADIAL SCANNING 
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Fig. 5-71. Apparatus for gain-profile measurement. 

taken from a sine-wave generator triggered by the 
scanner. Single traces are obtained by z-axis intensifi
cation during the desired scan. Typical data include 
the following: 

1. A gain scan with the flashlamps pulsed (Fig. 
5-72). 

2. A reference scan with the flashlamps off (Fig. 
5-73). This is used to normalize the space-dependent 
intensity variations caused by the optical system and 
amplifier. 

3. Laser-output scans for both the gain and refer
ence scans. This is used to normalize time-dependent 
variations. 

4. A trace showing when the scan occurred during 
the flashlamp cycle (Fig. 5-74). Timing is controlled 
by varying the trigger delay. 

The data are analyzed by digitizing the photographs 
and performing the proper normalizations (a Hewlett-
Packard 9864A Digitizer is used). The absolute small-
signal gain and the percentage by which the gain varies 
from its value at the center are plotted as a function of 
the radial position. At present, detector problems 
(risetime and level shifts) have limited the absolute 
accuracy of this technique to ±5%. Accuracy should 
improve when the photodiodes are replaced by photo-
multipliers. 

Fig. 5-72. Gain scan of amplifier. Fig. 5-73. Reference scan of amplifier. 
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Fig. 5*74. Flashlamp output showing when scan was recorded. 

MEASUREMENTS OF PUMP-INDUCED OPTICAL DISTORTIONS IN 
AMPLIFIER MODULES — — ^ ^ ^ _ — « n — ^ — • — 

Stringent optical requirements for laser disk ampli
fiers have generated a need for determining the causes 
of the optical phase distortions produced during opera
tion. Since the pumping geometry of disk amplifiers 
is substantially different from that used in rod ampli
fiers, previous measurements of pump-induced rod dis-
tortions3('>37 a r e n o t expected to apply. We have 
performed a series of diagnostic experiments, using an 
A-size disk laser amplifier as a test bed. The six laser 
disks have clear apertures of 3.5 cm, thicknesses of 
1.5 cm, and Brewster's-angle orientations. Adjacent 
disks in the amplifier are staggered in a series of 
chevrons to cancel beam offset, and the disks are 
protected from direct ultraviolet illumination from 
the flashlamps by a split-cylinder Pyrex shield. 

The experiments made use of both conventional 
interferometric methods and the techniques of double-
exposure holography. 3 8 ' 3 9 Three types of optical 
distortion were identified: 

1. Subsonic (~60 m/s) intrusion of hot gas into the 
volume occupied by the laser disks. 

2. Thermally induced optical distortions in the glass 
disks themselves. 

3. Rapid but relatively low-level optical fluctua
tions produced by the turbulent flow of the cir
culated cooling nitrogen gas within the laser amplifier. 

Measurements with the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 

Our initial measurements of optical distortion in 
disk amplifiers were made with the Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer shown in Fig. 5-75 and a fast-framing 
camera that exposes 25 individual 35mm frames 
sequentially over a 1-ms time interval. Thus successive 

frames are photographed at 40-jus intervals with an 
actual exposure time of 15 (is. The framing camera 
permits the Mach-Zehnder interference fringes to be 
photographed as a function of time subject to the 
limitations imposed by the individual exposure dura
tion. This limitation rules out, for example, resolving 
any sonic phenomena occurring in the interferometer. 

Analysis of the 25 sequential interferograms of a 
typical operational pulse of a disk amplifier reveals two 
general types of optical distortion: 

1. A general decline in fringe visibility starting 
shortly after the peak of amplifier fluorescence. 

2. A lensing of approximately one fringe, which is 
equivalent to a change of about 20/irad in beam diver
gence. 

Twenty-five successive interferograms from a typical 
shot are shown in Fig. 5-76. With the disks removed 

-̂Reference beam 

Fig. 5-7S. Mach-Zehnder interferometer and fast-framing cam
era for measuring pump-induced optical distortion. 
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from the amplifier, the first type of distortion remains 
and the second disappears. This demonstrates that the 
reduction in fringe visibility is related to the gas within 
the amplifier, whereas the lensing is apparently ther
mally induced in the glass disks themselves. 

The decline in interference-fringe visibility shortly 
after the peak of fluorescence is consistent with earlier 
observations of a high-frequency modulation on small 

probe beams used to measure small-signal gain. Since 
shorter exposure times were clearly required to tempo
rally resolve the rapidly varying optical distortion, a 
Q-switched ruby laser was installed as the laser source 
for a double-exposure holographic apparatus.™'-'" 
The effects of hot-gas propagation into the amplifier 
are demonstrated by the IS shadowgraphs shown in 
Fig. 5-77. 

u». f; 
t = 0 

# 
t = 40 lis 

t = 200 JUS 

W 
t = 240 us 

^ % 

t = 80 lis t = 280 us 

ff^S 

t = 440 MS 

$pe*»% 

t = 480 MS 

t = 600 MS 

vSJOa-""^ 

t = 640 MS 

t = 800 MS 

t = 680 MS 

# .̂ K 
t = 120 MS t = 320 MS 

jg6***"*fy 

t = 520 MS t = 720 MS 

1' % 
t = 160 MS t = 360 MS 

t = 560 MS t = 960 MS 

Fig 5-76. Twenty-five successive interff-rograms obtained with fast-framing camera during a single shot. 
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Double-Exposure Holographic Experiments 

A schematic of the double-exposure holographic 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 5-78. The ruby-laser 

etalon is adjusted until the laser displays a coherence 
length of at least 10 cm, so that clear, full-aperture 
holograms are obtained on the photographic plate 
shown in the figure. This optical configuration allows 

t = 40 lis 

t = 120 /is 

t = 200 MS 

t = 240 lis 

t = 280 lis 

t = 320 us 

t = 160 MS t = 360 /as 

Fig. 5-77. Fifteen successive shadowgraphs of a gas intrusion. 

t = 400 MS 

t = 440 MS 

t = 480 MS 

t = 520 MS 

t = 560 MS 
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Fig. 5-78. Double-exposure-holognph apparatus. 

the disk laser amplifier to be used in both the "refer
ence" and "signal" interferometer beams since in the 
holographic process the necessary phase information 
is obtained at two separate times. 

Double-exposure holograms were taken as functions 
of 

1. The rate of dry nitrogen purge within the laser 
amplifier. 

2. The time delay (in microseconds) between the 
firing of the A-amplifier flashlamps and the second 
ruby-laser pulse. 

3. The time (in minutes) between the flashlamp 
firing and the second holographic exposure. 

Intrusion of Hot Gas into the Amplifier 
A series of double-exposure holograms taken with 

gradually increasing delays of the second 20-ns ruby-
laser pulse relative to the firing of the amplifier flash-
lamps can be used to determine the approximate speed 
at which optical disturbances propagate into the disk 
amplifier. The method is analogous to that described 
for the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and the fast-
framing camera. The reconstructed holograms (see 
Fig. 5-79) show that when the nitrogen-purge rate 
drops below 20 mM/s, substantial optical distortions 
propagate into the central regions of the ampli-

Fig.5-79. Holographic reconstruction of hot-gas intrusion 
into disk laser amplifier (time delay 800 us). 
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Her at a speed of approximately 60 m/s. The 
distortions are likely the result of hot gas expanding 
into the quiescent central regions of the amplifier. 

The volume of the laser amplifier occupied by 
•he ED-2 glass disks is shielded from the ultraviolet 
portion of the flashlamp radiation by a split cylinder 
of Pyrex. However, the presence of atmospheric 
oxygen in the vicinity of the laser llashlamps leads to 
extreme heating of the gas because oxygen is a strong 
absorber of ultraviolet radiation.^' 1" Th: optical 
distortions apparently occur when heated gas enters 
the central regions of the laser amplifier by passing 
through the nozzle formed by the small gap between 
the split-cylinder shield glasses and the disk-mounting 
rail. Measurements at various flow rates establish that 
a nitrogen-purge rate of at least 20 mM/s is required to 
effectively exclude oxygen from the disk amplifier 
tested, owing to the relatively large mechanical gaps 
in the amplifier shell. On the other hand, at nitrogen 
flow rates in excess of 200 mM/s, additional interfer
ence fringes appear in the reconstructed holograms as a 
result of turbulence. 

Although 14 fringes are shown in the upper half of 
Fig. S-79, several reconstructed holograms taken with 
room air (containing 21% oxygen) in the laser amplifier 
displayed as many as 30 fringes, amounting to an 
increase in refractive index of 

An = NX/2L = 10" 5 , (1) 

where N is the number of fringes observed, A is the 
wavelength of the diagnostic laser, and L, the length 
of the amplifier, is approximately 100 cm. An index 
change of 10"^ js approximately 3% of the refractive 
index of nitrogen, and a density gradient this large can 
give rise to substantial angular steering of an incident 
laser beam. The steering angle Aa is given by 

Aa = 4 N \ / 5 , (2) 

where 5 is the transverse dimension of the perturbing 
optical disturbance. On inserting the previously men
tioned numbers into Equation 2, we obtain a range of 

In the Laser-Fusion Program saturable absorbers 
are used for mode-locking or Q-switching laser oscilla
tors and for isolating delicate targets from low-level 
irradiation preceding the main laser pulse. Optimum 
use, particularly in the latter application, requires 
detailed knowledge of the response of the dye over a 

Aa values from 20 to 2 mrad as 6 varies from 0.2 cm 
at t = 400 ps to 2.0 cm at 700 /is. These substantial 
stcerings occur only over a l,,n ted region of the ampli
fier aperture, but they constitute an intolerably high 
level of distortion and steering for a high-quality disk 
laser amplifier. As shown in Fig. 5-79, a somewhat 
smaller optical disturbance propagated from the 
smaller gap between the IVrex shields and ihe disk-
mounting rail located at the bottom of the amplifier. 

No acoustical shocks traveling at sonic (340 m/s) 
or supersonic speed were observed with or without the 
Pyrex shields in place. Previous observations^ of 
flashlamp-induced shock waves were made at an energy 
level of 1.0 MJ more than an order of magnitude 
greater than the 70-kJ input to the disk laser amplifiers 
examined in our experiments. 

Thermal Lensing in Disks 

A separate group of double-exposure experiments 
with delay times measured in mir.utcs was conducted 
to determine the decay time of longer term thermally 
induced optical distortions produced after a single 
firing of the flashlamps. The source was a cw helium-
neon laser. Bach firing of the amplifier was found to 
generate an optical distortion amounting to a single 
fringe (at X = 694.3 nm) or less. After approximately 
20 min of cooling, tin's distortion was no longer 
detectable. 

Conclusions 

Our experiments demonstrate the substantial value 
of double-exposure holographic imerferometry for 
obtaining reproducible interferometric (L.a of rapidly 
varying optical phenomena within multielement optical 
systems. Both conventional interferometry and 
double-exposure holography were used to measure the 
time-dependent optical distortions induced in a disk 
laser amplifier by flashlamp illumination. Analysis 
of the data has led lo improvements in laser-amplifier 
design, changes in operational procedures, and reason
able constraints on the firing frequency of the ampli
fier. As a result, pump-induced distortions in our laser 
amplifier systems can be largely avoided. 

large range of laser intensities. Determinations of dye 
response on subnanosecond time scales have been done 

*The measurements of dye properties were initiated at 
the suggestion of J. Holzrichter, who also provided 
some of the samples. 

TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF IOC-PS PULSE TRANSMISSION THROUGH 
SATURABLE A B S O R B E R S ' _ ^ _ ^ — _ ^ _ ^ _ » ^ ^ _ « ^ _ ^ _ 
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in the past by using various theoretical models to 
unfold time-avenged transmission data obtained by 
measuring input and output energies. 4 ^- 4 4 y/e n a v e 

measured dirc.ily with 10-ps resolution, the trans
mission of two saturable absorbers as a function of the 
instantaneous intensity of IQQps pulses. 

The experimental arrangement is shown schemati
cally in Fig. 5-80. The input pulse contains up to 
0.75 J in approximately 100 ps (FWHM), with a colli-
mated l/e beam diameter of 1 cm. The energy in the 
central 2.5 mm is measured before and after the 
sample by apertured calorimeters. 4 5 Multiple-image 
photographs' 4 -' 5 of the transmitted beam and of a 
beam directed around the sample are recorded on 
l-Z film. The streak camera^ records intensity as a 
function of time in the input and transmitted beams. 
In both cases, the beam is centered on a vertical 
2-mm-wide slit that is ima£.d on the horizontal 
slit of the streak camera. Thus only the trans
mission of the center of the beam is recorded, and 
averaging over both time and beam radius is elimi
nated. By the proper choice of streak-camera filters 
and by adjusting the laser output, it is possible to 
measure transmission for incident intensities ranging 
from 1 0 7 to 5 x 10^ W/cm2. On any given shot, 
useful information can be obtained over a dynamic 
range of about 50. 

Some of the samples were cellulose acetate film 
containing dye, and the poor optical quality of the 
film caused considerable distortion in the plane of the 
vertical slit following the sample. To obtain mean

ingful measurements, the imaging conditions were 
changed to image the sample plane itself onto the 
streak camera. In neither of these arrangements do the 
streak-camera photographs contain the information 
required for determining streak-camera response char
acteristics. Supplementary shots are taken with the 
same camera to obtain these data. 

Processing of the streak-camera output consists of 
converting from film density to laser intensity 1 as a 
function of time for the two beams and taking the 
ratio T(t) = I t r(t)/lj(t), where the subscripts "tr" and 
"i" refer to "transmitted"and "incident," respectively. 
Combining l,(t) and T(t) yields T(I). This processing 
is all done with modified versions of standard com
puter programs. The program input consists of infor
mation about streak-camera response characteristics, 
values of neutral density filters in one or both beams, 
and measured energy densities from the calorimeters 
as well as digitized densitometer data. All trans
mission values ace normalized to the value obtained 
by running the experiment with pure solvent in the 
sample cell. 

Figure 5-81 is a sample curve of intensity as a func
tion of time obtained from a single shot in Eastman 
9740 dye dissolved in dichloroethane. Figure 5-82 is 
the curve for Eastman 14015 dye in cellulose acetate. 
The difference in decay times is obvious: the trans
mission of Eastman 9740 follows nearly the same 
curve on the rising and falling sides of the pulse, 
whereas Eastman 14015 attains some maximum trans
mission as the pulse rises and maintains that value as 

Dye sample 

1 c r diameter 
input pulse Calorimeter 

Film 

Pig S-80. Apparatus for measuring Ihe transmission of saturable abso'.bers as a function of instantaneous intensity of 100-ps 
pulses (resolution I Ops). 
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Fig. 5-81. Transmission of Eastman 9740 dye as a function of 
intensity (100-ps pulse). 
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Fig 5-82. Transmission of Eastman 14015 dye as a function 
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the pulse falls. Data have been taken over intensities 
from 10 7 to 5 x I 0 9 W/cm 2 for Eastman 9740 
in dichloroethane with a small-signal transmission 
T s s = 1.5%, Eastman 14015 in dichloroethane with 
Tjj = 1.2 and 10%, and Eastman 14015 in celluloid 
with TJS = 0.6 and 5.5%. The full set of results will be 

reported when dat:i reduction is complete. It is an
ticipated that once a reasonable dye model has been 
adjusted to fit the measurements for a particular dye, 
the response of that dye in varying concentrations and 
cell thicknesses can be calculated with confidence. 
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Refractive-Index Nonfinearity 
Even to the casual reader of (his report, it will be 

apparent from Sections S and 6 that the problem of 
the nonlinear refractive index of optical media is of 
paramount importance in determining the design of 
large glass-laser systems for fusion research. Although 
the local change in refractive index is small, being 
measured in parts per million at an intensity of 
10 ' ° W/cm-, the cumulative effect on beam propaga
tion over path lengths of meters is profound. Whole-
beam self-focusing introduces phase distortion, which 
can be thought of as self-induced aberration of the 
beam, leading to a reduction in focal intensity. Much 
more serious is the fact that small-scale self-focusing 
renders the beam locally unstable to minute perturba
tions in phase and amplitude, resulting in the breakup 
of the beam into intense filaments, spilling energy out 
of the focal volume, and often leading to local damage 
to the laser medium. 

Two approaches have been taken to this problem in 
the LLL laser-fusion activity. One involves careful de
sign of all laser systems to maximize performance in 
terms of cost, based on a thorough understanding of 
the self-focusing phenomenon, its consequences for 
propagation, detailed modeling of nonlinear propaga
tion in the systems under design, and strategic place
ment of spatial niters to suppress the growth of high-
spatial-frequency instabilities. The other, discussed 
here, is an effort to develop new optical materials, 
especially glasses, with lower values of refractive-index 
nonlinearity tkin. those exhibited by currently avail
able materials. The first step of this effort is to iden
tify the causes of refractive-index nonlinearity, relate 
them to measurable parameters of materials, and at
tempt to find compositions that will have low non-
linearity while preserving the desirable properties of 
optics! media (e.g., low absorption, physical strength, 
and chemical stability) and, for laser media, will pro
vide a suitable host for the lasing ion 

For short-pulse operation in solid media, there is no 
time for the translation of material due to electrostric-
tive forces, and realignment of polarizable molecules 
can generally be neglected; thus both electrostrictive 
and orientational Kerr effects can be neglected. There 
are three principal sources of refractive-index nonlin
earity in the materials discussed here: ( I ) the direct 
distortion of the electronic cloud of the atoms making 
up the material; (2) the effects of ionic motion as 
evinced by the Raman spectrum of the medium; and 
(3) resonant effects in amplifying or absorbing media 
associated with the saturation of the anomalous disper
sion. These three effects are referred to simply as elec
tronic, Raman, and resonant nonlinearities. 

For most transparent dielectrics, the principal 
source of refractive-index nonlincarity is the electronic 
effect. Physically, this phenomenon can be described 
as follows: In the presence of a strong electromagnetic 
wave, the atom is polarized (distorted), with a defor
mation energy given by 

V = J-aE 2 , (I) 

where a is the polarizability and E is the local electric 
field. Given this initial energy, the energy required to 
ionize the atom is reduced by this amount. Thus the 
ultraviolet absorption of the material, which dominates 
the refractive index, undergoes a Stark shift toward 
the operating wavelength. This in turn increases the 
refractive index of the medium in proportion to the 
square of the applied field, in lowest order. 

A more detailed calculation of the electronic non-
linearity in terms of the parameters of the linear refrac
tive index was indicated by Wang' and Jha and 
Bloembergen,- and carried out in detail by Boling, 
Owyoung, and Glass. 3 In the analysis of Boling et al., 
it is assumed that the transparent dielectric is ade
quately described as a molecular solid made up of 
several types of constituent. Each constituent exhibits 
a unique linear polarizability a 4 and a mean second 
hyperpolarizability 7 4 . Under the influence of a local 
harmonic field of frequency co, given by Eg cos cot, the 
microscopic polarization induced in the i t n constituent 
is given by 

p 1 = a'Ej, cos cot + i- 7'(Eg cos cot) 3 . (2) 

We can define an average polariza'.ulity a and hyper
polarizability 7 as 

i ^ a W / S N 1 , (3) 
I i 

and 
7 = £ 7'NV21 N j, (4) 

i i 
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where N1 is the concentration of the i constituent. 
Then the macroscopic induced dipole moment takes 
the form 

polarizabi'ity a are related for a polarizable electronic 
systeir by a relation of the form 

- -2 
y = qa% ( i i ) 

P = 2 N ' ' 

= N I SEg cos cot 

+ (T/24) E$(3 COS cot + cos 3tot) | , (5) 

where N = £j N1. Applying the local-field-correctior, 
factor f 

f = (n 2 + 2)/3, (6) 

we can write 5,6 

P = fNaE cos cot 

+ N(f/24) ^ 3 cos cot + cos 3cot), (7) 

where E cos tot is the macroscopic field in the medium. 
From the customary definition of nonlinear suscepti
bility, for a relation of the form given by Equation 7 
we would write 

where q is a parameter to be determined. Accordingly, 
we write Equation 10 in the form 

X ( 3 ) (-co,co,co,-co) = £ (Na) 2 (^-) 
1111 24 VN/ 

•i(^'&)2(!} 
(12) 

Thus the explicit dependence of the third-order sus
ceptibility on the refractive index is expected to fol
low Equation 12 for all nominally transparent dielec
trics in which the Lorentz-Lorenz local field correc
tions are expected to apply-that is, isotropic and 
cubic materials. 

Wang has shown that the coefficient q assumes a 
simple form if we assume that all resonant frequencies 
of the system are much higher than the optical fre
quency. ̂  In this low-frequency limit, 

q = (q/n)co0, (13) 

P M = X ^ (-" ,") E(w) 

+ 3x*3* (-co,co,co,-to) E3(to) 
1111 

and 

P(3co) = x

(

]

3

1

)

11(-3co,co,co,co)E3(<o), (8) 

where 

(1) i 
* i i ( -co.co) = fNS = [n 2 (co)- 1]/4TT (9) 

and 

(3) 
x

m l(-co,co,co,-co) = (f4/24)Nf. (10) 

It is well established from perturbation-theory argu-
mentsl' 2 that the hyperpolarizability y and the linear 

where COQ is the lumped ultraviolet frequency corres
ponding to absorption in the medium. The parameters 
N and tog are obtained by fitting the linear dispersion 
curve for the medium to the Lorentz-Lorenz equation, 

[(n 2 - 1)/4JT] (3/n 2 + 2) = Ne2/m(co2 - co2). 

(14) 

A large group of optical glasses and cubic-crystal 
materials were examined on this basis. Values of x^ 3 ' 
were inferred' from the ellipse-rotation measurements 
of Owyoung?'" It was found that a value for g of 
about 3 gave good agreement for all materials exam
ined. Table 6-1 lists the computed and experimentally 
inferred values of the refractive index n and of the 
refractive-index nonlinearity n2, given by 

n 2 = 1 2 * x ( 3 > n / n . 

The agreement is seen to be excellent. 
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Table 6-1. Refractive index and nonlinear refractive 
index for various optical i ' " « " 

Nonlinear refractive index 
n 2 (10~ 1 3 esu) 

Material 
Refractive 

index n Measured Calculated 

FK-6 1.446 1.13 ±0.08 0.90 
Fused silica 1.456 0.99 ±0.07 0.91 
BK-7 1.517 1.46 ±0.14 1.18 
LSO 1.519 1.43 ±0.10 1.45 
ED-4 1.567 1.73+0.12 1.75 
EY-I 1.635 2.03 ±0.20 2.35 
SF-7 1.640 5.83 ±0.40 4.36 
LAK-3 1.694 2.57 ±0.18 2.S8 
YAG 1.829 4.09 ±0.28 4.08 
LASF-7 1.914 6.20 ±0.60 8.39 
ccE-4 1.460 2.50 ±0.25 2.03 
Ruby 1.75-1.76 1.40 ±0.14 2.11 

The values of N and tog obtained by fitting 
refractive-index data to a single resonance are not phys
ically significant in themselves. Two- and three-
resonance fits have been obtained, using NURD, a 
nonlinear fitting routine. The values obtained by this 
method differ significantly from the N and CJQ ob
tained for single-resonance fits, but the values of n2 
obtained from the multiresonance fits are essentially 
the same as those indicated in Table 6-1. The signifi
cance of the multiresonance fits is still under investi
gation. 

The optical properties of a glass are generally given 
in terms of two numbers: the refractive index at the 
d-line, n d , and the Abbe number v d , defined as 

v d = (n d - l)/(n F - n c ) . (15) 

Here the standard wavelengths are 

Xd = 0.58756/im; \p = 0.48613/mi; 

Xc = 0.65627 t̂m. (16) 

The reciprocal of the Abbe number is the dispersive 
power of the glass. If we expand the index around the 

the d-line value in the form n d = n d + n ' d ' x - x d ) , 
where x = (1/A2), we have, to first order, 

( ^ • - r f S ^ ^ F - ^ ^ M ^ - l M l T ) 
1 

_d_ 
dx 

Thus the dispersive power is the measure of the deriv
ative of the index with respect to the square of the 
wave number. 

From the Lorentz-Lorenz equation, we write, for a 
single ultraviolet oscillator, 

n 2 - l _ 1 / e 2 \ N _ r 0 N ( 1 8 ) 

n 2

+ 2 M m c 2 / X ° " X 3»(xo-x>-

Her? rg is the classical radius of the electron and N is 
the equivalent concentration of active oscillators. 
Equation 18 can be solved for n 2 to give 

n 2 = l + 

1 + 

Nr, 0 
7r(xfj - x) [l-NrQ/3)7(x0 - x)] 

NrrjM 
(x 0 - x) - Nr0/3rr 

Differentiating, we obtain 

Nr0/7T 
2nn' 

so that 

3L 

[ ( x 0 - x ) - N r 0 / 3 ^ 

( " d * 1 * 
n d - l 2n d [ fx 0 -x d ) -Nr 0 /3f r l v d ( x F - x c ) 

Thus the denominator can be written as 

Kxo-x^-Nrfj/STr]- 1 

= 2 n d / [ ( n d + l ) v d ( x F - x c ) ] , 

and the quantity Nrg/ir is determined: 

_ ( n d

2 - l ) ( n d + l ) v d ( x F - x c ) 
° 2n d 

The resonant frequency is given by 

, ( n d

2 + 2 ) ( n d + l ) v d ( x F - x c ) 
XQ = X d + — . 

(19) 

(20) 

. (21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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For XQ » x d (the usual case), the first term is negligi
ble. This, however, is not assumed to be the case. 

The refractive-index nonlinearity n2, at x d , is given 
by 

n 2 
( n d

2 + 2 ) ( n d

2 - l ) 2 

32ir 2ficn dNXr/ 

_ ^ nd (25) 

which reduces to the expression 

n 2 ( l (T 1 3 esu) 

eSdij- lXn 2 !^) 2 (26) 

v d f l .S17 + [(nJ + 2 ) ( n d + l ) v J / 6 n d } * . 

In Fig. 6-1 the measured values of n 2 are plotted 
against computed values for a number of glasses. 
Agreement is good at low n 2 values (weak dispersion) 
and poorer at higher dispersions, as one would expect 
from the approximate nature of Equation 17. 

The conclusion one draws from this analysis is that 
low-index, low-dispersion materials are most likely to 
exhibit a lower value of n 2 . In Fig. 6-2 contours of 
constant n 2 are plotted on the standard Abbe' chart 
representing the compositional space of optical glasses. 
Although the actual figure of merit for nonlinear ef
fects in optical materials varies with the application, in 
all cases a lower n 2 implies a better material. It may be 
concluded that, in any application, the lowest index 
material should always be use J, for lenses, for win
dows, or for the active medium. 

CM 
c 

01 

"c o c 
X 
0) 

•D 

4 -

LASF-7 

Computed index nonlinearity n ? (10 esu) 

Fig. 6-1. Plot of measured 112 values against computed n^ values for several optical glasses. 
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Dispersive power v^ 

Fig. 6-2. Refractive index versus dispersive power for cornmerciat optical glasses. Numbers in parentheses indicate nonlinear 
dispersion n 2 in units of l ( H 3 csu. (Courtesy Schott Optical Glass, Inc., Duryca. Pa.) 

The two other contributions to refractive-index 
nonlinearity — those arising from the Raman spectrum 
and the resonant part - have been investigated (under 
contract to LLL) by Dr. Robert HeUwarth and associ
ates at the University of Southern California. Since a 
full account of their work on the Raman contribution 
has recently been published,? it is only summarized 
here. 

Apart from resonant effects, the total nonlinear 
response of a dielectric medium to an intense electro

magnetic wave can be represented in terms of three 
response functions: 

pNL ( t ) = !_ aE 2(t)E(t) + Ids a(t - s)E2(s)E(t) 
2 •» 

+ J ds E(s)b(s - t)E(t) • E(s). (27) 

where o is the electronic nonlinearity discussed above 
and a and b are the "nuclear" response kernels, repre
senting the scalar and tensor response of the ions to the 
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electronic polarization, as treated to first order in the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation for the total wave 
function of the medium. The Fourier transforms of 
the kernels a and b, written as A(A) and B(A), respec
tively, are simply related to the differential cross sec
tions for Raman scattering with a frequency shift A, 
with and without a change in polarization. Thus 

Im B(A) = d2a 
h ^ 3 d n °A 

[1 - exp(-hA/kT)], (28) 

where v is the incident optical frequency and co is the 
scattered frequency, w = v - A. A similar relation ob
tains for Im A, i). The real parts of A and B can be 
obtained from Kramers-Kronig relations 

Re B(A) = J- - & - Im B(K), (29) 

with a corresponding expression for A. Thus from a 
knowledge of the Raman TOSS section as a fui.ction of 
frequency, one can obtain a knowledge of the response 
kernels A and B. 

The effective n2 for the medium is given in terms of 
the kernels A and B at zero argumen' as 

"2 
n [3o/2 + 2A(0) + 2B(0)] 

n ' (30) 

The relation between refractive-index nonlinearity and 
the zero-frequency Raman cross section can be seen by 
the following argument: In stimulated Raman scatter
ing, 3 weak wave at a frequency v - A experiences gain 
in the presence of a strong pump at a frequency v if A 
is near a Raman resonance of the medium. As A de
creases, the gain decreases - an effect corresponding to 
moving off resonance. In a gain process, however, an 

anomalous dispersion is experienced off resonance. 
As the frequency shift A goes to zero, the Raman gain 
vanishes identically, but the "anomalous dispersion," 
induced at the weak-wave frequency by the presence 
of the strong wave, persists. This is precisely the non
linear refractive-index change. 

Hellwarlh et al. have computed the relative contri
butions of electronic and Raman nonlinearities for a 
variety of glasses.' Their results are reproduced in 
Table 6-2. It is seen that the Raman contribution is 
typically 15 to 25% of the total n2 in the medium. 
Hellwarth and co-workers are currently investigating, 
under contract to LLL, the resonant nonlinearity 
arising in laser materials from saturation. This ef
fect arises from the change in population during (he 
laser pulse, which leads to a corresponding change in 
the anomalous dispersion. The effect can be estimated 
for a simple Lorentzian line as follows: The maximum 
index change due to anomalous dispersion is related to 
the maximum gain (or absorption) by the expression 

A0 = ( r . / 2 )g m a x K, (31) 

where A<p is the cumulative phase change in a path 
length 8 at the maximum of the anomalous-dispersion 
curve (w - COQ = ± D and g m a x is the value of the gain 
(or absorption) at the line center. At a peak gain of 
0.1 cm"', for example, in 1 m of active path, the cum
ulative phase shift will be greater than 2tr, or more 
than a wave. 

The consequences of this fact are twofold. First, 
pumping nonuniformity is related to index nonuni-
formity. A 10% pumping variation would lead to a 
one-tenth wave distortion in t!>p example cited above. 
Second, as the population changes, a self-phase-
modulation will result. The self-phase-modulation 
itself will be very small, but the corresponding index 

Table 6-2. Nonlinear polarization parameters derived from Raman spectra and intensity-induced 

n 1 0 1 6 B 0 1 0 , 6 ( A 0 + B 0) IO , 5(0 + 2B n) 10 I S o 

10" n 2 
Material n 1 0 1 6 B 0 1 0 , 6 ( A 0 + B 0) IO , 5(0 + 2B n) 10 I S o Calculated Measured f e(«) 

Fused quartz 1.46 1 4 + 2 57 ± 6 31 ± 2 28± 2 l l ± l I8±3 79 ±3 
LSO glass 1.52 2 8 + 3 70 ± 7 46 ± 3 4 0 + 3 IS ±1 81 ±3 

ED-4 glass 1.56 26 ± 3 68 ± 7 S7± 4 52 ± 4 18+1.3 
(26 ±3 
{ l 5 ± 2 
{IS ±3 

85 ±3 

SF-7 glass 1.65 210120 315 ±30 202 ± 20 160 ±20 58 ±7 79 ±3 
LASF-7 glass 1.93 380 ±40 540 ± SO 252 + 25 176 ±25 61+8 71 ±3 

slThese parameters are used to derive the nonlinear refractive index t>2 and the fraction fc of it that is electronic in origin. 
All quantities are in electrostatic units. 
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change (proportional to JQ 1 dt', the laser fluence) 
will be significant. Hellwarth has analyzed this effect 
for the Nd:glass line, using deShazer's spectral model 
for the 1.06-pm line. He finds that the effective 
"nonlinear index" (in electrostatic units) is 
approximately 

"n," a 10" 1 1 r(ns), (32) 

where r is the pulse duration in nanoseconds, assum
ing a total small-signal gain of 10. This is, of course, at 
the maximum of the effect. If one works near the 

line center, a reduction by a factor of 10 to 100 can be 
obtained, but the effect is still largei than the nondis-
persive n2- It can be of either sign, depending on the 
operating wavelength. 

The real significance of this effect for short-pulse 
propagation is as follows: Because of the nonresonant 
refractive-index nonlinearity, local intensification of 
the optical energy will take place. If this intensified 
pattern is relatively si itionary in space, local satura
tion of the amplifier medium can occur. The resonant 
n2 c a n m e n enter locally, either enhancing or sup
pressing the beam breakup in the intensifies regions. 

Neodymium Laser Materials 

Improvements in neodymium-doped materials for 
short-pulse, high-power lasers can be made by increas
ing either or both the energy-storage and the energy-
extraction capability. Spectroscopic properties that 
affect energy storage include the absorption spectrum 
and cross section as well as the fluorescence-decay 
rate; those that affect energy extraction include the 
stimulated-emission cross section c and the maximum 
beam intensity permissible before self-focusing and 
beam breakup occur. The last is governed by the non
linear refractive index nj and has already been dis
cussed. The discussion presented here is concerned 
with optimizing the spectroscopic properties of neo
dymium in glass. 

The spectroscopic information of interest is the 
parameters required in laser design. These are ilhs-
trated schematically in Fig. 6-3. The basic measure
ments and inputs are the absorption and fluores
cence spectra and associated cross sections, and the 
fluorescence-decay rate as a function of time and 
neodymium concentration. The absorption spectrum 
is also integrated to obtain the radiation-intensity 
parameters. These, in turn, are used to calculate the 
radiation-decay probability, which, when compared to 
the measured decay rate, yields the quantum efficiency 
of emission. The fluorescence branching ratios and 
intensities are also calculated, the latter being used to 
quantify the fluorescence intensity and thereby the 
peak cross section. 

The evaluation in Fig. 6-3 can be used further to 
examine the variation in spectroscopic parameters with 
glass composition. On the basis of these findings, the 
composition can be tailored to yield the spectroscopic 
properties favorable for a given laser application. An 
example of this for silicate is given below in the dis
cussion of glass composition. Induced-emission cross 

sections for several different silicate and phosphate 
glasses and computer programs for modeling opti
cal pumping in laser materials are described in sub
sequent parts of this section. 

As already noted, relaxation processes are important 
in several respects for understanding laser performance. 
Relaxation wherein the energy is taken up by the exci
tation of multiple vibrations is important in determin
ing the fluorescence-conversion efficiency, the quan
tum efficiency of the upper laser level, and the decay 
of the terminal laser level. Nonradiative decay by 

Quantum 
^ j tfficitney 

Radiitin 
inutility pmmattrs 

Radiativl 
lifitimt 

Fig. 6-3. Spectroscopic parameters involved in ncodymium-
lascr design. 
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ion-ion interaction leads to nonexponential time de
pendences and fluorescence quenching at high nco-
dymiuni concentrations. These effects, when included 
in laser-design programs, affect the final predicted 
efficiencies and gains (see "Relaxation Processes in 
Laser Glass"). 

The bonds around a neodymium ion in glass 
vary in strength and symmetry. The phenomenon 
is reflected in the large inhornogeneous line widths 
observed in normal optical absorption and emis
sion spectra. This broadening masks many of the 
spectroscopic details of interest, such as the Stark 
splitting and homogeneous lincwidths of rare earths. 
However, such information can be obtained if one uses 
tunable-laser, rather than broad-band, excitation for 
fluorescence studies. In this way only the ions that arc 
resonant with the narrow laser radiation are excited, 
and their individual spectral properties can be ob
served. By vaiying the laser wavelength, the total dis
tribution of sites can be probed. We have conducted 
a series of studies on laser-excited fluorescence in glass 
(LFFIG) and have obtained detailed microscopic infor
mation about the interactions of ions in glass. 

There are several desirable conditions for rare-earth 
LEFIG experiments, including the following: 

GLASS COMPOSITION _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ i 

Neodymium laser glasses are generally multirom-
poneni silicate glasses. The major components are 
silica and various alkali and alkaline-earth oxides, to
gether with a small amount {<57c\ of other stabilizing 
compounds. Changes in glass composition affect the 
spectroscopic properties and laser performance. We 
have therefore studied the effects on the optical spec
trum of systematic changes in composition in a large 
number of glass.'. 

Of particulai interest are the radiative intensity 
parameters that affect the cross sections for absorption 
and emission. Krupke* has shown that the Judd-Ofelt 
theory can be applied to neodyrnium laser glass and 
can successfully account for the induced-emission cross 
sections that are observed, in this theory, which is 
reviewed elsewhere,^ the line strength of an f*f transi
tion in a rare-earth ion is expressed in terms of a sum 
of the products of three intensity parameters fl and 
matrix elements between J-states of the form 

S(J,J' )= ^ n , | < f n SLJ | | t jW| | f n Sl 'J> | 2 . 
t=2,4,6 

1. Excitation to an isolated level that has no large 
homogeneous-linewidth broadening and that either 
fluoresces or decay; quickly to a fluorescing level. 

2. Low temperatures to avoid exciting thermally 
populated levels at energies comparable with the inho-
mogeneous linewidth. (This can, however, sometimes 
be used to advantage by the study of upconverted fluo
rescence transitions.) 

3. Low concentrations, so that there will be no 
spectral cross relaxation due to ion-ion interac .ons. 

Under these conditions, it is possible to investigate 
site-to-site variations in flic Stark splittings and spectral 
intensities and associated strengths and symmetries of 
the ligand fields. Measurements of the fluorescence de
cay teveal similar variations in the r Jiativc- and 
nonradiative-decay probabilities. The homogeneous 
lincwiilth can also be studied; its temperature variation 
is related to the energy-level scheme. Finally, by in
creasing the ion concentration and usi' >; time-resolved-
spectroscopy techniques, one can study the spectral 
and spatial properties of ion-ion energy transfer in 
glasses. Examples of all of these effects have been ob
served (see "Laser-Excited Fluorescence in Glass'".. 

The intensity parameters $2 are determined from a 
least-squares fit of absorption lands. The rms devia
tions between calculated a 1 measured absorption 
strengths are typically on tb order of 5?i. Once these 
parameters for a given ion-giass combination have been 
derived, they can be used to calculate the strength of 
any absorption or emission transition. Thus the 
absorption cross section can be expressed as 

/o(X)dX = (constM[n : U(2) + J2 4U(4) + fi6U(6)], 

(2) 

where the l'(') term, are the squared matrix elements 
in Equation I. The spontaneous-emission probability 
is given in terms of the intensity parameters as 

A(J,J') = sefjst [n 2 u(2) + n 4 U(4) + n 6 u(6)j. 

The peak induced-emission cross section similarly can 
be expressed as 

o(X > = f — A(J,J'). (4) 
STrcn^AXgff 
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where the effective linewidth M e f f is used, since for 
glasses the absorption and emission bands are charac
teristically asymmetrical. The radiative lifetime of 
level J can be expressed in terms of the spontaneous-
emissiu:' nrnbaoiiitiesas 

"' =LA(JJ» , (5) 

where the summation is over all terminal leveis •'. The 
fluorescence-branching ratio from level J to level J'is 
given by 

% -AtUl 
SA(JJ')' 
J' 

(6) 

In addition to (he spectroscopic properties, the Judd-
Ofelt intensity para, meters can also be used to estimate 
excited-state absorption and the probability of ion-ion 
interactions that enter into energy-transfer and 
fluorescence-quenching phenomena. 

From Equations 3 and 4 it can be seen that Op 
depends on the intensity parameters U and the band
width AXeff. Both are affected by compositional 
changes. The bandwidth AXeff is a measure of 
the overall extent of the Stark splitting of the J-
manifold and is inhomogencous due to the site-to-site 
variation in the local field seen by the rare-earth ion. 
In the following we concentrate on the relationship 
between 12 values and the glass composition. The 
^ 3 / 2 ~* ^ I | | / 2 ' a s e t transition of neodymium is 
dependent only on the JJ4 and £2g parameters because 
of the triangle rule |J - J'l < t «S |J + J'|. F- a large 
cross seclioj) one wants the Ci values to be as large as 
possible (assuming constant A\ ejT). In addition, the 
fluorescence-branching ratio to l j j / 2 should be as 
large as possible. The quantity |3 can be expressed in 
terms of the ratio $24/05 and is plotted in Fig. 6-4 for 
transitions from the ^3/2 l o ( ' l e ^'j terminal level. 
We see from Fig. 6-4 that, to maximize the intensify to 
**' 11/2- o n e a ' s o w a n t s ^ 6 -"* ^4-

The effect of glass composition on the 12 values was 
investigated in a series of simple alkali/alkaline-earth 
silicate glasses.* Table 6-3 presents data for a series of 
binary alkali silicate glasses. (The glasses discussed 
here contained 0.3 to 0.5 mole % Nd^C^; for simpli
city, this has not been included.) Note the pronounced 
dependence of the intensity parameters on the alkali 
ion and the different trends evident for £^2 a s c o m " 
pared with H4 and Q^. Also given in Table 6-3 are 
values for the induced-emission cross section, peak 

*We are grateful to Dr T. Izumitani and the Hoya 
Glass Works, Ltd. for providing many of -hese glass 
samples. 

0.60 ^(9/2J____ 

0.30 
]?><^^___£n/2) 

0.10 

0.06 
— 4 " C r ^ > V V > . « 1 3 / 2 | 

0.03 * • • ' 1 5 / 2 
- - • - 1 1 3 / 2 

0.01 

0.006 
•"VJ115/21 

0.003 

OOOI 
0.05 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.3 3.0 6.0 10 20 
S2.----.S2. I'-.liL S 2 . • S 2 . 

(;ig. 6-4. l-liiorcMTncc-hraiicfiimj ratio 0 tor transitions from 
tlu- **l-j -J to the **lj terminal level. 

Table 6-3. Intensity and fluorescence parameters 
for alkali silicate glasses' _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Composition (mole %) 

SiO- 67 

33 
67 

33 

67 

33 

Nd Intensity parameters (10 cm ) 

ft2 3.3 ±0.2 4.2 ±0.3 5.0 ±0.2 

0 4 4.9 ±0.3 3.2*0.4 2.4 ±0.2 

«6 4.5 ±0.1 3.1 ±0.2 2.0 ±0.1 

F 3/2 ' l l /2 Fluorescence 

a(lO'20cm2) 2.6 ±0.1 1.8 ±0.1 I.I ±0.1 

A <nm) 1061 1060 1059 

A X e f f (nni) 33.8 33.4 35.6 

TR(jUS) 395 600 910 

TM«"> 370-460 450400 600-1000 

"All compositions included 0.5 mole % N^Oj. For 
7^, compositions containing 0.02 mole % Nd 203 w e r e u s c a -
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wavelength, and effective bandwidth for the 
4 f"3/2 - » 4 1 J J / 2 transition. The magnitude of a is 
directly related to the size of the SI4 and £2<j para
meters, and thus exhibits similar variations since the 
bandwidth* show only very miner variations will; com
position. Thus for large cross sections the incorpora
tion of small alkali ions is indicated, whereas for small 
cross sections large ions should be used. Neodymium 
silicate laser glasses with large cross sections (e.g., the 
ED-2 glass) contain a large amount of lithia, whereas 
glasses with small cross sections (e.g., LG-650) contain 
large amounts of potassium and barium oxides. With a 
Rosetta Stone like Table 6-3, tailoring a glass compo
sition for specific laser parameters becomes more 
straightforward. 

Included in Table 6-3 is the calculated radiative 
lifetime J R in Equation 5. !t also exhibits a large 
variation in spectroscopic properties with composition. 
This has been observed experimentally for the fluores
cence lifetime by other woikers.'^ The observed 
fluorescence decays of neodymium glass are typically 
nonexponential even at low concentrations where ion-
ion interactions are negligible. It arises from the inho-
mogeneous nature of glass. Different sites have differ
ent local fields, and the odd harmonics in the expan
sion of these fields, which enter into the Judd-Ofelt 
parameters, exhibit a site-to-site variation. The SI 
parameters determined from integrated absorption 
spectra are therefore an effective average of the differ
ent sites. The decay, on the other hand, reflects a sum
mation of the decay of different sites with different 
decay rates. In general one finds that the decay rate at 
early times may be greater than the calculated radiative 
rate, whereas at later times in the decay i; is smaller. 
The measured decay times r y in Table 6-3 are the 
rates for the first through the third e-foldings of the 
decay. The averaged measured rates, however, are in 
good agreement with the predictions based on (lie 
Judd-Ofelt parameters. At higher neodymium concen
trations, concentration quenching by ion-ion interac
tions enters. The interactions, however, are also 
dependent on the line strength and hence also reflect 
compositional changes via the Judd-Ofelt parameters. 

Table 6-4 shows results for a soda silicate glass 
series where the relative percentages of soda and 
silica are varied. Again there is variation in the J2 
values. Included in the final column of Table 6-4 are 
results for pure silica containing 0.5 wt % neo
dymium oxide.* Note that its £2 values are very 

*We thank Dr. K. Rau of Heraeus-Quarzschmelze for 
providing samples of neodymium-doped fused silica. 

Tabte 6-4. Intensity parameters for soda silicate 
glasses3 

Composition (mole V<) 
Si02 65 70 75 80 100 
Na20 35 30 25 20 

Nd Intensity parameters (10* cm") 

n2 4.0 4.6 4.3 4.1 6.1 
I i 4 3.3 3.4 3.1 2.9 4.5 
fi, 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.6 4.3 

*AII compositions included 0.3 10 0.5 mole 7r Nd2°3-

different from those of the other soda silicate glasses 
listed in the tabled The 4F3/2 • * 4 ' n / 2 emission 
spectrum is also shifted significantly, as shown in Fig. 
6-5. The incorporation of rare earths into the silica 
network, where neodymium is the sole impurity. 

l:ig. 6-5. Tlie 1;3;2 ~* hi '2 emission spectrum i>f scnla 
silicate glass <(op) and pure silica glass (biillom), 
each containing 0.5 mole '/• fiA^y 

tNeodymiuiii-doped fused silica has been 
Iased"' '^ and is of interest for amplifier applications 
because of its low n? value, ~1.0 x 10"'^ esu. The 
induced-emission cross section in pure silica is approx
imately 2 x )0"-^cm^. The small peak value is due in 
part to a relatively large line width. The peak cross sec
tion when additional buffer components are added is 
reported'2 to have a value of 2.5 x i0"^0 cm^. The 
usefulness of neodymium-doped silica is dependent on 
whether more than 1 wt% Nd203 can be added while 
still preserving good quality (no devitrification or 
solarization). Even I wt%, however, would be suffi
cient for rod amplifiers. It should be noted, however, 
that the peak emission occurs in the region between 
1.08 and 1.09 /um and is significantly different from 
the usual 1.064-jim wavelength of Nd:YAG oscillators. 
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results in a different spectrum from the case where the 
network is modified by other ions, such as sodium. 

Actual laser glasses are more complicated than the 
simple examples above. In general they contain both 
alkali and alkaline-earth network-modifier ions. The 
variation of the n values with changes in alkali and 
alkaline-earth content in a series of alkali/alkaline-earth 
silicate glasses are summarized in Tables 6-5 and 6-6. 
In both cases one observes a trend toward larger fi 
values for smaller ions. Larger SI values, in turn, mean 
shorter lifetime and, for equal bandwidths, higher peak 
cross sections. It should be noted that in a case of the 
alkali series, the alkali represents 26% of the cations, 
whereas in the case of the alkaline-earth series, they 
total only 17% of the cation concentration. Hence the 
somewhat larger elfect might be anticipated for the 
former, inspection of Tables 6-5 and 6-6 also revi als 
that our other criterion (S2g > $24) is satisiled in (he 
lithia-containing glass. High-cross-scctton silicate laser 
glasses, such as FD-2, indeed have large lithia contenls. 

The above results sh-iw clearly the variation in line 
strength with changes in the network-modifier ion 
in silicate base glass. Changes in intensity parameters 
also occur when the glass network is varied. Ihis is 
shown for five oxide glasses in Table 6-7. Although the 
network former represents two-thirds of the mole com
position, the glass network itself is different. In the 
case of the borates, the basic network is made up of 
BO3 triangles. Silicates, phosphates, and germanates 
have tetrahedra (SiC>4, PO.4, GcO^, and tellurites have 
octahedral Te06-

Another variation with glass composition arises 
from the dependence of the spontaneous-emission 
probability and cross sections on the refractive index 

Table 6-6. Alkali/alkaline-earth silicate glasses'-

Composition (mote %) 

SX>2 65 65 65 65 

K 2 0 IS IS IS IS 

MgO 20 
CaO 20 
SrO 20 
BaO 20 

Nd Intensity parameters(1(1 r 2 0 c m 2 > 

" 2 S.I 4.6 3.8 3.7 

" 4 4.1 3.6 3.3 2.8 

n 6 
2.8 2.9 2.7 2.J 

•See Table 6-5. 

of the host via the local field correction. This is 
usually treated in a simple isotropic tight-binding 
approximation, where the field is given by 

Eeff _ , + n-^I 
E 0 ~ 3 

(7) 

This introduces the factor n(n- + 2)2/9 in the expres
sion for A. Since n ranges from ~1.5 to >2 for the 
oxide glasses listed in Table 6-7, this last factor can 

Table 6-7. Intensity parameters for various 

Table 6-5. Intensity parameters for alkali/alkaline-
earth silicate glasses3 Bonte Silicate Phosphate Germinate Tellurite earth silicate glasses3 

Composition (mole %) 
Composition (mole %) 

B 2 ° 3 67 - - - -
SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO 

_ f _ _ _ S i 0 2 65 65 65 
SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO 

_ _ 67 _ 
BaO 20 20 20 

SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO 

_ _ 67 _ 
LijO IS - -

SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO 

_ _ _ 80 
N a 2 0 - IS -

SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO 

IS IS IS IS _ 
KjO ~ IS 

SiOj 
P 2 ° S 
GeOj 
T e 0 2 

K a O 
BaO ,38 18 18 18 20 

N d i + Intensity parameters ( iO" - 2 0 cm 2 ) N d 3 + -in 2 Intensity parameters (10 cm ) 

J i j 2.8 3.6 4.2 ftj 3.9 4.4 2.7 6.0 1.6 

" 4 4.0 3.4 2.9 n4 
3.9 3.0 5.4 3.7 3.2 

« 6 3.9 3 J 2.5 n6 
4.3 2.6 5.4 2.9 2.9 

a All compositions included 0.3 mole % Nd 2 Oj. aAll compositions included 0.3 to 0.5 mole % NdjO,. 
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range from 3 to 8. The factor for the cross sections is 
multiplied by l /n- and. though smaller, is still a non-
negligible variation with host material. Because of the 
strong dependence on refractive index the radiative-
decay rates for equal SI values can be significantly 
different. This is observed, for example, for the tellur
ite glasses. 

Of the glasses in Table 6-7, the intensity parameters 
for the phosphates arc large. Since it is well known 
that the emission bandwidth* of neodymium-doped 
phosphate glasses are typically narrower than those for 
silicates,'•> the combination of large (2 valiesand nar
row line widths can yield larger peak cross sections. As 
already noted, a larger induced-emission cross section 
is desirable provided that parasitic oscillations can be 
controlled and the pumping efficiency maintained. If 

Recently Krupke8 determined the induced-
emission cross section for the ^Fjn "*^'l 1/2 t r a n s ' " 
tion of Nd-*+ in four silicate laser glasses using 
spectroscopic data arid the Judd-Ofelt treatment of 
crystal-field-induced electric-dipole transition proba
bilities. We have used this approach to determine the 
cross sections for the ^Trj/2 ~* 4 ' l 3 / 2 transition of 
Nd^ + in several different silicate and phosphate glasses. 
These results can be used to evaluate Nd^ + laser action 
at longer wavelengths, ~ 1.3 to 1.4 (Jin, and to estimate 
losses due to amplified spontaneous emission in large 
Nd:glass amplifiers arising from *F$n "*^'l3/2 transi
tions.* Cross-section values for the ^ 3 / 1 " * ^ l | ] / 2 
transition in these glasses arc also given for comparison. 

Figure 6-6 shows the F3/2 "* ̂ 1)3/2 fluorescence 
spectrum .>f Nd^ + for two different silicate glasses 
<ED-2 and LG-650) and one phosphate glass (P-107) at 
300°K. These spectra typify the variationr of line 
shape and position observed for the various glasses 
investigated. In all cases the emission bands were 
inhomogeneously broadened and asymmetrical. The 
fluorescence was e-cited with a frequency-doubled 
Nd:YAG laser (~ 150-ns pulse width at 532 nm) and ob
served with a 0.3 m grating monochromator and PbS 
detector. The detection system was calibrated for 
relative spectral response using a quartz-tungsten-
iodine standard Iamr>. The spectral resolution was 
~ 3 nm. 

*For the characteristics of ^3/2 ~* ^ ' l3 /2 
necdymium-laser operation, see the paper by Bina and 
Jones " and the references cited therein. 

the emission bands are narrower, however, the absorp
tion bands may also be narrower, thus resulting in 
poorer utilization of the broad flashlamp pumping 
spectrum. 

The effects of variations in composition in alkali/ 
alkaline-earth phosphate glasses are being studied. Pre
liminary results suggest that "he variation in £2i ' s 

greater than that observed in the preceding measure
ments for silicates, whereas SI4 and J2g exhibit smaller 
variations with composition. This is probably a reflec
tion of the different glass-forming characteristics of 
the phosphates. 

Other glasses under investigation include borosili-
cate, fluorosilicate, fluorophosphate, aluminate, titan-
ate, and fluoride glasses. The results will be sum
marized in a separate report. 

The peak induced-emission cross sections a„ for 
Nd-*+ were determined from the expression 

8rrcn AA ej-f 

where \~ is the wavelength of the fluorescence peak, n 
is the refractive index at \„, and A\ef( is the effective 
line width. The last quantity was obtained by 
integrating the fluorescence band and was so deter
mined since, as noted above, the fluorescence spectra 
were asymmetrical. The spontaneous-emission pro
bability A for transitions to the J , n multiplet was 
calculated using the Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters 
&2, J24, and fig for crystal-field-induced electric-
dipole transitions. These intensity pdrameters were 
obtained from a least-squares fit of measured absorp-

Fig. 6-6. The F3/2 ~* lj 3/2 fluorescence spectra of 
Ncj3+ in two silicate glasses (ED 2 and! LG-650) and 
one phosphate glass (P-107). 

INDUCED-EMISSION CROSS SECTIONS FOR THE 4 F 3 / 2 ^Mfc AND 4 F 3 / 2 ^ 4 h l / 2 TRANSITIONS 
IN NEODYMIUM LASER G L A S S E S — _ n _ ^ — _ — ^ — - > — ^ — ^ ^ _ . 
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tion intensities as described in Ref. 8. The agreement, 
in general, was good, with rms deviations of ~5% 
between measured and calculated absorption line 
strengths. Details of the spectral intensities, resulting 
$2 parameters, and variations in induced-emission cross 
sections with glass composition will be presented in a 
future publication. 

Because of selection rules, the cross sections for 
transitions to 4 lq /2 and 4 ' i ]/2 3 r e dependent only on 
SI4 and J2 0, whereas transitions to **l 13/2 and ' | S/2 
are dependent solely on S2 .̂ The values of individual 
J2 have been found, in some instances, to depend on 
the number and specific bands used in the- fitting pro
cedure. We have observed this to occur for Nd^+ in 
some phosphate and silicate glasses. However, the n o 

parameter, and hence the ^ 3 / 2 "* ^1 
4 ^3/2 -
affected. 

4| 
'13/2 and 

15/2 cross sections, was not significantly 

Measured line widths, peak wavelengths, and cross 
sections for several commercial and experimental sili
cate and phosphate glasses are summarized in Table 
6-8. The uncertainties hi the X„ and o„ values are 
estimated to be ±2 nm and ±10%. respectively. 
Included in the fin.il column of Table 6-8. 

aie the peak cross sections for 
11/2 transition. 

for 
the 

3/2 "* "''l 1/2 transition. The latter cross sections 
for the ED-2 and LSG-9IH glasses are in good agree
ment with the corresponding results in Rcf. 8. 

comparison. 
4 F , „ - 4 , 

Whereas the 4F^n ~ * 4 l l 3 / 2 fluorescence spectra 
and cross sections for the lithia-alkaline earth silicates 
ED-2. ED-8. LSG-9IH, and LSG-95 are similar, as 
show >n Fig. 6-6, they differ significantly from those 
for 3669A and LG-650. Similar differences in fluores
cence spectra occur for the ^ 3 / 2 "*^l 11/2 transition. 
The cross sections for both the F3/2 •* ' l3/2 a n t ' 

F30 " * * ' i 1/2 transitions are larger in the phosphate 
glasses. This is due in part to the narrower emission 
line widths and the large SI values. In general, the peak 
cross sections for transitions to the 113/2 S I a , e a r e 

about one-fourth as large as those to the ^1) 1/2 state. 
The saturation flux is correspondingly higher. The 
cross section to 4115/? is very much smaller because of 
the reduced transition matrix element (the 
fluorescence-branching ratio to **I 1 s/2 is <0.01; see 
Fig. 6-6) and the l.-irger splitting of the J = 15/2 
manifold. 

Finally, it should be noted that the net cross sec
tions for stimulated emission may be smaller than 
those given in Table 6-8 because of excited-stage 
absorption from ^ 3 / 2 . Although this is predicted" to 
be a small effect at -1.06 Aim, it may not be at 
— 1.33 tun, since calculated line strengths for the trans
ition from "*F3/2 to ^G-j/2< ^ 13/2 are approximately 
one-half as large as those to **• 13/2- Detailed estimates 
of this excited-state absorption require information 
about the relative spectral distributions that is pre
sently not available. 

Table 6-8. Effective line width ^ e « . peak fluorescence wavelength ^ , and induced-emission cross 
section o p for N d 3 + laser r j ' * " " a 

Glass AX e f f(nm) 

• » » r3/2 "13/2 

\ p(f /m) o ( I 0 " 2 0 c m 2 ) 

F 3 / 2 * ' l l / I 

A \ c f f (nm) Xpijum) o <10~ 2 0 cm 2 ) 

Silicates: 
3669A 53 
LSG-91H 64 
LSG-95 58 
ED-I 67 
ED-8 63 
LG-6S0 52 

Phosphates: 
PI07 55 

1.326 
1.335 
1.335 
1.335 
1.334 
1.325 

1.324 

0.30 
0.65 
0.78 
0.72 
0.82 
0.31 

0.89 

33" 
34 
35 
34 
36 
34 

26 

1.058 
1.062 
1.063 
1.062 
1.062 
1.059 

1.054 

1.2 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.1 
1.1 

3.9 

Manufacturers: 3669A, American Optical: LSG-9UI and LSG-95, Hoya: P107, Kigre; ED-2 and EL 8, Owens-Illinois: 
LG-650. Schotl. 
Results from Ref. 8. 
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COMPUTER CALCULATION OF THE OPTICAL ABSORPTION OF 
SOLID-STATE LASER MATERIALS _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ 

Comparison of the utility of solid-state laser mate
rials involves, among other things, calculation of how 
well they absorb the pumping fiashlamp radiation 
inside a laser cavity. In order to facilitate such calcula
tions, a semiautomated procedure has been developed. 
The per-ion absorption spectrum is calculated from the 
absorption spectrum of the glass, the measured thick
ness, and the doping of the material. A computer 
program that also contains the emission spectrum of 
flashlamps under conditions typical of those encount
ered in laser cavities then calculate; the fraction of 
power into the flashlamps which is converted into 

power in the upper level of the laser transition. 

Reduction of the Absorption Spectrum 
The absorption spectrum of a small sample of the 

material is first measured with a spectrophotometer 
(Fig. 6-7). This absorption spectrum is then digitized 
at 10-A intervals across the entire absorption region. 
The resulting numbers, along with other information 
necessary for the reduction, are fed to the computer 
program, which reconverts the digitized coordinates 
back into absorption information and then into per-ion 
absorptions (Fig. 6-8). This first computer program, 

Measure sample on 
spectrophotometer 

Digitize data 

ABSGEN 

Reconvert data to 
wavelength and density 

Approximate and 
remove baseline 

Merge data blocks 

i ! ! 

l-'ig. 6-7, |-'|ou chart fur absurplion-sneilrum reduction. 

1 
P 

nterpolat 
'oduce e 
specific 

e data and 
venly spaced 
absorption 

nterpolat 
'oduce e 
specific 

1 
Produce reference output 

Write subroutine 

ABSGEN 

VODAC 
program 

file 
^ Merge ^ 

Compile and run 

l-'ig. 6-S. Mow chart fur computer processing of ahsorption-
speclruni data. 
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called ABSGEN, then writes a computer-language 
subroutine that can be used by the following program 
to calculate the absorption of any thickness and 
doping of the material, at any desired wavelength. 

Material Response as a Function of Optical Depth 
and Current Density 

The second program, VODAC, produces tables of 
the fractional absorption of flashlamp power by the 
material as a function of optical depth (thickness 
times doping) and current density in the flashlamps 
(Fig. 6-9). VODAC contains a model of the flashlamp 
output spectrum that is modified by rerunning some of 

tho light back through a layer of plasma to approxi
mate the multiple passes that actually occur inside the 
laser pumping cavity. However, the resulting behavior 
as a function of current density is only a rough 
approximation of the more exact results produced by 
three-dimensional ray-tracing programs like ZAP. 

The behavior of VODAC output as a function of 
optical depth is nevertheless a very good approxima
tion to the actual behavior predicted by ZAP and 
observed in laser cavities. For example, the curves in 
Fig. 6-10 show, as a function of optical depth, the 
fractional absorption of various optica! materials of 
interest in laser deslsn. We have used these curves in 
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conjunction with decay-rate information and cross-
section fas a function of wavelength) information to 
predict the behavior of several materials in disk 
laser amplifiers. The results of this prediction are 
presented in Table 6-9. The results indicate that very 
satisfactory approximation to the actual performance 
in a laser cavity can be made, given only information 
on very small samples of laser materials. This con
siderably simplifies the comparison and selection of 
laser materials for use in large laser amplifiers. 

Class 

Parameter l-d-2 LHG-I LIK;-2 

Thickness (cm) 1.46 1.66 1.66 
Doping (wl#) 3.5 3.0 3.0 
Optical depth (cm-'/f) 5.11 4.98 4.98 
Lifetime <J*>) 265 255 255 
Fraction absorbed 6.9 7.7 7.5 
Fraction after decay 0.267 0.266 0.268 
0 (cm 2 / j ) 0.144 0.123 0.126 
Predicted ( c m - ' ) 0.101 0.085 0.084 
Observed (cm"• > 0.101 0.0825 0.076 
Ratio (1.00) 0.974 0.902 

RELAXATION PROCESSES IN LASER GLASS. 

Accurate laser design calculations for crystalline 
and glass lasing media require information about the 
rates of various nonradiative processes. These include 
ion-ion energy transfer, which can give rise to con
centration quenching and nonexponential decay, and 
relaxation by multiphonon emission, which is usually 
essential to completing the overall lasing scheme 
and can affect the quantum efficiency. We have 
made detailed measurements of these energy-transfer 
and relaxation processes in neodymium-doped laser 
glasses. Tne results, when introduced into design 
calculations for large amplifiers, have a significant 
impact on the predicted gain 

To study the importance of nonexponential decay, 
the time dependence of the fluorescence from the 
^ 3 / 2 s , 3 t e °f Nd^ + was carefully measured for 
several different glass hosts. The decays were followed 
over at least two decades with 1-MS resolution and for 
Nd^ + concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 10 wt% 
(see Fig. 6-11). Three characteristics were common to 
all cases: 

1. The decay was nonexponential even at low 
concenfraiions, where ion-ion interactions are negligi
ble. This results from site-to site variations in the 
radiative-decay rates Calculated radiative-decay rates 
in glasses represent some suitable average of the 
distribution of rates. 

2. At higher concentrations (J>1%), the decay con
sisted of an initial fast nonexponential part followed 
by a near-exponential decay at long times. The early 
decay can be fitted to an expf-kNt1'4) time depensi-
ence, where k is a quenching parameter and N is the 
Nd^ + concentration. This corresponds to direct 
quenching of excited N d 3 + ions by dipole-dipole 
interactions (the only processes allowed by selection 
rules). The proportionality to N demonstrates that the 
quenching centers are N d 3 + ions rather than an 
impurity. 

3. The long-term exponential decay rate at high 
concentrations was proportional to N^ (see Fig. 6-12) 
This decay arises from a combination of radiative 
decay and energy diffusion to quenching centers. For 
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l-'ig. 6-11. Time dependence of Nd^ + fluorescence decay in 
KD-2 glass for several Nd-* + concentrations (in 
weight percent}. 

dipole-dipoie interactions, the diffusion rate is pro
portional to N-. 

These features were taken into account in the 
expression we developed for the total time depend
ence of the N d ' + fluorescence decay. Computer 
fitting of observed decays yielded parameters for an 
overall description of the decay as a function of 
concentration. This was incorporated into gain calcu
lations under flashlamp pumping conditions. As an 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

example, a six-disk, 10-cm-aperture amplifier was 
considered. When the exact decay function for 
3-wt%-neodymium-doped glass was used, the resulting 
peak gain was 10% lower than calculated previously 
assuming a simple exponential decay. 

The nonexponential character of the Nd^ + fluo
rescence decay has been measured for several experi
mental silicate and phosphate laser glasses, as well as 
for commercially available ED-2 and LSG-91H glasses. 

For N d 3 + lasers, nonradiative decay by multi-
phonon emission governs the rate of energy cascade 
to the upper laser level, the quantum efficiency of 
that level, and the relaxation of the terminal laser 
level. The first rate was measured by observing the 
buildup of ^3/2 fluorescence following short-pulse 
excitation. A 1-ns 1064-nm pulse was frequency 
doubled to 532 nm and then mix<"d to provide 355-nm 
pump pulses. For ED-2 glass, the fluorescence risetime 
after 532-nm excitation was ~10 ns: the risetime 
after 355-nm excitation was ~50 ns. Calculated 
radiative-decay times for all levels above ^Fjn a r e 

much longer (>10 JUS), and energy-transfer processes 

1.Z 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
Energy gap to next lower level ( c m - 1 ) 

l;ig. 6-12. Long-term decay rate of Nd^4" fluorescence in KD-2 
and LSti-91II glasses as a function of the square of 

concentration. 

. 6-13. Multiphonon decay rates for rare earths in si I i tale 
glass (E-:D-2). plotted as a function of the energy 
gap across which the decay relaxes. 
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are expected to be negligible. Therefore the ^£3/2 
fluorescence conversion efficiency must be near unity 
for this glass. 

Multiphonon relaxation rates in crystals are known 
to have an approximately exponential dependence on 
the width of the energy gap across which decay occurs. 
We have observed a similar behavior foi rare earths in 
glasses. Decay rates in ED-4 silicate glass are shown in 
Fig. 6-13 for seven different energy gaps, ranging from 
4000 to 1400 cm" 1. Extrapolating the resulting 

exponential dependence to an energy gap correspond
ing to that below the ^3/2 ' e v el of Nd^ + yields an 
estimated nonradiative-decay component of £10%. 
Thus the radiative quantum efficiency in ED-2 glass 
is ,>90% in the absence of concentration quenching. 
Similar extrapolation of the energy-pap dependence of 
the multiphonon relaxation rates predicts an 4111/2 
terminal level lifetime on the order of 10 ns. This is 
consistent with reported attempts to measure this 
lifetime in glasses. 

LASER-EXCITED FLUORESCENCE IN GLASS. 

A number of laser-excited fluorescence experiments 
that have been initiated promise to yield a detailed 
understanding of the static as well as the dynamic 
behavior of optically active impurity ions doped into 
amorphous materials like glasses. So far we have 

examined glasses doped with ytterbium (Yb^+) and 
europium (Eu^+). 

The experimental setup for these studies is shown 
in Fig. 6-14. A pulsed tunable laser provides the light 
source necessary to vary the excitation frequency 
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Fig. 6-14. Kxpcrimcnlal setup for lascr-e\cited fluorescence in glasses. 
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across the broad inhomogeneous bands. The fluores
cence from the selectively excited sites in the glass 
samples is dispersed by a 1-m grating spectrometer. 
The signals from the detecting photomultiplier are then 
sampled by boxcar integrators. The time evolution 
or" the fluorescence spectrum following the excitation 
puise can be studied by this technique. An isolation 
arrangement provides a trigger pulse for the laser, so 
timed that the jaws of a tuning fork block off the 
scattered laser light from the detector. This allows the 
investigation of fluorescences that are resonant with 
the laser frequency. 

Selective narrowband laser excitation results in 
fluorescence-line narrowing (FLN), as shown in Fig. 
6-15 for a silicate glass doped with 0.1 mole % Yb^ +. 
The temperature of the sample is ~6°K. The upper 
trace is the observed fluorescence ("normal") when 
broadband cw excitation h used and illustrates the ex
tent of the inhomogeneous broadening of the Y b 3 + le
vels involved. The lower two traces show the fluores
cence when a laser excitation source is used (FLN) as 
well as the instrumental resolution. The FLN widths 
track the instrumental widths very closely and illustrate 
the homogeneous breadth of the Yb-'+ levels in these 

glasses. The measured homogeneous linewidths of the 
ytterbium-doped silicate glass represent the narrowest 
optical emissions (<0.5 cm"') reported to date for 
ions in any amorphous host. 

The presence of spectral narrowing enables the 
determination of the variation of the local field 
coordination at different sites throughout the glass 
hosts. This is mirrored in the energy-level diagram 
associated with the ions. These spectral changes are 
illustrated for the 5 D Q -* 7 F Q , 7 F[ transitions of 
E u 3 + in phosphate glass (Fig. 6-16a). A similar 
diagram was obtained for the Yb-3 + in silicate glass 
(Fig. 6-16b). 

The behavior of the energy-level structure allows 
one to obtain detailed knowledge of the distribution of 
coordinations encountered by the ions as they enter 
these amorphous Iwts. Such an analysis for E u 3 + in 
silicate glass has been performed by Drs. L. Riseberg 
and C. Brecher at GTE Laboratories under the spon
sorship of ILL. They have made crystal field assign
ments as well as accounted for the energy variation of 
the 'F] and ^Fj Stark manifolds using a distorted 
eightfold coordination (C2v-symmetry). The impor
tant crystal-field parameter is BIQ. which varies from 

Normal 

9800 

Tig. 6-15. Fluorescence-line narrowing (l-LN* and normal fluorescence spectra for the i:s/2 "*" "''7/2 transition in silicate glass 
doped with 0.1 mole Vr V b 3 + (temperature of the sample ^ 6 •.; 
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-143 to Sit cm"1 across the ion-site distribu
tion. T account for this tremendous range and 
amplitude of the crystal field, the GTE researchers 
have considered a microscopic model of a distorted 
Archimedean antiprism with oxygen atoms at its eight 
vertices and a ninth oxygen atom along the z-axis 
coordinating the Eu-*+ ion. The motion of the ninth 
oxygen atom along the symmetry axis and the result
ing spatial distortion of the Archimedean antiprism can 
account for the observed crystal field variations. The 
energy-level diagrams are also necessary for a proper 
understanding of spectral migration, the behavior 
of homogeneous linewidths, and lifetime variations. 
These dynamic features of the ions are discussed 
below. 

The temporal evolution of the FLN spectra is 
illustrated in Fig. 6-17. 1 5 This is the 5 D 0 * 7 F 0 

FLN transition of Eu^+ taken at 77°K. It shows the 
changes in the spectrum as a function of delay after 
the excitation laser pulse. At short delays, the FLN 
spectrum consists of a simple narrow component; as 
time evolves, another spectral component begins de
veloping which in time resembles the "normal' or 
broadband pumped fluorescence. This gradual evolu

tion of (he broad wings into the shape of the normal 
fluorescence yields graphic evidence of the dynamics 
of the ion-ion transfer process on the microscopic 
level. Because of the t " dependence, the process can 
unambiguously be identified as arising from dipole-
dipole interac -lis. 

I'he varialini of rate with concentration (p~) is 
also consistent wi'h an R_(> dependence. The transfer 
rate (Wj) in Eu-5 has a moL'.st dependence on the site 
excited and, at 77°K, is 10 4 s"1 (100/^s) for Eii(P0 3) 3 

glass. The value of W-j- increases with ten;| Sure, 
so (hat at 300°K (he transfer rate approaches 4 x 10 4 

s"' (25 IJLS). In the case of Eu^ + ions, it has been 
shown '^ that the ions populating the 7 E] and 7 F , 
states play a dominant role in energy-transfer pro
cesses because of thsir large oscillator strength with 
respect to the ' F Q ground state. In these diffusion-
limited studies, the derived effective dipole-dipole 
rate was 2 x 10 s s-' at 300°K in Eu(P0 3)3, in good 
agreement with (he FLN results. 

In the Y b 3 + systems, the time-resolved spectra have 
the same features as in the £ u 3 + case. However, 
because of the very la'ge oscillator strengths between 
the lowest Stark levels in the ground and excited mani-
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folds, the observed transfer rates are intimately related 
to the homogeneous-linewidth behavior of the reso
nant transition. For example, in a 0.1-mole % sample 
at 150°K, the transfer rate is 10 3s~', corresponding to 
a measured homogeneous linewidth of 10 cm"'. This 
relationship is illustrated more fully in Fig. 6-18. The 
homogeneous-linewidth behavior as a function of 
temperature for three different sites is shown in 
Fig. 6-19. The variation in linewidth can be under
stood in terms of direct phonon processes'' with a 
linear phonon density of states.'* The linewidths are 
comparable to ti. se found in crystals. The variation 
of linewidth with Stark energy is a consequence of the 
changing level scheme (Fig. 6-16b) and orbit-lattice 
coupling constant. 

Finally, as expected, lifetimes vary at a function of 
laser-excitation wavelength. In the Eu^ + work at GTE, 
a range of 0.4S to 2.18 ms was observed across the 
inhomogeneously broadened absorption, whereas in 
our laboratory, a range of t.l to 2.7 ms was found for 
the glass doped with Yb3+. Since the oscillator 
strengths reflect the magnitudes of the local fields in 
the glass, the variation in the radiative lifetimes by a 
factor of 3 to 5 dramatically demonstrates the extent 
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Fig.6-18. Dependence of transfer rate W^-on homogeneous linewidth for 0.1 mole % Y b ^ + in silicate glass. The parameter A i^ f f is 
defined as A i ^ / C r / r o j ^ ^ ) , where the subscript " n " stands for homogeneous and r i s the measured radiation lifetime. 
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Fig. 6-19. The temperature dependence of the homogeneous 
linewidths of the S •* 1 transition (see Fig. 6-16b) 
of 0.1 mole % Yb3+ in silicate glass. The 974S-A 
line width is fitted (solid curve) using direct phonon 
processes with a linear phonon density of states. 
The spontaneous phonon emission rate derived 
from this one-parameter fit is Ar (100 cm~l) = 
3.5 ± 0.2 cm~l and represents the homogeneous 
line width for the upper of two states split by 
fi = 100 c m - ' . Because of the linear phonon 
spectrum, the widths scale as Ap'= A??I00 c m - ' ) 
(S<cm-l)/100cni-l)2. 
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of site-to-site inhomogeneities. In addition, the meas
ured lifetimes in Y b ^ + allow the normalization of the 
transfer rate behavior (Fig. 6-18) so that a proper 
interpretation can be made. 

These initial experiments have added greatly to our 
understanding of glasses doped with rare-earth ions and 
are essential in evaluating datz for Nd^ + systems. 
Preliminary FLN experiments on silicate glass have 
been performed at G T E 1 9 with 4727-A excitation 
( 4 , 9 / 2 "* 4 ( 5 l l / 2 > a ' l d a t U L L w i , h 7500-to-7600-A 

and 5300-to-5400-A radiation. Variations in spectral 
narrowing and decay times and a dependence of transfer 
on concentration have been observed. Quantitative 
studies will be made using excitation into the ^ 3 / 2 
or *Pi/2 states, where extreme line narrowing is 
indicated by the work on the Yb^ + and Eu^ + systems. 
A detailed investigation is necessary for the proper 
characterization of the dynamics of energy transfer, so 
that the relevant parameters can be included in future 
laser-pumping computer programs. 

New Lasers 

Experiments were undertaken to achieve tunable-
laser action by using the intense 5 d - M f transitions of 
the rare-earth ions. This class of laser candidates has 
several district advantages: broad optical pump
ing bands, four-level operation at ambient tempera
tures, emission at wavelengths in the visible and near-
ultraviolet spectral regions, tunability of several hun-

di id angstroms, and high quantum efficiency. In many 
respects, thn la-er is a solid-state analog of the 
organic-dye 'aser. Several divalent and trivalent rare-
earth ions in various crystal and glass hosts are possible 
candidates for d-f lasing. Uy the proper choice of rare-
earth ion and host material, the oscillation wavelength 
can be tailored to satisfy a specific application-for 
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example, as coherent sources for isotope separation. 
As is well known, the traditional trivr-lent rare-earth 

lasers are based on weak forbidden 4f -* 4f transitions 
for optica! absorption and emission. The new class of 
lasers under consideration use the intense allowed-
interconiiguration 4f ->5d transitions for lasing. The 
excited 4f" _ l ->Sd bands for most of these rare-earth 
ions are located at veiy high energies (>50,000 cm"'). 
In crystals and glasses, the fundamental band absorp
tion of the host may prevent fluorescence from 5d 
bands. In other instances, the 5d excitation may be 
quenched by nonradtative decay to overlapping levels 
of the ground 4f11 configuration. There are excep
tions, however. The energy-level structure of the ion 
may be such that there are no 4f levels nearby to 
quench the Sd bands as in the case o fCe 3 + ,Eu 2 + , and 
several other rare-earth ions. 

So far our efforts have concentrated on achieving 
laser oscillation in Ce-*+:YAG and Eu- +:CaFi by 
means of an optical-pumping technique employing the 

Frequency Conversion 

The problem in frequency conversion is to obtain 
high-power laser pulses with a variety of wavelengths 
from an initial laser pulse with » wavelength of 
1.06 )im. Furthermore, the pulses must maintain 
spatial and temporal properties suitable for focusing 
onto the fusion target. We have been interested 

STIMULATED RAMAN SCATTERING _ _ « _ * -

Our observations of ths spatial and temporal charac
teristics of the first Stokes pulse generated by stimu
lated Raman scattering in gases have shown this 
process to be unexpectedly complicated. The Stokes-
pulse intensity distribution in both space a>id time was 
very deeply modulated despite the fact tint it had been 
generated by a laser-pump pulse with an intensity 
modulation of less than 4%. These effects had not 
been previously observed and were unexplained for 
some time. Through continued investigation, a con
sistent pict'jre of Stokes-p.lse formation and growth 
has now emerged. 

In order to model the spatial intensity fluctuations, 
we modified a computer program to permit calculation 
of the propagation characteristics of three coupled 
Gaussian beams corresponding to lite iaser-pump, 
Stokes, and anti-Stokes waves. From the use of this 
program and experimental observations, we have be
come convinced that the source of the large spatial 
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focused output of a nitrogen iaser at 3371 A as the 
excitation source. The absorption and emission 
spectra of these candidates have shown an appreciable 
Stokes shift; thus ground-state (or host) self-absorption 
losses should be negligible. 

Fluorescence lifetimes and emission spectra have 
been obtained for these potential lasers, and critical 
population-inversion densities have been calculated. 
The pump laser is focused to greaily exceed these 
inversion densities. A hemispherical laser cavity has 
been configured about the excited sample to obtain 
oscillation, but to date these preliminary efforts have 
not produced laser action. Work is in progress on 
these systems, and future investigations include the 
evaluation of fluorescence self-absorption losses from 
the 5d excited states. If these future efforts lead to a 
demonstration of lasing in Ce^+:YAG and Eu-+:CaF2, 
then the fluorescence spectra imply the possibility of 
tunable oscillation between —490 and 620 nm and 
between ~400 and 500 nm. 

specifically in generating the second, third, and fourth 
harmonics at 532, 355, and 266 nm and in a variety of 
wavelengths longer than 1.06 /iin, which can be pro
duced by stimulated Raman scattering. The generation 
of each of these wavelengths presents different pro
blems. 

intensity fluctuations is the very small-amplitude ran
dom spatial fluctuations in the pump intensity distribu
tion combined with the effects of diffraction and 
pump saturation. The initial small-scale fluctuations 
are amplified by the Raman gain, which depends 
exponentially on laser-pump intensity. The growth of 
the fluctuation amplitude is limited only by the onset 
of pump depletion. We find good qualitative agree
ment between calculated and observed fluctuation 
amplitudes. 

The source of the time-dependent intensity fluc
tuations remained to be explained. In fact, initial 
calculations based on existing theory indicated that, 
for laser pulses whose duration is comparable to the 
damping time for coherent vibrations in the scattering 
medium, the transient system response would reduce, 
rather than amplify, temporal structure in the pump 
pv.lse. In this transient regime, the Siokes-pulse growth 
from the quantum noise level is somewhat comp'i-



cated, depending in general on both the spatial and 
temporal coordinates. Furthermore, the transient 
theory had not been adequately tested even in the 
parametric approximation for which laser-pump satura
tion is assumed not to occur. Consequently our initial 
efforts were directed toward obtaining quantitative 
data in this limit. 

The laser used for this work has been previously 
described.'" It produces bandwidth-limited pulses 
at 1.06 urn with a duration of 1 ns and an energy of 
about 300 mj. The pulse wavelength was converted 
to 532 nm by second-harmonic generation in KD*P. 
When high-pressure gases are used, the transient re
sponse can easily be observed with nanosecond pulses, 
and the time dependence of such pulses can be studied 
in detail with streak cameras. Gases are also con
venient in that the molecular response time can be 
continuously varied by changing the gas pressure. 

The Raman-Stokes pulse was generated by the 
collimated laser beam in a gas ceil 1 m long. Follow
ing the cell, the laser and Stokes pulses were spatially 
separated by a prism. The time dependence of both 

pulses was recorded simultaneously by a streak camera 
with 10-ps resolution. The time dependence of the 
incident laser-pulse intensity was obtained from the 
streak-camera photographs. This information was the 
input to a computer program that calculated the 
expected Stokes-pulse shape using the transient theory 
in the parametric approximation. One example of 
this analysis is shown in Fig. 6-20. 

The agreement between the theoretical and experi
mental results was striking and provided encourage
ment to extend the calculations to predict Stokes-
pulse shapes in the more interesting and complicated 
case of high conversion efficiency. In order to do 
this, it was necessary to obtain a solution to the 
coupled differential equations that describe transient 
Raman-pulse propagation allowing for pump-pulse 
saturation. An integral solution to these equations was 
found, and a computer program was written to permit 
comparison with experimental data. 

An example of the result is shown in Fig. 6-21. 
The theory and experiment arc in good qualitative 
agreement. These are the Tirst such results obtained in 
the transient regime. It is apparent from the results 
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Fig. 6-20. Strcak-eamoca photograph (left) of laser pump pulse (L) and generated Stokes pulse IS). In Ihe analysis (right), the 

incident laser pulse is indicated by the solid curve. Tile x-marked solid curve and the hroken curve are Hie experinicnfal 
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shown in Fig. 6-21 that, in cases where laser-pump 
depletion becomes significant, the transient molecular 
response is the source of the temporal intensity 
modulation of the Stokes pulse. 

It now appears that some of the problems arising 
in high-power-pulse frequency conversion by stimu
lated Raman scattering would be avoided by initiating 
the Stokes pulse in a Raman oscillator and then 
extracting the energy from the pump pulse in a 
reverse-pumped amplifier geometry. Consequently we 
studied the time dependence of Stokes pulses gen
erated in a Raman oscillator by the simple focusing 
of the pump pulse. Again the results were more 
complicated than had been expected.^ The Stokes 
emission in both the forward and backward direc

tions consisted of one 01 more pulses whose duration 
was typically one-tenth of the duration of the pump 
pulse. This behavior is also a type of transient response 
and arises from (1) pump saturation and (2) competi
tion between the forward and backward Stokes waves 
for the available pump energy. 

An effect of this sort had been previously pre
dicted for temporally rectangular pulses. It was, 
however, not clear that it would occur for temporally 
Gaussian pulses. A computer program was written to 
model the scattering process. It has enabled us to 
qualitatively predict the number, intensity, duration, 
and separation in time of the Stokes pulses traveling 
in both the forward and backward directions. An 
example of the results is shown in Fig. 6-22. 

HARMONIC GENERATION. 

Harmonic generation is the only technique that is 
currently being pursued for the frequency upconver-
sion of high-power-laser pulses. The various harmonics 
can be generated by doubling or mixing in nonlinear 

crystals. The third harmonic and other odd harmonics 
can be generated in isotropic media; at present, atten
tion is focused on alkali-metal vapors. The first 
technique has the advantage of demonstrated high 
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conversion efficiency: the second has the advantage of 
less limited aperture size and absence of permanent 
damage to the medium should electric breakdown 
occur. 

All of the experimental work to date on third-
harmonic generation has been carried out at Stanford 
University by Prof. S. Harris and co-workers under 
contract to LLL. This group has recently achieved a 
conversion efficiency of 10% for tripling 1.06-JUM 
radiation in rubidium vapor phase matched by the 
addition of xenon. Under the conditions of their 
experiment, no saturation of the third-harmonic con
version efficiency was observed. The maximum 
rubidium pressure of 3 Torr was limited by the 

problem of condensation and "raining" of the vapor. 

Although the maximum rubidium pressure can 
probably be increased by further engineering design 
improvements to the heat-pipe cell, it is unlikely that a 
significant increase in the rubidium conversion effi
ciency can be achieved, since self-focusing as a result 
of the electronic contribution to the optical Kerr 
effect was becoming a problem. It is therefore of 
greater interest to return to the use of sodium vapor 
because calculations indicate that the optical Kerr 
effect becomes significant for sodium only at power 
levels higher than those resulting in multiphoton 
ionization. 
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Conversion efficiencies of 3% have been achieved 
in sodium vapor-phase matched by xenon gas. The 
use of a more dispersive phase-matching gas would 
reduce the total cell pressure anc1 hus inhibit the on
set of saturation. Experiments have been performed 
with mixtures of sodium and mercury. These early 
experiments were unsuccessful because the component 
metals were immiscible. However, in later vork, 
sodium has been successfully phase matched by the 
addition of magnesium vapor. Calculations have also 
indicated that an improvement in conversion effi
ciency by a factor of 3 is possible if the laser beam is 
spatially apodized to improve its focusing properties. 

Saturation of the third-harmonic conversion effi
ciency has not yet been observed experimentally. 
However, numerous theoretical and practical considera
tions are expected to limit the efficiency to values 
close to those being currently achieved. It is of great 
interest to observe this saturation and determine the 
mechanism responsible. Work has begun at LLL 0:1 
a Nd:YAG laser with a variable pulse duration in tho 
30-to-300-ps range. This laser will be used to investi
gate the saturation process as well as to study non-
collinear phase matching in alkali vapors. This phase-

Laser-induced Damage 

Laser-induced damage thresholds are determined for 
coatings, devices, and materials of interest for fusion 
lasers. Measurements are made with 100-ps pulses gen
erated by the ILS facility^' and an experimental ar
rangement adapted to furnish data readily reduced by 
means of the PHOTOCAL program. 

In the currently used arrangement, a weakly focused 
pulse is split into three channels to furnish three equiv-
alently irradiated planes. The damage sample is placed 
in the plane receiving the major fraction of the energy. 
The energy in the second channel is used to record a 
multiple-image photograph of the beam profile in the 
equivalent sample plane. The remaining beam enters a 
calorimeter after passing through an aperture placed in 
the third equivalent plane. During setup, a magnified 
image of the aperture is photographed, using the inci
dent laser pulse as illumination, to ensure that the 
aperture is centered on the beam. 

Ideally, data reduction consists of (1) reconstructing 
the relative energy-density profile by using PHOTO
CAL to reduce the multiple-image beam photograph 
and (2) normalizing the relative profile to agree with 
some measure of the energy in the laser pulse. In 
practice, the normalized peak energy density is found 
to be quite sensitive to the particular measure of pulse 

matching technique is more practical for high-energy 
iaser pulses and may result in higher conversion 
efficiencies than those possible with inert-gas phase 
matching. 

The use of nonlinear crystals to generate harmonic 
frequencies is the best understood technique available. 
For small-diameter laser beams, conversion efficiencies 
in excess of 50% are routinely obtained. The major 
problem with nonlinear crystals for laser-fusion appli
cations is to obtain high-quality damage-resistant ma
terial with a large aperture. At the moment, KDP 
seems to be the most promising material. Crystals 
of KDP with a 6-cm aperture have been grown, 
polished, and used with success. Crystals with a 10-cm 
aperture have been grown. An order has been placed 
for a second-harmonic-generator cell. 

The major disadvantage of KDP is that it does not 
phase match at 90° for a 1.06-̂ m pump. This fact 
places severe restrictions on the allowable divergence 
of the pump beam and the crystal temperature envir
onment if high conversion efficiency is to be achieved. 
An attractive material for the future is cesium di-
hydrogen arsenate (CDA), which is damage resistant 
and 90° phase matchable for 1.06 ;um. Its develop
ment is being closely followed. 

energy chosen to perform the normalization. The 
difficulty lies in obtaining a proper calibration of film 
density versus exposure at film densities near the back
ground fog level. This in turn prevents a proper deter
mination of the energy content in the spatial wings of 
laser pulses, which have a nearly Gaussian profile. 
The norn. Jized peak on-axis energy density varies by 
30% for some firings, depending on the interpretation 
adopted for low exposure levels. 

To avoid this problem, only the energy content in 
the central portion of the spatial profile is measured. 
We at first attempted to use very small apertures cen
tered on the p'rofile so that the peak energy density 
was directly determined. Due to the difficulty in cen
tering these small apertures, we have begun using 
apertures considerably larger than the e"1 diameter of 
the beam. The centering of these apertures can be 
certified photographically. Energy-density profiles 
normalized in this fashion have peak values that are 
demonstrably insensitive to calibration problems. 

The primary remaining problem is the large number 
of firings required to test a given sample. We are pro
curing optics that will enable us to irradiate three 
sites on a sample during each firing of the laser. The 
energy densities at the three sites will be in the ratios 
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5:4:3, with the weakest pulse reaching the snmple 
first. The setup will be consistent with the data-
collection procedure described here and should greatly 
reduce the number of firings required to determine 
thresholds. 

Recent damage results are presented below. Thresh
olds ate believed to be accurate to within about 10%. 

Damage Thresholds for Polished Dielectric Surfaces 
Surface-damage thresholds were measured for sever

al potentially useful neodymium-laser glasses, including 
the new Hoya phosphates. Some routinely used mate
rials were included to verify their thresholds and to 
serve as a cross check against thresholds measured for 
new materials. All samples were approximately 1 cm 
in thickness, and sample surfaces were slightly mis
aligned with the beam. 

The data were used to verify that results obtained 
by means of the PHOTOCAL program agreed with 
manual data reduction. Some firings, for which the 
energy-density profile was sufficiently symmetrical, 
were reduced by both techniques. Thresholds deter
mined by the two methods agreed to within 5% in five 
out of seven such comparisons, and differences of 10 
and 14% were observed for the remaining two. 

Thresholds are strikingly similar in all materials 
tested, with few exceptions. In all cases the near-
threshold damage consists of randomly distributed 
micropits. Both observations suggest that damage is 
due to residual polishing particulates rather than some 
intrinsic property of the materials. There was no indi
cation (hat scratches caused damage. In several in
stances damage lay along a scratch, but in all such 
cases the damage was a row of pits; this also suggests 
that the scratch was a host for finishing particulates 
rather than a cause of damage. 

The thresholds measured for some routinely used 
laser and rotator materials are listed in Table 6-10. 

Table 6-10. Surface damage thresholds for 
abrasively polished -••>«—•—• 

Damage threshold 
Sample (•I/cm2) 

Hoya LSG-95 12.3 
Hoya LSG-9III !3.1 
O.l. ED-2. sample A 13.8 
O.I. liD-2. sample B 13.3 
O.l. ED-8 12.3 
KigreP-107 13.7 
FR-5. sample A 11.8 
FR-S. sample B 8.0 

Damage Thresholds for Chemically Leached Surfaces 
Ringlien, Boling, and Dube^2 have observed that 

samples oi ED-2 glass subjected to boiling nitric acid 
or water frequently exhibit a large increase in resist
ance to damage by Q-switched (~30 ns) laser pulses. 
We have tested three such samples using pulses lasting 
approximately 100 ps. We did not observe a marked 
increase in the damage threshold over that of normal 
samples (see Table 6-11). 

Morphologically, the damage en these samples, as 
displayed by optical microscopy, is different from 
that iccn oi: nonleached samples. The samples appear 
to have a definite skin, which resembles a partially 
melted plastic sheet when damaged. The samples will 
be studied by electron microscopy to ensure that the 
skin is not a diffraction artifact. 

Thresholds for Diamond-Turned Metal Mirrors 

We have examined three diamond-turned metal 
retlectors-two of silver and one of copper. On the 
silver reflectors, deposited energy densities of ~0.5 
J/cm" produce either "discolored" or "less reflective" 
sites, whereas isolated defects become damaged at 
about I J/cm -. Massive surface disruption occurred at 
densities between 2 and 4 J/cm 2. 

Investigation by microscopy and data reduction are 
incomplete for the copper-mirror tests, but the results 
are nominally equivalent to the results obtained for 
silver. 

Damage in Dielectric-Film Polarizers 

Since siime proposed multiple-pass amplification 
schemes require polarizers to be irradiated with both 
S- and P-po'arizations, we have begun to compare 
damage thresholds for both polarizations in selected 
polarizers. Tentative results imply that polarizers can 
have acceptable damage thresholds for both polariza
tions. Additional tests are planned. 

Table 6-11 . Surface-damage thresholds for leached 
ED-21>=" 

Sample Threshold (J/cm2) 

A 11.7 
B 11.4 
C 1S.2 
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Pulse Shaping 
A laboratory dedicated to the study of pulse-

shaping techniques is being established in Building 381. 
The primary apparatus will consist of a hardened 
master oscillator^ for the production of pulses 30 to 
250 ps in duration, a Q-switched YAG oscillator to 
furnish pulses of greater duration, and amplification 
sufficient to restore the cne.gy lost in the pulse shap-
ers. Streak and multiple-image cameras will be em
ployed to determine the temporal and spatial charac
teristics of the shaped pulses. Initial experiments 
will investigate shaping by passive stackers and fast 
Pockels-cell shutters. 

Pulse Stackers 
Two typrs of passive stacker will be studied: 

passive Fab -Perot etalons and a more versatile 
design with four reflective surfaces; in its simplest 
mechanical realisation, the latter is a pair of solid 
etalons. We shall therefore refer to it as an etalon 
pair. 

Passive Single Etalons 
The function of a passive stacker is to divide a 

single input pulse into n pulses that are then individ
ually subjected to prechosen time delays. The n pulses 
are then reassembled into a single beam to furnish a 
pulse with the desired waveform. If there is significant 
pulse overlap in the shaped pulse, interference between 

the n coherent pulses will distort the waveform. For 
an input pulse free of radial phase variations, the inter
ference will produce temporal fluctuations in the wave
form. Radial phase fluctuations will result in the per
turbation of the beam's spatial profile. 

Given a particular input pulse, the most straight
forward technique for studying interpulse interference 
is by use of a passive, variable-spacing Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. With a single-pulse input of intensity 
IQ, the interferometer output will be a sequence of m 
pulses with intensities 

( ] - R , ) ( l - R 2 X R i R 2 ) , 1 1 - I I 0 

where R| and R 2 are the reflectivities of the inter
ferometer. If Ri and R-j are large, the output pulse 
train will decay slowly, allowing the chai^terization of 
interference effects as a function of intend r-imeter 
spacing. 

Etalon Pairs 
A schematic diagram of the simplest device possess

ing the versatility required to generate a variety of 
pulse shapes of interest in target irradiation is shown in 
Fig. 6-23. The refractive indices nj and n 2 are those 
of the etalon material if the four useful surfaces are 
formed by two solid etalons. If four separate mirrors 

Intensify 
Output 
waveform 

Fig. 6-23. Schematic diagram of the simplest device possessing the versatility required to generate a variety of pulse shapes of 
interest in target irradiation. 
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with air spacers are used, the indices are unity. The 
device produces a set of m pulses with exponentially 
rising intensities given by 

I m = ( l - R , ) ( l - R 2 ) R ™ - 1 R N - " ' I 0 

(m= 1,2,3...), 

whence 

W m = V R 2 = a-

The pulse spacing T is 

T = 2 n , d 1 / ( n 2 - s i n 2 0 , J 'A 

- 2 n 2 d 2 / ( ' n 2 , - s i n 2 0 2 y / * . 

The desired exponential envelope is set by choosing 
the ratio R]/R2- The absolute values of R] and R2 
are then chosen to provide maximum energy through
put. For N pulses, the optimum value of R 2 is given 
by, 

R = N ( a - H ) ± [ N 2 ( q - l ) 2 + 4a l^ 
2 ~ ' 2o(N+l) 

The total energy contained in the N pulses is given 
by 

N-l 
E T = R ^ - ' d - a R ^ O - R ^ 2 J . 

j=0 

Although the system could be optimized to produce 
a given number of pulses, it is possible to find com
promise reflectivities for which the summed output 
energy is relatively independent of the number of 
pulses produced. This is illustrated in Fig. 6-24, where 
the summed efficiency is plotted for several values of 
P :id R 2 that have the ratio a = 1.2. The choice 
Rj = O.9., R 7 = 0.75 will produce a constant energy 
throughput for any number of pulses between 3 and 
10. 

One additional compromise allows the factor a also 
to be varied by changing only the value of R2- Figure 
6-25 is a plot of the optimum values of Rj and R 2 for 
several values of a and N. The dependence of the 
optimum value of Rj and a is sufficiently weak to 
allow the generation of several a values in a single 
device by changing only R 2 . 

It is on these compromises that the first designs are 
to be based. Two configurations will be assembled. 
The first will use four separate mirrors to form the two 
etalons. In that design the interpulse spacing can be 
varied at will by changing the spacing of the etalons. 
The value of a will be varied by changing the mirror 
R 2 , and the number of pulses generated is set simply 
by sliding the rear 100% reflector parallel to its 
surface. 

The second design will employ two solid etalons of 
different thickness. The time delay between pulses is 
fixed in such a design, but alignment problems are 
muc'.i less difficult. In a situation where the desired 
values of N and a are to be left invariant, the pail of 
solid etalons is expected to be the optimum design. 
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Introduction 

The development and application of detailed, high-
resolution diagnostic techniques and instrumentation 
for laser and laser-target interaction studies is a major 
aspect of our program. The development of high-peak 
power lasers generating pulses on a picosecond scale 
requires us to be able to measure the detailed prop
erties of such pulses as well as the effects of their inter
action with matter. Laser targets initially 10 to 1000 
Mm in diameter may eventually be compressed 10.000 
times and reach temperatures of tens of thousands of 
electron volts. The requirements for the necessary 
measurements can be summarized by noting that the 
ranges of interest are 1 ps to 1 ns in time, 10'" to 
10-" cm"3 in density, 50 eV to 500 keV in tempera
ture, and I to 1000 /um in space. Our goal is to be able 
to make such measurements with temporal and spatial 
resolutions of 1 ps and 1 Aim over a wavelength range 
extending from the infrared to the x-ray regions of the 
spectrum. The charged- and neutral-particle emissions 
from laser-heated targea plasmas yield vital information 
on the physical processes occurring, and their charac
teristics must also be measured in detail. 

An important consideration in our diagnostics selec
tion and development work is a requirement for data 
acquisition that is as complete as possible on each 
laser shot. For this reason we avoid, if at all possible, 
"sampling" techniques that require the accumulation 
of points on many shots in order to obtain a set of 
data. Together with the implementation of such suit
able techniques, the growing experimental program 

Optical Laser Diagnostics 

INTRODUCTION ^ — ^ — ^ K - U ^ ^ — M — 

In the performance of experiments on laser-plasma 
interaction it is essential to know the conditions of the 
light that is applied to the target. Radiation in the 
visible or near-visible region is also a valuable tool to 
determine the properties of plasma. 

At present, the lasers used for plasma-interaction 
experiments are neither reliable nor reproducible. The 
situation will improve in the future, but at present one 
must characterize the beam on every shot, it is then 

LASER " * • " M M " ° V 

Development of the LC-13 Calorimeter. The LC-3 and 
LC-10 laser calorimeters, described in previous re
ports,' "5 are rather expensive and difficult to fabri-

imposes a requirement for concomitant instrumenta
tion that is compatible with real-time, on-line data 
acquisition and analysis systems. The development of 
this capability and of the necessary interfaces and 
software is a recent and important feature of our 
diagnostics program. 

Diagnostics development in the Laser-Fusion Pro
gram is accomplished both programmatically on line, 
in the laser-target experimental program, and offline 
for research and for more lengthy and complex devel
opments. This section discusses in detail the specific 
diagnostic capabilities in use and developments under 
way. 

The off-line development of laser and plasma diag
nostic techniques has been significantly advanced by 
the continued operation of our "Monojoule" laser and 
plasma facility. This modest neodymium laser pro
duces l-.l, 150-ps-FWHM pulses. It has been operated 
at a repetition rate of one shot every 3 min. The 
repetition rate at the 200-mJ level is once every 30 s. 
The 1.06-jum output is focused to a 200-̂ im diameter 
spot, giving an irradiation intensity of 2 x 1 0 " 
W/cm2. 

The unencumbered use of this reliable, high-
repetition-rate, off-line laser facility is important in 
that it continues to permit detailed study and develop
ment of new diagnostic techniques and instruments. 
The experimental results obtained by means of this 
facility are described in some of the paragraphs that 
follow. 

necessary to determine the energy, pulse shape, ar^ 
intensity distribution of the laser pulse. The relation
ship between these quantities and the focal-intensity 
distribution must also be established. 

A great deal of effort has gone into developing 
techniques and instrumentation to satisfy these re-
quiiements. Significant accomplishments have also 
'een made in developing short-pulse optical diagnostics 
for the plasma. 

cate. Furthermore, they are capable of considerably 
more precision (0.1%) than is needed for most routine 
measurements. However, a number of these calori-
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meters have been built, in a variety of sizes, and they 
are in constant use throughout the laser program. Now 
a new type, the LC-13 calorimeter, has been designed; 
several prototypes with receiver diameters from 25 to 
127 mm have been built and tested. A cross section 
is shown in Fig. 7-1. The principal simplifying modifi
cations are as follows: 

1. Commercial semiconductor thermoelectric mod
ules are used rather than thermopiles made of soldered 
Chromel-constantan wire. 

2. The jacket construction is based on standard 
tubing and plate sizes, and requires much less machin
ing. 

3. Covers are not used over the calibrating heaters. 
The semiconductor modules give a higher output 

(in microvolts per degree) and have a much lower 
electrical resistance than the metal-wire thermopiles; 
hence the requirements on the amplifiers in the read
out system are less severe. Calorimeters bigger than 
76 mm in diameter are best built with three modules 
on each side to reduce the heat-distribution error. 

The prototypes were fitted with BG-18 absorbing 
fdass and con-pared with an LC-13 calorimeter in a 
split-beam system using 2- or 5-s exposures with a 
cw 1.06-/um beam, 6 or 8 nun in diameter, impinging 
on various locations on the receiver disk. Discrepancies 
for the preferred versions were not over 1%. 

Broad-Band Visible and Near-Infrared Studies. One of 
the LC-3 calorimeters with a black-painted absorber 
has been used for flashlamp studies. Since it seemed to 
be in some disagreement with other radiometric ap
paratus, an extensive series of reflectance and split-
beam comparison measurements were performed with 
glass and black-paint absorbers using cw argon-ion and 
dye lasers at seven wavelengths from 488 to 605 nm, a 
pulsed ruby laser at 694 nm, and a cw YAG laser at 
1064 nm. Discrepancies were all below 1%. 

One of the calorimeters with an NG-1 glass absorber 
was sent to the National Bureau of Standards (Boulder) 
for comparison with one of their C-series calorimeters 
at 488 nm cw; the two agreed within 0.6%. 

PHOTODIODES, 

Photodiodes are widely used in the laser program 
for such tasks as monitoring laser output energy, 
measuring amplifier gain, and counting the number of 
pulses in a pulse train. The peak-current capability 
and linear range of these diodes is not well known for 
picosecond pulses, even by the manufacturers. We 
have studied diodes with active S-l cathode diameters 

l :ig. 7-t. Cross section of the I.C-1 3 calorimeter. 

Absorbers for CO2 Laser Wavelengths. An extensive 
and accurate study of 10.6-iLtm absorbers has been con
ducted with a cw laser: it is now near completion and 
will be extended to nanosecond pulses when the laser 
system is available. 

Experiments are being conduc ith four solid 
absorbers (magnesium oxide, lithium fluoride, poly
styrene, and polytetrafluoroethylene) and also witn 
two stirred liquids (kerosene and carbon tetrachloride). 
Transmittance and specular reflectance measurements 
as well as split-beam comparisons have been performed 
at 10.59, 10.24, 9.55, and 9.27 £im; measurements of 
total loss (reflection plus thermal reradiation) were also 
made at several other lines in each of the four 
branches. A tubular calorimeter ,̂  LC-4, was included 
in the split-beam comparison. All were found to ag.:e 
satisfactorily. 

of 44, 20, and 10 mm. The test set that was used to 
study streak-camera tubes was also used to study the 
photodii-des. Laser pulses (30 ps, 1.06 jum) from an 
Nd:YAG oscillator were used. Response curves were 
plotted for all the diodes tested (nine eacii of the 44-
and 20-mni tubes and three of the 10-mm tubes). 
The curves for the three diode sizes were normalized 
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for sensitivity differences and were overlaid. Almost 
perfect uniformity of curve shape was found for diodes 
of the same type. 

Curves from the three types of diode are shown in 
Fig. 7-2. The broken curves represent diodes from 
one manufacturer; the rest were made by another man
ufacturer. For each diode size, the arrow indicates the 
point above which response becomes nonlinear. Above 
this point, saturation occurs because of space charge, 
and a large amount of amplitude jitter (approaching 
a ratio of 2:1) is observed. At saturation, photo
electric currents between 250 and 600 A can be 
drawn from tl s 44-mm diodes. Approximately the 
same ratios of maximum saturation to maximum linear 
current were found for the smaller diodes. These re
sults provide users with picosecond-pulse data tor 
photodiode linear response ranges. 

COMPACT ULTRAFAST STREAK CAMERA 

Our original 10-ps streak camera,1 a bulky bread- model, reported on in 1972. Five of these cameras 
board system, can be seen in the background of have been built and are in constant use throughout the 
Fig. 7-3. In the left foreground is our first compact laser laboratoues. Some performance characteristics 

Fig. 7-3. Ultrafast (10-ps) streak cameras. The breadboard system is in the background. At left in the foreground is the first com
pact model; at right is the new compact model. 

1000c 1—> i 111 M| 1—i i i ii n| —i—•—i i i iu| r—i—11 i in 

Fij. 7-2. Output from 44-, 20-, and 10-mm-diametcr diodes. 
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have been presented in previous reports. Last year, it 
became apparent that more of these cameras would be 
needed for diagnostics in the Laser-Fusion Program. 
We redesigned the compact model to simplify its oper
ation, reduce manufacturing costs, and improve its 
appearance (right foreground, Fig. 7-3). We have elimi
nated most of the bugs in the first compact model and 
simplified its operation by redesigning the sweep cir
cuit and omitting the gate circuitry, which can be 
added later if needed Figure 7-4 is a photograph of 
the newly redesigned camera. 

In mechanically redesigning the compact model, we 
wanted to improve the camera's utility; we made the 
exterior controls more easily accessible to the operator 
and the interior components both easily accessible for 
maintenance and flexible for future design improve
ments. A' the same time, we tried to reduce the 
camera's total cost and weight. 

The earlier welded-angle frame was discarded in 
favor of a simple sei of bars separating aluminum end 
plates. All components are mounted on these end 

plates or on the subchassis on the inside of the doors. 
A unique feature of the design is that all parts, includ
ing the streak-camera tube itself, can be easily removed 
for servicing or replacement. This arrangement also 
gives us maximum flexibility to accommodate future 
improvements in electronics design without having to 
rework the entire case. Finally, a complete set of 
mechanical drawings detailing every camera component 
has been made. Individual parts or complete cameras 
can now be produced to our standard design. 

Gating of the image-converter tube is useful only 
when observing a small part of a long pulse, one pulse 
of a long train of pulses, or in a high-intensity back
ground. We have decided to remove the gate and its 
supporting circuitry from the camera, but it can be 
added later as a kit. This too simplifies camera opera
tion and reduces the cost of parts and assembly. 

We have continued to have problems in procuring 
40-mm proximity-focused microchannel-plate image 
intensifiers for the compact cameras. Although we 
have contracts for a number of these tubes from thre° 

Fig. 74. Newly redesigned 10-ps streak camera. 
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suppliers, we have no great confidence in the delivery 
schedules. In order to meet program needs, we have 
decided to use multistage magnetically focused intensi-
fters with the next series of five cameras. When 
proximity-focused tubes are available, these cameras 
can be retrofitted to the compact configuration. 

In previous reports'*'^ we presented data on the 
streak sp;ed, streak linearity, and intensity linearity of 
the compact camera. We have now obtained direct 
measurement of the time response of the camera to 
verify the 10-ps resolution. A compact streak camera 
with an S-20 photocathode was used to photograph a 
very short (5 ps) pulse generated by a mode-locked dye 
laser. The pulse was reflected from a thin glass plate to 
produce a pair of pulses separated in time by 9.9 ps. 
Figure 7-5 shows the results obtained from streak-
camera film data. The ratio of the amplitudes of 
the pulses is as expected from the reflectivity of the 
glass plate. The two pulses are just resolved temporal
ly. The time resolution of the S-l streak cameras at 
1.06 nm will be somewhat better than this because of 
t!:e reduced photoelectron-energy spread and concomi
tant time dispersion. 

The investigation of the S-l cathode sensitivity and 
linearity problem, reported earlier/ !~.as continued. We 
devised a semiautomatic test set to speed linearity mea
surements on streak-camera tubes. The system works 
well and plots one point per laser pulse (a 1-Hz rate). 
The laser used to illuminate the cathodes is a 1.06-Mtn 
mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator. It produces a single 
switched-out pulse of 36 ps FWHM, as measured b / 
one of our 10-ps compact streak cameras. 

In cathodes with low sensitivity, a high input 
intensity is needed to produce a significant response, 
and photeemission begins to occur via multiphoton 
processes. In the case of two-photon photoemission, 
the cathode output will be proportional to the square 
of the input intensity. The effect is to reduce the 
camera dynamic range. The two-decade linear range 
of the camera can be used up by one decade of input 
range. 

For even lower sensitivity cathodes, higher order 
(e.g., three- or four-photon) processes may dominate. 
When plotted on log-log paper, the output-input curves 
for these cathodes will have slopes, in decades of out
put change per decade of input change, equal to the 
average number of photons per reaction. Figure 7-6 
shows plots of some of the image-converter tubes 
tested. Tube C has a sensitivity of 20 fiA/W at 
1.06 jim and a response slope of 1 (m = 1). Tube K, on 
the other hand, has a very nonlinear response, with a 
slope of about 6, indicating multiple-photon reactions. 
Its sensitivity is well below 0.7 j/A/W, the lower 
limit of our measurement system sensitivity. It 
is evident from Fig. 7-6 that tubes A through G 
have sensitivities of 5 ».A/W or more and slopes 
of 1, whereas tubes H through K have sensitivities 
of 0.92 MA/W or less and slopes greater titan unity. 
Of course, for tubes with slopes greater than unity 
the sensitivity, in microamperes per watt, is mean
ingless unless the test conditions are given, since 
the sensitivity depends on the input-power level. Our 
data indicate that S ,uA/W can be established as the 
threshold of linear response. 

-10 . 
20 40 60 

Time — ps 

80 100 86 _ l I l I I I I I I L 
3.3 ps 

Time ps 

Fig. 7-5. Time response of the '-ompact 10-ps streak camera with an S-20 photocathodc. The light source was a 5-ps pulse 
generated by a mode-locked dye laser (contacted slit ~ 5 0 /Jnt, 9.9-ps etalon, l-mm-thick microscope slide). Detail of the 
peak area of curve is shown at right. 
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Pig. 7-6. Output-input plots for several image-corn erter 
tubes. Inset is plot of measured sensitivity versus 
film threshold, sensitivity (an arbitrary reference 
level). 

Figure 7-7 shows overlaid densitometer traces 
(taken with a camera using a degraded S-1 streak tube) 
of a single 140-ps pulse (inset photo) after it had 
passed through an etalon that produced factor-of-2 
output-amplitude ratios (i.e., the intensity of each 
pulse is greater than that of the following pulse by a 
factor of 2).4 Four pulses are shown, although in the 
original data five can be seen, giving a dynamic range of 
2 , or 32. Figure 7-8 shows the same event observed 
with a camera fitted with a good tube. Seven pulses 
are recorded on the original photo (only six are shown 
on the graph), giving a dynamic range in excess of 128. 
Figure 7-9 shows the average of data from several mea
surements, corrected for film characteristics. These 
data verify the large linear intensity response range of 
the compact camera. 

In work directed toward continued improvement 
and simplification of compact streak cameras, the 
input-optics housing and mechanical slit on one of the 
compact streak cameras were replaced experimentally 
with a hollow-cylinder housing onto which a filter 
holder was mounted. Photographically made 25- and 
50-Atm slits were contacted directly to the cathode win
dow of the streak tube. Of concern was whether dif
fraction at the slit would produce a large enough 

Time 

Fig. 7-7. Overlaid densitometer traces, taken with a camera 
fitted with a degraded S-1 streak tube, of pulses 
produced by a 2:1 amplitude-ratio etalon from a 
single 140-ps pulse (inset). The illustrated dynamic 
range is ~-32. 

image, after passing through tan 0.282-mm-thick win
dow and reaching the cathode, to affect the camera 
resolution. At 1.06 /un, the static slit image, viewed 
on the screen of the intensifier, has a width essentially 
the same as for the conventional lens-slit system for the 
streak tube used in our cameras. The dynamic char
acteristics also showed little difference. This system of 
proximity focusing eliminates the mechanical focusing, 
slit-width, and slit-alignment adjustments required for 
initial setup as well as for each time the laser wave
length is changed; it also presents a possibility for cost 
savings. 

Figure 7-10 shows two streak-camera results ob
tained with a single 5-ps, 600-nm pulse from a mode-
locked dye laser. Figure 7-10a is a pulse measured 

Fig, 7-8. Overlaid densitometer traces taken with a camera 
fitted with a good tube (cf. Fig. 7-7). The dynamic 
range is ~ U 5 . 
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Fig. 7-9. Average streak-camera dynamic range. 

with a camera with the lens-coupled slit, and Fig. 7-10b 
is a dye-laser pulse measured with the camera equipped 
with the contacted slit. These encouraging results sup
port the utility of this technique, which we shall pur
sue more fully as a cainera-design improvement. 

The examples of streak-camera data included here 
have been analyzed with the aid of computer programs 
we have assembled. The programs are run via the LLL 
Octopus system. Streak-camera photographic records 
are scanned on a small, computer-controlled micro-
densitometer whose output is stored on magnetic tape. 
The tape is then taken to the computer center, where it 
is run on a CDC 7600 computer under one or more 
special programs. The various routines can average and 
plot multiple scans of the film density and convert film 
density to relative intensity by means of scanned-film 
calibration data. 
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Fig. 7-10. Densitometer traces of streak-camera photographs of -^3-ps pulse from a mode-locked dye laser: (a) taken with a camera 
with a lens-coupled slit; (b) taken with a camera with contacted slit. Time response below S ps has been eliminated. 

ELECTRONIC READOUT OF 10-ps STREAK CAMERA . 

An electronic readout system has been devised for 
the LLL 10-ps streak camera. It greatly improves 
the versatility of the streak camera as a routine 
diagnostic tool for characterizing fast laser pulses. In 
a recent demonstration, the Janus oscillator etalon 
was changed to reduce the pulse length. Within 
minutes after the oscillator was realigned, 10 oscillo
scope traces displaying the temporal energy distribu
tion of 10 consecutive laser pulses were recorded and 
analyzed. An example of such an oscilloscope trace 

is shown in Fig. 7-11. The total energy per pulse, the 
peak power, and the full width at half maximum 
(picoseconds) are immediately available from a single 
oscilloscope trace. This is to be contrasted to the 
multiple-imaging technique and 1 to 2 days of pro
cessing for the previously used method employing 
hard-copy film and microdensitometer. 

The repetitive "irregularities" in the oscilloscope 
trace of Fig. 7-11 are the result of a known sensi
tivity nonuniformity in this pilot readout system and 
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Fig. 7-11. Oscilloscope trace showing the temporal energy 
distribution in a Janus oscillator pulse (FW11M 
113 ps) from the combination of streak camera 
and electronic readout. Vertical scale: intensity in 
arbitrary units. Horizontal scale: 10 divisions 
= 17S ps. 

will not be present in the new device presently under 
construction. 

The readout system consists of a linear photodiode 
array with 512 photosensitive elements on 25-^m cen
ters, coupled to the streak camera through a fiber-
optics channel with a 2.8:1 area reduction. The photo-

diode array is a commercially available unit manufac
tured by the Reticon Corporation. At present, the 
electronic circuitry used is a standard printed-circuit 
board available from the Reticon Corporation, slightly 
modified for one-pulse operation with the streak 
camera. The time sequence of operation is indicated in 
Fig. 7-12. 

The combination of fiber-optics channel and photo-
diode array has a spatial resolution of about 70 /urn. 
At a streak rate of 33 ps/mm, this gives a theoretical 
resolution of ~2 ps. However, a more practical num
ber is found by noting that this is equivalent to con
sistently overestimating the width of an image (as 
taken from the oscilloscope trace) by approximately 
three elements. 

The relation between the streaking speed of the 
camera and the number of elements along the photo-
diode array gives a value of 2.37 ps per element. This 
implies that the full width at half maximum taken 
from the oscilloscope traces will consistently be 7 ps 
too long. The dynamic range of the present pilot sys
tem is acceptable, and a realistic dynamic range of at 
least 400 is estimated for the improved device under 
design. 

The possible extension to area arrays coupled to an 
analog-to-digital converter "feeding" a computer data-
acquisition system is obvious. Such a complete device 
would, of course, not be limited to streak-camera diag
nostics, but should prove extremely useful in data 
processing in a variety of optical-imaging situations. 

Janus system pulse 
initiates the readout 
system operation J 

Oscillator 
fires 

Refresh photodiode' 

////////// 

3.7 

-Trigger pulse to oscilloscope 

'////////M ///Readout s i gna l / / / / / / ' 
Y/////////////////£ -*• t 

t = 0 3.5 4 

I 
3 4 5 

Time — ms 

Fig. 7-12. Time sequence for measurement of pulse with linear photodiode array. 
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION: NEAR AND FAR FIELD 

During the past 3 years multiple-image cameras"'" 
have been used at LLL to photograph laser near- and 
far-field beam profiles at 1.06 i*m. These photo
graphs have been found to be very useful in diag
nosing laser performance. 

A typical near-field camera is shown in Fig. 7-13. 
A sample beam reflected from a beam splitter or from 
a flat element in the laser chain is divided by a pair of 
mirrors into a series of beams of decreasing intensity. 
The intensity ratio of successive beams (neglecting the 
first reflection) is equal to the product of the mirror 
reflectivities and can be easily determined by measur
ing the individual mirror reflectivities. The mirror 
mount has relative tilt adjustment to change the separa
tion and orientation of the images. The beams from 
the mirror pair are photographed on either l-Z spectro
scopic plates or on type 51 Polaroid film. To protect 
the film from background light, it is necessary to use a 
glass filter (a 3-mm thickness of Schott RG 1000) to 
exclude background light. The filters have antireflec-
tion coatings to eliminate interference fringes from sur
face reflections. This filter permits leaving the camera 
dark-slide open for several minutes in a lighted room 
without exposing the film. 

Figure 7-14 shows a photograph taken with this 
type of camera. Beams from two sets of multiple-
image mirrors were sent to one camera and photo
graphed side by side. In the experiment, the beam on 
the right propagated through a set of 10 unpumped 
laser disks that were 2 cm thick and oriented at 
Brewster's angle; the beams on the left propagated 
over an equal path length around the disk assembly. 
The mirror reflectivities gave an energy ratio of 0.40 
between adjacent vertical images. Beam breakup 
resulting from the 20-GW/crr/ beam propagating 
through the disks is evident in the photographs. 

Figure 7-IS illustrates a modification of this same 
technique to produce a far-field laser camera by the 
addition of a long-focal-length lens to image the beam. 
The film is placed at the beam waist, with a multiple-
image minor pair at some convenient location be
tween. In the beam diagnostics on the Janus laser, a 
lens of 8.5-m focal length (f/100) is used to image the 
beam; it produces a spot size, neglecting lens aberra
tions, 91 times larger than tha. of our f/l.l target-
chamber focusing lens. Figure 7-16 shows three sets 
of far-field photographs taken with this camera at vari
ous laser powers. 

Antiref lection 
coating -

Sample beam from laser 

Light-tight V \ \ ^ \ \ " ^ Z ^ ^ \ ^ - ' 0 - R 1 ) 2 R ^ R 1 

camera b a c k - ^ x j \ L f l f f ^ ' ^ \ . ^ v 
-1(1 - R 1 ) 2 R 3 R 2 

•Antireflection ' " " R l ' R 2 R 1 
RG 1000 / coatings 

glass filter 

l-ig. 7-13. Near-field camera used to photograph laser beams at 1.06 ;im. Typical mirror reflectivities used are Rj = 0.40. R2 = 0.99. 
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Fig. 7-14. Beam photographs (taken with a multiple-image 
camera similar to that shown in Fig. 7-13) illu
strating the beam breakup produced by a 20-
GW/cm2 beam traversing ten 2-cm-thtck glass disks 
at Brewster's angle. 150 GW 220 GW 300 GW 

Cameras that use 4-by-S-in. and 8-by-10-in. film 
have been built. These laser-beam cameras are easily 
set up, are self-calibrating, give proper exposure, have a 
large dynamic range, and yield quantitative data on 

Fig. 7-16. Photographs taken at three last? powers with the 
Janus far-field camera, illustrating focal-spot spread
ing from beam breakup. The line focus results from 
astigmatic aberrations in the laser. 

beam parameters. Several modifications of these basic 
schemes have been used to fit special situations or pro
duce other types of data. 

-Long-focal-length lens 
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Fig. 7-15. Far-field camera used to photograph laser far-field patterns at 1.06 Jim. Typical mirror reflectivities are R| = 0.40, 
R, = 0.99. 
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FOCUSING MICROSCOPE 

The dynamic interaction of laser radiation with the 
laser-fusion target sets the initial conditions for the tar
get response. In turn, measurements of the laser radia
tion scattered from the target yield information on the 
target's response. In experiments to date, two meas
urements have been emphasized. The first is the deter
mination of the initial-intensity distribution of the 
laser focal spot on the target; the second is the 
accounting of laser energy reaching the target and 
being scattered from the target (i.e., energy balance). 

Focusing. It is desired that the region of interaction 
between focal spot and target be measured to I um 
spatially and to a few picoseconds temporally. Also, 
the focal spot and the target response should be meas
ured continuously as a function of time during the 
interaction, in the presence of the plasma. Present 
technology, however, limits our measurements to a 
spatial resolution of about S um and a time resolution 
of about 10 ps. Furthermore, because the laser-fusion 
target becomes opaque during irradiation, only the ini
tial laser-plasma conditions can be determined: the sub
sequent interaction must be inferred. 

A simple optical-imaging system has been installed 
in order to begin one-beam experiments. The system 
layout is shown in Fig. 7-17. Since the transfer lens of 
this system is identical with the focusing lens, the be
havior of the focal zone at full beam power can be 
examined as a function of space and time without sys

tem damage. The system resolution is presently 
limited by the quality of the transfer lens to 5 jim. By 
viewing both the target and the focal region on the 
beam axis, very accurate target-laser positioning is pos
sible. As the target is illuminated from the laser side 
with incoherent l.064-/jm light, iis imape in trans
mitted light appears on a TV screen (see Fig. 7-18). 

Since many of the targets are constructed from 
transparent materials, it is particularly easy to position 
the beam on the target by observing the beam pattern 
through the target. A great deal of effort has been ex
pended to make certain that the target image and the 
beam pattern are spatially coincident. The present de
gree of coincidence is ±5 /um in the pbne perpendicular 
to the beam axis and ±15 pm along the beam axis. 
These errors define the accuracy to which the beam 
and target initial conditions can be stated. 

Layout. Figure 7-19 shows the actual layout of the 
beam diagnostics. Lens 2 projects an image of the 
focal region of the beam and the target onto the fol
lowing diagnostics: ( I ) streak camera, (2) 1.06-pm 
infrared vidicon, (3) multiple-exposure camera, and 
(4) calorimeter. All these diagnostics are used simul
taneously to examine the interaction between beam 
and target. 

The streak camera has proved to be especially useful 
in diagnosing the quality of the focal spot as a function 
of time. An attenuating filter has been placed behind 

Focus of 
tens 2 
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Focus of 
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i 
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on instruments: 47 X 
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Fig. 7-17. Simple imaging system for laser-fusion experiments. 
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Fig. 7-18. View nf target and focal spot on TV system before irradiation. 
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Fig. 7-19. Layout of optical diagnostics around target chamber. 
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lens 2 (see Fig. 7-19) to reduce the beam intensity to a 
level that is safe for the diagnostics. The image of the 
focal spot is streaked in time to determine the dynamic 
behavior of the focus (see Fig. 7-20). Very little beam 
motion is seen because less than O.SX of nonlinear 
phase retardation is generated in the Janus system. At 
a threshold power level near 220 GW, the center of the 
focal region begins to vanish. Self-focusing scatter? 
some of the laser energy at very wide angles. This 
energy is not collected by the lenses. The effect shows 
up as reduced energy absorption for targets of small 
cross-sectional area and as a discontinuous temporal 
pulse. An example of the energy that is scattered 
around the target is shown in Fig. 7-21. 

The multiple-image camera is used to obtain photo
graphs of the beam focus as a function of position 
along the beam axis. This information is used to deter
mine the proper position of the focal patterns with 
respect to the target. An example of the focal pat
terns near the focus of the f/l.l lens that is now used 
in Janus is shown in Fig. 7-22. These beam patterns 
are significantly different from those obtained with a 
Gaussian beam. The complex diffraction patterns 
are a result of static aberrations due to astigmatism, 
residual polishing effects, thermal distortions, and lens 
aberrations. 

In addition, the multiple-image camera captures the 
time-integrated interaction between beam and target as 
viewed from the back of the target. Laser energy that 
misses the target is imaged onto the film and also into 
a calorimeter (see Fig. 7-19). The photographs are 
very good indicators of the symmetry of illumination 
and the degree of beam breakup. A calorimeter ac
counts for the laser energy that is scattered around or 
through the target and into the collection angle of the 
second lens. In a well-behaved 20-J, 100-ps neutron 
experiment, the energy transmitted into the imaging 
lens is usually about 0.S J. 

Fig. 7-20. Streaked laser focal spot showing beam breakup. 

—H K -
100 /urn 

Fig. 7-21, View through t.<ck of target showing in (craction of 
laser and target. 

A second imaging system has been designed to 
focus the light backscattered from the front of the tar
get. The principle of operation for the front-viewing 
optical system is similar to thai used in the back-
viewing optical system described above. However, in 
the front-viewing system, a second lens must be used 
to reimage the light onto the recording instruments 
(see Fig. 7-19). The second lens must be used because 
the target-focusing lens is positioned to image the in
coming laser beam at the target, not the target onto 
the recording instruments. Presently this system is 
used to measure the energy in the back-reflected light 
with a calorimeter. However, the system is the basis 
for the alignment of two opposing laser beams onto a 
two-sided target. The two-beam system will be con
structed early in 1975. 

Our confidence in the initial positioning of the laser 
beam and the fusion target has been strengthened by 
the reproducibility of the experiments. In order to 
maintain this performance, the laser output is con
stantly monitored to ensure that the inferred descrip
tion of the laser focal spot as a function of time is 
correct. Laser deterioration can cause the onset of 
beam self-focusing at 50% of the normal laser power 
level. 

Energy Accounting. Optical energy accounting relative 
to the target is a very important diagnostic. Typically 
15 J reaches the target from the laser exit aperture. Of 
the incident energy, 4 J may be back-reflected into the 
focusing lens, 3 J may be scattered at angles that are 
not collected by the lenses, and 0.5 J may be collected 
by the back-imaging lens, leaving 7.5 J in the target. 
Various optical detectors are employed to account for 
this energy, and their use in a typical experiment is 
shown in Fig. 7-23. 

The photodiodes are pulse calibrated in a separate 
experiment and then placed in the chamber. The trans
mitted energy, reflected energy, and parabola calibra-
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lions are pulse calibrated in situ. This is done by using 
measured window and lens transmittances and by plac
ing 100% reflectors to direct known amounts of energy 
into the appropriate calorimeter. 

The incident, transmitted, and reflected energy 
calibrations are known to ±10%, the parabola calibra
tion to ±20%, and the energies determined with the 

photodiode are accurate to ±30%. The uncertainties in 
the energy accounting occur mainly because of high 
back-reflectivities at angles that ; >.,:• collected by 
the focusing lens. Moreover, refn led rays that are 
scattered at high angles in the forwaru -.rection lead to 
uncertainties in the integrated energy. In the latter 
case, the refracted beam may either miss or hit one of 
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the isolated photodiodes and cause an anomalous sig
nal thai is not representative of the total scattered 
energy in the back half-plane. 

These diagnostics have proved to be quite informa-

Fig. 7-23. Experimental setup for determining c.'ieigy balance. 

TARGET-VIEWING M i p p n c r m i c 

Because the targets used lor laser fusion are so 
small, any optical system used for viewing must pro
vide for magnification of the object. In addition, the 
optical system must provide a means of positioning 
the target accurately relative to some reference point. 
It was decided to place the following additional 
restrictions on the optical system: 

1. The solid angle for viewing the target must be 
minimal, permitting increased diagnostics viewing. 

2. The microscope must be completely self-

tive and provide an absolute energy balance of ±2 J 
(15 J incident on the target, 8 J absorbed). Additional 
experiments are being conducted to further improve 
the energy-balance accuracy. 

contained for easy movabilily. 
3. Visual, photographic, TV, and some diagnostic 

viewing must be provided. 

These design objectives were met by a telemic/oscope 
system that has been installed on both the Janus and 
the Valkyrie target chambers. 

Optical Design. The telemicroscope optical system 
consists of a transfer-lens arrangement with a high-
power microscope lo ng at the image. Details of the 

Side view Calorimeter 

Calorimeter 
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optics design have been reported by Reedy. Figure 
7-24 shows a layout of the optics. The transfer lens is 
a pair of f/lOachromats with a focal length of 400 mm. 
This allows the first lens to be outside the target cham
ber. The back focal path is folded by two mirrors to 
keep the system from becoming excessively long in the 
radial direction. 

The 1:1 transferred image is focused at the focal 
plane of a lOx micioscope objective. Also in this 
plane is a lx reticle with a format as shown by 
Fig. 7-24. Tlf reticle and object image is magni
fied by the I Ox objective and can be viewed by two 
paths. With the movable mirror out of the way, the 
image can be observed with a 5x to 20x eyepiece. If 
the mirror is down, the image is icflected to either a 
camera or a vidicon. Lither one of these viewing ports 
can be used for diagnostics. 

Monochromatic backlight is needed for maximum 
image sharpness. A simple lens of !76-mm focal 
length is used in combination with a microscope illu
minator and mirror to provide backlighting. The lens 
and illuminator are included in the same package as 
the viewing optics; the mirror can be mounted inside 
the chamber opposite the system. 

^ ^ Eyepiece 

Eyepiece 

M 
1st 2nd 

Achromats 

To camera 
or vidicon 

Reticle and 
objective 
focal plane 

Microscope 
objective 

~ Fold ng 
mirro r 

Fint , 
Controls fy focus 

Fig. 7-25. Outside of the tclemicroscopc system showing the 
controls. 

Mechanical Design. Figures 7-25 and 7-26 show the 
outside and inside, respectively, of an assembled optical 
system. The first achromat is mounted inside a focus
ing tube that allows sufficient movement to keep the 
target at the focal length of the lens. The second 
achroniat is also focusable to compensate for slight 
changes in focal lengths for longer wavelengths. Nor
mally this fine focus is not used because the distance 
from the achromat to the microscope objective is to 
remain constant. Provision was made on the folding-
mirror stands to provide adjustment during alignment 
to obtain the proper distance from the achromat to the 
objective. 

The microscope objective and reticle are mounted 
inside a tube that is attached to an x,y-translator. A 
z-translalor is not needed since focusing is provided by 
movement of the first or second achromat. The x.y-
micrometers of the translators protrude through the 
aluminum case to allow adjustment. Covers are pro-

Fig. 7-24. Optio. layout for tclcmicroscopc system. Fig. 7-26. Inside of the telemicroscope system. 
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vided to prevent accidental movement after the micro
meters tire set. The actual reticle is on the objective 
side of the glass holder to keep the surface free of dust. 

The turret that contains the movable mirror and 
two microscope tubes can be easily rotated and has 
been installed on one of the optical assemblies. This 
was necessary since there is a 15° rotation of the image 
by the folding mirrors. Since the image must be 
horizo:..,il fur projection onto a slit in the streak 
camera, one of the systems had the turret rotated. 
The movable mirror in the turret can be locked in 
place by means of a friction nut. 

The camera system uses a 4 by 5 Polaroid film 
pack. A 1 Ox eyepiece provides the high magnification 
needed. The shutter can be released by a pneumatic 
piston to minimize vibrations. 

Experimental Usage. The optical system is presently 
in use on the Janus and Valkyrie target chambers, 
Figure 7-27 shows the assembly mounted on the Janus 
chamber. The target and the laser focus are positioned 
as described in the preceding discussion of the focusing 
microscope. The telemicioscope views the target at 
90° to the beam line and is used to obtain the correct 

As described in previous semiannual reports, 3 ' 5 we 
have a continuing program to develop interferometry, 
of high spatial and temporal resolution, appropriate to 
the study of plasmas produced by subnanosecond 1.06-
jum laser pulses. Although we are interested in 
determining such things as target environment prior to 
irradiation by a high-power laser pulse and blowoff 
symmetry after irradiation, our primary interest is in 
the determination of electron-density distributions in 
the vicinity of th; critical region during irradiation. 
The determination of these densities has a twofold pur
pose. First, a knowledge of density scale lengths in the 
critical region is required to understand the physical 
process of optical absorption and plasma heating. 
Second, such data can provide a quantitative check on 
the complex programs that are used to study implosion 
schemes. 

It is clear that, in order to avoid substantial errors 
due to refraction in these interfevometric studies, we 
must use a probe pulse whose wavelength is signifi
cantly shorter than that of the irradiating pulse. We 
must also employ an interferometer with sufficient 
spatial resolution to permit observation of the ex
pected fringes. The required resolution is considered in 
Fig. 7-28, where a typical density contour is formed by 
irradiating a solid target with l.06-fim radiation. The 

Pig. 7-27. Janus target chamber with telcmiaoscope in place. 

rotational orientation of the target and to photograph 
the target before and during irradiation. 

On several shots a large amount of infrared energy 
was reflected into the optical system, was focused on 
the reticle, and caused damage. An infrared-absorbing 
glass has therefore been placed in front of the reticle. 

profile is then probed transversely with a frequency-
quadrupled pulse at 2660 A. It is estimated that in 
this case a spatial resolution of 3 ,um is required to 
probe the critical density. In addition to minimizing 
refractive turning errors, one should minimize both 
probe wavelength \p , and plasma width L in order to 
reduce resolution requirements. 

Petition Itom target 

. iZ>, , 0 . ,„ , , , " r ^ ~- 3 (itti 

Fig. 7-28. Spatial resolution :s a function of electron-density 
gradient. 

HOLOGRAPHIC MICROINTERFEROMETRY OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMAS 
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Incident 
light, 1.06/Jm 

Prism 

Probe light 
0.35 /urn Ground 

glass 

Telescope 

Mirror 

Fig. 7-29. Schematic diagram ot holographic mkiointCTfcTUTneler for 3S47 - Aprobe wavelength. 

To obtain these high spatial resolutions, we have 
used a holographic interferometer; a schematic diagram 
is shown in Fig. 7-29. It is similar to that described in 
a previous report,^ except that an f/4 relay lens is used 
and the probe wavelength has been reduced from 

5320 to 3547 A. The resolution is, of course, de
pendent on wavelength, f-number, and details of the 
imaging in the holographic object beam. A sample 
resolution test from the previous model is reproduced 
in Fig. 7-30; it shows 2-ixm lines clearly resolved. 

Fig. 7-30. Holographically produced image of a resolution chart showing clearly resolved 2-jUm-wide lines. 
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Figure 7-31 describes the manner in which a probe 
pulse is obtained at 3547 A. A small portion of the 
1.06-jt/m irradiation pulse is split off, subjected to a 
variable delay, and frequency doubleu in a KDP 
crystal. This converted 5320-A radiation and uncon
verted 1.06-pim radiation are then mixed in a second 
KDP crystal with a properly oriented optical axis. 
Energy conversions ji excess A 30% are regularly 
obtained in this fashion for the wavelength change 
from 1.06 pun to 3547 A. Figure 7-32 shows an 
interferometric result obtained with a 90-ps, 3547-A 
probe pulse delayed 800 ps with respect to the 1.06-
pim plasma-producing pulse. This result was obtained 
with a 1.1-J pulse irradiating a 350-;jm aluminum wire. 
Fringe resolution is limited to 8 /urn by diffraction 
from the large wire. Abel inversions of the data are 
shown in Figs. 7-33 and 7-34 for radial and axial den
sities, respectively. Peak densities of 2.5 x 10-^ 
electrons per cubic centimeter are recorded on axis, a 
factor of 4 below the critical density at 1.06 pim. 

Work in the next reporting period will center on 
making a 2660-A probe and the study of smaller 
( < 100-|Um) targets. By careful choice of irradiation 
conditions, we hope to be able to observe densities of 
10^' electrons per cubic centimeter. 

250-ptm wire 

Fig. 7-32. Plasma interferometry at 3547 A. 

Incident l ' 9ht^^ 
pulse, 1.06 ium " ^ 

Photographic 
plate ii 

Focusing lens 

Beam splitter 

Target 
chamber 

0.53 pirn 0.35 ptm 

Mirror Tf Douhlina Mixer n;i»Q, ' 

Target 

u Probe light to 
holographic 
interferometer 

Doubling 
crystal 

Mixer Filter 
crystal 

Fig. 7-31. (iencration of a third-harmonic 3547 - A probe pulse. 
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Fig. 7*33. Radial electron density obtained by Abel inversion 
of the data in Fig. 7-32. 

Fig. 7-34. Axial electron density obtained by Abel inversion 
of the data in Fig. 7-32. 

FAST POCKELS CELL. 

The ultrafast cylindrical ring electrode (CRE) 
Pockels cell developed at LLL*" will be used for 
optical diagnostics of the LASS modeling experi
ments. Recent improvements in transmission matching 
between the laser-triggered spark gap and the CRE 
Pockels cell indicate that these cells can be switched 
on in time scales of ~100 ps. This suggested 
the use of a CRE Pockels cell as a fast shutter for 
taking time-resolved "snapshots" of the expanding 
plasma in the LASS modeling experiments. 

Since the transmission of the Pockels-cell system to 
a time-varying voltage V(t) will be proportional to 
sin2[V(t)J, an extension to multiple shuttering im
mediately suggests itself. 

More specifically, let V^-^Q be the voltage required 
for a 180° rotation of the polarization vector for light 
of wavelength AQ and let the voltage be applied in a 
ramp fashion, V = V m a x ( t /T) , where V m a x may be 
greater than V f f \ 0 and T is the time required to 
reach V n The general expression for the trans
mission a.; a function of X and t is then 

T(A,t) = sin2 (n

 V max ^0 A 
\ Vx\0 X V " 

Putting V m a x = 2V„ jx 0 and X = Xo gives T(Xrj,t/r) -
sHv-(i-t/r). The respective voltage and transmission 
functions are shown in Fig. 7-35. It has already been 
demonstrated that the voltage required for n/2 rotation 
of 1.06-/OT1 light can be twitched on in T «- 130 ps. 
Since V f f / 2 i i . ( ^ m = 2V,-(o.25jum w e s e e f r o n l F i S-
7-35 that this implies the capability of two transmis
sion windows with an effective opening time of 45 ps 
for 2500-A light. Processing these shuttered pictures 
with the LLL streak camera operating at relatively low 
streak speeds (~2 ns for full streak) will effectively 
produce a framing capability of 45 ps, with 45 ps 
between each frame. 

Illuminating the plasma with a laser and intro
ducing, say, a Jarnin interferometer in this system, 
would produce an ultrafast interferometric framing 
capability. 

Although photomultiplier tubes with a 100-ps rise-
time are presently available, the ultrafast Pockels-cell 
shutter would greatly facilitate spectroscopic investiga
tion on the 100-ps time scale. 

Work is also vnder way to develop a lithium niobate 
Pockels cell using strip-line transmission-matching tech
niques. This system shows potential of having even 
faster switching times than those mentioned above for 
the CRE Pockels cell. Full-wave rotation (180°) for 
500-A light in 60 ps seems feasible. 
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Fig. 7-35. Voltage and transmission as a function of t/T for a Pockcls cell 

Plasma x-Ray Diagnostics 

INTRODUCTION! 

One of the most useful diagnostics in the study of 
plasma physics has been the radiation emitted by the 
plasma. It can give information on the electron and 
ion densities, the electron and ion temperatures, the 
electron-distribution function, and the population of 
excited states. For many years laboratory plasmas 
with electron-volt temperatures have been diagnosed 
by means of their radiation in the visible and near-
visible regions. The time scales were 10" 6 s or longer, 
and the length scales were centimeters. 

In the Laser-Fusion Program the characteristic 
radiation of interest is in the spectral region from 
100 eV to 300 keV. The time and length scales of in
terest are 1 ps and 1 um, respectively. One goal of the 
experimental program is to spectrally resolve the x-rays 

from the plasma with the required spatial and temporal 
resolution. The matrix of data required is formidable, 
but significant progress has already been made. For 
example, an x-ray streak camera that has a 30-ps 
time resolution and is based on the LLL optical 
streak camera has been developed. A set of x-ray 
spectrometers that yield the spectrum from 300 eV to 
80 keV has also been developed. 

Since laser-produced plasmas are in fact small, 
short-lived, intense x-ray sources, one can also use a 
tailored laser plasma to probe another plasma.'' This 
concept is being extended to study the feasibility of 
doing x-ray interferometry and schlieren photography 
for density measurements on laser-fusion target pellets. 

K-EDGE FILTER DETECTORS. 

Spectral measurements are being made of x-rays 
between 1 and 100 keV by means of a K-edge-filter 
transmission technique. This technique utilizes a series 
of channels composed of elemental filters, with K-
edges appropriate to the energy region of interest, in 
combination with various detector systems. Each filter 
preferentially transmits x-rays with energies just below 
its absorption edge. The detector type is selected on 
the basis of x-ray spectral sensitivity and is designed to 
enhance the channel response in the desired region. 

The total charge out of the detector, which is indica
tive of the incident x-ray energy, is electronically 
integrated. Measurements from all the channels are 
then combined by means of an unfolding program to 
provide an absolute spectral measurement. This pro
gram is discussed under "Computer Program for x-Ray 
Analysis." 

The K-edge filters presently being used are listed in 
Table 7-1 together with the corresponding energy inter
val. Foil thicknesses are obtained both by weight and 
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Table 7-1. K-Edge filters, detectors, and corresponding energy intervals. 

K-Edge filter 

Detector Material Foil thickness (in.) Detector Energy interval (keV) 

Beryllium 0.00079 125-ftm Si PIN diode 0.7-2.3 
Aluminum 0.00099 125-jum Si PIN diode 1.1-1.6 
Sarin (chlorine) 0.00189 12S-|Um Si PIN diode 2-2.8 
Titanium 0.00094 125-pBi Si PIN diode 3-S 
Cobalt 0.00094 125-pm Si PIN diode 5-7.7 
Zinc 0.00189 250-jUm Si PIN diode 6.5-9.7 

0.0032 Fluor-photomultiplier 7-9.7 
Tin 0.010 Fluor-photomultiplicr 20-29 
Holmium 0.016 Sodium iodide photomultiplier 35-56 
Lead 0.030 Sodium iodide photomultiplier S5-S;< 

area measurements and by x-ray calibrations. A 
typical x-ray transmission curve is shown in Fig. 7-36. 

Two different detector systems have been used. 
One consists of seven silicon PIN diodes and provides 
coverage in the l-to-10-keV region. Spectral sensitivi
ties for these detectors have been obtained by calcula
tion. Detectors of this type have been previously 
calibrated, and their output has been found to be in 
good agreement with calculated values. In any case, 
the detectors currently being used will be calibrated. A 
picture of the assembled system is shown in Fig. 7-37. 

The other basic system uses four photomultiplier 
tubes with sodium iodide or a plastic fluor as scintil
lating material. This provides spectral coverage in the 
IO-to-100-keV region. These detectors have been 

individually calibrated. A drawing of the system is 
shown in Fig. 7-38. Table 7-1 lists the specific 
detector used in each channel. Included in Section 9 
(see "Suprathermal x-Rays Produced with Nd and CCb 
Lasers") are figures demonstrating typical spectral 
responses for both types of detector system discussed 
here. 

Fig. 7-36. Typical x-ray trantmiition curve for K-edge flier. 

Fig. 7-37. Astembtetl x-ray detector with seven PIN diodes. 
This detector provides coverage in the I-to-10-keV 
region. 
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Fig, 7-38. Schematic diagram of x-ray detector with four channels, each with K-edge filter, fluor, and photomuitiplicr tube. 

IN-LINE STACKED AND WINDOWLESS X-RAY DIODES i 

Insensitive, low-energy x-ray diodes are being built 
to measure the very high x-ray fluxes anticipated from 
high-Z laser targets. These targets have been designed 
to convert the maximum fraction of incident laser 
energy to x-ray energy. Most of the x-ray output will 
be •n the energy region below 4 keV. The silicon PIN 
detectors presently used to measure the low-energy 
x-ray spectrum do not appear to be suitable for the 
emission from these high-Z targets. The two main 
deficiencies are the following: 

1. Their high x-ray sensitivity, 4.4 x 10"' C/keV, 
will push them into current saturation and probably 
into charge saturation. 

2. Their x-ray response is flat in the x-ray region of 
interest (1 to 4 keV). This makes them ideal as 
calorimeters but not very good for making spectral 
measurements by the K-edge-filter method. 

Insensitive x-ray diodes of the same design as 
those used by Gaines are being built with sensitivi

ties as low as 2 x 10 2 C/keV for 1-keV x-rays. 
These detectors are insensitive enough to measure the 
highest fluxes predicted from the microdot targets and 
still have a linear output. The sensitivity of these 
diodes decreases as the x-ray energy increases; this 
improves discrimination against x-rays of energies 
greater than twice the K-edge energy, which are trans
mitted through the K-edge filters. An important fea
ture of these diodes is that they are suitable for abso
lute calibration with x-rays. Two types of detector 
have been constructed: single-diode windowless detec
tors, which have a fast time response; and the slow 
stacked detector, in which four diodes are constructed 
together. Three fast windowless x-ray diodes with 
cathodes of differing atomic number were constructed 
to have a risetime of 100 ps. This time response is 
being tested with the fast-x-ray output from a target in 
the Janus facility. 

Since space at the target chamber is at a premium, 
the anodes and cathodes of the x-ray diodes are made 
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Fig. 7-39. Low-energr x-ray diode. 
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Parameter Value 

Windowless x-ray diodes 

Spacing between cathode and 
bias grid (mm) 5.05 
Bias-grid transmission (%) 80 
Active cathode area (mm ) 506 
Bias voltage (kV) 8 
Time response1 at 3-dB 
point (GHz) 4.5 

Stacked x-ray diodes 

Spacing between cathode and 
anode (mm) 3.18 
Active cathode area (mm ) 2000 
Bias voltage (kV) 8 

*For electrons. 
Time response not measured. 

Al cathode 

x-rays 
Cr cathode 

Au cathode 

Fig. 7-40. Array at low-energy x-ray diodes. 
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thin so that they can be stacked one behind the other 
in the port. The lowest energy x-rays will be measured 
with the first diode in the stack and the highest energy 
x-rays with the last diode. A photograph of one diode 
in the stack is shown in Fig. 7-39. A drawing of the 
complete stack is shown in Fig. 7-40. Each disk shown 
in the stack is beryllium (2.S x 10"3 cm thick) coated 
with an appropriate K-edge material to take advantage 
of the increased photoelectron emission at the K-edge 
energy. Table 7-2 lists the pertinent information on 
the construction of both types of diode. 

A photograph of the fast windowiess x-ray diode is 
shown in Fig. 7-41. A schematic drawing is shown in 
Fig. 742 along with measured x-ray response and 
measured risetime obtained with a pulsed (50-ps) elec
tron beam. 

Fif. 7-41. Fast windowless x-ray diode. 
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Fig. 7-42. Windowiess x-ray diode (top) and its measured x-ray response (right). The risetime (left) was obtained with a pulsed 
(50-ps) electron beam. 
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ULTRAFAST X-RAY STREAK CAMERA 

The study of laser-produced plasmas for fusion 
applications has emphasized the need for a detection 
and recording system that is sensitive at x-ray wave
lengths and has subnanosecond resolution. Details of 
the x-ray emission characteristics with a time resolu
tion comparable to the plasma-heating times will yield 
data that address the questions of the optical-absorp
tion, plasma-heating, and compression processes. Pre
sent interest is focused on subnanosecond optical 
irradiation of targets and the concomitant x-ray 
emission. Unfortunately, nearly all observations of 
x-ray emission to date have been time integrated 
because of the absence of suitable time-resolved 
x-ray detectors. 

During the previous reporting period we described 
a modifled ultrafast streak camera sensitive to x-rays 
in the 1-to-lO-keV range with a temporal resolution of 

30 to SO ps. Figure 7-43 shows the results of electron 
transit-time-dispersion calculations for a streak tube 
for various initial photoelectron energies. The transit-
time dispersion can be obtained from the value of the 
ordinate at the prescribed operating conditions and a 
knowledge of the initial electron-energy spread dfQ. 
On the basis of some rough measurements, we have 
conservatively taken the width of the electron distribu
tion to be 240 eV for 1-keV incident photons. For 
our tube operating parameters, Fig. 7-43 predicts a 
transit-time dispersion of SO ps, which we interpret as 
an upper limit on the time resolution. 

The photocathode for the x-ray streak tube was 
formed by depositing a 100-A layer of gold on the 
rear surface of an 8-fim beryllium vacuum window'. 
Gold was chosen as the photocathode material be
cause it exhibits high quantum efficiency in the 
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Fig. 7-43. Image-tube transit-time dispersion calculated for various initial photoelectron energies. 
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photonenergy range of interest.4 For example, meas
urements have shown a 10% quantum efficiency with 
2.9-keV photons. As described in the previous report, 
this early model had a circular cathode aperture and a 
lens-coupled image intensifier. 

Performing optical double-irradiation experiments 
with 0.5-J, 150-ps, l.06-/um laser pulses separated by 
300 ps, focused onto an iron target, we were able to 
detect and resolve the unfiltered x-ray pulses from the 
target plasma, but with a poor signal-to-noise ratio. 

The present improved camera, which is shown in 
Fig. 7-44, has a O.I25-by-10-mm gold slit cathode and 
fiber-optic coupling between the image-converter and 
image-intensifier tubes. Figure 7-45 is a photograph of 
the new x-ray streak tube. The slit provides one 
degree of spatial resolution and thus permits time-
resolved spectral measurements or time-resolved x-ray 
photography when combined with an appropriate 
imaging system. The fiber-optic coupling provides 
significantly improved sensitivity. 

Double-pulse optical-irradiation experiments have 
been performed to study camera performance, as 
outlined in Fig. 7-46. Densitometer scans of unfil

tered x-ray streak photographs are shown in Fig. 7-47 
for 150-ps (top) and 30-ps (bottom) optical pulses 
focused onto an iron target. One observes that the 
signals are well resolved and that the signal-to-noise 
ratio is considerably improved over that obtained with 
the previous camera. The somewhat slower fall than 
rise evident even with the 30-ps pulses suggests that the 
camera time resolution may be somewhat better than 
our present estimate. The 15% difference in energy 
between the pulses in the pair is qualitatively re
produced in the amplitudes of the x-ray pulses. 
Camera sensitivity can be appreciated by considering 
the recording media used to obtain Fig. 7-47. The 
upper trace corresponds to 240-mJ, 150-ps optical 
pulses focused onto 200-f<m nonoverlapping spots on 
the iron-slab target. The signals were recorded on 
Royal-X pan film (ASA 2000) at f/II. The lower 
trace was recorded at f/4 on Plus-X pan (ASA 125). 

A record of the less intense radiation passed by a 
25-jjm aluminum filter (1 to 1.5 keV) is shown in 
Fig. 7-48. This record was obtained with a single 
900-mJ, 150-ps optical pulse and was recorded on 
Plus-X film at f/8. It is clear that the use of faster film 

3 stage - 40 mm 
electrostatic image intensifier 

Streak tube 

Scope camera f1.4 

Gold x-ray photocathode 

X-ray photocathode 
125 Aim x 1 cm slit 

Fig. 7-44. Schematic of the LLL second-generation x-ray streak camera. 
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Fig. 7-45. The new x-ray streak tube. 

and lower f-number will permit the detection of 
significantly lower x-ray fluxes, as is expected in the 
spectral and imaging studies referred to previously. 
For instance, our estimates indicate that the present 
x-ray camera, when used with Royal-X fi lm at f/1.4 
and a 10-J pulse, can be used in conjunction with a 
3-fim pinhole at 5 mm from the target to observe 
space- and time-resolved compressions with 3-to-5-pm 
and 30-to-SO-ps resolutions. 

Preliminary spectral measurements have been made 
using thin beryllium and aluminum filters. A streak 
record is shown in Fig. 7-49 for the double-pulse 
irradiation scheme. Isodensity contours are shown in 
Fig. 7-50 and a three-dimensional density representation 

Focusing lens 
Vacuum 

/chamber 

\ 
x-ray streak 
camera system 

Fig. 7-46. Double-pulse irradiation of slab targets. 

Fig. 7*47. Densitometer scans of unfiltcrcd time-resolved x-ray 
streak photographs of 15Ops. 480-mJ (top) and 
30-ps, 360-mJ (bottom) optical pulses focused on 
an iron target. 
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Fig, 7-49, Time-resolved spectral measurements made with 
thin beryllium and aluminum filters. IX/'.ble-pulse 
irradiation of iron target, 400 inJ per 150-ps pube. 

Fig. 748, Time-resolved x-radiation passed by a IS-fJtm 
aluminum (liter. An iron target wis irradiated 
(200-pm spot) with a single 900-mJ, IS0-ps-FWHM 
optical puis*, and the record made on Plus-X film 
at f/18. 

150-Mm Be filter 

Js I 25-/um Be filter 

No filter-

| 25-Aim Al filter » • 

— I I-—30 ps 
J X. _ 1 I I 1 _ 

Time 

Fig. 7-50. Isodensity contours for streak record shown in Fig. 7-17. 
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is shown in Fig. 7-51. Presently being prepared is a 
filter pack with channels lor aluminum, chlorine, 
titanium, iron, and cobalt. Detailed studies of streak-
camera dynamic response (linearity), spectral responrj, 
and resolution are currently under way. 

An pffort is in progress to accurately determine the 
detailed photoelectron-energy distribution as a func
tion of radiant energy and cathode material in order to 

understand in detail the limitation imposed by electron 
kinetics on time resolution, 'n addition, a third-
generation streak-camera tube wi.h a completely de
mountable cathode has been designed and is being 
constructed. This feature will allow easy substituticr. 
or replacement of the photocathode section in the 
event of damage to a cathode or to meet changing 
requirements. 

50 ps Time 

Fig. 7-91. Thrcc-dimensioniil density representalion of streak record shown in Fig. 7-47. 
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LOW-ENERGY X-RAY CRYSTAL SPECTROMETERS 

Curved-crystal spectrometers provide an essential 
supplement to distributed spectral measurements 
where the source line structure is of interest. Film 
spectrographs with curved-crystal dispersing elements 
provide good resolution over a range of energies.* For 
a fixed spectrometer aperture, the radius of curvature 
is a convenient parameter to adjust for particular 
applications. The smaller the radius of curvature, the 
greater the photon-energy range covered but the lower 
the crystal efficiency. 

The acid phthalate salts of high-Z elements provide 
a convenient crystal in the 0.8-to4.0-keV range. The 
2d spacing for potassium acid phthalate (KAP) is 
26.6 A. A convenient technique has been developed 
for bending KAP and rubidium acid phthalate (RAP) 
crystals to radii as small as 25 mm. The spectrometers 
described here use these crystals. Other crystals are 
available for higher energy photons if enough spectral 
energy h available. Absolute calibration of the 
crystals is performed for LLL. 

Spectrometers have been constructed for use with 
both ihe Janus and the Valkyrie systems. Two mount
ing structures have been built. One has a fixed 
source-to-camera distance of 23 cm. This spectrometer 
is shown in Fig. 7-52. The other has an adjustable 
source-to-camera distance and will also hold the flat 
crystal described under "Flat-Crystal Spectrometers." 

Line structure is particularly suitable for the film 
spectrograph because the high intensity in the lines 
leads directly to a higher film density. Short source-
to-camera distance and large radii of curvature are also 
being tried to measure the continuum radiation, which 
is less intense. 

Film spectrometers have been exposed on many 
Long Path Laser shots and one Janus shot. Two 
measurements were made on complex targets: one on 
the Long Path system and one on Janus. Very little 
continuum was seen on either event, but lines (three 
were identified) just visible on She Long Path shot 
were much stronger and others are visible on Janus. 
The data are still being analyzed, but rough intensity 
ratios were obtained. These results are shown in 
Fig. 7-53. 

•For this reason they will be the primary diag
nostic tool where the low-energy x-ray spectrum is 
highly structured and too complicated to be measured 
with filter-detector techniques. 

The low-Z targets provide a challenging source for a 
crystal spectrometer as well as for these film spectro
meters. Active detectors must be used since the 
predicted detector fluences are not enough to darken 
film. 

A spectrometer has been modified to use four of 
the surface-barrier silicon detectors (see "Study of x-
Ray Calorimeters"). The photon energies are roughly 
1.0, 1.4, 1.9, and 3.3 keV for KAP. This spectrometer 
is going through extensive testing because of back
ground problems; this testing will continue on the 
CO2 system. 

Work has been done on programs to predict 
spectrometer output and to display film data in units 
of ergs per steradian per 10 3 electron volts. Work is 
also continuing on the routinization of film pro
cedures for maximum accuracy and on film calibration. 

Fig. 7-52. Cuived-crystal spectrometer. 
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Fig. 7-53. Section of computer-processed film data for Janus event No. IS. The crystal efficiency is calculated: the energy scale is 
still being worked on. 

SUBKILOVOLT BENT-CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER • 

In the past year the first steps have been taken 
toward applying the technique of bent-crystal x-ray 
spectrometry to the soft-x-ray energy region below 
1 keV. Spectrographs have been built that use the 
long-2d-spacmg lead stearate crystal to disperse the 
spectrum of the laser-induced plasma. A realistic cal-
culational model for the response of the instruments 
has been devised. At present two subkilovolt spectro

graphs are ready for use in the Valkyrie and Janus 
target chambers. They will record on photographic 
film the dispersed signals from x-rays having energies 
between 0.25 and 1.10 keV. 

As can be seen from Fig. 7-54, the radiation 
from the laser-generated plasma enters the instrument 
from the left through a thin light-tight window foil, 
passes through two sets of collimators, and strikes the 
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curved lead stearate crystal. The crystal's 3-in. radius 
of curvature is obtained by bending against an anvil 
the thin steel slide on which the crystal is built. The 
angles of incidence of the radiation on the crystal 
range from 0 to 30°. The dispersed radiation is then 
intercepted by a flat film strip at the top of the 
instrument. The range of the dispersion angle is 
limited by collimation to a range from 14 to 60°. 
Figure 7-55 is a plot of the plate factor for this geo

metry. The lower part of the instrument is an x-ray 
pinhole camera that is used to determine the orienta
tion of the source with respect to the axis of the 
spectrograph. This makes it possible to correct the 
dispersion solution to account for alignment in the 
target chamber. 

V/e had several problems in the fabrication and 
calibration of the spectrographs. First, the data base 
used in the calculations to describe the dispersion 

n n n n~ n k^-—\\^ 

Kig. 7-54. Subkilovult bent-crystal spectrometer. 
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properties of lead stearate is sparse and somewhat 
inconsistent from one investigator to another. This 
problem will be solved by manufacturing and cali
brating crystals at LLL. We have identified sources of 
supply, both inside and outside LLL, of ultrathln 
metallic foils, used as light-tight windows and K-edge 
filters in the spectrographs. The L-Division subkilovolt 
x-ray machine has been used to measure the trans
mission of these foils to subkilovolt x-rays. A 
calibration of several types of sensitive x-ray film lias 
been performed and reported on at the annual Denver 
x-ray conference. Finally, the machine has been used 
to align the crystals within the spectrographs with a 
source geometry almost identical with that existing in 
the target chambers and with discrete radiation. 

In the near future, the spectrographs will be 
instrumented with active solid-state detectors in the 
film plane. Discrete silicon calorimeters similar to 
those used as x-ray calorimeters will be used. Charge-
coupled device arrays are also being investigated for 
possible use as spatially resolving x-ray detectors. Fig. 7-55. Plate factor for the subkilovolt bent-crystal spec

trometer shown in Fig. 7-54. 

FLAT-CRYSTAL SPECTROMETERS, 

Prompted by Chapline's estimates'-' of the x-ray 
line-width measurements needed to determine the fuel 
densities in laser-induced-plasma experiments, we are 
building two high-resolution crystal spectrographs. 
Chapline suggests that two experiments be considered 
to determine fuel compression: one in which the DT 
gas is doped with 1% neon and another with 1% 
argon. The experiments are designed to yield 0.1 J of 

neon K x-rays with a line width of about 50 eV and 1 J 
of argon K x-rays with a line width of 25 eV for a 
compression to 10 times the density of liquid hydro
gen. The spectrographs designed for making these 
measurements use flat crystals positioned close to the 
target in a configuration that provides high efficiency 
and high resolution. A sketch of the experimental 
geometry is shown in Fig. 7-56. The experimental 

Film plane (100 fiw/eV) 

Source 
U—5 cm—*| 

Film plane (75 pm/eV) 

-25-nm Be 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7-56. Geometry of experiments with high-resolution flat-crystal spectrometers: (a) neon experiment with rubidium acid 
phthalate (RAP) crystal; (b) argon experiment with silicon crystal. 
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Table 7-3. Experimental parameters for flat-crystal spectrometers3. 

Impurity 
Energy Coefficient 
(ke V) Crystal of reflection 

Rocking-
cuive width 

(eV) 

Calculated resolution (eV) 
Range 
(keV) 

Source diameter 
100 JUm 

Calculated peak 
intensity at 

Source diameter film plane 
lOfim (ergs/cm ) 

Neon 
Argon 

1.0 
3.3 

RAP̂  
Silicon 

7 x 10"' 
3x10' ,-5 

0.08 
0.4 

0.66 
1.6 

0.2 
0.5 

0.6 
4.4 

Based on a memorandum by T. S. Bohn and V. W. Slivinsky, "Calibration of No-Screen Film for x-Rlys Between 6.4 and 
97.1 keV," the minimum intensity needed to darken the film has been estimated to be 0.15 erg/cm for both crystals. 

Manufacturer's measurements. 
cRubidium acid phthalate. 

parameters are listed in Table 7-3. Even with the 
crystals close to the x-ray source, measurements in the 
wings of the broadened neon line will be marginal 
because of the low x-ray intensity. 

A computer program was written to compute the 
spectrograph resolution and the x-ray intensity at the 
film plane. These calculations, to be published in a 
more detailed report, assume a 5-function rocking 
curve broadened by a finite source size. The source is 

taken to be a sphere with a constant output per unit 
volume radiating isotropically without absorption. To 
get 0.1 J in a 50-eV Lorcntz line, the source volume is 
characterized by 1.9 x 10^ ergs/cm^-eV-sr for a 
source 100 pm in diameter. Similarly 1 J in 25 eV is 
given by 3.9 x 10'" ergs/cm-'-eV-sr. 

Figures 7-57 and 7-58 show the computed charac
teristics of the rubidium acid phthalate and silicon 
crystal spectrographs. 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

r 
0.4 

0.2 

140 jim 

E - E Q (eV) 

Tig. 7-57. Computed characteristics of spectrometer with rubidium acid phllialate (RAP) crystal for sources 10. 100, and 140 Jim 
in diameter. The solid curves represent geometrical energy'resolution functions (spherical volume source); the broken 
curve is it Lorent/ approvimatiiHi of the crystal-rocking curve, fc\perimenlal conditions: RAP crystal 2d spacing 26.63 A: 
!:()= 1.0 fceViOo, = 27.74": S-cm source-lo-crystal distance; 10-cm crystal-to-film distance. 
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l ;ig. 7-58. Computed characteristics of silicon-crystal spectrometer for sources 10. 110. and 140 /ini in diameter. The solid curves 
represent geometrical energy-resolution functions Ispherical volume source): the broken curve is a Lorent/ approximation 
of (he crystal-rocking curve. All functions set equal at I' = t'.f> I-sperimental conditions: silicon-crystal 2d spacing 
6.27 ,Sx l'() = 3.3 kcV: OR = 36.8": S-em source-to-crystal distance: 20-cni crystal-to-film distance. 

The spectrograph resolution is determined primarily 
by geometry for the 100-jtm source, so that it can be 
calculated with confidence. However, for the com
pressed pellet (10 nm), the resolution is determined by 

geometry and the crystal rocking curve and can only 
be estimated. In either case, an appropriate resolution 
calibration should be performed with, for example, 
gaseous neon and argon targets excited by the proton 
beam from the L-Division charged-particle accelerator. 

VACUUM-ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROGRAPH • 

The spectral distribution of vacucim-ultraviolet light 
and ultrasoft x-rays generated by laser-induced plasmas 
will soon be measured with a recently purchased 
grazing-incidence grating spectrograph (McPherson 
model 247 spectrograph/monochromator). It is pre
sently fitted with a 600-linc-per-millimeter ruled dif
fraction grating, which will disperse radiation in the 
wavelength region from 10 to beyond 600 A onto 

photographic film. A soft-x-ray source and a detector 
system have been constructed for aligning and cali
brating the instrument. 

The McPherson spectrograph is specifically designed 
to admit radiation onto the grating at grazing angles of 
incidence as high as 88°. This geometry enhances the 
throughput efficiency and dispersion of the instrument 
for vacuum-ultraviolet radiation. Care has been taken 
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in the fabrication of the spectrograph to avoid car
bonaceous contamination of the unit. For instance, 
the principal vacuum -lump is a cold-trapped, tur-
bomolecular pump tha. does not introduce oil into 
the spectrograph system. 

A monochromator attachment has been purchased 
with the unit to facilitate its calibration. This allows 
a detector to be moved along the 2.2-m radius focusing 

STUDY OF X-RAY CALORIMETERS a 

The comparison of the silicon surface-barrier de
tector (SiSB) for x-ray calorimeters has been com
pleted. The main purpose of this study is to determine 
the accuracy of the SiSB detectors for measuring 
x-ray fluences from laser-induced plasmas. The SiSB 
detector system was compared with the following 
detectors: (1) thin-film thermopiles, (2) thin tantalum 
absorber-thermocouples (Lockheed), (3) metal-oxide 
silicon field-effect transistors, and (4) SO-343 photo
graphic film. 

Pairwise comparisons between the SiSB detectors 
and each of the other detectors were carried out at 
the Long ?ath facility. The SiSB detector and one of 
the other detectors were placed in the Long Path 
chamber at nearly equal angles from the focal point. 
Simultaneous measurements were made with each 
detector on each laser pulse. The laser-pulse energies 
were in the range 10 to 50 J. The chamber pressure 
was between 10"^ and 10"^ Torr for all measurements. 
Beryllium filters of the same thickness were placed in 
front of the two detectors. The beryllium-filter 
thicknesses were determined by measuring the surface 
area and weighing with a chemical balance. The laser 
beam was focused on planar targets with a 6-in.-
diameter f/8 lens. 

The accuracies with which the several detectors 
were calibrated are given in Table 7-4. These calibra
tions refer to photon frequencies on the order of 
1 keV, where most of the energy of laser-induced 
plasma x-rays is located. 

The SiSB detectors have been calibrated using a 
pulse-height analyzer and the T-ray lines of 5 7 £ 0 

(14 and 122 keV) and l 3 7 C s (662 keV). The pulse 
height is a linear function of photon energy, as 
expected. The 5.8-MeV a-pulses of 2 4 4 C m also fall 
on (his calibration curve. This is to be expected since 
the average energy per electron-hole pair in semi
conductors like silicon varies by less than ~2% for 

circle behind a fine exit slit to determine the diffracted 
profiles of discrete spectra. The monochromator unit 
was used at the McPherson plant and again at LLL to 
ensure that the full width at half maximum of the 
zeroth-order helium spectrum at 304 and 584 A 
was less than 0.15 A It will be used again to assist 
in the alignment of the instrument at the Janus target 
chamber. 

various ionizing particles (e.g., electrons, protons, 
a-particles, and x-rays). The SiSB detectors are 
always operated at x-ray fluences that produce 
electron-hole pair densities that are much lower (at 
least two orders of magnitude) than those produced by 
5.8-MeV a-particles. This practice avoids mechanisms 
(e.g., plasma lime effects, recombination, and trapping) 
that lead to incorrect charge collection. Therefore the 
SiSB system calibration can be routinely and accu
rately checked with a-particle sources. 

The ratio of each of the compared detectors to the 
SiSB detector is given in Table 7-5. It is clear from 
this table that the observed ratios are in excellent 
agreement with the expected values. Considering the 
comparisons with the more accurate detectors shown 
in Table 7-5 (thin-film thermopile and thin tantalum 
absorber-thermocouples), one concludes conservatively 
that the accuracy of the SiSB detectors is ±10%. 

Table 7-4. Calibration accuracies for various 
• * - • - - * • " • 

Detector Calibration accuracy' (%) 

Silicon surface-barrier 
detector ±5 
Thin-film thermopile ±10 
Thin tantalum absorber-
thermocouple ±5 
SO-343 Photographic film ±20 
Metal-oxide silicon 
Field-effect transistor ±50 

aStandard deviation of a single determination. 
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Table 7-5. Pairwise comparison of detectors for x-ray calorimeters 

Detector Beryllium-filter Number of Experimental 
pairb thickness (mil) Target pulses ratio' Expected ratio" 

TFTP/SiSB 10 1.05 ±0.03 l.C0±0.11 
TTATC/SiSB 0.S Fe 7 0.98 ±0.06 1.00 ±0.07 
SO-343/SiSB 10 1.38 ±0.03 1.00 ±0.20 
MOSFET/SiSB 0.3 CD, 10 1.10 ±0.03 1.00 ±0.50 

'Standard deviation of a single determination; derived from Table 7-4. 
bAcronyms: TFTP, thin-film thermopile; SiSB, silicon surface barriers; ITATC, thin-tantalum-absorber thermocouple; 

MOSFET, metal-oxide silicon field-effect transistor. 
cPlus or minus standard error. 

X-RAY MICROSCOPY 

A simple microscope has been built to study the 
properties of x-ray microscopes and to take data on 
laser-generated plasmas. With this experience a more 
complicated microscope has been developed, and we 
are just starting to use it as an on-line data-collecting 
device. Computer design studies are also under way to 
develop more elaborate systems for future needs. 

Single-Lens Microscope. At grazing incidence, x-rays 
can be almost totally reflected from smooth surfaces. 
We have used this phenomenon to build a simple x-ray 
lens. The reflection process is such that, for a given 
material, soft x-rays are reflected with high efficiency, 
but as photon energy is increased, the reflection 
efficiency drops rapidly until a cutoff energy is 
reached. At energies higher than this there is no 
reflection. This cutoff can be quite sharp and is thus 
useful in making spectral measurements. 

The potential advantages of an x-ray microscope to 
laser diagnostics are the following: 

1. Spatial resolution is good; 10 ^m is easy to 
achieve with a simple system, and a resolution better 
than ' jum can be obtained with more complex lenses. 

2. The lens can be placed far from the target, 
leaving room for other diagnostics. 

3. The high energy cutoff makes absolute measure
ments of soft-x-ray fluxes easier. 

Our single-lens system consists of two concave-
cylinder glass surfaces. Each surface is ground and 
polished to a radius of curvature R of ~ 1000 in. Each 
element acts as a cylindrical lens for x-rays incident 
on the surface at an angle 8 of less than 1°. The focal 
length of each element is given by f = R sin(0/2), and 
each element brings rays from a point source to a 
line focus. The two elements are oriented so that a 

small fraction of the source x-rays is reflected from 
both surfaces. The planes of reflection ate perpendic
ular, so that the combination of the two line fc:i is a 
true image of the source. 

The properties of our single lens are as follows: 
• Reflection surface: glass. 
• Angle of incidence: 0.8°. 
• Focal length: 10.5 in. 

The system is set up to operate with a magnification of 
~3x. The lens is 14 in. from the laser target, and the 
image is recorded on film 42 in. behind the lens. The 
lens uses only a small fraction of the available x-rays. 
The effective solid angle subtended at the target is 
6 x 1 0 - ^ . 

Using the Plasma X and Long Path lasers and a 
variety of targets, we have investigated the properties 
of this single-lens system. Our important findings are 
as follows: 

1. The system is sensitive enough for the film to be 
used to record the image for most targets. This is 
much simpler than active electronic recording devices 
and makes precise flux measurements possible. 

2. Focal conditions are not critical. The two 
mirrors do not have to be positioned with extreme 
precision for optimum operation. This makes setup 
and operation easy. 

3. The resolution of the lens is better than ex
pected. Details 5 to 10 /mi in dimension can be seen 
over a field of view of several hundred micrometers. 

If the absolute calibration of the system is known, 
pictures like those shown in Figs. 7-59,7-60, and 7-61 
can be used to derive the absolute spectral-energy flux 
from various regions of the plasma. To this end we 
have calibrated the sensitivity of three types of film 
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Fig. 7-59. Single-lens-microscope view, through a mesh of 
1000 lines per inch, of x-rays generated by the 
Long Path Laser. The sharpness of the image 
implies a resolution of ~S Jim. The laser target 
was an iron slab, and the laser energy was "-201. 

Fig. 7-60. Single-lens-microscope picture of x-rays from a 
glass-shell target. The glass sphere had a radius of 
100 /im and a wall thickness small in comparison. 
The microscope view angle was at 135 to tie 
incident laser light. 

Fig. 7-61. Pinhole-camera picture of x-rays from the glass-
shell target of Fig. 7-60. Pinhole diameter was 
12 jum. Note both x-rays from the glass shell and 
faint efflisaion from the surrounding region. 

to soft x-rays. We have measured sensitivities at 0.9, 
1.5, and 4.5 keV. 

Pinhole Camera. To complement the x-ray micro
scope, we have constructed s simple pinhole camera. 
An array of 16 pinholes (ranging in diameter from 
6 to 75 j im) in a I-mil gold foil produces simultaneous 
pictures at different sensitivities and resolutions. 
Several filters are also used to eliminate varying 
amounts of soft x-rays. 

The pinhole camera has two advantages: 

1. It records high-energy x-rays. Since there is no 
energy cutoff as in the microscope, photons of all 
energies can be recorded. 

2. It can be used to record faint difluse features 
of the x-ray-emitting regions. By the use of a large 
pinhole, the camera sensitivity can be inci eased gieatly, 
but with a consequent loss of resolution. There are 
applications where this is desirable. 

Our plan is to use the pinhole camera and x-ray 
microscope simultaneously. Different phenomena are 
recorded by the two instruments, and the region of 
overlap can be used to check sensitivity calculations. 

Four-Lens Microscope No. I . Usinj the measured focal 
properties of the single-lens system, a four-lens micro
scope was designed and built. This takes four pictures 
at the same time and can be used to record spatial 
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x-ray emission in four different energy ranges. Two 
lenses are glass reflectors, and two lenses are gold 
reflectors. The energy cutoff for reflection from a 
gold surface is higher than that from glass. The gold 
lenses are expected to produce images at higher 
energies. 

This four-lens microscope was set up at the Long 
Path Laser. We found that the mechanical tolerances 
for the lens mounting were more severe than those for 
the single-lens system. After making a mechanically 
exact lens holder and after grinding the lenses to 
higher tolerances, we took pictures showing that all 
four lenses were focused «nd had resolutions better 
than 10 Aim. This system was used to photograph 
x-rays from several targets. There was never enough 
energy above 1 keV to produce good pictures with 
the gold lenses. Figure 7-62 shows the calculated 
efficiencies of this first four-lens microscope. 
Four-Lens Microscope No. 2. A second four-lens 
system has been designed for use at the Janus and 
CO2 lasers. Because of the interest in glass targets and 
the use of noble gases as a diagnostic tool, tht initial 
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Fig. 7-62. Calculated efficiencies of the four-lens microscope. 
These arc determined by reflection efficiencies for 
glass and gold and by filters selected fur preliminary 
studies. Different filters can he easily substituted to 
change the relative sensitivities. 

X-RAY SCHLIEREN AND INTERFERQMETRY 

High-frequency electromagnetic radiation will not 
penetrate through a plasma when the electron density 
n e exceeds the critical, or cutoff, value n e c 

design is optimized for the emission lines of ionized 
silicon, neon, and argon. A nickel-coated lens with a 
nickel thin filter records silicon x-rays from 1.7 to 
2.3 keV. A second lens with a thicker filter records 
argon emission at 3 to 4 keV. A beryllium lens with a 
thin filter records neon x-rays from 0.9 to 1.2 keV; 
the second beryllium lens has no filter, so th.it sensi
tivity at low energies is maximum. The calculated 
efficiencies of the new four-lens system are shown in 
Fig. 7-63. 

High-Sensitivity Microscope Lens. We are designing a 
large-area lens. A figure of revolution with cylindrical 
symmetry is being studied by the Perkin-Elmer Cor
poration. Design parameters for a system consisting of 
two conic sections have been calculated, and two 
higher order surfaces are now being considered. We 
expect this lens to be 1000 times as sensitive as the 
microscope we now have and to have a resolution of 
~1 ixm over the central part of a field of view of 
~1000ftm. 

The new lens might be used with filters that pass 
only a narrow band of energies to take pictures using 
one particular emission line. An objective grating 
spectrograph is another possible application. 

1 1.0° 
— 8 e ~ v / l 
- A MX"-VIJYK -

Photon energy - keV 

Fig. 7-63. Calailaled ctTii-k'iiuc.s of the neu four-lens micro-
scene. 

( n e c * 1 0 2 9 c n T 3 A 2 , where X is the wavelength in 
angstroms). Consequently interferometric and schlie-
ren methods of measuring the electron-density distribu-
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tion of compressed (n e » 10^1 to 1 0 ^ cm" 3) laser-
induced plasmas require the development of techniques 
that utilize soft-x-ray probing radiation (X < 100 A). 
However, free-free absorption of x-ray radiation by 
these plasmas is important and limits the useful wave
length range to less than about 10 A. Fortunately, 
significant phase shifts and detectable refractive deflec
tions are accumulated when x-rays between 0.1 and 
10 A pass through these small, dense plasmas. Here 
we shall briefly discuss several methods for measuring 
the electron-density distribution of fully ionized very-
high-density plasmas, which utilize the x-ray reflection 
and transmission properties of perfect crystals and 
grazing-incidence reflectors. A more detailed treat
ment will be published elsewhere. 1 4 

Recently several types of x-ray interferometer have 
been designed and successfully operated in this wave
length region.'5-17 High-contrast fringes have been 
obtained, in particular, from Laue-case'6 and Bragg-
case'? interferometers. Briefly, the Laue-case inter
ferometer is usually made from a large and highly 
perfect crystal of silicon for use with copper or 
molybdenum K a radiation. However, compressed-
plasma measurements require greater access, and an 
asymmetrical Laue-case interferometer of the type 
pictured in Fig. 7-64a might be used. Beam splitting 
and recombination are achieved by symmetrical Laue 
transmission1 8 through the thin crystal wafers S, M. 
and A. The performance of this type of interferometer 
is governed to a large extent by the thickness of these 
crystal wafers. For instance, the spatial resolution and 
the upper limit of the measurable electron-density 
range are determined by the refraction of the x-ray 
beam by the plasma out of the angular range A0 of 
Laue transmission for the analyzer crystal A: 

n e < 
(A9)2n e c n e (1) 

J IVei 
vft 

ids 

where A9 depends on the thickness t a and the struc
ture factor of the analyzer crystal. This restriction 
generally requires n e & 1 0 2 4 cm" 3 . The spatial 
resolution is also degraded because the x-ray beam is 
not strictly a plane wave but is slightly spherical. Even 
if this beam has an angular divergence of only a few 
seconds of arc, inside the analyzer crystal the beam 
will fan out over an angular range e m of several 
degrees.'^ Because of this effect measurable density 
variations must satisfy 

Bragg 
planes 

Film 

(a) 
x-Ray source 

Film 
>-Bragg planes 

I v^ En n e I < (2t A tan e m cos i \-l (2) 

x-Ray source ( D) 

Fig. 7-64. Perfect-crystal x-ray interferometers: (i) isym-
melrical Uue-cate confi|untion; (b) asymmetrical 
Bngg-cuc configuration. 

where 0g is the Bragg angle. Bonse and hart 1 5 have 
reported obtaining a spatial resolution o! ~ I 0 jim 
with an asymmetrical thick-silicon-crysta) interferom
eter using copper K a radiation, in prinaole, the 
restriction introduced here is not too severe <md can 
be lessened in the thick-crystal-interferometer case 
(pi » I) by making t a smaller and reducing * m by 
increasing the thicknesses of wafers S and M. in the 
thin-crystal-interferometer case (jit > 1), e m can be 
reduced by using an asymmetrical fot« crystal. How
ever, in the present application these procedures 
exact a severe penalty, since they require a much 
more energetic x-ray-line radiation source. 

In the Bragg-case x-ray interferometer (Fig. ?-64h>. 
beam splitting and recombination are achieved t> 
Bragg-case diffraction. 1 8 As in the Laue-case inter 
ferometer, the spatial resolution and upper limit or 
the measurable electron density are determined by 
Equation I. Since bt> is larger for Bragg reflection 
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than for Laue transmission,"* except in the thin-
crystal Laue case, the measurable electron-density 
range, ~5 x 10-' to ~10-'* cirT^, for the Bragg-case 
interferometer is generally slightly greater than it is 
for the Laue-case interferometer. In addition to this 
limitation, the spatial resolution is also limited by the 
finite penetration of the phase-shifted x-ray beam into 
the last crystal during reflection. Because of this 
effect, measurable density gradients must satisfy 

|VX Kn n e | < (AW)" 1 = (2Aceos 0g) ,-l (3) 

Symmetrical Bragg 
reflector 

x-Ray source 

Fdm 

''A 
Symmetrical Bragg / 
reflector 

where Ae is the extinction distance.'8 For silicon-
crystal interferometers, AW is typically less than S um. 
For instance, with copper K„ radiation, AW * 2.5 firo. 
Thus in general the spatial-resolution capability of the 
Bragg-case interferometer is superior to that of the 
Laue-case interferometer. In particular, in the dis
cussion of the Laue-casc interferometer it was noted 
that in order to preserve acceptable spatial-resolution 
capability it would be necessary to significantly reduce 
the angular divergence of the incident x-ray beam. 
This greatly increases source-energy requirements and 
reduces the applicability of the thin-crystal i.aue 
interferometer. However, in the thin-crystal Bragg 
case, the spatial resolution is generally adequate with
out constraining the input-beam divergence: thus this 
type of interferometer may be preferable for measure
ments on compressed plasma. Unfortunately, the large 
source-energy requirements'4 make x-ray interfero
meters inapplicable as diagnostics devices in the near 
term. Experiments arc planned to investigate the 
spatial-resolution capability and energy requirements 
of Uue-case x-ray interferometers. 

Perfect crystals can also be used to make x-ray 
schlieren photographs of dense plasmas. The simplest 
configuration, which uses Bragg-reflection crystals, is 
shown in Fig. 7-6S. The two crystals are aligned with 
their reflecting planes nearly parallel in the dispersion-
less (!,-!> double-crystal spectrometer configuration. 
The first crystal monochromatizes and collimates the 
incident x-ray radiation; the second reflects the beam 
according to its angle of incidence, thereby permitting 
the detection of small angular refractive changes in 
the beam due to the presence of the dense plasma. If 
61/1 is the relative intensity variation of the transmitted 
x-ray beam at the detector, then''' 

SI/1 * KSO * (K/2n c c ) I r Iv^ldS. I V 

l-'ig. 7-hS. Doubkwrystal vray u-hltercn syMi-m. The iwo 
crystal MHrnYt art! aligncj with Ihcir rcfk'i'ling 
plane* nearly pamlk'l in (he wcll-kmmn ( l . - l l 
(imihlci ryMal »|HH Iromvli'r conl'ijwralinn. 

where hO is the local angular deflection of the x-ray 
beam due to its passage through plasma. The constant 
K is typically on the order of 10"' to I 0 6 for perfect 
crystals when A * 0.1 to 10 A. The spatial resolution 
of this technique is limited by the finite penetration of 
the x-ray beam into the last crystal during reflection. 
The electron-density range that can be measured by 
this technique. ~ 1 0 - ' to IQ^ 4 cm"^, can be extended 
to ~ I 0 2 ° cm~3 by replicing the second crystal in 
Fig. 7-65 by a suitably chosen grazing-incidence re
flector (Fig. 7-66). The grazing-incidenc? reflector is 
oriented near the critical reflection angle. In this case 
the constant K can be adjusted'4 to be on the order 
of 10- to 10 4 by varying the atomic number of the 
reflector and the x-ray wavelength. The spatial 
resolution capability in this case is limited to less than 
a micrometer by the scattering and penetration of the 
x-ray beam during grazing incidence reflection. 

The two vray schlieren schemes discussed here are 
similar to conventional optical schlieren techniques 
that employ a knife edpe in the sense that angular 
deflections can be detected in only one direction. The 
simultaneous detection of deflections in a second, or
thogonal, direction requires a second system. Another 
disadvantage of the present system is its small input 
aperture and resulting requirement tor a high-energy 

x-ray source 8 

(4) 

Both of these disadvantages can be circumvented io 
some extent by using curved crystal: of the Jahonsson 
type.'" as shown in Fig. 7-67. Such a system requires 
an intense, but small, x-ray source because of the 
narrowness of the reflection rocking curves of perfect 
crystals. As indicated in the figure, the schJieren 
photograph of the plasma can be magnified by riis-
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Fig. 7-66. An x-ray svlilieren ny>icm thil utilises a grazing-
incidence reflector, oriented near the criliial angle 
for total reflection, to Jiti-il refractive deflections 
due to the plasma. 

placing (!w filn. detector to ,ird the second crystal. 
This may be a great advanta^- since it provides con
siderable latitude in the choice of an efficient x-ray 
film. 

We have described several dense-plasma x-ray-
diagnostic techniques that employ the x-ray reflection 
and transmission properties of perfect1 crystals and 
grazing-incidence mirrors. Each has been found to be 
capable of making high spatial-resolution measure
ments over a limited, but reasonable, range of electron 
densities (Fig. 7-68). Typical dynamic ranges of 
100 seem to be possible. The simplest and most 
flexible techniques are the schlieren me.hods. Un
fortunately, because of their inherently small angular 
input apertures, it has been found' 4 that new, short-
pulse ( I to 10 ps), multijoule x-ray-line radiation 

Collimator 
crystal 

Rowland circles 

Detector,. 
Selector 
crystal 

Fig. 7-67. Curved-crystal x-ray schliercn system. 

100 

Mo K Cu K Al K a a a 
X - A 

Fig. 7-68. Arejs of applicability of x-ray interferomctric. 
schlicrcn, and absorption techniques. 
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sourc 5 will be required in order to make these 
techniques work. Substantial • Auctions, by perhaps 
as much as a factor of 100, in these energy require
ments can be anticipated if high-quality focusing and 
collimating x-ray optical components can be fabricated 
from perfect crystals and grazing-incidcncc mirrors. 

Particle Diagnostics 

The characteristics of the emission of charged and 
neutral particles from a laser-heated target plasma arc 
important in the diagnosis of the interaction process. 
The number, charge states, energy, and angular distri
bution of ions and the spectrum of electrons from the 
target provide information on interaction processes, 
temperature, and plasma dynamics. Instrumentation 

ION INSTRUMENTATION AND ITS APPLICATIONS 

Ions from a laser-produced plasma ate characterized 
by their mass, kinetic energy, charge state, and direc
tion of travel away from the target. These data are 
important for determining a system energy balance, for 
testing theories of laser-plasma coupling, and for dem
onstrating plasma reproducibility. The principal mea
surement problems are the low total ion yield and the 
wide range of energy and charge states. During the 
past year we have worked with two ion diagnostic de
vice?: the Farsday probe and a Thomson spectrometer 
that was described in the preceding semiannual report. 

Three types of Faraday probe have been tested with 
laser-produced plasmas during the past year. A photo
graph of a flat-collector probe is shown in Fig. 7-69. 
The output of this probe, when used with a 200-G 
secondaiy-electron-suppression field, was the same as 
that from probes with a deep-cup collector or a sup
pressor grid. At our present experimental levels, little 
difficulty is caused by secondary electrons from the 
collecting surface of the probe. The use of these 
Faraday probes in plasma experiments is discussed in 
another section of this report. 

Experiments were conducted to characterize the 
output of the Thomson spectrometer. This device is 
capable of providing simultaneous energy spectra for 
ions of different mass and charge.5 Absolute sensi
tivity calibration of the spectrometer can be achieved 
by using it in conjunction with a Faraday probe near 
its input aperture. The spectrometer will provide data 
on the relative energy distributions, and the probe will 
yield the total amount of collected charge. 

The magnetic fie'd of the spectrometer has been 
mapped ar.J shown to be uniform within ±5% in the 

Finally, it should be noted that Fig. 7-68 suggests that, 
by a suitable choice of probing x-ray wavelengths, the 
'.-lection density and temperature of dense plasmas can 
be measured by combining interferometric, schlieren, 
and absorption techniques. Experiments are planned 
to investigate these possibilities. 

for obtaining such information is in use. and additional 
developments are under way. Neutron production by 
a laser-compressed target is, of course, the fundamental 
measurement of target performance. Calibrated neu
tron detectors are currently used in our experiments, 
and further development toward larger, faster detectors 
is in progress. 

central portion of t!>e deflecting section. 
Unlike the Faraday probe and most spectrometers, 

the Thomson spectrometer has some spatial resolution 
when used 'villi a double-aperture system. At the 
Monojoule facility, we have observed ions scattered 
toward the spectrometer from regions up to 8 mm in 
front of planar targets, with a system resolution of 
400 iim at the target. This device should prove use
ful in collision stuuies. 

A method of unfolding the spectrometer data has 
been partially developed. Image intensities are deter
mined by microdensitometer readings and digitized for 
compute- usage. The spatial locations of local peaks 
are determined to obtain the characteristics of the 
parabolic trace that deflne the charge-to-mass ratio of 
the corresponding ions. Ion velocity is then deter
mined as a function of the image intensity to obtain 
an energy spectrum. Correlation of image intensity 
with ion number density is dependent on the ampli
fication factor of (he inicrochannel plate that is incor
porated into the device. This amplification factor is 
energy dependent, but for ions of more than 3 keV the 
intf isity should be only weakly dependent on energy. 
Future efforts to improve the spectrometer include 
calibration with monoenergetic ion sources and investi
gation of alternative ion-detection schemes. 

Several other spectrometer designs have been inves
tigated for possible use in characterizing ions from 
laser-induced plasmas. Emphasis is being placed on 
size and dynamic range of energy, mass, and ion 
charge. Attention is also being given to the data-output 
form. Systems with digitized outputs are preferred for 
use with computer-aided data-acquisition systems. 
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Fig. 7-6$, Flu-collector Faraday probe. 

ION DETECTION. 

Faraday probes like the one shown in Fig. 7-70 are 
principally time-of-flight devices that give the charge 
distribJition as a function of the average velocity of 
ions between target and probe. For identical ions of a 
single species, the output can therefore give the num
ber f//f ions of a given energy propagating in the direc
tion of the probe. However, in the presence of several 
species and/or multiple-charge ions, their main useful
ness is in determining the plasma reproducibility and 
spatial distribution. 

Sou?ce 

Fig. 7-70. Faraday probe used in ion detection. 
Output 

Because of their relatively small size, many probes 
can be installed within the target chambers. An array 
of eight such probes was used to measure the angular 
and velocity distribution of ions from plasmas pro
duced at the Long Path Laser facility by a 1.06-Jim 
laser pulse. A typical output from one of the probes 
for a polyethylene target is shown in Fig. 7-71. 

The data from such pictures are digitized. Using 
the known distance between probe and target, time is 
converted into average velocity. The corresponding 
voltage is converted into charge per unit time. From 
these data the total number of charges striking the col
lector is obtained by numerical integration, and a plot 
of the number of charges versus velocity is obtained. 
As shown in the preceding semiannual report, all 
charge states of carbon are present in a polyethylene-
target blowoff, and hence no conversion of charge den
sity can be made with any degree of confidence. 
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of-flight tube containing several probes located at vari
ous distances from the target (up to five times the 
present target-to-probe distance). 

Arrays of ion probes with cup-shaped collectors are 
used in the Janus target chamber, and probes with disk 
collectors are being installed in the Valkyrie system. 
The latter probes were also used at the Long Path 
Laser facility. 

Arrangements are being made to obtain an absolute 
calibration of the probes using a monoenergetic ion 
beam and thus to determine the relative merit of the 
two configurations that are being used. 

The spectrometer data will be unfolded by the 
method described above under "Ion Instrumentation 
and Its Applications." The spectrometer is being in
stalled on the Valkyrie target chamber, where it will be 
tested under high-vacuum conditions (10"^ Torr) and 
used in conjunction with Faraday probes. 

ELECTRON " " " n M c T c t i 

We have made spectral measurements of the elec- magnet design that has evolved during a series of LLL 
trons emitted from plasmas generated by the Long diagnostic experiments. The spectrometer is of the 
Path Laser. The spectrometer used was of a permanent- 90°-focusing, uniform-field type, and will, with appro-

Fig. 7-72. Election spectrometer (90° focusing). 

A_ 
Fig. 7-71. Typical ion-piobe trace for a thin polyethylene 

target at an input laser energy of 37.5 J. Sweep 
speed 500ns/cni: amplification 2 V/cm. 

The drift between ions of different masses is a pos
sible explanation of an interesting feature of most data 
collected so far with a polyethylene target. In order to 
investigate this phenomenon, we are procuring a time-
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priate detectors, cover the energy range from 6 to 
180 keV. Detector performance and spectrometer-
channel-response functions have been measured using 
monoenergetic electron beams at LLL and the National 
Bureau of Standards. The spectrometer and a typical 
detector array are shown in Figs. 7-72 and 7-73. 
Detector characteristics have been investigated over 
electron energies ranging from several million electron 
volts down to 30 keV. Spectrometer response func
tions are in good agreement with calculations obtained 
with our ray-tracing computer program. Design and 
calibration details have been published elsewhere.^" 

Targets used in the Long Path measurements were 
made of pure polyethylene or aluminized polyethylene 

of ~10-/um thickness. The spectrometer entrance aper
ture was located on an axis at 45° with respect to the 
incident laser beam. Silicon detectors situated on the 
spectrometer focal plane were used to obtain several 
spectral points simultaneously, with good energy reso
lution in each channl. The resulting spectra for sev
eral laser plasmas are shown in Fig. 7-74. A wide varia
tion in electron spectral shapes and total emitted 
energy is observed. This is most probably related to 
variations in the energy density of the incident laser 
beam. Further analysis is in progress. 

The SANDYL program was used to obtain large 
corrections necessary to account for the effects of a 
thin beryllium foil between the source and the electron 

Fig. 7-73. Spectrometer detector amy. 
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Fig. 7-74. electron spectra lot several laser plasmas. 

spectrometer. Although successfully eliminating EMP 
pickup in the silicon electron detectors, the foil has the 
effect of greatly reducing the number of electrons 
entering the spectrometer aperture. In future measure
ments the beryllium will be replaced by a 97% trans
parent wire mesh. 

In addition to electron spectral- and angular-
distribution measurements, future work should include 
concurrent studies of the magnetic fields generated by 
plasmas between the target and the electron-
spectrometer entrance aperture. Development work 
will be required to extend the spectrometer range to 
electron energies below 30 keV and thus permit the 
accurate determination of total energy integrals. This 
will entaii calibration of suitable commercially avail
able thin-window silicon detectors. Pinhole-free beryl
lium foils thinner than those presently used will be 
required to shield the spectrometer detectors from 
light and electromagnetically produced backgrounds. 

NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS. 

We are using scintillation detectors for neutron-yield 
and time-of-flight measurements from laser-heated 
targets. Two versions of this type of detector have 
been used. The first uses a large (17.8-cm diameter) 
plastic scintillator, Pilot B, which is optically coupled 
to two moderately fast photomultiplier tubes. The 
gains of the two tubes are adjusted at different values 
to respond to different input neutron levels. The time 
resolution of this detector, as determined by the full 
width at half maximum of signals produced by single 
14-MeV neutrons, is about 10 ns. The ability to re
cord x-ray and neutron signals separate in time is 
important for unambiguous interpretation and evalua
tion of the data. 

At the present low neutron yields, the detectors 
must be placed close to the target in order to subtend 
as large a solid angle and collect as many neutrons as 
possible. This in turn shortens the flight path to the 
detector, reduces the time-of-flight separation between 
the x-rays and neutrons, and makes observations of the 
separate signals more difficult. In order to compensate 
for this, we have provided detectors with a single-
neutron FWHM response of 4 ns recorded on a 
7903/04 oscilloscope by using a faster scintillator 
material (Pilot U) and faster photomultiplier tubes 

(Amperex XP2G20). The scintillator is 17.8 cm in 
diameter by 10.2 cm thick. Figure 7-75 is a photo
graph of a neutron detector of this type; it also has 
two photomultiplier tubes optically coupled to the 
scintillator. 

The detectors are calibrated statistically by measur
ing the detector response for numerous single-neutron 
events from a pulsed calibrating source. The photo
multiplier output signal is divided, with one part fed to 
an oscilloscope in order to record the number of neu
tron events, and the other part routed to a gated charge 
amplifier. Thus a calibration factor in terms of col
lected charge per neutron is obtained. 

These neutron detectors have been used at the Long 
Path and Janus facilities. Target-to-detector distances 
of 36 to 183 cm have been used. At the 36-cm 
distance, for example, the time separation between the 
target x-rays and the 2.45-MeV neutrons from 
deuteron-deuteron reactions in a heated target is 15 ns. 
With our fast-response-time detectors, these signals can 
be resolved while maintaining a sensitivity sufficient to 
detect the emission of as few as 100 neutrons from the 
target. Reliable measurements of the actual neutron 
yield will require at least 1000 target neutrons. Figure 
7-76 is an oscilloscope trace of the neutron-detector 
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Fig. 7-75. Neutron detector with two photomultiplie*' tubes coupled to the scintillator. 
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Fig. 7-76. Oscilloscope trace of neutron-detector signal from 
deuteraled polyethylene irradiated at the Long 
Path facility. Target-to-detector distance was 
36 cm. 

signal obtained by irradiating a slab of deuterated poly
ethylene at the Long Path facility. In this cux about 
300 target neutrons were obtained. 

Experiments with 14-MeV neutrons from deuteron-
triton reactions require longer flight paths to achieve 
the necessary time separation. For example, at the 
Janus facility, we are presently using 64- and 183-cm 
flight paths. These provide resolvable time separations 

Fig. 7-77. Oscilloscope trace showing x-ray and 14-MeV-
neutron signals. Detuctor was at 64 cm front 
target irradiated al the Janus facility. 

between x-rays and 14-MeV neutrons of ! 0 and 30 ns, 
respectively, while maintaining a detection threshold 
of about 200 neutrons. Figure 7-77 is an oscilloscope 
record showing the x-ray and the 14-MeV neutron sig
nals recorded by the detector at 64 cm during a recent 
target-irradiation experiment at the Janus facility. 

Data Processing and Analysis 

Progress in laser-fusion research is very dependent 
on sophisticated procedures for data processing and 
analysis. A single laser-fusion experiment may involve 
SO to 100 separate instruments. The cataloging, anal
ysis, and presentation of the data from these instru
ments, particularly from hard film, are very time con
suming. A typical experimental schedule may call for 
five full experiments per day, 4 days per week. In 3 
months of operation, 125 notebooks have been accu
mulated. Under these conditions, the handling and 
analysis of the data become a major activity. 

Methods of data analysis and presentation for indi
vidual experiments have been highly developed at LLL. 
Most of these methods rely heavily on the 7600 shared-
time system (Octopus system). The problem resides in 
the collection, digital preparation, storage, and display 

problems of the entire data set. Table 7-6 shows a list 
of instrument-output formats together with their de
gree of complexity. For the Janus laser system, item 1 
in Table 7-6 is at present computerized, but items 2, 
3, and 4 are not computerized and are handled on a 
one-experiment-at-a-time basis. 

Because of the anticipated large cost in manpower 
and equipment required to operate and maintain a 
data-reduction facili'v, its functions and goals must be 
carefully studied a- i defined before purchasing and 
operational commitments are made. An example of a 
desirable data-mangement structure is shown in Fig. 
7-78. At present, level 2 has been partially put into 
effect. In 1975, levels 2 and 3 will be in use and level 4 
will be started. Several examples of the present data 
analysis and procedures are discussed below. 
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Table 7-6. Instrument-output formats and data processing_ 

Instrument output Data processing Remarks 

1. Peak voltage proportional 
to instrument response 

2. Time-resolved voltage 

3. Simple pictorial records of 
TV, User beams, etc. 

4. Hard film data 

Peak-signal digitization 

Direct digitization; if 
too fast, scope-trace 
digitization 
Simple digitization, 
large data-storage 
problem 

Complex digitization, 
enormous data-storage 
problem 

Simplest data collecting; usually 
requires many data points to be 
collected and manipulated to 
yield worthwhile information 
on a graph, etc. 
Moderate data collection, fairly 
easy to present graphical output 

Becomes difficult to store data on 
computers; computer is not useful 
except possibly for simplified 
retrieval 
Major data problem; presentation 
always requires operator interaction, 
image manipulation, rescaling, etc. 

1. Experiment, target, aa^ 
experimenter, conversion 
factors, output format, etc. 
(from diagnostics control) 

SETUP 

< : > 

\LIBRATIC 

o 
SHOT 

CALIBRATION 

2. Unfolds, 
conversions, 
spectra, etc. 

3. Record to each 
experimenter and 
log book 

4. Quick recall for 
statistics, annual 
summary, trends, etc. 

QUICK LOOK o 
SUMMARY o 

PERMANENT RECORD 

Date, time, shot number, 
target, etc. (from laser 
control) 

Laser parameters, energy, 
profile, prepulse, postpulse, 
waist, astigmatism, etc. 

Experimenter critique 

Experiment conclusions 

Fig. 7-78. A data-management structure. 
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JANUS DATA SYSTEM. 

A data-analysis system has been assembled for use 
on '.he laser-induced plasma experiments being con
ducted with the Janus system. The purpose of (his 
syst. .n is to gain experience with computerized data 
acquisition and to handle the large number of signal 
channels that fall into category 1 in Table 7-6 (peak-
voltage digitization and presentation). 

The Camac system forms the basis of our data-
management structure.^' Figure 7-79 shows a sche
matic of the Janus data system. Charge signals from 
PIN diode detectors^ are integrated and converted to 
voltage signals by the preamplifiers.23 The sample-
and-hold units sequentially sample the analog preampli
fier outputs and feed the peak-voltage signal to the 
Camac analog-to-digital converter. The Camac control 
units in turn feed the digitized values to a PDP 11/10 
minicomputer for further processing. Figure 7-80 
shows the software logic flow; Fig. 7-81 is a system 
photograph. 

The environment in which this system operates is 
potentially detrimental to computer reliability. The 
laser amplifiers draw thousands of amperes of pulsed 
current which raises the voltage at the building ground 

Fig. 7-P-O. XEDDAS software flow. 

by several hundred volts. In addition, the laser trigger
ing is accompanied by bursts of radio-frequency noise, 
which, if not shielded, causes data distortion. A satis
factory solution to these problems has been to isolate 
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Fig. 7-81. Janus data system. 

the instruments, data system, and cabling from the 
laser-system ground. This has eliminated all ground-
loop problems. In addition, careful shielding and local 
grounding have eliminated pulsed radio-frequency in
terference from the laser. Noise signals, when they are 
present, are thought to be caused by target emissions. 
These are being studied. 

An example of the data-system operation is given 
below. The present software system is called XEDDAS. 

The XEDDAS software is an interactive program 
that requires the user to define the system configura

tion for the various Camac stations. A station is an 
individual plug-in module. When the system has been 
defined, the program initializes each Camac module 
and then waits for a laser event. The occurrence of a 
laser event is signaled by an external interrupt, and the 
data acquisition and processing are then completed. 

This program is very valuable and has been very suc
cessfully used for data reduction. Future improve
ments include additional experimental computation, 
improved output formats, and direct coupling to the 
LLL Octopus system. 
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COMPUTER DATA ACQUISITION 

In March 1974, a small group was formed to de
velop a computer-controlled data-acquisition system 
for x-ray diagnostic measurements. This group was 
established by using personnel from the Data Analysis 
Group. The Y-Division now provides electrical engi
neering support and overall coordination for this effort. 

The basic concept of the initial system is shown 
in Fig. 7-82. This system will be used to gain 
experience in interfacing experiments to a comput
er data-acquisition system. A bare-bones system 
is now operating in the Janus diagnostics room. 
The software package XEDDAS enables us to print 
up to 250 channels of single-value data on a teletype 
machine. 

We have chosen the Camac instrumentation system 
to interface the computer to the experiments. A Ki
netic Systems controller interfaces the PDP 11/10 
minicomputer to the Camac instrumentation system. 
A Bi Ra analog data system is used in the Camac crate 
to multiplex and digitize the data from the target area. 
To date, the data recorded have been from x-ray-
sensitive diode detectors whose charge output is 
converted to a peak voltage; the latter is held by 
sample-and-hold modules and sent to the analog-to-
digital converter in the diagnostics room via a multi-
conductor twisted-pair cable (~20 m long). The first 
results have been encouraging, and a great deal is being 
learned about how critical grounding can be in a hostile 
electromagnetic environment. 

The computer and teletype machine of the bare-
bones system are on loan from the L-Division. These 
items are now being procured to provide a captive Y-
Program capability. 
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Fig. 7-82. Basic system for computer dita acquisition. 

The next generation system is now scheduled to be 
operational in September 197S and will include com
puter graphics and a link to the LLL computations 
facility. Data can then be transferred to and from a 
large machine directly after a shot. 

We still have a great deal of work to do, particu
larly in the area of data-distribution philosophy. It is 
already obvious that the computer can br as useful in 
diagnostics record keeping as it will be in data analysis. 

DETECTOR-PROCESSOR INTERFACES. 

f/e have developed, tested, and used a K-edge-filter 
x-ray spectrum between 1 and IS keV. It consists 
of an array of seven PIN-type silicon detectors, filter 
packs, and associated electronics. Figure 7-83 is a 
photograph of the spectrometer system. To the left is 
the detector array, which is mounted on a single 
vacuum-chamber flange. This arrangement keeps the 
total solid angle subtended by the spectrometer small. 
Mounted on the front of each detector is a filter pack 
and light shield designed to hold thin calibrated K-edge 

filters, shield out all light from the laser and plasma, 
and accurately define the area of the detector. 

Because the charge generated by the x-ray energy 
deposited in a detector with a 1-keV filter is typically 
five orders of magnitude larger than that of a 15-keV 
channel, multirange charge-sensitive preamplifiers are 
used to condition the signals. The preamplifier output 
can be recorded by an oscilloscope or sent to a digital 
data-acquisition system. To remove the need for a 
large number of oscilloscopes, a data-acquisition sys-
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Fig. 7-83. K-Edge-filter x-ray spectrometer. 

~*L 

tern capable of making eight simultaneous measure
ments was assembled. The system has recently been 
expanded to make 32 simultaneous readings. 

The data-acquisition system contains NIM-pack-
aged sample-and-hold units, multiplexers, and analog-
to-digital converters as well as a buffer memory, a 
printer, and a trigger generator. The trigger generator, 
which is at the right side of Fig. 7-83, is a small silicon 
diode that is used to detect the laser pulse and provide 
a coincident gate pulse for the spectrometer. Follow
ing the gate pulse, the sample-and-hold units switch 
from the sample mode to the hold mode and thus 
retain pulse-height information from each preamplifier 
in the system. The output of each sample-and-hold 
unit is then multiplexed to an analog-to-digital con
verter, where the pulse-height information is digitized 
and then stored in a buffer memory. After all sample-
and-hold unit outputs are digitized, the contents of the 
buffer memory are automatically read out on a printer, 
providing raw x-ray spectral data in digital form 
immediately after the experiment. 

Data obtained with the device at our Monojoule 
facility and at the LPL and Janus facilities have been 
used to deduce x-ray spectra like the one shown in 

Fig. 7-84. Further applications on target experiments 
and the data-unfolding process have already been de
scribed under "Particle Diagnostics." 
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Fig. 7-84. Unfolded x-ray spectrum obtained from an iron 
target with the spectrometer shown in Fig. 7-83. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR X-RAY ANALYSIS! 

The program described here is used to determine 
an unknown spectrum from a scries of spectrum-
dependent measurements. The input data consist of 
the experimental response functions and the measured 
values. The problem can be thought of as a matrix 
inversion of the following equation: eS = M, where e is 
the set of response functions, S is the spectrum being 
measured, and M is the set of experimental measure
ments. The problem is solved by an iterative technique 
in which results calculated from a trail spectrum are 
compared with experimental values. The spectrum is 
then modified so as to make the results it gives closer 
to the experimental values. The formula used for the 
iteration is 

S"+l . S f - L y — (j = 1,2....m). 

where M; is the experimental measurement of the j t n 

channel, S n is the energy in zone i of the n t n iteration 
for the spectrum, R; is the calculated value of the j t n 

In order to characterize and understand the opera
tion of a laser system, it is necessary to obtain an 
accurate description of both the spatial and temporal 
profiles of the output pulse. At present, this informa
tion is usually recorded on film, either by direct 
exposure with the beam or by photographing the 
output of a streak camera or other optoelectronic 
instrument. In our research and development pro
grams, both the volume of the diagnostic data and the 
sophistication of some of the analysis required make 
the use of a high-speed digital computer desirable. A 
computer program called PHOTOCAL has been devel
oped for this purpose. 

To facilitate computer processing, data must be 
collected in some standard format. The laser spatial 
camera presently in use is shown schematically in Fig. 
7-85. A portion of the main beam is picked off and 
sent to two separate mirror pairs. One mirror pair 
records the spatial profile of the beam at one or more 
exposure levels in its actual size, while the beams from 

channel to the n l" iteration for the spectrum, defined 
as 

Fjj is the fractional contribution of /.one i in channel j 
to the total calculated response of channel j , defined 
as 

Fji = S i W 
Cji is the response of the j 1 ' 1 channel to unit energy in 
the i l n zone of the energy spectrum, and n is the 
iteration number. 

Most of the input is provided on cards. As an 
option, response-function input can be made directly 
from a disk file. Output is provided on printed pages, 
pictures drawn using the standard LLL DD80 routines, 
and, if desired, punched cards. Typical running times 
are less titan 30 s. This version of the program was 
written for the CDC-7600 machine with 6SKjo of 
storage. The program requires ~48K JQ of storage for a 
problem with 30 channels and 300 energy zones. 

the other mirror pair are focused to form an array of 
smaller spots to be used for film self-calibration.-4 

The latter is necessary because variations in film 
production and processing or in the duration of the 
pulse being photographed can cause response char
acteristics to change from one photograph to the 
next.25 A typical beam photograph to be analyzed is 
shown in Fig. 7-86. 

A similar mirror-pair arrangement is used to form an 
array of beams on the slit of an image-converter streak 
camera^6 to record the temporal profile of the beam. 
Before the camera film is developed, a special sensitom-
eter is used to record a calibration step tablet across 
the top of the film. This sensitometer simulates the 
streak-camera light output in both exposure time and 
wavelength. A typical streak photograph is shown in 
Fig. 7-87. 

To convert the photographic data to a form that can 
be used by the computer, the film is read by a digital-
output microdensitometer. It generates the following 

COMPUTERIZED PROCESSING OF LASER DIAGNOSTIC DATA, 
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Fig. 7-87. Typical streak-camera photograph. 

Fig. 7-85. Schematic diagram of laser spatial camera. 

data file for spatial data: 

1. A line scan throi fh the center of the calibration 
exposures. 

2. A line scan of an unexposed portion ol the film 
to determine film and densitometer noise. 

3. A two-dimensional raster scan on one of the 
full-size beam images. 

The data file for temporal data is as follows: 
1. A line scan of the calibration step tablet. 
2. A two-dimensional raster scan of the time 

streaks. 

A spatial camera calibration scan is read into the 
computer and plotted as shown in Fig. 7-88. A log ex
posure of unity is assigned to the first exposure, and 

Not 
available 
at press time 

Fig. 7-86. Typical spatial camera photograph. 

the other exposures are subsequently reduced by the 
factor R[R2, where Rj and R2 are the known mirror-
pair reflectivities. The density value at the center of 
each calibration exposure is plotted as a function of 
the relative log exposure as indicated by the "x" ooints 
in Fig. 7-89. A polynomial is then fitted to the data by 
the least-squares method. This polynomial is used to 
generate a data array that is inverted and fitted with a 
second polynomial to give relative exposure (energy 
density) as a function of film density (see Fig. 7-90). 

We believe the method just described to be the 
most accurate and convenient means of calibrating the 
film used for beam photographs. However, to permit 
broader use of the program, several other options are 

Fig. 7-83. Spatial camera calibration scan. 
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Fig. 7-89. Polynomial Tit for plot of density versus log 
exposure. 

available. The most general option permits the user to 
enter his own D versus log E table. The program will 
then construct the calibration polynomial from tHs 
data array. 

The spatial camera noise scan is read in and sub
jected to a fast Fourier transform to obtain the power 
spectrum of the film and densitometer noise. A typical 
plot is shown in Fig. 7-91. This power spectrum is 
used to design a numerical filter to process the two-
dimensional beam image if necessary. 

The two-dimensional raster scan is read into the 
computer, digitally filtered, and subsampled if nec
essary. The nonrecursive filter that is used is of the 
standard form: 

Y(n,m) = £ 2 A(kj)X(n - k,m - j) 
k i 

where Y(n,m) is the result of filtering the function X. 
The optimum choices of filter coefficients, 
densitometer-slit size, and size of the area scanned all 
depend on the spatial resolution desired and the 
quality of the data. Subsampling is usually required 
because of the large dimension of the image data array 
and the finite size of the computer core. Once the 
array has been filtered and subsampled, it is converted 

Pig. 7-90. Polynomial .A for spatial camera calibration. 

to a relative-energy-density at:ay using the calibration 
polynomial. The resulting beam profile is displayed in 
three-dimensional form (Fig. 7-92) and as a contour 
plot (Fig. 7-93). 

Absolute-energy-ctensity values can be calculated if 
a portion of the main laser beam was also sent to a 
calorimeter. Then the measured energy can be used to 
determine the coefficient a relating absolute values to 
relative values, as seen from the following equations: 

e d (x ,y) = oe d r (x ,y ) 

and 

« = / / A «s<"-y) dx dy = a / J A e d r (x ,y ) dx dy, 

where e is the calorimeter value of the energy con
tained in an aperture A, ej(x,y) is the absolute energy 
density, and «dr^x>y) i s t n e relative energy density. 
Using the e d r value obtained from the photographic 
image, the program performs the integration indicated 
in Equation 3 over the calorimeter aperture and divides 
this value into the calorimeter reading to obtain a 
value for a. Equation 2 is then used to convert from 
relative to absolute energy density. The user also has 
the option of normalizing the relative energy density 
to a maximum value of unity; alternatively, he can 
simply leave it relative. 

Once the array has been normalized, the location of 
the beam center and the maximum energy density are 
determined. Then single orthogonal scans taken 
ihrough the center of the beam are plotted as shown in 
Fig. 7-94. For this purpose, beam center is defined by 
the mean values of x and y at half the maximum 
energy density. 

The streak-camera step-tablet scan is read, and the 
sensitometer exposure levels are used to generate a 
filnvcalibration polynomial, as described for beam 
photographs, and to obtain a curve similar to that 
shown in Fig. 7-90. 

Next the two-dimensional raster scan of the time 
streaks is read into the computer. Single scan lines 
running along the center of each streak in the time 
direction are chosen and displayed as in Fig. 7-9S. 
These scans will first be used to calibrate the streak-
camera system-that is, to determine the transfer 
function betwuai the laser intensity incident on the 
streak-camera slit and the output film density. As can 
be seen from the figure, the noise content of this type 
of data can be significant and must be removed before 
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Fig. 7-91. Power spectrum of nim and densitometer noise. 
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Fig. 7-92. Spatial profile of energy density in beam. 
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the scans can be used for calibration purposes. Tin's is 
accomplished by filtering tii» scans with a low-pass 
Fourier filter. The filter window is automatically 
chosen by the program and set equal to the width of 
the darkest scan at 0.8 of its maximum density. From 
each scan of the resulting filtered data, the program 
reads the maximum density and a density at some 
temporal offset. These two sets of values are then used 
to constrict a D versus log(l) curve for the total 
camera system. The curve is inverted to yield a total-
system-calibration polynomial giving the relative inten
sity of the incident laser light as a function of film 
density. 

By combining the film- and system-calibration 
polynomials, it is possible to determine the response of 
the streak camera itself. Figure 7-96 is a camera-
response curve showing how the log of the film expo
sure, or camera output, varies with the log of the inci
dent-laser-light intensity. When this plot shows the 
camera to have a linear response, as it does in Fig. 7-96, 
the user may use either calibration polynomial to 
convert the streak scans from film density to relative 
intensity. The choice of which to use depends on the 
quality of the data and the type of experiment per
formed. This option permits a great deal of flexibility 
in the use of the program and the camera. 
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Fig. 7-94. One-dimeiuional orthogonal scans through beam 
center. 

Once the calibration mode has been chosen, the 
program will read three density streaks specified by the 
user (they may be the same streak read three times) 

and convert from Him density to relative intensity. 
Again the noise content may demand that the signals 
be filtered. This time the user can choose the filter 
window. The filtered scans are shown in Fig. 7-97. 
Knowing the energy density of the pulse that was 

incident on the streak camera (this can be obtained 
from the spatial analysis section of the program), the 
relative intensity can be converted to absolute inten
sity using equations analogous to Equations 2 and 3, 
with the integration carried out over time. 

The PHOTOCAL program is now being used to 
process a variety of data from several laser systems at a 
faster rate and more thoroughly than was previously 
possible. It can be run in a conversational mode that 

instructs the use. as to the proper input, and it is 
written in Fortran IV, with abundant comment cards 
explaining the analysis and operation of each section. 
Except for input and output, the program is inde
pendent of the machine. 
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Fig. 7-95. UnftUercd streak-camera scans. 
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Fig. 7-96. Camera response curve. Fig. 7-97. Filtered streak-camera scans. 

OPTICAL KERR CELL. 

Photocathodes do not respond to the 10.6-um 
wavelength pulses produced by CO2 lasers. We have 
previously described2"5 an experimental technique 
employing the optical Kerr effect in carbon disulfide in 
an ultrafast streak camera for high-time-resolution 
measurement of mode-locked CO2 laser pulses. We 
have used the streak-camera data-analysis programs 
referred to above to analyze high-resolution streak-
camera data obtained by this technique. 

A basic problem of the technique is its nonlinearity. 
The intensity of the light detected by the streak 
camera is not directly proportional to the 10.6-jum 
light-pulse intensity being measured. A modified ver
sion of the data-analysis program <s used to linearize 

the data. The output of this program is a linear 
representation of the pulse being measured. 

Figure 7-98 demonstrates the simultaneous detec
tion of the same CO2 laser pulse by two separate 
systems. The linearized output of an LLL streak 
camera is shown in Fig. 7-98a; the output of a wide-
bandwidth 10-jim detector is shown in Fig. 7-98b. 
The point of interest is the large peak-to-valley ratio 
demonstrated on the streak photo in contrast to the 
partial integration on the oscillograph recording. The 
reduction of the data clearly demonstrates that the 
Kerr detector has by far the greatest bandwidth, even 
though the photograph was not taken at the highest 
available streak-camera time resolution. 

Kerr cell detector Linear detector 
1—1—1—r 1—1—1—r 

1 ns/div 
Time-* 

1 ns/div 
Time-* 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 7-98. Computer-reduced comparison data showing simultaneous detection of the same C 0 2 laser pulse by (a) ultrafast CS2 

Ken-cell detector and (b) linear detector. 
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Overview of Laser-Target Interactions 
IMPACT OF LASER • " " * " " • " " 

The thermonuclear energy generated by a laser-
driven implosion can be significantly affected by the 
laser energy, peak power, temporal pulse shape, low-
level prepulse energy, wavelength, angle of light inci
dence on the pellet surface, and the temporal and 
spatial symmetry of the pellet irradiation. The various 
possible pellet designs have somewhat different sensi
tivities to these laser parameters, and these sensitivities 
decrease as the laser energy increases. This extremely 
complex multidimensional parameter space is being 

explored with a sophisticated computer program, 
LASNEX, which simulates laser implosions and fusion 
microexplosions. These simulations are far from com
plete, but preliminary results indicate that the laser 
parameters listed in Table 8-1 will enable scientific 
breakeven to be approached. For comparison, Table 
8-1 also lists the paiameters for a lower perform
ance pellet capable of reaching 1% of scientific 
breakeven. 

Parameter Pellet 1* Pellet 2 b 

Energy (kJ) 510 5-10 
Peak power (TW) SO 10 
Pulse shape Optimal sequence 

of 5 to 10 square pulses 
Gaussian 

Prepulse energy (J) <10 ' 3 § 1 0 - 3 

Wavelength (nm) 500 1000 
Angle of incidence (degrees) O.0 $20 
Spatial symmetry over angles of ~30° (%) ±10 ±30 
Temporal symmetry (ps) 10 too 

aDesian approaching scientific breakeven. 
Design capable of reaching 1% of scientific breakeven. 

IMPACT OF TARGET-FABRICATION TOLERANCES • 

The thermonuclear energy generated by laser-driven 
implosions can also be significantly affected by the 
tolerances to which the target is fabricated. These 
include the surface finish, the uniformity of shell thick
nesses and densities, the concentricity and sphericity, 
and the presence of impurities. 

The various pellet designs have somewhat different 
fabrication requirements, and these requirements grad
ually relax as the pellet size increases (with increasing 

laser energy). These requirements have been deter
mined with LASNEX calculations. Because of fluid 
instabilities, the most severe requirement is on the sur
face finish. For pellets capable of reaching scientific 
breakeven when imploded by a 10-kJ laser pulse, the 
surface finish of the ablator and pusher shells must be 
accurate to ±10 A for spatial wavelengths varying from 
one-tenth the shell thickness up to the shell thickness. 
For 1% breakeven pellets, the surface finish need be 
accurate only to about ±1000 A. 

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL TARGET-DESIGN ISSUES' 

The principal target-design issues involve the validity 
of the LASNEX simulation program, effects of fluid 
and plasma instabilities, and optimization to minimize 
sensitivity to these instabilities, to the required laser 
energy and power, and to the fabrication requirements. 
During the past year the successful experimental test of 
our exploding-pusher target design and the results of 

the KMSF experiments have provided evidence of the 
validity of thi LASNEX program. LASNEX calcula
tions of the growth of fluid instabilities during laser-
driven implosions has greatly increased our under
standing in this area. We have developed pellet designs 
that reduce the required laser power by a factor of 
more than 10 and have a performance high enough for 
fusion-reactor applications. 
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Considerable uncertainties remain in the area of 
plasma instabilities. Although our reactor pellets are 
designed to avoid these uncertainties by using classical 
laser absorption, the near breakeven pellets designed 
for Shiva are sensitive to plasma-instability effects-
including the light-absorption efficiency, the 
suprathermal-clectron distribution, reflective instabil-

Target-Fabrication Requirements 

TYPES OF TARGET R E Q U I R E D ^ ^ ^ _ a a a i ^ 

A wide variety of targets are required for the laser-
target interaction studies needed in our program. The 
targets range from very simple flat films to very com
plex assemblies of glass and plastic. 

Studies of energy balance, transmission, and mate
rial acceleration have been made using films of plastic, 
metals, and other materials mounted on simple washer-
shaped supports. The films range in thickness from a 
few hundred angstroms to about 25 11m and are flat 
and ripple free to an accuracy of a few tenths of a 
micrometer. 

Another type of flat target that is used extensively 
is the microdot. This is a pillbox-shaped bit of metal 
or plastic mounted on a Parylene film approximately 
500 A thick. The dots range in size from 75 to 200 Mm 
in diameter and from a few hundred to over 10,000 A 
in thickness. The dots are made of many materials, 
including polyethylene, Parylene, copper, gold, and 
glass. 

Alignment spheres made of stainless steel, copper, 

TARGET QUALITY REQUIREMENTS m^^—^^—> 

The problem of instabilities that may develop as a 
result of irregularities in density, thickness, surface rip
ple, or other target variations requires exceptional con
trol of the physical dimensions, material composition, 
and surface finish of the targets. Computer programs 
that have been used to simulate laser-target inter
actions have led to an estimate of ±100 A as an 

Fabrication of Specific Targets 

FILM T A R G E T S . ^ M M . . . ^ . ^ 

Approximately 3000 polyethylene, Parylene, or 
other thin-film targets have been made for use in 
energy-balance and slab-acceleration experiments. The 

ities, and anomalous electron transport. Analyses of 
laser-induced plasma and implosion experiments that 
have been carried out so far are generally in agreement 
with the plasma-instability approximations used in 
LASNEX. Considerably more work will also be 
required for a quantitative understanding of the re
quirements for spatial irradiation symmetry. 

glass, tungsten, and other materials, with diameters 
from a few micrometers to millimeters, have been pre
pared as a regular part of the target-fabrication effort. 
The surface finish on alignment targets is held to an 
amplitude of a few micrometers for long-wavelength 
ripple and less than 0.1 urn for short-wavelength ripple. 

A very important type of target by itself or in 
assemblies is the hollow, thin-wall, glass sphere. The 
spheres must be selected, filled with appropriate gases, 
measured accurately, and mounted on holders for in
sertion into target chambers. 

A glass microsphere filled with DT and covered with 
a low-density microcellular foam is a target of consid
erable interest. The spheres must be well character
ized, filled to appropriate gas densities, and covered 
with foam of less than 0.1-g/cm-3 density. The mass 
and shape of the foam are important and must be 
accurately controlled. Since the entire target has a 
diameter of only 100 nm or less, assembly is not a 
trivial task. 

upper limit on target-surface variation. However, use
ful data can still be obtained when greater variations 
occur. 

Positioning and mounting accuracies must be main
tained to a few micrometers to facilitate interpretation 
of data and for optimum interaction of the laser pulse 
with the target. 

film targets consist of a flat metal annulus mounted on 
either a glass stalk or a metal base, with the film coated 
on one side of the annulus to provide an unbacked area 
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in the "hole" of the annulus. The annular supports 
have been made of brass, aluminum, beryllium, and 
aluminum oxide, but the majority have been made of 
brass. Variations of the target include thin metallic 
coatings of gold, indium, aluminum, and other mate
rials on the polyethylene and substitution of carbon 
films for the plastic material. Films for targets have 
been produced in thicknesses from 500 A to several 
micrometers. A schematic diagram of the film target 
is shown in Fig. 8-1. 

13-mm diameter 

5-mm diameter 

Washer -

Polyethylene film 

Fig. 8-1. Schematic diagram of film target. 
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MICRODOTS, 

To provide an "almost-free-standing" microscopic 
sample for studies of energy reflection, transmission, 
and material acceleration, microdot targets have been 
constructed. They consist of 500-A films of Parylene 
mounted on annular holders, as are the thin-film tar
gets. A dot of plastic or metal is deposited or mounted 
at the center of the thin film to serve as the actual tar
get. The dot sizes range from 75 to 150 /im in 

diameter and from a few hundred angstroms to several 
micrometers in thickness. To facilitate the diagnostic 
techniques employed in the experiments, the flatness 
of the targets and the target holder in many cases must 
he maintained to 0.25 pm or less. To avoid ripples in 
the thin Parylene film, the inside edge of the annulus is 
finished to a surface roughness of less than 0.4 urn. 
Figure 8-2 shows schematically an edge view of the 
microdot target and its support annulus. 

Parylene film (0.05 jum thick) 

Jj 
Microdot 
(100-^m diam x 
10 Mm thick) 

JS: 
£ 
E 

CO 

d 

p—5 mm—*J 
13 mm 

3 

Cross-sectional view 

Fig. 8-2. Microdot target and support annulus. 

GLASS-SHELL TARGETS, 

Selection of Hollow Glass Shells 
The hollow glass shells are purchased from com

mercial sources, where they are manufactured in ton 
lots as lightweight fillers of plastics.* Both regular 
grade and experimental stock are purchased and ob
served under the interference microscope for overall 

quality. One specific batch has provided the shells 
used for most targets. This batch is the Minnesota Min-

*Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, 
St. Paul, Minn.; and Emerson & Cuming, Canton, Mass. 
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ing and Manufacturing Company's Grade B35D, lot 
No. P-0097-1. Its batch chemical composition (in 
mole %) is as follows: Si02, 79.2; CaO, 10.1; Na20, 
6.8; B2O3, 2.0; and others, 1.9. Its measured bulk 
density is 2.41 g/cm3, and its yellow-light refractive 
index is 1.50, in agreement with theoretical calcula
tions from the chemical composition. 

Sieving 

The glass shells are sieved upward in an alcohol 
sonic bath. The alcohol reduces the static charge that 
causes the shells to cling to one another. The sieves 
are 8-in. Buckbee-Mears screens, rated to ±2 /im. 
A nominal cut 5-jum apart is taken (e.g., between 40 
and 45 /im). Size counting by computerized scan 
shows the standard deviation to be about ±4 /im. The 
shells are washed in alcohol and finally in high-purity 
hexane. The LLL Chemistry Department performs the 
sieving-a step requiring considerable artistry im remov
ing the ever-p'cs^nt l-to-20-/irn "dingers." 

Precrushing 

The shells are placed in a pressure vessel and pres
surized with argon until about half the shells are 
crushed. The purpose is to remove the grossly im
perfect and very thin shells. The average wall thick
ness is slightly increased in this step, but the sphericity 
is not noticeably improved. The No. 0097 batch is 
extremely strong: a pressure of 7500 to 10,000 psi is 
needed to crush half the shells in a sample. Most 
batches reach the half-crush point at about 1500 psi. 
The broken and unbroken shells are separated by sink/ 
float in alcohol. 

Loading with PT Gas 

The shells are next poured into a stainless-steel pres
sure vessel and attached to a special tritium pressure 
system, designed for maxima of 500°C and 10,000 psi. 
All high-pressure portions of the system are doubly 
contained and are connected to abort tanks. The pres
sure is measured with a single-sided, doubly contained 
Baratron, constructed especially for tritium use. All 
fittings are welded and x-rayed. 

The shells are pressurized at 420°C for 24 hr, pro
viding 90 to 100% flll. The system is cooled, and the 
shells are removed and stored at -30°C to avoid any 
permeation leakage. The D/T ratio of the fill gas is 
measured. Several milligrams of loaded shells are 
crushed, and the loaded D/T ratio is obtained. About 
5% enrichment in deuterium usually occurs. 

The amount of He will depend on the age of the 
pumping bottle. A few hours at room temperature per
mits all the 3 He to diffuse out through the glass shells. 

Counting of the Tritium 

The next step is to examine the DT-loaded shells 
under the interference microscope and to select a sam
ple of the most nearly spherical by inspection. The 
procedure is described elsewhere. Each shell is picked 
up and placed on a numbered aluminum ptenchet. The 
planchets are stacked in an automatic gas-flow propor
tional counter. 

The proportional counter counts the low-energy 
x-rays given off by the glass walls when struck by the 
tritium's 0-particles. The window is 1-um Forrnvar, 
which passes 80 to 90% of the 1.8-keV silicon K Q 

x-rays. The system geometry permits counting over a 
field of view of 1.5w sr, and the overall efficiency is 
30 x-ray counts per 10& disintegrating tritium atoms. 
Counter drift is monitored with 6 3 N i standards. 

The counter is statistically calibrated with an ioniza
tion chamber. This chamber is a special bakable sys
tem designed at LIA. for the absoVute measurement of 
low amounts of tritium. A single shell is mounted on 
an anvil and crushed by turning a valve. The tritium 
thus released is pumped into the ionization chamber. 
If the shell has been previously counted, the ratio of 
counts to the absolute amount of tritium can be 
obtained. 

The counter and ionization chamber are accurate to 
a few percent. However, the tritium mass fill on an in
dividual 40-to-45-jum shell is known absolutely to 
±13%. This uncertainty arises from the error of 
measuring the very small dimensions and then cubing 
the results to obtain a calculated void volume. 

Outgassing Experiments 

The same shells that are used for targets have been 
used in a long series of isothermal outgassing experi
ments with helium, hydrogen, and deuterium. The 
helium is used in a stainless-steel pressure vessel and the 
hydrogen in beryllium, so that the background perme
ability of the vessel is reduced to 2% or less. During 
the outgassing, the pressure rise in the vessel is moni
tored. Following this measurement, the sample is 
heated to 450 to 490°C to bake out all remaining gas. 
Mass spectroscopy of the residual samples after crush
ing shows less than 2% gas remaining inside the shells. 

The outgassing experiments provide basic data on 
leakage times. Extrapolating to lower temperatures, 
one expects a first-order decay constant of about 
I year at room temperature. Even this could result in 
disturbing gas losses for targets stored many months. 
Storage at -30°C increases the decay time to an esti
mated 50 years. 

Several other results of the outgassing runs were ob
tained. The shells were 100% filled with helium, but 
only about 82% filled with hydrogen or deuterium, 
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Fig. 8-3. Driilerium outgassing from glass shells. 
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despite prcssurizations of up to 3 days. Also, the out-
gassing curves are not simple exponentials, as expected 
theoretically. Instead, one obtains lingering tails (see 
Fig. 8-3). A theoretical model was constructed, assum
ing a Gaussian distribution of chemical compositions. 
The data and the model do not agree. Instead, the data 
more closely fit a piessure-squarcd relationship of gas 
flow. Such an effect has been seen in glass under ten
sion at higki pressures and for hydrogen in silica, where 
a chemical reaction was presumed. Neither effect ex
plains the lingering tails also seen for helium. It 
appears that the properties of these glass shells are 
more unusual than has been suspected. 

Oimctcf ia l ion 

After the shells have been sieved, crushed, and. if re
quired, filled with gas, they are next geometrically 
characterized. Three dimensions are measured for each 
selected shell: outside diameter, absolute wall thick
ness, and sphericity. Since few shells have uniform 
walls, this parameter is the primary key for selection. 
The method used for determining wall uniformity and 
absolute thickness uses the interference properties of 
light. Details of the technique are reported in 
Refs. 1 and 2. 

The instrument us»d for shell selection is shown in 
Fig. 8-4. It is a Twyman-Green interferometer with 
matched objectives added for high magnification. The 
shells to be inspected are placed on the test mirror. 

As shown in Fig- 8-5, parallel white or green 
(thallium-line) light is incident on the shell and the 
mirror. The light passes through the shell, is reflected 
off the mirror, passes through the shell again, and then 
travels to the microscope-objective lens. At each inter
face, refraction and reflection take place. The effect of 
refraction is to cause the exit light ray to be displaced 
outward relative to the entrance ray. The exit ray also 
leaves the iast shell interface at any angle relative to the 
incoming light ray. This bending of the exit ray causes 
the image of the interference pattern to appear to shift 
inward slightly, as the bent light rays must be projected 
back to the objective focal plane, which is the test 
mirror. This exit angle increases as the exit distance 
from the shell center increases. A ray-tracing pro
gram has been used to calculate the light path through 
the shells. It provides the total optical path length, the 
interception point at each interface, the exit angle, the 
path difference between the ray and a reference ray, 
and the projected position, to any plane, for the exit 
ray. Most of the calculations are made for normalized 
shells to decrease the number of runs required. The 
results of a series of program runs are shown in 
Fig. 8-6. Using these results, one can predict where the 
maxima and minima of an interference pattern will 

Eyepiece 

Light source 
(white or 
thai 1 iufn) . 

0-0-— 
/r Condenser Isns 

Matched 
objectii/e -

Test mirroi ** * 

Fif. 8-4. Schematic of Twymiit-Green interference micro
scope. 

occur. Also shown in Fig. 8-6 are t̂ .c results of a sim
ple model that does not account for the refraction of 
light. 

The program predicts four dist <ct regions of light-
path behavior. Region I is whe- the light enters the 
shells, is reflected from the mirror, travels back 

Incoming 
parallel 

rays 

Reference 
plane Exiting rays 

Test mirror and micro
scope focal plane 

Fig. 8-5. Light-ray paths for shell model. 
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through the shell, and exits from the initial interface. 
This is illustrated by Figs. 8-7 and 8-8. Region (I rays 
equal or exceed thf critical angle of the shell-air inter
face after being reflected off the mirror. These rays 
undergo total rejection and then leave the shell, as 
shown in Fig. 8-7. When the entrance planar radius 
gets large enough, the effect of refraction is so gust 
that the light ray is reflected from the test mirror and 
misses the shell completely (see Fig. 8-7). These rays 
can contribute to the interference pattern. The rays in 
region IV have a planar radius between the inside and 
outside radius. They undergo iota) reflection at the 
second shell interface. A complete program result is 
shown in Fig. 8-8. Only regions 1 and III are con
sidered important for the in>erference pattern. 

In practice the shells to be selected arc placed on a 
mirror and placed in the arm of the microscope. The 
reference arm objective is focused onto a reflective-
stage micrometer. The other objective is focused onto 
the test mirror. Adjustments are made on the micro
scope until an image is seen (Fig. 8-9). If the inter
ference pattern that is seen appears to have concentric 
maxima and minima, the pattern is scanned with a 
traveling light fiber. This fiber is located in an eye
piece at the image plane. It is driven across the image 
by a small motor. The light accepted by the fiber is 
conducted to a photomultiplier tube whose output sig
nal is connected to an x,y-recorder. The position o. 
the fiber is indicated on the x-axis of the recorder. A 
schematic of the equipment used is shown in Fig. 8-10. 

— Ex i t ing ray 

— — Reference plane 

Test mi r ror 
y / / > } / Ty /•?"}• -J ' J } and microscope /////, /////, '/ f o c d , p | d n e 

Fig. 8-7. The four regions of light-path behavior in the shell 
model. 

A light intensity and position output is shown in Fig. 
8-11. The stage-micrometer marks provide a calibra
tion for each scan. 

Measurements from the plot are compared with the 
results of the ray-tracing program. The wall thickness 
can then be determined to within ±6%. This accuracy 
has been verified by using as standards shell walls that 
had been measured with a scanning electron 
microscope. 

After it has been determined that a particular shell 
is acceptable, it is picked up by a vacuum microchuck 
and placed on a slide. The outside diameter of the 

0.04 

2 0.02 -

2.0 

Ditnensionless planar radius at 
focal plane (test mirror) 

Dimensionless planar radius at 
focal plane (test mirror) 

Fig. 8*. Computer calculations for shell model: light-path 
behavior in region I (sec also Fig. 8-7). 

Fig. 8-8. Computer calculations for shell model: light-path 
behavior in regions I and III (see also Fig. 8-7>. 
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Fig. 8-9. Image of interference pattern and sttge-micrometer 
marks. 

shell is then measured with a split-image eyepiece. This 
instrument shears the circular image until the .wo 
images are tangent. The displacement (i.e., the outside 
diameter; is read directly on a digital meter. This 
method has been calibrated with shells measured on a 
transmission electron microscope and provides absolute 
values of outside diameter to better than ±2%. 

After the wall-thickness and outside-diameter meas
urements have been made, the shell, if filled with DT, 
is then counted as described elsewhere. 

Assembly on Stalk and Mounting 
After the shells have been characterized and, if 

required, filled, they are ready to be assembled on the 
end of a glass stalk. The assembly is accomplished at a 
gluing station consisting of left- and right-hand manip
ulators on opposite sides of a high-quality microscope. 

The glass stalk ha? a tip outside diameter of S to 
10 jum and is hollow. It is made by heating and pulling 
capillary tubes. Adhesive is mixed and when the right 
consistency is achieved, it is pushed out of a syringe 
into the large end of the hollow glass stalk. The stalk 
is inserted into a holder connected to a tube that 
allows pressure to be applied to the adhesive. The 
selected shell is held opposite the stalk by a vacuum 
microchuck of the proper size. The vacuum micro-

Phototube 

Light fiber 

Stage micrometer 

Scanning 
eyepiece Interference 

microscope 

Fig. 8-10. Equipment setup for interference-pattern measurement. 
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r 10-..m marks 

l i g h t e r 

Fig. 8-11. Light intensity versus position for interference 
pittern. 

chuck is made from a pulled capillary tube with 
its small end ground square. The shell and stalk are 
brought together, and pressure is applied to the adhe
sive, forcing it out the small tip. When sufficient adhe
sive has been pushed out onto the shell, the pressure is 

POSITIONING AND MULTIPLE-TARGET SYSTEM . 

A positioning system (PS) that has multiple-target 
selectability has been installed in the target chamber of 
the CC>2 laser (Valkyrie). It provides x,y,z translation, 
rotation about a vertical axis ($), and rotation about 
one horizontal axis (0). In addition, the system allows 
from I to 14 discrete targets to be shot before it is 
necessary to let the chamber up to atmospheric pres
sure. This capability significantly decreases the firing 
cycle time. Used in conjunction with an optical system 
described elsewhere, this system positions the targets 
relative to the beam focus. 

Positioning Equipment 
As shown in Fig. 8-13, the positioning system con

sists of a commercial manipulator mounted on a 
z-extender mechanism and a carousel that stores the 
targets. The manipulator provides x, y, 8, and <t> move
ment. It can also move in the z-axis, but this capability 
has been deliberately disabled to avoid vibration prob
lems. The z-extender allows movement in the z-axis. 
Both the manipulator and z-extender use bellows as the 

Figure not 
available at 
press time 

Fig. 8-12. Compltttd target 

released and the assembly is not disturbed until the ad
hesive has set. It is then removed, and the large end is 
glued into a magnetic slug. This slug-target assembly is 
now ready for placement in the target chamber. A 
completed tatget is shown in Fig. 8-12. 

coupling mechanism to maintain a high-vacuum capa
bility. Dampers are added to the system to minimize 
vibration. 

Movement in the x-y plane is possible for about 
8 mm from the zero position. Movement in the z-
direction using the z-extender is about 12 mm down 
and about IS cm up. The large upward movement is 
necessary during the target-replacement cycle. Rota
tion about the vertical axis is possible to slightly less 
than 360°. A mechanical stop limits the rotation and 
thus prevents winding up the power leads attached to 
the manipulator shaft. 

After a target is placed on the end of the manipu
lator shaft, it is brought into fine adjustment by 
using a telemicroscope-lens arrangement with a refer
ence reticle as described elsewhere. When the 
z-extender is in the down (i.e., "fire") position, it 
sits on three dampers that engage the top extender 
flange during the last 12 mm of downward travel. 
This smooths out the motion of the motor and es
sentially hard-fixes the z-extender to the target cham-
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Fig. 8-13. Positioning ind multiple-tirgut system in the lowered, or nee, position. 

bar. Additional damping is added to the manipu
lator shaft by a copper braid attached to the target 
chamber and to the shaft. The braid attaches to a 
mechanism that allows up and down and rotational 
motion of the manipulator shaft. 

Multiple-Target Capability 
It is desirable to be able to fire at many targets with

out having to repump down after each shot. A carou
sel provides this capability and can make several tar
get types available as long as they fit within a certain 
dimensional envelope and are not excessively heavy. 
A view of the carousel used is shown in Fig. 8-14. 
Also shown is the magnetic slug that is inserted into 
the carousel slots. The targets are glued onto the slug 
in a known orientation relative to the flat side. The 
shaft holding the carousel can be rotated from outside 
the chamber to any one of the 14 positions. A me
chanical interlock is provided to prevent carousel rota
tion when the manipulator shaft is in the down posi
tion. The'carousel shaft is mounted on the bottom 
flange of the z-extender, making it possible to re

move the complete system and use it on any chamber 
with a standard 152.4-mm flange. 

On the end of the manipulator shaft is a magnetic 
pickup (see Fig. 8-1S). The magnet is held on the end 
of a rod whose position is controlled by a solenoid. 
A truncated cone in the center of the cap ensures that 
the slug is picked up in the center. 

In a target-change operation, the z-extender motor 
is activated with its control set to maximum speed. 
The z-extender is driven to its highest position, which 
allows the carousel to be rotated under the manipu
lator shaft. Power is fed to the solenoid, the magnet 
is lifted up, and the manipulator shaft is slowly low
ered down onto the selected slug-target assembly. The 
magnet is lowered by deactivating the solenoid. The 
magnet holds the slug as the z-extender motor drives 
the manipulator shaft up. When the target clears it, the 
carousel is rotated back to its initial position. The 
manipulator shaft is then driven down to the "fire" 
position. After firing, the expended target holder and 
slug can be placed back in the carousel by reversing the 
procedures described. A new target is then selected. 
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Carousel 

Fig. 8-14. Carousel and slug used in multiple-target system. 

Power leads 

Solenoid 

Magnet-

Fig. 8-15. Magnetic pickup used in the multiple-target system. 
Fig. 8-16. Positioning system mounted on the target chamber 

of the C 0 2 laser. 
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Experimental Usage 
The positioning system has been installed in the 

target chamber of the CO2 laser. The time for target 
replacement and rough positioning is about 3 min, 
whereas pumpdown time would be 20 to 60 min. 

MICROCELLULAR FOAM TARGETS _ _ _ _ _ 

One version of the LLL DT-fiUed glass-shell laser 
target calls for a low-density foam layer to surround 
the glass shell to improve the coupling of the laser light 
to the target material. The nominal design called for a 
SO-Mm-diameter shell to be encased in a cylinder of 
foam 100 jim in diameter and 100 jum long. The 
specific properties of the foam required were a den
sity of 0.1 g/ni 3 or less and a cell size of 2 /iin or kss. 
Furthermore, the chemical composition had to be of 
low average atomic number. We discuss here the pro
duction of a foam that meets our requirements and 
describe the incorporation of glass shells into the foam. 

Foam Process 
Foams meeting our requirements can be produced 

from cellulose acetate solutions by a two-step process 
of (1) phase inversion, which produces a polymer gel 
with micrometer pores, and (2) freeze-drying of the 
polymer gel. The phase-inversion process is affected 
by many variables; a detailed description of it has been 
published elsewhere.3 

For phase inversion to take place, the polymer 
solution must contain the polymer, a good solvent, a 
swelling agent, and a nonsolvent. The composition of 
the solution we are using is given in Table 8-2. 

In this formulation, the magnesium perchlorate is 
the swelling agent, water is the nonsolvent, and acetone 
and ethyl dilactate are solvents for cellulose acetate. 

Table 8-2. Composition of (-olymer solution used 
in making microcellular foam targets ___ 

Component Weight (g) 

Cellulose acetate1 6.0 
Magnesium perchlorate, anhydrous 10.0 
Water 30.0 
Ethyl dl-lictalc 15.0 
Acetone 39.0 

'Eastman Kodak E-465S. 

Approximately 200 targets have been placed in posi
tion with the system described, and only one full 
carousel of the fragile targets has been dropped! 
Figure 8-16 shows the positioning system mounted on 
the target chamber of the CO2 laser. 

Two solvents are used because our extrusion process 
required a higher polymer-solution density; we added 
the second solvent to increase this density. Foams 
produced from this formulation generally have den
sities of 0.1 to 0.15 g/m^. We have used from 4 to 
22% cellulose acetate in our polymer solutions and 
achieved foam densities of 0.08 to 0.6 g/m 3 . 

Glass-Shell Incorporation into Foam 
The first step in preparing laser targets is to add 

DT-filled glass shells to the solution of cellulose ace
tate. Next, this solution is simultaneously gelled and 
shaped by forcing it out of a 100-/tfr>-dianieter circu
lar orifice (the same size as the desired diameter of the 
foam target) into ice water. This gels the polymer and 
produces a long cylinder of gel, which is allowed to 
soak in water for several hours to extract additives. 
When the gel is relatively free of impurities, it is frozen 
in liquid pentane at -70 to -80°C and transferred to a 
freeze-drying chamber. During freeze-drying, water 
and solvents sublime and the gel structure solidifies 
into foam. 

The procedure described results in long foam 
strands containing many glass shells located at random 
intervals along the strand. The strands can then be cut 
to the desired length and bonded to the end of glass 
stalks by procedures discussed elsewhere in this report. 

Figure 8-17 shows several shells, 50 to 55 nm in 
diameter, located in a 160-^m-diameter strand of cel
lulose acetate gel (before being freeze-dried). One of 
the two strands is out of focus. Ths photograph shows 
that the shells are well centered in the gel strand and 
that the diameter of the foam strand varies by about 
5% over the length shown. Though the photograph 
does not show it clearly, the foam is free of air bubbles 
and other nonuniformities. 

Figure 8-18, a scanning electron micrograph of one 
of these cellulose acetate foam strands, shows the cel
lular structure. This micrograph of a fracture surface 
in a specimen frozen in liquid nitrogen shows the cell 
size to be less than 0.3 um. With such a small cell 
size, these foams are translucent to visible light, as is 
shown by Fig. 8-17. 
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Fig. 8-17. Glass shells in cellulose acetate strand. 

Fig. 8-18. Scanning electron micrograph of cellulose acetate foam. 
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METAL-CYLINDER TARGETS 

Hollow-cylinder targets are required for the laser 
program to study the implosion process on simulated 
targets that may be subject to Taylor instabilities. We 
describe here a procedure for making hollow aluminum 
cylinders 500 /im in diameter and 500 jum long, with a 
wall thickness of 25 tun. The most restricting require
ment is that the inside and outside surfaces of the 
cylinder have surface finishes of 100 A or better. 

To achieve these high surface finishes, we have used 
a unique diamond-tool turning machine available at 
LLL. The process consists of machining a copper 
cylinder to act as a mandrel, vapor-plating a thin coat 
of aluminum, remachining the outside surface, cutting 
the cylinders to length, and dissolving out the copper. 

Mandrels are 2.6 cm long and 6 mm in diameter 
over most of this length, tapering down on a 45° angle 
to a 500-/im-diameter section that is 3 mm long. The 
6-mm-diameter section is used to hold the copper man
drel in the lathe and also serves as a reference surface 
for recentering the mandrel in the lathe after it has 
been vapor-plated. The 500-jum-diameter section is 
machined to the high surface finish, as is a short length 
of the 6-mm section, for referencing. After th'- 500-
ftm-diameter section has been vapor-plated with alu
minum, the mandrel is put back into the lathe and re-
centered; the outside surface of the coated cylinder, 
now about 600 /um in diameter, is then machined down 
to a final diameter of 550 im>. Using a tool with a 
50° included angle, the 3-mm-long cylinder is grooved 
at 500-Mm intervals through the aluminum layer and 
into the copper mandrel. The mandrels are dipped into 
70% nitric acid solution to dissolve out the copper. 

Surface finishes achieved on 10 copper mandrels 

ADVANCED •"••""••"• 

The development of higher power lasers will bring 
the necessity for advanced types of target. Popularized 
descriptions of laser-fusion power systems imply that 
solid spheres of deuterium or a mixture of deuterium 
and tritium will be used. It appears, however, that a 
more suitable target may be a hollow deuterium-
hydrogen sphere, with an outer diameter of perhaps 
1 mm. In an operating laser-fusion power system, it 
may be necessaiy to inject into the laser focus ' 0 to 
100 targets per second. 

Some computations indicate even more complex 

measured ranged from 100 to 200 Apeak to peak and 
varied somewhat with machining conditions. Figure 
8-19 shows two of the cylinders produced by this 
technique. 

Fig. 8-19. Aluminum-cylinder laser targets v ith high surface 
finish. 

targets consisting of multilayered spheres of deuterium, 
tri'ium, hydrogen, and higher-Z materials may be 
necessary for the efficient operation of laser-fusion 
power systems. 

Preliminary results of studies on normal hydrogen 
have proved that it is possible to produce solid hydro
gen spheres in large quantities wi lh appropriate dimen
sions and surface characteristics. The production of 
hollow hydrogen shells has also been demonstrated. 
Further research is necessary to perfect the techniques 
and to modify the systems to use deuterium and 
tritium. 
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Target Design and Evaluation 

SCOPE OF EFFORT _ _ _ _ „ _ - _ _ , 

During the past year, important progress was made 
in laser-fusion target design. The significant achieve
ments are described below. 

An exploding-pusher target was designed in which 
an intense laser pulse ablates and explodes a spherical 
glass pusher shell surrounding a low-density pellet of 
DT thermonuclear fuel. Because of its unique design 
features, this target can be imploded with a single 
unshaped laser beam and is insensitive to the effects of 
both plasma and fluid instabilities. The target was suc
cessfully tested and performed substantial).' as pre
dicted by the LASNEX computer program: DT com
pressions of a hundredfold, and 1(P 14-MeV neutrons. 

LASNEX calculations were made of the KMSF 
experiments in which the simplest possible exploding-
pusher capsules were imploded by a highly symmetrical 
laser irradiation system. Using the measured absorbed 
energies, the LASNEX predictions are substantially 
in agreement with the neutron results published by 
KMSF. 

LASNEX calculations of the growth of fluid insta
bilities (starting from imperfections in the capsule 
fabrication and from asymmetries in the laser irradia
tion) demonstrated that ablative stabilization is not 
effective in isentropic implosions. Consequently, hol
low pellets with walls very thin relative to their radius 
cannot be isentropically imploded to the ultranigh 
densities required for laser-fusion reactors. 

A pulse shape was found that will implode pellets 
with moderately thick walls and initial surface finishes 
of 10 to ! 00 A sufficiently isentropic oily and stably to 
attain ultrahigh densities. This pulse shape consists of 

Geometrical Optics Approximation for the Propagation 
of Laser Light 

In order to treat the propagation of laser light in 
target plasmas without solving Maxwell's equations, a 
geometrical optics approximation was developed to 
track ray paths and to calculate energy deposition. 
This approximation was incorporated into the LLL 
two-dimensional hydrodynamic-energy-transport pro
gram LASNEX.3.* This program uses a quadrilateral 
mesh with zone-centered intrinsic variables (e.g., den
sity) and veiiex-located positions and velocities. Only 
rays on the R,Z-plane of an axisymmetrical Lagrangian 

an optimum sequence of about five impulses. This 
pulse shape-pellet combination requires more than an 
order of magnitude less laser power than do solid pel
lets (~100 TW for fusion reactors). 

It was theoretically derronstrated that laser-
imploded pellets with high-density pusher tampers can
not have high enough gain for fusion-reactor applica
tions. However, such pellets have application in hybrid 
reactors and laser-fusion experiments. 

A solid pellet was designed with high enough gain 
for fusion-reactor applications despite the effects of 
plasma and fluid instabilities. In this design, a method 
was demonstrated for generating the required initial 
atmosphere by exploding and preheating a separate 
shell with a laser prepulse. 

Laser-induced-plasma experiments at NRL, LASL, 
and LLL were analyzed with the LASNEX program. A 
number of areas were identified in which the modeling 
of plasma instability processes in LASNEX can be 
improved or generalized. 

The LASNEX program was improved in several re
spects. A ray-tracing physics package was added so 
that refraction of the laser beam can be treated. Multi-
energy group fusion ion- and neutron-transport physics 
was added to improve the accuracy of calculating 
fusion microexplosions at high pR. Inhibition of elec
tron transport by plasma instabilities when the electron 
temperature greatly exceeds the ion temperature has 
been included as an option in LASNEX. Subroutines 
have been programmed to give LASNEX predictions of 
the data from various diagnostic instruments (e.g., 
time-integrated x-ray micrographs). 

calculation are treated. The index of refraction is a 
function of the electron density, 

n - [1 - ( n c M e ) ] * . 

It is computed from the vertex-centered electron 
densities, which are calculated from the zone-centered 
valu." by n v(2 vn c/£ v), where the summation is over 
the four zones surrounding the vertex (with zero values 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LASNEX COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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for nonexistent zones) Next, the zones are divided in
to triangles with three independent vertex densities. 

The assumption of a linear density gradient over the 
triangle fits all the vertex densities and provides shape 
continuity for the ray trajectories. With a linear 
density gradient, the ray path is a parabola; this not 
only permits simple determination of the exit point by 
solving a quadratic equation but also allows integrating 
the path length and several absorption processes (in
verse bremsstrahlung and instability) as a function of 
density over the geometric path.S 

Before using the ray-tracing routine in laser-target 
simulations, a number of tests were conducted. Some 
of these test problems have analytic solutions; the per
formance of the program calculation could there-
foie be rigorously checked. 

The first of these test problems involved a light ray 
entering a medium that has a linear density gradient. 
The analytic solution for this has been given by 
Shearer: ' the trajectory is a parabola, with the density 
at the turning point given by N m = N c cos^ 0, where 
N c is the critical density and 0 is the angle (from the 
normal) of incidence. Figure 8-20 shows the com' 
parison between the analytic solution (broken curve) 
and the program calculations. 

The second problem involved light propagation in a 
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Pig. 8-20. LASNI-X calculations of light refraction in 10-keV 
hydrogen with a linear density gradient. The ratio 
of the density at the LASM'X-calculated turning 
points to the critical density, N n ) / N c , is plotted as 
a function of the angle of incidence 0Q. ".Tie 
analytical solution, cos? OQ, is the broken curve: 
the points ar? the LASNI'X ray-tracing solutions. 

medium with a quadratic density gradient transverse to 
the direction of propagation: 

N(R) = N 0 (l - 'MR 2 ) . 

The analytic solution for this problem within the 
paraxial ray approximation is 

R(/0 = R 0 cos ZA1/4 + R 0 /A V i sin ZA 5 4 

for A > 0 and 

R(Z) = R 0coshZ(|A|) I ^ + R 0/(|A|)V 4sinhZ(|A|) , 

for A < 0. The value of A has been chosen as ifil 
2500 /jm*2 so that the maximum and minimum of the 
sinusoidal oscillation will appear every 25 urn. Further, 
to make the comparison simpler, we check the solution 
one term at a time; that is, we set RQ and Roto zero in 
sequence. 

Figure 8-2! shows the paths of the rays calculated 
by LASNEX for positive values of A. The rays enter 
the problem from the 150-jim side, with Rf/ equal to 
zero. The box in the figure indicates the zone size used 
in the calculation (I by 2 /um). Next, consider RQ 
equal to zero and let Rfj be 5°. The calculated paths 
of the rays are shown in Fig. 8-22 for two choices of 
zoning. With the coarser zoning, the rays traverse only 
about 1.5 zones, and since for the linear approximation 
the quadratic density gradient is poor, the trajectory 
of this ray diverges from the analytic solution. Of 
course, as in all numerical calculations, the size of the 
mesh must be commensurate with the scale of the pro
cess being modeled. With finer zoning, agreement is 
good. 

A third test problem was the propagation of a light 
ray inside a spherical plasma with a density that in
creases with radius. Ginzburg*' has presented an ana
lytical description of the trajectory of such a ray. 
LASNEX calculations are in good agreement with th? 
analytical solution. 

In addition to verifying that trajectories are pro
perly computed, test problems also show that the 
spatial variation of intensity and inverse bremsstrah
lung absorption rate are correctly predicted. 

One important caveat must be entered on the use 
of geometrical ray optics: the neglect of diffraction 
can, in certain cases, be a severe oversight, especially 
in cases of thermal self-focusing. As discussed by 
Perkins and Valeo,7 diffraction dominates in the 
cases involving focusing to small diameters over lonj.' 
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distances. In such cases, geometrical optics predicts 
unpltysical focusing. 

With proper attention to the regime of application 
and the appropriate zoning of the Lagrangian mesh, 
this ray-tracing scheme is quite accurate. 

Multigroup Charged Particles and Neutrons in LASNEX 
An improved method of calculating the transport 

and deposition of thermonuclear reaction products has 
been added to the LASNEX laser-fusion simulation 
program. The method is multigroup flux-limited dif
fusion and is similar in many respects to the techniques 
LASNEX uses to transport suprathermal electrons and 
photons.^.4 For each spatial zone, the distributions of 
nonthermal neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, and 
a-particles are remembered as a function of the 
particle's energy, The "hot test particle" approxima
tion is used, meaning that thermal upscatters and all 
direct interactions between nonthermal particles arc 
ignored. This is valid as long as the nonthermal 
particles are much more energetic and much fewer in 
number than the thermal particles. The hydrodynamic 
effects of the nonthermal particles are included. 

Sources for the nonthermal particles include ther
monuclear reactions between two thermal ions, "in
flight" reactions between one nonthermal and one 
thermal i"n, and "knock-on" sources in which a high-
energy aarged particle is produced as a result of an 
elastic collision between a nonthermal neutron and a 
thermal ion. 

The transport and thermalization of the charged 
particles are calculated from the Coulomb drag effects 
of thermal electrons and ions, resulting in a con
tinuous flow of charged particles downward through 
the energy groups. The energy lost is deposited 
separately into the electron and ion thermal fields; 
neutron cross sections are employed to calculate the 
neutron transport. A transfer matrix is used to 
redistribute the neutrons among the energy groups and 
to generate consistently the "knock-on" chaigedparti-

EXPLODING-PUSHER 

Significance of LLL and KMSF Implosion Experiments 

In 1974, an important milestone was reached in the 
development of lassr-fusion power: successful laser-
driven implosions. In these implosions, a moderately 
high compression (approximately hundredfold) and 
fusion neutrons were produced. Only a few hundred 
ergs of energy was released in the best of these 
experiments, and the DT was imploded to densities of 
I g/cm^, whereas fusion energies of 1 0 ' 4 ergs and 
densities of 1000 g/cm^ must be achieved for power-

cles resulting from these collisions. 
As far as both accuracy and computer time are 

concerned, the multigroup diffusion treatment pre
sented here is intermediate between a detailed Monte 
Carlo method and the single-group diffusion that 
LASNEX has used in the past. Comparisons between 
the multigroup diffusion and Monte Carlo techniques 
are not yet complete, but some encouraging results 
as well as a more detailed description of the multigroup 
diffusion method can be found in Ref. 8. 

Inhibition of Thermal Ouidm tivity 
For conditions in which the electron temperature 

is more than a few times the ion temperature, the 
flow of electrons through the ions is subject to a two-
stream instability. Fried and Gould9 have calculated 
the region of stability as a function of V(jrjfl/Ve and 
d e/dj. Since the growth rate of this instability is 
large-that is, roughly comparable to the ion-plasma 
frequency-one may anticipate that the instability 
would rapidly reduce the drift velocity approximately 
to the ion acoustic velocity. Accordingly, the approxi
mation for this process used in LASNEX is the reduc
tion of the thermal-electron flux to n e V c r j t , where 
V c r j t is the marginally siable drift velocity calculated 
from the local, instantaneous value of BJO-^ Since 
the current continuity equation demands that the 
suprathermal flow be balanced by a counterflow, any 
restriction on the counterflow also inhibits the supia-
thermal flow. The suprathermal flow is also dimin
ished, of course, by its own unreduced flux limiter. 

This estimate ~f conduction inhibition is too 
extreme for se. al reasons, including the following: 

1. T.ie background ion-density fluctuations may 
not be sufficient f cause a strong enough and rapid 
enough clamping of Vdrjf ( at V c ;.. 

2. The onset of such strong turbulence should 
increase the effective electron-ion collision free cy 
and accelerate the equilibrium of the .lectron and ion 
temperatures, thereby shutting off the instability. 

production applications. Nonetheless, the results are 
significant in at least two respects: 

1. A Lawson number of ~ 1 0 ' 2 and a DT 
temperature of ~1 keV were attained. This is 
comparable with the performance o. the best magnetic-
confinement approaches (Fig. 8-23). 

2. These experiments are substantially in agreement 
with LASNEX calculations. 

In the first successful laser implosion-fusion experi
ments, which were carried out by KMSF in May 1974, 
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Fig. S-23. Comparison of thermnnuclear conditions achieved in laser and magnetic approaches to fusion power. Both approaches 
have reached ion temperatures of — I keV and Lawson numhers of 2 x 1 0 ' 2 cm~3 s. 

about 10 4 neutrons were produced. By the fall of 
1974, the neutron production ° had been increased 
to lO** to 10?. About 10* neutrons were also 
produced in the first LIX ;xj.-riments in December 
1974, and subsequently rak'.' improvements in neutron 
yield have occurred.* The KMSF experiments used 
fusion microcapsules-hollow glass microspheres, 
SO urn in diameter and 1 jtim thick, filled with low-
density DT gas (!0~ 3 to 10"2 g/cm3). Similar 
microcapsules were fabricated at LLL beginning in 
1970. The target designs now being tested at LLL are 
classified. 

In the KMSF experiments, the fusion capsules were 

•As of Apiil 1975, 5 x 10*> neutrons had been 
produced. 

symmetrically irradiated with ~60 J of laser light via 
a complex focusing system consisting of two laser 
beams, f/0.6 lenses, and elliptical mirrors. A 300-ps-
FWHM laser pulse was optimally shaped by a pulse 
stacker. About 10 J (10 to 20% of the incident light) 
was absorbed by the target. In the LLL experiments, 
the capsules were irradiated asymmetrically with a 
single laser beam of ~15 to 20 J focused by an 
f/1.0 lens. The pu.se was a 100-ps Gaussian. About 
10 J (50% of the incident laser light) was absorbed by 
the target. 

The LASNEX computer program predicts about 
5 x 10' fusion neutrons (after correcting for mix 
quenching) for the best LLL experiment and 2 x 10? 
neutrons for the best KMSF experiments (Tab!e 8-3). 
The calculations agree out to 10 keV with the thermal 
component of the x-ray spectrum measured at LLL 
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Table 8-3. Results of KMSF and LLL implosion experiments 

Laser pulse Neutrons 

Target Energy'(J) Duration (ps) Shape Experimental Calculated1* 

KMSF Sphere ~ 6 0 ~300 Square 4 x 1 0 s 6 x l O S 

~ 6 0 ~300 Square 7 x 1 0 * 2 x l 0 7 

LLL Design A ~ 2 0 ~100 Gaussian 3 X 1 0 4 S x l O 4 

LLL Design B ~ 2 0 ~100 Gaussian 3x 10 4 1 x 1 0 s 

LLL Design C ~ 2 0 ~100 Gaussian 1 x 1 0 s 2 x 1 0 s 

LLL Design D ~2Q ~ 7 0 Gaussian 3 x 1 0 s S x l O 5 

'incident energy; absorbed energies vary from 8 to 15 J for KMSF experiments and 5 to 8 J fcr LLL experiments. 
bCalculatcd by the LASNEX program. 

(Fig. 8-24). The high-energy x-ray measurements 
indicate that the suprathermal-electron spectrum in the 
target is somewhat softer than had been assumed. 

Not enough neutrons have been generated in any of 
these experimenls to permit proof that they are truly 
thermonuclear, corresponding to the calculated 1-keV 
temperature of the imploded DT fuel. However, the 
agreement of the neutron production with the 
LASNEX calculation is evidence of the thermonuclear-
implosive origin, of at least a substantial fraction of the 
observed neutrons. 

> a; 

10 100 
he - keV 

Fig. 8-24. Measured (solid curw) and calculated (broken 
curve) x-ray spectra for LLL laser implosion ex
periment. Beyond 10 keV the measurement is 
softer than anticipated. This indicates less supra-
ih.erma! preheat than previously estimated. 

These successful laser-driven implosion!) are of the 
exploding-pusher type (Fig. 8-2Sa). The pusher is 
suddenly heated and exploded by electron conduction 
from the laser-heated plasma. The inward-moving 
pusher compresses the DT to nearly the original 
pusher density (~1 g/cm^) and heats it tc ttir.peratures 
of ~1 keV (Fig. 8-25b). Thermonuclear burn occurs 
over a period of a few picoseconds before decompres
sion or quenching by unstable pusher mixing into the 
DT. 

Thermonuclear self-heating is insignificant because 
the value of pR is so small (10~4 to 10"^ g/cm^) 
and because the burn efficiency is so small (< 10""; 
see Fig. 8-26). Because the pR is so small-that is, 
because the hydrodynamic time is so short, in parti
cular relative to the ion-electron coupling-time-sigiufi-
cant ion-electron runaway occurs, and the ion tem
perature is substantially higher than the electron 
temperature (by a factor of more than 2 in these 
experiments). This greatly increases neutron produc
tion since 5v~ varies roughly as the fifth power of the 
ion temperature in the 1-keV range. 

The ion temperature is also enhanced by the 
relatively high implosion velocity of nearly 5 x 10 7 

cm/s. This velocity is generated by the approximately 
isothermal blowoff of the relatively high-density 
pusher into the low-density DT and is proportional to 
the sound speed in the pusher and the log of the ratio 
of the pusher and gas densities. Because the implosion 
velocity is so nig1; and pR so small, the x-ray 
bremsstrahlung radiation losses are also negligible. 

This exploding-pusher implosion differs in several 
basic ways frim the high-density laser implosions that 
must be achieved in order to generate the high-
efficiency, high-gain thermonuclear microexplosion re
quired for laser-fusion power applications.2'* In these 
high-density implosions, pR is large enough (~1 g/cm ) 
for thermonuclear self-heating to be important, lon-
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Fig. 8-25. Top: bxploding-pusher type of laser-fusion target. A spherical glass shell filled with low-density DT gas is enclosed by a 
spherical pusher of low-density plastic. The functions of this plastic are to enhance absorption (via increased cross sec
tions, while minimizing the total target mass so as to maximize temperature) and to improve implosion symmetry via 
azimuthai electron conduction in the relatively-low-density. low-Z plastic. The DT is compressed and heated by the 
sudden explosion of the grass when heated by a high power laser pulse. Bottom: Two-dimensional LASNKX calculation 
of the implosion of the exploding-pusher capsule shown at top by a two-beam axially symmetrical irradiation system 
(such as used by KMSF). intensity is a maximum at about 70". Vertical axis is the plane of symmetry, and the system has 
rotational symmetry about horizontal axis. Six frames show configuration during a 100-ps implosion. 
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Fig. 8-26. Physics of fusion microexplosions resulting from ex
ploding-pusher (EP) implosions (~ l g/cm3, 
g/cm2) ana high-density isentropic (HDD implo
sions (~1000 g/cm3, j j l glcm2. Tlrermoimcleai 
self-heating is negligible in EP implosions because 
pR is too small IO absorb the fusion reaction 
particles and strong in HD1 implosions because 
pR is larger than the 3.5-MeV particle range. How
ever, relatively high temperatures are achieved in EP 
implosions because the hydro-heating time is so 
short and the background election temperatures are 
so high. High bum efficiencies occur only in HDI. 

electron runaway occurs during burn, but not during 
implosion, and temperatures greater than several kilo-
electron volts must be achieved before the thermonu
clear self-heating exceeds the bremsstrahiung cooling. 

Electron conduction does not dominate energy 
transport within the high-density fuel region as it does 
in the exploding-pusher fuel. Because the thickness of 
the exploding pusher is -apidly increasing and the 
acceleration is so high, the implosion is not seriously 
affected by fluid instabilities (Fig. 8-27), whereas the 
high-density implosion is very sensitive to fluid insta
bilities. Entropy changes are large in the exploding-
pusher implosion and minimal in the high-density 
implosions (Fig. 8-28). Consequently, the high-density 
system is highly sensitive (via entropy changes 
due to suprathermal-electron preheat). Careful pulse 
shaping is required to suppress fluid instabilities and to 
minimize entropy changes so that high densities can be 
achieved. With sufficiently short pulses (~100 ps), 
pulse shaping is not important in exploding-pusher 
implosions (Table 8-4). 

What has been achieved in these laser-driven implo
sion experiments makes laser fusion look very attrac
tive. The computer calculations on which the feasi
bility of laser fusion has been based seem to be 
correct. Some problems that could have made high-
density laser implosions very difficult are less severe 
than anticipated. Laser light is being efficiently 
absorbed (at least in the LLL experiments), and the 
suprathermal-electron tail is relatively soft. The 
experimental-theoretical/computational loop has been 
closed, and a period of rapid learning and progress is 
anticipated. 

Effects of Non-Maxwellian Ion Distribution in 
Exploding-Pusher Capsules 

For several years neutrons have been produced and 
detected in laser irradiation experiments, but their use 
as a diagnostic tool was greatly complicated when they 
were shown to be of coronal origjn.H>12 Recently, 
laser implosion experiments have produced neutrons 
that appear to be from truly thermonuclear DT 
reactions, but the determination of fuel compression 
and heating from measured neutron yields is still a 
difficult task. Even the most sophisticated hydro-
dynamic and transport programs used to evaluate and" 
design these experiments assume that the ions in the 
fuel region of laser targets caii be described by a 
Maxwell-Boltzman velocity distribution. The validity 
of this assumption is analyzed here. 
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Fig. 8-27. Calculation of the growth of fluid instability in 
exploding-pusher implosion. Imperfection with 
wavelength approximately equal to the initial 
pusl.er thickness and with initial amplitude equal 
<o 0.1 pm would be toL -able. 
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High-density 
Parameter Exploding pusher •sen tropic 

Fluid instabilities Insensitive Critical 
Plasma instabilities Insensitive Critical 
Entropy change 
Pulse shaping 
Velocity (cm/s) 

Large 
Not required 
"*5x 1 0 7 

Minimal 
Required 
- 5 x 1 0 7 

Density (g/cm 3 ) 
Burn efficiency 
at lOkJ<#> 

~ 1 0 0 0 
~10 

Characteristic Times. If an ion distribution is per
turbed slightly from the Maxwellian shape, it will fill 
in (e-fcld toward equilibrium) in a time'3 Tfj]| = T^V , 
where r,- is the collision time for thermal particles and 
V = V/VJ is the dimensionless particle speed [!4(mvj2) = 
kT]. The time for an ion to leak out of the fuel 
region can be approximated by the sum of its free-
streaming and rUffusive-loss times: 

_ R f R f D f 

rleak - V + -v- ~A • 

where Df is the thickness of the fuel in units of the 
mean free path for thermal particles. 

Using a hydrodynamic time of Tny,j = Rf/vj and 
noting that Rf = Df Xj = DfVjTj we find that 

rleak 
Till r)4 1 + 7)4 

Numerical Calculations. Numerical calculations of the 
evolution of ion distributions were carried out for 
several experimental situations of interest. The phase-
space densities of deuterons and nitons were followed 
as functions of time and speed coordinates using the 
equations shown in Table 8-5. The physics calculated 
includes ion-ion and electron-ion collisions, adiabatic 
compression and expansion, and a combination of 
diffusive and free-streaming particle losses. In some 
calculations, shock heating was simulated by specifying 
the initial distributions to be fi-func ons in speed. 

Table 8-5. Evolution of the particle phase-space 
densities _ _ _ ^ _ — _ _ 

dfj(v) _ 3f,(v) 

I t ai" 
9fi(v)i aiyv) i 

hydro * 'leak 3 t IF-P 

where F-P stands for Fokker-Planck. 

afj(y) 
at 

hydro 

where Vf is the fuel volume 

V f dt j v z 3v |_3 ' J 

3fj(v> 
~3t~ 

f;(v) 
leak 

where Rf is the fuel radius and Oj/v4 is the total number of 
mean free paths in the fuel-tamper system for ion species i 
at velocity v 

and 

¥ >?3 

If particle leakage is to have a substantial effect on the 
neutron yield of compressed laser targets, liien T ^ ^ 
must be much smaller than Tfjn for the values of 7} 
responsible for neutron production. For fuel ion 
temperatures in the range of 1 to 10 keV, this 
corresponds to 2.0 < v < 2.5. 

In order to make T| e a k « Tfjri, we must take 
Df « rj4, meaning that particles must free-stream 
out of the fuel and thus that the loss will be almost 
as severe for thermal particles as for those on the tail 
of the distribution (rjeak a J?"1)- It also follows from 
Tleak < < 7fill t h a t xhyd < < : 7 f i l l - s o t n a ( , n e s n a D e 0 I" 
the ion distribution will be history dependent. 

Ofjfv) 

IT 
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1 j 3 0 J v J 
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j « "m. -0 J 
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The input parameters for two systems are shown in 
Figs. 8-29a and b. For these calculations, the 
initial ion entropy and peak tamper thickness as well 
as the time dependence of the fuel volume and elec
tron temperature were taken from LASNEX simula
tions. In these calculations, LASTvl! :C computes the 
total number- and energy-leakage rates (assuming that 
the ions are Maxwellian) and then alters both the 
density and temperature of the ions consistently with 
these Josses. The start time of the Fokker-Planck 
calculation is just after the time of shock transit in the 
LASNEX run. This fortunately occurred at low 
compressions, so that the effects of shock heating 
could be explored simply by varying the initial ion-
distribution functions. In all cases the electrons were 
assumed to be Maxwellian. The total neutron prod'.;-
tion was calculated by the formulas shown in Table 
8-6. 

For each system four calculations were made: 
1. All physics is on. The initial D and T distribu

tions are Maxwellian at the same temperature. 
2. Same as calculation 1, except that no particle 

loss is allowed. 
3. Same as calculation 1, except that all ion-ion 

equilibration rates are multiplied by 1000. This is to 

Table 8-6. Rate of neutron p r o d u c t i o n _ _ _ _ 

<nDnr<Jv) = (4?7)2 /J° f D ( v D ) v D

2 

' S^ f T ( v T ) v T

2 CTV(VD,VT) <lvT dv D 

av(vD,v T) = ov (v T ,v D ) = !i f vro(VimDvr2) dp. 

v r

2 = v D

2 + v T

2 - 2v„vTtf 

where* 

° c m 2 «toV> 

4.54 x I 0 - 2 0 (66.7)2 

{66.7)2 + (E - 83.0)2 
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Fig. 8-29. Input and output for two systems: (a) DT mass = 4 x 10"'° g, <pAr)D T = 1.3 x I0"3 g/cm2-, (b) DT mass = 6.7 x I0~'° g, 
<pAi) D T =3.Sxl0- 3 g/cm 2 . 
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simulate the Maxwellian approximation as used in the 
LASNEX program. 

4. Same as calculation 1, except that the initial 
distributions are S-functions at a speed that gives 
approximately the correct energy density. 

The system shown in Fig. 8-29a corresponds to a 
LASNEX simulation of an exploding-pusher experi
ment for which 4 x 10$ neutrons were calculated. All 
four Fokker-Planck runs on this system give about 
2.3 x 1()5 neutrons, but the LASNEX simulation 
produced 4 x 10^ neutrons, the discrepancy being 
primarily due to spatial nonuniformities that cannot 
be treated in the Fokker-Planck program. In this 
system ion leakage is negligible, and ion equilibration 
is rapid. 

The system shown in Fig. 8-2% is a much hottei 
exploding-pusher implosion. The LASNEX simula
tion and all Fokker-Planck calculations that included 

The use of hollow pellets reduces the required laser 
power, since the kinetic energy of implosion may be 
generated by a lower pressure acting over a larger vol
ume. This lower power reduces the laser cost and 
plasma-instability effects (e.g., anomalous conduction 
and suprathermal-electron decoupling and preheat). 
However, hollow pellets are more difficult and expen
sive to fabricate and are more sensitive to fluid insta
bilities. Until recently it was believed that ablative im
plosions were stabilized by ablative processes and that 
hollow-pellet implosions were not limited by fluid in
stabilities. Because the theory of such stabilization was 
incomplete and the experimental evidence nonexistent, 
a study was undertaken to determine the limitations 
imposed on the implosion of hollow laser-fusion pellets 
by fluid instabilities. In particular, numerical simula
tions with the LASNEX program have investigated the 
effect of fluid instability on the performance of hollow 
laser pellets intended for isentropic compression and 
high gain.''* 

Other researchers have studied the instability of the 
ablation surface using an analytic model and using 
numerical solutions of a linear perturbation approxima
tion.'^"' ' However, no consistent picture has yet 
emerged. 

The simulations begin by applying an initial pertur
bation in the form of a surface deformation or laser-
illumination nonuniformity. We then monitor space-
and time-dependent amplitudes by computing the rms 
deviations from the mean along the symmetry direc
tion for the various material properties. Amplitude 
histories are obtained in cases with ablation by follow
ing the amplitudes at the peak-density surface. 

the loss term give 3 x 1 0 ^ . The Fokker-Planck run 
with no ion losses yields 8 x 10'0 neutrons, showing 
that, even though ion losses are important, the 
Maxwellian approximation is perfectly valid. It is 
important to realize that in this system the success of 
the Maxwellian approximation is not due simply to a 
rapid ion-ion equilibration rate. Rather it is because 
a Maxwcllian evolved with the correct total number 
and energy-loss rates is a very good fit to the actual 
distribution. The fit is not very accurate far out on the 
high-energy-ion tail, but near n = 2, where peak 
neutron production occurs, it is quite adequate. Of 
course, if a hydrodynamics program completely ignores 
ion losses, its neutron-production calculation will be 
in error. 

It is a pleasure to conclude that for these exploding-
pusher implosions this nonequilibrium effect does not 
significantly affect the fusion yield. 

The validity of this technique has been verified by 
using LASNEX to compute perturbation growth rates 
for test problems having analytical solutions. A wide 
range of test parameters has been explored, and care 
has been taken lo isolate and avoid systematic errors. 

If an incompressible slab containing materials of 
density p and p is accelerated in a direction perpendic
ular to the interface with acceleration a, then perturba
tions of the interface, having the wave number 
k = 1 77/X, will grow as exp (/ 7 dt), where 

7 = (aka)%, (1) 

In Equation i, a = (p - p)j{p' + p) is the Atwood 
number. We chose test problems having a = 1, for 
which kr? « 1 (to minimize effects of finite ampli
tude 7?), k AR » 1 (to minimize effects of finite 
slab thickness), and kc s/7 » | , where c s is the 
sound speed (to minimize effects of compressibility). 
For 20 such cases, the average ratio of LASNEX 
growth rates to those predicted by Equation 1 was 
0.76 ± 0.03, using four zones per wavelength. 

A few slab examples having a = 0.5 were run, and 
these showed a correct reduction of growth rate. 
One case in which a = -0.5 showed oscillatory, non-
growing amplitudes, as expected. 

Implosion of spherical shells by an external pressure 
source has been considered by Plessett.'® The average 
ratio of LASNEX growth rates to those predicted by 
Plessett is 0.80 + 0.05 for 12 examples. 

On the basis of the test problems, one may con
clude that the final amplitudes predicted by LASNEX 
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are accurate within a factor of 3 or within 20% in 
e-foldings, whichever is larger. 

In our early applications of LASNEX to low-adiabat 
implosions, we found little evidence of ablative stabili
zation. A comparison with the results of Henderson, 
McCrory, and Morse,'" who reported a stable solid-
pellet implosion, was thus of considerable interest, 
since our calculations of isentropic implosions show no 
such stability. We have observed stable performance 
of their example for £ = 5 and 8 = 100 spherical 
harmonic modes. For 8 = 5, LASNEX amplitudes are 
in qualitative agreement and within a factor of 3 of 
quantitative agreemen* with the previous work. 

To study the transition from unstable to stable 
implosions, we considered a solid DT sphere with a 
radius of 450 jim and a density of 0.21 g/cm , 
irradiated by a 1.06-jum-wavelength laser. Figure 
8-30a shows a pulse (D) that is optimized for one-
dimensional yield, neglecting multigroup-transport 
effects. In Fig. 8-30b, the implosion adiabats are 
shown for this pulse and for the chopped pulses C, B, 
and A. Also shown as broken curves in the figure are 
the pulse shape and adiabat of the example of 
Henderson et al . '" The one-dimensional yield ratios 
can be seen in Fig. 8-30c, clearly showing the impor
tance of achieving a low adiabat. 

When these pulse shapes are applied to a two-
dimensional slice of the pellet with a surface pertur-
ba'ion, the calculated number of e-foldings varies as 
shown in Fig. 8-30c. The most highly chopped pulse 
(R) is essentially stable, but as the implosion becomes 
more nearly isentropic, growth increases until for the 
full pulse (D) the instability reaches amplitudes that 
lead to failure of this design. 

Other examples support this observation. Signif
icant growth suppression is seen only in cases in 
which a shell of material propagates as a shock of 
increasing strength through cooler, less dense material. 
Hence these stabilized implosions are nonisentropic 
and are energetically unsuitable for laser-fusion appli
cations. In low-adiabat compressions, instability 
growth rates are insignificantly damped, and in fact 
are calculated to be in the range of 50 to 100% of 
classical Rayleigh-Taylor growth rates for the wave
lengths of interest. 

We have concentrated design efforts on shells of 
DT ice with aspect ratios R/AR from 60:1 to 1:1 
with a one-dimensional gain of between 20 and 60 and 
an input energy of about 100 kJ. As already noted, 
shells with aspect ratios greater than unity are of 
interest because they allow a reduction in the required 
laser power by increasing the volume of the target. 

There are three ranges of wavelength and physical 
effects of importance: 

1. X » AR 1 T u n , where R m i n is the minimum 
one-dimensional shell thickness during the implosion: 
the effect of perturbations at these wavelengths is to 
reduce the overall symmetry of the implosion. Sym
metry of implosion velocities must be maintained 
within about 1% in order to get good spherical 
convergence and conversion of kinetic energy to 
thermal energy at the end of the implosion. 

2. A * A R m j n : wavelengths of this size result in a 
breakup of the shell and a gross mixing of high- and 
low-density mutter. 

3. X « A R m j n : short enough wavelengths are 
stabilized by viscosity and density-gradient effects. 
However, there is a range of wavelengths that will 
achieve amplitudes comparable to a wavelength before 
being nonlinearly saturated. This turbulence is ex
pected to modify matter and energy transport near the 
ablation surface, but these effects cannot be studied 
with a Lagrangian program. 

The rapid growth and destructive effects of the 
wavelengths with X * A R m j n impose severe limita
tions on tolerable surface perturbations. This is the 
problem of primary concern here. 

Our calculations show that, to survive instability, a 
design should minimize Ro/AR m m , where Rrj is the 
initial target radius, and maximize the time-averaged 
acceleration. 

Figure 8-31 shows the implosion of a 30:1 shell 
optimized for fluid instability. With an initial pertur
bation of 7 A rms, 8 = 160 was the shortest wave
length that could be successfully imploded, as shown 
in Fig. 8-3 lc. Compression and ablation greatly reduce 
the shell thickness during the implosion, allowing 
short, fast-growing wavelengths to destroy the shell. 
In Fig. 8-3la, the isodensity contours for an 8 = 320 
perturbation show a typical failure mode. 

To get a successful implosion with a realizable 
level of surface perturbation, we had to use targets 
with small aspect ratios and change from uniform 
acceleration to a series of chopped pulses, wliich gives 
an impulsive acceleration. From Equation 1 it is 
evident that, for a given velocity change, the number 
of generations of growth is inversely proportional to 
the square root of the acceleration. In the limit of a 
shock wave of zero thickness, growth is no longer 
exponential in time but linear, resulting from focusing 
as the shock passes a perturbed interface. The formula 
for this growth has been given by Richtmyer'" as 
i) = ak £i> 770, where rj is the rate of change of the 
amplitudes and Av is the difference in material 
velocity between the front and back of the shock. 
The smallest growth factor is obtained if a shell 
receives its entire velocity from a single shock. The 
growth factor increases as more shocks are used and 
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Fig. 8-31. Implosion of a shell with levitation ratio R/AR of 30:1: (a) pulse shape; (b) velocity history; (c) amplitude and shell-
thickness histories; (d) isodensity plot of failure mode for £ - 320 at time 4.3 ns. 

approaches the Rayleigh-Taylor value in the limit of 
many small shocks. If the ratio of the amplitude of 
successive shocks is kept within a factor of about 4, 
and if they are suitably timed, the implosion will 
remain reasonably isentropic. Shown in Fig. 8-32a is 
the 0.25-tim laser power profile for a 256-ug DT 
shell with an outer radius of 700 nm and an inner 
radius of 400 Attn. The velocity shown in Fig. 8-32b is 
at the ablation surface, where each successive shock is 
generated. The velocity there decreases as the pressure 
relaxes after each shock passes. Figure 8-32c shows 
the perturbation amplitude at the ablation surface and 
the shell thickness as a function of time for the worst 
•instable wavelength, 2 = I " 1 , for an initial amplitude 
of 14 A rms. After the passage of the first shock, the 
linear growth in time of the perturbation is evident. 

We have examined the £ = 320 mode, iiid the final 
amplitude was little changed. In this implosion, no 
appreciable degradation of the thermonuclear yield is 
caused by fluid instability, either during ablative 
acceleration or in deceleration prior to burn, for an 
initial amplitude of 14 Arms in the 8= 160 mode. 

In a few test cases, the effect of self-generated mag
netic fields, using either Bohm diffusion or the classical 
transport coefficients of Braginskii,20 j s negligible for 
surface-perturbed targets. However, since the fields re
duce thermal conduction, they can significantly in
crease the surface perturbations imprinted by a given 
illumination nonuniformity. Similarly, there is no sig
nificant change in the fluid-instability growth rates 
when multigroup electron transport is included in the 
calculation. However, the yield of the above example 
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Fig. 8-32. Implosion of a shell with a levitation tatio R/AR of 2:1: (a) pulse shape; (b) velocity history; (c) amplitude and shell-
thickness history. 

can be degraded by suprathermal electrons. Techni
ques for creating a low-density corona to minimize 
effects of nonuniform illumination are under study. 

In conclusion, this study of instability demonstrates 
the following: 

1. There is no evidence of c stabilization mechanism 
(ablative or otherwise) sufficiently strong to be of any 
use in the design of isen tropic implosions intended for 
high gain. 

2. Shells with (R/AR)m a x 160 ratio and multiple 
impulse acceleration can be successfully imploded in 
the presence of surface perturbations of a few tens of 
angstroms while maintaining a sufficiently low adiabat 
to obtain high compression and high gain. 
In the present calculations, such effects as turbulent 
transport of matter and energy and coalescence of 
vaiious modes are not included. We do not expect 
these effects to modify our basic conclusions. 

SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTS PROBING CRITICAL PLASMA PHENOMENA. 

Suprathermal Electrons 

Since a major determining factor in the design and 
performance of laser-fusion pellets is the spectrum of 
laser-heated electrons, a number of experiments have 

been conducted to infer this distribution from the 
spectrum of observed hard x-rays.2'>22 LASNEX 
simulations of CO2 and neodymium experiments con
ducted at intensity levels of 1 0 1 3 to 1 0 1 4 W/cm2 

reproduce the data reasonably well. Figure 8-33 
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8-33. Comparison of calculated and oh^rved x-ray 
spectra for laser irradiation of plastic slab (I = 10' 3 
to lOHw/cm*. X= I urn). 

presents a comparison of the data acquired with the 
-ong Path Laser and the LASNEX calculation, which 
assumed that the suprathcrmal component had the 
distribution exp(-v2/6vju). 

The data taken in experiments with higher intensity 
( 1 0 1 5 to 10 ° VII cm ) neodymium lasers have posed 
greater puzzles. McCall22 conducted several experi
ments (summarized in Table 8-7) with a Nd:glass laser 
producing pulses of 10 to 16 J with a full width at 
half maximum of 30 ps; these pulses had an 800-ps 
precursor with a power smaller than the peak power 
by a factor of roughly 10 s . The focal spot had a full 
width at half maximum of roughly 120 /urn. The 
focal-spot diameter was measured by a variety of 
methods, the most definitive of which was the direct 
observation of the diameter of the plasma plane at the 
peak of the pulse. The absorbed energy E^ includes 
only the energy absorbed in the central spot and not 
that absorbed at large radii. The transmitted energy 
is E-p, and the energy that disappeared from the 
experiment and could have been absorbed at larger 
radii is Ep. 

Both thick (~150 jim) and thin ( « 1 /tun) CH and 
CHj targets were employed in these expetiments. In 
this study, only the more energetic shots are con
sidered: ~ I0 and ~16 J, respectively. The x-ray 
spectrum measured in the thick-target exreriments 

Light transmission 

Ej./En = 0.84 x 0.50 exp(-d/500 A) 
E A/E n = 0.84 x 0.50 11 - exp(-d/500 A)J 
Ep/Ep = 0.84 x 0.50 

Ion time of flight 

d = 1800 A : 
Front: 

v = 1.5 x 108 cm/s (H+) 
v'= 9.6 x 107 cm/s <C*+) 

Back: 
v = 3.4 x 107 cm/s (H +) 
v'=2.S x l0 7 cm/s(C 6 + ) 

d = 300 A: Vp/vB 

Data from Rcf. 22. Experimental conditions: 30-ps pulse, 10 
to 16 J, diameter = 120 jtm. Thin ( « 1 fm) CH target 
(E0 = 16 J). 

spans the range 5 < hv < 50 keV and thus provides 
information on the shape of suprathermal-electron 
distribution. In the thin-target experiments, there are 
two additional kinds of measurement: the fraction of 
light transmitted through the plasma (a measure of the 
length of time required for the entire foil to go 
underdense) and ion velocities in the blowoff on either 
side of target. These data are quite sensitive to the 
rate of thermal conduction, both into the dense foil 
and along its surface. 

Virtually all the ion blowoff is funneled into narrow 
velocity cones centered on the front and rear normals 
to the target foil-the pulses were so short that the 
hydrodynamic expansion was nearly one-dimensional. 
The current trace of an ion probe for representative 
shots can be characterized by a mean time of flight. 
For foils 1800 A thick, the ratio of the fore and aft 
mean ion velocities is ~4; for foils 300 A thick, it is 
~ 1 . On many shots, the current pulse is divided into 
two well-defined peaks. These may be tentatively 
identified as the arrival of H + and C 6 + ions, with both 
species accelerated through the same electrostatic 
plasma potential. (See Table 8-8.) 

The crucial approximations used in the LASNEX 
simulations of these experiments are electron distri-
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Table 8-8. One-dimensional LASNEX calculations: ion time of flight and transmitted light' 

(1(A) Experimental Calculated 

300 1.2 1.0 ~ l 
1800 0 0 ~4 

Spot diameter = 600 Mm; a = 12. 

butions associated with resonance absorption, with 
the electron distribution given by 

f(v) a exp(-v2/av^h), 

and inhibited electron thermal conduction. LASNEX 
calculations in which Spitzer estimates are used for 
diffusion coefficients cannot reproduce the ion time-
of-flight or the transmitted-light data. The data may 
be consistent with inhibited thermal conduction, for 
which there are several possible mechanisms. One is 
the two-stream instability described in the paragraph 
on LASNEX. Another mechanism possibly responsible 
for inhibiting thermal conduction is the generation of 
strong magnetic fields. LASNEX calculates the magne
tic fields arising from thermoelectric sources, 
We x Vne, and the subsequent reduction of thermal 
conductivity by the Braginskii or the Bohm approxima
tion. For a fairly smooth variation in laser intensity 
acn -s the focal spot, these fields assume a toroidal 
configuration wrapped about the axis of revolution. 
Consequently, such magnetic fields approach zero 
at the center of the laser spot and thus, though effec
tive in impeding lateral conduction, cannot drastically 
reduce conduction into the target. Recent plasma 
simulations conducted by Kruer23 suggest that very 
intense laser radiation obliquely incident on a target 
generates large magnetic fields, which are laminar 
within the focal spot. This is an alternative mechanism 
for the inhibition of thermal conduction. 

The LASNEX calculations predict all these experi
mental results for a = 6 and for reduced thermal con
duction only if the deposited energy is spread over a 
spot diameter of about 600 um. The requirement of 
the large spot size stems directly from the conservation 
of mass, momentum, and energy applied to the data 
shown above. How could the effective spot size be so 
large? 

One possibility is that the laser light is so greatly 
refracted in the underdense plasma that a much larger 
spot is actually illuminated. This speculation is not 
consistent with several LASNEX calculations using 
the recently implemented geometrical optics ray 

<vF>/(vB> <vF> (cm/s) 

ital Calculated Experimental Calculated 

0.7 - 10* 

1.8 i.2 x 10 8 8.7 x 10 7 

trace. Because of the short pulse length, the density 
gradient at the critical density is very steep, and the 
laser rays have scarcely any curvature in traversing the 
underdense plasma. However, large refractive effects 
might be caused by a fast-ion plume not being treated 
by LASNEX. This should be explored with holo
graphic measurements. 

Two-dimensional LASNEX calculations have dem
onstrated that a very small ai.iount of rarefied-plasma 
blowoff serves as a very low-impedance conduction 
path and thereby greatly enhances lateral conduction. 
Figure 8-34 depicts a plasma in an experiment con
ducted with a foil 1800 A thick, viewed at the peak of 
the laser pulse. The broken curves represent isodensiiy 
contours; the solid curves, electron isotherms. The 
laser intensity profile used in this calculation is a 
Gaussian with a full width at half maximum of 120 Mm, 
the observed beam spot size, out to a radius of 100 Mm; 
at larger radii, the intensity is constant, about 0.01 of 
the peak intensity, out to a radius of 300 ixm. The 
energy content in this low-intensity tail corresponds to 
half the measured E J J , the disappeared energy. 

The peak electron temperature at this time is about 
950 eV. The 700-eV isotherm extends out to a radius 
of 300 )xm; this temperature distribution is graphical 
evidence of the enlargement of the effective spot size. 
One should note also that the interferometric picture, 
which probes to electron densities of 1 0 ' 8 to 
1 0 1 9 cm" 3 (~3 x 10" 5 to 3 x 1 0 " 6 g /cm 3 ) would 
indicate a plume of less than 200 Mm in diameter 
and relatively little blowoff at larger radii. Those 
density profiles are therefore consistent with McCall's 
observations. 

This explanation includes other possible mechan
isms that would create a low-density plasma at large 
radii (e.g., heating by ultraviolet radiation or laser 
precursor) and thereby result in a similar enlargement 
of the target spot. 

These two-dimensiona! LASNEX calculations pre
dict that the ion blowoff is funneled in a narrow cone, 
as is observed. The predictions of ion time of flight 
and transmitted light corroborate qualitatively those 
predicted in the one-dimensiona! calculation using 
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Fig. 8-34. Snapshot from LASNEX calculation of the irradiation of an 1800-A-thick plastic foil with a 30-ps Nd:glass laser pulse. 
Both isodensity and electron-isothermal contours are depicted. The inset shows the radial laser profile. 

600-Mm effective spot sizes. Although the two-
dimensional calculations do reproduce McCall's data, 
this agreement is not wholly satisfactory since the 
Fried and Gould prescription was used in the thin-foil 
calculations, but the constant-factor induction of the 
electron-flux limiters (0.03) was required in the thick-
slab calculations. 

In this interpretation, the data might imply the 
following: 

1. The effective spot size is much larger than the 
laser spot. Lateral conduction along the surface of the 
foil is responsible for this effect. 

2. Thermal conduction is inhibited by ion-electron 
turbulence or perhaps by sheet magnetic fields. 

3. The distribution of suprathermal electrons is 
given by 

f(v) ec exp(-v 2/6vm). 

4. Bohm diffusion is the appropriate approximation 
for transverse thermal transport. 

Because of the several ambiguities about the spot 
size and the shape of the plasma blow, this explana
tion is speculative. 
Slab-Acceleration Experiment:. 

Planar experiments that simulate the early phases of 
thin-shell implosions would be useful in checking the 
anticipated acceleration history and the growth of 
fluid instabilities. 

Initial experiments have been conducted with the 
beam produced by the Long Path Laser (~10 J, 1.5 ns 
FWHM) and with a targe! of a thin (~10/am) plastic 
foil. With a 132-nm-FWHM Gaussian as a crude 
approximation to the measured intensity distribution, 
a t-ASNEX calculation predicts the rear-surface posi
tion history shown in Fig. 8-35, where the laser peak 
power occurs at 2.5 ns. An initial temperature of 3 eV 
is assumed in this calculation. The motion of the rear 
surface prior to t « 3 ns is due entirely to free expan
sion at the velocity fixeu by the initial temperature, 
which is determined by laser preheating or breakdown 
conditions. At t « 3 ns, the shock generated on the 
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Fig. 8-35. Comparison uf calculated (solid cunt') and experi
mental <bro\en curve) rear-surface position hislory 
in the acceleration of a tliin <I0-/Jm) plastic foil. 

laser-heated region reaches the tear surface; the rear 
surface asymptotically approaches a velocity very 
nearly equal to the shock ve'':.ily. The predicted as
ymptotic front-surface normal blowoff velocity is 
6.2 x 10? cm/s; the measured velocity is 4.5 x 10? 
cm/s. Although this calculation reproduces the data 
imperfectly-indicating an initial velocity of 2.5 x 10<> 
cm/s, instead of the measured 5 x 10 6 cm/s, and an 
asympn tie velocity of 9.6 x 106 cm/s, instead of 1.5 x 
10' cm/s-it does reproduce the major features of 
the experiment. 

On the basis of these calculations, it appears that 
the plastic foil expands initially because of early pre
heat and that the subsequent acceleration is the result 
of the passage of a simple shock, rather than an accel
eration that compresses the shell isentropicaliy. Planar 
experiments are apt analogs of the spherical isentropic 
implosions discussed above only if the shell is acceler
ated and compressed almost adiabatically; otherwise, 
the growth of short-wavelength modes is drastically 
suppressed. These initial experiments, then, have suc
cessfully isolated two essential conditions for future 
experiments: (I) the reduction of laser preheat or 
breakdown; (2) the introduction of pulse shaping for 
iscntropic acceleration. 

& 

TAMPED LASER-FUSION PELLETS. 

The theory of the gain (fusion energy/laser light 
energy) of bare homogeneous laser-imploded thermo
nuclear pellets has been published elsewhere/%25 
Here we consider the gain of thermonuclear pellets 
containing a pusher-tamper of high-density, high-Z ma
terial (e.g., uranium) surrounding the DT fuel (Fig. 
8-36). It is shown that pellets with tampers suffici
ently thick to survive fluid instabilities do not have 
high enough gain for fusion-reactor applications. 

Functions of the Pusher-Tamper 
In a laser-driven implosion/fusion microexplosion.a 

pusher-tamper may have the following functions: 
1. To increase the inertial-confinement time of the 

fuel during a thermonuclear microexplosion. 
2. To generate additional nuclear energy by fission

ing the tamper with the fusion neutrons. 

Ablator 

- Pusher-tamper 
(High p, Z) 

Fig. 8-36. Spherical laser-fusion target with pusher-tamper. 
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3. To shield the fuel from preheat by laser-
generated x-rays and electrons during the implosion. 

4. To reduce the entropy change in fuel imploded 
by an impulsive pulse shape (by the attenuation of 
shock strengths across the pusher-fuel density step and 
by applying an increasing pressure to the fuel when the 
imploding pusher is slowed down). 

5. To multiply the implosion velocity by using a 
pair of pushers separated by low-density material (via 
collision between a relatively heavy outer pusher and a 
lighter inner pusher). 

6. In exploding-pusher targets, the pusher is ex
ploded to less than normal density by energetic elec
trons and x-rays, and the inward-exploding part of the 
pusher drives the fuel to fusion temperatures and to 
densities ranging from 0.1 to 10g/cm3. 
Here we consider the first two functions, which have 
to do with the thermonuclear microexplosion rather 
than with the implosion. 

Burn Efficiency 
The depletion-corrected burn efficiency in thermo

nuclear microexplosions is proportional to the product 
of the specific burn rate pov and the inertial confine
ment time r/v, where p is the density. 5v is the Maxwell 
velocity-aveiaged reaction cross section, r is the radius, 
and v is the explosion velocity/^ For untamped pel
lets with pr > 1 g/cm2, in which ion temperatures of 
20 keV are reached, a good approximation to the 
LASNEX calculations of burn efficiency <t> is 2^ 

_JL_ » ex (i + i ,A* 

where ii = tamper mass/fuel mass < 10. The tamper-
correction factor [I + (5/3)^]^ is closely related to 
the correction factor (1 + 3ft)'̂  for the period of a 
spring with mass uniformly distributed along its length 
and with one end fixed and the other end attached to a 
mass equal to p. times the spring mass. In a spherical 
explosion, the velocity at the center is zero and it tends 
to vary linearly with radius (corresponding to a uni
form expansion), particularly when there is a tamper; 
hence the expansion velocity is less than sound speed 
in the early stages of the explosion. Then the kinetic 
energy is 

f m ( . + f „ ) f 
from 

1 4m2p(v±)2dr 

+ 4 ? R 3 v i _ 3 /, + 5 W 
3 2 5 \ 3 / 2 

where m, the fuel mass, is (4ir/3)r^p. The correction 
factor is 5/3 for a sphere as compared to 3 for the 
spring because most of the mass of a sphere if concen
trated near the outside, where the velocity is high. 
Since the inertial-confinement time is inversely propor
tional to the explosion velocity and the explosion ve
locity varies inversely with the square root of the effec
tive mass (via the kinetic energy), it follows that the 
correction factor is [1 + (5/3)ju] & for tamped spherical 
thermonuclear microexplosions. 

Results of LASNEX tamped-microexplosion calcu
lations are shown in Fig. 8-37. Forpr $ 1 g/cm2, the 
efficiency falls off more rapidly because the fuel is 
cooled by electron conduction to th? tamper and be
cause significant DT a-particle energy is lost to the 
tamper. In these LASNEX calculations, the initial tam
per density was assumed to be twice that of the DT 
(so that the system is roughly isobaric at constant 
temperature). Figure 8-38 shows the weak variation of 
burn efficiency with initial tamper density. 

The nuclear yield of the target may be increased if 
the tamper material has a significant fission cross sec
tion for fusion neutrons. Plutonium has a fission cross 
section for DT 14-MeV neutrons of about 2.5 barns, or 
150 g/cm2. Each fission reaction releases about 
160 MeV. Consequently, if* the tamper pr « 150 
g/cm2, then the fission/fusion yield ratio is 

fission « J 6 0 fiAr ^ 9 ^ p r ) D T 
fusion ~ 17.6 150 150x3 ' 

where the factor of 3 arises because the DT is a sphere 
and the plutonium tamper is assumed to be a thin 
shell; secondary fissions are assumed to affect the re
sult by a factor of less than 2 (because p A r « 150 
g/cm2); and depletion effects in the tamper have been 
neglected. For ft = 10, pr = 3 g/cm2, the fission yield 
is 60% of the fusion yield. 

These data show that fission is not competitive with 
fusion. In our example, the fusion yield cou/d have 
been enhanced more than 60% by adding only 60% 
more DT. If the 10 mass units of plutonium were 
replaced by DT, the yield would be increased more 
than tenfold. Even if the tamper is fissionable to high 

•Assuming isentropic compression (which requires 
minimum energy), it is not possible to attain 150 
g/cm2 with plutonium except with laser energies 
much greater than 1 
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pr = 1 g/cm z 

pi • I • I > I , !___. 1 , 1 , 1 ! _ _ L 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

//(tamper mass/fuel mass} 

Fig. B-37. Burn efficiency 0 as a function of the ratio of the tamper raass to the fuel mass, /i. 

Gain 
Unless less energy per unit mass is required to im

plode them, tamped pellets will have smaller gains 
than bare pellets. Three factors must be considered: 
the energy required to isentropically compress high-Z 
materials to densities of 1000 g/cm' (where high-gain 
laser-fusion pellets imploded by lasers with energies of 
less than 10° J must operate,^ the ignition tempera
ture of DT confined by a high-Z tamper, and the abla
tion driving efficiency of a pellet with a pusher-tamper. 

Isentropic compression to densities of 1000 g/cm^ 
requires only about one-tenth as much energy for high-
Z materials as it does for DT. This is mainly because 
of the stronger Coulomb interaction of the electrons 
with the high-Z nuclei.' 0 In addition, the high-Z 
tamper inhibits the escape of bremsstrahlung radiation 
from the DT, thereby reducing the temperature at 
which fusion self-heating of the DT exceeds the radia
tive cooling.* The implosion efficiency is proportional 
to the ratio of the implosion velocity to the blowoff 
velocity^S and is roughly the same for tamped and 
bare pellets. Despite these various effects, LASNEX 

*Even the free-free component of the opacity of 
high-Z materials at p = 10-' g/crrr and 1-keV temper
ature i s ' ' much smaller than 1 g/cm'. 

.21-
*i constant - 4 

i>, varied 

u D T = 1 ' t d J gm/cm 3 

Fig. 8-38. Variation of burn efficiency 0 with initial tamper 
density. 

depletions, it is better to use DT since the potential 
specific yield of fissionable materials is only 20% of 
that ofDT. Because of the higher yield of an all-fusion 
pellet, the performance of a hybrid laser-fusion reactor 
would be optimized by fissioning outside the explosion 
chamber rather than in the microexplosion. 
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calculations show that both bare and tamped pellets 
must be imploded with a velocity oi>2.5 x 10'cin/s; 
otherwise ignition to high-efficiency burn does not 
occur. This is because the ignition temperature in laser-
imploded targets is not determined by the condition 
that the self-heating of the DT by fusion (mainly a.-
particles) exceed the cooling by bremsstrahlung and 
other processes; it is determined by the condition that 
the DT is capable of self-heating from the ignition 
temperature to ~ 20 keV, where rapid burning occurs, 
in a time short compared with the inertial-confinement 
time. For example, DT at 2 keV: p = 1000 g/cm3, and 
px * 1 g/cm2, with thermal radiation losses assumed to 
be entirely cut off by a high-Z tamper, takes 10 ps to 
heat itself to 3 keV, compared with only 1 ps for 10% 
burnup at 20 keV. Furthermore, the lower the ignition 
temperature, the larger the pr of DT that must be 
heated to this temperature for the self-heating time to 
be smaller than the inertial time. Because crv increases 
rapidly with temperature below 10 keV (whereas the 
inertia! time decreases only with the square root of the 
temperature), the ignition energy is a minimum" at 
about ,0-keV temperature and px « 0.5 g/cm2. Suf
ficiently high gains for laser-fusion power production 
cannot be achieved by igniting the DT from a temper
ature of a few thousand electron volts; for example, at 
3 keV the specific ignition energy is 3 x I 0 8 J/g, and 
the fusion energy at 50% burnup is only 500 times 
higher, whereas this ratio must be 1500 to accommo
date a 10% efficient laser, a 5% efficient implosion, and 
a 40% thermal electric efficiency with one-third of the 
energy recycled internally. With bare pellets, a factor 
of 1500 is achieved via propagation from a central core 
at 10 keV and 0.S g/cm2 into outer DT at an effective 

temperature of less than I keV (including the Fermi 
energy). 

Because both tamped and bare pellets must be im
ploded at the same velocity and with the same effici
ency, tamped pellets must have a smaller maximum 
gain than bare pellets, since DT produces more energy 
than any tamper material. Typically, LASNEX calcula
tions show gains of 10 to 20 in tamped pellets, com
pared with gains of up to a hundredfold in bare 
pellets 2 5 (Fig. 8-39).* Gains of 10 to 20 are not high 
enough for power production unless lasers with effi
ciencies much greater than 10% are developed. 

In order to suppress plasma instabilities and enhance 
classical absorption of laser light, it may be advanta
geous to coat the DT with an ablator layer of moder
ately low atomic number (3 to 15), which looks like a 
pusher-tamper but is ablated away during the 
implosion. 

For laser-implosion experiments, in which hundred
fold gains are not required, pellets with pusher-tampers 
may be advantageous with long-wavelength lasers in 
order to shield the pellet from energetic electrons, 
x-rays, and pellets with multiple pushers (Fig. 840), 
and may be advantageous with high-energy power-
limited lasers because these pushers multiply the 
velocity by collision between heavy and light shells. 
However, this velocity multiplication is at the expense 
of the laser energy, which is transferred from one shell 
to the next with about 50% efficiency. 

*Higher gains can be achieved with lighter-weight 
tampers (p. < 20), but such tampers show excessive 
Taylor instability during implosion. 

102 
1 0 3 10* 

Compression (X liquid density) 

Pusher-tamper 

Pusher 

Void 

Ablator 

Plastic 

Fig. 8-39. Gain of tamped pellets compared to bare pellets. 
Fig. 8-40. Spherical laser-fusion target with multiple pushers 

to reduce required laser power. 
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PELLET DESIGN FOR A LASER-FUSION REACTOR, 

A pellet design for a laser-fusion reactor must sat
isfy a number of requirements in addition to low 
fabrication cost. Of critical importance to attaining a 
sufficiently high energy gain are the effects of plasma 
instabilities, fluid instabilities, and the symmetry of the 
implosion. We have made computer calculations for a 
target consisting of a solid sphere of DT surrounded at 
a distance by a concentric shell of DT. Gains greater 
than fortyfold can be achieved from such pellets with 
laser energies of ~0.5 MJ and peak powers of about 
10 1 5 W. 

Figure 8-41 shows a solid-target configuration and 
the corresponding laser-pulse shape. A thin shell of 
materia! at approximately twice the pellet radius is ex
ploded with a low-energy laser prepulse and forms an 
atmosphere around the pellet. After the atmosphere 
has been formed, it is preheated with another prepulse, 
which heats the electrons to several hundred electron 
volts, thus ensuring supersonic election tianspott 
through the atmosphere and enhancing the subsequent 
implosion symmetry. Laser pulses of different wave
lengths are used to implode the target. The longest 
wavelength is used first because of symmetry require
ments: it is absorbed at the lowest plasma density and 
thus at the greatest distance from the pellet. As the 
increasing intensity of the lase) pulse results in the 

generation of large numbers of suprathermal elec
trons, the laser-light frequency is doubled. This min
imizes the effects of electron decoupling^ and pre
heat,-* and of anomalous electron conduction. 

Table 8-9 shows the important effects that must be 
considered. Plasma effects include the following: 

1. Electron preheat and decoupling arising from the 
non-Maxwellian electron distribution generated by res
onance absorption and by plasma instabilities. 

2. Inhibited electron conduction whenever the ratio 
of electron tempeiature to ion temperature, T e/Tj, ex
ceeds a fewfold. 

3. Reflective instabilities. The Brillouin instability 
may lead to large backscatter, or effective reflection, 
of the incident laser light, unless a relationship of the 
form 

is satisfied/" Here 

n 2 = 
4 ™ c k T e c 

Low-Z shell 
used to 
manufacture 
atmosphere • 

Prepulse to 
manufacture 
atmosphere 

Prepulse to heat 
atmosphere 

Time 

Fig, 8-41. Laser-fusion pellet (left) and its pulse shape (right). The design parameters are ( I ) target mass, (itj cloud mass, (3) surface 
finish, and (4) atomic number of target and shell. The design constraints are (1 > wavelength of laser light and (2) peak 
power. 
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Table 8-9. Plasma, fluid-instability, and symmetry effects to be considered in pellet design _ ^ _ _ _ _ 

Plasma Fluid instability Symmetry 

Resonance absorption 
Parametric-decay instability 
Electron decoupling and preheat: 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability 

(•y2~ka) 

Target must remain 
approximately spherical 
throughout implosion 

Anomalous conduction: 
(Te/Tj)>l 

Anomalous reflection: 
r)2(L/y£s 

energy density of laser light 
energy density of thermal electrons 

where the energy density of thermal electrons is evalu
ated at the critical radius, 

plasma scale height, 
|Vn„ 

and 

\Q = vacuum wavelength of laser light. 

The Rayleigh-Taylor fluid instability and implosion 
symmetry likewise play fundamental roles in the 
choice of target-design parameters.30 A very brief 
summary of target-design considerations is given in 
Table 8-10. Hollow targets have the important advan
tage of needing lower laser power. This leads to the 
possibility of absorbing the laser light purely by col-
tisional processes—without exciting plasma instabilities, 
while satisfying the Brillouin backscatter criterion. 
The viability of hollow targets, as discussed above, is 
strongly limited by Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 

Solid targets have the advantage of cheaper fabrica
tion and minimum growth of fluid instabilities. Solid 
targets are calculated to survive the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability for initial surface-perturbation amplitudes of 
~100 A. This relaxes the surface-finish requirements 
for target fabrication, in comparison with other target 
types. Solid targets have the disadvantage of requiring 
shorter wavelength laser light and high peak power, 
with the accompanying possibility of significant reflec
tion loss of the laser light via the Brillouin instability. 

The initial phase of a laser-driven implosion is the 
formation of an atmosphere surrounding the target. A 
possible method of doing this is shown in Fig. 8-42. A 
hollow DT target of ~300 ug is surrounded by a thin 
shell of ~40 ,ug. Two 20-J laser pulses are used to 
explode the outer shell gently enough to keep the per
turbation of the inner DT surface small. By ~87 ns, 
the density gradient in the atmosphere is directed radi
ally outward. At this time, a 10-kbar signal has prop-
aga.ed only 5 jum into the inner DT shell. This weak 
signal is overtaken by the much stronger signal gener
ated by the laser prepulse occurring at 87 ns. The 
energy gain of this hollow pellet was calculated to be 
greater than sixtyfold. It should be emphasized that 
much work remains to be done on this approach and 
that this calculation represents only a preliminary 
attempt to form an atmosphere by this method. 

An example of a symmetrically imploded solid 
target is shown in Fig. 8-43. A 60-jrg solid drop of DT 
is surrounded by an atmosphere weighing ~4 ng. The 
intensity of illumination seen by the target varies 
sinusoidally by ±10% in the aztmuthal coordinate, with 
20 wavelengths of such variations around the circum
ference of the ptllet. A 100-J prepulse heats the elec
trons in the atmosphere, ensuring rapid electron ther
mal conduction there. The implosion is started with a 
laser pulse of 4-jum wavelength. This pulse is employed 
until the unablated pellet surface is at roughly half the 
critical radius for 2-/um light (90% of the implosion 
time). A frequency-doubled laser pulse is then em
ployed until the unablated pellet radius is roughly 
half the critical radius for I-Mm light. This technique 
of frequency-doubling the laser light continues until 
the final pulse (80% of the energy) employed is 
0.5 urn. Absorption of the laser light at twice the 
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Table 8-10. Comparison of solid and hollow targets-

Solid target Hollow target 

Advantages: 
base of fabrication 
Surface-finish requirement 

Advantages: 
Low laser power required 
Insignificant Brillouin backseatter 

Disadvantages: 
High laser power required 
Significant Brillouin 
backscatter possible 

Disadvantages: 
Fabrication more difficult 
Surface-finish requirement more severe 

Laser light 

i ii i 
2705 Aim 
2700 vm 

1868 Aim 
1834 jim 

1.1 x 10 13 

1.2 k J 

20 J 20 J 
i7 .4x io 1 0 n ? 

I 0.25 ;,im I ° 
7.4 x 1 0 1 0 

0.25 Aim 

3.7 x 10 
2 Aim 

54 87 90 

Time — ns 

105.47 

Fig. 8-42. Pic diagram (left) and pulse shape (right) for laser-fusion-rcactor pellet in which a plasma cloud is first created from the 
heating of an outer shell. 

pellet radius is probably not always necessary. It is 
clear that symmetry requirements are most severe at 
the beginning of the implosion, when the electron tem
perature is low and imprints of laser spatial perturba
tions are initially and most severely made. 

An example of the calculation of a solid pellet that 
we consider suitable for a laser-fusion reactor is shown 
in Fig. 8-44. A solid DT pellet weighing ~1 mg is 
imploded with a laser pulse, shaped in frequency and 
time. The laser power varies in time as (1 - t/trj)~2. 
The function of the prepulse has been previously de
scribed. For roughly 90% of the implosion time, a 

2-Aim wavelength is used. The light is then frequency-
doubled at appropriate times to satisfy the symmetry 
requirement previously discussed. The final 80% of the 
laser energy was delivered as 0.25-Atm-wavelength light. 
Despite this short wavelength, the laser light was not 
entirely absorbed by classical processes; some was 
absorbed by the resonant process, and the laser inten
sities exceeded the thresholds for the parametric-decay 
instabilities. Consequently, suprathermal electrons 
were generated. However, at this time, vhe pellet had 
been imploded to a sufficiently high pr to shield the 
inner fuel from preheat by these hot electrons. As sug-
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Fig. 843. Pie diagram (left) and pulse shape (right) for (he implosion of a solid DT drop, suitable for a lascr-fusion-reaclor pellet. 
Calculations predict that because of the preformed atmosphere this pellei will implode symmetrically even if the las?r 
beam has ±10% intensity variations. 

E|N = 900 kJ 
Y = 40 MJ 

9 X 1 0 1 5 

\ 
1.15 X 1 0 1 4 / | 

1.5 kJ , . 
7 X 1 0 1 3 2.8 X 1 0 1 3 / ! 7 X 10 13 

3.85 X 1 0 1 2 ^ 

4.55 X 1 0 1 0 ^ ^ i | 

2 Aim | 1 um |0.5 ixm\ 0.25 <um j 
55.56 60.85 61.94 62.15 63.15 

Time — ns 

Fig. 8-44. Alternative design for solid target. In contrast to the design in Fig. 6-43, this pellet requires peak laser intensities exceed
ing the threshold for parametric instabilities, but escapes electron preheat since the suprathermal electrons are not 
generated until the pellet is imploded to sufficiently high pR to be self-shielding. 
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Fig. 8-45. Alternative solid-target design for laser-fusion reactor. A neon shell is included to enhance ion-electron coupling in the 
conduction layer and thereby to avoid the onset of anomalous conduction. 

gested by recent plasma-instability calculations of 
resonance absorption, the suprathermal spectral para
meter a in exp ("/iMv /̂akT) was 6 in this calculation. 
The harder a = 12 spectrum can be tolerated, but it 
requires even higher laser powers and produces less 
gain because of decoupling and preheat effects. 

Because of the high laser power required to success
fully implode solid targets, Brillouin backscatter is 
certainly a concern. In addition, the peak ratio of 
electron temperatures to ion temperatures for this 
calculation is roughly 20. Since anomalous thermal-
conduction effects could be severe for such a large 
temperature ratio, a design study that uses a low-Z-
coated pellet is under way (see Fig. 8-45). The peak 

ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature is 
reduced to a value of about S in this calculation-a 
ratio probably low enough to prevent severe anomalous 
conduction. 

Because of quantitative uncertainties in the various 
plasma effects, the calculated laser requirements for a 
reactor are not firm at this time. On the basis of 
present calculations, it appears that, for solid pellets, 
laser energies in excess of 100 kJ and powers exceeding 

W will be required fc. fusion reactors, in addition 
to the short-wavelength capability. It is believed that 
the power requirement can be relaxed by more than an 
order of magnitude by the use of hollow pellets. 

Theory of Laser-Plasma Interaction 

SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL THEORETICAL ISSUES AND PROGRESS. 

Experiments and calculations have both emphasized 
the complexity of the interaction of intense laser light 
with plasmas. Under some experimental conditions 
light is efficiently absorbed; under others it is effi
ciently reflected for at least a substantial period of 
time. 3 1 In addition, there is some evidence32 of a 
marked inhibition of electron transport. For optimal 
pellet designs it is very important to obtain a detailed 
description of these different plasma effects. 

The primary objective is to understand both those 
collective effects that lead to light absorption as well as 
those that lead to its induced reflection. These collec
tive processes (i.e., processes that involve plasma 
waves) are summarized in Fig. 8-46. This is a sketch of 
a plasma density profile that shows where the principal 
collective processes occur. The most significant 
absorption mechanisms take place (I) near the critical-
density surface, where almost any slow spatial varia-
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Fig. 8-46. Schemitic of a plasma density profile, showing 
where the principal collective processes occur. 

tion in plasma density converts light into electron-
plasma waves, and (2) near the 0.25-critical-density 
surface, where the light decays into two electron-
plasma waves (or into an electron-plasma wave and 
another light wave). 

Our calculations of these processes have progressed 
to the point where we self-consistently treat the laser 
light, the plasma turbulence both parallel and ortho
gonal to the density gradient, and the reaction of this 
turbulence and plasma heating back on the plasma den
sity profile. We find that it is crucial to include this 
reaction of the turbulence back on the density and 
expansion-velocity profiles. There results a strong non
linear steepening of the density profile both at the 
critical-density surface and at the 0.25-critical-density 
surface. This profile modification has been directly 
observed in recent microwave experiments^ and has 
also been inferred from recent laser-induced-plasma 
experiments.^ The steepening of the density profile 
has a number of important consequences-particularly 
in limiting the efficiency of parametric instabilities 
vis-a-vis other collective processes and in reducing the 
high-energy-electron generation. 

These results are discussed later in this section. We 
find that the amount of absorption and its sensitivity 
to the angle of incidence and polarization depend on 
how the critical-density surface is rippled or broken up. 
Several nonlinear processes that can strongly ripple 
this surface have been examined. These include an 
instability of the light filaments that can be produced 
there (see "Stability of the Critical Surface in Irra
diated Plasma") and the formation of narrow filaments 
of light in the underdense piasma, which then impinge 
on the critical surface (see "Filamentation and Self-
focusing of Laser Light in Plasmas"). 

For a quantitative understanding of light absorp
tion, it is also very important to understand when the 
laser light can be reflected by collective processes in 
the underdense plasma. As illustrated in Fig. 8-46, 
these process- (the Brillouin and Raman instabilities) 
can scatter me light before it reaches the critical 
density. In view of recent experiments, it is worth
while to briefly review some calculations of this in
duced reflection. Figure 8-47 shows a plot of back-
reflection due to the Brilloitin instability as a function 
of the incident laser light intensity. The points are 
results from a one-dimensional simulation program, 
and the curve is a theoretical prediction-" using a 
fluid model of the plasma (neglecting wave-particle 
interactions). For these calculations, the initial plasma 
temperature was I keV and the effective density gra
dient of the inhomogeneous plasma was 16 jam. The 
induced reflection begins abruptly al an intensity of 
~ 2 x l O 1 5 W/cm 2 and rapidly increases to ~50% for 
an intensity of I0"> W/cm-. For plasmas with longer 
density gradients, the reflection becomes even larger at 
this intensity and approaches a theoretical limit of over 
90%. Such results are averaged over a time that is 
many times greater than the instability growth time 
but short in comparison with hydrodynamic time 
scales. However, some recent experiments^' indicate 
that a large back-reflection may persist for times on the 
order of SO to 100 ps. 
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Fig. 8-47. Laser-light reflection due to the Briltouin instability 

as a function of intensity. The computer-
simulation results ate averaged over a time of 
~300 laser-light periods. 
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Our recent investigations have therefore concen
trated on understanding what physical effects can 
limit the induced reflection-particularly from the 
Brillouin instability, which is the most dangerous. In 
plasmas with relatively short gradients (the case for 
many recent experiments), long-term ion heating can 
play a large role. Although only a small fraction of the 
light energy is deposited in ion waves (and then 
damped into the ions), the ions are massive and trans
port energy very slowly. Hence they are readily driven 
to an effective temperature of many thousands of 
electron volts, which inhibits the instability. 

In addition, the laser light can break into filaments 
in the underdense plasma. In effect, the light pressure 
then pushes the plasma aside and forms channels 
through which the light propagates to the critical-
density surface. Such channels reduce both back-
scattering and sidescattering (the latter can be more 
important if the focal spot is large). The filamentation 
process is discussed later in this report. We have also 
examined an option to control the reflective instabil
ities by using laser light with a significant bandwidth. 

Finally we have studied how energy is transported 
in'o the pellet by the heated electrons. A purely 
classical calculation of this transport is presented under 
"Fast-Ion Generation in Laser-Plasma Interactions." 
As the hot electrons stream into a cold and dens.: tar-
gel, an electric field is set up to generate the return 
current that is required to preserve quasi-ncutrality. 
The cold (and collisional) electrons supplying the 
return current can then determine the speed at which 
the hot-electron front propagates into the dense, cold 
target. Hence there is a transient period during which 
the hot electrons principally "bounce" in the electrical 

The absorption of intense laser light is often 
observed to be much more efficient than would be 
expected on the basis of classical inverse bremsstrah-
lung." Near the critical-density surface, where the 
light frequency equals the local electron-plasma fre
quency, laser light is readily converted by virtually any 
slow variation in plasma density into electron-plasma 
waves. These plasma waves in turn heat the plasma 
electrons, giving rise to so-called anomalous absorption. 
As discussed in previous reports, the slow density varia
tions responsible for the coupling can be produced in 
many ways. They can be (1) driven up from the noise 
by parametric instabilities; (2) the result of plasma 
expansion into the vacuum (for obliquely incident 
light): or (3) induced by electron-ion streaming insta
bilities due to heat transport or by variations in the 
radial intensity profile of the light. 

potential well and transfer most of their energy into 
fast-ion blowoff. This transient period can persist for 
~-20 ps, which may be sufficient to account for the 
energy content of tha fast ions in some short-pulse 
experiments using neodymium laser Iight.32 

Such ;< transient classical effect may aiso account 
for a dependence of the large fast-ion blowoff on the 
magnitude and time of the precursor, which has been 
suggested by experiments.^" A significantly large 
precursor prepares a sizable region of warm plasma in 
the interior of the target, which then readily supplies 
the return currents. Of course, a suprathermal level of 
ion-density fluctuations can enhance this basically 
classical effect. Indeed, ion fluctuations will more 
efficiently scatter the cold electrons supplying the re
turn current than the hot electrons, as assumed in 
other models.3-

The inhibition of electron transport by large self-
generated magnetic fields is discussed under "Magnetic 
Field Generation Associated with Resonant Absorp
tion." Such fields are shown to be an intrinsic feature 
of the absorption of obliquely incident laser light even 
in the absence of irradiation asymmetry. 

In summary, our understanding of light-plasma 
interactions is progressing. Indeed, a specific correla
tion with experiments has been made in several 
important areas. There are still many very important 
questions to be answered. In particular: What is the 
nature of the competition between the absorptive and 
reflective processes, or among filainentation, back-
scattering, and sidescattering'.' The answers to such 
questions are very important for determining the 
options for pellet design and are under active 
investigation. 

We have continued to study plasma heating via such 
electron-plasma waves with two-dimensional computer 
simulations. Our r e s u l t s " - ^ demonstrate that large 
density-profile modifications are generated by light 
absorption and that these profile changes have several 
important consequences. Recently, marked density-
profile modifications such as these have been observed 
directly in microwave experiments" and have been 
inferred from some laser-plasma experiments.-" We 
present a typical simulation result to illustrate these 
profile modifications and then briefly discuss several 
practical consequences. 

For the simulations we used the two-dimensional, 
electromagnetic, relativistic-particle program ZOHAR 
and followed the propagation of laser light from a 
vacuum into an inhomogeneous plasma slab. The 
boundary conditions on the fields are periodic in one 
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direction (i.e., an infinite slab) and open in the other, 
allowing reflected laser light to leave the system. On 
the low-density side, the particles expand into the 
vacuum. On the high-density side, they are reemitted 
with their initial velocity distribution, simulating a 
reservoir of colder particles. In most simulations, the 
light wave is incident at an angle to the direction 
defined by the density gradient, and the electric vector 
is in the plane defined by the density-gradient direction 
and the propagation vector of the light. 

First consider a typical example, with parameters 
characteristic of a number of laser-plasma experiments. 
Here v o s /c = 0.06, where v o s is the oscillation velocity 
of an electron in the laser-light field. For neodymium 
light, this corresponds to an intensity cf 
5 x 10^ W/cm .̂ The ratio of the laser light pressure 
to the thermal-energy density of the plasma, 
(v o s /v t e )2, is equal to 0.5. The angle of incidence is 
24°, and kgL = 10, where L is the initial density scale 
length. This gradient is rather steep, but the profile 
becomes even steeper, in a nonlinear manner. 

The laser light propagates into the plasma and 
resonantly excites an electron-plasma wave near the 
critical density. This wave grows in amplitude until it 
traps electrons and ejects streamers of hot electrons 
toward lower density regions, where they are reflected 
by the ambipolar potential. This stage of the process 
was reported in some detail in earlier work.^M^ \je 

focus attention on the longer term density-profile 
modifications resulting from the intense electron-
plasma waves when ion motion is allowed. Such pro
file modifications are intrinsic to ihe absorption 
P'OCCSS. 

The dramatic density changes are shown in 
Fig. 848, in which we plot the ion density versus 
position at two times. The pondcromotive force asso
ciated with the intense and localized resonantly driven 
field ejects plasma. As shown in Fig. 848a, there 
first forms a deep cavity at what was the critical-
density surface. A spike of resonantly excited field is 
trapped in this cavity. The profile continues to evolve 
because the plasma is freely expanding into the 
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Fig. 8-48. Two-dimensional computer simulation of ion density profiles: (a) initial stage of profile modification; (b) longer term 
profile. 
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vacuum. The secondary density maximum is con
verted toward the vacuum region, and the cavity does 
not persist. 

A more characteristic, longer term profile is shown 
in Fig. 848b. The density cavity has evolved to a 
sharp step from subcritical to supercritical density. 
This step is maintained by the ponderomotive force 
associated with the resonantly driven plasma wave, 
which is a sharp spike of high-frequency electric field 
localized at the critical surface. The characteristic 
spatial extent of this field is 10 to 20 Xp (electron 
Debye lengths). (There are actually two steps: one 
induced by the electron-plasma wave and one by the 
electromagnetic wave at iu classical turning point.) 

The. size of the density step is quite large: 
An/n * 0.4, where An is the change in density from 
the critical density to the lower plateau. Figure 8-49 is 
a plot of the computed density jump versus incident-
light intensity; it confirms that the jump is substantial 
even for I as 10'5 W/cm^. To estimate this jump, it is 
important to take into account the strong acceleration 
of electrons occurring at the critical-density surface. In 
effect, this acceleration (or ablation) of particles 
makes the momentum transfer to the ions larger than 
would be expected on the basis of the laser-light 
momentum. 

Such profile modifications have been observed 
experimentally. Figure 8-50 shows a sequence of 
measurements of plasma-wave intensity and ion density 
from recent microwave experiments at UCLA and 
TRW. In these experiments, a high-frequency field is 
applied to a low-density, weakly inhomogeneous 
plasma located between two capacitor plates. At the 
place where the local plasma frequency equals the 
microwave frequency, a strong electric field is reso
nantly excited. As in the simulations, there evolves a 
narrow spike of high-frequency field accompanied by a 
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Fig. 8-49. Nonbnearly generated density jump near the 
critical-denflty surface as a function of the inten
sity of incident laser light. 
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Pig. 8 50. Sequence of experimental measurements of the 
spatial dependence of the reasonantly excited elec
tric field and changes in ion density. [From 
H. Kim, R. Stcnzel, and A. Wong, UCLA PPG-134 
(August 1974).] 

cavity in ion density. More recent measurements show 
a later development of the cavity into a plateau-step 
profile, also in agreement with the simulations. A 
density profile that steepens nonlineaily has also been 
inferred in recent laser-plasma experiments at the Max 
Planck Institute for Plasma Physics at Garching, 
Germany. In these experiments, a density scale 
length of <1 jum near the critical-density surface has 
been estimated from measurements of the angle for 
which the second-harmonic emission maximizes. 

As we have shown, there are a number of important 
consequences of this marked modification of the pro
file. First, the nonlinear steepening strongly reduces 
both the size of the resonantly excited electron-plasma 
wave and, more importantly, the heated-electron 
energies. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8-51, where the 
evolution of the plasma-wave intensity and maximum 
heated-electron energy is plotted from the sample 
simulation. The field intensity grows and saturates at 
about 0.5 times the cold wave breaking value E ^ , 
which is related to the vacuum field amplitude EQ as 
follows: 

Ef;r = (mcog/eXLXoJ^qXrJEfj. 

Here L is the density scale length, XQ is the free-space 
wavelength, COQ is the light frequency, and <P(T) is a 
standard resonance function. When the profile 
steepens, the field intensity decreases, as expected 
theoretically. Likewise the maximum heated-electron 
energy falls off markedly. To more fully appreciate 
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Fig. 8-51. Evolution of (he maximum electric field and thu 
maximum heated-election energy from a computer 
simulation. 

this effect, consider the much longer initial density 
profiles commonly estimated in laser-fusion applica
tions. For example, for L = 100 /urn and 
I =» 10 ' ° W/cm 2 , the energy of the resonantly heated 
electrons would be ~ l MeV! For a self-consistent, 
steepened density profile, the simulations show that 
the mean energy of the resonantly heated electrons is 
~40 keV. The computed variation of the mean heated-
electron energy with light intensity is shown in 
Fig. 8-52. 

The profile modification also has an important 
effect on the absorption efficiency. The critical-
density surface becomes "more accessible," and hence 
resonant absorption becomes an effective mechanism 
for a larger range of angles of incidence than would be 
expected on the basis of linear theory. In addWon, the 
efficiency of heating at the critical surface due to 
parametric instabilities along the laser-light field is 

x 

x 

Fig. 8-52. Mean heated-electron energy computed in the 
st.nulation as a function of the energy of incident 
laser light. 

substantially reduced, although plasma waves in this 
direction can still be strongly excited under some 
conditions in the subcritical-plateau region. We typi
cally observe fractional energy absorptions of £60% in 
these two-dimensional simulations. 

It should be noted that the absorption efficiency is 
probably underestimated in these model calculations. 
A uniform plane wave incident on an infinite plasma 
slab (as assumed in the simulations discussed here) is 
too ideal a ca°e to give accurate predictions of absorp
tion rates, '.i practice, one expects a more "turbulent" 
situation w which the plasma is strongly rippled with 
ion-density fluctuations generated by electron trans
port into the overdense plasma or by variations in the 
light-intensity profile. Such intensity variations may be 
present in the incident beam or induced by filamenta-
tion, as discussed later in this report. We have crudely 
modeled these effects in additional simulations by 
simply imposing large density fluctuations throughout 
the plasma. The absorption is enhanced and in particu
lar becomes less sensitive to the polarization of laser 
light. Further work is being done to improve the 
calculations of light absorption, including these addi
tional effects. 

Finally we point out that nonlinearly induced 
density changes also play a central role in other 
applications involving strong electron-plasma-wave tur
bulence. These density changes lead to nonlinear wave 
trapping and the formation of intense and narrow 
spikes of high-frequency field (spikons). Such spiky 
fields have been recently observed in both beam-
plasma experiments*-' and computer simulations. 

A SIMPLE MODEL OF RESONANT ABSORPTION OF LASER LIGHT. 

As seen in the preceding discussion, resonant ab
sorption can play an important role in the absorption 
of intense laser light. Resonant excitation of electron-
plasma waves occurs when a component of the 

incident-laser-light electric field is along the plasma-
density gradient-that is, when (he laser light is inci
dent other than normally to the density gradient and 
is polarized in the plane of inci'fence. Approximately 
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half the focused laser light has this polarization. The 
light is refracted and does not reach the critical-density 
surface, but its electric field tunnels through to the 
critical surface and so resonantly excites electron-
plasma waves. 

We have investigated a simple model of resonant 
absorption. We use a one-and-a-half dimensional elec-
tiostatic cloud-in-cell simulation program of the famil
iar kind, including a model of electron-ion collisions. 
Thus we can simulate the plasma dynamics for the low 
plasma temperatures that occur during ,ne initial stage 
of compression. This program solves the capacitor 
problem; that is, a spatially independent electric field 
oscillating at the laser-light frequency is applied to an 
irthomogeneous plasma. This applied field is then sepa
rately related to an incident-laser-light field by solving 
for how the obliquely incident light tunnels through to 
the critical-density surface. 4 1- 4- This model, although 
quite idealized, serves to complement the more com
plete, but more time-consuming, iwo-di..i.usioiial sim
ulations using ZOHAR. 

Our results ir.licate that for typical laser powers the 
resonantly excited waves directly accelerate and heat 
the electrons. This suprathermal-electron production 
is strongly influenced by the density gradient.-^ - 4 ^ 
For typical laser intensities, the pressure of the reso
nantly excited wave is large enough to modify the 
density-gradient scale length. The final density-
gradient scale length is about 20 electron Debye 
lengths and is self-consistently determined by the 
resonantly excited waves. This very sharp density 
gradient results in resonantly excited waves of much 
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lower phase velocity and thus lower velocity heated 
electrons. 

The results from a typical simulation are shown in 
Figs. 8-53, 8-54, and 8-55. The initial density-g.adiem 
scale length was 433 Xfjfj. the ion-lo-electron mass 
ratio was M/m = 100. and the driver-field strength 
Tfd = 0.1 [T?(J = E(j/(47rj)kTe)^, where E d is the 
equivalent field]. This initially corresponds to a light 
intensity of I = 0.7 x 10'5 W/cm- and a thermal-
electron temperature of 0.5 keV. The initial density 
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Fig. 8-53. Initial plasma density as a function of position 
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Fig. 8-55. Sputially averaged electron-distribution function. 
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profile is shown in Fig. 8-53. The long-term density 
profile is shown in Fig. 8-54. As in the two-
dimensional simulations discussed earlier in (Wis report, 
there is a shelf at about T; = 0.6T/C and a steep gradient 
to rj = 1.4TJC. The density-gradient scale length at the 
critical density is about 20 Ar> We have run cases with 
longer (L |> 4000 \rj) initial-density-gradient scale 
lengths and find that the final scale length is approxi
mately the same for this driver electric field; that is, 
the profile steepens up, and a shelf is formed in front 
of the critical density. 

This steepening strongly modifies the heated-
electron distributions. Wiih the initial, larger density-
gradient scale length, only a small fraction of the elec
tron is heated. After the profile has steepened and 
shorter wavelength waves are produced, a large fraction 
of the electrons in the critical regions is heated. The 
spatially averaged electron distribution late in time is 
given in Fig. 8-55. Many low-energy electrons are 
heated, and the energy of the most energetic electrons 
has been reduced. 

These results are largely unchanged in the presence 
of electron-ion collisions. The lower energy electrons 
are heated as would be expected, but the electron tail 
is essentially unaffected, as shown in Fig. 8-56. The 
collision frequency has the very large value "pj/wn = 

0.01. 
In addition, we have tried suppressing the 

suprathermal-electron tail by using laser light with a 

V/V. thfj 

Fig. 8-56. Spatially averaged electron-distribution function 
with the same parameters as in Fig. 8-55 except 
"ei'^pe = ° ' 0 1 - T"e broken curve is the Maxwellian 
distribution with the same energy (Ppet = 140). 

finite bandwidth and find little effect on the hea'sd-
electron distributions. Finally, we are currently im
proving our simple model by self-consistently solving 
for the effective driver field in terms of the incident-
light intensity and the steepened density profile. 

DENSITY-GRADIENT EFFECTS ON THE PARAMETRIC INSTABILITIES AT THE CRITICAL 
DENSITY w _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ w _ _ _ _ M _ _ _ _ _ n _ _ _ M - _ _ _ _ _ i 

As emphasized in the preceding discussions, strong 
nonlinear steepening of the plasma-density profile 
occurs near the critical density in a laser-irradiated 
plasma. We are separately examining how this profile 
steepening inhibits parametric instabilities driven by 
the laser-light electric field near the critical density. 
Our results show that the rate of heating that results 
from these instabilities is sharply reduced as the 
density-gradient length approaches the wavelength of 
the unstable plasma waves. 

For these investigations we used a two-dimensional 
particle program to simulate a plasma with a density 
gradient extending from well below to above the criti
cal density (where to p = cog). The plasma was periodic 
in the direction perpendicular to the density gradient, 
which is the direction of the applied electric field oscil
lating at the laser-light frequency. The simulation 
model was electrostatic, with a 256-by-256-cell mesh 
on which Poisson's equation was solved. Generally 
four particles per Debye square were used for each 

species. This is adequate because the collisional heat
ing rate was then more than an order of magnitude 
less than that due to parametric instabilities. An elec
tric field was applied against the density gradient to 
prevent hydrodynamic spreading. 

Most numerical experiments used a plasma size of 
256 Debye lengths (defined at the critical density) in 
the periodic direction. The maximum density was 2n c 

(the critical density) and the minimum was 0.25nc, 
with a linear profile in between. A typical profile is 
shown in Fig. 8-57. The imposed driving field was 
dv>sen to be »? = l \ where rp- = E (j 2/4nn cT e , the 
quantity E,j being the driver field and T e the initial 
electron temperature. The choice of this value was 
motivated by previous calculations using a spatially in-
homogeneous electric field. 

At this laser driving level, the oscillating two-stream 
instability above the critical density was the most rap
idly growing instability, and the greatest electron-
heating rate was seen in this region, although signifi-
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Pig. 8-57. Typical density profile used in the simulations. 

cant heating was also seen just below the critical densi
ty. In a real plasma, the laser fields would penetrate 
less than a laser-light wavelength past the critical densi
ty. This nonphysical aspect of our simulation should 
not qualitatively affect our results since the growth 
rate is also significant well into the underdense region. 

In time development, the driven plasma with a den
sity gradient is similar to the uniform-density case, 
even with quite sharp gradients. Our runs were begun 
with a quiescent plasma, with the driver-field ampli
tude increased linearly to full value over a time of 
25<*)Q_1 and held at constant intensity thereafter. The 
electric field vector is perpendicular to the density gra
dient. Electron-plasma and ion-acoustic waves develop 
simultaneously from noise perturbations. The ion-
density variations, Sn/ng, reach a maximum amplitude 

o 
c 

300 

of 0.2 to 0.4 at a wavelength such that kXp = 0.25, as 
shown in Fig. 8-58. As the ion-density perturbations 
reach a significant level, electron heating becomes 
appreciable in the direction of the laser electric field 
(see Fig. 8-59). The faster electrons are heated pref
erentially. A large fraction of their energy is deposited 
in the tails of the initial Maxwellian distribution, ex
tending out to the order of six to eight thermal 
velocities. 

As the electron energy increases (by a factor of as 
much as 8 in the heated direction), the effective Debye 
length increases, and the original ion waves are no 
longer driven, being no longer of optimum wavelength. 
Electron heating largely ceases because of the decrease 
in the ion-wave amplitude along with the increase in 
the Debye length and because hot electrons are being 
convected out of the active zone near n c (in the case of 
a reasonably steep gradient). The electron-distribution 
function in the direction of the gradient retains its 
essentially Maxwellian shape, with only moderate col-
lisionai heating (less than a factor of 2). The ions 
similarly are only "main body" heated by a small 
amount isotropically. The time for the collapse of the 
initial ion wave and limitation of electron heating is 
typically 250 to 350 cop"1. 

As the density-gradient scale length is diminished, 
the maximum amplitude of the ion wave remains about 
the same, decreasing only at the steepest gradients 
(~20 to 25 \ Q ) , although the time to reach maximum 
amplitude increases somewhat. The electron-heating 
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Fig. 8-S8. The rms ion-wave amplitude as a function of time 
near the critical density. 

Fig. 8-59. Normalized electron temperature as a function of 
time near the critical density. 
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lJig. 8-60. Kffective electron-heating rate y*/OA> as a function 
of density-gradient length (in Debye lengths). Sev
eral points for each gradient value reflect measure
ments taken at different times and locations within 
the plasma gradients. 
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rate decreases, however, as the gradient steepens. Fig
ure 8-60 shows the variation of electron-heating rate 
with i!ensity-grav .ent scale length as measured in a 
number of runs, all with rp - 2. There is some scatter 
in the points for each value of gradient since measure
ments were taken at various densities relative to the 
critical density. 

The gradient at which cutoff occurs has a scale 

length very nearly that of the growing waves, agreeing 
essentially with the prediction of Perkins and Fleck.44 
In the cases studied here, this would occur at a zero-to-
critical density gradient of approximately 15 Debye 
lengths. Hence the heating rate resulting from para
metric instabilities driven by the oscillating field is 
much reduced by the profile steepening, as found in 
the ZOHAR simulations. 

STABILITY OF THE CRITICAL SURFACE IN IRRADIATED PLASMA. 

As noted in our calculations of light absorption, a 
two-dimensional breakup of the criiicul-density surface 
can modify the collective absorption processes occur
ring there. In particular, the absorption can be signif
icantly increased. We have found an instability that 
can result in the destruction of plane stratification of 
the density-profile at the critical surface in an expand
ing irradiated plasma. The process occurs in two steps. 
First, the (partially reflected) radiation induces density 
striations near the critical surface because the elec
tromagnetic pressure has a component that varies 
periodically (with period X/2). These density troughs 
are essentially one-dimensional filaments and are in 
turn subject to an instability of the necking type. The 
nonlinear state is one in which the critical surface is 
strongly rippled. 

The process is thus based on the properties of radia
tion filaments in plasma. The possibility of obtaining 
filamentary solutions for radiation intensity in media 
that have a nonlinear index of refraction is well estab
lished.^ ,46 j n e stability of these states bears directly 
on their possible experimental observation. For the 

case of filamentary equilibria in plasma, we have shown 
theoretically that such states are unstable to kink, or 
bending, perturbations.'*' We have recently derived 
the properties of another, faster growing, instability of 
such filamentary structures in plasma.4" This instabil
ity is of the sausage, or necking, type. 

Specifically, we have analyzed the stability of a 
static, one-dimensional, plane-stratified, isolated, fila
mentary equilibrium. The dispersion relation of the 
eigenfrequency fi(k) has been obtained as 

(1) 

where wn is the radiation frequency, c s is the (iso
thermal) sound speed, c is the speed of light, and k is 
the perturbation wave vector along the channel axis. 
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Here X2 is defined in terms of the normalized electric 
field amplitude FQ = eEo(x)/a>o(mT) , 

/ dx (dF 0

2 /dx) 2 exp(-F 0

2 ) 

/ d x F 0

2 

(2) 

and the integrals are over the channel cross section. 
Here Efj(x,t) = 2Eg(x) cos WQt. We have assumed in 
the derivation of Equation 1 that 

and 

kL < 1 

C 2 / L 2 < n 2 < k 2c 2. 

If the inequality kc/a>g < (C SVWQ) is also satisified. 
then the dispersion relation becomes more simply 
fi- = ±gk, with an effective acceleration g -- cseX/2. 

We have developed the computer program FLUID, 
which advances the full nonlinear one-fluid plasma 
equations 

(3a) 9n + V • nv 
3t 

= 0, 

nM (&• + v • Vv 
. v» 

\ 3 t 1 2mcj() 

- TVn, 
and the two-dimensional wave equation 
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Fig. 8-61. 

y/v, 
10 

Density contours at two stages of the evolution of 
the necking, or sausage, instability. Parameters: 
maximum EQ ~ 1.0, electron-to-ion mass ratio 
m/M = 0.01, periodicity length Ly = 10\)i electron 
thermal velocity Vfa/c - 0.1. Figure (a) depicts 
contours at t = 0. Density n = 0.6ncr on tne broken 
contour. Figure (b) depicts jntours after satura
tion at cunt = 942. Here n = 0.3ncr on the dasiied 
contour, and the small elliptical contours are near 
maxima. In both cases, An = 0.3ncr between 
contours. 

A leapfrog algorirhm is used to advance the equations. 
The boundary conditions are periodic in one direction 
(y) and transmitting for the radiation but reflecting for 
the plasma in the other direction (x). 

The insi ability was first studied for an ideal equilib
rium filament. The parameters were as follows: initinl 
peak field amplitude FQ = 1.0, plasma periodicity 
length Ly = lOAfj, thermal velocity vt[,/c = 0.1, and 
eleclron-to-ion mass ratio, m/M = 0.01. A small level 
of random noise was initially superimposed on this 
otherwise static equilibrium. 

A contour plot of the initial density profile is shown 
in Fig. 8-61. A plot of the spatial Fourier analysis of 
the density | / dx dy n(x,y,t) exp(iky)| versus time 
shows exponential growth of the first eight modes for 
times coQt < 780. The observed growth rates are 

shown as points in Fig. 8-62, where the -..persion re
lation (Equation 1) evaluated for these parameters is 
plotted as a solid curve. The agreement is accurate to 
within 20% for the first six modes, but the theory evi
dently breaks down as k/kfj approaches unity, as is to 
be expected. The linear phase is followed by one in 
which energy is tra.'i-.ferred to higher mode numbers 
from the linearly fastest growing modes, and finally by 
saturation. Figure 8-61b shows a contour plot of den
sity at saturation. The filament has evolved into a 
series of almost circular cavities with radiation trapped 
inside. (J. Denavit, N. R. Pereira, and R. N. Sudan 4 9 

have observed similar effects in numerical investiga
tions of filaments in electrostatic plasma by solving the 
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(a) 

Fi& 8-62. Observed values of the instability growth rate if2 
vetsus the perturbation wave vector k for the simu
lation described in Fig. 8-61. The solid curve is an 
evaluation of the dispersion relation. Equation I, 
for these parameters. 

coupled nonlinear Schroedinger and ion-sound-wave 
equations.) 

The results of this model problem can be relevant to 
the more realistic radiation-plasma interaction problem 
in which radiation is incident on an inhomogeneous 
plasma. To illustrate this within the FLUID model, 
radiation was emitted normally from the left (x) 
boundary onto a plasma with an initial density pro
file that varied linearly with position from n = 0.3 to 
n = 1.5 in a distance Ax = 7A(). The peak electric 
field amplitude FQ = 0.5 and the periodicity length 
Ly = 7A{). The thermal velocity and the electron-to-ion 
mass ratio were the same as in the ideal case (0.1 and 
0.01, resoectively). After reflection from the critical 
surface, *he radiation sets up a standing-wave pattern. 
The plasma response to the resulting spatial variation 
of the ponderomotive force is to form periodic density 
depressions, as shown in the surface plot of Fig. 8-63a. 
These depressions are similar to the filaments discussed 
above and undergo the same two-dimensional col
lapse that is observed in the model prob!em. (R. Faehl 
and W. Kruer^" have demonstrated that, in particle 
simulations of a one-dimensional plasma, these depres
sions can lead to radiation trapping.) The resulting 
nonlinear state is shown in Fig. 8-63b at time 
cOQt = i 130. The maximum density on the side of 
these cavities exceeds the critical density, again par
tially trapping radiation in the cavities. At later times, 
because of plasma expansion, the structure elongates 
in the x-direction. These tubes are probably black to 

(b) 
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Fig. 8-63. Surface curves of the density of plasma irradiated 
normally from the left with radiation of amplitude 
EQ = O.S. The one-dimensional depressions shown 
in (a) at cjgt = 314 are drastically altered by the 
necking, or sausage, instability in comparison to 
those shown in (b) at cjpt = 1130. Parameters: 
incident amplitude EQ = 0.5, initial density varia
tion linear from it = 0.3 to n = 1.5 in a distance 
Ax = 7̂ o> periodicity length Ly = 7 ^ thermal 
velocity vt[,/c = 0.1, and electron-to-ion mass ratio 
m/M = 0.01. The arrows indicate the critical 
density level. 

incident radiation because such radiation is reflected 
many times on the tube walls, with collective absorp
tion processes occurring at each reflection. Conse
quently they can lead to greater absorption than is 
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predicted on the basis of results-"^' for a planar crit
ical surface. 

The instability is observed to occur for non-
normally incident radiation. It is observed to occur 
independently in each of several troughs when the 
initial density gradient is shallower; that is, a series of 
"bubbles" form in each of several troughs, with no 

We have continued to examir.e the absorption and 
reflection instabilities in underdense plasma, with par
ticular emphasis on the region below and including 
n c r / 4 , where n c r is the critical density. First the ion 
motion was frozen to study the high-frequency insta
bilities: Raman backscatlering and sidescattering and 
the 2 0 ^ decay. We then used these results as com
parison points for progressively more complex plasma 
simulations with self-consistent density profiles. 

In the previous report^2 we derived the general dis
persion relation for the Raman and 2 w p e instabilities 
and discussed our simulations of these instabilities in 
uniform, periodic systems, We now look at these in
stabilities in plasmas with linear density gradients 
(using the open-sided version of ZOHAR). The homo
geneous growth rates and thresholds are modified by 
live finite region over which the resonance conditions 
are satisfied. Intuitively, the 2cJ p e instability should 
have a lower threshold than Raman scattering, since 
the decay plasma waves have lower phase velocities 
than the electromagnetic waves and hence propagate 
more slowly out of the resonance region. By similar 
reasoning, Raman sidescattering, in which the decay 
electromagnetic waves propagate in the constant-
density direction, should have a lower threshold than 
Raman backscattering. Raman sidescattering at the 
n c r / 4 limit should also have a lower threshold than 
Raman backscattering since the decay transverse wave 
is at its infinite-wavelength, 01 zero-phase-velocity, 
limit. Theoretical ana lys i s* 3 , 5 4 confirms these specu
lations. The threshold expressions and the correspond
ing intensities for neodymium-laser light are [for 
L = n c (dn/dx)-' = 1 00 fim and T e = 1 keV | 

2 <V 

k 0 L ( v o s / v ( h ) 2 > I (I > 1.3 x 1 0 1 3 W/cm 2). 

: s s > R n c / 4 : 

apparent relationship between their y-positions and the 
y-positions of those in other troughs. These effects 
have also been shown to occur foi plasma whose ini
tial density is everywhere slightly less than critical. We 
are continuing investigation along these lines and are 
also studying the effects of absorption at the critical 
surface on these results. 

k 0 L ( v o s / c ) 3 / 2 > 1 (I > 1.5 x 1 C 1 5 W/cm 2). 

« b : 

k 0 L ( v o s / c ) 2 > 1 (1 > 8 x 1 0 1 S W/cm 2). 

Since there is an experimentally accessible region in 
which 2 u p e can be expected to dominate, we did a 
parametric study of absorption as a function of 
density-gradient scale length and incident-light inten
sity. For the simpler cases in which only electron 
motion was included, as much as 50% absorption 
occurs for a shallow plasma gradient. The -<*W 
growth rates are approximately half the homogeneous 
maximum growth rate YikrjVQ-. the growth times are 
less than a picosecond. 

When hydrodynamic motion is included, the most 
striking effect is a steepening of the density gradient. 
The very large values of v o s / v t | , (where v o s is the oscil
lating velocity of an electron in the wave field and v,|, 
is the electron thermal velocity) associated with the 
decay waves when saturation first occurs produce a 
ponderomotive potential barrier that dams the flow of 
plasma through the instability region. The resulting 
steep density jump reduces the saturation level of the 
instability and hence the absorption due to this proc
ess. The steady state is characterized by v o s /vjj , * 1 
and only a few percent absorption. The oscillating 
two-stream instability is also expected from the ini
tially large values of v o s / v m and does appear before 
the steepening, but is not evident later. 

For this reason simulations of the 2co„ e instability 
show a sharp density jump in the n c r / 4 region. We are 
now looking at the reflection instabilities. Raman and 
Brillouin backscatter and sidescatter, for a model pro
file consisting of a shallow gradient leading up to this 
step at n c r / 4 . Since sidescatter is seen to build up to 
high levels in shallow density gradients, it may also 
lead to large plasma-density modifications, which in 
turn can alter the original scattering process. 

LASER-LIGHT ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION NEAR ONE-FOURTH THE CRITICAL DENSITY 
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THE ROLE OF BANDWIDTH IN REDUCING REFLECTION INSTABILITIES. 

As discussed in previous semiannual reports." a 
sizable re licet ion of laser light can occur in underdense 
plasma because of Raman and Brillouin instabilities 
Calculations indicate that this reflection can be partic
ularly large in plasmas with very long density gradients. 
Although most recent experiments (which are typically 
characterized by rather short density gradients) have 
shown a net reflection of ~10 to 20%, there is some 
evidence that a large reflection can occur, at least for 
an appreciable period of time. Recent lime-resolved 
measurements at the University of Rochester^' have 
shown a strong back-reflection for the first 50 to 100 
ps of a 500-ps pulse. Hence we have been examining 
options to control the stimulated reflection. One in
teresting possibility is the use of laser light with a 
finite bandwidth. 

We have previously considered the effect of finite 
bandwidth on the growth rates and thresholds of the 
parametric instabilities.^-" The power of the pump 
is dispersed over the bandwidth AOJ, and only the 
amount within the resonance width 7rj is available to 
drive the instability. Thus the effective power is re
duced by the factor 7rj/AoJ (assumed to be « I). 
These analyses were done for the case of infinite homo
geneous plasmas. 

The reflection instabilities (stimulated Raman and 
Brillouin scattering. SRS and SBS) are described by 
equations similar to those used for the absorption in
stabilities, with the inclusion of a convective term. In 
a plasma with a density gradient, perfect phase match
ing of the pump and product waves occurs at a single 
point and is destroyed as the waves diverge. Thus the 
instability occurs only over a finite interaction region. 

The equations describing SRS and SBS are of the 
form of coupled harmonic oscillators. If the interac
tion region is much longer than a wavelength, we may 
consider the reduced set of equations describing the 
temporal and spatial growth of the mode amplitudes 
assuming weak damping: 

g + v 2 A ) a = 7 o b e x P ( i j [ \ d x + i 0 ) (n 

and 

u .-• •• J b = 7Q3 exp I -i / kdx- i0 (2) 

where k is the phase mismatch. kg(x) - kj(x)-k 2(x). 
We assume that k s k'x. The quantities vj and v 2

 a r c 

the wave-group velocities, and the function <j> (x,t) is 

the randomly varying phase of the incoming light wave. 
We assume that <j> undergoes random jumps with mean 
zero and diffusion coefficient D. Its probability dis
tribution function at x = 0 is 

UO.t) = exp(-02/4 Dt)/(4irDt)''4. y (3) 

Since the group velocity of the pump is c, we find that 
0(x.t) = 0(O,t - x c). Using liquation 3, we gel 

< exp[i0(x.t)| > = exp(-D|l - x/cl). (4) 

We can solve liquation 2 ("or b in terms of a, sub
stitute into Equation I, and average the result as 

-3- + v. ± v' a t ) < a > 

= T I dt'<a|x-v-,(t-t') . I'] exp \ iflx.t) / 

- i « l x - v 2 ( t - f ) , t ' | } > 

exp / ik jx 2 - [ x - v 2 ( t - l ) | 2 U (5) 

If the phase fluctuates at a much faster rate than the 
amplitude, we can make the following approximation 
(called the Bourret approximation56): 

<a[x -v 2 ( t - t ' ) ] expiiflx.O - i « | x - v 2 ( l - t')],t|> 

= <a><exp'|i0(x,t) - i0[x - v2(t - t')t'| l > 

= <a> exp|-D(l -v 2/c)(t - l')]. (6) 

Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 5, we obtain 

(-*- + v , - M i 
\dt ' 3x / 

f t 
d t 'a |x -v 2 ( t - l ' ) , t ] 

exp >r •v2 d-t') 
kdx- Aco(t .,,]. (7) 
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where Ato = D(l - v 2/c). For SRS or SBS, v 2 = - c 
and Au) = 2D. 

The rest of the analysis proceeds exactly in the man
ner of Liu.54 We merely state the result. The net 
growth of a is given by 

a * expl 
k'lv.v-,1 Jo 

mil 
dO .-Aw xmax 

' lv,l 2 
(8) 

where 

0 = s i n - l -^-(|v,/v 2\f. 

Equation 8 predicts that finite bandwidth causes an 
exponential decrease of the averaged mode amplitude 
(and thus reflectivity). For SRS, this factor is 

exp ( $ » 
(k0L)r, Aw\ 

" 0 / 
(12) 

For typical laser-fusion parameters, we And that band
width effects compete with gradient effects when 
AU/UQ s 2 to 5%, which is somewhat too high to be 
of practical significance. For SBS, this factor is 

exp|-(k0L)r?(Aw/wg)J. (13) 

For net growth, as one condition we need 0j « f f / 2 , 
giving 

•, 0/Aw»>A(|v,/v 2l)' s (9) 

In Equation 8, x n l a x is the length of the interaction 
region, given by the growth length (or turning points 
of the differential equation for a), 27fj/k'(v|V2)'^ . 
Thus for growth we need, in addition to Equation 9, 
the following relationship: 

"TO" Aw TO 
k'|v,v,| |v2l k'(v,v 2) A 

The threshold condition becomes 

70~_ k; + Ao 2

 = J._ 
IViV-,1 7T . •> 2 I 2 

1 - 4?r-v->- Lft" 

(10) 

(11) 

where the interaction length near the threshold is 
LQ = (ir/k')K and the coherence length is L = 2m:/Aw. 

The physical significance of Equation 11 is obvious, 
since 

7o~/l v | v 2' = ' / L G " -

where LQ is the growth length. To get any amplifi
cation, the growth length must be shorter than the 
interaction length, in the coherent case, the interac
tion length is set by the phase-mismatch length Lg. 
In the bandwidth case, if L c < LQ, the interaction 
length is set by the distance in which the modes can 
interact coherently, L c. 

0.01 0.02 0.03 

Fig. 8-64. Reflectivity versus bandwidth for stimulated 
Brillouin scattering in a linear density profile. 
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For typical laser-fusion parameters (t) = 0.1 and 
L/Arj = 10 3), a bandwidth on the order of 0.5% is 
expected to decrease stimulated reflection by an order 
of magnitude. Thus we find that bandwidth stabilizes 
SBS more effectively than it does SRS. 

Recently Faehl and Kruer^9 numerically solved the 
fluid equations (including pump depletion) describing 
SBS in a linear density gradient and varied the band
width of the incident laser light. As shown in Fig. 
8-64, they found an exponential decrease of the reflec
tivity once the coherence length of the laser becomes 
less than the interaction length. The measured expo
nential slope of the curve agrees to within 40% of that 
predicted by Equation 13; this agreement is adequate 
considering the approximations made. 

We have also considered the somewhat simpler prob-

Filamentation and self-focusing of laser light in 
underdense plasma can have important consequences. 
The higher light intensities attained during these proc
esses may exceed thresholds for instabilities. Density 
modifications accompanying filamentation can like
wise affect instability thresholds. For example, we 
have described instability heating made possible by 
channel formation.' 2 '" 2 p 0 I p U m p frequencies WQ 
initially lower than 2c j p e , as a filament develops, the 
plasma density n can be progressively lowered to less 
than one-fourth of the critical density. Once this 
occurs, the pump wave can decay by processes that are 
the waveguide analogs of the two-plasmon instability 
or the Raman instability. The resulting plasma waves 
have been observed in computer simulations to lead to 
strong heating in a density interval where no direct 
instability heating mechanism would otherwise exist. 

The present report is concerned with a closer study 
of the mechanisms of the filament formation and self-
focusing processes themselves. We shall first discuss 
the formation of filaments in a plasma of initially uni
form density. We have examined this process via an 
instability analysis and also in computer simulations. 
Second, we discuss the self-focusing of an initially 
Gaussian light beam, using a model equation to derive 
the expected plasma behavior. 

Filamentation in an Initially Uniform Plasma 
We begin with filamentation in an initially uniform 

plasma and extend earlier analysis'^-<>6 to include 
the relativistic case.6? The ions do not participate in 
relativistic filamentation. The relativistic mass increase 
of the electrons decreases the plasma response to the 
impressed wave field, so that 

lem of a finite length (L) of homogeneous plasma. The 
results are similar to those above. Now the interaction 
length depends on L, rather than l\/1C We feel that 
this is a good model for stimulated Brillouin sidescat-
ter. If this is true, then the same magnitude of band
width that limits stimulated Brillouin backscatter will 
also limit stimulated Brillouin sidescatter. This is 
important because the plasma gradient has a weaker 
effect on stimulated Brillouin sidescatter. 

Recently Grasyuk et al. 0^ demonstrated experi
mentally that bandwidth was able to raise the threshold 
of SRS in a finite length of nitrogen gas. Popovichev 
et al.61 measured SBS in a finite length of methane 
gas and found that the threshold increased as a func
tion of Lo/Lc, the fundamental parameter of our 
theory (Equation 11). 

J n E ( l - E 2 ) , 

where J is the plasma current and E is the electric field 
of the pump. This filamentation mechanism is to be 
compared with the one discussed previously, in which 
the density depression reduces the plasma response to 
the pump field. 

In our instability analysis, relativistic effects have 
been incorporated into the usual dispersion rela
t i o n 6 3 " 6 6 for filamentation to obtain (for kikg) 

/ " p i 2 _ 2 t l " p e V ' „ ^ (VQS/C) 2 

L 2 - k 2 c 2 c 2 k 2 J l - ( 4 w 2 a j 2 / c 4 k 4 ) ' 

where c s is the ion acoustic speed, co p e and o>pj are the 
ion- and electron-plasma frequencies, and 

q = 3 / 4 - ( C J

2 - a , 2

e ) / ( 4 c o 2 - o J 2 e ) . 

The dispersion relation can then be analyzed to dis
tinguish three intensity regions. 

For the lowest intensities, the time rate of filament 
formation is limited by the speed with which light can 
refract into the channel. Ion inertia, however, is the 
limiting factor for intermediate intensities: how fast 
the ions can leave the regions of increasing index of 
refraction. The transition from the low to intermediate 
regime occurs for laser powers such that 

v o s /c « 2 V 0 / a > p e X V < o p e X v 2

h / c 2 ) , 

FILAMENTATION AND SELF-FOCUSING OF LASER LIGHT IN PLASMAS 
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I «= 1 0 1 0 T 2 [keV] (n c/n eXZ/A) [W/cm2], 

for a neodymium laser. For intermediate intensities, 
the filamentation growth rate as a function of pertur
bation wave number is sketched in Fig. 8-65a. The 
cutoff k is given by 

k =» r'%\ Jc). 

The usual discussions of the temporal evolution of fila
mentation apply to this intensity interval.63"*^ 

As the laser intensity is further increased, relativistic 
filamentation becomes more rapid and then dominates 
for 

v o s / c > (2 ! 4/ tlX"o/ wpeX wp)/ t Jpe>-

1 > l0 1 6 (n c /n e KZ/A)[W/cm 2 ] , 

for neodymium. Figure 8-65 b shows the growth r a t e 
as a function of wave number for the relativistic case. 

We have studied both inertia-limited and rolativistic 
filamentation in computer simulations using the peri
odic version of ZOHAR. An example of filamentation 
for the intermediate-intensity region is shown in a sim
ulation for which <AQ = 5cjp e, v^/c = 0.07, v o s /c *- 0.2, 
T e = 10Tj, and mj = 25m e. The pump electric field 
vector is out of the plane of simulation, and the pump 
wave vector is along the x-direction. In this system, 
only the lowest mode in the y-direction (or perturba
tion direction) is linearly unstable; all other modes 
have k > k c u t o f f (see Fig. 8-65a). There was no inilial 
perturbation in this system; the filament developed 
out of the noise. 

Figure 8-66 is a plot of the magnetic field model, in 
the system as a function of time. Mode 1 is the lin
early unstable one; its growth rate is 0.014o>pe as com
pared to the expected value 0.018(0^. After the ini
tial stages, the higher harmonics that are stable in the 
linear analysis also appear. The linear description of a 
sinusoidal perturbation is no longer valid, and a sharp 
narrow channel forms. Plasma is ejected, and the elec
tric field energy density inside this depression is 15 
times that outside the filament. 

la simulations that also accommodate the Brillouin 
instability, the standing wave pattern created by the 
reflected and incident light is superimposed on 1he fila
ment. Plasma is expelled from regions of maximum 
field intensity. The usual tubular filament is thjn more 

Fig. 8-65. Growth rates for filamentation versus wave number 
of the plasma-density perturbation, (a) Growth in 
the medium-intensity range. The cutoff at large k 
occurs when the plasma pressure balances the 
ponderomotive force. At small k, the growth rate 
is limited by the refraction rate as in the low-
intensity regime (see text). <b) Growth in the high • 
intensity range. To (he left of the point marked A, 
the relativistic mechanism is dominant. To the 
right, we return to the mediunvintensity cast.1. 

400 

Fig. 8-66. Plot of the magnetic field modes, B z (k x ,ky ) , as a 
function of time for the interval lOQtOpe-* to 
400c0p e ~ l . The pump corresponds to B 2 (1.0) , the 
linearly unstable mode is B z ( l , l ) , and the higher 
stable modes are B 2 ( 1,2) and B 7 ( l ,3 ) . 
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like a "string of beads" (see Fig. 8-67). 
The periodic version of ZOHAR has also been used 

to study relativistic filamentation. The growth rates 
found in these simulations, which are performed with 
f i tci ions, are typically half the maximum value 

?n.ax = ("p/ 4 ' JoK voV c 2)<l-

Again, sharp narrow concentrations of field intensity 
characterize the nonlinear stage. 

For parameter ranges projected to be typical for 
laser fusion, the spatial growth rate in the steady state 
for relativistic filamentation is slower than that for fila
mentation driven by other mechanisms, such as the 
ponderomotive force. However, the relativistic mech
anism may play an important role in the initial trans
ient response of the plasma. In simulations of the non
linear stage of relativistic filameniation, electrostatic 
potentials as large as 100 keV were seen in the fila
ment. If the ions had not been held fixed in the simu
lations, they would have been expelled from the chan
nel at high energies. Such a strong initial "kick" due to 
the relativistic effect should make the subsequent de
velopment of the ion-inertia-limited form of filamenta
tion considerably faster. 

The physical processes responsible for relativistic 
filamentation can also produce self-modulation of laser 
light in a plasma.*'7 When the laser-light intensity is 
sufficiently high, relativistic nonlinearities°° cause 
sidebands to develop around the incident-light fre
quency. Ultimately, as more and more sidebands de-
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Pig. 8-67. Plot of ion positioning, y versus x, in the plane 
of the simuiirion for a system 4AQ X 2>Q. 

velop, the frequency of the light can be broadened 
considerably. We have simula'ed this effect with the 
periodic veision of ZOHAR, using fixed ions since at 
high intensities the modulation affects only the elec
trons. We And that the modulations become quite 
deep and nonsinusoidal in their nonlinear stages. The 
initial exponentiation rate for the linearly most un
stable mode is typically half its theoretical maximum 
value. The latter is identical with the maximum growth 
rate for relativistic filamentation. 

In these simulations, it is tht incident wave that 
filaments. However, in simulations of Raman side-
scattering in plasma slabs (using the open-sided version 
of ZOHAR), we have seen relativislic self-focusing of 
the Raman decay electromagnetic wave. (With moving 
ions, we see indications of both Raman- and Brillouin-
scattered light self-focusing in density-depressed chan
nels.) Therefore, in assessing processes that occur in 
laser-plasma interactions, we must consider the fila
mentation of both the incident and the decay electro
magnetic waves. 

Self-focusing of an Initially Gaussian Beam 

Intense laser light is capable of pushing plasma 
aside when the field energy density Eg-78rr becomes 
comparable to the plasma thermal energy density ngT. 
For time scales long compared to those needed for an 
ion acoustic wave to cross the dimensions of interest, 
the resulting lowering of the plasma density n is 
described by^° n = ng exp( -v o s 2 /4v t n 2) , where 
v o s = (eEQ/m eug) is the oscillation velocity of an 
electron in the light-wave electric field Kg and 
v th s H* + Ti ) /me|^ is a weighted electron thermal 
speed. 

Self-focusing of laser light in plasmas is one con
sequence of this nonlinear dependence of plasma 
density on field strength. The self-focusing phe
nomenon has been studied previously0^ in the weak 
nonlinearity limit, v 0 $ 2 « v t n 2 . In this limit the 
plasma density is given by expanding the exponential: 
n a ng(l - VQJ / ' t o ^ ) . Self-focusing can then be des
cribed by the familiar "nonlinear Schroedinger equa
tion" of nonlinear optics, with a cubic nonlinearity.™ 
The solutions of the latter equation for a cylindrical 
beam indicate that the light intensity becomes infinite 
in a finite propagation distance, for all laser powers 
above a certain threshold. 

This prediction of infinite intensity is of course non-
physical. Before such large intensities are reached, the 
weak-nonlinearity assumption vos^ « v,|,2 breaks 
down, and the cubic nonlinearity in the Schroedinger 
equation is no longer an adequate description. To 
investigate the development of a self-focusing beam 
past the point where the weak-nonlinearity assump-
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lion', break down, we have taken into account the full-
exponential dependence of plasma density on light 
intensity. For a cylindrically symmetrical beam, the 
equation for the electric field amplitude e(x) in the 
steady state is then 

- 0 t ) " 1 
\ t - / c 

( I ) 

^ t i t -cxp(-0ler)| = 0, 

"pO = •»trn0e-/mc 

k < r - w o + w p0-

Figure 8-68 
Not Available 

At Press Time 

and 

(Jlcl- - v - s / 4 v r h . 

The liglit wave has been moJcled as linearly polarized, 
and the full electric Held is 

E(x.t) = '/ie(x) x expjiw 0t - k 0 z ) | 

+ c.c. |3 2e/az : l « k o : l f l 

The second term in liquation I represents diffraction, 
and P- represents the change in the normal-mode 
frequency of the light from its infinite-plane-wave 
value (kfj-c- - u>pQ-)'^ due to the self-focusing 
process. 

We obtain an appropriate solution to liquation I , 
by modeling lite beam as retaining a Gaussian shape 
with varying half-width and peak intensity, as it 
self-focuses. The results can be summarized as 
follows: 

Steady Propagation. We first ask under what condi
tions the beam can propagate without catastrophic self-
focusing. We find that Equation 1 has solutions with 
8/3z ;= 0, in which diffraction exactly balances the 
nonlinearity. These "equilibrium" solutions exist, 
however, only for values of the beam half-width a c q 

given by 

eq 
V*Vac , 

" 0 

< v o S

/ 4 v ?h 
<:> 

Thus for each on-axis beam intensity, parametrized by 
VQJ-. there exists a beam half-width ae„ for which 
steady propagation is possible. 

Figure 8-68 shows a graph of this relation. To the 
left of the minimum in this figure, the nonlinearity is 
becoming stronger as the on-axis intensity v o s - in
creases. Hence, to exactly balance nonlinearity with 
diffraction, wc must use a beam of smaller half-width 
aeq-

This behavior changes at high intensities, shown to 
the right of the minimum in Fig. 8-68. For 
vos" ~ v th"- , n e P ' a s m a density at the beam center be
comes significantly depleted, and the nonlinearity 
therefore becomes weaker at higher on-axis intensities. 
Thus less diffraction is needed to exactly balance the 
nonlinearity. and the beam half-width necessary for 
steady propagation increases. This behavior is in 
•narked contrast with the results one would deduce 
using a weak cubic nonlinearily instead of the full ex
ponential. The cubic nonlinearity does not allo'v ',gni-
ficant density depletion at the beam center and would 
predict'" that steady propagation is possible at oniy 

one 
(7rAv 

power level, 
2) * | 0 8 w. 

given by P e q * c(n 0T) 
for T = 1 kev'and X, 1 Mm. 

Nonsteady Propagation and Self-focusing. For beams 
that begin to self-focus, the decrease in central plasma 
density with higher intensities provides a saturation 
mechanism for the focusing process. Within the con
text of the constant-shape approximation, wc can 
derive integrals of the motion that show that the beam 
"bounces" rather than reaching the infinite intensities 
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predicted by the cubic nonlinearity analysis. The 
density depletion resulting from the initial stages of 
self-focusing makes diffraction more important than 
nonlineatity, and consequently the beam diffracts 

The generation of high-energy ions has been system
atically observed in the irradiation of solids by COi 
and Nd:glass lasers.''>'2 A substantial fraction 
(>30%) of the absorbed energy can appear as the 
kinetic energy of ions with energies of tens of 
thousands of electron volts and with velocities directed 
generally toward the laser. It has been suggested71 

that the production of such high-energy ions indicates 
that the steady-state electron thermal transport is 
substantially reduced from the classical value by 
thermal-flux-generated acoustic turbulence. '3 Such 
thermal insulation of the heated electrons in the outer 
coronal plasma from the higher density colder interior' 
would result in the expenditure of the absorbed 
energy in the acceleration of ions. 

We consider here a completely classical, time-
dependent mechanism that can account for appreciable 
energy transfer from heated electrons to directed-ion 
energy by inhibiting the motion of the thermal front to 
the target interior, where, presumably, collisional 
energy relaxation occurs. We consider an initial-value 
problem beginning after the laser energy has been 
absorbed. The laser-heated electrons are initially con
fined to the low-density plasma vhose ion density rij 
varies from zero to approximately the critical density 
n c r . The rate of hot-electron expansion is limited by 
the rate at which compensating charge can be induced 
to flow in order to maintain quasi-neutrality. In the 
direction of lower demity, the current-response rate is 
limited by ion inertia, hi the expansion toward higher 
density, both the ions and Hi." relatively-cold-electron 
background contribute to the return current. If the 
flow of the cold electrons is sufficiently inhibited by 
collisional drag on the ions, a large fraction of hot-
electron thermal energy can be converted to ion kinetic 
energy. 

We proceed by describing the plasma by a three-
fluid model. We follow separately the motion of the 
hot- and cold-electron densities nj, and n c , respective
ly, and the ion density nj. Each species satisfies a 
continuity equation: 

3ii| 3n:Uj 
J + I J = o (j = h.ci). (I) 

3( 3x 

Spatial variation is assumed t>> he confined to the Re
direction. The momentum equations are 

outward again. To study this process realistically, we 
are solving Equation 1 numerically, so as to follow the 
"bouncing" process w'thout the limitations of the 
constant-shjpe approxii lation. 

° = q n ' 3 x - S - "e°i< W nl V ^ c - " . ) -
(3) 

and 

/3U: dllj \ 
nM •--• + u: -^ 

\ 3 x ' 3 x / 

= - < * % * -"l >e< Tc'' 10>n 1i ncM< l'i- uc>- («> 

The quasi-neutrality condition is nj = n c + ni,, or 
alternatively njUj = n c n c + nj,nn. It replaces the full 
Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential <P since 
we assume the scale of spatial variation L is much 
greater than Xrj, 'he electron Debye length. The 
constant density ng is the reference density at which 
the electron-ion and ion-electron collision frequencies 
are evaluated. Equations for the electron pressures are 
needed to complete the description. We assume for 
simplicity that the hot-electron pressure pi, = n^Ti, is 
much less than the cold-electron pressure p c = n cT c. 
Then the cold-electron heat capacity is large enough 
(n c » nj,) to absorb the Joule heating resulting from 
the hot-electron-induced current without appreciable 
temperature change. We assume that T c is constant. 
The hot-electron pressure 

p h = m/dv(v-u h) 2f n(v,x,t) 

obeys the velocity-averaged Vlasov equation 

where thi heat flow w is defined as 

w = m/dv f. (x.v,t)(v-u^r. 

We assume, for simplicity, that 3T|,/3x = 0. We 

FAST-ION GENERATION IN LASER-PLASMA INTERACTIONS 
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therefore replace Equation 5 with the space-averaged 
energy-balance equation 

3N -S = .N-
3t 

3u 
3p 

<7c) 

-L. mn 
T(t) dt 

"t 9nL 
—*— fix —%,, 
Jdxn,/ dx h (6) 

which is obtained by combining Equations 2 and S 
to eliminate 4>-

We remark on an additional consistency criterion 
that is implied by Equation 3. The electric field 
0/L « T|,/qL has been assumed to be smaller than the 
runaway value, a restriction expressible as 

T h < L*g(Tcm)'*. 

If this inequality is not satisfied, the drag coefficient 
vei can be modified by turbulence generated by 
relative streaming between the cold electrons and the 
ions. 

The cold-electron variables can be eliminated in 
favor of the ion density and velocity by combining 
Equations 1,2, and 3. Having done so, it is convenient 
to introduce the new dependent and independent 
variables 

g = n h / ' i j , 

N = nj/ng, 

T(T) = Th(t)/Th(0), 

dp = nudx/(n0L), 

T= t|Th(0)/ML 
and the parameters 

2 i » 

(T hM)V i/M^L, 

and 

a = T c/Th(0). 

In these Lugrangian coordinates the combined equa
tions are written as follows: 

3j _ 3F 
dt dp 

?~E T 3Ng + Q 3N(1 g) 
3p dp 

(7a) 

(7b) 

and 

i 91 = 2Jdp(3Ng.'3p)|u-(F/Ng)] 
f 81 /dpg 

where we have introduced the flux 

F3 DrT (-!^^l.a^<i--iil 
|_ g op bp J 

(7d) 

m 

The size of the diffusion coefficient D is a measure of 
the mobility of the cold electrons as compared to 
that of the ions. If D >.-"> It the cold elections princi
pally supply the return cunen', whereas if D « 1, 
the hot-electron expansion results mainly in ion 
acceleralion. In units appropriate to interactions of 
neodymium-laser light with hydrogen plasma, D is 
expressible as 

8.9 x l O 2 ^ 1 / 2 

Sn A HQ L (9) 

where T,; and Ti, are in thousands of electron volts, 
ng = 10-' cm-3 and L is in micrometers. We have 
used the expression 

» . = 6 .3x10 1 1 8nAn/T 3 ' 2 

for the electron-ion drag coefficient .74 Evaluation of 
Equation 9 for the parameters L = 20 urn and T c = 
0.5 keV yields T h = 20 keV, and n 0 = 1 0 2 2 cm"3, 
typical of some recent experiments^1 yields D = 1.0. 

Equations 7 have been solved numerically. Sample 
initial ion density and hot-electron density profiles 
are shown in Fig. 8-69a by solid and broken curves, 
respectively. The initial velocity U = 0. The right-
hand boundary conditions are U = 0 and 3Ng/?l|o = 0. 
The parameters D and a are equal to 1.0 and 0.1, 
respectively. Figure 8-69b shows the density profiles 
at time r = 2.0. The hot electrons have partially 
expanded and have accelerated ions, piincipally toward 
vacuum, as seen in the simultaneous velocity profile 
U(x) shown in Fig. S-69c. Note that the maximum 
ion velocity exceeds the mitral hot-electron sound 
speed. The hot-electron temperature history is shown 
in Fig. 8-70, where the steady decrease of internal 
energy at the expense of expansion is evident. 

The time for diffusion of the hot-electron thermal 
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Fig. 8-69. Ion and electron density and velocity profiles, 
(a) Initial ion and hot-electron density profiles, n-t 

(solid curve) and n^ (broken curve), respectively, 
versus position x/L. Diffusion coefficient D = 1.0, 
temperature ratio a = T c/T h(0) = 0.1. (b) Density 
profiles at time 7 = 2.0. (c) Ion velocity profile 
un[M/T|,(0)] 'A versus x/L at T = 2.0, showing ion 
acceleration toward vacuum by hot electrons. 

front to the target interior is, for the parameters cited 
above, on the order of 20 ps (t = 3.2L/T^T, where 
t is in picoseconds, L is in micrometers, and T n is in 
thousands of electron volts). This time is comparable 
to the neodymium-laser pulse length given in Ref. 71; 
thus the imtiai-valuo problem solved here is probably 
not a bad approximation in that case. 

in conclusion, we submit that the appearance of 
high-energy ions in some short-pulse laser-fusion exper
iments may be interpreted on a purely classical basis. 

I . U 
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1 1 1 1 

0.6 -

0.4 

' 1 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Fig. K-70. Ilot-clcctt'on temperature Tn(T) versus time, for the 
same case as shown in F-g. 8-69, showing the 
decrease of internal energy at ihe expense of 
expansion. 
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MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION ASSOCIATED WITH RESONANT ABSORPTION 

In addition to time-dependent, purely classical 
effects, large self-generated magnetic fields can also 
inhibit the transfei of mass and energy in laser pellet 
applications. Hence we are also investigating the dc 
magnetic field generation associated with laser-plasma 
interactions. Strong (e.g., megagauss) fields have been 
observed experimentally 7^ Fields of this strength can 
inhibit electron flow into the cold interior of the targe, 
and lead to a large fast-ion flux," even in Jong-pulse-
length experiments. 

There are several possible sources for dc magnetic 
fields Previous theoretical investigations^^-" have 
stressed the source term that arises from the particle 
pressure tensor and is proportional to V(Sn n) x V(J), 
where n is density and T is temperature. For a spheri
cally expanding plasma, the resultant field is doughnut 
shaped, with a hole along the axis of light incidence. 
Because of the hole, this type of field would not affect 
transport into the pellet. We consider here a source 
term due to the field pressure tensor, which gives rise 
to a field perpendicular to the axis of light incidence. 
The particular situation we study assumes the laser 
light to be plane polarized and obliquely incident on a 
plasma. Under such circumstances, it is well known 
that resonantly excited plasma waves are generated at 
the critical density. Ihe currents set up by these waves 
can give rise to megagauss fields. We report here the 
observations of such fields in computer simulations. 

In order to derive the field-pressure term in an ab
sorbing medium—which previous analyses have not 
allowed for-we start with the Vlasov equation with an 
effective collision frequency v. 

3f + v • Vf + 5. ( E + I x B )• ^-f = -v(f- f n), 3l m \ c / d v * 0' 
(1) 

where fg is the Maxwellian distribution function. We 
assume thai v o s/c = qE/mcJ0e « I and v ; h /c « 1 
(v,|, is the (hernial velocity), so that we may neglect 
the v x B term in Equation 1. 

Furthermore, we take the electric field as 

E(t) = E 0 cos(w 0 t) + E d c . (2) 

We assume C,jc * (V 0 S/C)EQ and neglect it to lowest 
order. In general, the oscillating electric field has a 
spatial dependence, but near the critical density we 
may neglect it to a first approximation. 

The lowest order solution to Equation 1 is then 

f(v,t) = f0(v -v o s s in CJQO exn(-M) + v 

expi-rtt-t ')) 

foCv " v os ( s i n "O 1 " s i n ^0 ' ' ) ] d t ' f 3) 

Taking the first two moments of the Vlasov equa
tion, wc find an equation for v = / vf dv: 

Q + v-Vv + I v ( f v v f d v - n y v ) 

= -PV + ;n (Efj c o s "0* + E + 1 x B). (4) 

Averaging Equation 4 over a period 2-HIWQ, we have 

— + vI VJ + <v • Vy> + <J-V • (/vvf dv - nw)> 

.* 
We use Maxwell's equations to represent E d c in 

terms of B d c and use Equation 3 to calculate v and 
/ vvf dv. The result is 

3 ^f= *Mv d c xB d c )-4y2B d c 

"pe 

Thus we have two source terms, one proportional to 
the particle pressure term Pe giving the (Vfin n) x (VT) 
contribution and one due to the electromagnetic field 
pressure tensor' 8 PR (here we are using italic notation 
to indicate tensors). The term v d c x Bjic represents 
convection and may lead to saturation of B j c . The dif
fusion term proportional toV2B d c is negligible for the 
time scales of interest here. 

In our computer simulations, we consider a two-
dimensional system, periodic in y and with open 
boundaries in x. The vector B points in the z-direction. 
The plasma has a linearly increasing density at t = 0. 
When ions are treated as fixed, the density remains 
linear. Light is obliquely incident and plane polarized, 
so that resonance absorption will occur. Since we 
have plane symmetry, V&i n x VT = 0. We average 
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over y, thus obtaining gradients only in x. The 
component of Equation 6 is then 

3t •£(vx«y! 3 
3x 

< E x E y > 

dx 
^ - , (7) 

Ait 

where e = co2(x)/w(j. We may use the well-known 
solution for the electrostatic wave near the critical den 
sity?9 in a linear density profile to obtain < E x E y > 
In the absence of absorption, there is a phase differ
ence of JT/2 between E x and Ey, so that < E x E y > = 0 
Damping gives a relative phase shift, so that the correla
tion is nonzero. The electrostatic fields transfer energy 
into the plasma, maintaining the currents that produce 
Bdc-

In Fig. 8-71 we show the spatial variation of the 
magnetic field produced in a computer simulation with 
fixed ions. Note field (~1 MG) at the critical density. 
As the electrostatic field at the critical density grows, 
it eventually traps electrons and expels them with high 
velocity in the -x-direction (with a small +y-compo-
nent). This is seen in the phase-space picture of 
Fig. 8-72. This phenomenon, which lies outside our 
treatment above, generates a v x , which may limit the 
amplitude of B,j c through convection. 

Note the second peak in B at the left edge of the 
plasma (x = 22) in Fig. 8-71. As the ejected electrons 
reach the left edge of the plasma, they are turned 
around by the ambipolar potential. Since they have a 
net +y velocity, a net current sheet Jy occurs at the 
turning point, producing a dc magnetic field there 
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Fig. 8-72. Phase-space plot for the simulation shown in 
Fig. 8-71. 

(x = 20 to 25 in Fig. 8-71). This field is also on the 
order of 1 MG. 

Now, if we allow the ions to be mobile, we expect 
nonlinear steepening^ of the density profile, as dis
cussed earlier in this report. These density modifica
tions will alter the shape and magnitude of the reso
nantly excited plasma waves. Figure 8-73 shows the 
density profile obtained in a computer simulation simi
lar to that discussed above, but allowing for ion 
motion. At this time, there are two locations where 
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I'ig. 8-71. Time-averaged magnetic field as a function of kg\ . 
Initial angle of incidence is 19.5 , Ions held fixed. 
In these units, 0.01 = I \\G. 

Fig. 8-73. Ion density profile for the mobile-jon case. Note 
the nonlinear steepening and two points where 
n = n,.. 
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n = n c. Figure 8-74 shows the dc magnetic field associ
ated with this profile. Megagauss fields occur at both 
critical-density points (x = 35 and x = 42) and again 
at the point where the electrons are electrostatically 
reflected by the sheath (x = 20 to 29). 

In order to determine whether the B-fields that we 
have observed would be expected to affect transport 
properties, we may compare the Latmor radius (rjj 
to typical plasma lengths and the cyclotron frequency 
CJC with the collision frequency v. For B = 1 MG, 
n = 10 2 J ,andt = 1 keV, x\^ = 3 /urn, which is just three 
vacuum light wavelengths and thus small compared to 
typical gradient lengths in the cold plasma. Also, 
u>cfv » 10. Thus we expect B-fields of this magnitude 
to have a significant tffect on plasma-transport 
properties. 

We are continuing to investigate the long-time non
linear behavior of the B-fields in the mobile-ion case 
and are beginning to consider more realistic geometries 
(e.g., finite spot size, spherical expansion). 

COMPUTER-PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

The programs used to simulate the plasma physics 
relevant to laser-fusion interactions include two that 
provide a kinetic description of the plasma: 
ZOHAR 8 0- 8 1 (two space dimensions) and OREMP82 

(one space dimension). These programs are fully elec
tromagnetic and treat the particles relativistically. 
In addition, in order to study the specific problems of 
the nonlinear evolution of sidescatter, backscatter, and 
filamentation, a one-fluid, electromagnetic, two-
dimensional program (FLUID) has been developed. 
The main programming efforts of the past year have 
been the development of FLUID and the extensions of 
ZOHAR. 

FLUID 

The motivations of the program FLUID are to de
termine the conditions under which Brillouin side-
scattering and backscattering and self-focusing occur 
and to explore the competition between these insta
bilities. FLUID includes physical optics, the pondero-
motive force, ion inertia, and the plasma pressure-the 
physics necessary to address these questions. This 
compact description allows these problems to be 
investigated over longer time and space scales than 
would be practical in a full kinetic description. 

The model can be described as follows: The wave 
equation for the electric field E = Ez(x,y) is driven by 
an antenna of input amplitude and reacts to the plasma 
by the density term on the right: 

U r " \ ] 

1.1 

^»i A I : 

~ 0.3' / \ I I " \ N I-
-0.3 'i\J 
-0.5' 

5 15 25 35 45 55 
x 

Fig. 8-74. Time-averagcU magnetic field for the mobile-ion 
simulation of Fig. 8-73. 

J_3 2 E = 7 2 E l ^ p e E 

c 2 a , 2 c 2 

The boundary condition on the tight is a numerical 
emulation of vacuum, so that light flows freely out as 
if there were no boundary there. The boundary con
dition is an adaptation of Lindman's method8-* and 
involves solving a series of differential equations on 
the boundary to determine the correct boundary con
dition for each angle of outgoing light. Numerically 
the electric field is solved by a finite-difference method 
that is fourth order in space and second order in time. 

The ponderomotive force and electron thermal pres
sure drive the fluid velocities of the ions according to 
the equation 

which is numerically solved by a second-order leap
frog algorithm in time and space. The equations are 
then smoothed according to the last term, which 
emulates collisional and Landau damping. Ion Landau 
damping is well approximated only for a given wave
length. Since Brillouin sidescatter and backscatter 
have a wavelength reasonably well fixed by the light 
wavelength, the approximation is reasonable. The 
x-boundary condition on v is that the smoothing in-
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creases exponentially over a vacuum wavelength to the 
walls so that ion-acoustic waves cannot reflect. 

The equation of continuity is used to advance the 
ion density, which is equal to the electron density: 

3n/3t + V(vn) = 0. 

This equation is also solved second order in space and 
time by a leapfrog method. The x-boundary condition 
for the density is floating. The boundary condition for 
all the equations in the y-direction is periodicity. 

The loops are either hand programmed in stack loops 
or are in STACKLIB, and the speed is about 10 jus 
per grid point. The program is explicit with fairly long 
vectors and consequently can be adapted to Star when 
that machine becomes reliable. Future work involves 
increasing the speed of the 7600 version by about a 
factor of 2 and also increasing the accuracy of the ion-
fluid algorithm. 

Results from FLUID may have to be modified to 
account for additional features: 

1. Absorption, kinetic effects, and high-frequency 
instabilities such as Raman scattering are not modeled. 
Where appropriate, FLUID can guide, and be com
pared to, studies with ZOHAR that do include these 
effects. 

2. The program is periodic in the y-direction. If 
one runs the program 500 whole laser periods, then the 
spot size would have to be 1000 wavelengths wide in 
order for the periodic idealization to be valid. For 
future work, we are planning absorption of the light 
along a strip in the x-direction, about a wavelength 
wide in the y-direction, to emulate an open boundary 
in the y-direction. 

3. The program is two-dimensional. Most likely, 
very interesting physics will be revealed in three-

dimensional kinetic programs on future fast scalar com
puters (CRAY). 

ZOHAR 
The electromagnetic relativistic plasma-simulation 

code ZOHAR gives our most accurate treatment of (1) 
the kinetic behavior of light absorption and scattering 
by the plasma corona and (2) the hydrodynamic re
sponse. This program now runs in four configurations, 
differing in boundary conditions and number of vector 
components of velocity. The boundary conditions are 
periodic in the y-direction and either periodic in x or 
matched to vacuum on one side and to denser plasma 
on the other. The latter version is used to model the 
interaction of incoming light with a segment of the in-
homogencous plasma corona. There are two space 
dimensions and either two or three velocity compo
nents (two is faster, but some physics requires three). 

The field boundary conditions on the open sides are 
an adaptation of Lindman's scheme,8-5 in which the 
electromagnetic fields and their derivatives are matched 
to those of the incoming laser light and outgoing scat
tered or reflected light. This requires less computer 
storage and is faster and more versatile than the usual 
method of absorbing the outgoing light in a thick 
resistive region. Several choices for plasma-particle 
boundary conditions are available, to match to denser 
plasma toward the core and to the blowoff at lower 
density. New measures for automatic machine-error 
detection and recovery minimize the loss of computer 
time due to hardware errors. Rewriting key subrou
tines in the Compass assembly language has nearly 
doubled the running speed. An interactive postproces
sor has been written to edit graphically a file that con
tains time records of many quantities. 

ZOHAR is being used in studies of heating by reso
nance absorption, heating and stimulated scattering in 
underdense plasma, light filamentation, and some elec
tron beam-plasma studies. 
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SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFORT 

The primary goal of the experimental laser-plasma 
interaction program is to reduce to practice the con
cept of fusion produced by laser irradiation of iner-
tially confined targets. Man-made thermonuclear fusion 
using inertially confined fuel has a significant history, 
dating back to the advent of the "hydrogen bomb." 
With the development of high-power short-pulse lasers, 
it now may be possible to produce laboratory-scale 
reactions that can be used for the laboratory study of 
these reactions and possible energy generation. 

The basic concept of laser fusion involves focusing 
high-intensity laser radiation on a spherical pellet. This 
ablates the target material, producing pressures suffi
ciently high (on the order of terrabars) to implode the 
remainder cf the target to the high densities and tem
peratures necessary for the efficient burning of the 
thermonuclear fuel. The physical processes are very 
complicated and have characteristic times of ~i psand 
characteristic lengths of ~1 f/m. The near-term goal of 
this program is to perform experiments that separate 
and characterize the important physics of laser-fusion 
targets. 

Although it is impossible to completely separate the 
important effects into different experiments, the pro
gram can be divided into separate elements that empha
size the different effects: 

1 - Implosion of spherical shells fitted with DT gas. 
These experiments are characterized by an exploding 
pusher and nearly isothermal compression of the DT 
fuel. The densities achieved are on the order of 1 to 10 
times the liquid density. These experiments do not re
quire a high degree of symmetry of irradiation and can 

LASS MODELING EXPERIMENTS 

The production of thermonuclear energy by laser-
driven implosion of large-aspect-ratio spherical shells* 
(LASS) filled with DT requires the development of an 
efficient and fluid-dynamically stable implosion. The 
efficiency is determined primarily by the laser-plasma 
coupling and the mechanism for energy transport from 
the laser-energy-absorption region to the shell ablation 
surface. The large aspect ratio of the target permits the 
same compression state to be reached as that required 
tor a solid body, with a smaller driving pressure. Thus 

*In these shells,' the ratio of shell radius to shell 
thickness is ~30 to 50. 

be accomplished with as little as 10 J in 100 pswith a 
neodymium laser. 

2. Large-aspect-ratio spherical shell (LASS) implo
sions (i.e., R/AR » 1). These experiments empha
size the implosion of LASS targets to produce signif
icant thermonuclear yield. 

3. LASS modeling experiments both plane and 
cylindrical. The primary purpose of using these targets 
is to allow diagnostic study of the shell-acceleration 
process and the symmetry of the implosion. 

4. Optical interaction experiments. The goal here is 
to determine the distribution of the laser energy in the 
target plasma. 

5. Plasma-physics experiments. The purpose of 
these experiments is to characterize the absorption pro
cess for laser radiation, transport properties in the 
plasma, and the induced electric and magnetic fields. 

6. x-Ray conversion experiments. These are de
signed to examine the efficient conversion of laser 
energy to x-rays. 

7. Diagnostic techniques. A large number of diag
nostic techniques are being developed to achieve the 
desired resolution (spatial. Ax = 1 jum; temporal, 1 ps) 
over densities ( 1 0 1 6 cm" 3 < n e < 10^° cm" 3) and 
temperatures (1 eV < T < 50 keV) of interest. 

The major accomplishments of the Laser/Plasma 
Interaction Group in 1974 were the completion of two 
laser irradiation facilities, Janus and Valkyrie; the de
velopment and calibration of a wide range jf x-ray 
spectral diagnostics; the development and use of a high-
resolution x-ray microscope; and successful implosion 
and burn of DT in glass shells. 

the laser energy can be delivered ove - a longer time. 
This minimizes the laser intensity needed and therefore 
minimizes the production of high-energy electrons by 
parametric and resonant processes and optimizes the 
absorption of laser energy by inverse btemsstrahlung. 
However, fluid-dynamic stability considerations place a 
limit on the aspect ratio. 

Early computer simulations2 and simpl* calcula
tion.;3-'' suggested that stable implosions vf large-
aspect-ratio spherical shells were possible. Some 
authors have made perturbation calculations that indi
cate that this fluid instability is a serious problem.5 

Others have calculated that it is not .6.7 However, 
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more recent calculations indicate thai a Rayieigh-
Taylor type of instability occurs during the implosion 
of the shell. Indeed, it has been found* that the rapid 
growth of instabilities severely limits the design options 
for spherical-shell targets. In particular, calculations* 
indicate that if acceptable nearly isentropic shell implo
sions are to be produced, the shells must have excep
tionally smooth surfaces (Ar < 10 to 100 A), must 
have relatively low aspect ratios (~2), and must be 
impulsively accelerated. Because of the severity of 
these restrictions and the potential advantage that 
LASS implosions offer, experimental verification of 
these theoretical predictions is extremely important. 
This is the primary objective of the LASS modeling 
experiments. A secondary, but also important, objec
tive of these experiments is to provide detailed 
information concerning laser-plasma coupling'* and 
energy-transport mechanisms'" as they influence the 
shell-acceleration process. 

With the exception of the spherical convergence, 
the efficiency and stability of the implosion of largc-
aspcct-ralio spherical shells can be studied experimen
tally by irradiating thin (S-to-25-jim) polyethylene foils 
and disks with laser-light pulses of SO to 100 J. 1.06-
ar.J 10.6-um wavelength.and durations of O.S to 10 ns. 
We report here the preliminary results of foil-
acceleration experiments obtained with the Long Path 
Nd:YAG-g!ass laser system. The focal-spot spatial dis
tribution of the laser energy for this laser was too irreg
ular to provide clear experimenial data. Since the early 
motion of the accelerated plasma was recorded by .-> 
streak camera, it was difficult to distinguish between 
fluid-dynamic-instability effects and effects due to 
irregjlar spatial distribution of the laser-energy deposi
tion. To solve these problems, these experiments will 
be carried out on two new laser systems: Janus and 
Valkyrie. Both of these lasers have been designed to 
produce the refined, well-characterized pulses required 
in these experiments. In addition, multiple-frame, 
short-exposure-timc, inlcrferometric and shadowgraph 
diagnostic techniques arc being developed to provide 
data on plasma-densiiy distribution. 

Target Considerations 

In these experiments it would be desirable to cm-
ploy isolated low-Z disk-shaped targets supported, per
haps, by a fine glass thread or ultrathin Parylene foil. 
However, it has not been possible to fabricate targets 
of this type with the thickness and flatness required. 
Instead, polyethylene foils, S to 25 urn thick, sup
ported by metal frames have been employed. The 
thickness, inside diameter, and outside diameter of 
these frames were nominally 0.8,5.0, and 10.0 mm, re
spectively. This choice of frame was made for conven

ience of fabrication and is not optimal because it oilers 
the possibility of shorting the laser-produced plasma 
potential and acting as an x-ray converter for escaping 
electrons. 

The use of polyethylene foils also has several severe 
limitations. The role of boundary conditions at the in
terface between the accelerated low-temperature plas
ma and the cold foil is difficult to assess. For instance, 
the laser light refracted by the blowoff plasma, which 
acts as a negative lens, is absorbed by the cold foil near 
the accelerated matter, complicating the dynamics of 
the system and preventing crucia'. energy-balance meas
urements. Furthermore, two-dimensional calculations, 
performed using the LASNLX computer program (see 
Section S), indicate thai if the laser-energy distribu
tion across the target foil varies too rapidly, a high-
velocity-shear region appears between the cold foil and 
the accelerated low-temperature plasma. This high-
velocity-shear region can exhibit a Kelvin-Helmholu in
stability. When this happens, the rapid growth of the 
instability grossly distorts the edges of the accelerated 
matter, thus complicating the interpretation of the ex
perimental results. 

Laser and Diagnostics Instrumentation 

The performance characteristics of the Long Path 
Nd:YAG-glass laser system are described in detail else
where in (his report. For these experiments the laser 
produced l-to-3-ns-FWHM pulses in the energy range 
of I to 30 J. Measurements of the laser-pulse energy, 
temporal shape, precursor structure, and near-and far-
f i e l d " spatial structure were made in the laser system 
area. The laser beam and plasma located near the tar-
gel are illustrated in Fig. 9-1. The focal spot was locat
ed by maximizing the intensity of the back-reflected 
laser light from a cw YAG alignment laser incident on a 
2S0-ju<m sphere. The incident laser pulse was focused 
on the target by an f/2 lens. The laser-light intensity 
distribution at the focal spot, in the absence of the 
laser-produced plasma, was inferred from far-field-
camera pictures. A typical set of far-field data is pre
sented in Fig. 9-2. The focal spot intensity distribu
tion is characterized by the appearance of hot spots 
that vary from shot to shot. Such a distribution makes 
comparison between theory and SMperiment quite dif
ficult. Using the histogram and the relative intensity 
isocontour data, a crude estimate of focal spot diam
eter as 90 to 100 urn can be made. The forward-
scattered laser light was also collected with an f/2 lens. 

The primary plasma diagnostic was the side-viewing. 
10-ps-resolution, S-20 photocathode streak camera, 
which recorded the temporal evolution of a small re
gion of the front or back surface of the target. A tele-
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Fig. 9 - 1 . Target diagnostics configuration. 
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Fig. 9-2. laser far-field intensity distribution: (a) intensity 
isocontours with 0.1 relative intensity variation 
between contours; (b) corresponding histogram. 

microscope system magnified and relayed the image of 
the luminous plasma to the plane of the streak-camera 
slit. The combined system magnification, spatial reso
lution, and temporal resolution were typically ~100, 
2 to 5 jim, and 10 ps, respectively. 

The x-ray spectral diagnostics provided time-
integaitod measurements of the x-ray bremsstrahlung 
emission spectrum for photon energies above 1 keV. 
This x-ray emission spectrum is related to the electron-
energy spectrum inside the target plasma. The x-ray 
pinhole cameras were operated with a magnification of 
unity. Each possessed four rows of pinholes whose 
diameters were 75, 25, 12, and 6pm. One row of pin
holes was uncovered; the other three rows were cov
ered with thin Mylar and aluminum K-edge filter com
binations to provide spectral information in the x-ray 
energy range of 1 to 5 keV. The electron spectrometer 
provided information about the high-energy (30 to 10S 
keV) electron distribution and the plasma potential. 
Unfortunately a 0.1-mil beryllium foil was used at the 

Intensity 
(b) 

entrance aperture to prevent light and radio-frequency 
noise from entering the spectrometer. Later calcula
tions made with the SANDYL 1 - program revealed that 
the use of the beryllium foil demanded large correc
tions. Thus the data were of only qualitative value. 
The spectrometer has since been modified to include 
extensive light baffling. The ion-chaige collectors were 
positioned 21 ±0.5 cm from the target and were used 
to measure the symmetry of the ion convective motion 
and the momentum transfer during foil acceleration. 
The transmitted-light measurements provided informa
tion on the initial formation of the plasma and the mo
mentary and time-integrated spatial distribution of the 
laser light refracted around the target plasma. The 
results are reported elsewhere in this report. During 
the experiments it was necessary to operate with 
target-chamber pressures of ~10~3 Ton or less in 
order to avoid electron transit scattering losses to the 
electron spectrometer and photoionization in the ion-
cUrge collectors. 
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Experimental Results 
The results from tws representative foil-acceleration 

experiments are presented in Figs. 9-3, 9-4, and 9-5. 
The laser-pulse irradiation energy and duration 
(FWHM) were 9.2 J in 1.5 KS and 20 J in 1.3 ns. 
The target in each experiment was a 10-jUni poly
ethylene foil. The focal spot diameter, based on 
far-field-camera measurements, was ~90 to 100 nm. 
The peak laser intensities" inferred from these meas
urements were 5.1 x 1 0 ! 3 am} 1.3 x 1 0 1 4 W/cm2 for 
the 9.2- and 20-J shots, respectively. On the 9.2-J 
shot, the diameter of the law-energy (0.9- and 1.5-keV) 
x-ray emission region fronv the front-surface blowoff 
plasma (Fig. 9-3, top) was ~f30 to 150 fim. The di
ameter of the corresponding rear-surface Sow-energy 
x-ray emission region, measured with an x-ray pinhole 
camera facing the :ear surface of the target (ll'ig. 9-3, 
bottom), is approximately half the diamctez of the 
front-surface emission region. Similar results were 
obtained on the 20-J experiment. The transmitted 
laser energy in the 9.2- and 20-J experiments was 0.58 
and 2.3 J, respectively. 

Streak photographs of the evolution of a small seg
ment on the back surface of the target are presented in 
Fig. 94 . The laser pulse that pro&iced the back-
surface acceleration by ablating the frost surface of 
the target is given to the right of each streak photo
graph. A different optical-imaxe-transfer systefn was 
used in each experiment. In the 9.2-J experiment, the 
telemicroscope system described earlier was us*d. 
Time increases from right to left, and the field of v;ew 
is 440 pm. For the 20-J experiment, a simple-lens 
image-transfer system was used. Time increase?) from 
left to right, and the field of view is 1400 pm. The su
perior image contrast and resolution achieved hy the 
telemicroscope system is evident. In each case, the mo
tion of the accelerated plasma away from the back sur
face of the target proceeds vertically. The targ/Jt was 
tilted very slightly, thus producing a mirror image of 
(lie accelerated plasma in the streaked photograph due 
to reflection of the plasma emission light from the sur
rounding polyethylene foil and target frame. 

The streak photograph of the 9.2-J experiment 
shows tfie initial movement of the batk surface of the 
target WJ,«h a velocity of approximately 5 x 10 6 cm/s. 
This early motion may be thermal expansion of the 
back-surface plasma produced by excessive heating 
during the initial foii breakdown and plasma-formation 
process since it corresponds to an average particle ther
mal energy of several electron volts. At later times 
(<2 ns) the compressed, accelerated plasma becomes 

much more luminous and overtakes the earlier low-
density thermal blowoff. Its convective velocity has 
increased to 1.4 x 10^ cm/s and agrees well with the 
corresponding rear-surface velocity-calculation results 
(see Section 8) obtained with suprathermal electrons 
present. 

The streak photograph of the 20-J experiment 
shows the late evolution of the back-surface plasma. 
This photograph shows the plasma convective velocity 
increasing from 1.3 x 10' cm/s to its asymptotic value 
of 3.0 x 10' cm/s. This agrees with the asymptotic 
rear-surface velocity measured by the ion time-of-flight 
probes (Fig. 9-5). The arrival of the peak of the ion-
charge pulse on the detector located at 156° corre
sponds to an average velocity of 3.0 x 10? cm/s. the 
average f;ot*t-to-back ratio for ion convective energy, 
measured with the ion collectors during the 20-J ex
periment, was 2.9. The anomalous signal that follows 
the initial ion-charge-collection signal on the ion detec
tor located at 26 s is due to breakdown in the detector 
and can be disregarded. In addition, it should be noted 
that no emission of very-high-energy ions was ob
served during these experiments. 

The high-energy x-ray spectra are presented in Fig. 
9-6. The x-ray spectra show that the electron-energy 
distribution inside the target is highly non-Maxwellian. 
The sensitivity of the tail of the x-ray emission spec
trum to the laser-pulse energy is also evident. The cor
responding high-energy-electron emission measure
ments also indicated that the high-energy electrons 
were non-Maxwellian. 

Techniques are presently being developed to use 
x-ray and electron spectra to obtain information about 
th? plasma potential. Such information is needed to 
quantitatively relate the x-ray and electron emission 
spectra. 

The results reported above are typical of those 
obtained from the foil-acceleration experiments per
formed with the Long Path Laser. The experimental 
results are in approximate agreement with one- and 
two-dimensional computer calculations (see Section 8) 
when significant production rates for suprathermal 
electrons are included. The high-energy x-ray emission 
measurements are also consistent with this result. 
These suprathermal electrons are produced by resonant 
and parametric absorption processes at the high laser 
intensities employed in these experiments. The pres
ence of local hot spots in the laser focal spot probably 
results in enhanced high-energy-electron production. 
Evidence of initial plasma heating during breakdown 
has also been obtained. This nonuniform laser-energy 
distribution at the target complicates detailed compari
sons between theory and experiment. 
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Target surface 

Target surface 

Fig. 9-4. Foil-acceleration streak records. Top: 9.2J, 1.5-ns-FWHM laser pulse, 2.4-ns sweep, 440-fim field of view; bottom: 
20-J, 1.3-ns-FWHM laser pulse, 2.4-ns sweep, 1400-ftm field of view. 
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Fig. 9-5. Ion-emission angular distribution obtained with a 20-J, 1.3-ns-FWHM pulse, and a 10-JAn-thick polyethylene foil. 
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The annual report article to appear here was omitted 
Tor classification reasons, including Figs. 9-7 through 
9-11 and Table 9-1. 



MICROTARGET DAMAGE. 

Unless precautions are taken, most high-power laser 
systems emit enough 1«*-level radiation before the 
main laser pulse to seriously damage the target.'^ in a 
laser system consisting c>" a mode-locked oscillator and 
power amplifier, premature energy emission comes 
from three sources: 

1. Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the 
amplifier chain. 

2. Incomplete or multiple pulse trains from the 
mode-locked oscillator. 

3. Mode-locked pulse train. 
Items 2 and 3 will be referred to as prepulse damage. 

Amplified Spontaneous Emission 
Target damage from ASE occurs when the amplifier 

gain is sufficient to amplify spontaneous laser noise to 
damaging levels. Calculations'4 on Janus indicated 
that I to 20 mJ of ASE energy would irradiate the tar
get during the amplifier gain pulse. As a result, experi
ments were performed on both the Long Path Laser 

and Janus to measure the ASE levels as well as the ASE 
sensitivity of the targets. Only the results from the 
Janus system are presented here. 

Figure 9-12 shows the time-integrated ASE level as a 
function of the stages of laser gain. The experiment 
was performed by switching off stages of the Janus 
laser and measuring the ASE level with a calorimeter. 
The Janus system, without any ASE isolation, irradi
ates the chamber with 22 mJ of infrared radiation. 
Flaslilamp light from the final amplifier stages con
tributes less than 5% cf this signal. The flashlamp 
contribution is low partly because the laser turning 
mirror has a 1.06-jum-reflecting dielectric coating. 
This coating transmits or absorbs the visible and ultra
violet light, reflecting only l.06-/im light. 

Studies on laser-fusion targets have shown that, 
when a target intercepts about 6J/cm2 of 1.06-jum 
radiation, damage to plastic parts or glue joints may 
occur. However, target damage from ASE is difficult 
to quantify. The usual result is that the target falls 
from its mounting stalk, or it deforms. It is found 

YAG 
A Amplifiers—» amplifiers-

B Amplifiers— Vk Positions 

Rod 
amplifiers-

Janus schematic 

Fig. 9-12. The graph shows the time-integrated ASE flux us a 
function of Janus laser gain. Each position on the 
abcissx represents approximately equal gain incre
ments. In the experiment the amplifier chain 
prior to position A is turned off, while the YAG 
preamplifier is left on as a noise source. As an 
example, at position 2, rod amplifiers 1 and 2 arc 
turned off (YAG is left on), and J.S ml reaches 
the target. 

UJ 
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that the damage threshold for glue is very sensitive to 
the type of glue used and to the orientation of the glue 
joint with respect to the optical axis. In addition, 
plastic balls seem to deform at this level, but glass 
balls do not. 

A safe ASE energy is presently defined as the level 
at which the target remains intact after a pump pulse. 
However, it has not yet been determined when the 
ASE damage occurs in time. Since the laser pulse 
usually occurs about half-way through the fluorescence 
pump pulse (about S00 jus into an 800-jus ilashlamp 
pulse), it is possible that if the ASE level is above the 
defined damage threshold, the target is '.till unchanged 
when the laser compression pulse arrives. Until more 
data are obtained on this point, the ASE level has been 
reduced below the target damage threshold. 

The procedure for reducing the Janus ASE to a safe 
level was to insert a 1.0% transmitting dye cell 
(EK 9740 mode-locking dye) between rod 2 and 
amplifier Al (see Fig. 9-12). Under these operating 
conditions, the Janus ASE output is 3.8 mJ. Of this, 
0.24 tnJ passes through a 100-/um-diameter hole 
centered at the target. 

One of the main drawbacks of dye-cell isolators is 
that they have a high optical loss. They bleach to 
~60% transmission under full power (time integrated 
over the laser gain pulse). Because of the loss, the dye 
cell has been placed as close to the oscillator as 
possible. This strategy minimizes the cumulative non
linear refraction effects and maximizes beam power. 
Efforts to find a better way of isolating against ASE 
are continuing. 

Prepulse Damage 
Prepulse damage to laser-fusion targets also occurs 

at very low energy levels. A typical laser-fusion target, 
as shown in Fig. 9-13, may subtend an area of 
4 x 10"4 cm^. Millijoules of laser energy distributed 
uniformly over the target produces an energy flux of 
several joules per square centimeter—levels that exceed 
breakdown thresholds for glass dielectrics.^'^ If the 
target material is not completely clean or if there are 
glue spots or dust particles attached to the surface, 
damage may occur at levels lower than those associated 
with the intrinsic breakdown limit. 

Figure 9-14a shows a typical damage site on a 
hollow glass ball that was purposely irradiated with 
100-ps, millijoule energy pulses. Figure 9-14b shows 
that more complete damage can occur when the focus
ing conditions differ. In this case, a pulse of 100 to 
300 ill was focused onto the glue joint. Had this 
damage developed before the laser compression pulse 
arrived, it would have prevented meaningful com
pression of the target. 

An example of laser prepulse damage in a fusion 
experiment is shown in Fig. 9-1^. A low-level prepulse 
(200 to 500 /xJ) caused by improper pulse-train 
rejection preceded the main laser pulse by 10 ns. The 
prepulse broke a small piece of glass out of the back of 
the target. The glass traveled about 200 jum before the 
.lain laser pulse heated both the target and the glass 

chip to a high enough temperature to produce a 
"soft" x-ray image with an unfiltered 75-/jm-diameter 
pinhole camera. 

The absolute short-pulse damage threshold of these 
glass-shell targets in joules per square centimeter is not 
yet known. The optical aberrations of the lenses, as 
well as the static and dynamic aberrations of the laser 
systems, have prevented an accurate measurement of 
the absolute energy density of the interference struc
ture in the focal region. However, statistically, with a 
typical 80-/um-diameter focal region, target damage 
occurs at pulse levels above 100 til. 

1 
128 X 

Fig. 9-13. A typical laser-fusion target consisting of a hollow 
glass shell 74 /Urn in outside diameter. 
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Fig. 9-14. Target damage: (a) damage caused in a hollow glass ball by a focused millijoule laser pulse; (b) shattered shell caused by 
focusing 100 to 300 /Jj of laser energy on the glue joint attaching the hollow shell to the glass stalk. 

Main target 

Laser 
beam 

Fig. 9-15. x-Ray pinhole photograph showing glass piece ejected from target due to laser prepulse. 
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Prepulse Measurements 
The prepulse history of the mode-locked laser 

oscillator in the Janus system has been measured over 
an intensity range of 60 dB, with a time resolution of 
I ns. The experimental arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 9-16. A fiducial pulse is generated by the glass 
wedges and follows path 1 to allow identification of 
the single switchout oscillator pulse, of the residuals 
from the rejected pulses in the train, and of spurious 
noise pulses. Appropriately placed beam attenuators 
and tl-i high photodiode sensitivity allow a temporal 
struct' re that is 60 dB down in intensity from the 

main pulse to be observed. 
Figure 9-17 shows some typical results irom the 

oscillator. Eighteen pulse trains were examined; of 
these, four trains had prepulse energies less than 30 dB 
down from the main pulse, eight trains had a structure 
between 40 and 50 dB down in energy, and five 
showed no prepulse structure at all. The residual 
intensity in the pulse preceding the swilchout pulse is 
down at least 50 dB. 

For the Janus laser system, which is designed to 
produce pulses of 20 to 40 I, a 40-dB reduction in 
intensity still leaves 2 to 4 mJ of energy, which can 

100% 

Mode locked 
oscillator 

Fig. 9-16. Experimental setup used to study the prepulse characteristics of the Janus oscillator. 

90% 

Timing Noise 
pulse 

Fig. 9-17. Typical experimental records from the prepulse experiments shown in Fig. 9-16. 

Rejected 
pulse 
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damage the target. To reduce the prepulse level (as 
well as the ASH level) below the target damage thresh
old (<50 dB) a dye celt has been installed. The dye 
bleaches from 1% transmission for the prepulse to (50% 
for the main laser pulse. The 40-dB switchout rejec
tion together with the 17-dB dye rejection reduces 

most prepulse levels to about 30 j(J. Before each 
series of target experiments, the oscillator is carefully 
cleaned and aligned, and each laser pulse is monitored 
to detect target-damaging prepulses. Very satisfactory 
laser target performance is now being obtained with 
the Janus laser system. 

TARGET REFLECTIVITY. 

A first attempt at an energy-balance experiment was 
performed in a simple setup. A flat target was 
irradiated with pulses from the Long Path Laser. As 
shown in Fig. 9-18, the laser light reflected over 2JT sr 
was collected by a parabola and the focusing lens. 

Figure 9-19 shows the results of this experiment 
with three different focusing lenses. The data obtained 
with an f/2 lens showed no trends over the energy 
range of 10 to SO J. This portion of the experiment 
was repeated with more accurate focusing and with all 
lens window and parabola surfaces being cleaned after 
each shot. With these improvements, the reflectivity 
was increased to 20 to 25%, increasing slightly with 
increasing energy. Because of this result, the earlier 
data must be considered with suspicion. 
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energy. 
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Fig. 9-18. Schematic of In light-reflection experiment. 
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X-RAY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY. 

The x-ray conversion efficiency for thick planar 
targets of various materials irradiated in the Plasma X 
and Long Path lasers is summarized in Figs. 9-20 
and 9-21. All of these data were taken at a polar 
angle of 45° to the incident laser pulse. The char
acteristics of the two lasers are specified in Table 9-2. 

Taking into account the accuracy of measuring the 
laser energy (±20%) as well as the accuracy of meas
uring x-ray fluences with the silicon detectors (±20%), 
the accuracy of our efficiency measurements is con
servatively taken to be ±30%. All of the Plasma X 
data were taken with one 0.5-mil beryllium abosrb-
er (~l-keV threshold energy). The efficiency in
creases by a factor of 300 on going from CH2 to a 
peak in the vicinity of iron. A second peak some
where between tin and tantalum is also suggested by 
these data. A peak in the vicinity of iron is again 
indicated by the Long Path data (Fig. 9-21) for the 
0.3- and 0.5-mil beryllium data (~1 keV). These 
data also suggest a second peak in the vicinity of 
gadolinium. For the 1.0- and 6.4-mil beryllium data 
(1.4- and 2.5-keV threshold energies), the "iron peak" 
appears to diminish and the "gadolinium peak" appears 
to move toward higher atomic numbers. 

Be absorbers 
0 0.3 mil 
o 0.5 mil 
« 1.0 mil 
» 6.4 mil 

IK 

Threshold energy 
0.93 keV 
1.1 keV 
1.4 keV 
2.6 keV 

_1_ _l_ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Target atomic number 

Fig. 9-21. Efficiency versus planir target atomic number for 
Long Path Laser data (16 J, 3 ns). 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Target atomic number 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0-deg 

Fig. 9-20. Efficiency versus planar target atomic number for 
Plasma X laser data (2 J, 100 to 300 ps). All data 
were obtained with a 0.5-mil beryllium absorber 
(1.1 keV). 

Fig. 9-22. Efficiency angular distribution versus polar angle 
for thick copper, iron, and titanium targets irradi
ated with a 1.06-iUm Nd:glass laser. All detectors 
had a 0.98-mil beryllium filter. 
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The copious L-lines of the iron spectrum and the 
M-lines of the rare-earth target spectra, which are 
concentrated in the range from 1 to 2 keV, are 
readily transmitted by the thinner, but not the 
thicker, of the beryllium filters. 
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Pig. 9-23. Efficiency angular distribution versus polar angle 
for targets irradiated with a 1.06-Um Nd:glass laser. 
Top: thin (10-jUm) polyethylene target; bottom: 
thick (3.2-mm) polyethylene target. The detectors 
had a 0.98-mil beryllium filter. 

The high-energy radiation from laser-produced 
plasmas is of interest because of its relationship to 
plasma instabilities "xcited by intense laser light. Of 
particular interest is anomalous heating, which can pro
duce suprathermal electrons detrimental to some laser-
fusion schemes. 17 Since the suprathermal-electron dis
tribution radiates a characteristic bremsstrahlung-x-ray 
spectrum, the measurement of the hard x-rays provides 
an important key to the understanding of plasma 

Preliminary measurements with SiSB detectors of 
ihe x-ray efficiency angular distribution with the polar 
angle have been carried out on thick targets of 
titanium, iron, copper, and polyethylene as well as a 
thin (liHtm) polyethylene target. The results of 
these measurements are shown in Figs. 9-2?. and 9-23. 
All detectors in these measurements had a 0.98-mil 
beryllium filter. These measurements were carried out 
with the Long Path laser at the energy range and pulse 
width given in Table 9-2. However, for these experi
ments the laser beam was focused with an f/2 lens that 
gave a focal-spot diameter of ~ 5 0 /um. 

The angular distribution of the efficiency for the 
thick titanium, iron, and copper targets is isotropic 
in the backward hemisphere, at least between polar 
angles of ~ 2 0 to ~70° . The angular distribution from 
the thick polyethylene target is not isotropic. The 
angular distribution from the 10-jixm polyethylene 
target strongly suggests an isotropic x-ray source. 
These data are described by 

^ = 0.78 x 10"% sr" 1. 
ail 

The strong Z-dependence of the data given in 
Figs. 9-22 and 9-23 is consistent with that evinced by 
Figs. 9-20 and 9-21. 

Table 9-2. Characteristics of the Plasma X and 
Long Path lasers ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ M ^ _ 

Parameter Plasma X Long Path 

Pulse energy (J) 1-4 10-50 
Pulse width (ps) 100-300 1000-3000 
Focusing lens f/3 f/8 
Focal spot diameter (fun) ~I00 ~150 

instabilities and the physics of laser-plasma coupling 
mechanisms. 

LASNEX, a two-dimensional Lagrangian transport-
hydrodynamics program developed at LLL, includes 
the effects of high-energy electrons in the design of 
laser-fusion targets. LASNEX is used to compute the 
transport and thermatization of the electrons acceler
ated by laser heating. We have designed a series of 
experiments, called LASTEX, to test the efficacy of 

SUPRATHERMAL X-RAYS PRODUCED WITH NEODYMIUM AND CO, LASERS 
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LASNEX in computing the quantity and spectral shape 
of the high-ciicigy x-rays produced under a variety of 
experimental conditions, LASTEX will also provide 
valuable experimental checks on the physical assump
tions that go into LASNUX. 

The first measurements under the LASTEX program 
will be a complete x-ray spectrum from I to 100 keV, 
using identical targets and the same incident laser in
tensity with both the neodymium (l.06-/jin) and the 
COT (10.6-um) lasers. Ensuring that the laser spot sizes 
are well characterized is a critical part of this meas
urement. These particular experiments tes. the ability 
of LASNEX to calculate the high-energy x-rays for the 
two laser wavelengths. Measurements of the thermal 
portion of the x-ray spectrum from 1 to S keV will 
yield the plasma thermal temperature to determine 
whether the calculations correctly predict the 
electron-temperature profiles within the plasma. 

Measurements have already been made on (he Janus 
facility using a complex silica target. Spectra unfolds 
from two shots (shot 7. 12 J; and shot 1.1, 24 J) arc 
shown in Fig. 9-24. Duplicate x-ray diagnostics are 
installed on the target chamber of the COi laser. The 
systems are presently set up to measure the x-ray 
spectrum from I to 80 keV and can be extended to 
100 keV. 

Other LASTEX measurements will include meas-
surement of the complete x-ray spectrum as a function 
of incident laser intensity on a target. This will be 
done either by varying the incident laser energy or by 
moving the target out of focus to vary the intensity. 
Information concerning the type of instability produc
ing the supralhermal electrons can be gleaned from 
these measurements. They also test the ability of 
LASNEX to calculate these results. 

Measurement of the angular distribution of the 
high-energy x-rays as a function of the atomic number 
of the target is another experiment in the LASTEX 
program. We now have the capability to measure com
plete x-ray spectra at different positions in the target 
chamber. The LASNEX program predicts that the 
electrons are isotropic in the plasma for both high- and 
!ow-Z targets. However, we have previously measured 
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Fig. 9-24. Spectra unfolds from two Janus shots on a com
plex silica target. 

larg? fore and aft x-ray asymmetries for low-Z targets 
(carbon) on the Long Path Laser and essentially no 
asymmetry for high-Z targets (tantalum). Further 
asymmetry measurements using the COi and neo
dymium lasers could yield information on the direction 
of strong electron components within the plasma. 

NEUTRON PRODUCTION. 

On December 19, 1974, the first neutrons were 
observed from LLL targets. A target was irra
diated with 16 J in 100 ps from the, Janas laser sys
tem. The target absorbed 8 J and produced 1.2 x 
10^ neutrons. Details of the target design are 
classified. 

Since the original experiments, the neutron output 

has been reproduced many times. In addition, x-ray 
images show the presence of a compression peak. 
Figures 9-25 and 9-26 show typical x-ray spectra. 
Impioved target designs have resulted in yields of 
10° neutrons with typically 8 J absorbed. Detailed 
discussion of unclassified targets will be found in the 
next report. 
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Fig. 9-25. Total x-ray spectra from target cc-49. K-Kdge 
filters plus bent-crystal spectrometers were the 
detectors. 
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Overview and Program Summary 

IDEAL LASER CHARACTERISTICS FOR FUSION. 

The performance characteristics of a laser suitable 
for the production of a large thermonuclear energy 
yield from an inertially confined DT pellet can be esti
mated from an analysis of three types of constraint: 

1. Laser-plasma coupling, fluid, and thermonuclear-
burn physics, which can be treated with complex com
puter simulations. 

2. Fundamental limitations imposed by the optical 
properties of matter. 

3. Practical aspects of the fusion-power application. 

The laser performance characteristics resulting from 
such an analysis arc summarized in Table 10-1. No 
existing laser has these characteristics, nor does any 
previously known laser medium exhibit basic prop
erties that would permit simultaneous achievement of 
these stringent requirements. Fundamentally new 
laser media and pumping techniques must be identified 
and developed to meet the needs of the laser-fusion-
power application. 

In order to efficiently direct the search for viable 
laser media among a virtual infinity of atomic and 
molecular gases and their combinations, the char
acteristics listed in Table 10-1 can be translated into 
constraints on the radiative ?.nd collisional properties 
of the viable atoms or molecules. An outline of this 
process is provided in Table 10-2. On the basis of 
this analysis, interest is directed toward atoms (or 
possibly molecules) manifesting electric- and magnetic-
dipole forbidden transitions in the ultraviolet or visible 
spectral region, with metastable energy levels of low 
degeneracy and high resistance to collisional 
deactivation. 

Table 10-1 . Desirable characteristics of laser source 
for a high-yield pure-fusion reactor___ 

Property Value range 

Wavelength ( A ) 3 0 0 0 < A < 6 0 0 0 
Energy (J) I 0 5 to 10 6 

Pulse width (s) I0-'°tol0- 9 

Storcd-cncrgy density (J/li'er) I0 2 to 103 

Small-signal gain coefficient (cm ) ~0.01 
Efficiency (%) > I 0 
Pulse-repetition rate (s~ ) 10 to 100 

An important implication of the need to deal with 
such laser media for fusion applications is that such 
lasers will perform well only when scaled to 
moderately high energies (because of the charac
teristically high saturation flux). Assessmen: of the 
scalability of potentially useful laser media will there
fore necessarily entail a commitment to substantial 
experiment;.! laser facilities, coupled with extensive 
"off-line" radiative and collisional studies and com
puter modeling. The goals of the Gas Laser and 
Atomic and Molecular Physics Groups are to develop 
both the detailed concepts and the technologies 
required to ultimately produce lasers suitable to the 
laser-fusion-power application. These goals imply ef
fort on an enormous range of issues, including spectro
scopic studies, the physics of atomic and molecular 
collisional processes, electromagnetic propagation, the 
development of pulse-power technology, and materials 
development pertinent to both electron and optical 
windows. Our efforts toward achieving this goal are 
discussed in this section. 

Table 10-2. Criteria for evaluating new laser-system candidates for use in laser fusion. 

Requirements Reason for the requirements Implications for the laser 

Requirements for pellet coupling: 
1. Short wavelength PS 6000 A). 

2. Pulse output of 10 s J in 
10-10 s. 

To provide optimal coupling of energy 
to the thermonuclear pellet* 
To establish conditions for efficient 
thermonuclear burn. 

Laser should operate on an electronic 
transition. 
Entire pulse energy should be stored 
in laser upper level, since pumping or 
relaxation from other levels is insigni
ficant in I0" l u s . 
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Table 10-2. Criteria for evaluating new laser-system candidates for use in laser fusion IContinued)-

Rcquircments Reason for the requirements Implications for the laser 

B. Requirements for praetical 
implications: 
I. High efficiency (> 10%). 

2. Pulse-repetition rate of about 
100 s-l. 

3. Low cost, low maintenance. 

4. Smallest possible size. 

Needed for any practical applications, 
such as commercial power generation. 

SameasB.1. 

Same as B.I. 

To reduce cost of optical and oilier 
components; also, because of difficulty of 
transferring large laser pump energies over 
long distances in very short times. 

Energy should be transferred selec
tively from electrical storage to laser 
upper level. No losses such as 
absorption of laser radiation from 
this level to higher level. Efficient 
energy extraction (saturated 
amplifier). 
Gas laser with convective cooling: 
large solid-state lasers cannot be 
cooled quickly. 
Infrequent need to replace expensive 
components: tends to favor gas lasers. 
High energy-storage density desirable. 
Collisions of excited states should 
not lead to deexcitation. 

C. Requirements due to limitations 
imposed by the properties of 
n u t a : 
1. Wavelength > 3000 A. 

2. Energy flux in pulse 
<l-10J/cm2. 

3. Lowest small-signal gain 
consistent-with other require
ments (see C.2). 

4. Inversion lifetime tencrgy-
storage time) as long as 
possible and > 10** s. 

At shorter wavelengths there is severe 
two-photon absorption in all optical 
materials at the power levels ( l o ' l - i o ' 2 

W/cm2) the laser will generate. 
To prevent damage to optical com
ponents. Fluxes in solid-state lasers, 
where the beam travels long distances in 
high-density material, are limited to near 
I J/cm2 to avoid self-focusing and 
damage. Low-density gas lasers willpass 
fluxes nearer the limit at ~ 10 J/cm2 

imposed by window and optics surface 
damage. 

To suppress parasitic oscillations and 
superfluorescence, which deplete the 
energy stored in the laser. 

Because of engineering complexity 
required to transfer "*' 10"̂  J of energy 
into the laser medium with reasonable 
efficiency. 

Xe2* and Kr^*, though potentially 
efficient, arc not suitable. 

for efficient energy extraction (see 
B.l above), laser must saturate at 
fluxes < 1-10 J/cn-2. Since satura
tion flux * hn/o, this implies that 
stimulated-cmtssion cross section o 
for a nominal 5000-A laser should be 
> 10-19 to 10-M cm*. 

Stimulated-emission cross section as 
small as possible consistent with C.2 
above (~- 10" 2 0 cm 2 for 5000 A). 
This implies that laser transition will 
be a "forbidden" optical transition, 
since allowed transitions typically 
have(J"»IO- | ocm 2. 
Laser upper level resistant to deacti
vation and free of other loss 
mechanisms. 

POTENTIAL NEW GAS-LASER SOURCES FOR FUSION. 

The characteristics outlined in Table 10-2 for the 
active medium appear to be well satisfied by the group 
VI elements oxygen, sulfur, selenium, and tellurium 
and by the electronic analogs carbon, silicon, 
germanium, and tin. The details of these species are 

outlined in previous reports.' •-- These systems radiate 
in the visible region, have appropriate lifetimes and 
optical cross sections, and upbear able to be excited 
with efficient energy-transfer mefhods. Both the 
atomic systems and the rare-gas oxides (e.g., KrO) 
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appear to be suitable as laser media for fusion. The 
details of these systems are described subsequently. 

Other laser media currently being considered are 
systems based on metal vapors such as mercury and 
cadmium. It is believed that excited metal atoms 
form excimer states with ground-state rare-gas atoms 

SUPPORTING LASER-PUMP T E C H N O L O G I E S ^ ^ 

An efficient and scalable primary energy source 
that can be suitably coupled to the active medium is 
an essential element of a large-scale laser system. 
Electron-beam technology currently appears applicable 
in this context. Two different configurations are 
presently under consideration: ( I ) megavolt, high-
current-density, pulsed diodes and (2) electron-beam 
sustained-discharge designs. The detailed properties 

The accomplishments of 1974 have centered on 
the successful demonstrations of lasing in the rare-gas 
oxides.^ At present, oscillation has been observed in 
three systems: ArO, KrO, and XeO. An important 
characteristic of these systems that has never been 
previously demonstrated is the collisionally induced 
character of the emission line. This permits essentially 
continuous adjustment of the optical cross section, an 
important parameter listed in Table 10-6, which 
appears later in this section. 

Important projections for 1975 include the 
following: 

Group VI Elements as Potential 

The lowest electron configuration of atoms of group 
VI of the periodic table gives rise to electronic states 
that are particularly suitable for high-energy-storage, 
short-pulse gas lasers. Figure 10-1 shows the energy 
levels of the p^ electron configuration of these atoms, 
and Table 10-3 gives the energy levels of the states for 
each atom. In these atoms, the highest energy level, 
' S Q , is very resistant to collisional deactivation, 
whereas the 'D2 and excited fine-structure levels of 
the 3p ground state are much more reactive. Table 

(e.g., xenon), which then radiate on bound-free 
transitions in the near ultraviolet. In some important 
ways these systems are analogous to the well-known 
rare-gas excimers. 3 A detailed analysis of these 
systems is provided under "Metal Vapor-Rare Gas 
Excimers" together with preliminary experimental re
sults for the mercury-xenon excimer system. 

of these systems are discussed under "Laser-Pump 
Technology." 

Associated with the device development are ana
lytical techniques that are used to appraise and 
optimize the operational characteristics of these 
machines. The approach presently being used involves 
the SANDYL program, which is discussed below. 

1. Evaluation of the scaling behavior of the rare-gas 
oxides and an identification of limiting processes. 

2. An examination of the group VI materials 
excited photolytically. These systems have very 
desirable properties, provided efficient coupling of 
the photolytic source can be attained. 

3. An examination of alternative sources (e.g., 
metal-vapor systems) that could relate to both fusion 
and isotope-separation applications. 

104 shows deactivation rates for collisions of the 'S-
and 'D-states of oxygen and sulfur with several 
common gases, illustrating the favorable deactivation 
rates for inversion of this transition. An inversion 
exists between the 'SQ and ' D j states quite gen
erally in most gas media, and it is likely that 
conditions may be arranged to ensure an 'SQ < 3 P . 
inversion in some cases, particularly in the heavier 
elements, for which the 3pj. l e V el is » k T above 
the 3P-> atomic ground state. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 1974 AND PROJECTIONS FOR 197S 

High-Energy Visible-Laser Sources 
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Next level (p^sl "̂S- "*"'• Energy levels of the p* lowest electron configura-
at > twice 1 S lion of group VI A elements. 

Transauroral line 
(magnetic dipole) 

Auroral line 
(electric quadrupole) Table 10-3. Energy levels of the P lowest electron 

configuration of group VI A elements^— 

Wave number (cm ) 

Next higher 
level Oxygen Sulfur Selenium Tellurium 

<pyso> 73,768 52,624 48,182 44,253 
S ° 33,792 22,181 22,446 23,199 

°2 15,868 9,239 9,576 10,599 
P ° 227 574 2,537 4,707 
P l 

159 397 1,989 4,751 
3"2 0 0 0 0 

Table 10-4. Deactivation rates of oxygen 

°< I so> 

and sulfur metastables 

0 ( l D 2 ) Gas 

Deactivation rates of oxygen 

°< I so> 

and sulfur metastables 

0 ( l D 2 ) Si\) S ( ' D 2 ) 

He <4 x 10" 1 9 10-'5 
Ar 5.2 x l O " 1 8 10-12 <3.5 x 1 0 - 1 7 2 x 1 0 " u 

co2 4 x10 " 1 3 2.2 x 10-1° < 6 x l 0 - l ' 2 . 6 x l 0 - n 

CO 9.4 x l O " 1 4 7 . 5 x i n - n <3.5 x 10"1 6 2.2xl0-H 
OCS 4 x l 0 " 1 3 8 x l 0 - U 
cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

8 M 0 - 1 0 cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

4x10-1° 3.5 x 1 0 ' 1 0 

cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

1 x I 0 ' , s 2.9 x 10"1' 7.7 x 10" 1 6 

cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

4.9 x l O " 1 0 

cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

1.5x10"" 2.2 x lO" 1 0 <3 x IO- I 5 

cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 

<5 x l O ' 1 7 5.5 x lO " 1 1 

cs 2 

H 2 0 
H 2 
H2S 
N 2 0 
N 2 
NO 4 x 1 0 - 1 0 2x10-10 3.2x10-1° 

OpP) 
2 x l 0 - 1 3 7.5xl0-U 6 x 10-1 J 

OpP) ~7.5 x lO" 1 2 

aRates in cubic centimeters per molecule per second at ~300 K. For oxygen rates, see Refs. 12and 13; 
for sulfur rates, see Refs. 14 and 15. 

LASER CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUP VI ELEMENTS. 

Table 10-5 shows the appropriate parameters for 
laser oscillation on the ' S Q " ID2 "auroral line" and 
the 'SQ"* 3 P2 "transauroral line" of group VI elements. 
A Doppler-broadened line at 300°K is assumed: in 

a real system, somewhat greater broadening (with a 
correspondingly lower optical cross section and higher 
saturation flux) may exist. At high buffer-gas pres
sures, induced-dipole or "excimer" transitions, which 
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Parameter Oxygen Sulfur Selenium Tellurium Parameter Oxygen Sulfur Selenium Tellurium 

SQ~> D, auroral transition-electric quadrupole S Q - * P, transauroral transition -magnetic dipole 

Wavelength (A) 5577 7725 7768 7909 Wavelength (A) 2972 4589 4887 5419 
Radiative lifetime (s) G.S 0.56 0.43 0.32 Radiative lifetime (s) 16 2.9 0.13 0.027 
a(10" 2 0 cm 2) 8.7 45 48 60 a(IO" 2 0 cm 2 ) 0.052 3 40 230 
E s (J/cm2) 4 0.6 0.5 0.4 E s(J/cm 2) 1300 14 1 0.16 

The peak cross section a and saturation energy E s 

radiative lifetimes and natural isotopic abundance. 
: hv/o arc calculated for 300 K Ooppler-broadened lines using calculated 

will be discussed in more detail subsequently, will 
also be present. The 'SQ " D2 auroral transitions of 
all of these atoms have cross sections in the region of 

interest for high-energy-storage devices, and the 
'SQ*3P] transauroral transition may also be useful in 
sulfur and heavier elements. 

PRODUCTION OF EXCITED GROUP VI ATOMS. 

There has been considerable study of the produc
tion mechanisms for O ( ' S Q ) atoms because of the 
importance of atomic oxygen in the upper atmosphere. 
Many production mechanisms have been identified, as 
reviewed in an earlier report.' There is rather less 
information available on the other atoms of group VI, 
though such information is now beginning to be 
developed. Production of group VI atoms in the 
'Sfj-state by the photolytic decomposition of simple 
molecules has been shown to be efficient in several 
cases and, furthermore, couples very well to the rare-
gas vacuum-ultraviolet excimer continua which are 
efficiently produced in electron-beam radiolysis of 
high-pressure rare gases. Such excitation is therefore 
presently considered to be the most interesting excita
tion mechanism available for these states. 

Photolytic Production of the *SQ Excited State 
of Oxygen, Sulfur, and Selenium 

The valence electronic states of triatomic mole
cules with 16 valence electrons are relatively well 
understood^'" and also happen to be particularly 
well suited to production of group VI atoms in the 
ISrj excited state. The strongest valence electronic 
transition in these molecules (e.g., carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, carbon oxysulfide, and carbon oxysele-
nide) is a bonding-to-antibonding ' 2 •» ' 2 excitation 
to a state that then dissociates to yield nitrogen or 
carbon monoxide plus an 'SQ excited atomic fragment. 
Yields near unity are found for the production of 
O( 'SQ) in the excitation of carbon dioxide near 

1150 A and nitrous oxide near?"'" 1300 A and for 
the production of S^'SQ) in (he excitation of carbon 
oxysulfide9-1 0 near 1450 A The 'SQ atom yields are 
shown as a function of wavelength for O ( ' S Q ) from 
nitrous oxide and S('S) from carbon oxysulfide in 
Figs. 10-2 and 10-3, together with the fluorescence 
spectra of the Ar2 and Kr2 rare-gas excimers, which 
are appropriate for exciting these two molecules. 
These yields were measured by the Stanford Research 
Institute under contract to LLL. Preliminary theo
retical interpretations of the spectrum of carbon 
oxyselenide suggest that the '2-state dissociating to 
y'eld Se('S) will be reached by absorption at 

•—*-

Fig. 10-2. Quantum yield of 0(1 S) in the photolysis of N 20 
(relative to O('S) from CO2 at 1150 A). 
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Fig. 10-3. Quantum yield of S(>S) in the photolysis of OCS 
[relative to Of > S) from C 0 2 at 1150 A | . 

~1720 A, which couples very well to the Xej excimer 
continuum. An experimental investigation of Se('S) 
yield is planned. 

Experiments on the Photolytic Production of 
Excited States at High Densities 

In the coming year, the production of 0( 'S) and 
S('S) at high density in the photolysis of nitrous 
oxide with Ar2 radiation and carbon oxysulfide with 
Kr2 radiation will be studied at the MEG I (megavolt 
electron generator) facility. A number of questions 
left unanswered by yield measurements at low density 
must be investigated for laser applications, among them 
the following: 

Rare Gas-Oxygen Excimer Lasers 

I N T R O D U C T I O N a H _ _ _ M _ _ ^ _ _ H M 

During 1974, the green emission from rare gas-
oxygen excimers was studied in some detail. Such 
excimers are produced when high-pressure rare gases 
containing a minute concentration of oxygen-bearing 
species (typically one part in 10 4 to 10^) are excited 
by an electron beam. The observed emission is a 
molecular version of the 'S * ^D auroral line of atomic 
oxygen at 557.7 nm. The proximity of a rare-gas 
atom induces the 'S oxygen to emit at a rate 
enormously greater than that occurring for an isolated 
atom. Such molecular emission is dipole-allowed by 
either a ' s + * 1 S + or a 1 2 + * ' n transition and has 
an emission rate of ~lfj6 s~'. By contrast, the 
•s * 'D emission from an isolated oxygen atom is 
caused by an electric-quadrupole transition and has an 

1. Hot-atom reactions. On dissociation, the 'S 
atom has a large kinetic energy. These atoms may 
collide with a reactive species and show much more 
rapid deactivations than those seen at room tem
perature. A nonreactive buffer gas, such as a rare 
gas, must be added to the laser medium to suppress 
such reactions. 

2. Internal conversion. The '2-state leading to 
S('S) production from carbon oxysulfide is highly 
structured and may represent a predissociated, rather 
than a purely repulsive, state. The molecule may then 
spend enough time in this state for collisions with an 
added buffer gas to cause relaxations that stabilize the 
molecule and reduce S('S) atom yields. The onset of 
such processes must be determined since they limit 
the buffer-gas density that can be added to suppress 
hot-atom reactions. Internal conversion is not a 
problem in nitrous oxide dissociation^ to O('S) at 
argon buffer pressure of up to ~70 atm, as we have 
previously demonstrated.'' 

3. Induced-dipole transitions in sulfur. In a high-
density buffer, induced-dipole transitions, as discussed 
for oxygen below, may become important in sulfur as 
well. Such transitions have not been studied in sulfur. 

Laser oscillation may be feasible on the 
S('S) * S('D) transition in the present configuration 
on MEG I, but there is probably insufficient pumping 
energy available to attempt laser experiments on 
O('S) * O('D) or S('S) + S( 3Pi). Laser experiments 
will be conducted if the kinetic studies discussed 
above indicate probable success. 

emission rate of ~1 s~'. The auroral line in free-atom 
form was initially proposed' as a fusion-laser candi
date; however, the molecular or collision-induced 
versions of this line also have suitable optical char
acteristics and may present less difficult engineering 
problems. 

Laser oscillation was demonstrated on the green 
bands of ArO, KrO, and XeO using the MEG I 
facility.'* The fluorescence and laser spectra are 
compared in Fig. 104. The ArO and KrO lasers 
operate near, but not in exact coincidence with, the 
557.7-nm atomic line (broken line in Fig. 10-4). The 
XeO spectra show several vibrational bands that are 
substantially shifted from the atomic line. From a 
vibrational analysis'6 of the spectra, XeO is found to 
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have a binding energy of 0.06 eV in the upper state 
and 0.34 eV in the 1 2 + lower state. A diagram of the 
molecular curves constructed for XeO is shown in 
Fig. 10-5. 

Since the ArO and KrO emissions are less shifted 
from the atomic line, one infers a very small binding 
energy for these molecules. A well depth of 0.003 eV 
has been estimated for O('S) with argun. 1 7 The 
ArO and KrO emission spectra have not been analyzed 
but are presumably a combination of closely spaced 
vibrational transitions. Note that in all cases the 
molecular emission is predominantly at shorter wave
lengths than the atomic line because of the larger 
binding of Of^D) (ls+-state) than O^S) with the 
perturber. As in XeO, the weak emission at longer 
wavelengths than the atomic line may occur from the 
' 2 + * ' n transition. At the normal operating pres
sures of several atmospheres, the rotational lines are 
sufficiently broadened to produce a true continuum. 
In the XeO laser, the slight modulation of the gain that 
remains from the rotational structure is greatly ampli
fied (Fig. 104). 

The small binding of O('S) with rare gases gives 
importance to the dissociation equilibrium 

X + 0(!S) ** XO('S), (1) 

where X symbolizes either Ar, Kr, or Xe. For XeO in 
1 atm of xenon and room temperature, only about 2% 
of the Ot^S) is found in the molecular form. Thus for 
rare-gas pressures of up to many tens of atmospheres, 

Fig. 10-4. Fluorescence and laser spectra of the rare-gas 
oxides, obtained from densitometer scans of spec
trograms. The X/O2 operating pressures, optimized 
for laser performance, are A1/O2, 5S atm/W Torn 
Kr/02, 27 atm/5 Torr; Xe/02, 12.5 atm/7 Tort. 
The one-half intensity point, determined with a 
step wedge, is indicated. 

Fig. 10-5. Potential curves for XeO correlating with ground-
state Xe DIUS ' S , 'D, or 3 P oxygen. The solid 
curves arc determined from spectroscopic para
meters; the broken curves are theoretical estimates. 
Similar carves for KrO and AiO are expected to 
show less binding. 
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the fraction of O('S) found as rare-gas-oxide molecules 
increases linearly with pressure. Since the A-
coefficient for the molecules far exceeds that of the 
unperturbed atoms, the net rate of emission from 
O('S) also increases linearly with pressure (density). 
This description of collision-induced emission is most 
appropriate for XeO, but may require slight generali
zation for the other rare-gas oxides where simple 
binary collisions (temporary molecules) may cause 
excimer emission. It is convenient to speak of the 
entie concentration of O('S) as having a net A-
cocfficicnt that increases linearly with perturber 
density. This description ciuld break down on an 
extremely fast time scale whe.e chemical equilibrium 
between the molecular and atomic O('S) is not 
maintained. Finally it is obvious that the net A-
coefficient defined in this manner is dependent on 
temperature. 

The A-eoefficients, optical cross sections, and satu
ration fluxes for ArO, KrO, XeO, and atomic 0('.S) 
are given in Table 10-6 and plotted in Fig. 10-6. The 
collision-induced rates for argon and xenon as mea
sured by Cunningham and Clark18 were used; the 
value for krypton was extracted from photolytic-
cell measurements taken on MEG I. The line-shape 

Table 10-6. Emission parameters for rare-gas oxides9 _ 

An example of the kinetic behavior of the rare-gas-
oxide fluorescence and laser signals is given in Fig. 
10-7. The electron-beam excitation pulse is 50 ns 
long and produces a sharp rise in the fluorescence at 
its termination. The fluorescence is then observed to 
decay in a roughly exponential manner. The rate of 
decay is found to depend on rare-gas and oxygen 
pressures as well as energy deposition (Fig. 10-8). 
The binary quenching rate of O('S) either by mole
cular oxygen or rare gases is known to be quite 
small1 and cannot explain such dependence. The 

Pig. 10-6, Optical cross sections and saturation fluxes for rare-
gas oxides versus pressure. The Einstein A-coef-
ficicnt is assumed to be proportional to pressure, 
the line-shape factor independent of pressure. 

factors used were estimated from photographic spectra 
(Fig. 104). However, they are subject to a ±50% 
uncertainty resulting from difficulties in taking into 
account the nonlinear film response. 

postulated decay mechanism involves ground-state 
oxygen atoms either by 

CH'S) + 0( 3P) -. products (7 x 10- 1 2 cm 3 /s) (2) 

or 

XO('S) + 0( 3P) - products (rate ur^nown). (3) 

The products are probably two O^D) atoms «ince 
this channel, although spin forbidden, is nearly reso-

Rarc-gas Collision-induced rate A-Coefficicnt Cross section Saturation flux 
oxide (cm3/s-molecule) <s~l) (cm2) (J/cm2) 

ArO 4 x l 0 " 1 8 95p 3x lO" 2 l p 120p"' 

KrO 2 x l O - 1 7 440p 1 x 10" 2 0p 35p"' 

XeO 3 x l 0 " ' 5 7 .3x l0 4 p 2 .9x l0" l 9 p l.2p"' 

O('S) 1.25 9x l0" 7 - 0 4 

aThe parameters for the O('s) atomic transition assume a Doppler-broadencd line at 300°K. The pressure p is in atmospheres. 

TIME n " ' " M W I ' 
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Fig. 10-7. Kinetics of KrO fluorescence, laser, and gain signals at a Kr/02 pressure of 27 atm/5 Torr. The time correlation between 
the pictures is accurate to +25 ns. 
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V Fig. 10-8. Fluorescence-decay rates of ArO to; variations in 
Ar and O j pressures as well as input energy. 

nant in energy. The presence of a third body 
(Equation 3) should greatly enhance this channel. 
Presumably varying either the race-gas pressure, oxygpn 
pressure, or energy deposition changes Ihe 0 ( ' P ) 
concentration, thus giving the complex decay de
pendence. The collisions! decay of CK^D) by rare 
gases is extremely fast and causes complete inversion 
of the ^ - s - ' D transition. 

The time dependence of the laser signal (Fig. 10-7) 
differs markedly from the fluorescence. Note that the 
peak laser intensity is considerably delayed from the 
peak fluorescence. The gain, however, should be 
proportional to the fluorescence because of the rapid 
relaxation of the lower level. This behavior is con
sistent with a small gain value (<10% per pass) that 
allows only a relatively slow buildup of stimulated 
emission (gain-switched oscillator). This buildup is 

20 
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terminated as the gain of the medium fails to the 
cavity threshold value. 

Whether the XeO and KrO lasers extract a signifi
cant percentage of the energy content of the medium is 
difficult to determine. The ArO laser is quite weak 
and clearly limited by buildup time. Certainly in all 
cases a sizable portion of the inversion energy decays 
prior to the peak laser power. Measurements of 

TaWt 10-7. Patamatart of rara-gat-oxida lawn . , 

Rare-gas oxide Wavelength (nm) Delay <ns) 

AiO S57.6 200 
KrO 5S7.8 300 
XeO 540-550 100 

*A mode volume of 20 cm* ii assumed. 

GAIN " " " " — ; , * g " ™ 

Time-resolved gain measurements were made with a 
cw dye laser. Typical gain profiles are shown in 
Fig. 10-7. An extremely large absorption is observed 
during the electron-pumping current, allowing only 
about 1% optical transmission. Only in the afterglow 
does the medium recover to a relatively small gain. 
The small gain values are consistent with the inter
pretation of the laser performance. Aside from the 
e-beam-pumped absorption, the gain appears to follow 
the fluorescence decay. Note that it is the decay of 
the absorption l l u . is responsible for the sharp rise in 
fluorescence at the end of the current. 

The large absorption following the current spans at 
least the wavelength range 4S0 to 6S0 nm and is quite 
strong for argon, krypton, and xenon. Absorptions of 
approximately 20% are found when exciting helium 
or neon. Estimates show that the expected 1 0 * ' cm"^ 
electron density would not cause a plasma absorption 
adequate to explain those measured in argon, krypton, 
or xenon. It is suggested that the absorption is 

Table 10-8. Gain-measurement resu l t s_^_^______ 

Rare-gas oxide Pressure (atm) Peak gain (% cm" 

AiO 55 0.3 
KrO 27 0.65 
XeO 125 1.0 

sidelight fluorescence during laser oscillation show no 
effect of optical saturation. However, the sidelight 
photodiode collects light from a volume considerably 
larger than the laser mode. Moreover, in the case of 
KrO, scattered laser light causes a signal in thi side
light fluorescence that is sufficient to mask any 
possible saturation (Fig. 107). Several parameters of 
the performance of rart gas-oxide lasers with MEG I 
are fpven in Table 10-7. 

Output energy (mi) Specific output* (J/liter) 

10 0.5 
7 0.35 

probably caused by the ground-state • <olecular ions 
ArJ, KrJ, or X e | that are produced by the e-beam 
current. Estimated potential curves^ tor these mole
cules show a fully allowed dissociative transition that 
would occur in the visible region of the spectrum. 

The peak gain values can be ccmbined with the 
optical cross sections (Table 10-6) to determine the 
extractable energy storage. The results are given in 
Table 10-8. The Cunningham and Clark A-coefficients 
used to determine the cross sc ions are appropriate 
for 300°K and may ove .stmiate the actual 
A-coefflcient in the e-' jam-excited medium 
(T * 800°K). Hence these storage values are lower 
bounds of the actual energy content. 

Efficiency determinations require values for e-beam 
energy deposited per unit volume. A few calculations 
for the MEG 1 geometry have beer made using the 
SANDYL program. These are subjec: to uncertainties 
in the in"ut-cu.re»t prorile, angular distribution, and 
voltage spectrum. For typical stopping power condi-

) Energy storage (I/liter) Efficiency (%) 

6.4 0.3 
8.4 0.4 
1.4 <0.1 
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lions (eg.. 12 atm Xe) SANDYL predicts an average 
deposition ul i J/cm-' in the active volume. As a check 
on these calculations, pressure-increase measurements 
were also made. Die pressure iuciease is related to the 
total energy deposited in the gas according to 

AP = AE/V c e„. (4) 

This technique yields a mean deposition of approxi

mately 4 J/cm^ at 12 atm of xenon. One can argue 
thst the pressure-increase value is an upper bound on 
deposition because of heat transfer to the gas from 
the wall and parlicularly the input Coil. A compromise 
value of 2 J/cm-' was used to calculate the effi
ciencies listed in Table 10-8. The initial resulls for 
energy storage and efficiency for ArO and KrO are 
ex.remely encouraging. Experiments ire being pursued 
to inucusc the extracted energies to the 1-J level. 

EXCITATION Mt -DANISM. 

The addition of 10 Torr of oxygen is sufficient to 
completely quench the ultraviolet excimer emission. 
Assuming simply that collisional transfer is competing 
vith radiative emission having a 5-ns lifetime^ yields 
a rate constant of H O 9 cm/s for the process 

X*; + 0-, * 2 0. (t) 

Oniy for the case of Ar* is there sufficient energy for 
dissociation and also excitation to the ' S-level. The 
ground-state oxygen atoms must otherwise be excited 
by a second step. One possibility is electron excitation 
via 

0( 3 P) + e - O('S) + e (AE = 4eV). (6) 

The cross section for this process is on the order of 
10" ' 8 cm- with a threshold at 4 eV mid extending for 
some lens of electron volts.-' This pncess. however, 
must compete with 

0( 3 P) + o - O('D) + e (AE = 2eV>. (7) 

which has a cross section^' greater by a factor of 10. 
The energy in 0( 'D) is very quickly dissipated to 
translation. Thus at best only 10% of the energy of 
these low-energy electrons could be used h. making 
O^S). Other channels that could produce O('S) 
include dissociative recombination of OT and excimer 
energy transfer^ t 0 O(^P). 

Metal Vapor-Rare Gas Excimers 

INTRODUCTION-. 

As part of our search for efficient lasers for fusion 
reactors and laser isotope separation, we are interested 
in visible and near-ultravioiel excimer systems for use 
both as efficient lasers and fluorescent sources. These 
excimer systems have advantages over many other 
electronic transition lasers since the kinetic chan
neling into the excited electronic state can be en
hanced by simply increasing the pressure in the 
medium. In many other systems the branching ratio 
and kinetic channeling into a specific electronic state 
cannot be as simply directed. For example, as the 
pressure is raised in systems utilizing charge exchange 
as a pump mechanism, dissociative recombination be
comes a competing channel. Another example involves 
visible chemical lasers where the upper electronic state 
is nested within the lower electronic state. As the 
pressure of reactants is rHised, the populations of two 

electronic states equalize because of collisional transfer 
between energetically close vibrational states. 

The pressure-enhanced' kinetic channeling in ex
cimer systems transfers the energy (mainly via three-
body collisions) to the lowest excited state of the 
system. To form an excimer that radiates at visible or 
near-ultraviolet wavelengths, an atom ts required whose 
lowest excited state is at visible or near-ultraviolet 
wavelengths. A number of metal vapors fulfill this con
dition. The rare gases do not, and all the rare-gas 
excimers radiale at wavelengths less than 200 nm. 
Elevated temperatures are required to obtain even 
modes! densities of metal vapors, and (assuming the 
system operates at T < 700°C) a buffer gas must be 
added to get the high pressure (>I0 atm) required for 
rapid kinetic channeling into the excimer state. An 
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exception to this is mercury, which has ~IO-atm vapor 
pressure ai 550°C. Rare gases are used as buffers 
since they exist as atoms and also will not react with 
the metal vapor when unexcited. Thus the visible 
excimer system is now a metal vapor-rare gas excimer. 

Although si:y of the rare gases could perform the 
buffer function, we generally consider xenon because 
it is the most polarizable of the rare gases and will bind 
more strongly with the metal atoms than do the other 
rare gases. 

KINETICS AND EFFICIENCY. 

A potential-energy diagram for a metal vapor-rare 
gas excimer is shown in Fig. 10-9. The excimer emis
sion band will be red-shifted from the metal atomic 
resonance line due to the binding of the upper state, 
M* + Xc, and the repulsive ground slate, M + Xe. A 
representative higher lying slate M** is shown along 
with a bound and repulsive curve. 

The efficiency of ihis system will be determined by 
how efficiently M* can be produced. Optical pumping 
from the ground stale is possible, but the object here 
is to produce radiation efficiently. It may be desirable 
lo pump M* optically, however, to perform basic 
measurements (e.g., Kinetics and line shapes) on the 
excimer. Since discharges are not practical at these 
high pressures, electron-beam pumping is the logical 
choice. Electron beani-sustainer combinations can also 
be used and will be discussed later. 

Any electron beam must be coupled to tfr. system 
through a foil, and this represents a strong technologi
cal limitation at elevated temperatures, where metal 
foils lose much of their strength. Any initial design of 
a foil and attendant support structure has limited us to 
temperatures of ~600"C and pressures of ~10atin. At 
these temperatures many metals have a vapor pressure 

M** + Xe 

Intemuclear separation 

of ~10 to 50 Torr (again except for mercury, vhose 
vapor pressure is in excess of 10 atm). We shall use 
these pressures of rare gases and metal vapors in our 
discussion of the kinetics of the system. 

Since the rare-gas pressure exceeds the metal-vapor 
pressure by about three orders of magnitude, the 
electron-beam energy is primarily deposited in the rare 
gas. Electron-beam-pumped rare gases have been 
extensively studied, and it is known that rare-gas 
excimers can be produced with efficiencies exceeding 
30%. Assuming that the metal-vapor density is large 
enough to quench the rare-gas-excimer emission, we 
can roughly indicate how transfer to the metal atom 
takes place: 

Xe + 

X e : 

Xe** 

Xe* 

Xei 

+ M 

IvT 

M + 

M** 

M* 

Fig. 10-9. Potential-energy diagram for a metal vapor-rare i 
excimer. 

Here we have identified the dominant constituents 
of the excited rare gas: Xe +, the ground-state ion; 
Xe? +, the molecular ion: Xe**, a representative 
excited neutral: Xe*, the ^P metastable; Xe2*. the 
rare-gas excimer: and 7, the excimer photon. The 
processes by which the transfer occurs include charge 
exchange, Penning ionization, collisional transfer, and 
photolysis. The resulting products (excited ion M+*, 
ion M + , excited neutral M**) can all collisionally and 
radiatively collapse to the lowest excited state of the 
system M*. Since M* can form (MXe)* through three-
body collisions, we can hope to make (MXe)* with 
modest efficiencies through this form of transfer. The 
beauty of the excimcrs is that one does not have to be 
concerned with the details of any intermediate state-
only that one can get the energy into the lowest 
excited state of the system. The limiting process for 
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the efficiency in these systems will be excited-excited 
losses, for example, 

M* + M* - M+ + M + e. 

No mention has been made of the pumping of M* 
by secondary electrons. This promises to be an impor
tant contribution to M* since the energy of M* is not 
much larger than the average energy of the secondary 
electrons. In the case of the 30%-efficient rare-gas 
excimers, once an electron gets be low the energy of the 
^P metastable, it can no longer excite groundstate 
xenon. However, in there mixtures, it is still capable 
of exciting a metal atom to M*. This gives a boost to 
the efficiency. Ideally, the rare-gas excimers would 
give up their energy to M*, and the electrons that the 
rare gas could not use would also excite M*. 

It is for these reasons that a sustainer could be used 
with these systems. The lowest excited state M' has 
an energy (a few electron volts) not appreciably higher 
than the average electron energy capable of being pro
duced by a sustained (~1 eV). When the energy of 
the lowest excited :ate becomes appreciably higher. 

SELECTION OF METAL " n n " " ° 

Three major criteria exist for the selection of the 
metal vapor: the etcimer wavelength spectrum, the 
kinetics of the excimer formation, and the techno
logical limitation of obtaining sufficient metal-vapor 
density at a working temperature of 550°C. 

The excited metal atom M* may radiate to the 
ground state before the excimer is formed. Since we 
wish the radiation to be at the excimer band (for 
fluorescence or laser action), this M* radiation is re
garded as a loss mechanism. It can be trapped, how
ever, by increasing the density of ground-state atoms. 
Note that, in addition to the resonance radiation, the 
radiation in the wings of the line must also be trapped 
so that the excimers can be formed. This constraint 
places a minimum value on the metal-vapor density. 
However, this constraint would not apply to systems 
in which the lifetime of M* is longer than the excita
tion pulse. 

Enough metal vapor must be present to deactivate 
the rare-gas excimer chain (by the mechanisms dis
cussed earlier) if the excitation of M* is to be effi
cient. This is a further constraint on the minimum 
value of the metal-vapor density. 

Reactions involving ground-state or excited M2 
place an upper bound on the metal-vapor density. 
Some metals, such as the alkali metals, form ground-

other electron-excitation processes dominate. Sustain
er experiments on rare-gas excimers have shown that 
electronic excitation of Xe* to higher lying states pre
dominates over electronic excitation of Xe to Xe*. 

In order to have laser action on these metal vapor-
rare gas excimer systems, two conditions must be met 
in addition to having appreciable densities of (MXe)*. 
The first is the role of ground-state absorption at ele
vated temperatures. The ground-state curve must be 
repulsive enough so that it is much larger than kT at 
the r corresponding to the minimum of the upper state 
curve. Tiiis condition may be relaxed somewhat by 
working at longer wavelengths (smaller r); the density 
of radiators per unit frequency (and h^nce the gain) 
becomes smaller at these more repulsive portions of 
the ground-state curve. 

The second limitation to successful laser action is 
excited-state absorption. This process is indicated 
schematically in Fig. 10-9. Absorption could occur 
from (MXe)* to the bound and repulsive states coming 
off M'»*. Large numbers of these states exist (M** is 
only a representative state), and if the total absorption 
cross section is greater than the stimulated-emission 
ctoss section, lasing will never occur. 

state and excited dimers. wherecs other metals form 
only excited dimeis. These reactions could be 

(MXe)* + M - M*. + Xe 

M* + M + Xe - MS, + Xe 

M* - 2M + lu> 

or, for metals with ground-state dimers, 

M*. - M i + \w 

M + M + Xe - M 2 + Xe 

We regard all these processes as loss mechanisms. 
Because of the technological limitations of obtain

ing sufficient metal-vapor density at 550°C, only the 
alkali metals (Li, Na, K, Kb) and mercury, cadmium, 
and zinc were considered. The alkali metals were ruled 
out because of the trapping and ground-state-dimer 
problem. For example, Na* has a radiative lifetime of 
16 ns and must be strongly trapped for excitation 
pulses longer than this. However, as its density is 
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increased, Na forms NaT, which absorbs (NaXe)* 
emission. 

In comparison, cadmium, mercury, and zinc form 
no ground-state dimers and are more metastable than 
the alkali metals (Hg, 100 ns; Cd, 1 lis). The use of 
zinc presented a special problem in handling since it 

reacts with stainless steel. Therefore the initial choices 
of metals are cadmium and mercury. The vapor pres
sures of cadmium and mercury at SS0°C are 36 Torr 
and ~ I 0 atm, respectively. As mercury has a vapor 
pressure of - 1 0 Ton at 200°C, a lower temperature 
experiment can be contemplated for HgXe excimers. 

Hg-Xe EXCIMER EXPERIMENTS. 

The first metal vapor-rare gas excimer experiment 
attempted used a Febelron 705 electron-beam genera
tor (1.6 MeV, 8 kA, 2-cm diameter, 80-ns pulse) to 
excite a cell containing 10 atm of xenon and mercury 
piessures of up to 10 Torr. Figure 10-10 shows a sche
matic of the experiment and the attendant diagnostics. 
The electron beam from the Febetron 70S is pinched 
by a strong magnetic field and immediately diverges on 
leaving the machine. Tl.i. requires a very close cou
pling of the excimer cell to the electronl>eam machine, 
which in turn limits the cell temperature to ~200°C 
and the mercury pressure to a maximum of 10 Torr. 
This particular cell geometry coupled to the Febetron 
705 has been studied extensively in laser work with our 
rare-gas excimers, and we have accurate knowledge of 
the electron-beam deposition in xenon. 

The goals of this experiment were the following: 

1. To measure the HgXe spectrum as a function of 
mercury density. The excimer spectrum had never 
been measured before, and the srjectrum would change 
as a function of the Hg trapping of Hg*. 

2. To measure the efficiency of the (HgXe)* pro
duction. This efficiency is defined as the time-
integrated fluorescence of the excimer band per unit 
volume, divided by the time-integrated energy deposi
tion per unit volume. 

Excimer cell 

/ KX.ti dt 
0.3-cm -*— 
McPherson 

rV i 
Vacuum 
ultraviolet 
fluorescence 

Hibachi J 

Brewster window 
Apertures 

i D I C W M 

^ H i V - 1 J K M , * 
I I I \ Photodiode 

Electron \ F o J | 

Beam 

Fig. 10-10. Metal vapor-rare gas experiment using a l:ehe!ron 
70S electron-beam generator to evcttc a cell con
taining xenon anil mercury. 

3. To determine the possibility of laser action on 
the excimer band. 

Figure 10-11 shows the time-integrated spectral 
emission of (HgXe)* at 200°C as taken from the spec
trograph. The emission begins at 2S3.7 nm and con
tinues for about 30 nm to the red. The mercury pres
sure is 6 Torr, and the xenon density corresponds to 
ISO psia at room temperature. The emission begins 
directly at the resonance line OSQ "*^P|) of the ex
cited Hg atom since the well depth of the excimcr 
state is less than kT. The small dips in the excimer 
band are absorptions from the •'PQ \ 2 " s l a t c s , 0 higher 
lying D-states. Figure 10-11 also shows the absorption 
spectrum of CF3I for the reaction 

CF3I + y CF, •<%)• 

This reaction is used for the iodine laser, and the radia
tion (7) normally comes from flashlamps. Since the 
overlap between the (HgXe)* emission and the CF3l 
absorption spectrum is much better than the overlap 
between the flashlarnp emission and CF3I absorption 
spectrum, it is possible that the (HgXe)* excimer sys
tem could be used as an efficient pump for the iodine 
laser. 

Work is continuing on the measurement of the 
fluorescence efficiency of the excimer band and the 
possibility of laser action. 

Fig. 10-11. Time-inlegrated (HgXe)* fluorescence spectrum 
and CF3I absorption cross section. 
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Fig. 10-12. Mettl-vapor User using heat-pipe technology. 

HEAT-PIPE g > " " : — " " • • " 

As a further expansion of our capability to perform 
metal vapor-rare gas excimer experiments, we have 
undertaken, in collaboration with the National Bureau 
of Standards (Boulder, rolo.), the construction of a 
concentric heat pipe ^pable of being transversely 
pumped by an electron beam- The heat pipe is de
signed to operate at 550°C and contain 10 atm of gas. 

It will be pumped by a ~l-MeV, 100-kA, SO-ns, 50-by-
2-cm electron beam. In this design the optical win
dows will be at room temperature. This is a definite 
advantage over the HgXe design. However, the elec
tron beam must be capable of being drifted to reach 
the heat pipe. A drawing of the heat pipe is shown in 
Fig. 10-12. 

Laser-Pump Technology 

REVIEW OF ELECTRON-BEAM SOURCES. 

Although extensive pulse-power technology had 
been developed for various aspects of weapons effects 
simulation, the existing sources are not optimal for 
laser research. We have therefore developed, in coop
eration with industry, a new set of sources that are 
specifically tailored to the pumping of gas lasers. This 

has required the configuring of electron beams into 
long thin geometries for the transverse pumping of gas-
laser cavities. The necessity ofe-beam window survival 
at high current densities to maintain gas purity has re
quired the development of sources with significantly 
reduced prepulse and postoulse. The reduced post-
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Fig. 10-13. Newly developed MEG II electron-beam souice. 
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pulse is also essential to the unambiguous interpreta
tion of the afterglow fluorescence. 

In the last annual report we described the MEG I 
source (MEG is an acronym for megavolt electron 
generator). During this reporting period we developed, 
in cooperation with Maxwell Laboratories, the MEG II 
source (see Fig. 10-13). The basic characteristics of 
(he MEG II e-beam are 1 MeV, 100 kA, and 50 ns. The 
beam is 50 cm long. The risetime of the current is 
<5 ns. System jitter from input to output is <2 ns, 
thereby permitting synchronization with pulsed diag

nostics such as dye lasers used to probe for gain. Both 
MEG I and MEG II are extremely reliable, having run 
for thousands of shots with no maintenance; MEG II 
has been run relir,bly at 4 pulses per minute. 

The EB 300 gun shown in Fig. 10-14 (300 kV, 10 
A/cm^, and I jus) has been reconfigured for direct 
electron-beam pumping of gases. This will enable us 
to investigate fluorescence-production efficiency and 
laser characteristics at a lower current density and 
longer time scale than on MEG. 

EB 3 0 0 ELECTR01 SER SOURCE 

IIUUMISSION MODI fOH TFWSKiSSWN HHMK (Oi l SUSUIHER UTHOD' K l i E N 

- II '*m* 

NMCTMODE 
summit ami 

UHUINE* MODE 

Fig. 10-14. The EB 300 electron-beam laser source. 
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ELECTRON-BEAM DEVELOPMENT, 

The study of relativistic electron beams is motivated 
by the desire to provide efficient and uniform energy 
deposition for pumping a gas laser medium. This sub
ject includes the study of electron-energy deposition in 
high-density gases in realistic geometries as well as the 
study of the formation and transport of appropriate 
electron beams. 

Energy Deposition 
The three-dimensional Monte Carlo electron-photon 

transport program SANDYL has been used to study 
the spatial distribution of electron-energy deposition in 
rare gases. In addition to calculations performed to 
model specific laser experiments, the program has been 
used to study the general problem of efficient and 
uniform energy deposition. 

Figure 10-15 shows the results of a typical calcula
tion. In this case a rectangular 1-MeV-electron beam 
0.5 cm wide by 50 cm long oriented along the y-axis 
and directed along the z-axis enters 30 atm of xenon 
gas through a 130-/Mi-thick titanium foil. Neglecting 
losses from the foil support stricture ("hibnchi"), the 
calculations show that 20% of the incider.t energy is 
deposited in the foil, 20% is backscattered, and the 
remaining 60% is deposited in the gas in a volume 
measuring approximately 0.5 RQ high by 0.3 Ro 
wide, where Rrj = 3.7 cm is the range of an electron in 
the gas. The spatial distribution of deposited energy 
is highly nonuniform, leading to a direct tradeoff 

between efficiency and uniformity. In particular, if a 
uniformity of ±10% is required, a vo'ume of only 
(O.IRfj)^ can be used, and only 15% of the incident 
energy will be utilized. 

Two approaches to providing simultaneous effi
ciency and uniformity have been considered: two-
sided and cylindrical injection. Two-sided injection 
involves the simultaneous illumination of the gas cell 
by two electron beams from opposite sides. The result
ing deposition profile is the superposition of two pro
files as in Fig. J0-I6. By controlling the gas density or 
spacing between the electron sources, uniform energy 
deposition can be attained along the beam axis 
(^.-direction). If the vertical extent (x-direction) of the 
beam is made comparable to the range RQ, most of the 
gas volume is uniformly excited with an efficiency 
approaching 60%. 

There are two disadvantages to this approach. First. 
the large vertical dimension will undoubtedly neces
sitate a hiba'hi to rupport the nearly planar foil, which 
may result in additional losses. Second, the cross sec
tion of the pumped gas in the x.z-plane is rectangular, 
although this may be compatible with multiple-pass 
applications. Cylindrical injection (Fig. I0-! 7) involves 
the formation of a radially converging electron beam in 
a coaxial diode in which a thin-walled cylinder forms 
the anode and also the laser-cell wall. Energy deposi
tion is obviously uniform in the azimuthal direction; 
the radial profiles can be made uniform if the cjlinder 

Fig. 10-15. Spatial distribution of deposited energy. 
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Fig. 10-16. Energy-deposition profiles resulting from two-
sided injection. 
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Fig. 10-1-7- Energy-deposition profile obtained with cylin
drical injection (250 IceV* 

radius r * 0.3 RQ, and efficiencies approaching 60% 
can be achieved. 

As a result of SANDYL calculations, some general
izations concerning energy deposition in gases can be 
made. If the dimension of the laser cell along the 
electron-beam axis (z-axis above) is$,0.lRrj, then 
multiple scattering of the electrons is unimportant, 
straight-line trajectories can be assumed, and tabulated 
loss functions are appropriate. If this dimension as 

well as the vertical dimension of the source 
(x-dimension above) I S ^ 0 . 5 R Q , then multiple scatter
ing dominates and one-dimensional models like 
ETRAN can be used, v.'hich in general leads to about 
four times the energy deposition estimated for straight-
line trajectories. Ip all other cases a full three-
dimensional model is needed. Typically, laser experi
ments fall in this intermediate regime, although at the 
extremes of the pressure range of interest the two lim
iting regimes may be approached. For this reason, the 
energy deposited per unit volume does not scale linear
ly with pressure as simple models suggest. In fact for 
the xenon-laser experiments performed on the Febe-
tron 705, E v oc p ' - 7 5 (see Fig. 10- i 8). 

Electron-Beam Formation 
The physics of electron-beam formation in pulsed-

diode devices is being studied to satisfy both (he long-
term objective of providing efficient uniform pumping 
of laser media and the short-term requirements of pre
sent laser experiments. Analytical models, numerical 
simulation (EGUN), as well as experimental measure
ments have been made. Beam formation is governed 
by ihe shape and strength of the applied electric field 
and by the beam's self-electric and self-magnetic fields. 
The current is space-charge-limited, and the major dif
ficulty encountered in the production of beams appro
priate for pumping lasers is the deflection of the 
electrons in the beam's self-magnetic field (referred to 
below as beam pinch). 

psia 

Fig. 10-18. Deposited energy as a function of pressure (xenon 
laser, Febetron 705 electron-beam generator). 
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Electron Beams in Rectangular Geometries 
Analytic calculations show that the beam-pinch 

angle for rectangular beams is proportional to the 
square root of the applied voltage and is only a weak 
function of the shape of the rectangular cross section. 
Unfortunately, for many conditions of interest this 
angle is as large as 60°. Beams composed of particles 
traveling at such large angles with respect to the beam 
axis are difficult to transport from the diode to the 
laser cell and are severely attenuated by currently used 
hibachi geometries. Beam pinch can be partially elim
inated through the shaping, or grading, of the applied 
electric field. The simple approach of shaping the 
cathode surface (Fig. 10-19) leads to improvements but 
is not sufficient by itself to control beam pinch. How
ever, if this approach is combined with field shaping 
at the anode plane (Fig. 10-20), control of beam 
pinch can be achieved. 

Narrow electron beams have interesting applications 
to laser geometries. Such a beam could be injected 
into a laser cell through a single narrow slot, thus elimi
nating hibachi losses-unfortunately at the expense 
of uniform energy deposition. Arrays of narrow beams 
corresponding to hibachi patterns could also eliminate 
hibachi losses without a significant sacrifice in uni
formity. The difficulty in producing such beams is 
that, as the cathode width is decreased, the electric 
field becomes nonuniform, and the field lines diverge 
from the narrow cathode to the anode plane. To first 
order, the electrons follow the field lines, and the 
resulting beam width is typically twice the anode-
cathode separation, which is limited by the machine 
impedance. This difficulty can also be overcome by 
field shaping; however, the grading surface must be at 
cathode potential and cannot emit electrons itself. 
This requirement can be met by a conducting material 
coated with a thin layer of insulating dielectric. An 
example of an array of beams 0.7 by 13 cm produced 
with this technique is shown in Fig. 10-21. 

The problems associated with the formation and 
transport of a 3-by-S0-cm beam have been studied by 
Physics International, under contract to LLL. The 
major problem encountered is again bear.i pinch, which 
causes the beam to focus in the drift-transport region. 
Details of these experiments and some possibie solu
tions are presented in PI report PILR-675-2. 

Electron Be^ms in Cylindrical Geometries 
The physics of coaxial diodes for producing radially 

converging electron beams has been studied analyti
cally. Once again the problem is pinch, but in this 
case the magnetic field is generated by the return cur
rent flowing longitudinally. Pinch can be controlled by 

Pig. 10-19. Shaped cathode surfaces. 

Fig. 10-20. Control of beam pinch by means of shaped anodes 
and cathodes. 

segmenting the diode either azimuthally or longitu
dinally (see Fig. 10-22). Azimuthal segmentation con
verts the problem to many-sided injection of rectangu
lar beams, with the tetum current flowing radially 
outward. Radial and aximuthal nonuniformities in 
illumination result. With longitudinal segmental™, 
uniformity in these dimensions is maintained at the 
expense of longitudinal uniformity. 

A small cylindrical diode has been designed in 
detail as a modification to a Febetron 705. It would 
deposit about 6 i in 4 cm^ of xenon at 15 atm. A con
ceptual design of a large diode that would deposit 40 
kj in 20 liters of argon at 20 atm has been considered. 
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Fig. 10-21. Production of narrow electron beams by field shaping. The grading surface is at cathode potential and is coated with 
insulating dielectric. 
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CC>2 Gas Lasers 

VAtKYRIE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS. 

Introduction 
The LLL CO2 laser system, whose design and assem

bly was described in previous reports,".24i,asrecenj. 
ly been named Valkyrie. Valkyrie was constructed to 
provide an experimental facility capable of delivering 
50 J in a diffraction-limited beam at 10.6 ̂ im in ~1 ns. 
This device has met all of its design goals and is in 
operation as a target-irradiation facility. On a typical 
day, Valkyrie provides 40 ± 10% J in ~1 ns at a repeti
tion rate limited by the time required to replace 
targets. 

As Valkyrie was being designed and later assembled, 
a number of questions arose that could be answered 
only by experimentation. Several studies undertaken 
in support of C 0 2 laser system design have been 
described in previous reports. During the past year 
three such investigations were successfully concluded 
and are discussed briefly below. 

Experimental Studies on CO2 Laser Systems 

Rate Constants for the C 0 2 02°0 -* 10°0 Relaxation. 
A persistent problem with computer simulations of 
short-pulse CO2 laser performance has been the uncer
tainty in the lower-laser-level relaxation time. Litera
ture values for this decay time span more than two 
orders of magnitude.25 Faced with such uncertainty, 
the analyst cannot be confident of his predictions. 
Early this year, Jacobs and co-workers-' undertook a 
new and more accurate measurement of the rate con
stant for the CO2 02% -* 10% relaxation, the Fermi 
relaxation time. 

Figure 10-23 shows a partial energy-level diagram 
for the states of interest in the CO2 molecule. The 
levels denoted by 10% (symmetric stretch mode 
v = 1 level) and 02% (bending mode v = 2 level) have 
eigenfunctions that are strongly mixed due to anhar-
monic terms in the potential energy; that is, Fermi 
resonance .2° The wave functions for these mixed 
states can be expressed as linear combinations of the 
simple harmonic-oscillator eigenfunctions 10% and 
02% with roughly equal admixtures of the "pure" 
state wave functions. For brevity, these mixed-
state wave functions, customarily designated by 
(10°0) -+ (02°0)r at 1388.3 cm"1 and (10°0) -»• 
(02°0)n at 1285.5 cm"1 Will be labe'ed I0°0 and 
02°0, respectively. 

The experiment consists of perturbing the Boltz-
mann distribution of levels 10% and 00°1 in a C 0 2 

absorption cell, by injecting a short and intense laser 
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Pig. 10-23. Energy-level diagram for the relevant low-lying 
vibrational states in CO2. 

pulse in the 10.4-wm band while a second, much long
er, probe laser beiim in the 9.4-pim band monitors the 
population difference between the 02% and 00°1 
states. In particular, the 9.4-/um probe beam gives 
temporal po'-lation excursions of the 02% level 
since the t_ lisional deactivation rate of the 00°1 state 
is -elatively much longer. The primary reequilibration 
process is 

CO2(02%) + M - CO2(10%) + M - 102.8 cm" 1, 

(0 
where M can be C 0 2 , He, or N 2 . 

A diagrammatic description of the experimental 
approach is given in Fig. 10-24. In the experiment, a 
-* 2-ns, 10.4-jum saturating pulse containing about six 
rotational-vibrational transitions, that is, P(12) -»• 
P(22), is directed into an absorption cell 2 m long and 
2.5 cm in diameter, heated to 100°C. Details of the 
oscillator and single-pulse switchout are given in 
Ref. 27. The cell is capped at each end by anti-
reflection-coated sodium chloride windows (reflection 
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Fig. 10-24. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement (not to scale). 

To 9.4 fm 
detection system 

<1% at 10.4 /im) and held in place by a low-vapor-
pressure epoxy. The temperature across the length of 
the tube varies by less than 1°C, except for the two 
ends, where the temperature was lower over a distance 
of about 1 cm. Contaminant gas concentration was 
minimized by the use of pure gases and by extensive 
baking and pumping. The total impurity concentra
tion was less than one part per thousand. 

The probe beam was set at the P(24) transition in 
the 9.4-jum band. The orthogonally polarized saturat
ing and probe beams were combined at an angled ger
manium plate 0.5 in. thick so that they both were spa
tially overlapping as they passed through the absorp
tion cell. A suitably positioned diffraction grating and 
a pair of Brewster's-ar.gle plates were placed at the exit 
of the absorption cell to help separate the signals at the 
two laser frequencies. Finally, the probe beam entered 
a screen room, passed through a grating monochroma-
tor, and was detected by a Ge:Hg detector whose out
put was amplified by a C-Cor preamplifier (3-ns rise-
time) and displayed on a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope 
(7A13 plug-in). In jraclje, the probe beam was 
chopped by a rotating . *eel into a 1-ms pulse, and the 
2-ns 10.4-iam pulse was introduced during this interval 
by a previously described triggering technique.2*5 The 
pulse generated by the mode-locked transversely ex
cited atmospheric (TEA) pressure oscillator was ampli

fied by two TEA amplifiers (Lumonics 103) to about 
0.1 J. 

In the early stages of the experiment, a much 
wk ker 9.4-jum component was detected in the oscilla
tor pulse. To remove any complications in the data in
terpretations, a 20-cm-long cell filled with CF2=CFC1 
at a pressure2 9 of 24 Torr was used to remove the 
9.4-ium constituent, with negligible effect on the 
10.4-jim component. 

Figure 10-25 is a typical oscilloscope trace showing 
the temporal behavior of the transmitted P(24), 
9.4-jum probe-beam intensity. For the time scale used 
in the photograph, at least three distinct signal compo
nents can be seen. Figure 10-26 is an oscilloscope 
trace on a more expanded time scale to indicate the 
initial-signal increase depicted in Fig. 10-25. 

The increasing transmitted-signal intensity of 
Fig. 10-26 is identified as the collisional process given 
by Equation I since the trace denotes a decreasing 
02^0 population, that is, a decreasing absorption. 
This identification is made on the basis that only this 
process can occur initially after absorption of the 
l0.4-,um pulse since the collisional deactivation rate of 
the upper 00°1 level is well k n o w n 3 0 - 3 2 and has a 
rate constant, ~3.7 x 10 2 s ' 1 Torr - 1 , that is much 
longer than that of the signal of Fig. 10-26. In fact, a 
fit was made to data like that shown in Fig. 10-25 for 
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Fig. I0-2S. Oscilloscope (race of the transmitted P(24), 
9.4-//m probe-beam intensity subsequent to ab
sorption of the 10.4-fJm pulse for a COj pressure 
of 100 Tori. The rapid initial rise corresponds 
to the mechanism given by Equation 1. The other 
signal features arc discussed in the text. 

the slowest decay al long times, and good agreement 
was obtained for the rate constant korjOi measured in 
Refs. 30-32. 

Of course, rotational-relaxation phenomena within 
the 00° I rotational manifold could contribute to the 
waveform of Fig. 10-26; however, these phenomena 
are much faster than those indicated in the figure, 
and a steady state for this process is attained very 
rapidly.-7'^3 The signal components between the 
fastest and slowest ones in Fig. 10-25 are due to pro
cesses repopulating the 02^0 level, such as 

01 '0 + 01 '0 » 02°0 + 00°0 + S0.1 cm"'(2) 

and 

02-0 + M - 02°0 + M + 49.9 cm"1 (3) 

and are considered further below. 

Data similar to Fig. 10-26, corresponding to the 
mechanism of Equation 1, were taken foi three 
absorption-cell cases: (l)varied C 0 2 pressure,(2)CO2 
pressure fixed at 50 Torr and helium pressure varied 
and (3) C 0 2 press ire fixed at 50 Torr and N 2 pressure 
varied. The data were digitized by a manual scanner 
and computer-fitted by a single exponential function 
to about one e-folding time. The signals for longer 
times were not included in the fitting to avoid the 
complications from the subsequent 02°0 repopulating 
processes. 

Since various mechanisms are involved in altering 
the postperturbation temporal population of the 02°0 
level, the final justification for a one-exponential des-

Fig. 10-26. Typical oscilloscupe trace for the 02°0 * 10°0 
relaxation in CO2 (SO Torr). This signal is an ex
pansion of the initial signal rise in Fig. 10-25. 
Note that the probe-laser baseline Is offset from 
view both here and in Fig. I0-2S. 

cription of the signal rise shown in Fig. 10-26 lies in 
the quality of the fit. The least-squares fitting func
tion utilizing the single-exponential time-constant para
meter gave good agreement with the data, the statisti
cal uncertainty in this parameter being typically a few 
percent or less. 

The reduced data for the three cases are shown in 
Fig. 10-27 in which the inverse of the fitted relaxation 
time, 1/x, is plotted as a function of pressure. The 
slopes of the straight lines obtained from a least-
squares computer program gives the rate constants for 
the 02°0 -* 10°0 relaxation: kco7-CO-> = 3 ± 1 , 

kCOi-He = °- 8 * °- 3 ' a i , d k C 0 2 - N 2 = 3 ± 1, all in 
units of 10^ s"' Torr"'. Self-consistency of the 
mixed-gas results is seen by the agreement of the inter
cepts with the values predicted by kco^-CO^COv 
where P c o 2 = 50 Torr. The stated error bars (±la) 
account both for statistical fluctuations in the data and 
a small systematic effect seen among various data runs 
determining the rate constants. 

The intermediate rates evident in Fig. 10-25 were 
not quantitatively evaluated because of a low signal to-
noise ratio. However, one reasonably concludes that 
these rate-constant values lie between 3 x 10^ and 
4 x 10^ j-1 Torr"' for the pure-C0 2 case-the rates 
for the two limiting processes in Fig. 10-25. 

Armed with this new information, we repeated the 
pulse-propagation calculations using a five-temperature 
C 0 2 kiiieiics program. This modeling confirmed and 
extended the C 0 2 system simulations that guided 
Valkyrie's design. These early simulations were based 
on rather sparse data; however, the successful opera
tion of Valkyrie and these improved calculations have 
confirmed their validity. 
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Fig. 10-27. Linear (east-squares fit to the inverse of the fitted 
relaxation :«mt\ 1/r, versus pressure for three 
cases .top) C0 2 alone, (middle) C0 2 fixed at SO 
Torr and varied He pressure, and (bottom) CO2 
fi\ed at 50 Torr and varied Nj pressure. The 
error flags express ±1 standard deviation for re
peated measurements taken under fixed experi
mental conditions. 

Cold-Cathode Electron-Beam-Sustained CO2 Amplifier-
Gain Studies. While the rate-constant measurements 
described above were in progress. Manes and co
workers 3 4 measured the small-signa! gain and spatial-
gain uniformity of Valkyrie's two cold-cathode elec-
tron-beam-sustained COT laser amplifiers. 

A number of authors Hve described large-aperture 
COi amplifiers built ' , operation at pressures of 
I atm or more.-"-5- Generally these units have been 
designed for nigh spatial uniformity of the small-signal 
gaiin coefficient a, in order 'o avoid degradation of the 
quality of the laser beam passing through them; that is, 

the gain measured at all points within the amplifier's 
usable aperture should be as nearly equal as possible. 
Well-known techniques have been employed to investi
gate the gain of three cold-cathode electron-beam-
sustained COT amplifiers, one of 10-cm aperture and 
two of 11-cm aperture. Besides establishing operating 
parameters for these three units, our measurements 
provide a reliable data base against which COj ampli
fier models can be compared. 

Two identical power amplifiers of this design make 
up the output stages of Valkyrie. The 10-cm-aperture 
device was the prototype for these amplifiers, and data 
taken on the prototype guided the design of the other 
two units. The cylindrical electron-gun vacuum vessel 
is evacuated to ~|0"& Torr. At t = 0, a potential of 
200 kV is impressed on the tantalum-strip array that 
constitutes the electron-gun 'Void" cathode. As a re
sult, a sheet beam of electrons approximately 10 cm 
wide by 100 cm long emerges through a I-mil titanium-
foil window supported by a hibachilike structure. 
After penetrating the titanium-foil window, the elec
tron beam passes through a coarse-mesh stainless-steel 
screen (not shown) and produces a partial ionization of 
about 10"6 in the I I by 11 by 100 cm discharge vol
ume located between this cathode screen and a large, 
profiled graphite anode. The graphite anode is in turn 
connected to a capacitor bank charged to provide an 
E/p of - 4 kV/cm-atm in the discharge volume filled 
with a mixture of helium, carbon dioxide, and nitro
gen. In normal operation the primary electron-beam 
current is terminated after 2 /is by crowbarring the 
electron-gun Marx bank. The discharge bank is crow-
barred simultaneously, and the net result is that about 
20".' J/liter-atm has been deposited in the laser gas. 

A gain-measuring apparatus was assembled and used 
to stud> the spatial and temporal properties of CO2 
laser amplifiers.-8 An 8-W TEMQQ CV probe laser 
beam operating on the P20 rotational transition of the 
10.4-ftm band was passed through the amplifier. Using 
a single detector, the amplitude of the emerging beam 
before, during, and after the amplification-producing 
discharge was recorded. The detector and oscilloscope 
were carefully checked for calibration and linearity 
befort each run. 

An exhaustive parameter study would have required 
more time than was available. However, the operating 
parameters of the amplifiers were explored using five 
gas mixtures. During each experimental run, a gas sam
ple was taken and subjected to mass spectrometry in 
order to establish its composition. Pressure was meas
ured by two Wallace & Tiernan gauges that always 
agreed within reading accuracy. 

Figure 10-28 is a typical data set taken for one of 
the five gas mixtures. The upper trace in Fig. I0-28a 
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Upper t race : probe laser ampl i tude 
V e r t i c a l scale = 2 m V / d i v 
Ho r i zon ta l sca le = 100 ! « e c / d i v 

Lower t race : g a i n = 5 . 1 7 % / c m 
V e r t i c a l scale = 0 . 2 V / d i v 
Ho r i zon ta l scale = 2 | j s ec /d i v 

Upper t race : e l ec t ron^gun vo l t age 
V e r t i c a l scale = 140 k A / d i v 
Ho r i zon ta l scale = 1 j i s e c / d i v 

Lower t race : e l e c t r o n - g u n cur ren t 
V e r t i c a l scale = 3 k A / d i v 
Ho r i zon ta l sca le = 1 | j .sec/div 

Upper t race : d ischarge vo l t age 
V e r t i c a l scale = 35 k V / d i v 
Hor i zon ta l scale = 1 u.sec/div 

Lower t r ace : d ischarge cur rent 
V e r i i c a l scale = 15 k A / d i v 
Hor i zon ta l sca le = 1 jusec/d iv 

Fig. 10-28,. Oscillographs showing (a) gain, (b) voltage and current for electron gun. and (c) voltage and current for discharge. 

shows the ampliici:'- of the chopped probe-laser beam 
at a slow sweep ate; the lower trace records the ampli
fied probe-laser beat at 2 fis per division. 

In order to effect a change in the discharge E/p, the 
charging voltage on the discharge bank was varied from 

76 to 96 kV. This resulted in a static E/p variation of 
3.46 to 4.36 kV/cm-alm. No attempt was made to 
measure the electric field variation, pressure, or tem
perature in the presence of the discharge plasma; hence 
E/p refers to the condition existing before the start of 
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the discharge. In order to explore a range of 
deposits at each charging voltage, the pulse duration 
was varied from 0.5 to 3.0 /ts with a fixed gas mixture 
at 1520 Torr. It was found, as shown by Fig. 10-29, 
that the small-signs! ziin usually increased as pulse 
width and discharge voltage increased. The numbers to 
the right of the curves in Fig. 10-29 are initial values of 
E/p in kilovotts per centimeter per atmosphere. 

Depositing more than ~300 J/liter did not increase 
the measured gain either because of thermal population 
of the lower laser level or perhaps even probe-laser-
beam scattering due to pump-induced turbulence. A 
maximum energy deposit of -~400 J/liter-atin was 
measured at 96 kV and 3-jus pulse width. Other work
ers have found that such an input-energy density can 
lead to gas temperatures in excess of 600°K, and this 
alone is sufficient to explain the observed rolloff in 
gain.-*- Figure 10-30 is an alternative way of present
ing some of these data. Notice that the small-signal 
gain coefficient a is an almost linear function of E/p if 
the pulse duration is held constant over the range 
explored. 

By carefully translating the probe-laser beam, the 
amplifier's gain it several locations within its aperture 

5? 
I 
a 

3.5 4.0 4.5 

E/p - kV/cm-atm 

5.0 

Fig. 10-29. Variation of measured small-signal gain with pump-
pulse duration. Fixed gas mixture (52.0% He, 
17.5% N 2, 2?.8% C02) at 1520 Torr. The num
bers to the right of the curves are initial values of 
E/p in kilovolts per centimeter per atmosphere. 

Fig. 10-30. Variation of small-signal gain coefficient a with 
E/p. Gas mixture: 52.0? He, 17.57, N2, 29.87, 
C0 2. 

can be determined. Early measurements on the 
10-cm-aperture prototype revealed a disappointingly 
nonuniform gain profile, as shown in Fig. 10-31. 
These data were taken using an He:N2:C02 (3:1:2) 
gas mixture at 760 Torr. The nearly linear reduction 
in a from anode to cathode was attributed to a corre
sponding static electric field variation, as shown in 
Table 10-9. Readily achievable geometry changes were 
incorporated into the design of the 11-cm-aperture am
plifiers in order to guarantee high static-electric-field 
uniformity. 

For the evaluation of gain uniformity in the 11-cm-
aperture amplifiers, a gas mixture of He:N2:C02 = 
3:1:2 at 1520 Torr, an E/p of 4 kV/cm-atm, and a 2-jts 
pulse duration were used. Five shots were taken in 
each of the 17 positions indicated in Fig. 10-32. The 
electrostatic field was calculated for each position 
probed; these values, toother with the measured peak 
gains, are presented in Table 10-10. The gains reported 
for unit 1 are larger than those for unit 2, even though 
these devices are supposedly identical. This discrep
ancy was traced to a poorly calibrated voltmeter that 
allowed the first unit to be charged ~2% more than the 
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(a) Vertical position — cm 

0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 

(b) Horizontal position — cm 

Fig. 10-31. Cain profiles obtained with the prototype 10-em-
aperture amplifier and a 3:1:2 mixture of 
He-N 2-t0 2 at 760 Torr: ta) -220 J/liter. 
~37-kV charge; (b) ~180 J/liter. ~37-kV charge. 

88 kV required to provide an ?'~ of 4 kV/cm-atm. All 
shots were charged to an indicated 88 kV and crow-
barred after 2 jus. On each shot an energy of 212 ±6 
J/liter-atm was deposited. Figure 10-33 displays these 
data in a way that indicates the gain uniformity along 
vertical and horizontal directions. The remaining non-
uniformities in the gain must be due to nonuniformi-
ties in the primary election-beam current, dynamic 
electric field changes, fluid-dynamic motion in the gain 
medium, or a combination of these factors. 

With amplifiers such as these, Valkyrie's amplifier 
chain can develop single-pass small-signal gains of 
~10°. Consequently, apart from the amplifiers them
selves, the most critical components of a laser-amplifier 
chain are its optical isolators. Table 10-1 i lists some of 
the isolation techniques that have been proposed for 
COT wavelengths and rates them on several perfonn-

\ Electron 
[ beam 

Pig. 10-32. Location of gain mcasureim-; 
fier aperture. 

within the ampli-

Position Calculated 
( cm) a °a static electric field 

X y (%cm-') (%cm"') (kV/cm-atm) 

0.0 

Horizontal scan 

0.4 0.0 4.72 0.08 4.44 
1.4 0.0 4.72 0.08 4.36 
2.4 0.0 4.44 0.10 4.19 
4.4 0.0 3.92 0.12 3.72 
6.5 0.0 3.44 0,04 3.33 
7.5 0.0 3.24 0.05 3.S8 
8.5 0.0 2.96 0.06 3.07 
9.3 0.0 2.90 0.04 3.00 

-1.0 

Vertical scan 

5.0 -1.0 4.04 0.12 3.61 
5.0 0.0 4.12 0.10 3.62 
5.0 1.0 4.12 0.08 3.61 
s.o 2.0 3.84 0.10 3.59 
5.0 3.0 3.70 0.16 3.54 
5.0 4.0 3.35 0.08 3.47 
5.0 4.S 3.10 0.12 3.45 

ance criteria. Clearly the Faraday rotator has many 
attractive characteristics if fluences can be held bflow 
levels that induce optical damage. In an attempt to 
improve on existing indium antimonide free-carrier 
Faraday rotators, we investigated the interband Fara-
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Fig. 10-33. Gain profiles obtained with the I l-cm-aperture amplifiers: (a) vertical direction: (h) horizontal direction. 
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Table 10-10. Gain uniformity of 11-cm-aperture amplifiers. 

Unit 2 

Calculated static Calculated static 
a "a electric field a aa electric field 

Position3 B a n " 1 ) (%cm"') (kV/cm-atm) Ocm" 1 ) (Scni" 1) (kV/cm-atm) 

00 5.45 0.08 4.08 5.14 0.22 4.00 
01 5.21 0.10 4.05 5.22 0.17 3.97 
02 5.20 0.09 4.03 4.80 0.09 3.95 
03 5.25 0.09 4.05 4.91 0.04 3.97 
04 5.09 0.17 4.00 4.87 0.27 3.92 
05 5.52 0.14 4.10 5.21 0.06 4.02 
06 4.90 0.11 4.07 4.44 0.15 3.99 
07 5.37 0.24 4.15 5.25 0.12 4.07 
08 5.21 0.16 4.24 5.04 0.02 4.16 
09 5.65 0.04 4.17 5.30 0.04 4.09 
10 5.62 0.07 4.19 5.27 0.09 4.11 
II 5.36 0.15 4.15 5.28 0.19 4.07 
12 5.12 0.06 4.24 5.35 0.22 4.16 
13 5.34 0.08 4.10 5.17 0.12 4.02 
14 4.77 0.14 4.07 4.54 0.05 3.99 
IS 5.11 0.15 4.05 5.00 0.05 3.97 
16 4.79 0.03 4.00 4.84 0.10 3.92 

Average 
over all 
locations 5.23 0.26 4.10 5.04 0.27 4.02 

aSee Fig. 10-32. 
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Tabte 10-11. Comparison of isolation methods useful at 10.6 / im 

Isolator type 
Precursor 
extinction Aperture Fatigue 

Required 
field 

uniformity Bandwidth 

Isolation Optical 
per damage 

unit loss threshold 

Bleachabie absorber Yes Large Low Yes NA a Poor Poor nigh 
Pockcls cell Yes Small High Nu High Good I-Acellent Moderate 
Stark cell Yes Moderate Low Yes Nigh Poor Poor High 
Faraday rotator No Large Moderate No Low Good E:\ceflent Moderate 

Not applicable. 

day effect in germanium, gallium arsenide, and cadmi
um telluride with the experimental arrangement indica
ted in Fig. 10-34. 

Faraday-effect isolators employing free electron ro
tation have been made to work^' 5 '* at 10.6 jrni but 
have not been applied to Urge-aperture systems, pri
marily because of the difficulty of obtaining adequate 
donor doping uniformity in the material of interest, 

indium antimonide." Free-electron rotation Oy. is 
given by-*" 

i" "* •» 
| rad 'cm| , I D 

nQlniJcJ-cj-

where ng is the refractive index, N e is the free-electron 

A- • He-IMe laser 

/ • • 
CW probe laser (0.5 W) Grating 

5 • 60 Hz chopper 

Polarizer 

Pearson Type301X-
current transformer 

Test sample 

Analyze 

Synchronized 
pulse 

generator 
Delay 

0-1 msec 

- O "Fire" 

0 a-

Capacitor 
bank 

Trigger signal 

Cal 
Atten. 

Cooled 
Ge:Hg 

detector 

Tektronix 7904 
* Vert. »_ 
"° Horiz. input 

Fig. 10-34. Test setup for Faraday-rotator studies. 
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density, and mjf is the effective mass of free electrons 
in the material. Therefore the reverse attenuation in a 
free-electron isolator that is ideal except for an average 
doping nonuniibrmity <(AN e)2> is gjven by 

N 2 
A r = I0Jog, 0 S S _ [ d B ] . ( 2 ) 

OJ < (AN e ) 2 

This implies at most 4% doping nonuniformity for 
30-dB isolation, whereas commercial sources of doped 
indium antimonide wafers generally do not guarantee 
lower than 50% nonuniformity. 

A second problem with using the free-electron 
effect in indium antimonide for isolation at high power 
levels is two-photon absorption, which has been ob
served'' ' at power densities as low as 0.5 mW/cm^ at 
room temperature. Additional difficulties are absorp
tion by holes and poor thermal conductivity.'-3 

All these problems ate avoided by employing the 
bound-electron or interband Faraday effect at frequen
cies well below the absorption edge of a semiconduc
tor. In this limit, interband rotation is given b y " 

0, = ^**±-? [rad/cmj ( « « « J . (3) 
6 4 < V " 

In this limit, A and 7 can be taken as isotropic in 
germanium, gallium arsenide, and cadmium telluride. 
The term h c j g = eg is the energy gap for direct 
transitions. 

The experimental setup is indicated in Fig. 10-34. 
A chopped 0.5-W cw probe laser operating on the P20 
transition of the 10.4-um CO2 band (10.59-um wave
length) was the test signal source. The chopper pro
vided a synchronization signal that permitted firing the 
pulsed solenoid at any time during the 1-ms test beam 
"window". 

The polarizer and analyzer were four-plate germa
nium units with a measured" crossed extinction of 
51 dB. These were roughly 1 m away from the sole
noid on either side. The measured l/e^ intensity dia
meter of the collimated probe beam in the test-sample 
region was 7.0 mm, except in the gallium arsenide 
measurements, in which a smaller sample size required 
the use of a 5.0-mm aperture. 

The magnetic field was generated by a 5-cm-bore 
solenoid without compensation windings. Numerical 
integration of the measured field profiles showed 
±0.2% radial variation of the axially averaged field 
intensity within the illuminated aperture of all test 
samples. A maximum intensity of 837 kG was 
reacheo a! the solenoid center 450 jus after bank firing. 

Measurements were made by displaying the detected 
signal as a function of solenoid current rather than 
time. Three types of measurement were made for each 
sample: 

1. With the polarizer and analyzer crossed, suffi
cient optical attenuation was inserted to put the detec
tor in a demonstrably linear regime. In this configura
tion (ignoring absorption), the detected signal should 
be proportional to sin- 0 r o t , where 0 r o t is the angle by 
which the incident electric vector is rotated in the 
sample. From this oscilloscope trace the peak rotation 
angle in the sample was estimated. 

2. The analyzer was then rotated counterclockwise 
relative to the magnetic field direction by an angle 0^ 
that was chosen to be about 90% of the estimated peak 
rotation. In this configuration, the detected signal falls 
to a minimu.. whc:i 0 r o 1 = <t>^ and the Verdet coeffi
cient is deduced from the horizontal position of this 
minimum. By adjusting the optical attenuation, a com
parison was made between the transmission at zero 
field, T(0) = TQ sin- (4^, and that at the transmission 
minimum, T ( B m m ) = TQ S U I ^ A - (''rot)' m ^rder to 
calculate the absolute minimum transmissivity. This 
calculation is the basis for estimating the isolation level 
attainable with each material. 

3. Measurement of magnetoabsorption.^° For this 
determination, the analyzer was removed. 

The results of our measurements are presented in 
Table 10-12. The energy-gap values listed for cadmium 
telluride and gallium arsenide were determined from 
absorption-edge measurements. The orientation of the 
incident laser polarization relative to crystallographic 
directions made no noticeable difference in any of our 
results. Only one propagation direction was available 
in each sample. The quantity B is the field intensity at 
which the Verdet coefficient V was determined, L is 
the sample length, OQ is the measured zero-field absorp
tion coefficient in the sample at the probe wavelength, 
Q is the figure of merit in degrees of rotation per deci
bel of loss, and A is the predicted isolation level for a 
working rotator using the material tested. 

Magnetoabsorption was too small to be accurately 
measurable in germanium or cadmium telluride but was 
in both cases less than 0.003 cm"1 at peak field. 

Similarly, the A values listed in Table 10-12 are 
lower limits, since the measured minimum transmissi
vity was clearly limited by scattering or residual bire
fringence in the coatings or bulk of the samples tested. 
Magnetic field inhomogeneity in the illuminated region 
is sufficient to give A values on the order of 60 dB. 
Simple scattering is indicated, since the minimum 
transmissibility did not appear to depend on (jtj^. 

In germanium, these results correlate well with the 
expected a)2 dependence shown by Equation 3, rela-
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Table 10-12. Verdet measurements at 10.59 //m and 20°C. 

Materia 1̂  

Crystallo-
graphic 

(eV) (kG) (cm) (cm"1) (dB) 
Q at 84 kG 
(deg/dB) (dcg/cm-kG ± 2%) 

Germanium, 
intrinsic 0.803 (6) 112 77.5 1.17 0.0165 34 95 0.0824 
Germanium, 
intrinsic 0.803 (6) 112 74.6 3.73 0.0165 34 95 0.0827 
Cadmium telluride, 
In doped 1.43 110 75.4 4.70 0.0005 34 3i0 0.0339 
Gallium arsenide, 
Cr doped 0.82 110 74.0 4.96 0.025 - 30 (max.) 0.0409 

Energy gap. The values for cadmium telluride and gallium arsenide were determined from absorption-edge measurements. 
Field intensity at which the Verdet coefficient V was determined. 

cSample length. 
Measured zero-field absorption coefficient in the sample at the probe wavelength. 

eEstimated isolation level for a working rotator. 
Estimated figure of merit. 

^All materials tested were antireflection coated. 

tive to the data at shorter wavelengths reported by 
Lax and Mavroides.58 For example, their data at 0.15 
ftm"2 extrapolate to our result within 10%. No data 
existed on the doped materials. 

The linear relationship observed between the de
tected signal and sin- 0 r O ( with crossed polarizers dem
onstrates that the Verdet coefficients measured are 
indeed constants independent of B over the range 
explored. Further work on magnetoabsorption in 
cadmium telluride is indicated, since if it is small com
pared to the best**" ag values for this material 
(0.0003 c m - ' ) , figures of merit as large as 2 x 10-3 
would be attainable. 

Our results indicate intrinsic germanium to be an 
acceptable material for use in Faraday isolators at 
10.6 nm. The required product of 544 kG-cm for 45° 
rotation is reasonable, and single-crystal germanium 

boules are available in apertures of up to 10 cm. 
Single-crystal cadmium telluride, however, is not avail
able with apertures larger than 1.5 cm, and the inter-
band Verdet coefficient must be shown to be highly 
isotropic to permit the use of polycrystalline boules. 

The data shown in Table 10-12 have led to a practi
cal isolator design. A 3-cm-aperture isolator has been 
fabricated from a 10-cm-long boule of intrinsic germa
nium. In order to obtain the required 45° of polariza
tion rotation, the crystal must be exposed to an aver
age field of 54.6 kG. Preliminary testing of this device 
has been most satisfactory. The concept's only limita
tions seem to be optical damage to antireflection coat
ings for germanium and the limited availability of 
large crystals of the requisite purity. 

Figures 10-35 through 10-38 show various views of 
Valkyrie. 
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Fig. 10-35. The Valkyrie laser, looking north. 

Fig. 10-36. Valkyrie target chamber. 
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Introduction 

ECONOMIC MOTIVATION FOR NEW ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY , 

On the basis of current CRDA projections of the 
demand for enriched uranium to fuel power reactors, 
the United States will require added enrichment capa
city by the mid-1980s. Projected supply and demand 
for enriched uranium are compared in Fig. 11-1. The 
capacity oi the three enrichment plants presently in 
existence will be increased as shown by the initial dot
ted line in Fig. 11-1. After cascade improvement (CIP) 
and cascade upratlng (CUP), the capacity of these 
plants will be approximately 27,000 tons of separative 
work per year. By stockpiling enriched uranium in the 
short term (preproduction), the need for the first new 
enrichment facility is delayed until 1984. The rate at 
which enriched uranium is required,however, surpasses 
production capacity well before this time. The nation 
currently spends approximately $700 million per year 
on uranium enrichment. At the turn of the century, 
the United States will be spending more than $5 bil
lion annually on uranium enrichment. 

To meet the anticipated demand after 1984, it will 
be necessary to build new enrichment plants, each 
with a capacity of 8750 tons of separative work per 
year, at the rate of one plant per 1.5 years (a total of 
about 10 plants). Each of these is somewhat larger 
than the present Oak Ridge Gaseous-D'ffusion Plant 
and, with the associated power plant, costs about 
$4 billion. These factors provide strong economic 
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Base cat? protection 
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Fig. 11-1. Projected demand on United States enrichment 
facilities. 

motivation for the development of alternative pro
cesses for uranium enrichment. 

One possible alternative to gaseous diffusion or the 
centrifuge process is laser isotope separation (LIS). 
The physical basis for laser isotope separation has been 
discussed in earlier reports and need not be repeated 
here.' 

LLL PROGRAM IN LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION • 

A number of processes for LIS have been demon
strated for various elements. The isotopes of barium 
and calcium have been separated by resonance-
radiation pressure acting on a collimated atomic 
beam.2 Isotopically selective photodissociation has 
been used to separate hydrogen and boron isotopes.3"5 

Boron and sulfur isotopes have also been separated by 
selective photochemical reactions. To date, the dily 
demonstrated laser separation of uranium isotopes has 
been by selective photoionization." 

Several preliminary attempts have been made at the 
economic analysis of LIS on the basis of early separa
tion expeiiments. One such analysis is described in this 
report. The physical and chemical data base for 

accurate analysis does not yet exist, however; conse
quently, the accuracy of the present analysis is low. 

A primary objective of the Laser Isotope Separation 
Program is. to build the data base necessary for accurate 
assessment of uranium LIS. Accordingly, efforts in 
atomic and molecular spectroscopy and kinetic studies 
of uranium reactions play a major role in the program. 
These efforts are aimed at obtaining values for impor
tant spectroscopic cross sections, lifetimes, and reac
tion rates needed in LIS systems design and analysis. 

The second objective of the Laser Isotope Separa
tion Program is the demonstration and evaluation of 
alternative uranium LIS processes. Initial attention has 
been focused on selective photoionization. More re-
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cent experiments have been aimed at the study of asso
ciative ionization processes. Separation-process experi
ments using simple molecules are currently under 
study. 

Demonstrated processes that appear promising will 
be scaled to a level for which estimation of economic 
viability will be possibie. During 1974 the selective-
photoionization process was demonstrated and carried 
through an initial scaling phase. 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF 1974. 

During 1974 the selective-photoionization process 
was demonstrated for uranium isotopes. In a process 
utilizing a dye laser for the selective excitation of 235IJ 
in an atomic beam containing natural uranium, 235IJ 
ions wore produced by subsequent excitation with the 
filtered output of a mercury-arc lamp. The 235rj j o n s 

were then separated from the 238JJ n e utral atoms by 
an electric field. These results are described in more 
detail later in this report. 

The successful demonstration of uranium-isotope 
separation was made possible by the development of a 
uranium alloy that can act as a source for the produc
tion of uranium vapor. This alloy produces uranium 
vapor at a density that is several orders of magnitude 
greater than any reported in the literature. It has oper
ated reproducibly and reliably for many hours. The 
alloy source will be described later in this report. 

Preliminary results have been obtained in the meas
urement of the uranium autoionization-level spectrum. 
These measurements utilize a tunable dye laser for the 
excitation of the intermediate states of the uranium 
atom, while excitation to autoionization levels is 
accomplished by the absorption of light from a 
mercury arc filtered by a 0.75-m monochromator. 

Autoionization levels are found within 500 cm"' 
of the ionization limit of the uranium atom. This is in 
substantial agreement with theoretical predictions as 
well as with the results of similar measurements on 
lanthanides. 

In a series of experiments aimed at scaling selective 
photoionization, approximately 1 mg of uranium en
riched to 1.1% in 235rj w a s obtained. The starting 
material was natural uranium. This represents the 
largest quantity of US enriched product yet reported. 

Experimental Facilities 

SEPARATION EXPERIMENTS, 

Two facilities have been established for the investi
gation of selective-photoionization LIS/' One of these, 
an atomic-beam apparatus used in the demonstration 
of uranium LIS, is shown in Fig. 11-2. In this system, 
which is also used in spectroscopic measurements, a 
uranium-alloy (URe2) vapor source produces a colli-
mated beam of uranium atoms. Electrodes external to 
the heated region remove thermally produced uranium 
ions and electrons befoie they reach the active region. 

The vapor density in the active region is approxi
mately 10l0cm~3. Ions produced by the tunable laser 

and ultraviolet excitation in the active region are fo
cused on the entrance slit of a quadrupole mass spec
trometer by an ion lens, as shown in Fig. 11-3. Ions 
are collected by an electric field after passing through 
the mass spectrometer. The ion current is detected by 
a Channeltron electron multiplier. 

A larger facility for the investigation of isotope sep
aration by selective photoionizati - has also been con
structed. In this system uranium reed rates of up to 
10 g/hr are possible. The syitem has provision for the 
collection of macroscopic amounts of enriched 
product. 
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SPECTROSCOPY 

A portion of the Laser isotope Separation Program 
effort is molecular spectroscopy. The objective of this 
research endeavor is to characterize the spectra of a 
variety of uranium compounds and to select those that 
offer potential schemes for laser enrichment. Very 
little uranium molecular spectral data existed at the in
ception of this program; hence a spectroscopic facility 
was established to obtain low-resolution survey spectra 
of numerous molecules. 

The spectroscopic facility includes a Beckman 1R9 
scanning spectrophotometer operating in the region 
from 2.5 to 20/im and a 0.75-m Spex grating spectro
graph operating from 0.25 to 2.5 pm. lhe 1R9 was 
modified for use with multiple-pass optics and a heated 
cell, as depicted in Fig. 11-3. The 0.75-m Spex was 
used in the photographic mode for 0.25-to-1.0-/im 
studies. Spectral data from 1.0 to 2.5 ;urn were taken 
with a chopped tungsten light source; phase-sensitive 
detection was employed during the grating scan. The 
detector was indium arsenide and was cooled with 
liquid nitrogen. A tube furnace containing quartz 
sample cells was used in conjunction wjth the Spex. 

The experimental appaidtus for measuring the 
photoionization cross section is shown in Fig. 11-4. 

S *• r^ob 

- c 

+-> 

J u 

Fig. 11-4. Autoionizatiun apparatus. 
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Fig. 11-3- Multiple-pass optics in the modified Beckman IR9 
scanning spectrophotometer. 

Uranium vapor from the URe2 oven is selectively ex
cited to a predetermined level in the blue region with a 
narrow-band dye laser. The electronically excited 
vapor is simultaneously irradiated with an ultraviolet 
beam of moderate bandwidth (3 A or less) that ion
izes the excited atoms. Ion optics are used to suppress 
thermal ions emanating from the oven and other 
sources of background that would interfere with the 
expected low-level ion count rates. A dual-channel 
counter monitors the signal and signal-plus-background 
count rates and ultimately yields the photoionization 
cross section at the ultraviolet wavelength being used. 
The construction of an apparatus to determine excited-
state lifetimes is currently under way. An oven will 
produce a cloud of uranium vapor that will be excited 
by fast (less than 6-ns width) pulses from a Molectron 
model DL400 nitrogen-dye laser. The fluorescence 
decay will be monitored through a conventional niono-
chromator, phototube, and boxcar processor. Life
times of 5 to 500 ns are anticipated. 

In addition to measuring the lifetimes of levels di
rectly populated from the ground state, a two-photon 
experiment is being set up to measure the cross sec
tions and lifetimes of states reached by two-photon 
excitation processes. Photoionization cross sections 
from these levels will also be measured. 
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Systems Design Considerations 

SEPARATION EXPERIMENT MODELING _ ^ ^ _ 

A modeling capability that enables assessment of 
the many LIS processes is essential for the evaluation 
of alternative LIS processes. 

The modeling requirements are of three relatively 
distinct types. First, corr.psr.:;nt modeling is necessary 
to design the components of a separation experiment. 
These components include vapor-production and col
lection subsystems, as well as laser and optical subsys
tems. Component modeling, requiring a high degree 
of physical understanding, yields descriptions of the 
various separation-system components in terms of their 
efficiencies, requirements for power or energy, and 
other parameters required for modeling a separation 
system. 

The second modeling requirement is that of systems 
modeling. The performance of a separation system is 
described in terms of the parameters of its compo
nents. The approach in this case is that of systems 
analysis rather than that of the mathematical physics 
of component modeling. The results to be obtained 
from systems modeling include prediction of system 
analysis rather than that of the mathematical physics 
of component modeling. The results to be obtained 
from systems modeling include prediction of system 
performances, identification of scaling limitations, and 
identification of parameters to which the system is 
most sensitive. 

Finally, economic modeling of the separation sys
tem is required. The inputs to the economic studies 
include the system parameters developed in the sys
tems modeling as well as plant-related factors that 
influence separative-work costs. The results sought 
from economic modeling are the cost of enriching 
uranium by LIS processes for comparison with other 
uranium-enrichment processes. 

Of the many separation processes under considera
tion, preliminary emphasis in modeling has been placed 
on selective-photoionization processes in which cw 
lasers are employed to irradiate a uranium atomic 
beam. In modeling this or any potential enrichment 
system, the key elements of the investigation include 
(I) the feed system, (2) the laser separation system, 
and (3) the collection system. The feed system for this 
process consists of a high-temperature oven that re
leases atomic uranium vapor through a slit. The laser 
separation system consists of cw lasers that excite and 
ionize - " u along the vapor slit. In this process the 
collector is a charged plate, located near the oven, 
that extracts the 235ij j o n s f r o m t | , e atomic vapor. 
The uranium-atom energy-level diagram used to de

scribe this process is shown in Fig. 11-5. The 
235tj 

atoms in the ground level are excited to state 2 in an 
isotopically selective fashion by a laser. Atoms in state 
2 can decay back to the ground state at the rate W20, 
or they can decay into a set of levels that lead to a 
metastable state at a "lumped" decay rate W2(. Atoms 
decay from the metastable state back to the ground 
state at the rate WJQ, which is usually much lower 
than w?]. An ionizing laser is used to provide photons 
that remove --"LI atoms to the continuum from 
level 2. 

As a result of the high temperatures in the oven, not 
all the 235IJ a t o m s [ e a v e t n e o v c n s ] j t j n t | i e g r o und 
(0 cm"') stale.' In fact, the fraction of uranium atoms 
in the various thermal energy levels is seen to change 
quite drastically with oven temperature. For 2600°K, 
only 44.5% of the uranium is in the 0 cm"' state, with 
26.7% in the 620 cm"' state. In an attempt to utilize 
as many of the vaporized 235 u atoms as possible, more 
excitation lasers may be used to excite higher lying en
ergy levels. UsiP" two excitation lasers is exactly the 
same as the process described above, except that an 
additional excitation laser is employed to excite ura
nium atoms from the 620 cm"' energy level to the 
excited state (state 2) in an isotopically selective 
fashion. 

In modeling each of the major subsystems, careful 
attention is given to performance limitations and po
tential cost contributors. Oven performance is a strong 

N A \ \ \ \ \ Continuum 

\ Level 2 
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Metastable I I I \ \ 

_« (620 cm"1) 
Ground state (0 cm ) 

Fig. 11 -5. Uranium-atom energy-level diagram. 
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function of its operating temperature and design char
acteristics; these include the slit dimension, the colli
mator design if any, and the feed-system design. 
Performance parameters of interest include the 
uranium-atom number density attainable outside the 
oven, vapor velocity, and total energy consumption. 
Figure 11-6 depicts the uranium-atom number density 
inside the oven as a function of temperature. Assuming 
effusive flow, the number density of uranium atoms 
outside the oven, inside the irradiation zone, is no 
more than one-fourth the number density inside the 
oven. Actual numbers depend on collimator usage and 
the distance between the slit and the irradiation zone. 

The energy losses from the oven include the energy 
required to vaporize atoms, conduction and radiation 
from the oven surface, and radiation losses through the 
vapor slit. Of these losses, the radiation losses from the 
oven surface and through the vapor slit dominate. En-

1500 2500 
Temperature - °K 

3000 

ergy loss from the oven surface is a strong function of 
the oven design, whereas slit radiation losses are fixed; 
an estimate of the minimum oven loss possible run be 
made by calculating the vapor-slit radiative energy loss. 
The Stefan-Boltzmann t.'uation can be used to calcu
late this radiative ener y loss, which then can be di
vided by the number of " 5 I J a ( o m s leaving the oven 
slit to yield the energy less per 235rj a t o m separated. 
The data are plotted in Fig. 11-7. Also plotted are the 
energy losses per -35IJ atom in the 620 cm"' state, the 
ground (0 cm"') state, and the sum of the 0 cm"' and 
620 cm"' states.' By comparing these curves with the 
gaseous-diffusion separation process (which requires 
3x 10 6 eV per atom of 

235u 
separated) and the gas-

centrifuge process (which is projected to require 
4.5 x 10 5 eV per atom of --"(j separated), it can be 
seen that if all the 

235,, 
atoms in the 620 cm"' state 

were ionized and collected from a 250O°K oven, the 
energy loss due to radiation from the slit would equal 
Ihe energy expended in the gas-centrifuge plant. It is 
clear from an energy-utilization standpoint that the 
oven must operate at the highest temperature possible. 
Note that at the higher temperatures (3000°K). where 

10 

Gaseous 
diffusion 

•3 
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1 v 

All 2 3 5 U atoms' 

I I 

Fig. 11-6. Ur*r»ium-aCom number density as a function of 
temperature. 
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Fig. 11-7. Radiative energy loss. 
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the radiative heat loss per -- ' 5 U atom separated be
comes smalt, the heat required to vaporize the atoms 
becomes significant (~2000 eV per atom of --"(J 
vaporized, assuming 0.0071 feed assay). 

The rate equations associated with the energy 
levels of Fig. 11 -5 have been numerically solved for 
the laser separation subsystem. This model has been 
exercised over a wide range of geometries for oven tem
peratures above 2600CK in an attempt to determine 
module dimensions of interest for large-scale operation. 
From a first-order anr.jysis,^ the following observations 
were made concerning size limitations: 

Increasing the size of the irradiation zone in the 
direction of vapor flow is limited because of the rapid 
decay of excited 2 3 5 U to metastabie states. Increasing 
this dimension beyond the decay length of an atom in 
the excited states (decay lifetime times vapor velocity) 
results in increased laser power requirements, with 
little increase in the number of ions produced. 

The minimum-sized irradiation /.one in the vapor 
How dimension is constiained by laser-beam divergence 
(which is a direct function of the optical path length). 
Decay lengths of 0.01 cm and irradiation zones of 
0.01 cm for optical path lengths greater than 1 m are 
typical. 

As slit width dimensions increase, the number of 
atoms per second increases, laser power requirements 
increase, oven radiation losses increase, and other oven 
losses become constant. Therefore, as long as the laser 
power is not a limit, it is desirable to make the slit 
width dimension as large as possible to increase the 
total output of a single module and decrease the total 
number of modules required for a desired output. Fac
tors that limit slit-width scaling are charge exchange, 
laser power available, and the maximum width 
for which flow is effusive. Rough calculations indicate 
that for oven temperatures greater than 2600°K slit 
widths smaller than 1 cm are required to prevent exces
sive charge exchange." 

The oven length is the one dimension not limited by 
the physics of the separation process. Basically, the 
longer the oven, the more efficient the system. The 
number of atoms per second produced increases di
rectly with length; the excitation and ionization pho
tons arc then more efficiently utilized. Future 
geometry-optimization studies to improve the perform
ance of the system will concentrate in this area. Con
ceivable limitations in Shis dimension could be caused 
by oven tolerance and fabrication difficulties, laser-
alignment problems, laser-beam divergence over long 
paths, laser-tuning problems, and excitation-laser inten
sity reduction. 

Once a geometry is chosen, a computer program can 
be exercised to determine laser separation capabilities." 

The ion production j^Jicted foi a geometry of inter
est is given in Fig. 11-8 for a range of reasonable ion
ization cross sections. In this figure the ratio o f - " U 
atoms ionized to the - 3 S U atoms emerging from the 
oven, N3/N, is plotted as a function of ionization 
intensity. For all curves plotted an excitation intensity 
of 100 W/cm- was used. The information presented in 
Fig. 11-8 can be utilized as follows: 

1. Given the energy loss from the oven, we can con
vert from energy per --"U atom leaving the oven to 
energy per 

235u 
atom ionized. 

2. Given the dimensions of the optical beam and 
the efficiencies of the lasers involved, we can calculate 
the energy loss from the laser system per - 3 S U atom 
ionized. 
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Fig. 11-8. Ion production for a range of reasonable ionization 
cross sections. Here Nj/N is the ratio of " 5 U 
atoms ionized to 2-"U atoms leaving the oven. 
Excitation intensity = 100 W/cm2: T = 2A00°K: 
N = 9.12 x lO1" 5U atoms per second. 
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If the feed assay is known, it can be used to deter
mine how many module stages are required to obtain 
a desired tails assay. For example, if an N3/N ratio of 
OJ is obtained for a module, three modules in series 
are required to obtain a 0.24% tails issay. 

The results from Figs. 11-7 and 11-8 can be com
bined to give the total energy loss (assuming collection 
energy to be negligible) as a function of ionization in
tensity. These data are presented in Figs. 11-9 and 
11-10 for oven temperatures of 2600 and 2800°K, re
spectively. The major assumptions made for the calcu
lations were (1) a 0.1% efficiency for all lasers used, 
(2) an increase by a factor of 10 in ionization-laser 
intensity as a result of optics in the vapor chamber, 
and (3) an excitation intensity of 100 W/cm2. At 
T = 2800°K and W13 = 5 x 1 0 1 7 cm 2, an excitation 

energy of 400 W/cm2 is necessary. 
Ionization intensities that result in minimum energy 
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Fig. 11-9. Oven and laser energy loss at T = 260O°K. 
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Fig. 11-10. Oven and laser energy loss at T = 2800°K. 

consumption for the conditions assumed can be readily 
identified in Figs. 11-9 and 11-10. Regimes for which 
radiative energy losses from the oven exceed laser 
losses are also identifiable. 

Recalling that gaseous-diffusion plants typically 
require about 3 MeV per atom separated and gas-
centrifuge plants are projected to require about 450 
keV per atom separated, it becomes clear from Fig. 
11-9 that high ionization cross sections or improved 
laser efficiencies are required before cw-laser-induced 
separation plants operated at 2600°K oven tempera
tures can become competitive from an energy-loss 
standpoint. At the higher oven temperature of 
2800°K, as shown in Fig. 11-10, the ionization cross 
section becomes less important but is still a deter
mining factor in separation economics. These obser
vations could change if geometries that result in 
improved photon utilization can be developed. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: 
VAPOR _ _ _ _ _ _ 

SELECTIVE PHOTOIONIZATION OF URANIUM 

The separation of uranium isotopes by selective 
photoionization has been demonstrated. In these 
experiments, a tunable cw dye laser was used to 

selectively excite -35 ij in a beam of uranium vapor 
containing both -^U and ~^V. The selected isotope 
was subsequently ionized by ultraviolet radiation from 
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a filtered mercury-arc lamp and then separated from 
the neutral atomic beam bv means of electrostatic 
deflection. 

The choice of a tunable laser and a particular 
uranium absorption line was based on several factors. 
The cw dye laser is most useful for such an experiment 
because of its broad spectral coverage, satisfactory 
stability, and narrow line width. Continuous-wave dye 
lasers are presently tunable over the entire visible 
spectrum with bandwidths sufficiently narrow to selec
tively excite isotopic transitions of atomic states in 
uranium. In general, laser dyes can cover a tunable 
wavelength range of about 50 nm; the more efficient 
dyes can cover a range of more than 100 nm. Because 
of the large number of optical transitions in uranium, 
one can generally find a strong transition with an ade
quate isotope shift that falls within the tuning range of 
any selected laser dye. Consequently, one of the most 
efficient cw laser dyes, rhodaniine 6G, was selected for 
these experiments. A modified commercial cw dye 
laser was used in these experiments. 

Figure 11-11 depicts a simplified schematic energy-
level diagram for a mixture of two isotopes, - ^ U and 
_38(j p o r a g j v e n transition from the ground state, 
the energy of the first excited state of -35 | j W JH o e 

slightly different from that of 2 3 8 I J This difference 

///////// ////////// 

I . 

Isotope A Isotope B 

Fig. 11-11. Isotope separation by photoionizalion. Irradia
tion of gaseous isotopic mixture with hl'| selec
tively excites isotope A. Irradiation with hJ^ 
produces A ions, but leaves isotope B unaffected. 
The ions can be separated from neutrals by 
electromagnetic fields. 

is the isc'ope shift. For instance, in uranium atoms 
this shift, in frequency units, is typically several giga
hertz, depending 0,7 the particular transition. Hence, 
by using a tunable laser with a bandwidth narrower 
than the isotope shift, one can tune the laser to selec
tively excite one isotope and not the other. Then by 
introducing a second quantum of radiation, hvi. the 
excited isotope can be photoionized. In this process, 
ru<2 should be large enough to raise the excited isotope 
to the continuum, but not so large as to ionize the 
other isotope directly from the ground state. The 
spectral line chosen for these experiments was the 
transition at 5915 A. The isotope effect for this line is 
approximately 8 GHz with 235 u a l t | , e higher fre
quency. The experiment was complicated somewhat 
by the hyperfine splitting of the 23Stj | m e j ^ e a ( , . 
sorption spectra for the 235ij a n t [ 2 3 8 I J [ j n e s a r e 

plotted on the same scale in Fig. 11-12. The peak 
absorption cross section is approximately 10"'-' cm-
in 23ou. 

The experimental geometry is described in connec
tion with Fig. 11-4. A beam of uranium atoms emanat
ing from a high-temperature oven was irradiated from 
above the optics arrangement shown in the figure by a 
dye-laser beam. Ultraviolet radiation from a mercury-
arc lamp was used as the ionizing iidiation. The 
photoionized atoms thus generated were then electro
statically collected and analyzed with a quadrupole 
mass spectrometer. The uranium oven and the mass 
spectrometer were housed in a vacuum chamber. The 
dye-laser beam and the ultraviolet radiation entered the 
chamber through windows at the top and at the side of 
the chamber. 

Figure 
not available 
at press time 

Pig. 11-12. Absorption spectra for the 2 3 S U and 2 3 8 U lines. 
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The uranium oven was a resistively heated hollow 
tungsten cylinder with a 3-by-7-mm exit aperture. 
The oven contained an alloy of uranium. URe2- At 
2100°C, decomposition of URej yielded a uranium-
vapor pressure of about 10"- Torr at the oven slit. A 
thermal shield plus two apertured plates located next 
to the oven were electrically biased to remove charged 
particles emanating from the source. These shields also 
collimaled the beam. 

The active region was a 2-cm 3 chamber located 
approximately 8 mm from the oven. This chamber 
had an entrance slit at the front and an exit slit at the 
back for the uranium beam, a slit at the side for the 
ultraviolet radiation, and a hole at the top for the 
laser beam. The chamber was held at a potential of 
8 V above the system ground. Within the chamber the 
uranium-atom density was about 5 x 1 0 ' " cm"-'. 

Following the ionization chamber were two ionic 
lenses that focused the photoiomzed uranium into the 
mass spectrometer. At the entrance to the mass 
spectrometer was an electron-impact ionizer that was 
used only for mass calibration. Following the ionizer 
was a quadrupole mass filter and a Channeltron 
electron multiplier. The multiplier cone displaced 
from the uranium-beam axis was biased at -3000 V to 
extract the photoionized uranium from the beam. 

The tunable dye laser used for this experiment was a 
Spectra-Physics model 490 cw dye laser. A water 
solution of rhodamine 6G was used as the active 
medium. The laser had a frequency bandwidth of 
about 30 MHz and an output power of 40 mW. The 
laser was tuned to excite the 5915-A transition in 
uranium. 

To ensure that the laser was tuned to the proper 
spectral line, a sample of the laser beam was passed 
through a microwave-discharge lamp containing en
riched uranium. 

The mercury-arc source was a 2.5-kW lamp. The 
arc was imaged through a window in the side of the 
vacuum chamber and into the ionization chamber. The 
window was made of doped quartz to filter out radia
tion shorter than 2100 A. This radiation would direct
ly ionize the uranium from the ground state. The arc 
gave a spectral range that could be utilized for photo-
ion izat ion from this lower limit of 2100 A u p to about 
3100 A, which is dictated by the dye-laser wavelength. 
The intensity of the arc image that intercepted the 
uranium beam was about 8 W/cm-, integrated from 
2100 to 3100 A. 

Experiments were carried out with various iso
tope mixtures. Natural uranium, which contains 
0.71% 235i j i a n ( j a n e n r i c n e d sample with approxi
mately 50% 2 3 S U were used. Selective photoioniza-
tion was readily observed in both cases by several 
techniques. In one of the techniques, the dye laser 

was first tuned to the 238y absorption line and held at 
the peak. A mass scan was then made with the mass 
spectrometer. 

The upper trace in Fig. 11-13 shows the relative 
photoion current obtained versus mass number. The 
curve is normalized to unity at the peak. The absolute 
photoion current at the peak was approximately 10^ 
ions per second. The second trace is the resulting 
photoion current obtained with the laser tuned to the 
235 (J absorption line. These traces were taken with 
the 50%-enriched-uranium sample. Note that for the 
slightly higher concentration of 2 3 % a t o m s „ t n e 

uranium beam the photoion signal was only about 15% 
of the " 8 I J s i g n a ) . Tliis discrepancy is directly attrib
utable (o the fact that the ^ 3 5 I J absorption line is 
split into eight major hyperfine components. The sepa
rations between these components, which range from 
0.3 to 1.5 GHz, are wider than the 30-MHz bandwidth 
of the dye laser. Consequently the laser could only be 
tuned to one hyperfine component at a time. In the 
third trace of Fig. 11-13, the laser beam was blocked, 
showing that no photoions are produced without the 
laser. The lower trace is the mass calibration made 
with the electron-impact ionizer turned on. It is obvi
ous that the mass-calibration peaks line up with the 
photoionization peaks. 

Figure 11-14 shows the results of a similar experi
ment performed with natural uranium. Here the ratio 

0.2S Laser off 
(UV on) 

Mass 

Fig. 11-13. Relative photoion and ion currents as a function 
of mass numbers for an enriched sample with 
~60% 2 3 S U . 
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Fig. 11-14. Relative photoion current as a function of mass 
number for natural uranium. 

of the --"(J signal to the - ' ° U signal is reduced by 
another factor of 140, corresponding to the abundance 
ratio of the two isotopes in natural uranium. 

As a further demonstration of selective photoioniza-
tion. the mass spectrometer was fixed at mass 235. and 
the dye-laser wavelength was scanned through the 
- " u absorption line. The top curve in Fig. 11-15 is 
the photoion current obtained with the enriched ura
nium: the middle curve is that obtained with natural 
uranium. The bottom curve is the optical emission 
spectrum made from a hollow-cathode lamp. The pho
toion current accurately reproduced the relative inten
sities and spacing o r the hyperfine components of the 
2 3 5 , . ; l i n e . 

Hollow-cathode lamp 

Frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 11-15. Relative phoioion current for enriched and natural 
uranium anJ optical emission spectrum from a 
hollow-cathode lamp. 

The results obtained from this experiment permit an 
estimate to be made of the photoioni/.ation cross sec
tion, one of the essential parameters in the evaluation 
of LIS processes. From the magnitude of the photoion 
current, a value of approximately 10"' ' c m - , averaged 
over the spectral region from 2100 to 3100 A, is 
obtained. 

Status of Supporting Technologies 

ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY , 

Although many spectral lines of atomic uranium 
vapor have been tabulated using conventional spectro
scopic techniques,'" little or no information has been 
accumulated concerning other parameters, such as 
photoioni/.ation cross sections, autoionization-state en
ergy levels, excited-state lifetimes, and hyperfine split
tings. In a selective photoionization scheme or in a 

one-photon separation process, it is advantageous to 
employ a photon in the visible or ncar-uitraviolel 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum for the initial 
excitation. 

With a tunable dye laser, wavelengths between 
4200 and 7500 A are currently available. A listing of 
lines favorable for a separation process in the region 
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from 4000 to 6000 A has been compiled. These lines 
have been selected on the basis of cross section for 
absorption from the ground state or 620 cm"' state, 
magnitude of the isotope shift, and estimated life-
lime. Several lines of large cross section and isotope 
shift, minimal hyperfiiie structure, and apparently long 
lifetime are in this region. 

During the past year an experiment to measure 
absorption cross sections for selected transitions in 
uranium vapor has been carried out. A sample cell con
taining a 1-cni path length of uranium vapor was 
employed. The vapor cell utilizes the URei compound 
developed at LLL. 

A narrow-band dye laser was scanned across the 
Doppler profile of the selected optical transition. The 
optical density of the sample was then monitored as a 
function of wavelength. With this arrangement, cross 
sections of 5.9 x 10" 1 5 , 1.1 x 10- i ; , ,and 1.6 x 10" 1 4 

cm- were mejsured for the 6056.8-, 5915.4-, and 
5758.1-A transitions, respectively, at 2100°C(a tracing 
of the 5758-A line at 2000°C is shown in Fig. 11-16*. 
This is to be compared with the values of 7.0 x 10"' , 
1.0 x lO"'-*, and 1.1 x 10~' 4 cm- for the same transi
tions calculated from gA values at the National Bureau 
of Standards.'' 

Modified Hartree-Fock calculations have been car
ried out for ionization from f3dsp, f3s2p, and f4s2 
metastable configurations into several ionizing con
figurations. Strong configuration interaction from 
several states accessible from these configurations 
(e.g., f^dsed, f4dep, and f4ped) has been calculated 
to yield peak-ionization cross sections on the order of 

U 238 
5758.1434 A 
2000° C 
1-cm path 

5% Absorption 

2GHr 
0.02 A 

Fig. 11-16. Optical density as a function of wavelength across 
the 5758-A transition of W l ' j n t n e vapor state 
at 2000°C. 

5 x 10-16 c m 2 . An ionization cross section this large 
would make two-step photoionization a commercially 
attractive process. All the above configurations are 
compatible with two-step photoionization processes. 

KINETICS OF URANIUM REACTIONS, 

The understanding of the kinetics of uranium-atom 
and uranium-compound reactions is of critical import
ance to the development of laser photochemical pro
cesses for isotope separation. The essence of this work 
is the measurement of chemical-reaction cross sections 
as well as charge, energy, and chemical-exchange cross 
sections. The primary goal is to identify one-photon 
separation schemes employing a chemical reaction for 
the extraction phase of the process. Such photo-
induced chemical reactions have been used in the past 
for separating the isotopes of carbon and 
mercury.1--'-' 

It is well known that the rates of many endothermic 
biniolecular reactions are greatly increased by the 
addition of either vibrational or electronic energy to 
the system. It is likely that processes based on photo-
induced reactions are more favorable economically 
than such purely physical multiphoton processes as 

selective photoionization and photodissociation. 
Two general types of chemical reaction are being 

studied: 

1. "Normal" chemical reactions, such as 

U* + CO - UO + C 

2. "Chemiionization" reactions, 

U* + M - UM+ + e" 

where M is cesium, barium, thallium, or aluminum, and 

u* + S F 6 • 
*-UF; + SF^ 
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Distind :y different methods are used to study these 
two classes of chemical reactions. A beam approach is 
well suited to the study of reactions yielding charged 
particles. The fir?! measurements are concerned with 
the examination of chemiionization reactions using 
the differentially pumped molecular-beam apparatus 
shown in Fig. 11-17. The reactant molecular beam 
formed in the chamber on the left enters the main 
scattering chamber, where it crosses a uranium-atom 
beam. The uranium beam is produced by a source of 
the type described below under "Uranium-Source 
Development." At the beam-intersection region, the 
uranium is excited by a laser beam that enters the 
scattering chamber from the right. Product ions are 
electrically extracted and mass analyzed with a quad-
rupole filter. The molecular-ion generation rate is 
monitored as a function of excitation wavelength. This 
allows the determination of the chemiioniration cross 
section as a function of atomic excitation. 

The apparatus was calibrated by a study of the 
reaction of ground-state uranium atoms with molecular 
oxygen to give U02 + . The results of this experiment 
along with previously measured cross sections for this 
reaction indicate that photoinduced chemiionization 
reactions with cross sections as small as 10""17 cm^ 
can be conveniently measured.''* 

Preliminary studies are near completion on the 
existence of chemiionization between cesium vapor 
and uranium excited at 4352 A by a dye laser. Inter-
metallic chemiionization reactions are of particular 
interest because of the low probability that there will 
be a competing normal chemical reaction. A three-
body recombination yielding a stable, uncharged inter-
metallic compound is very slow in the vapor-density 
range required for efficient separation. 

For normal chemical reactions the product is 
electrically neutral, and its detection is fa. more diffi
cult than for reactions liberating charged products. To 
examine these reactions, a modified flowing-afterglow 
approach, similar to that shown in Fig. 11-18, will be 
employed. The reaction kinetics of this experiment 
have been modeled in detail, and it appears that with 
the lasers presently available the experiment is tech
nically feasible. The model gives the fractional con
version of the metal vapor to product in terms of the 
flow velocity, the excited-state-reaction cross section, 
the reactant number density, the power '<nd beam 
diameter of the pumping laser, the absorption cross 
section for excitation, the radiative lifetime of the 
upper level, a branching ratio for its radiative decay to 
a metastable level, and nonreactive-quenching cross 
sections for the excited levels. 

For an exciter state-reaction cross section as small 
as 3 x 10" 1 7 cm z , complete conversion to product is 
possible under the following conditions: a reactant 
number density of lO'" molecules per cubic centi
meter, a flow velocity of 10^ cm/s, and a cw-laser 
power of 100 mW focused to a 0.1-cm-diameter spot. 
This is to be contrasted with a beam experiment, 
where the conversion efficie, cy would be less than 
10" s. 

Although the kinetics modeling is fairly well under
stood, there arc a significant number of critical hydro-
dynamic questions that still must be addressed. A 
method must be developed for introducing and vr,y 
rapidly mixing the high-tempevature uranium vapor 
with the cooler reactant gas. The melal-vapor diffusion 
rate in the presence of a temperature gradient as well as 
1' e degree of uranium condensation in the excess of 
loreign gas must be fully evaluated. These and other 
related questions will require diagnostic experiments 
on the actual flow apparatus. A process based on a 
normal chemical reaction is expected to be more 
favorable than cue based on a chemiionization re
action. The efficient extraction of an ion from a 
rapidly moving dense gas is a challenging problem. In 
addition, the ionic product can undergo an isotopic 
scrambling reaction with a ground-state uranium atom. 
In fact, ion-molecule reaction cross sections at low 
relative velocities can exceed the gas kinetic value by 
an order of magnitude. 

The general kinetic requirements for a photo
chemical-extraction scheme based on a metal vapor 
were developed during the past year.15 In summary, 
the excited-state-reaction cross >ection should be 
greater than 10"'^ cm^ and the nonreactive-quenching 
cross section smaller than 10"'6 cm^. A large 
excited-state-reaction cross section allows one to 
achieve the maximum possible quantum efficiency for 
reactions under conditions where such undesirable 
effects as collisional line broadening and three-body 
side reactions are not significant. The maximum 
quantum efficiency for a reaction that can be realized 
is the ratio of the excited-state-reaction cross section to 
the total-quenching cross section. It is for this reason 
that the nonreactive-quenching cross section should be 
small. To guarantee sufficient enrichment and also 
efficient use of the metal vapor, the ground-stats-
reaction cross section should be orders-of-magnitude 
smaller than the excited-state value. The upper limit 
for the former is largely dictated by the times required 
for the mixing of reactant with metal vapor and for 
isolating the newly formed enriched product from the 
reactant siream. 
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Fig. 11-17. Differentially pumped molecular beam apparatus. 
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Fig. 1118. Modified flowing-afterglow experiment. 

URANIUM-SOURCE DEVELOPMENT. 

The advent of LIS has seen the requirement for 
uranium-vapor sources that are relatively free of 
excited-state or ion species. In large-scale separation 
schemes, uranium-vapor pressures of about 10 to 
100 Pa (—0.1 to 1 Torr)at the vapor source are needed 
for sufficient vapor density and mass throughput 
Laboratory-scale experiments involving atomic-bearr 
and spectroscopic studies on LIS can be carried 
out at uranium pressures of I to 10 Pa or less. 

Current objectives inc ude the exploration of basic 
source concepts and the development of those sources 
that show promise for use in laboratory-scale experi
ments. We shall describe the continuing studies on 
URe^ sources and comment on source concepts based 
on the decomposition of UI4. 

As an illustration of a simple source concept, if 
pure liquid uranium were heated in a suitable con
tainer to 2300 to 2600°K, vapor pressures of 1 to 
10 Pa, which are adequate for laboratory experimenta
tion, would be generated. The direct containment of 
liquid uranium at theso temperatures, however, is a 
formidable problem. Liquid uranium is extremely 
reactive chemically; in particular, it increases in reactiv

ity with temperature, severely attacking common 
refractory container materials above ~2100°K. Attack 
on the containment vessels may take any of a number 
of forms, such as displacement reactions to form urani
um compounds, decomposition reactions to form 
gaseous products, and the dissolution of the contain
ment vessel in the liquid uranium. 

During the past year, the compatibility of liquid 
URe2 with tungsten up to 3130°K was investigated. 
The purity of uranium vapor above URe2 was analyzed 
by mass spectrometry, and the vapor pressure of 
uranium above URe2 as a function of temperature was 
studied. 

The compatibility of liquid URe2 with tungsten 
crucibles was investigated by an electron-microprobe 
analysis of the interaction at temperatures of 2620 and 
3130°K. Figure 11-19 shows the interface region 
obtained at 2620°K. The most significant feature to 
be noted here is the continuous diffusion-limiting 
barrier about 5 urn thick (labeled 2 in the figure) that 
forms above the tungsten substrate (labeled 1 in the 
figure). The diffusion barrier is thought to be responsi
ble for the extended lifetimes of URe2 containment in 
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Fig. 11-19. View of the URe2 melt at the edge of the tungsten 
crucible. 

tungsten. Microprobe analysis shows that this diffu
sion layer consists of 29 wt% rhenium, 71 wt% 
tungsten, and no detectable uranium. Analysis of the 
tungsten substrate shows pure tungsten and no micro-
stiuctural change over the initial material. Phase 3 in 
the melt analysis is an alloy of 58% rhenium, 41% 
tungsten, and 1% uranium; phase 4 is URe2; phase 5 
is pure uranium. The total dissolved tungsten in the 
melt is ~12%. Results at 3130°K are very similar to 
those at 2620°K, except that the diffusion layer 
increases to about 50 Jim in thickness and tungsten 
solubility in the melt increases to about 45%. 

The examination of the purity of uranium vapor 
from URe2 sources employed a 3-g sample of URe2 
placed in a tungsten Knudsen cell. The UReo was 
prepared by aic-melting chips of uranium metal and 
rhenium powder, using a slight excess of rhenium over 
the stoichiometric ratio. The resulting URe2 was then 
crushed to a particle size of less than 1 mm for use in 
the cell. The effusing vapor was analyzed by a 30-cm-
radius 60° mass spectrometer of high sensitivity. With 

an ionizing potential of 30 V and a system pressure of 
about 25 ,uPa, UO + was detected as a major peak at 
temperatures of up to 2080UK but began to decline 
rapidly after 20 min at 2200°K. On heating for an 
additional 2 hr at 2270°K, the vapor composition 
became 98% or more uranium (see Table 11-1). 

A second test was conducted using URe2 that 
contained 1 wt% tungsten as an alloy additive. For this 
test the vapor at 2100°K consisted of two-thirds U and 
one-third UO2, with little or no UO. As previously 
observed, the uranium dioxide gas rapidly declined at 
2200°K after about 20 min, leaving 98% or more 
uranium as the main species. The two URe2 samples 
were then used in a mass-spectrometer analysis of 
the vapor pressure of uranium as a function of 
temperature. 

The mass spectrometer was calibrated for U + 

intensity versus uranium concentration (and hence 
uranium-vapor pressure) by means of the weight loss of 
the Knudsen cell from the first run. These results are 
summarized in Fig. 11-20, which also gives the vapor 
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Table 11-1. Relative mass-spectrometric intensities 
of uranium-containing species above 
URe2 as a function of heating time and 
temperature in vacuum _ _ — ^ — 

Relative intensity3 

Sample heating history U + UO + VO\ 

First heating to 2080°K 217 b 485 87 a. 
i 

Additional 8-hr heating at 2080°K No significant i 

a. change from above 

i 

a. 
intensities; data not o 
recorded 

An additional 20 min heating at 2200°K 29.4 3.1 <0.2 
An additional 2-hr heating at 2270°K 20.5 0.28 - c 

"With sample at 2080°K and JO-eV ionizing voltage. 
"Approximately 90% of the l) + here was formed from the 

fragmentation of UO by 30-eV electrons. 
cNot detected. 

pressure of pure uranium for comparison. The 
decrease in vapor pressure in URe2 indicates that 
uranium activity has been lowered by a factor of ~10. 
The expected discontinuity in the vapor-pressure curve 
at the melting point of URe2 (about 2400°K) is 
clearly apparent in the figure. The equations repre
senting the vapor pressure (in p-scals) of uranium 
above URe2 are as follows: 

log(P|j) 
-28,200 + 11.1 (below 2400°IO, 

, o g ( P u ) = r ^ + 8 , (above 2400° K). 

In addition, work was begun last year on nonequi-
librium techniques for producing the metal vapor by 
the degradation of volatile uranium compounds at 
temperatures below 1000°K. "Thermal" decomposi
tion of UI4 by passing a CO2 laser beam through a 
UI4 + SF 0 mixture and the stepwise "stripping" of 

0.35 0.40 0.45 

103/T 
0.50 0.55 

Fig. 11 -20. Vapor pressure of uranium above URe2 solid and 
liquid as determined by mass-spectrometry meas
urements with a Knudsen cell. Vapor pressure of 
uranium over pure uranium is shown for reference. 

UI4 by a reactive vapor like potassium are among the 
possibilities under consideration. Feasibility calcula
tions for the "stripping" approach were carried out. 
Assuming a gas kinetic cross section for the stripping 
of each of the iodine atoms and an alkali-metal vapor 
density of 4 x lO'S atoms per cubic centimeter, 
complete conversion to the metal vapor would be 
complete in less than 10~4 s. A gas kinetic cross 
section is possible only if all the stripping reactions are 
thermochemically favorable. There is a high proba
bility that the stripping of the last iodine atom is 
endoergic; if so, the conversion time would be con
siderably greater. Experiments will be initiated to test 
this and other low-tempeiature-soui ce schemes. 

Laser Development for LIS 

SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS. 

Though laser requirements for large-scale LIS proc
esses have not yet been established, there exist several 
separation schemes favoring wavelengths in the near-

ultraviolet/blue regions of the spectrum. As a result 
much of the laser-development effort has been concen
trated on study in this area. 
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Early objectives of this program were to provide 
lasers suitable for near-term separation demonstrations 
and as tools for basic experiments. For these lasers, 
center wavelength and bandwidth control is as im
portant as an acceptable output-power level. Objec
tives in support of more distant goals included scaling 
studies for dye lasers. Both tunable dye lasers and 
~\cd-wavelength lasers are of interest, fixed-
wavelength lasers may be employed to pump a dye 

laser or be used directly in a separation experiment if a 
wavelength coincidence exists with a suitable absorp
tion line. Activities during the past year have included 
the development of a cw tunable dye laser operating in 
the blue region to be appiied in spectroscopy experi
ments as well as the study of the scaling potential of in
coherently pump: ' dye lasers. In addition, considera
tion of the scaling possibilities for coherent pumps for 
dye lasers has been expanded. 

DEVELOPMENT OF FLASHLAMP-EXCITEO DYE LASERS. 

A developmental high-repetition-rate dye-laser sys
tem has been described in previous reports. A sche
matic of the LLL developmental dye laser is shown in 
Fig. 11-21. It incorporates orthogonal dye-solution 
flow, excitation, and laser emission. 

The extremely high dye-laser optical excitation 
threshold demands that the discharge network be de
signed to produce maximum flashlamp intensity. To 
this end, a low-inductance circuit was designed, yield

ing short pulses on the order of 1 ys. The energy is 
stored in four pulse-forming networks (pfn) with char
acteristic impedances of 2 ohms. Each pfn is 
switched into the lamp circuit by its own thyratron, 
mounted on a low-inductance chassis. 

Investigations were conducted to maximize the 
flashlamp-emission intensity with respect to simmer 
current, current-pulse discharge time, and flashlamp fill 
pressure. These investigations revealed that a simmer 

Flashlamps 

Laser 
output 

Reflector 
cavity 

Fig. 11-21. Developmental dye laser. 
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current of 1 A, a current-pulse discharge time of 1.5 jus, 
and a lamp fill pressure of 2 atm yielded peak intensi
ties 50% greater than the previously employed 40-mA 
simmer current and 0.5-atm fill pressure. The higher 
simmer current was partly responsible for the shorter 
current-pulse durations. Delivery of the 1-A simmer 
current required the development of a unique supply 
circuit that could maintain lamp ionization and current 
flow as lamp impedance varied from several hundred 
ohms under simmer conditions to less than 1 ohm dur
ing the flash pulse. 

The dye-flow system, designed to minimize bubble 
propagation due to cavitation in the pump or entrap
ment in the dye reservoir, was capable of complete dye 
replenishment in the lasing region up to a 300-Hz 
pulse-repetition rate. 

The cooling-water ilows for the dye cell and the 
laser head are maintained at a common temperature 
with the dye by means of a heat exchanger, thus elim
inating inherent temperature gradients across the dye-
cell windows. Temperature gradients induce random 
refractive-index inhomogeneities, which severely de
grade the laser output. Flashlamp heating of the dye in 
the vicinity of the boundary layer and the thermal con
ductivity of the windows are the factors that limit 
maximum flash-repetition rates. 

In initial tests employing quartz windows, the peak 
laser output decreased at repetition rates as low as 
100 Hz. When similar tests were conducted with win
dows of sapphire, a material of significantly higher 
thermal conductivity, the laser-output decrease was not 
observed until 150 Hz. Figure 11-22 shows the relative 
energy per pulse as a function of flash-repetition rate 

1 50 100 150 200 

Reoetition rate - Hz 

Og. 11-22. Relative energy per pulse as a function of flash-
repetition rate for sapphire windows. 

for the sapphire windows. These energies have been 
scaled to account for time-dependent and flash-count-
dependenl dye degradation, as shown in Fig. 11-23. 

A facility has been assembled to investigate the 
lasing conditions of dye solutions with respect to dye 
concentrations and concentrations of surfactants or 
supersolvents added to the basic solvent. Water 
appears to be the best choice for basic solvent, largely 
because of favorable thermal characteristics. The sol
vent system itself then must be optimized with respect 
to ultraviolet absorption, propensity for bubble forma
tion, dye efficiency, and light-scattering properties. 

To a first approximation it can be assumed that the 
quantum yield of fluorescence is independent of wave
length, and therefore all excitation light transmitted by 
the optical system is useful for producing laser out
put. However, this assumption may break down at the 
very short wavelengths where the quantum yield for 
dye destruction increases rapidly. Thus the short-
wavelength limit of the dye-activation spectrum af
fects the choice of solvents. 

Special attention is focused on the scattering prop
erties of solutions. It has been found that the pres
ently used surfactant can scatter as much as 109! of 
the light at 450 nm in a 10-cm length. Thus effi
cient lasers operating in this wavelength regime will 
require special low-scattering solvent systems. A search 
for such solvents is presently under way. 

A Lyot filter composed of three plates of sapphire 
has been designed and tested for use as an internal 
cavity-tuning element for the pulsed dye laser. It was 
found to be capable of reducing the laser line width 
from 25 to 1.5 A. Further experiments are planned to 

Fig. 11-23. Relative energy per pulse scaled to account for 
time- and flash-count-dependent dye degradation 
for sapphire windows. Experimental conditions: 
12.5 kV. 20 J per pulse in coumarin .114 
(2.25 x lO"4 M in SW Amonyx LO and 9S1 
water). 
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compare the internal cavity tuning obtained with the 
Lyot filter (used in conjunction with two etalons) 
with tuning by means of an injected signal from an 
argon laser. These experiments will be performed at 
515 nm. the emission wavelength of the argon laser. 
An analytical study predicted that an injected signal as 
small as 0.001 times the peak laser intensity should be 
sufficient to lock the laser pulse to the injected 
wavelength and line width. 

Transverse-How geometry for the laser active med
ium described above is not compatible with laser 
designs based on symmetrical resonator-mode volumes. 
This incompatibility results from the shadowing of the 
active region by the incoming and outflowing dye solu
tion, thus reducing the effective solid angle available 
foi pumping. A more natural geometry would consist 
of a rectangular sheet of dye whose dimension perpen
dicular lo the direction of excitation is large compared 
to the thickness of the dye stream. Efficient extrac
tion from such an excitation geometry requires a spe
cially designed resonator configuration. Such a resona
tor could be stable in the direction orthogonal to the 
dye flow, but would have to be unstable in the direc
lion along the flow to yield single-mode output. 

Since the optimum magnification for the device has 
not been determined, a variable-magnification reso
nator has been designed, and components are being 
fabricated. This design is based on a folded, long-
radius cavity consisting of a plane mirror and a concave 
spherical mirror with a negative cylindrical lens in
serted into the cavity. A diagram of the resonator is 
shown in Fig. 11-24. To determine the magnification 
for this configuration, one must first find the resonator 
mode that repeats itself on multiple traversals through 
the resonator. The solution for this mode is easily ob
tained by compulcr iteration using a ray-optics ap-
roach. The general form of the solution can be seen by 
simplifying the physical model. The negative lens and 
the concave mirror are assumed to be coincident in 
space, and the dimension y is assumed to be small in 

comparison to all other dimensions. Then the curva
ture of an incoming wave l /S | at the curved mirror 
is changed by the sum of the powers of the optical 
elements, so that the final wave curvature is 

1 1 2 1 
- • + - - - + -

In addition. R = f + y. For the curvatures of the 
incident and reflected waves, a reproducible mode 
must be equal at the plane mirror. Therefore 

(S, - L>- <S R + Lf ,-1 

The resonator magnification can be calculated by 
assuming the wave reflected from the concave mirror 
to be the same size as the incident wave. The magni
fication of the cavity is then the ratio of these two 
beam diameters at the plane mirror: 

M = S , / S R | ( S R + L ) / ( S , - L ) | 

I + 2(yL,fR)'-

Thus it is anticipated that the value of M - 1 will be 
a sublincar function of yL/fR. 

A computer program was written to solve for the 
magnification exactly, for a reasonable range of 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 

yL/fR 

k;jg. 11-24. Variable-magnification re.«Hiator. Fig. 11-25. Plot used in analysis of resonator magnification. 
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resonator-dimension values. The program takes an 
assumed wave front and operates on it with all the ele
ments in the cavity, using the ABCD l f> matrix form
alism to obtain the wave front that returns. The 
curvature of the initial wave front is then iterated until 
the initial and final wave fronts have identical curva
tures. The magnification is then calculated from the 
initial and final positions of a single ray in this wave 
front. 

The value of M - I was plotted (Fig. 11-25) as a 
function of yL/fR to determine whether a simple rela
tionship could be used to estimate the resonator mag
nification. It is clear from Fig. 11-25 that a unique 

Fig. 11-26. Fractions of input powers that go to oi'tput. 
spontaneous fluorescence, triplet absorption, and 
internal resonator losses. 

Table 17-2. Net efficiency of coherently and incoherently pumped '-*•*••» 

Coherently pumped laser" 

Laser efficiency 0.35 ( \ . .H>> 

Solution heal load I - (\,'A(;) + 0.5 <\, X(;> 

Incoherently pumped laser 

Laser efficiency: 
Dye quantum yield 
Dye efficiency (laser) 
Laser mode coupling: 

Han!-aperture direction 
Sol'l-aperlure direction 

Lvcitation ahsorption 
Stokes shift 
<250-nm Maser) 
Lamp efficiency 
Pump-cavity coupling 
Overall efficiency 
tprobable best) 

- f - 0 . 5 ( \ . A ( / i = 0.5 

0.7S 
0.20 

0.38 
0.80 
0.75 

0.60 
0.15 
0.40 

0.1'* 

Solution heat load: 
Triplet heating 
(twice laser output) 
Stokes healing" 

0.002 
A|l -I250nm X f | | OY 

= \<0.551(0.75) 

Kadiationfess transition heating •Ml -yV) = ,\(0.25l 

Ahsorption: 
l-.\citalion absorption 
Pump-cavity coupling 

0.75 
0.40 

^The subscripts "e" and "(.'" stand f<» excitation and laser, respectively. 
Symbols: A, absorption: A.-, fluorescence wavelength: (JY, quantum yield. 
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relationship does not exist. However, within approxi
mately 75% accuracy, the following relationship is 
obeyed: 

I = 5.5(yL/fRK 

It has been shown that for unstable resonators for 
which cavity losses increase smoothly as a function of 
radial distance from mode center, the lowest-order-
niode operation is easily obtained. It has also been 
demonstrated analytically that the variable gain in the 
laser produced by focusing the flashlamp into the sheet 
of dye is equivalent to this variable loss. It is therefore 
anticipated thai the desired single-mode output from 
the dye iaser should be attainable. 

An analytical study has been undertaken to obtain 
scaling relations and limits on the scalability of dye 
lasers.' 7 The critical phenomenon limiting the scala
bility uf dye lasers is thermally induced optical inho
mogeneity in the liquid laser medium. An attempt to 
evaluate the extent of the inhomogeneity must start 

with an evaluation of the efficiency of the laser and the 
fraction of the remaining power that is converted into 
solution heating. This efficiency is dependent on the 
input power and the resonator losses. In addition, 
there is an optimum output coupling for each value of 
input power in internal resonator losses. The fractions 
of the input power that go to output, spontaneous 
fluorescence, triplet absorption, and internal resonator 
losses have been evaluated and are diagrammed in Fig. 
11-26. The net efficiency for coherently and incoher
ently pumped lasers has been predicted and is tabulated 
in Table 11-2. Employing the calculated efficiencies 
and the assumption of a 1-ppm line width, it was pos
sible to formulate some scaling guidelines (see 
Table 11-3). 

It has been concluded from the scaling study that 
a high-averagc-power dye laser should be designed with 
a transverse solution flow with an asymmetrical resona
tor mode that is probably unstable in at least one 
dimension. The dye system should be based on water 
solutions because of the thermal properties of water. 
Finally, the tuned narrow-line-width laser should be 
coherently excited even if the excitation source is 
another dye laser. 

Tatile 11-3. Guidelines for scaling dye lasers. 

Parameter 

Type of excitation 

Incoherent Coherent 

Laser efficiency for nirrow-line output (%) 
Dye-solution heal load as fraction of input power (%) 
Ratio of solution healing to laser output 
Resonator intensity at selected operating point 
Optimum output countingT|. for single-ended output, 
as a function of single-pass internal losses L 
Thermal limitation oit narrow-line output-maximum 
best input to 20°C water solution per cross-scctionsl 
area of laser bore (J/cmz) 
Maximum time for narrow-line output (ps) 
Maximum narrow-line output for laminar flow and 
transverse excitation (W) 
Improvement available by cooling-water solution 
Minimum useful temperature for blackbody excitation 
source ( Kl 

0.1 
3 
26 

' = 2's.t 

T| = 4L 

4.2 
2" 

» 
Factor of 20 

35 
50 
2 
I = SI„ 

I0L 

4.2 

80 
Factor of 20 

15,000 

'Pulse length. 
"Solution transit time. 

WAVELENGTH STABILIZATION OF CW DYE LASER. 

Isotopically selective excitation of uranium atoms in 
the gas phase ha', been attained with a cw-laser-pumped 
dye laser stabilized for operation at the 591.5-nm ab

sorption line of 235(j Line-center stabilization in
cluded use cf an external servo loop controlled with 
the aid of a microwave-excited uranium iodide ab-
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sorption lamp. This loop was used in conjunction witli 
a model 580 Spectra-Physics electronically tuned dye 
laser. 

Tuning of the model 580 laser is accomplished by 
changing the cavity length while an internal high-
finesse etalon is synchronously scanned. Piezoelectric 
elements drive both the etalon and cavity-length 
motions. Reliable, reproducible operation of the sep
aration process can be maintained only if the laser fre
quency can be held very near the peak of the absorp
tion line. Drift must be kept to much less than the 
1-Gliz bandwidth of a typical line. Thermal drift and 
hysteretic tuning effects, even with careful mechanical 
design, typically do not allow intrinsic laser stability 
sufficient for isotope-separation requirements. It is 
therefore necessary to include a frequency reference, 
external to the laser, that has a drift of less than 
100 MHz over many hours of operation. The laser out
put can then be "locked" to the external reference by 
means of a feedback signal applied to the tuning ele
ment. The uranium absorption lamp was found to be 
an acceptable standard. It requires no tuning and pro
vides a stable and convenient reference. With the lamp 
included to monitor transmission of the dye output as 
a function of wavelength, as shown in Fig. 11-27. ade
quate laser stability could be maintained. 

Although the uranium absorption lamp has been 
adequate for present application, it does have seveial 
drawbacks that prevent it from being an optimum 

«,„„., ML.IOIWJKC 
l J , 4 «,„„., ML.IOIWJKC 
l J , 4 

1 
1 

1 r- , , 

1 
1 

| '""" r ^ 

Fig. 11-27. Block diagram of a dye-laser frequency-
stabilization method using a uranium iodide ab
sorption cell as a frequency reference. 

standard. These include the following: 
1. The absorption bandwidth is about 1 GHz. an 

order of magnitude wider than optimal. 
2. The desired laser frequency is at the peak of the 

absorption curve rather than on a slope, requiring the 
laser to be modulated about the center frequency of 
absorption, with the resultant transmission changes 
detected synchronously with a lock-in amplifier. 

3. The many uncontrolled glass surfaces associated 
with the lamp may cause signal modulation, which can 
confuse the peak-sensing electronics and lead to un
stable operation. 

4. This approach requires the use of a lamp with a 
significant population of the uranium level involved in 
the laser absorption process, which may not always be 
possible. 

Because of these drawbacks, a second type of 
frequency reference-a temperature-tuned solid-fused-
silica etalon-is also under development. The silica 
will be free of the pressure-induced tuning stress and 
hysteresis of piezo-tuned etalons. With no angular 
changes of the etalon with respect to the laser beam, 
its resonant frequency will be determined only by its 
temperature. 

Multilayer coatings on the etalon can be chosen for 
the desired finesse and bandwidth. The etalon can be 
tuned to set the desired frequency on the slope of the 
attenuation curve. This simplifies the electronics and 
eliminates the need for laser modulation. The use of 
the etalon also eliminates extraneous surfaces, and a 
wide range of continuously selectable frequencies is 
available. 

The temperature-tuned etalon itself has two major 
problems: It only gives information about frequency 
relative to some arbitrary calibration points; therefore 
an absolute frequency reference is still required to pro
vide initial frequency calibration, and the temperature-
stability requirements are severe. 

With the use of a solid-fused-silica etalon, a fre
quency stability of 100 MHz requires a temperature 
stability of 0.015°C. The dominant parameter limiting 
the allowable temperature drift is the thermal coeffi
cient of refractive index, not the thermal coefficient of 
expansion. 

An alternative approach that requires less severe 
temperature tolerances involves the use of a compo
site solid-liquid etalon. This etalon consists of two 
outer solid (fused-silica) slabs with a thin inner liquid 
layer. The index of refraction of all three layers is 
nominally equal. Index differences are low enough 
for only the two outer surfaces to influence etalon 
performance. The negative value of the thermal 
coefficient of refractive index in the liquid can be used 
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to partially compensate for the value for fused silica. 
Perfect compensation is not desirable, for then thermal 
tuning would not be possible. The desired liquid 
thickness is quite small, ~300 Jim, and not totally 
predictable because of inaccuracies in available data on 

the thermal coefficient of refractive index. Because of 
fabrication difficulties expected for this device, further 
effort to design and test a composite etalon will 
depend on the results of performance tests for the 
thermal controller. 
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PROGRAM RESOURCES 

12. MANPOWER, FUNDING, FACILITIES IC. Meier) 

MANPOWER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CAPITAL E Q U I P M E N T . ™ 

The L L L Laser Program employed an average of 
280' people during 1974. Of the total, 42% are 
scientific staff and the remaining 58% are engineers, 
technicians, and other support personnel. Table 12-1 
shows the manpower distribution by major task. 

Table 12-1. Manpower breakdown by major »"*• 

Task Man-years 

Solid-state-laser development 108 
Target design and fabrication 34 
Target interaction experiments 23 
Diagnostics development 23 
Gu-lascr development 4Q 
Liscr isolope separation 52 

OPERATING COSTS n 

Operating costs for 1974 totaled nearly $24 million. 
Forty-six percent of the budget was expended on 
manpower-related costs (salary and overhead expen
ses). Procurements, supplies, and R & D contracts 
accounted for 48% of the total, with computer charges 
accounting for the remaining 6%. The breakdown by 
major task is given in Table 12-2. 

Table 12-2. Operating-cost breakdown by major t « k _ 

Cost 
Task (millions of dollars) 

Solid-state-laser development 12.5 
Target design and fabrication 3.1 
Target interaction experiments 1.3 
Diagnostics development 1.3 
Gas-laser development 2.7 
Laser isotope separation 3.1 

The Laser Program's 1974 capital-equipment obliga
tion was SI ,536,000. Major purchases were made in 
the areas of operational hardware-that is, equipment 
essentia! for the operation of the laser systems. Items 
in this category include system handling equipment 
(large finishing machines, clean-room facilities), vacu
um systems, power supplies, and general laboratory 
instrumentation. In addition, there were large ex
penditures for diagnostic equipment such as electronic 
analyzing and display instruments, digital processing 
systems, and spectrum analysis and identification 
equipment. Table 12-3 presents the calendar year 
distribution of capital-equipment expenditures by ma
jor task. 

Table 12-3. Capital-equipment expenditures in 1 9 7 4 ^ 

Cost 
Task (thousands of ddlars) 

Solid-state-laser development 660 
Target design and fabrication 144 
Target interaction experiments I IS 
Diagnostics development 90 
Gas-laser development 162 
Laser isotope separation 365 

FACILITIES • _ « « a M i M M w 

General Plant Projects 

In August 1974. a 3500-ft- addition to Building 
177 was completed. This addition, consisting of two 
1300-ft2 (net) laboratories and one 550-ft2 (net) lab
oratory, was done as a General Plant Project, with a 
total project cost of S23S.OOO. The addition was built 
to house basic research in laser chemical, photo
chemical, and kinetics experiments. At present, the 
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Laser Isotope Separation Program is using these lab
oratories for experiments demonstrating and evaluating 
laser photoseparation of uranium. 

Experiments performed in early 1974 demonstrated 
that costly damage occurring on laser optics running 
at high energy densities could be traced to particle con
tamination. Portable clean benches were brought into 
Building 174 (solid-state lasers-basic studies) to be 
used as an interim solution. A request for general plant 
funds was made to provide a class 100 clean room in 
Building 174 in FY 1975. The clean room is designed 
to be a horizontal-laminar-flow facility for use in 
assembling laser heads and other optical components. 
Half the (500-ft- area will be used as a conventional 
clean room; the remainder (downstream) will be used 
for component preassembly operations. Operation of 
the completed clean room is scheduled for late 1975. 

Laser-Fusion Laboratory, Building 381 

In November 1974, the LLL Laser-Fusion Labora
tory was completed (Fig. 12-1). This S6.8-million 
facility is the first of a small number of facilities that 
are funded by EKDA and specifically designed and 
built for laser research. Utilizing an accelerated sched
uling concept, it was designed and constructed within 
2 years of Congressional authorization (funding appro
val), making both its management methods and techni
cal design of interest. 

Th< • facility covers 89,000 (l~ (gross area) and con
sists of three separate, but contiguous, r uildings: a 
laboratory building of 38,000 f|2 includi ig a 10,000-
ft- basement for capacitor banks and associated laser 
equipments 200-maii. 42,000-ft2 office wilding;and 
a SPOO-ft̂  equipment building to house heating, air-
conditioning, and electrical distribution equipment. 
The design of the laboratory area incorporates a high 
bay 60 ft wide, 240 fl long, and 28 ft high. A 25-ton 
crane runs the length of the bay. Below the high bay is 
a b. ment 45 ft wide, 230 ft long, and 13 ft high. On 
the south side of the bay arc 10 smaller laser labora
tories plus a control and diagnostics area. 

One unique fcatute of this "laser qualified" labora
tory space is the controlled environment '.hat has been 
provided. The design incorporates special controls on 
factors (e.g., vibration, noise, temperatures, air flow, 
humidity, and dust) that can adversely affect laser 
operation. Currently none of these critical features 
is provided in any of the existing laboratory space. 

As designed, the laboratory will accommodate a 
variety of basic research activities and prototype laser 
systems for investigating laser-fusion concepts. The 
controlled environment and the convenient space for 
capacitor energy storage will allow the development of 
high-energy glass lasers for the 10-kJ laser system. The 
laboratory will also be suitable for laser-plasma inter
action experiments and for the construction of multi-
beam laser systems for plasma siudies. The operation 
of any particular laser system within this facility will 
not be permanent, and the flexibility of the building 
has been enhanced tc provide for any foreseeable laser-

Fig. 12-1. LLL User-Fuaon Ubontwy, hiding 381. 
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system development or laser-plasma experiments. 
in addition to the main high bay laboratory, several 

smaller laboratories have been provided to meet the 
needs of research and development of lasers and diag
nostics in support of the primary laser-fusion goals. 

High-Energy Laser Facility. Building 391 

The LLL High-Energy Laser Facility (HELF) is a 
$25-million project funded by ERDA and administered 
by its local San Francisco Operations Office. Of the 
total funding, SX.S million is allocated for construction 
of the building, and Si6.2 million is allocated for the 
laser and target system. 

The goal of the HELF is to demonstrate significant 
laser-driven compression and thermonuclear burn of a 
fusion pellet. To do this, a high-energy laser system 
will be constructed. It will consist of three major com
ponents: a high-powered and well-controlled puNd 
laser, a target-handling and irradiation chamber, and a 
diagnostics array. These components are integrated 
together to explore the basic physical processes funda
mental to laser fusion. The laser is being designed to 
deliver a total of 10 kJ on target in a configuration 
that will permit spherically symmetrical irradiation of 
the target with twenty 500-J beams. Experiments de
signed to prove the concepts of laser fusion will be 
conducted with this system. 

The building to house the laser system (Fig. 12-2) 
will consist of five major elements: a main laser bay. a 
target room, an energy-storage area, a single-story lab
oratory element, and substantial mechanical equip
ment areas (see Figs. 12-7 through 12-5). The laser 
bay, target room, and a dean laboratory require svrin-
gent temperature and dust control for advanced l a w 
research. The gross area of the building i» approx
imately 66,000 ft-*, and the enclosed volume is ap-
pioximatcly 1.66 x 10'' ft'. Th•• facility will be con
structed due north of the Laser-Fusion Laboratory, 
which houses the principal laser-research groups at 
LLL. It will accommodate about 50 technical person
nel. Site development will conform with tbs Labora
tory's master development plan. The S.S-acre parcel 
will be landscaped by informal trec-and-shrub planting, 
with emphasis on native, climate-resistant varieties to 
enhance the environment. 

To expedite this project and maintain an accelerated 
schedule, we have elected, to use phased construction 
techniques (fast track) coupled with a cons.ruction-
management concept The Norman Engineering Com
pany of Los Angeles was selected as both the architect-
engineer and the construction manager. Excavation 
and foundation work (phase I) began in August 1974, 
before the design of the remainder of the building was 
finally ccmpleted. Remaining construction "packages" 
will be released to phase with ongoing construction. 
Current scheduling has a targeted completion data of 
May 1976. 

Fig. 12-2. High-energy laser facility, building 391. 
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